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VOLUME IV 
COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 

The Notice of Availability of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was 
published and approximately 2,500 copies were mailed to the appropriate Federal, state, 
and local agencies and citizens' groups for comments on November 29, 1975. As of 
March 17:, 1976, 110 comments were received. Twenty-two responses were received ·from 
Federal agencies, 21 from state agencies, 23 from local and regional agencies, 21 from 
private citizens and citizens' groups, 10 from the gas industry, and 13 from other 
industries. Many of the comments included factual information which significantly 
differed from that contained in the DEIS. The Fi.nal Environmental Iinpact Statement 
(FEIS) reflects the extent to which the environme~ntal staff concurred with this data; 
a number of minor changes were also made in response to the comments. 

This volume includes reduced photocopies of the comments on the DEIS submitted 
to the Federal Power Commission (FPC) and.,where appropriate.,the responses of the 
environmental staff. The environmental staff responded only to those comments on 
the DEIS received prior to March 1, 1976. The statement does not include responses 
to comments which were, in fact, statements of position. However,-; all such statements 
of position were considered by the environmental staff in reaching th~ conclusions 
set forth in this statement. 

Several comments included attachments, particularly copies of comments submitted 
to the Department of the Interior's DEIS on the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems. These attachments have not been reproduced; however, copies are available 
from the Office of Public Information of the FPC. 

It should be emphasized that both the DEIS a.nd the FEIS present the opinions of 
only the environmental staff and not thos.e of the entire FPC staff. The final 
position of the Commiss~on staff will be contained in the brief prepared by staff 
counsel and will be determined from consideration of the FEIS as well as other 
relevant evidence in the record. 

A list of those submitting comments is included on the following pages. 
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Advisory Council 
On historic Preservation 
1522 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 2000\•te. H 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

'li 

December 
~~~?Nr, 
-w-~··· 
fl':'~~;-; 

This is in response to your request of November 28, 1975, for comments 
on the draft environmental statement for the Alaska Natural Gas Trans
portation Systems in Alaska and California. 

The Advisory Council has reviewed the statement and notes that the 
undertaking will affect numerous properties listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places or which may be eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places. 

Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
of 1966 (80 Stat. 915, 16 U.S.C. 470) and Executive Order 11593, 
"Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment" of May 13, 
1971, as implemented by the Advisory Council's "Procedures for the 
Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 C.F.R. Part 800), 
Federal agencies must, prior ·to the approval of the expenditure of 
any Federal funds on an undertaking or prior to the granting of any 
license, permit, or other approval for an undertaking, afford the 
Advisory Council an opportunity to comment.on the effect of the 
undertaking upon properties listed on or eligible for inclusion in 
the National Register. For your convenience, a copy of the Council's 
Procedures is enclosed. 

Until the requirements of Section 106 and Executive Order 11593 are 
met, the Council considers the draft environmental statement to be 
incomplete in its treatment of historical, archeological, architectural 
and cultural resources. To remedy this deficiency, the Council will 
provide substantive comments on the undertaking's effect on cultural 

·.-~c. 
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See responses to the Advisory Council comments of 1/28/76. and 
2/4/76. 



Page 2 
December 22, 1975 
Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems 

resources through the steps detailed in the Procedures. Please contact 
Brit Allan Storey of the Council's staff at (303) 234-4946, to assist 
you in completing this process as expeditiously as possible. 

Enclosure 

~ Louis S. Wall 
Assistant Director, Office 

of Review and Compliance 
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Advisory Council 
On Historic Preservation 
1522 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Mr. Richard L. Dunham 
Chairman 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Dunham: 

This is in response to your letter of January 20, 1976 concerning the 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System proposed by the El Paso 
Alaska Company, et al. (Docket Nos. CP75-96, et al.). By letter of 
December 22, 197S(copy enclosed) ~<e advised Mr.Kenneth F. Plumb, 
Secretary, Federal Power Commission (FPC) that the draft environmental 
statement (DES) prepared for the proposed undertaking was incomplete 

::. 

' ..... · 

for it did not demonstrate compliance with Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, nor Executive Order 11593, "Protection 
and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment" issued May 13, 1971. 
Because the DES identified numerous properties listed in or eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places compliance 
with Section 106 and Executive Order 11593 is required. 

The "Procedures for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties" 
(36 C.F.R. Part 800) set forth the steps to be followed by an agency 
in obtaining Advisory Council comment. A copy of the Procedures is 
enclosed for your convenience. In order to expedite the consultation 
process detailed in the Procedures the FPC should, in consultation 
with the appropriate State Historic Preservation Officers, determine 
the nature of the effect of the undertaking on extant cultural resources 
and prepare the preliminary case report specified in Section 800.4(f). 
The preliminary case report should contain the following information: 

1. a description of the properties included in or eligible 
for inclusion in the National Register to be affected by 
the undertaking, identifying the significant features of 
the properties; 

2. an evaluation of the effect of the undertaking upon the 
properties included in or eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register; 

The Council is an independent unit of the Executive Branch of the Fed"al Governmtnt charged by the Act of 
October I Y, 1966 to advise the President and Congress in the field of Historic Puservation. 
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Page 2 
Mr. Richard L. Dunham 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System 

3. an outline of measures taken in considering the undertaking's 
effect upon the properties included in or eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register, including: 

a. an expression of the views of the State Historic 
Preservation Officer 

b. an indication of the support or opposition of units 
of government, as well as public and private 
agencies and organizations 

c. a review of alternatives which would avoid any adverse 
effects 

d. a review of alternatives which would mitigate any 
adverse effects 

4. The status of this project in your agency's approval process. 

5. The status of this project in your agency's National 
Environmental Policy Act compliance process. 

The case report should be completed and forwarded to the Council at 
your earliest convenience. 

Pending receipt of the Council's comments, the Council requests that 
FPC refrain from taking any action with regard to the undertaking that 
will foreclose proper Advisory Council consideration of existing 
alternatives to avoid or satisfactorily mitigate any adverse effects 
on the properties in question. 

Should you have any questions, please contact Brit Allan Storey of the 
Council staff at (303) 234-4946. The Council appreciates your cooperation 
in this matter. 

Enclosures 

Sincerely yours, 

t!)u4\L_s· 
hn D. McDermott 
rector, Office of Review 
and Compliance 
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Advisory Council 
On Historic Preservation 
1522 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

Mr. Jack M. Heinemann 
Acting Advisor on Environmental Quality 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Heinemann: 

fc:g II 3 .so FH '76 
OFFICE OF 

EfiEI:GY SYSTEMS 
fEGi:flft.l FCVIC:R 

CG;·!:•:ISSiON 

This is in response to your letter of January 12, 1976, concerning the 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems draft environmental statement 
(DES). It appears that our letter of December 22, 1975, in response to 
the Federal Power Commission's (FPC) request for comments pursuant to 
Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 on 
the DES, was misunderstood by the FPC. The Advisory Council's authority 
to comment to Federal agencies on undertakings affecting properties 
included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places is derived from Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966 and Sections 1(3) and 2(b) of Executive 
Order 11593, "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment" 
of May 13, 1971. Comments are provided to Federal agencies pursuant 
to the "Procedures for the Protection of Historic and Cultural 
Properties" (36 C.F.R. Part 800) which were developed by the Advisory 
Council. Our expertise in reviewing environmental statements is in 
the area of whether compliance with the National Historic Preservation 
Act and the Executive Order has been demonstrated in the environmental 
statement. The DES submitted to the Advisory Council for review, as 
noted in our letters of December 12, 1975, and January 27, 1976, 
failed to indicate compliance with these authorities. 

The Advisory Council is aware that the problems involved with the 
Alaska Natural Gas environmental issues are complex in nature and will 
require a high degree of cooperation and coordination between the 
various state and Federal agencies involved. From review of environ
mental documentation and conversations with FPC and Department of the 
Interior (DOI) staff, it would appear that the Advisory Council should 
receive a joint proposal from the FPC and the DOI with regard to the 
procedures that will be followed by the agencies and the applicants 
to avoid, protect, or mitigate adverse impacts to affected cultural 
resources. 

The Council is an independent unit of the Executive Branch of the Federal Government charged by the Act of 
October 15, 1966 to advise the

1
President and Congress in the field of Historic Preservation. 

See next page, 
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Page 2 
Mr. Jack M, Heinemann 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems 

Therefore, it is suggested that a meeting be arranged between our 
Denver staff and staff from FPC, DOI (including the Bureau of Land 
Management and the National Park Service), and any other involved 
Federal agency, to work out the steps to be taken in obtaining 
compliance. 

In order to arrange the details of this meeting, please telephone me 
at 254-3380. 

Sincerely yours, 

.. CJLQm, ~---·-
/- _/ John D. McDermott 
~ Director, Office of Review 

and Compliance 
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This has been done. FPC is cooperating.with these agencies 
in formulating a program of mitigation ~n compliance with 
Advisory Council procedures. 
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COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS 
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515 

January 20, 1976 

Mr. Kenneth Plum, Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street, N.E. 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Re: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Mr. Plum: 

r· .. 

MICHAEL. C. MARDEN 

MINORITY COUNSEl.. 

-·~ 

I have examined with interest the "Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement" prepared in connection with proposals to 
bring Arctic gas from Prudhoe Bay Field in Alaska to market 
areas in the lower 48 States. 

Your environmental staff makes certain conclusions, one 
of which is that the Northern Border route of the proposed 
system should be routed along the Red River Corridor alterna
tive route proposed by the Department of the Interior (I-255). 

Other than the fact that it seems inappropriate to me 
for the staff which prepared the draft EIS to go beyond a dis
cussion of the alternatives and publish its own conclusions, 
I find little in the draft EIS to support the conclusions. 
Apparently, it is based solely on the fact that the route sug
gested would be approximately 345 miles shorter than the prime 
proposed route (I-225). 

I find no consideration given by the staff in arriving at 
their conclusion as to the route to other important factors. 
For example, the potential of the prime route to stimulate an 

7 



Mr. Kenneth Plum 
Page 2 
January 20, 1976 

increase in exploration and possible development of oil and 
gas basins in northern Alaska, as well as the coal fields 
in Montana and elsewhere (I-215). 

In the final EIS, it seems to me that the staff's con
clusions should either be deleted or fully supported. 

Kindest regards. 

Since~ 

N MELCHER, Chairman 
committee on Public Lands 

8 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

Mr. Kenneth Plumb 
Secretary 

8 0 JAN 1976 

Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

The Environmental Protection Agency has completed 
its review of the Federal Power Commission's draft 
environmental impact statement (EIS) entitled "Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation Systems," issued in 
November 1975. Our specific comments are enclosed. 

we believe the FPC Staff has made a significant 
effort in preparing this draft EIS. However, the FPC 
has, by reference, adopted virtually all of the 
Department of the Interior's draft EIS for the Arctic 
Gas proposal. EPA's comments (enclosed) on that 
statement indicated our belief that the analysis 
relevant to determining the environmental impact of the 
project was, as a whole, inadequate. For those aspects 
of the Interior EIS adopted by the FPC in its EIS on 
the El Paso proposal, our comments remain the same. 

A principal concern raised in our review of the 
Interior statement was the absence of an adequate 
analysis of potential environmental impacts due to the 
proposed pipeline design criteria. In our view, this 
critical subject has also not been satisfactorily 
addressed by the FPC. We remain concerned that the 
chilled pipeline design concept which characterizes 
the El Paso proposal has not effectively been 
demonstrated as a technology in arctic and subarctic 
areas. Accompanying this concern is a suspicion that 
those mitigating measures proposed for project impacts 

1•1 
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may not be sufficient should the design criteria or 
construction techniques for the pipeline themselves 
prove inadequate. 

The draft EIS discusses on pages II-257-261 the 
potential severity of geologic hazards along the pipeline 
corridor, including the problems posed by permafrost, 
frost heave, erosion and mass wasting. However, the 
mitigating measures proposed to address these hazards 
are contained in only two paragraphs on page II-319: 

The pipeline design would include unique design 
features which would protect the environment 
and provide for the stability of the pipeline 
system. One of the unique design features 
is the use of a chilled gas concept which 
would maintain the gas temperature below the 
melting point of ice (32°F) and above the 
dew point of gas (-l0°F). This would avoid 
the degradation of the permafrost which would 
occur if a hot gas pipeline were operated 
through permafrost areas. In order to 
maintain the pipeline temperature below 
32°F, gas refrigeration plants would be 
installed at the discharge side of the first 
11 of the 12 compressor stations. 

Measures would be used to prevent possible 
problems caused by chilling the gas such as 
frost heave and ice encapsulation. Some of 
the measures which El Paso is considering 
for problem areas are using selective 
backfill material, which is not readily 
susceptible to forming permafrost, anchoring 
the pipe and insulating the pipe. · 

This brief response has not convinced EPA of the 
reliability of mitigating measures proposed to deal with 
the impacts which may accompany the unproven pipeline 
technology. In particular, these questions remain 
unanswered: 

1. How will the thermal balance and attendant frost 
heave, pipeline integrity, permafrost integrity, 
and general environmental wellbeing be maintained 
for those sections of pipe in the ground during 
the periods in excess of two years before the 
introduction of chilled gas? 

10 
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2. What effect will the frost bulb have on "spring 
break-up" at the stream crossings? How will 
it be mitigated? 

3. would a prototype pipeline testing project be 
able to determine the effect of proposed 
mitigating measures on actual impacts of 
construction? 

4. What would be the effect of an elevated pipeline 
(similar to the trans-Alaska oil pipeline) in 
permafrost areas scheduled for construction? 

EPA recommends, in light of these unanswered 
questions on pipeline technology and mitigating measures, 
that the FPC pursue and promote the establishment of 
a prototype pipeline testing project. This testing 
project could be developed during the time period already 
scheduled for engineering and design studies prior to 
construction. Without causing a delay in the proposed 
construction timetable, the prototype project would 
help insure that the planned mitigating measures 
will be stringent enough to guarantee the maximum 
level of environmental protection. 

A prototype project should, as a minimum, involve 
the testing of buried pipeline segments in selected 
permafrost and stream crossing areas. A prototype 
effort of this kind was employed prior to the construc
tion of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline and it resulted 
in a more technologically reliable and environmentally 
sound project. Until more definitive information is 
available (or at least scheduled to be developed in 
pre-construction testing) , on the gas pipeline design 
criteria and their potential for environmental 
degradation, we believe the environmental analyses 
must be considered incomplete. Therefore, we urge 
the FPC to encourage the applicant to provide for 
such a prototype testing project prior to proceeding 
with the unproven chilled pipeline technology. 

Our specific comments contain in detail some 
additional concerns with the project design and construc
tion activities. However, we believe that these concerns 
can be attenuated with planning and modifications 
much less difficult than those required for the major 
problem area discussed above. 

In order to accumulate more definitive information on the 
impacts of a chilled gas pipeline in arctic and subarctic 
environments, the environmental staff recommends that the 
successful applicant undertake an analysis of the Alyeska 
pipeline system and prototype projects conducted by the 
Alaskan Arctic and Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Companies. 
Specific areas of study should encompass but not be limited 
to the following: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

What measure(s) are most effective in controlling or 
eliminating frost heave and ice encapsulation along the 
pipeline? Are any measures effective en~~h.to virtua~ly 
guarantee the integrity of a pipeline ut~l~z~ng the ch~lled 
gas concept? 

Can the thermal balance, permafrost.and pipeline integrity, 
as well as the general envi:onmental.wel~eing of the ~ocal 
area be maintained for sect~ons of p~pe ~n the ground ~n 
excess of 2 years prior to the introduction of chilled gas? 

What effect(s) will formation of a frost bulb at stream 
crossings have on "spring breakup"?. What mea~ure~, planned 
for implementation, are most effect~ve at mit~gat~ng 
these ·effects? 

Under normal circumstances the environmental staff would 
concur with the suggestions of the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the Council on Environmental Quality that a series 
of prototype segments be tested in areas of critical 
environmental sensitivity. In this particular case, however, 
the staff feels that the magnitude of the environmental and 
economic impacts which would result from such an endeavor 
would approach and in some respects surpass those associated 
with the construction of the pipeline as presently proposed. 
The environmental staff therefore, while in conceptual 
agreement, cannot support such recommendations. 

11 
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As a result of our review, and in accordance with 
EPA procedures, we have rated the draft statement 
category 3 (Inadequate) pending information or a 
commitment to develop information on the significant 
and unanswered questions surrounding the chilled 
pipeline technology and proposed mitigating measures. 
Should you wish clarification of any of our comments, 
please let us know. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment 
on this proposed project. 

Enclosures 

Sincerely yours, 
"'L . 
/\.tl~ ;,u. ,:..J,._ ... ,, ... "'-

Rebecca w. Hanmer 
Acting Director 
Office of Federal Activities 

A-104 
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THE ENVIRONi'lENTAL PP.O'I'ECTION AGENCY 1 S 
DETAILED COHMENTS ON '.rHE 

FEDERAL Pm-iim COMI•IISS ION 1 S DRAF'l' 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

·ENTI'rJ.ED, 

"ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS" 

GENEPJ\L ----
Our principal concern is over the absence of an 

adequate analysis of potential environmental imoacts as 
a result of the proposed pipeline design crit.erla. The 
chilled pipeline design concept has not been effectively 
demonstrated as a technology in arctic and subarctic 
areas. Accompanying EPA's concern in .this area is a 
suspicion that those mitigating measures proposed for 
project impacte may not be sufficient should the design 
criteria or construction techniques for ti1e pipeline 
themselves prove inadequate •. In particular, these 
quest.ions remain unans'I-Tered: 
/; 

1. How will the thermal balance and attendant 
frost heave, pipeline integrity, permafrost 
inteqrity, and general environmental wellbeing 
be maintained for those sections of pipe 
in the ground during the periods in excess 
of two years before the introduction of chilled 
gas? 

2. What effect ;dll the frost bulb have on 
"spring break-up" at the stream crossings? 
How will it be mitigated? 

3. Would a prototype pipeline testing project 
be able to determine the effect of proposed 
miti£'aU.ng me3sures on ac·tual impacts of 
construction? 

4. What would be the effect of an eJ.evated 
pipeline (similar to the trans-·Alaska oil 
pipeline) in permafrost a.reas schednled for 
construction? 
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See response to EPA's discussion of the prototype on 
Page 3 of the cover letter. 

The lengthy period of pre-operation burial of the pipe prior 
to introduction of chilled gas could possibly be reduced by 
connecting buried pipeline to refrigeration units, which 
would fill them with chilled air. 

The frost bulb effect on spring breakup can be reduced by 
deeper burial, casing with concrete having high insulating 
values, and maintaining the pipeline gas at no lower tempera
ture than necessary. The relatively rapid movement of the 
groundwater in the stream area would inhibit frost bulb 
development. 

The effects of an elevated pipeline would: 

a) be the same as the oil pipeline is during 
construction; 

b) have little if any effect during normal operations; 

c) cause a reduced ability to spot potential leaks 
(via disturbance of soil or vegetation in 
buried pipelines) in the pipeline;-

d) mean that repair or maintenance during the summer 
would have little effect if a permanent work pad 
remains alongside the pipeline. 
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EPA recommends, in light of these unansHered 
questions on pipeline ·technology and mitigating measures, 
that the FPC pursue and promote the establishment of 
a prototype pipeliml t.est.ing project. This testing 
project could be developed during the time period already 
scheduled for engineering and design studies prior to 
construction. Without causiug a delay in the proposed 
const7uction timetable, the prototype project would 
help J.nsure tha.t the pla1med :nitiqating measures will 
be stringen·:: enough t.o guarantee the maximum level of 
environmentf~.~~ pro·tecti(.>n. 

11 prototype p~·ojer't should, as a minimum, involve 
the testing of buried pipeline Regments in selected 
pm:mafrost and s~r:am crossing <>.rea~. A prototype 
effort of th~s kJ.nct leas employed prl.or to the construc
tion of the t:r.ans-Al.?.ska oil pipeline and it rem.1lted 
in a more technologically reliable and environmentally 
sound project. Until more definiti:ve information is 
available (or at least scheduled to be developed in 
pre-constr•.•c~ion testing), on the gas pipeline design 
cxiteria and their potential for environmental 
degJ:adation, we beJ.ieve the environmental analyses 
must be considered incomplete. Therefore, we urge 
the r'PC to encourage the applicant to p:::·ovide for 
s';lch a prototype tesU.ng project prior to proceeding 
111. th tile unproven chilled pipeline technology. 

Another. of our major concerns regards t.he issue of 
pipeline mai.ntenance, emergency or otherwise, during the 
summer mont:hs. I·t seems conceivable that extensive 
effoJ:·ts to pro·tect the environment during construction 
could be negated during a maintenance episode in the 
sum:ner, part .icu.larly, if heavy equipment must be used. 
In this reg11rd: 

l. Is it feasible to share the same work pad 
constructed for the 'l'rans-Alaska oil pipeline 
whenever possiblr.!? 

2. What impaoi;s would evoJ.ve from constructing 
•"- gravel 'wrk pad along the :r:oui;e ·wherever 
it could not be shared with th8 ··trans-Alaska 
work pad? 

Also, na t.ural y:o.s is the principal fuel to be 
consumed in both t.h(-? .A.:::-ctic G;x.s Syste~ o.n.d the El Paso
Wes·tern System for t.rmt[:port of Alaskan natur?.l g<>s 
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See response to EPA's discussion of the prototype on 
Page 3 of the cover letter. 

Yes the environmental staff feels that in certain locations 
the' same work pad could be utilized. Studies, however, have 
not yet been done to determine the compatibility of a hot oil 
pipeline and a cold gas pipeline buried relatively close 
together. See the s~aff's recommendation. 

El Paso has proposed to utilize primarily winter construction 
which would mitigate these impacts on the North Slope and 
south of the Brooks Range. It is estimated, however, that 
approximately 6.5 million cubic yards of gravel would be 
necessary in areas where the trans-Alaska pad would be 
unavailable. 
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to southern ma.1."k9ts. Conservation of natuz.·al gas in the 
t1~anspo2..·tation syst.e\':l frees thut.: cm1ount of clean 
fuel for ccrr~1~stion in lieu of more polluting fuels. 
~·ox this reasor. 1 B?.A be.1 ieves that the final EIS for 
the El Paso proposal should ir,clude staff calculatiori 
of totaJ. ene.t'gy. ~cnsumption (broken down by fuel) 
and energy efficiency of the two etlternat.ives. The 
model for this comparison :nay be found in lnergy 
:'V::~er_!!a.tj,_v::5:;::_:___A Comp.E::_ratj._y~ Ana]~- (CEQ • 

In raacy c~.ses energy ccnservation is coupled 1dth 
direct envil:or~mental adva.ntage. For example 1 the 
use of ca:: pools and other traffic management schemes 
during ccn~truction simultaneously saves fuel and 
reduces ccn~bustion and fugitive dust emissions. rJ~he 

final EJS should propose as C(ll1ditions for operation 
such metho&s of fuel use reduction. 

The statement indicates that the bulk of the 
co.nstruction Nill take place in the winter months. 
Our.· underst.ar:di.nq of the experience to date with the 
con.st~uction of. th8 l'"),lyeska pipeline· is thaJ.::. the 
contractors have found winter time construction 
ecc•nomically i11fcasible because of the large amounts 
of lost >-lOr!~ time due l:o inclement weather 1 low 
\>'Orker productiv:U:y and a higher accident potential. 
This situation should ba 1:ecognized in ·t:he description 
of t.he propos~d action an.C. t.he discussion of mitiga·tion 
meas•1r.ez ioun·:! on page l.l-·325 should be upda·ted in 
t.h3 final EIS to xeflect the costs of 'llinter construction 
activity. 

Finally 1 the draft EIS argues that air quality will 
be enhanced to the degree· that natural gas supplied 
by '!:.he transportaticn system redur;es the need to acquire 
and burn mo.r:e poJ.lt1l:ing fuels. EPA believes it would 
be approprir.te for the final EIS to discuss the 
distribution options for A.laskan natural gas ;~hich 
are ·'lVailable to Federal .contrcl.. This is especially 
J.mpor·tcmt in ccnnectic.n with air quaJ.ity in the South 
C~;ntral Coast ·and So~t.h cc,as·t a.i.r basins of California, 
whe:t·e a propm;ed natural gas cuy·t:ailment plan currently 
before 1oh~: l"PC could :;-.cverely restrict the na·tu:::al 
gas supplies now available t.o those e.re.az ~ 
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Calculations of total energy consumption (broken down by fuel) 
and energy efficiency of the two alternatives is beyond the 
scope of this statement, However, the reference to CEQ's 
publication has been incorporated into Volume II, Section H 
of the FEIS. 

The environmental staff agrees that limiting construction 
primarily to the winter months may be infeasible. Our 
comments on this situation can be found in "Alternatives to 
the Proposed Action," Section H. 

The distribution of natural gas has been discussed in the 
socioeconomic portions of the FEIS. The FPC has before it 
a curtailment plan for California under consideration, given 
in Docket RP72-6, Importation of LNG will a~leviate the 
need for curtailment to the extent that addit~onal gas is 
available. In addition, the staff reiterates that Order 467 
gives lowest priority to the use of natural gas for electric 
power generation. 



Air Qualitv Considerations 

Volume II, page 314, Table 30, lists the emissions 
from gas-fired turbines in compressor stations in pounds 
per. MHBTU. However, this.does not provide pollutant 
g.ro;:md level concentratio:1s for comparison ~lith 
applicable air quality standards. l~e believe that 
appropriate air quality modeling should be provided 
for esti-lblishing the impact of pollutant emissions 
in the environs of the compressor stations. 

i 

Also, the FPC should compare the emission rat.es from 2 gas-fired t>.\rbinc.s in compressor st.ations (II-314) with 
those emission J:C\tes contained in t~1.e EPA docmnent: 
ComJ)ila.t.ion of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, AP-42. 
~.'he facto:.::S presented ~n Table.Tii are Sig·n~fH:antly 
lo1~er than th~ AP-42 factors for all pollutants except 
S02. liTE\ balieve this discrepancy should be addressed 
in the fi.nal EIS. The final EIS should also present 
the es·timated emissions from the liq1wfication plant in 
pounds per day and tons per year of each pollutant 
(SOx, NOx, HC, CO, and particulate). 

'l.'he final JUS should include an anplysis of HC vapor 
emissions from various h<:.ndling (compressors, transfer 
a.rms, etc.) and storage operations, as well as total 
evaporative emissions from tanker t:,-ansport (NOx, SOx, 
HC, par:t:Lculate), calculated according to factors in 
Ener~cr. Altern_ative~:__!:_~omparativ.~ An~~ (CEQ), or 
bYQthr~r referenced standards. 

Emissions from handling and storage of Bunl:er "C" 
fuel oil. <;hot1ld be calc:ula·ted. The techniques to be 
employ·zod for !:educing evaporative losses shoulCl be 
described. 

Residuals for the transmission system should be 
p:c·esen.ted, with air pollutants calculated for each pipe,line 
alternative route. 

We suggest that thc; PPC com.'Uit the project a)?plic,ant 
to a baseJ.:,ne ambient air mor~i <.oring project at Gravi.na 
Point, Nikiski, and i!•.)int Conception. In addition, a 
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See numbered responses on following page. 

The process units will be designed to avoid emitting hydro-
3. carbon vapors to the atmosphere, During upsets, however, 

hydrocarbon vapors may be discharged through the process 
plant pressure relief header, to an elevated smokeless 
flare stack for burning, A potential source of hydrocarbon 
emissions will be from the flare stack. The storage 
facilities will be designed according to EPA guidelines to 
minimize emissions, according to the applicant. 

4. The environmental staff is of the opinion that emissions from 
Bunker C fuel oil are very limited in extent,and any calcu
lations to show this are unnecessary. However, the environ
mental staff recognizes that vapor emissions from liquid 
hydrocarbon transfer operations are a major source of losses. 

5 The environmental staff is of the opinion that the amounts of 
" air pollutants produced by the operation of any pipeline are 

very small. For example, similar emissions from vaporizers 
and twin heaters produce a maximum of 0,06 ppm for NOx for the 
worst 1-hour concentration, when all sources are operating. 

6,According to the applicant, meteorological and air quality . 
measurements will be made both before and during construct1on 
as well as during operation of the proposed natural gas 
facilities. Data collection will occur mainly at the 12 
compressor station sites in Alaska, 

16. 
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Th7 source paramet:rs l~sted in the following table were modeled 
usLng the ALr QualLty DLsplay Model. This model will compute 
the annual average concentration in the locale near the 
compressor stations. Cordova and Middleton Island are the two 
nea:est meteorological stations to Gravina Point, so meteoro
logLcal data fro~ these two locations were used as input to 
the program. ThLs meteorological data is listed below. 

SUMMARY OF ANNUAL STABILITY WIND ROSES: 
CORDOVA, ALASKA; HOURLY OBSERVATIONS, 1959-1962 

Stability Mean Wind Frequency of Percent Percent 
Class SEeed (knots) Occurrence Occurrence Calms 

A (calm) 43 0. 01 0.1 
B 2.5 1000 2.80 1.3 
c 3.6 3272 9.30 3.6 
D 6.1 21914 62.50 10.5 
E 5.4 1463 4.20 -0-
F 1.4 4001 11.40 7.2 
G 0.5 3347 9.60 7.8 

All 4.6 335040 100.00 30.6 

SUMMARY OF ANNUAL STABILITY WIND ROSES: 
MIDDLETON ISLAND, ALASKA; HOURLY OBSERVATIONS, 1959-1962 

Stability Mean Wind Frequency of Percent Percent 

SEeed (Knots) Occurrence Occurrence Calms 
Class 

(calm) 49 .01 0.1 
A 2.00 0.4 
B 4.1 689 

5.3 2074 6.00 1.2 
c 3.5 
D 13.0 26702 77.00 

6.7 2590 7.50 -0-
E 1.8 
F 3.2 1976 5.70 

0.5 3347 9.60 1.4 
G 

11.1 34699 100.00 8.6 
All 

Although differences in terrain at those stations and at Gravina 
Point may lead to significant differences in directional frequency 
of stability conditions and wind speeds, stability classes and 
wind speeds probably fall between those of Middleton Island and 
Cordova. The following assumptions were made in order to carry 
out the calculations: 

1) The emissions of all sources were assumed to come from 
one point, even though the individual sources were 
located some distance apart, and 

2) Continuous operation at full load was assumed. The 
calculated annual average maximum ground level con
centration of NOz was approximately 4 ug/m3. 

2. Particulate emissions for the LNG plant will be well below 
the applicable emission standards. The only significant 
NOz emissions will come from the process heaters, boilers, 
and gas turbines. SOz emissions from the previously listed 
sources will be minimal, as the gas burned will have a sulfur 
content of less than one grain per 100 scf. 

Based on submissions by the applicant, a summary of the 
estimated stack emissions from the gas-fired equipment is 
shown in the following table. 

~ 

STACK EMISSION SUMMARY FOR AVERAGE OPERATIONS OF E!GfiT.TRA!NS(I) 

Total Heat Total 
Total Excess Stack Input Flue Gas 
Units Air Height, MMBtu/hr Rate, Jb/hr 

Service Operating ~ ____iS_ -~ ~~~ lb/hr (each unit) 

Gas Turbines for 
Propane Compres- (2) (2) (2) (2) sors 287 

Suppl cmental Fired 
waste lleat Boilers 120 ISO IO,sso(3J 13.76 271 

Gas Turbines For 
Electric Power 
Generators 287 100 1304 .I 3. 738 ISO 

Regeneration Gas 
Hea!:ers 20 100 111.3 0.106 2.8 

NOx (as N02) 
lb/hr 
(Total) 

(2) 

2168 

900 

22.4 

lb/MMBtu 

(2) 

o.2oC4J 
1' 

0.69 

o.2oC4 l 

"(I) Stream-day basis, (345-day on-stream factor for each traJ.n). Operations when toad in~ an LNG tanker make up 40% of the 
operating time. The fuel gas has a total sulfur content less than 1 grain/100 scf. 

(2) Propane compressor turbine exhaust gases are discharged to the supplemental fired waste heat boilers. 

(3) The total heat input of 10,850 MMBtu/hr includes a heat input of 4710 MMBtu/hr to the propane compressor gas turbines 
and a heat input of 6140 Mt.!Btu/hr from supplemental gas firing in the boilers. 

(4) Based on waste heat boiler and process heater manufacturers meeting the EPA "New Source PerformancC' Guideline~" of o.::o 
lb. NO,JMMBtu for gaseous fuel burning equipment. 

17. 
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cortinuou!. air quality monitoring program should be 
estabJ.j.shPd as an operational condition at both LNG 
;faciJ.ities. 

'l'r.e discussion describing the wind nnd stabilitv 
conditions along the proposed pipeline route ,.rould be 
enhanced by including ·the stability-~rind roses for 
t'airbanks, B.ig Delta, Gulkana, and Cordova. Star programs 
are available fer al: Df these cities from t.he National 
Climate Center in Asheville, North Carolina. 

'I'he discussion on page II-70 indicates that st<,gnating 
meteorological conditions with light wi.nds and low-level 
inversions may "]5crsist f:Jr at least two weeks in the 
con·tinental c.limat1c zo:1e cf Alaska. During· such c!n 
e::¥::ended episode, what would be the.maximum areal extent 
of an ice fog Plume due to ooera.tion of the compressor 
stations in this region? -

, , Concernin\] st<;tbili.ty conditions at the proposed LNG 
s.1.te loo::ated J.n Pr1nce William Sc~md, the stability dc,ta 
from Cordova, less th<m 25 miles ::.way, is more 
u,prestentat.i.ve than the data l.isted in Table 6, page II--71, 
fo:l.' Anchorage located 125 miles from the site. 

the 
N02. 
and 

11hat st.abiJ.ity classes and 1dnd speeds were used in 
computation of the annual average and worst-1-h'?ur 
concentro.ti:m e.stimates discussed on pages III-24 4 
245? 

. ~xpla~ation is sometimes lilcking where design 
cons.1.aerat~ons ar'§l central. The draft EIS asserts, for 
exnmple, that vaporizers and trim heaters will be det;igned 
to mj.nimi.ze the formation of nitrogen oxides during -
opera·tion. Ho••J 1dll this be accomplished? i!ow 1qill 
minimization of NOx emissions affect otbt."'r pollutan"Cs? 

The discussion of air quality impacts shou·i.d discuss 
t~e m<;<g·nitude of t1;e fug:ltive dust problem c:t.eated by 
P7P~hn~ ccnr;truct:t.on and the effectiveness of the proposed 
rn~t~g-at~cn measures. 

The discussion of ice fog and smoke o~ page II-70 
should be co:n:ected to note that ice fog conditi0ns oc,cur 
in "'in1·.er and smoke conc1i tions occur in summer. Table 6, 
at page J.I-71, should be a'Tiended to include th~' ::>asq·,1ill 
stability categories f:or Fairbanks. 
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Stability data for Fairbanks, Cordova.and Middleton Island 
have been included in the FEIS, 

Comment previously addressed, 

Stability data from Cordova and Middleton Island has been 
used as input to the Air Quality Display Model in order to 
determine pollutant concentrations, 

The worst 1-hour N02 concentration estimates occurred with 
inversion breakup conditions, "C" stability, and a 20 mph wind 
speed with all sources operating at full capacity. Sources 
operating at full capacity are expected to operate no more than 
480 hours in 1 year. The annual average was calculated by 
using the wind speed data from Santa Barbara and all six 
stability classes • 

According to the applicant, best available emission reduction 
techniques will be used in the design of the process heaters, 
boilers, and power generator gas turbines. Minimization of NOx 
emissions should not significantly affect other pollutants. 

The magnitude of the fugitive dust problem as a result of 
construction activities and movement of equipment would be 
localized and short-term. 

Table 6 has been amended to include stability data for 
Fairbanks. 

,~. 
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EPA is seriously ccncerned with the potential for 
water quality d<Ogre>d<,tion "'s a result OJc the discharge 
of thermal effluent.s from the gas liquefaction pla11t 
proposed for the south Ala.s.'<a coast. The proposal 
calls for a once-thron<Jh cooling system at the plant 
with a t.hermecl effluent es-ci;nated to be 2l 0 f' above 
the ambien-c secu11ater temnerat:nre.. Tl"!e discha:r.o.e of 
such a significant therm~l effluent can be exp~ctcd to 
cause a substantial dame.ge to the sensitive aquatic 
environment.. Yle s·tron.gly urge that an altt~rnative 
cooling syst"m, such ns environment:tlly acceptable 
dry cooling to~·Ters, be considered for utilizaLion at 
this site. 

An addi.tio<1al alternative whi.ch should be considered 
is the ns,c, of portions cf the thermal effluent fo1: 
·industrial a!1d rnaricul ture purposes. 'J:he final ElS 
should discuss tile use of dry cooling towmrs, mariculture, 
or both, as a more er~.vironmcntally accr:1ptable Jaethod 
to mitigate the impacts of the anticipated thermal effluent 
discharge. 

There is a:i"l appa.r~:1nt discrepancy in the draft statem2nt. 
concerning thE< rate of effluent discharge from the 
liquefactio:l plant. Volume II, page 279, indicates that 
"about 658,000 qa.llons ner minute of water would be dra\•?:1 
i.nto the plant for the proposed once-through cool:lng 
water system." Then, the EIS states on page 3~6 of the 
sc:me volume t:hat "(c) ooling ~~nter intake and discharge 
for the liquefaction process 1\'ould umount to approximately 
1.1 mil lien gallons pe:c minute." The difference between 
these two 1:igurer; is co~f;i.derable and should· be resolved 
in the final s-tc.tement. ~1h'2 finr..tl statement should 
also include any necessary revisions t.:o the aquC:~.t.ic 
irnpo.ct analysis should. the lo•r1er discharge figures have 
been incorrec·t:Ly usGd ir: the original analyses. 

Also, 1ve recommend t.ha.t the FPC staff collect enough 
informat.ion to allo1-1 for an adequate ar.;sessment of the 
impact of the 600 :fo0t roacl/bL"eak~>.•ater m: near shore 
circulation. Impacts on mcn·in<o biota should be thoroqghly 
evaluated so that the final E;IS can de~cr.ibe the magnitude 
of the impacts on different species. 
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Recommendation number 13 was made concerning this item 
in the DEIS. 

This item was discussed in Section C.6.e,in Volume II, 
and recommendation number 16 also dealt with mariculture. 

The applicant has indicated that due to the elimination of 
the proposed ethane compressor steam condensers, the original 
calculated design flow for the seawater cooling system 
of 1,147,370 gallons per minute (gpm) was lowered to 
658,670 gpm. 

Page II-346 should be changed to read "658,000 gallons per 
minute.'' 

Recommendations 14 and 17 in the DEIS in Volume II were made 
concerning this subject. 

The environmental staff is concerned with this problem and has 
recommended that a study be made by the applicant prior to 
construction and submitted to the FPC. 
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As notcd on page 281. of chapter IT., the expected 
residual chlorine content of \:h6 seawater cooling 1 
system effluent vlill be "less than or equal to 1 ppm." 
EPA has calculated that a dischc.rge concentration of 
1 ppm at il. fl.:>w of 658,000 gpm v10uld result: in four 
tons per day of chlorJne being dumped into the estuary. 
The fina.l grs should indicate the impact which a 
chloriEe discharge of this level may have on the ambient 
\'later quality in the vicinity of the outf-all pipe. This 
is particula;rly important as EP.l\ 's propos,~d criteria 
for '''ater quality indica.te that concentrations of free 
residual chlorine j_n :n&r.i11e or es·i:.uarine waters in 
excess of 0. 01 ppm a·re unacceptable. 

~:he draft EIS does. not indicate \~hat specific 
~mter quality standards a.re applicable to tne nwnerous 
streams that the proposed pipeline will cross.. It also 
does not indicate .-hat. wa1:er quality problems curnmtJ.v 
exist i.n ~he vicinity of thes~ crossinqs. This inform~·Lion 
shouJ.d be presetited in the fin3l EIS ibr at least the 
ma5o.r streams to be crc.ssed.. The d.iscl..!ssion of water 
qua.lity on pusr<" :T.I-126 shcul<l also note that arctic 
lakes such <>.s G;;J.bra.i t.h J:,ab= can become supe.rsaturat.ed 
during the spr-ing, prior to brer.l:-up. 

On page I:C-138, t1:1e l)EIS asserts that permafrost 
unda:rl.ies the entire areu of "the Yukon River Basin. 
According t:O ·th<= "Environmental Atlas of Alaska", much 
of this :r.·egim~ is under.· lain by discontinuous permafrost.. 
Thro final EIS should reflec·t this fact. 

On pa<je II-·274, the statemrent that repeated small 
sp5.~ls of fuels and lubricc.nts along the p:roposed route 
could be.as serious a water qualit.y problem as a single 
large sp1.ll slvJuld. be discussed in the liqht of the 
exp~rience gained on lhe effects of small.oil spills 
du:ong the <)Cmstruction of the Alyeska Pipeline System. 

2 
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1. The discussion of the chlorine discharge has been expanded in 
the "Impacts on Marine Biota" in the FEIS. 

2. As the applicable water quality standards are a matter of 
public record and must be complied with by the applicant, the 
environmental staff believes their inclusion in the FEIS would 
make it unnecessarily unwieldy. Information regarding water 
quality problems at proposed pipeline crossings is unavailable, 
if such problems do exist. 
According to state water use classifications, all interstate 
waters except the coastal waters, are categorized classes A, 
B, C, D, E, F, and G. All other fresh waters of the state 
except one portion of Ship Creek and a portion of the Chena 
River near Fairbanks are generally in their original and 
natural conditions and as such are considered suitable to serve 
all classifications. Additional information is available in 
the Alaska Administrative Code, Title 18, Environmental 
Conservation, Chapter 70, Water Quality Standards. 

3. The statement was made with reference to the areas drained 
by the Salcha, Chena, and Tolovana Rivers. Both this 
statement and a statement made earlier to the effect that 
the mfjor portion of the Yukon River Basin is underlined with 
perma rest were obtained from river survey reports prepared by 
the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers, Portand District (1951 and 
1959). Although Williams (Ground Water in the Permafrost 
Regions of Alaska, USGS Professional Paper 696, 1970) 
categorizes the region b7~een the southern foothi~ls of the 
Brooks Range and the Pac~f~c coastal ranges as a d~sc·on
t~nuous permafrost zone, he further suggests that the 
proportion of unfrozen ground is generally greater in the 
sbuth than in the north. In lieu of specific information 
regarding the proportion of unfrozen ground in the Yukon 
River Basin or the "right side" Tanana River tributaries, it 
is assumed that the generalized statements made by the 
Corps of Engineers are accurate. 

4~he environmental staff is unaware of any published information 
regarding a comparison of large and small oil spills relative 
to the Alyeska Pipeline System. 
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. t:~her: the yr'?posed gas pipeline paraJ.lels t.!'.e /,lyes}:i3. 
o::.l p::.pel;-ne, .::.t ::.s not made clear in the draft EIS .,·hy 
the gas p::.pel::.ne cannot be routed in the same or expandod 
right-of·-vlay of th.e r,lyeska pipeline. In addition,· the 
~50 foot rig~t-o£ .. ·.~ay discussed in the El Paso proposal 
::.s 30 feet w:~.der ·t:1an the :eight of way proposed in the 
Departmc,nt of the Interior's draft environmental .impact 
statement. for th'" Alaska N<•tural Gas Transportation 
~ystem. . EPA ur~1cs th·" FPC to oons.ide:c a right of ~ray 
:cor the 21 Paso project no wider than necessary for the 
construcU.on and maintenance of t.he pipeline and 
associated facilities. 

The an1o1mts of gravel and aqgreqate needed for 
oonstructior, of the Alyeska oil pipeiine ><ere significantly 
undcr:stimated :i.n the initial st;udies. In light of this 
exper~cnce, the FPC may wish to recheck the 6.5 million 
cubic yard figure presented .in the draft EIS on page 
II-256. This f.icpre .is, in .itse).f, much lo1·1er than 
even the eD.:r1y Alyeska calculation. If such an under
estimation uf aggreqate resources is discovered for the 
El Paso proposal., ti1e FPC should then discuss the added 
environmental impacts of the gravel extrac·tion process. 

In t.he al:>sence of a definitive );:1 J?aso plan for 
revegetation of the pipeline: right of way, we urge the 
FPC to insure the long range integrity of this land by 
including specific revegetation criteria and reouirement.s 
as a condition of any certificate granted to the applicant. 

The drclft statement indicates in several places that 
the de·•jelcpment of the project will facilitate the ingress 
of population and industry to no\v "planned and unplanned 
frontiers." Experience gained from the Alyeska project 
illustrates the level of social dislocation, and resulting 
environmen"t:al problems (\<aste water treatment, drinking 
,.,ater su.pply, solid \·Jaste disposal, etc.) , which accompanY 
the rapid influx of popul.:ertion into 'once-remote arctic -
areas. ~-~0 believe it ... ~~rould be environmentally beneficial 
to resi:l:ict:, wher~' possible, the access to frontier 
areas until adequate land use and conununity development 
plans a.re generated. 

Hc:r.eover, a solid 11as·te ar.d sludge disposal plan \or 
the basic cc.;nstruction Fmc1 operation activities of the 
project :?.lwul.d be made one of the conditions in any 
certificate .issued 1.:0 tl:.e applicant. \ilhere the applicant. 
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In many areas where the pipelines parallel one another, the 
gas pipeline would be routed in an expanded right-of-way of 
the Alyeska pipeline, In some instances, however, touting 
on an expanded right-of-way would violate environmental 
considerations or be physically impossible. 

The staff has before it a proposal to route a pipeline in a 
150-foot wide right-of-way. The Department of the Interior 
has no such proposal under consideration, and thus used 120 
feet as a standard right-of-way width. 

All sludge and solid waste disposal plans by the applicant 
would fall under the specific permit authority of the State 
of Alaska. 
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fails to orovide such a plan on its own, it becomes the 
re~ponsH•ility of the FPC to address the issue in the 
fin<'1. 2IS. 

As noted earlier, winter construction may not.be 
possible. Therefore the impacts of sumrne.r constrt:ction 
should be c0ver::.cl in some detail. Specifically, the 
statement should address the problems associated with 
obtaininJ 6. 5 :!'.ill ion cubic yards of gravel for the 
gravel pad. 'rhis much gravel may not be available from 
environmentally acceftabie sources because of the large 
gravel use associated vith the construction of the 
Alyeska pipeline. The applicant thus may want to 
une active river beds for gravel sources. This oractice 
has not been :<;>ermit.ted during the Alyeska constrtJCtion 
and would_probably not be permitted for the gas pipeline 
construc;t~on. Altern-::.ce construction .Procedn.res may 
ther7fore be necessary and they and their impacts should 
be d~scussed. hdditionally, if indeed winter construction 
is used and gravel is not available, large volumes of 
water will be required to form the construction ice 
pad. Since tl:is water rec_:uirement will come at the 
minimum flow season, the final EIS needs to give 
more attention to the availability of water and the 
potential impacts of its withdrawal. 

The stat:ement, on page II-11, indicates that the 
land requirements for the proposed project total 
15,737 acres foJ: temporary const.ruction and, '1-:ithin 
that, 5,752 acres for permanent operation. The final 
EIS should indicate whether all of the 15,737 acres 
will be subjected to the "short term" and "medium 
term" impacts identified on page II-365. Likewise, 
will all of the 5,752 acres for permanent occupation 
be subject to ~he "long term" impacts identifie:'! 
on the same page? 
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The discussion in Sections F and G on what conditions consti
tute short- and long-term effects is sufficient to enable. 
the reader to evaluate which effects would be applicable to 
temporary and permanent right-of-way disturbances. 

,--------, 
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The extreme sensitivity of the Arctic environment, 
the slow :cegeneration of vegetation, and t.he delicate 
thennal balance of the-permafrost which underlies the 
pipeline route require a much higher standard of care 
than normal constrnci:ion techniques entail. He therefore 
concur with the FPC Staff recommendations detailed on 
pag<:<s II-521 and 526 nnd encourage such recom;nendations 
to b0. forraally :i.ncluded by the FPC in any certificate 
issued for t.his project. 

The statement mentions that portions of the pipeline 
could be buried in excess of 2 years before the introduc
tion of the chil:iec~ gas~ rn permafrost ar~us this nav cause: 
both parmo.frost degr2.dad.on and pipeline disruption by 
frost heave. The possibility of delayinq c:cnstruction 
in critical oennafrost areas until the final winter 
before operations is a mitigating measure which ~;e 
believe should be carefully considered. Also, as the .. 
statement does not include alternate pipeline consc:ru.ction 
possibilities in the alternatives section, we suaacst 
~hat t.he feasibility of an above-ground suspended' pipeline 
:Ln pe:t:mafrost areas be discussed in the final statement. 

As part of the pipeline construction plan, El Paso 
proposes to plol'l any early snow off the right-of-•.,,ay to 
accelerate freezing of the active layers. Since this 
may involve a disruption of the surface and damage to 
the tundra and underlaying permafrost, we question the 
necessity of the early snow removal. The principal 
reason as stated in the draft EIS, for using a winter
only constr-cction schedule on permafrost areas is to 
protect the physical and biological integrity of the 
insulating organic. layer of the tundra. Any const:ruc
tion-related activity which cccurs before the layer 
is hard frozen ,qould appear to jeopardize this objective. 

EPr, agr.ees with FPC staff that Alternative B between 
Mileposts 39 and 10·1 is snperior to the proposed pipeline 
rout:e, presuming that spt•cial conditions are placed on 
construction at the Cuyama River crossings. 

EPA supports t:he staff requirements for construction, 
restorat.io.r:, and revegetation procedures, though in , 
all cases emphasis should be placed on the timely perJ'orman,::e 
of remedial tasks to prevent progressive soil and Yegetation 
loss. EPA urges that the final EIS includ~;; the applicant's 
own draft pla..n for minimizing construction impact. 
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See response to EPA's discussion of prototype on Page 3 
of the cover letter. 

The environmental staff feels that an aboveground suspended 
pipeline in permafrost areas is at this time an unrealistic 
alternative. 

The environmental staff agrees that early removal of snow 
from the right-of-way may physically disrupt the underlying 
tundra and/or permafrost. It may be possible to use snow 
fences in selected areas to minimize accumulations thus 
achieving the same goal without compromising the i~tegrity of 
the active layers. 



Other Conside?.rat.:tons 

The discuesion of noise impacts should be expanded, 
with graphics to indicate the Ldn-50 and Ldn-10 contours. 
It should also provide this information for the LNG 
plant sit.e and indicate \vhat effects thi.s might have on 
adjacent recr<!ation activities in the National Forcst. 

The f'ede.ral Energy Administration's Alaska Operations 
Office alerted us to .'\nother winter construction problem. 
'Ihey inform us that ·this wi.ntcr there is a rather 
significant shortage of Arctiu Diesel fuel and that the 
city of Fairbanks is bc.~\7ing difficulty cbtaining sufficient 
supplies for electricity gencrat:.ion. If winter construction 
is usedt there tv·ill i:H.: ~ ia:::qe d(~mand for Ax-ctic Diesel 
for t.he const:cuctio:1 1.:~qnipme1:1t. ar~c. space heating which 
could asgrc.vate this fuel shortnge severely. 'fhc impact 
statement should c.daress this issue in enou9h detail so 
that one can deter!nine whilt actions are necessary in 
order to avoid a shor'caqe ·whic.h endangers public health 
and safety. 

The discussion of the inoact.s on lvil.C'.life and marine 
animals should indicate the magnitude of these impacts, 
especially for t.he endangered marine mammals including 
the e3_ght species of endangered whales. 

The C.iscussion of the LNG tanker berthing facil-ities 
on page II-352 indicm:es that the maxin:um approach velocity 
for the tanb2r, due i:o the de>Jign limits of the fender 
system, <,;-ould be Iess t}v_m l foot per second (less than 
. 68 st:atut.e mph) and tha·t the approach angle must be 
less t.han 10". 'J.'hi'; discussion· should indicate 'lhether 
such fine tuned pil<.•ting is possible or probable for such 
large vessels. 

. The disc>;.Bsion on page II·-366 indj_cates tha·t ·the 
construction .i.Jr.pact.s on some forms of "lildlife may be 
significant enol!gh to eliminD.tc the species. '!,his is 
the only place in which we found such a severe wildlife 
impact: ment.i.OlH:~d. If i.n0eE:c1 s1..1ch an impact is possible, 
the final EIS should bdicat:e >7hich speci_es are likely 
to be el.imin<d:cd and v:!wt the snecific causes of such 
elimina.t-.ion would be. • 
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l~oise levels are maintained within required limits by means 
of mechanical controls. The following table outlines the 
noise level design limits for facilities at compressor 
station sites. 

:G. 

Facility 

Control Rooms 
Boundary of Complex 
Within 5' of Regular Working 

Area 
Occasional Working Area 
Infrequently Occupied Areas 

Within Plant 

Continuous Noise Umit (dBA) 

55 
65 
85-90 

95 

105 

Mufflers will be used on vents, jets, compressor inlets 
and control valves. There would be sound-insulated operating 
stations for full-time working exposure in areas with noise 
levels above 90 dB(A). Air fan noise will be reduced by using 
multiple blades and low speeds. 

Noise impacts on adjacent recreation activities in the 
National Forest should be insignificant. 

Construction-induced shortages are discussed in the 
"Economic Analysis" section. A shortage of diesel fuel, 
as well as other commodities, could occur. 

3.Without exhaustive data on species population dynamics, 
habitat carrying capacities, and many other factors, all of 
which are beyond the scope of this EIS, the magnitude of 
impacts on wildlife and marine mammals cannot be quantified 
exactly. In most cases only the kind of impact expected upon 
a particular species is readily identifiable. 

4 The marine terminal berthing facilities would be designed 
"with the berthing capabilities of the LNG tankers as the 
prime consideration. 

5.The discussion on Page II-366 dealt with the possible 
elimination of a small population of animals caused by 
reducing their numbers beyond their ability to reproductively 
compensate. Such an impact could occur to a local population 
at some point(s) along the pipeline, but it is unlikely that 
a whole species will be eliminated. None of the endangered 
species mentioned in the EIS are considered likely to become 
extinct as a result of population reduction caused by the 
proposed project. 
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California 

Air Quality Consi§erations 

As apparently no air quality data could be obtained 
for Point Conception, it may not be accurate to assert 
that "the percentage increase above baseline ambient 
concentrations of pollutants in the Point Conception 
area appears to be large" (III-244). The increase in 
each pollutant level must be known in order to gauge 
the impact of the vaporization facility at the Point 
Conception site. 

We believe an ambient air quality analysis should 
be undertaken for the OY.nard terminal and vaporization 
facili tv. The choice bet\~een Pt. Conception and Oxnard 
as a terminal site requires a comparison of.existing 

.air quality, estimates of air quality impacts of 
future development (e.g., in the case of Oxnard, the 
impact of the Pacific Indonesia LNG facility) , and an 
examination of local dispersion characteristics. 
·rhe final EIS should propose supplemental monitoring 
as needed. 

1 

2 

1. Because Point Conception·is a rural location, the ambient 
concentrations of air pollutants are probably very low, even 
though no air quality measurements have been made at the 
site, Therefore, even a small increase of pollutant concen
trations "would appear to be large," even though the emissions 
would not cause a significant environmental impact, 

2. See response on preceeding page. 

3.The impacts from the Pacific Indonesia LNG project will be 
discussed in the DEIS on the Oxnard site. 
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Air quality measurements have been very scanty at Point 
Conception, whereas several measurements have been taken in 
the vicinity of Oxnard, The following is an explanation of 
the local dispersion characteristics and existing air 
quality in the vicinity of Oxnard. 
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The above Table 3 indicates that slightly stable and 
moderately stable conditions (Pasquill stabilities E and F) 
occur about 37% of the time at Point Mugu, The D stability 
category is the most frequently occurring stability class 
along the coast. The mixing height of the atmosphere, which 
is defined as that depth through which relatively vigorous 
vertical mixing occurs, forms a lid to prevent dispersion of 
pollutants, Table 4 indicates that mixing heights in Santa 
Monica, which are representative of the southern California 
coast, are lower in the early morning hours during the winter 
months, so air pollution episodes would probably be more likely 
to occur during these times at Point Mugu. 
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U63 
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814 
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Air quality impact from the operation of the LNG site at 
either Oxnard or Point Conception would be minimal. 

Stable atmospheric conditions are more prevalent at Point 
Mugu than at Vandenburg AFB, so the dispersion capabilities 
of the atmosphere would be better at Vandenburg. The 
following table indicates that no sulfur oxide or hydrocarbon 
data is available in the vicinity of the proposed route. It 
also indicates that the California standards for particulate 
matter were exceeded at Ventura and Oxnard, while the 
standards for N02 were not exceeded at any point. 

Ambient .Levels of Pollutants in the 
Vicinity of the Proposed LNG Site 

Site 

Point Mugu 

Camarillo 
70 Palm Drive 

Ventura 
3319 Telegraph Rd. 

Oxnard 
141 South A Street 

Particulate 
Annual 

Geometric 
Mean (ug/m3) 

67.8 

76.1 

64.9 

66.8 

Max. 24 Hr. 
Avg. (ug/m3) 

153 

168 

218 

115 

Reference: State of California, 1974. 

N02 Annual 

Arithmetic 
Mean (ppm) 

.023 

.022 

.045 

Fog, smoke, and haze are prevalent at Oxnard, The site 
experiences a significant amount of time each month when 
visibility is reduced below 7 miles. Data indicates that 
the greatest number of days with restricted visibility occurs 
during the months of July and August, with 51.4 and 51.7% 
restriction to visibility, respectively. 



1\'ater Qu<;~_!~ ty Considerations 

We encourage the FPC to consider the development 
of a sea·,.;ater exchange system between the vaporization 
plant and a facility such as the Ormund Beach generating 
station. Such an exchange would help reduce the 
tempere~tnre differential bet~;een the vaporization plant 
effluent and the receiving 1qaters. As now proposed, 
the discharge of 300,000 gallons per minute of effluent, 
12 ·~· coole1.· ·than the receiving water, may have 
significant environmental effects. Another preferable 
method of minimizing the effects of effluent temperature 
would be to extend the outfall pipes to a depth which 
would assure a less pronounced thermal differential. 
The distinct seafloor drop off the Southern California 
coast makes either site readily suited for this task. 

With respect to tank spill and_);.i.l:.e~ containment 
programs, it would be useful to s~ an analysis of causes 
of accident and a complete account of the anticipated 
success of each principal element in the entire control 
net\qork, broken down by function, with presentation 
(where appropriate) of alternative or supplementary · 
control methods. Here detail would also be welcome 
in the presentation of safety systems. The final EIS 
.should address the need for LNG spill containment 
trenches where Western has not proposed trench 
construction (e.g., at the transfer lines in the plant 
area) • ~·here appears to be no reference to marine 
fire fighting equipment. What is available and what 
effectiveness can be expected? 
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The environmental staff has recommended a seawater exchange 
system with the Ormond Beach Generating Station. 

The location of the effluent outfall has not been specified. 
However, the staff believes the EPA's suggestion regarding 
the outfall location has merit and should be investigated. 
A recommendation to this effect has been included in Section I. 

The safety systems proposed for the LNG plant were discussed 
in the ''Mitigating Measures" section of Volume III of the 
DEIS. In addition, spare and backup systems were discussed 
in that section. The firefighting equipment at the marine 
terminal was discussed on Page III-268; however, the final 
sizing of the equipment has not yet been determined. 



Alternatives 

The FPC staff Preference of Oxnard over Point 
Conception as the vaporization terminal site requires 
further justification in the form of existing air 
quality projections for peak development of the 
Oxnard-Port Hueneme area. Future land use in this 
portion of Ventura County as \qell as anticipated 
ship movement in the Santa Barbara Channel must be 
presented and related clearly to the potential for 
violations of National Ambient Air Quality Standards, 
to the probabi.J.ity of ship accident, and to the 
estimate of max:lmmr. catastrophe in the event of 
explo:>ion or fire. 

As ~lith our colilll\ents on the Alaska port.ion of the 
project, we support FPC staff recouunendatic:.s for mit:iga·dng 
measures discussed on pages 375-381. EPA supports the 
staff requirements for ~onstruction, restoration and 
1:evegetation procedures, though in all cases emphasis • 
should be placed on the timely pc<x-formance of remedial 
tasks to prevent progr.essive soil and vegetation loss. 
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The environmental staff's Safety Analysis has been expanded 
in the FEIS. With respect to air quality, the LNG plant 
would use natural gas as a fuel of Which carbon dioxide and 
water vapor (both classified as nonpollutants) are the primary 
effluent. It is therefore expected that impacts on air 
quality would be minimal. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
COUNCIL. ON ENVIRONMENTAL. QUAL.ITY 

722 JACKSON PLACE o No W o 

WASHINGTON o 0 o Co 20006 

January 30, 1976 
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Dear Mr. Plumb: '" ,_. "''= 
~~ \.:'1 ::: 

The council on Environmental Quality has reviewed the = ··: 
Federal Power Commission • s draft environmental impad: ......:: ·· 

c o·· 
statement (EIS) on the "Alaska Natural Gas Transpor~t1on 
Systems••, and offers the following comments for your 
consideration. 

At the outset, we believe that the FPC should be 
commended for its efforts to make the draft EIS manage
able in size and readable in its presentation. Background 
information on the proposed gas pipeline routing decision 
and the display of reasonable pipeline routing alternatives 
in the draft EIS, were, we believe, well calculated to 
assist the decisionmaking and planning process of the FPC. 

Although we believe that the aspect of the EIS covering 
the pipeline proposal and its alternatives is commendable, 
we are also aware of the criticisms that the Environmental 
Protection Agency has made of the way in which the EIS 
deals with the new gas pipeline technology being proposed. 
We believe that EPA's criticisms should be given the FPC's 
most careful attention in the preparation of the final 
statement. 

In addition, the council has a serious concern with the 
analysis in the DEIS of the risks to public safety posed 
by the potential shipment of large quantities of liquefied 
natural gas from Alaska to southern California. This 
issue receives summary treatment and gets little analysis 
in Appendix C as well. As a consequence, Section C of 
Volume I, which presents comparative assessment of the 
two alternative proposals, fails to come to grips with 

Under normal circumstances the environmental staff would concur 
with the suggestions of the Environmental Protection Agency and 
the Council on Environmental Quality that a series of prototype 
segments be tested in areas of critical environmental sensitivity. 
In this particular case, however, the environmental staff feels 
that the magnitude of the environmental and economic impacts which 
would result from such an endeavor would approach and in come re• 
·spects surpass those associated with the construction of the pipe-
line as presently proposed. The environmental staff, therefore, 
while in conceptual agreement, cannot support such recommendations. 
Thereby in order to accumulate more definitive information on the 
impacts of a chilled gas pipeline in arctic and subarctic environ
ments, the environmental staff recommends that the successful 
applicant undertake an analysis of the Alyeska Pipeline System and 
prototype projects conducted by the Alaskan Arctic and Canadian 
Arctic Gas Pipeline Companies. 

The environmental staff's Safety Analysis has been expanded in 
the FEIS. 
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public safety and says little' which could not be said 
in general about some other proposed LNG terminal site. 
In addition, the risk assessment in Appendix C of 
Volume III does not present the kind of meaningful 
analysis necessary for informed decisionmaking by the 
FPC on this important matter. 

NEPA requires that agencies and the pUblic have the 
benefit of a full measure of understanding of the 
potential environmental impacts of their actions prior to 
an agency decision. In the Alaska Natural Gas Transport 
System EIS, we believe the potential or possible effects 
of accidents must be fully revealed for each alternative 
not only for the two principal transportation methods 
being analyzed, but for each of the three alternative 
terminal sites in California. In no other way can the 
potential adverse and beneficial aspects of each 
alternative be revealed to the Commission. 

As an analytic full disclosure document, the DEIS should 
not only assess the probable consequences should a serious 
LNG accident occur at alternative terminal sites, but 
should also recite the more serious consequences which 
may result from less likely events. The use of the 
single probability model in the EIS does not reveal other 
important risks and assumptions which should bear on a 
final decision. For example, while it is important to 
disclose that as many as 3,000 persons would likely be 
within the industrial area of Los Angeles Harbor where 
ignition of methane gas would be most certain if a 
massive spill of LNG occurred, it is also important to 
know something of the population beyond that hypothetical 
boundary, in case ignition occurs later, after additional 
dispersion of the gas. 

See the previous response. 

See the previous response. 
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Another example of the type of error which a more complete 
analysis avoids is revealed by comparing the total popu
lation which could be placed at risk at the three 
proposed sites. The Point Conception site, which is 
remotely located, would place at risk at most 100 persons, 
because the nearest town is over 25 miles distant. The 
City of Oxnard, (population 70,000) is about one mile 
from the proposed terminal. What portion of the present 
Los Angeles population could be placed at risk is unknown, 
but it may well be greater than the 3,000 persons portrayed 
in the EIS. The staff analysis concludes that the risk to 
the public is comparable at the three proposed LNG 
terminal sites, yet no where in the analysis are the 
different populations considered. While it is entirely 
fitting that these analytical results be presented for 
consideration in the EIS, it is also fitting, and in our 
view necessary to produce an adequate EIS, that the 
decisionmaker know that an accident at the three sites 
could well involve a different number of persons by 
many orders of magnitude. This information could have 
a very important influence on the ultimate Arctic Gas 
or El Paso Alaska decision or on the choice of the LNG 
terminal site itself. 

We believe it would be highly useful for the FPC to 
supplement its analysis with a worst-case type of 
analysis. That is, to assume that an LNG tanker 
accident and other subsequent events have occurred 
and then analyze the respective sites according to 
the possible consequences of the accident. Use of the 
worse-case analysis would be consistent with analyses 
already done for the LNG storage and liquefaction 
facilities at Point Gravina. This type of comparative 
analysis would serve to characterize the sites in a more 
useful way, one that is not permitted by the form of 
analysis now employed. Thus, certain limiting assumptions 
(e.g., that ignition of the vapor cloud will occur 96 
percent of the time before the vapor cloud can drift 
ashore) which tend to mask the potential consequences of 

See the previous response. 
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an accident would not be employed. Other assumptions 
(e.g., limiting the land area which could be covered by 
a vapor cloud and hence the number of people exposed) 
which understate accident consequences should be relied 
on cautiously or not at all. Finally, some attempt 
should be made to recognize the presence of additional 
or secondary sources of hazards which may compound the 
damage or loss of life. For example,. the FPC analysis 
recognizes the hi~h level of tanker traffic carrying 
petroleum products in Los Angeles harbor, one of the 
busiest in the United States. It further states that 
the harbor area is industrial in nature. Conversely, 
the same analysis indicates the Point Conception site 
is essentially remote and free of other sources of 
hazards. In the present analysis, no secondary sources 
of hazards are even considered. These and other factors 
which bear on the suitability of the alternative sites 
should be described in the EIS. 

We readily acknowledge that certain consequences which 
we have mentioned are no more quantifiable, with certainty, 
than some of the probabilities employed in the FPC 
staff analysis. Nevertheless, we believe they should 
be identified as factors which may worsen or possibly 
mitigate the effects of an LNG accident, and which reveal 
the boundaries of risks. 

In summation we believe the worst case type of analysis 
we have recommended, if used in conjunction with the 
risk assessment done by the FPC staff, would greatly 
improve the analysis of public safety in the DEIS. 

If you have any questions concerning our comments, please 
feel free to call on us. 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.c. 20426 

teven D. ~1' ~ 
Staff Director 

rely, 1' "/) /1 • . b 

See the previous response. 
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FEffERXt\:NERGY ADMINISTRATION 
WAS~GTON, D.C. 20461 

J~li Z'l 9 50 l\tl .. I 0 
·HI''(' ~·'J\f 0 't;)/5 FEDERAL f,J'.n:.!. \;u , . ., r t 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR 

FEA 75-609 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Office of the Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

This is in response to your letter of November 28, 1975, 
requesting comments on the draft environmental impact 
statement (EIS) titled "Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems." 

Our comments on the subject are presented in the Enclosure. 
We hope that they are of use to you in preparing the final 
EIS. 

Enclosure 

Roger W. Sant 
Assistant Administrator 
Energy Conservation and Environment 
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Enclosure 

Comments - Volume I 

The two volume study titled "Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems": Economic and Risk Analysis ~ms performed by the 
Aerospace Corporation, not the Department of the Interior. 

The assumptions adopted on method of price roll-in of 
.1\laskan qas weaken the model used for PPC' s projections. 
These ignore the likelihood that each of the two Alaskan gas 
systems may eventually have some impact on all regions of the 
U.S., not just on those areas which physically get Alaskan 
gas. For example, it is possible that an El Paso system 
bringing expensive Alaskan gas into California could conceivably 
keep gas prices lower in the t1idwest, which could continue 
longer to draw on lower-priced West Texas and Permian Basin 
gas than if some of that gas were diverted to California. Or 
if the ·Arctic Gas route were chosen, and routed more expensive 
Alaskan gas to the Midwest, California might draw longer on 
less expensive Gulf Coast qas. 

The well.head prices assumed for oil and gas appear to be 
low. Inasmuch as they play an important role.in the results 
pertaining to'the net economic benefits and socioeconomic 
analysis, indication of the sensitivity of the results of 
these analyses to higher prices should be provided for each 
system. 

In the Aerospace study, net economic benefits are evaluated 
on the basis of 2.5 Bcf/d throughput whereas 3.5 Bcf/d is 
employed in the socioeconomic model. The producers estimate 
a production capability of 2.5 Bcf/d for the present Prudhoe 
Bay field. Higher gas production than 2.5 Bcf/d would reduce 
the amount of oil recoverable, at least by primary methods. 
This factor should be discussed. 

The study of the potential market for Alaskan North Slope and 
Kenai/Cook Inlet State royalty gas is overly limited in scope. 
It should also treat the issue from the perspective of the 
lower u.s. for each scenario. 

Reference is made to a table H-25 on page I-159, but this table 
cannot be located. 

The discussion on construction schedules beginning on pages 
I-205 and I-229 makes no mention of when each system initially 
goes on stream or at what level of throughput. 

Benefits are calculated as though the Alaskan gas were allocated 
so as to maximize the benefits from that gas. Naturally, we cannot 
be sure that allocation will materialize. However, to assume that 
it will not, that is, that a mistake will be made later, is not an 
appropriate way to conduct the analysis at this first stage. For 
to do so may result in an initial decision that will force the non
optimal later decision. 

Three levels of wellhead prices for oil, that is $6, $9, and 
$12,were assumed. A careful appraisal of the analysis will show 
that the net economic benefits do not depend upon the wellhead 
price of gas. 
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The purpose of the analysis of potential use of Prudhoe Bay 
royalty gas in Alaska was to examine potential impacts in Alaska. 
Thus, consideration of a lower 48 perspective was not felt to be 
necessary or appropriate. · 

Table to which the designation H-25 referred was table I.B.3.b. 
VII-2 in the DEIS. 

Due to the uncertainty of the situation at this time, no definite 
quantification can be made. 
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Comments - Volume II 

On page II-2 an estimate of the end use locations for the 
consumption of the delivered natural gas is presented. 
According to the referenced article in The Oil and Gas 
Journal, the end use estimation was based on the assump
t~on that the Alaska-Canada pipeline route would be con
structed. Therefore, the applicability of these figures 
to the Trans-Alaska proposal is questionable and should be 
discussed in detail. 

Further., it v10uld be desirable to indicate in a regional 
analysis thEJse areas of the country which are most affected 
by current or expected natural gas curtailments. This 
should be coupled with a comparative evaluation of how each 
proposed transportation system would satisfy these natural 
gas shortfalls. 

On page II-64, "Future Plans Related to Distribution of 
Alaskan Gas" is discussed. It is stated that EL Paso's 
present project schedule estimates first deliveries of gas 
to the lower 48 states in mid-1981. This information should 
be accompanied by an indication of the amount of gas through
put and the number of the years from the start of construc
tion of'the Project. 

On the same page, it is stated that "under this preliminary 
proposal, El Paso would deliver either directly or by dis- . " 
placement 1. 55 l-li'1cf/d ... to markets east of the Rocky Mounta~ns. 
This figure does not agree with the indicated letters of 
agreement as to how the Prudhoe Bay gas will be sold. Al
though no firm purchase contracts have been negotiated, pre
liminary indications are that about 70 percent of the gas 
will be committed to markets east of the Rockies and 30 
percent west. 

On page II-257, the EIS states that the pipeline construction 
"will have some impact on the permafrost," but does not give 
any estimation as to what degree of seriousness these impacts 
may have. A discussion specifically addressing the probable 
impacts that the pipeline may have on the permafrost should 
be included in the final EIS. 

The draft EIS does not mention the Columbia Glacier, a 425-
square mile glacier, near Valdez. Recent reports by the u.s. 
Geological Survey have shown that this glacier may be near 
the commencement of a major glacial recession and large 

The article did assume that the Alaska-Canada route would be 
constructed; however, the article also stated that both producers 
and purchasers say that if the El Paso project is selected, similar 
amounts of gas would be made available to midwestern and eastern 
markets either through physical movement of the gas or through 
exchanges. 

Both of these subjects were addressed in 
the hearings. 
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The degree of seriousness of impact on permafrost is highly vari
able, depending on the local soil conditions, the degree of care 
exercised by the contractor, the involvement of water in the 
permafrost degradation, and the duration of the anomalous condi
tion. Data are unavailable for a more specific judgment. 

See page II-495 in the DEIS. 
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icebergs could be released into Prince William Sound as a 
result of glacial retreat.! It has been estimated that 
icebergs as large as one hundred feet in draft could escape 
over the shoals to· be transported into Valdez Bay by the 
prevailing currents. Most icebergs are detectable by radar, 
but occasionally some are not. The icebergs that may not 
be detectable are obviously the ones which could pose serious 
problems to the tankers transporting liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) from Gravina Point to the United States West Coast. 
The final EIS should carefully assess the potential for 
iceberg collisions. 

The draft EIS states on page II-286 that, "the appl.icant has 
not provided a definitive plan for the revegetation of the 
pipeline right-of-way." This lack of a definitive plan for 
revegetating the pipeline right-of-way could have serious 
implications, particularly in the tundra region. Successive 
revegetation in such fragile and undisturbed ecosystems as 
the Arctic tundra is only speculative and has never been proven. 
The applicant has given the decision-maker no data as to how 
it is planned to revegetate the disturbed area. Therefore, 
the EIS should -discuss the envTronmental consequences of such 
a failure to revegetate affected areas. 

On page II-358, the navigation and collision avoidance systems 
pf the LNG tanker fleet are discussed. A matter of consider
able import is the effectiveness of such systems~ The litera
ture indicates that the provision of such systems does not 
preclude collisions. In part, this is due to inherent de
ficiencies in existing equipment and technology. However, 
the major contributing factor is indicated to be human error. 
The latter is reported to account for about 85 percent of 
groundings and collisions. Mention should be made of this 
consideration. 

It should also be noted that the probability of collision is 
related to the density of ship traffic. Contemplated future 
developments will increase ship traffic and the prospect of 
collisions. For example, the area between Hinchingbrook · 
Island and Middle Island, which lies southeast and adjacent 
to the ship track, has been selected for offshore leasing. 

lcarter, L., Icebergs and Oil Tankers: USGS Glaciologists 
Are Concerned, Science, November 14, 1975 

.. The environmental staff agrees that successful revegetation in 
; disturbed areas is of prime concern in mitigating environmental 
'impacts and has proposed restoration and revegetation procedures. 

l 

r 
r Since the collision avoidance system on the proposed tankers would 
j automatically warn of a potential collision situation, and since 
r highly trained personnel would monitor and operate such equipment, I the human error factor would be significantly reduced. 

36 
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The sale of these leases will be attended by an increase in 
ship traffic. The discovery of oil and/or gas on these leases 
would result in a further increase in traffic and traffic 
density. There are also two proposals before the FPC to 
ship LNG to the West Coast from the Cook Inlet/Kenai Peninsula 
area. At the southern terminus of the proposed route develop
ments associated with NPR-1 (Elk Hills), could also lead to 
an increase in ship traffic. These prospective developments 
include an increase in production and shipment of Elk Hills 
crude from Port Hueneme. Such increases in oil and LNG 
tanker traffic could appreciably increase the potential for 
oil spills and environmental damage therefrom and should be 
discussed in the final E!S. 

In general, the draft EIS should provide a more complete 
description of the marine transportation route. While in-. 
formation is provided on tanker operations at the Alaska and 
California ends of the route, the majority of the oceanic 
route is not described. Information on the environment 
along the marine route, impacts of routine tanker operation, 
arid the probability and environmental conseouences of :::olli
sion should be presented. While realizing that the FPC may 
have no responsibilities for or jurisdiction over the marine 
transport of natural gas, the integrity of the El Paso Alaska 
System, in major part, depends on marine transport. 

FPC's environmental staff concludes that the best Arctic Gas 
system route should be the Fairbanks corridor alternative. Yet 
this may not be a feasible alternative. It is unknown whether 
Canada would welcome, or even allow, a u.s. Trans-Canadian 
pipeline that does not help Canada access its own MacKenzie 
Delta gas. If both the Fairbanks and the MacKenzie spurs 
are proposed, the additional $2.5 billion cost does not 
appear economically justifiable. 

General Comment 

No discussion was found regarding the following fact that the 
proposed El Paso gas pipeline and Alyeska oil pipeline at 
certain points along their southern portions may lie in such 
close proximity as to make it difficult to make repairs in 
the event of rupture and to pose a hazard to each other in 
the event one fails. 

37, 

Ship transportation of LNG in international waters is a nonjuris
dictional issue and is beyond the scope of this EIS. The envir
onmental staff, however, has considered ship transportation of 
LNG in coastal water~and it is expected that the impacts in inter
national waters are similar. The discussion of impacts relative 
to LNG spills has been expanded in the FEIS. 

It is not unusual in the lower 48 states for several pipelines to 
be located in close proximity to one another. This in no way 
hinders maintenance and repair operations nor poses a signifi
cant hazard to the integrity of the remaining pipelines should one 
fail. 
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The draft EIS does not address the relative abilities of 
the proposed routes for the favored alternatives to transmit 
natural gas from areas other than the Prudhoe Bay Field; 
many other areas in Alaska are currently being explored 
for future development of. natural gas resources. Also, the 
extent to which various.,pipeline routes will stimulate 
exploration in heretofore unexamined areas is not discussed: 
the relative potential of a natural gas transportation system 
to serve and stimulate the development of other natural gas 
resource areas bears on the desirability of the various pro
posed systems. These factors also bear on the overall 
cumulative environmental impact of the proposal and should 
be considered in that context. 
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UNITED STATES 

·NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 2D426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

REF: Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems 

This is in response to your letter of November 28, 1975, requesting comments 
on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on the proposed Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation Systems. The proposals entail bringing Arctic 
natural gas from the Prudhoe Bay Field in Alaska and the MacKenzie Delta 
region in Canada to market areas in the lower 48 States. 

In accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality Guidelines, our 
review concentrated only on those areas for which the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) staff has special expertise or jurisdiction by law. There
fore, only the impacts of the proposed legislation on the radiological 
health and safety of the general public and on any NRC licensed facility 
were assessed. 

In this regard, we viewed the proposed natural gas transportation systems 
with concern. The effects of large accidental spills of liquid natural 
gas (LNG) have been the subject of a continuing NRC analysis. This analysis 
is necessary because of the potential seriousness of such an accident 
occurring near a nuclear power plant. To date our analysis is justifiably 
conservative and provides the basis for the enclosed comments. In general, 
these comments address the accident analysis presented within the DEIS. 

NRC recognizes the need for systems to transport Alaskan natural gas to the 
lower 48 States. Thus, we are continuing to develop techniques to ensure 
the safe operation of nuclear power plants which may be affected by a large 
accidental LNG spill. While these techniques have not been finalized, 
they may result in a significant cost to the involved electric utilities. 
Therefore, it would appear prudent to weight more heavily these impacts on 
nuclear power plants, as well as on other properties, before reaching a 
final decision on the Alaskan natural gas transportation systems. 
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Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb - 2 -

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this draft environmental 
statement. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

Sincerely, 

4')/ .4' -c;:7~ 
- //"~t1· ///c-J>~ 

~, Daniel R. Muller, Assistant Director 
~~ ~ for-Environmental Projects 

Division of Reactor Licensing 

cc: Council on Environmental Quality (10) 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

ll!RC SliAfF COMMENTS ON FPC DE,I S FOR THE 

ALASKAN NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

1. The proposed LNG terminal site in California ~1hich is preferred by 
Western LNG Terminal Company is. the Point Conception site. Use of 
this site would not cause a significant risk for the Diablo Canyon 
Nuclear Power Plant (located in San Luis Obispo County), since neither 
the LNG tanker traffic nor the proposed pipeline route would pass 
closer than approximately 25 miles from the plant. Additionally, 
implementation of the proposed LNG route using the Point Conception 
site would have no discernable impact upon the nuclear power industry, 
since at present no nuclear facility has been proposed at Prince 
William Sound, Alaska, or along the Santa Ba.rbara County, California, 
coastline. 

2. The FPC staff considered five sites on the California coast as 
acceptable for LNG terminals. Three of these (Oxnard, Mandalay, and 
San Onofre) are located adjacent to electrical generating stations. 
Site safety evaluations did not consider the possible penetration of 
LNG storage tanks by missiles generated by the failure of turbines 
at these generating stations. 

3. Within the DEIS, the FPC staff located two preferred sites adjacent 
to the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. The risk to the 
safety of this station due to the close proximity of an LNG 
terminal would certainly exceed NRC criteria. It should also be 
noted that the seismic design basis of the proposed LNG terminals 
is significantly less stringent than that of the nuclear generating 
station. 

4. LNG evaporation rates used in the DEIS are much lower than those 
reported by the American Petroleum Institute for smaller test LNG 
spills. Water··to-LNG heat fluxes of 10,000 to 30,000 BTU/ft2-hr 
have been reported; whereas, the evaporation rate computed in the 
DEIS is consistant with a heat flux approximately a factor of ten 
less than those observations. The distance traveled by a flammable 
cloud could therefore be substantially greater than those presented 
in the DEIS. 

5. The FPC staff does not consider the consequences of an LNG spill in 
detail, since they assume that any hazard is limited to the areas 
having flammable gas. For deflagrations of the magnitude considered, 
thetmal radiation would endanger unprotected people and wood, and 
asphalt building materials at considerable distances beyond the 
burning volume. Convective wind fields associated with the fires' 
thermal column could also be a threat to inhabitants and their 
property over a much larger area. 

l 

The environmental staff has not provided a quantitative 
assessment for any one alternative site regarding the proba
bility of impact to an LNG storage tank due to a projectile, 
including that of a missile generated by the failure of tur
bines at generating stations. For the purpose of site selec
tion analysis, all alternative sites are assumed to have the 
same probability of being struck by a projectile, 
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Comment reflected in Section H-2d of Volume 3 of the FEIS. 

The time to evaporation is taken from Hoult, which discusses 
the approximations used in thr formula. The most serious 
approximation is the neglect of the heat flow from the water 
to the cold plume . Thus, the evaporation will be faster than 
computed in the DEIS , and the plume will be a threat for a 
shorter length of time than shown in the DEIS . As a result, 
we have taken a conservative approach to the extent of the 
downwind hazard and overstated it. · 

The detailed studies performed by Science Application Inc . 
for the thermal radiation hazard from LNG fires indicate that 
this hazard is applicable to about the 20 percent of the pop
ulation outdoors .over an area large enough to include the 
radiation level equal to 5700 BTU /ft2 /hr. This level will 
blister exposed skin in 5 seconds . The area included is a 
function of spill size and vapor plume travel. For the 
analysis presented in the FEIS , the additional effect of thermal 
radiation is small. 
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6. The effects on the environment of large spills that do not ignite 
are not nentioned. Natural gas transport has always suffered from 
a significant loss rate, and the atmosphere has many natural sources 
and sinks of methane. However, the assumption that methane is harm
less to the environment may not be true when thousands of tons are 
released at one time and place. 

As an additional source of analysis techniques for estimating LNG 
spill effects, we would reco11111end "Analysis of Potential Effects of 
Water~Borne Traffic on the Safety of the Control Room and Water 
Intakes at Hope Creek Generating Station" and its supplements. 
This report wes prepared by A. D. Little, Inc. for the Public 
Service Company of New Jersey, and was submitted to NRC in support 
of the proceedings for the Hope Creek Nuclear Generating Station. 
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----, 

The. spill and plume analysis presented in the FEIS shows 
a negiligible probability of truly large spills ( 0. 5 tank 
of LNG) . Thus any analysis of effects on the environment 
from "thousands of tons released at one time and place" is 
not necessary. 

Recommendation noted for Comment No. 2. 

.---
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J.utl9 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFnCE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20250 

' L• 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D,C, 20426 

Dear Mr, Plumb: 

JAN. 1 51976 

We have had the draft environmental impact statement for the 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, Docket Nos. GPZ5-96, 
et al,, reviewed in the relevant agencies of the Department of 
Agriculture, and comments from Soil Conservation Service and 
Agricultural Research Service, both agencies of the Department, 
are enclosed, 

Forest Service, also an agency of the Department, has not yet 
finished its review and will communicate with you directly if 
it has any comments, 

Sincerely, 

v0 () G !h _,J_\ 
/~G.~L 

Coordinator 
Environmental Quality Activities 

2 Enclosures 
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SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Comments on 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System 

1. 111-16, third paragraph - The proposed plan to revegetate 
areas disturbed by pipeline construction. is excessively brief. 
This section should be expanded to make it clear that such 
techniques as rapid seeding, mulching, and fertilizing will be 
used as required to prevent excessive erosion. 

2. 111-239, last paragraph - The treatment of impact on agricultural 
areas here and at other locations described in the report is 
inadequate. A clear measure of the kind, acreage, and quality 
of involved farmlands should be displayed. Estimates of the 
effects of lost farm production and a clear description of how 
these effects will be mitigated should be provided. 

These areas.were discussed in the "Mitigating Measures" section of 
the DEIS, and in addition the staff made recommendations in 
Section I. 

The farmlands involved are dynamic in terms of crops, varying from 
year to year and season to season9 with the exception of orchards. 
Except for orchards, pipeline construction effects on cropland would 
be temporary (lasting only a year). The amount of farmland affected 
would be relatively small. Farmers would be compensated for losses 
of crops. 

The staff has also recommended in Section I that experts in 
erosion control and conservation of soil fertility be consulted. 
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AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE 

Connnen ts on 
Draft Environmental Statement-FPC 
Alaska Natural Gas Transmission System 

We are, of course, concerned over the· possible damage to 
vegetation, water, and the fragile soils resulting from 
this construction, The problems faced by the applicant 
in minimizing the adverse effects are similar to those 
faced by the planners of the Aleyeaka oil pipeline. The 
applicant should evaluate the results of the environmental 
safeguards taken by the oil pipeline project and incorporate 
the best of those into his plans, 
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' J 

___, 
I J 

The environmental staff agrees and has recommended that El 
Paso incorporate the results of the Alyeska experience into 
the environmental design of the gas pipeline system, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL.TURE 

p.{et'~ERVICE 

Washington, ~·· '1~ 20250 

Jt.l\ n s ').s t~l'l , 
. _ Ci.)f.t-\ISS\·.;H 

fEDERAl p;)'Wc~ 
·JAN 2 ~ 1975 

8420 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Sir: 

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Statement ~ FPC Alaska 
Natural Gas Transmission System. 

We are concerned that the El Paso proposal indicates a terininal site. 
on Point Gravine and Page I-33 uses an asst.m!ption "that all necessary 
governmental pennits Would have been provided" by January 1976. We 
are not in a position at this time to provide assurances which will 
validate the asst.m!ption. 

A portion of the. proposed El Paso project crosses the Chugach National 
Forest in an area inventoried as roadless and undeveloped. In 1972 
the Forest Service conducted an inventory of all National Forest lands 
to identify those that still retained Wilderness characteristics and 
could be considered for Wilderness during the land use planning process~ 
Some 1,449 areas were inventoried. As a result of an intensive analysis, 
274 were selected for future study to deterinine if they should be recom
mended to Congress as Wilderness~ As a part of the overall inventory 
and evaluation process, the Forest Service developed two policies 
related to the inventoried areas. 

1. For those areas selected for study, the Forest Service will not 
permit activities which will alter the Wilderness characteristics of 
the area until the Wilderness Study is complete· and long-term manage-
ment determined. · 

2. For the non-selected areas, one of which is involved in this 
proposal, the Forest SerVice will not perinit activities which will 
alter the Wilderness characteristics of the area until an environmental 
statement haS been developed. The alternative of designating the road
less areas as Wilderness will be evaluated as part of the environmental 
statement. 

62D~tt (1/69) 
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Assumption on Page I-33 of the DEIS referred to provides 
starting date for the analysis. The following sentence 
provides the necessary modification in case the actual 
initiation is at a later time. 

This requires a legal determination. It involves the National 
Forest, Wilderness, Roadless and the EYAK Village Corporation 
(under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act) vs. the mandate 
of the Natural Gas Act (15 u.s.c. 717 et. si5

3
) and the Mineral 

Leasing Act of 1920, as amended by P.L~3- • The latter 
act authorizes and encourages the Secretary of the Interior to 
coordinate with the Secretary of Agriculture to issue a permit 
for the purpose of transporting natural gas, etc. 

,.-~. 
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These policies were committed to the Congress and the public to ensure 
adequate· consideration of the Wilderness resource for these areas. The 
FPC-DEIS cannot be construed as meeting these· commitments. 

The National Forest lands involved in the proposal are not available 
for such use until the elements of the policy have been met. If, as 
a result ofthe.planning process, the Administration recommends to the 
Congress the Wilderness alternative, no use can be made of the area until 
the Congress determines whether it should be designated Wilderness. · 
Once recorronended as Wilderness, the area will be available for use only 
if the Congress declines to make the designation. 

The environmental statement should be revised. to reflect the policies 
regarding the roadless area involved on the Chugach and identify the 
uncertainty of the availability of the area for the i.tse. This would 
not preclude a final decision regarding the method by Which gas wou1d 
be moved from the North Slope to the Lower 48. It wou1d, however, 
involve a delay of a year or more after an application for a pipeline 
and terminal site. had been received by the responsible agency. 

Additional information should be included on Page II-305 or 306 to 
put the matter on ownership/jurisdiction in the proper context. It 
needs to. be pointed out that most of Gravina Peninsula has been selected 
by EYAK Village Corporation under the Alaska Natives Claims Settlement 
Act (see enclosed map). This includes the Point Gravina Site and 
adjacent land. Title to. these lands will probably be conveyed to. the 
Corporation, and they will lose their National Forest status. This does 
not dispense with the.roadless·area problem entirely, however. The pro
posal would still create a need to cross several miles· of Chugach 
National Forest roadless area involving an EIS as previously. stated. 

In our view, the disci.tssion on Page II-306 is inadequate. when it says 
'Terhaps the most significant impact.would be. the short-term construc
tion . • • • " The inost significant impact wou1d be intrusion by 
development on a roadless area Which needs to have its Wilderness 
characteristics fully studied. Development would forever preclude 
utilization of Wilderness values Which inay be present. 

On Page I-245, the El Paso alte~tive to utilize the oil pipeline 
corridor all the way to. Valdez was dismissed rather surmnarily. The 
brief discussion and listing of reasons dismissing this alternative 
belie the fact that Valdez is still the southern terininus of the oil 
pipeline. The siting at Valdez occurred despite detailed analysis 
taking into account all the reasons given for rejecting Valdez as a 
terminus for the gas line. The Valdez siting would have the advantages 
of an intensive vessel control and navigation network, an already · 
developed and popUlated area containing or having better potentials 
for labor, attendant facilities such as schools, hospitals, etc., and 
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A statement addressing the identified concern has been added 
to the FEIS, Vol, I, Comparative Assessment, "El Paso 
Project - Construction Schedule" section, 

See revised subsection, ''Impacts on Land Use." 

In addition to Page I-245, the reasons for the rejection of 
the Valdez site were given in greater detail on Pages II-447 
and II-448 of the DEIS where it stated that the rugged 
topographic conditions at the Valdez site, which would require 
extensive site preparation and disposition of large quantities 
of spoil material, and the possibility of seismic damage 
resulting from slide-induced waves do not make the site 
suitable for terminal construction or operation. 
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lesser envirorunental linpacts generated through a bilateral use of an 
existent utilities corridor. In general, we: believe this alternative 
needs some added attention. 

On Page II-303, it is linplied that bei::ause staff found no cruise data, 
estimates had to. be made. Cruise data. are available;·. hoiveirer. Therefore, 
we suggest the second full paragraph Would be inore accurate if rewritten 
to say: 

Cruise data available indicates 33,000 board feet per acre in 
timber stands. Since not all of the 33 iniles of the route across 
the National Forest is tiinbered, it is estimated. that 6,000,000 
board feet, or less, of tiinber would be lost to right~of-way 
clearing. 

On Page II-457, second line, the 'Word attitudes could be construed as 
negative. Our attitude is positive when considered in planning and is 
responsive to1he public. It should be rewritten to say, " ... on the 
Chugach National Forest plans and the· attitude of the. public in protecting 
Wilderness· characteristics." 

We concur with the conclUsion of the Federal Power Corrnnission staff 
analysis that the proposed Oxnard site and pipeline route would cause 
the least damage to the envirorunent and haVe the· least· potential for 
socio-economic linpacts among those alternatives discussed for southern 
California (Pages III, 350-356). 

The proposed. pipeline route alternatives originating from the Point 
Conception area. that cross Los Padres National Forest woUld be· 
envirorunentally unacceptable. The area along the proposed routes is 
extremely unstable and subject to mass failures. It would not be wise 
to·allowinajor construction here. Due to· the. unstable soils, off-road 
vehicle use should not be allowed along the pipeline route; thus, this 
alleged ''benefit" is :in fact an adverse linpact. 

The most feasible· route through the· areawou1d be. the. FPC staff 
alternative "B" (Pages III, 292-293), whii::h is partially within the con
structed right-of-way of State. Highway 166. The highway is an existing 
scar on the landscape and a source of envirorunental damage from land 
sliding and reservoir siltation. However, it is slowly stabilizing, and 
additional major damage woUld probably not occur along Highway 166 if 
the. pipeline route·were restricted tothe·road prism. 

Based on the preponderance of information available to us, any of the 
proposed pipeline routes across· the Los Padres National Forest would 
cause major adverse impacts~ If the LNG proposal is the alternative 
selected for Arctic gas transportation, we 'WoUld concur with FPC staff 
that the Oxnard site shoUld be. the route choice. 
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The connnent should read, "The u.s. Forest Service has noted 
that cruise data available indicates 33,000 board feet per 
acre in timber stands, Since not all of the 33 miles of the 
route across the Chugach National Forest is timbered, they 
estimated that 6,000,000 board feet, or less, of timber would 
be lost to right-of-way clearing," 

Connnent reflected in Section H-2d of Volume 2 of the FEIS, 



-. IL , J 

4 

We believe these additions and modifications will.lead to. a more complete 
and mean:ingful f:inal EIS. 

We appreciate the· bpportunity to review. and conment on this Enviromnental 
Statement. 

sf:: J.' t·~ · r---
r__., R. MAX PETERSON j 

Deputy Chief 

l Enclosure 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRJCUL TURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

311 Old Federal Building, Columbus, Ohio 43215 

"' January ~9, i976 
i~·· ;.: 

,- . : .¥· ·-~' 

Secretary . .' '· 
ATTENTION: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington D.C. 20426 

.. -· ·.·.::·: 
-··· .. , 

,i1 

Gentlemen: 

We have received the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
prepared by your staff in connection with proposals to bring 
Arctic gas from the Prudhoe Bay Field in Alaska and from the 
MacKenzie Delta Region of Canada to market areas in the lower 
48 states. 

Since this draft environmental impact statement is not directly 
identified with Ohio, we have no comments to offer. 

Sincerely, 

(2_lo_._t r Q~~-
Robert E. Quilliam 
State Conservationist 
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NCEED-ER 

Secretary 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
DETROIT DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

BOX 1027 

"DETROIT, MICHIGAN .8231 

Federal Power Commission 
ATTN: ENG-SOD-ALASKA 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

Dear Sir: 

s: J~ 

.·."'1 

. ; . ~
Reference is made to the Draft Environmental Statement concerni*S. the='.: 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems transmitted by your l~er e£~ 
November 28, 1975. ;;;:: ""·' 

The proposed pipeline system apparently crosses the· southern boundary 
area of the Detroit District. Three counties, portions of which lie 
within the Detroit District's jurisdiction, are listed as having sites 
for compressor stations. However, the counties through which the pro
posed pipeline will pass are not listed. The aforementioned counties 
are Mercer_.~d Hardin Counties, Ohio, and Wells County, Indiana. 

There.is in~ufficient information and map,detail in the draft statement 
for us. to d~termine if the pipeline crosses parts of those counties 
withitt the Detroit District. More detailed descriptions or maps will 
have 1P be:Rresented in order for us to determine the· areas of navi
g~ble wa~~ and wetlands through which the pipeline will pass. 

J : '- c:: 
As you kno~under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of March 3, 
1899 .J33 u.§:c. 403), permits issued upon recommendation of the Chief 
of Engineers are required for work performed in or affecting navigable 
waters of the United States. Also, under Section 404.of the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act (86 Stat. 816, P. L. 92-500) permits issued 
from the Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of Engineers, 
are required for the discharge of dredged or fill material into navi
gable waters and adjacent or contiguous wetlands. 
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II. II 

.~EED-ER 
Secretary, Federal Power Commission t l JAil 1!118 

If the pipeline should traverse water resource areas under our jurisdiction, 
permit applications for the proposed work should be submitted allowing 
sufficient time for their review and assessment before anticipated construc
tion work. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this statement. We hope that these 
comments will be of assistance in preparation of the final environmental 
impact statement. 

copy furnished: 
Staff Director (Water Resources) 
C. E. Q. 
722 Jackson Place, N. w. 
Wash., D. c. 20006 

Sincerely yours, 

\
~ .~,,lo.,"J 

' 'c.. P. McCALLISTER 
Chief, Engineering Division 

2 
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SPDPD-R 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
SOUTH PACIFIC DIVISION, CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

630 Sansome Street, Room 1216 
San Francisco, California 94111 

15 JAN 1976 
SUBJECT: Draft EIS, Federal Power Commission, Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 

Systems 

HQDA (DAEN-CWR-P) WASH DC 20314 

1. Comments on the draft environmental impact statement are submitted in accord
ance with DAEN-CWR-P letter dated 3 December 1975, subject as above. 

2. The major concern of this office deals with that portion of the project de
scribed in Volume III of the EIS and comments which follow pertain to that part 
of the document. 

a. Navigational and permit considerations: 

(1) The description of fog and visibility as contained in Table 5, Page III-29, 
does not show where the data was measured nor does it show the years (inclusive) 
for which data is presented. Additional data, if available, should be noted. 

(2) Page III-23: Data covering locations of critical wind measurement sites 
and years (inclusive) of data collection should be presented in the report. Ref
erence to Tables 3 and 4 appears to indicate that data for the years 1970 and 1968, 
respectively, are the only years of record covered. Additional data, if available, 
should be included. 

b. Environmental considerations: 

(1) Page III-161: The environmental impacts, if any, upon military operations 
should be discussed in the EIS where pipelines cross military reservations. 

(2) Page III-181: Expulsion of hydrostatic test discharge waters would appear 
to have an impact upon wetlands downstream of pipeline crossings. This should be 
discussed in the report. 

c. Appendix D, Page III-426: Add Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act Amendments of 1972 as being a Corps of Engineers jurisdictional 
responsibility. 

FOR THE DIVISION ENGINEER: 

CF: SPLED-E 
SPNED-E 

Colonel, CE 
Deputy Division Engineer 
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According to the applicant, these data are for the general 
offshore area. The source of the data is the u.s. Naval 
Weather Service Command. The period of record is 1854-1968. 

According to the applicant, wind measurements have been taken 
by ships, over the period from 1854 to 1968. These observa
tions are summarized by area. The area covering the Point 
Conception site extends from 34° to 36~ latitude and from 
the coast to 125° W longitude, 

As stated.in ~ecti~n C.9.b in Volume III of the FEIS, approval 
for the p~pel~ne r~ght-of-way across Edwards Air Force Base 
would have to be obtained from the Base Commander and various 
Federal agencies in Washington, D.C. Any potential impacts 
upon military operations would be determined by these governing 
bodies. 

See the environmental staff's responses to the Resources Agency 
of California comments on water quality concerns. 

Section 404 of FWPCA Amendments of 1972 should be added to the 
Corps of Engineers' jurisdictional responsibility in Appendix D 
of Volume III. 



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
RE.C£1\'EOOFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS 

· WASHINGTON, D.C. 20314 

Mr. Kenneth F, Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
ATTN: ENG-SOD-ALASKA 
Washington, D, C, 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

16 January 1976 

, .... ,,... 
~~ ,_,' "~~v~:i;~~·/~c.~..:; 

JAN 2 3 1976 

As requested in your letter of 28 November 1975, we have reviewed the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the "Alaska Natural Gas Trans-
portation Systems, 11 We offer the following comments• · 

Both the Arctic Gas System and the El Paso Alaska Company's proposed 
pipeline corridors would bisect numerous streams and wetland systems 
within the State of Alaska, Either system will thus be subject to 
the new Department of the Army permit program for regulating the dis
charge of dredged or fill material under provisions of Section 404 of 
the Federal Water Pollution control Act Amendments of 1972, Permit 
applications are to be submitted to the appropriate Corps of Engireers 
District offices for processing. Such applications should include 
pertinent environmental, social and economic information needed to 
make an adequate assessment of the crossings. 

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement with respect 
to existing or planned military installations and there does not appear 
to be any conflict with Department of Defense interest at this time, 
Coordination with the Department should be undertaken prior to pipeline 
construction to avoid possible conflicts which cannot presently be 
foreseen. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this statement, 

S ncerely ~~ 

HN R, HILL, JR. 
LTC, Corps of Engineers 
Assistant Director of Civil Works, 

Environmental Programs 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Aaalatant Secretary for Science and Technology 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

January 22, 1976 

Dr. Jack Hinneman 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street, N.W. 
Room 4308 
washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Dr. Hinneman: 

,_:, 
V• 
.":":.· 

, .. -

The draft environmental impact statement, "Alaska Natural 
Gas Transportation Systems," which accompanied your letter 
of December 1975, has been received by the Department of 
Commerce for review and comment. 

The statement has been reviewed and the following comments 
are offered for your consideration. 

General Comments 

o Geodetic control survey monuments may be located along 
the proposed pipeline routes. If there is any planned 
activity which will disturb or destroy these monuments, 
the National Ocean Survey (NOS) requires not less than 
90 days notification in advance of such activity in 
order to plan for their relocation. NOS recommends 
that funding for this project includes the cost of any 
relocation required for NOS monuments. 

o This proposal has significant implications for coastal 
zone management in both Alaska and California. The 
Office of Coastal Zone Management finds that the pro
posers were negligent in several areas. 

First, there does not appear to be any discussion upon 
the relationship of the proposed action to land use 
plans, policies, and controls for the affected area; 
specifically, no mention is made of coastal zone 
management. 

its second year, and The Alaska program is now in 
concentrating primarily upon data gathering and management. 

"'"'O"o\.llTio"'~" t '!. 
~'%. i 

1i>i"e-1ta110 
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California: As stated in Section B.9.a in Volume III of the 
DEIS, the coastal area between the mean high tide line and 
the base of the coastal bluffs is zoned Beach Development by 
the Santa Barbara County Planning Department, The permitted 
uses in a BD zone are highly restrictive. 

Alaska: The applicant's docket reveals coordination with 
numerous offices in Alaska that would likely administer the 
coastal zone management program, e,g,, Office of the Governor, 
Department of Natural Resources, joint Federal-State Land Use 
Planning Commission, Department of Environmental Conservation, 
etc, We understand that the coastal zone management program 
is rather new and is currently in the Office of the Governor, 
Division of Policy Development and Planning, The applicant 
that receives the certificate of public convenience and 
necessity for the gas pipeline should coordinate with the 
Division of Policy Development and Planning and/or the office 
administering the coastal zone management program. 
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The California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission 
(CCZCC), on the other hand, has completed its program 
and is now awaiting legislative action, Meanwhile, 
interim regulations exist in California that could apply 
to this proposal. No mention, however, of either program 
or of these interim controls is made. 

The final comment concerns the distribution of the DEIS 
for review. While the Alaskan Division of Policy 
Development and Planning did receive a copy, the Cali
fornia Coastal Zone Conservation Commission did not. 
Because of their advanced planning role, the CCZCC should 
definitely be contacted for their input. 

o The DEIS does not adequately carry out the requirements 
of the CEQ Guidelines on preparation of environmental 
impact statements (Fed. Reg. Vol, 38, No, 147, Aug. 1, 
1973). Section 1500.8(4) requires "A rigorous explora
tion and objective evaluation of the environmental 
impacts of all reasonable alternative actions --". The 
environmental impacts of reasonable alternatives to 
North Slope gas such as increased offshore drilling and 
production are not examined, Section 1500,8(8) requires 
"An indication of what other interests and considerations 
of Federal policy are thought to offset the adverse 
environmental effects of ~he proposed action --". The 
concept of Energy Independence,for example, is one 
consideration which could be addressed here. 

o The socio-economic section beginning on I-40 is simplistic 
and fails to address the problem. Natural gas supply is 
treated as any other commodity rather than part of an 
energy package in short supply and with certain substi
tutability limits. It does not consider possible balance 
of payments problems if foreign oil must make up the 1% 
of energy usage due to lack of North Slope gas. 

o Selected social impacts on Alaska (p. I-89) are gratuitous, 
The competence of FPC in the discipline of sociology is 
open to some question, 

o The project under discussion proposes to follow the 
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The interim controls proposed by the California Coastal Zone 
Conservation Commission which are applicable to the proposed 
LNG terminal were discussed in Section H.f of the DEIS in 
Volume III. In addition, the Coastal Commission has several 
policies which would govern the protection of coastal agri
cultural lands and which would assure long-term agricultural 
land use, 

The California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission was sent 
numerous copies of the DEIS, both on a ~tate and regional 
level, 

The alternative of increased offshore drilling and production 
is examined in more detail in the "Alternatives" volume of 

the u.s. Department of the Interior Final Environmental Impact 
Statement. The additional information will address the 
concept of energy independence, 

Any of the standard literature on energy efficiency makes it 
clear that all our fuels are wasted because they are under
priced; that at least 20 percent and perhaps as much as 30 
percent of 1980's projected fuel use could be eliminated by 
efficiency improvements more cheaply than it could be supplied 
from any available source; and that gas is wasted more than 
other fuels because it is underpriced more than other fuels. 
There is no hint that gas is not an indispensable part of some 
activities, and the fuel of choice in many others; but the fact 
remains that large volumes of gas are consumed in places where 
it is prized not because it is clean or controllable, but only 
because it is cheap. As nearly as can be estimated, this "large 
volume" is roughly 25 percent of the total gas consumption in 
the lower 48 states. We concur with Commerce that gas has 
certain substitutability limits, but they are surely not within 
the 4 to 7 percent range of present use that we have accurately 
characterized as marginal, or incremental, 
The answer we found, using the data, assumptions, and methods 
described in the DEIS, are that 1990 "Earnings" (in 1971 dollars 
under the BEA regional analysis) would be $249,000,000 higher 
if the gas were evenly distributed across the lower 48 states; 
that this contribution would be only $183 million if the gas went 
to the 9 states along the "El Paso Route"; and that the contribution 
would be $329 million if the gas went to the 20 states along the 
"Arctic Route." Commerce says we "do not consider possible 
balance of payments problems if foreign oil must make up 
the 1% of energy usage~" but if this fuel cost us $2/MBTU, 
or $1.7 billion per year, why would we choose to buy it? 
(After all, the fuel wouldn't be used if we were charging 
ourselves nearly that much for our own fuel resources,) 
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existing Alyeska oil pipeline right-of-way yet the DEIS 
overwhelms one with duplication of what DOI has already 
examined several times over. It also ignores legislation 
that authorized the present right-of-way and, by implica
tion, mandated the recovery of North Slope energy at 
least by this corridor if not alternatives and further 
specific means of transportation. 

In summary, the DEIS lacks some of the comparisons and 
evaluations that would make it a decision-making tool. 

Specific Comments 
o Pages I-230, paragraph 2(a)I, and II-253, paragraphs 

2 and 3, would be improved if they gave some quanti
tative estimates of the extent of the area over which 
the fog would form around proposed compressor stations. 

o Page II-72, regarding marine climatology along the LNG 
route, would be improved if it gave more information 
such as numerical data (or references) on the frequency 
of gale force winds and high waves, 

o Page II-358; In describing the electrical needs of the 
tanker there appears to be an error in Volume II where 
the ships service diesel generator and the emergency 
diesel generator are concerned, It is recommended that 
the last sentence of the first paragraph on page II-358 
be changed from "This generator" etc., to "The emergency 
diesel generator" etc, 

o Page III-29, Table 5: 

1. The location for this visibility data is not given. 
It is not clear whether the information applies to 
Point Conception or Vandenberg Air Force Base. If this 
location is away from the immediate coast, the data 
probably underestimate the frequency of poor visibility 
over water at the marine facility. Since fog is highly 
variable over short distances, the location of these 
observations is important. 

2. The December figure given under the column heading 
"tft of Observations" appears to be erroneous, 
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The extent of the area over which fog would form around proposed 
compressor stations would depend on several meteorological 

·factors including the ambient temperature, pressure, wind
speed, atmospheric stability, dew point and the temperature of 
the emissions. In any case, the extent of the fog would be 
relatively small. 

Published information on wave conditions is available for the 
Gulf of Alaska (U.s, Naval Weather Service Command, 1970) but 
is not available for the Orca Bay region of Prince William 
Sound. The applicant has estimated wave conditions near Gravina 
and has calculated maximum wave heights for various events, The 
applicant has also calculated the recurrence interval of 
extreme winds in the vicinity of Gravina Point, 

Comment accepted, 

According to the applicant, these data are for the general 
offshore area, The environmental staff feels they should be 
representative of conditions at the proposed LNG site. 

All months should be moved up one line in Table 5, The word 
"annual" should appear where the word "December" now appears, 
The total number of observations is then 27,106, 
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3. No reference for the data is given, 

o Volume III, page III-173, second paragraph: 
Visibility statistics given here do not agree with those 
in Table 5, page III-29. 

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide these 
comments, which we hope will be of assistance to you, We 
would appreciate receiving six (6) copies of the final 
statement, 

,, -/ /i: -J.,, __ ,, ·· ;; .tA{t(, 
Sidney R •. )iafier 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Environmental Affairs 
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The source of the data is the U.S, Naval Weather Service 
Command, May 1970, "Summary of Synoptic Meteorological 
Observations; North American Coastal Marine Areas." 

The visibility statistics given in Table 5 will agree with 
those on Page III-173 if the above-listed corrections are 
made to the table. 



Secretary 
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Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

U.S. tiEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Natlanal Ocaanlc and Atmaapharlc Admlnlatratlan 
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
P. 0. BOX 1668 - JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801 

The National Marine Fisheries Service has reviewed the draft 
environmental impact statement for Alaska Natural Gas Transpor
tation Systems, Volumes I, II, III, and has no comment to 
offer. 

This letter represents the views of the National Marine Fisheries 
Service only. The formal statement of the Department of Commerce 
should reach you shortly. 

Sincerely, 

<~tf£~¥ 
Harry L. Ri et:Ze 
Director, Alaska Region 
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IJ.S. D;EJIA;:J'Oii'Ei\IT 01: C.Orni'il:S>lCE 
llla~ion!!ll Oeo;;mic ,3m:! A~m~\\lph9rlc Atlmi;~b?;!'al:ian 

National Marine Pishe:Pies Seru1:ce 
P. 0. Box 1668, <Tuneau, Alaska 99802 

Date : January 13, 1976 Reply to 1ltcn. of: FAK21 

EE, Office of Ecology and Environmental Conservation 
To : Thr~~gh: . F~, j~~ociate Director for Resource Management 

(~-~·r·J::f?Jfic 
From : Harry L. Rietze 

Director, Alaska Region 

Subject: Review of DEIS #7512.02 - Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems, 
Volumes I, II, III (FPC) 

The draft environmental impact statement for Alaska Natural Gas Trans
portation Systems, Volumes I, II, III, which accompanies your memorandum 
of December 17, 1975 has been received by the National Marine Fisheries 
Service for review and comment. 

The statement has been reviewed and we have no comments to offer. 



HEALTH AND 
ENVIRONMENT 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

2 3 JAN 1976 

This is in response to your request of November 28, 1975, concerning 
the Department of Defense's comments on the Federal Power Commission's 
draft environmental impact statement for the construction of a natural 
gas transportation system in Alaska. We apologize for the late submittal 
of our comments as the closing date was January 16th. We understand, 
however, that our comments will still be considered, and we appreciate 
your thoughtfulness. 

In general, the Department of Defense has no objection to the draft 
environmental impact statement or to the project that the statement 
discusses. We do have, however, a significant concern which cannot 
be alleviated with the limited data in the draft environmental impact 
statement. Our concern centers around the actual location of the 
proposed pipeline as it passes through real estate that the Department 
of the Army currently controls. Explicit site specific information, 
geographic coordinates, and detailed design data were not included in 
the draft environmental impact statement. Accordingly, the Department 
of Defense cannot determine the pipeline's exact position alo,ng its 
proposed route. 

We understand that the pipeline may be emplaced through the areas of 
Fort Wainwright, Fort Greely, the Black Rapids training area, and the 
Yukon training area. There are significant safety hazards in those areas. 
For example, the training area in Fort Greely may pose hazards to the pipeline 
and to the military, depending upon the exact location of the pipeline, since 
live ammunition is often used in the Army's training activities. 
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Prior to any agreement concerning construction of the pipeline on Army 
controlled real estate, the Department of Defense would have to consider 
its mission requirements and personnel safety. Accordingly, we request 
that the Federal Power Commission or the agency proposing the 
construction of the pipeline make specific detailed proposals to our 
affected installation commanders prior to Department of Defense 
agreement on pipeline construction. I suggest that representatives of 
the El Paso-Alaska Co., or the Federal Power Commission, contact 
the US Army District Engineer, Alaska, who is responsible for the 
arrangement of rights of entry to Army controlled real estate. The 
District Engineer, Col Charles Debelius, is located in Building 21-700, 
Elmendorf Air Force Base, Anchorage, Alaska. His telephone number 
is (907) 279-1132. 

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to review this important 
environmental impact statement and for considering our comments. 

Sincerely, 

George Marienthal 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Environmental Quality) 

cc: District Engineer, Alaska 

The Department of the Interior in Part VI, Volume 12, Pages 453 
through 520 of their DEIS on the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems provides segmental maps (Scale: 1 inch~2.25 miles) of the 
proposed pipeline's position. 

As recipient of the certificate of public convenience and neces
sity, the applicant would be required to contact the owners of all 
lands proposed to be crossed for permission to construct on the 
respective lands. 
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Dr. Richard F. Hill 
Acting Advisor on Environmental 

Quality 
Federal Power Commission 
441 G Street, N. w. 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

Dear Dr. Hill: 

we have reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Statement 
concerning the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System. 

The proposed system will, if constructed as described, have 
serious and irreversible impacts on many irreplaceable 
natural resources, as well as upon the socio-economic status 
of many small communities. While it is perhaps true that 
most of the socio-economic impacts cannot be avoided over 
the short term, we nevertheless urge the applicant to work 
closely with all governmental bodies through whose jurisdic
tions the pipeline will pass to ensure an early and 
continuing exchange of project development planning data and 
projections. This exchange will enable local communities to 
anticipate these impacts and to plan ways to prevent or 
mitigate them before they occur, rather than attempting to 
deal with them after they occur. 

Although the statement identifies the potential impacts on 
the local health, medical, educational and other public 
services, it does not offer any suggestions for mitigation. 
One of the problems with a project of this magnitude is the 
"temporary" nature of the· personnel in any location. We urge 
the applicant to give special emphasis to the hiring and 
training of local workers, wherever possible, to minimize the 
socio-economic impact of transient labor. 

"1'1 
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Comments received too late for environmental staff's 
evaluation. 

,.....-----, 

j J _j I 
:_________.., 

J 



Dr. Richard F. Hill 
Page 2 

Little attention is given to discussing possible disruptions 
and overloads on local public services. It would seem 
appropriate that the applicant initiate some early planning 
efforts with the various public officials responsible for 
providing such service in order to ensure a minimum of 
disruption. There may be adequate need to provide mobile 
health and medical facilities to accommodate the construction 
crews. This is particularly apropos to the many small 
communities in Nevada and Eastern California which even now 
have difficulty providing these services to the stable 
population. 

There is no mention in the draft impact statement of the 
possibilities of earth slides due to the location of the 
pipeline along the San Andreas fault, which may endanger 
life and property in the area. We feel this hazard should 
be identified and systematically addressed in the final 
document. 

Also, the final statement should address the secondary 
environmental impacts the disturbance of water resources and 
animal wildlife, possible spills, as well as the disruption 
of plant life will have on the Alaskan native. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the statement. 

s~~ 
Charles Custard 
Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

In Reply Refer To: FEB 4 1976 
ER-75/1153 

Dear Mr. Dunham: 

<Ill I,J I 1111 

We have reviewed the Federal Power Commission's draft 
environmental impact statement for the Alaska Natural Gas 
Transportation Systems, Docket No. CP 75-96 et. aL, and 
wish to note our appreciation for the extension of time 
provided by your agency to complete this complex action. 
Our comments below will pursue the organizational format 
of the FPC statement for better clarity in referencing 
those three volumes and understanding their relationship 
to the volumes in Interior's related statement. Some 
comments are more broadly based than others and cover major 
items of concern in each volume. Detailed comments of a 
more technical and editorial nature are appended separately 
thereafter. 

General Comments 

There are a number of areas where substantial improvement 
in subject matter coverage could be developed for the 
final environmental statement. Among these are cultural 
resources, wildlife, vegetation, recreation, and aesthetics. 
The principal focus should be placed upon improvement of the 
impact analysis for each subject, but it is also evident 
that the background, data, or environmental setting descrip
tive material is weak. For example, the recreational and 
aesthetic environmental settings are not described fully in 
Volumes I and II for either the proposal or its alternatives. 
The omission of Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet is of 
particular concern. Significant recreational and commer
cial resources are involved in these areas. We urge that 
improvements to the document concentrate upon more explicit 
description of size, extent, quantity, and any outstanding 
parameter of these resources and impacts. The significance 
of each impact can be understood only if some further 
analytical attention to measurement or descriptive relevance 
is undertaken. 

fiCI·~~:: ,;·:.> l_::=!I\Od 
- j 
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The staff feels that an exhaustive description of the environ
mental setting of all of south-central Alaska would serve no 
useful purpose, There is no need to contrast localized impacts, 
which are generally very difficult to quantify in the first 
place, with the resources of the entire Cook Inlet and Prince 
William Sound area, It is sufficient that local impacts be 
discussed as they pertain to local resources. 

.---. 
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Although the narrative portions of the statement are valu
able, the figures used to illustrate the proposed and alter
nati~e pipeline routes particularly present insufficient 
deta~l to allow an accurate assessment of social and environ
mental impacts arising from pipeline placement and construc
tion. In general, the final EIS should contain more detailed 
maps; topographic maps showing greater detail than that of 
Figure 42, for example, would be helpful in assessing the 
relative degree of soil disturbance and resultant esthetic 
impact. 

The location of native villages and hunting territories 
affected by pipeline development and terminal construction 
and operation, together with the population of natives, 
s~ould be better portrayed and analyzed. Approximately 11 
v~llages and 2,300 Alaskan natives appear to come within 
the range of potential effects. The impacts on native sub
sistence resources of the El Paso proposal cumulatively 
taken together with the TAPS project need to be considered. 

The draft statement recognizes that there exists substantial 
potenti~l for adverse impact to occur to significant cultural 
propert~es. The Federal Power Commission staff has recom
mended that a programmatic approach be adopted to ensure 
that cultural resources are properly safeguarded. Such an 
approach is viewed favorably by this Department and should 
specifically provide for compliance with E.O. 11593 and the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation's procedures. 

The statement evaluates the environmental impacts on the 
State of Alaska and associated waterways in Volume II and 
t~e environme~tal impacts associated with the Point Concep
t~on LNG term~nal and related pipeline facilities in 
Volume III. However, the tankers and the environmental 
characteristics along the sealanes between the two terminals 
are not described in any of the three volumes, and potential 
environmental impacts along the sealanes are not analyzed. 
This is a serious omission for marine mammals anadramous 
fisheries, and other resources. ' 

Likewise, the alternatives considered include alternative 
pipeline routes and terminal locations, but alternative 
linkages between the terminals (e.g., larger or smaller 
ships, gas fired propulsion systems, or barges either con
ventiona~ or submersible and either towed or pushed) are 
not cons~dered and should be because of major differences 
in environmental effect. 
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The environmental staff agrees and has provided more detailed 
maps in the FEIS, 

For the sake of brevity, these villages are not listed in the 
FPC FEIS. The 11 villages and their populations are shown on 
page 686, Part IV, Vol, 2 of the U.S. Department of Interior 
DEIS on Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation Systems. A 
statement about the cumulative impact of the Alyeska oil 
pipeline and El Paso has been incorporated in the subsection 
entitled "Native Economy" in the socioeconomic impact section 
of the FEIS. 

The environmental staff is now in the process of developing 
a detailed programmatic approach for the protection of 
cultural resources with BLM, the Advisory Council, and the 
Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation. 

Ship transportation of LNG in international waters is a 
nonjurisdictional issue; however, the staff has analyzed ship 
transportation in coastal waters, It is expected that the 
impacts in international waters would be similar. 

For purposes of the site selection analysis, vessels of the 
125,000- to 165,000-cubic meter capacity were assumed~along 
with a heat exchange system using water as a medium. In 
essence, the main engineering features of the proposed LNG 
plants and vessels were assumed to be constant. 



Other areas which need improvement in the final statement 
include the following: 

a. Specific data are lacking in certain critical 
impact areas which deserve description and 
assessment. In Alaska these areas include 
Atigun Pass, the new routes through undis
turbed U.S. Forest Service lands leading to 
Gravina, and the pipeline crossing of Cook 
Inlet (technical problems regarding bottom 
scour, etc.). 

b. There is very little descriptive correlation 
of the proposed El Paso gas line in Alaska 
with previous work done on the Alyeska proj
ect or BLM and other agency land planning 
efforts. The relationship to this planning 
should be made clear. · 

c. Correlation with the Department of the 
Interior FES should be updated to incorpor
ate changes being made in the DOI final 
statement. 

We suggest that all discussive evaluations of the relative 
impacts of the El Paso Alaska System and the Alaskan Arctic 
Gas Pipeline System (across Canada) should clarify what 
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area of impact is under consideration·. Several statements 
suggest that only impacts on areas within the United States 
have been considered. This appears to be confirmed by the 
statement on page I-173, paragraph 1, which compares impacts 
of the El Paso-proposed trans-Alaska gas pipeline with impacts 
of the trans-Canadian Arctic Gas pipeline and its alternatives. 
In the discussed evaluation it is clear that only the impacts 
on Alaska are under consideration, but elsewhere this needs 
clarification. 

An issue addressed in this review is that of winter con
struction in an arctic environment. The draft environmental 
impact statement prepared by the FPC seems to accept, with
out serious reservation, the feasibility of large-scale 
construction operations during the arctic winter. The 
Interior report, "Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation Systems: 
A Feasibility Study, 1975," found that there are some very 
serious risks involved. In particular, productivity, 
engineering, and logistical problems will significantly 
hinder and, at time~ will prevent pipeline construction during 
winter months north of the 60° parallel. Alyeska Service 

r-"'r 
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The environmental staff agrees that information is lacking, 
and additional studies would be necessary in developing 
more detailed data in these areas. 
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>mpany experience over the past two winters would tend to 
>nfirm the problems ,of major winter construction in the 
'Ctic. As a minimum there is significant risk of construc
_on delays and cost overruns if winter construction is 
:tempted. The statement should consider the environmental 
1plications of arctic gas pipeline construction in Canada 
td Alaska, based on summer construction techniques, as well 
; winter techniques, so that worst case conditions are 
lvealed if winter construction proves inadequate. 

)LUME I 

t.this volume we wish to note the following major points 
>r further consideration and intensified evaluation. 

1pact on Salt Marshes 

.ltation from work on the right-of-way would seriously 
1pact salt marshes between Valdez and Gravina Point. These 
trshes are extremely productive habitats in their unaltered 
:ate. They are not even mentioned in the vegetation section. 
1e Fish and Wildlife Service has contracted studies on the 
tlt marshes in the vicinity of the oil pipeline terminal. 
'C might wish to contact them for information that is 
1rrently available. 

te salt marshes are critical habitat for a number of 
tterfowl species. They are very important to an apparently 
ldentary and unidentified population of Canada geese. This 
>pulation is not large but it is unusual and needs to be 
.ven extra consideration until a determination of its 
!entity and status can be made. It is not mentioned in the 
:atement and potential effects upon it should be.reviewed. 

wact on Eagles and Deer - Gravina Point 

te Gravina Point site and its sphere of influence is 
>cated in the part of Prince William Sound where the 
lnsest nesting concentration of bald eagles occurs. The 
>vement of LNG carriers in this area will have significant 
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The alternative of summer construction is discussed in 
Volume II, Section H. 

The salt marshes in question around the mouth of the Gravina 
River are about 2 miles from the proposed pipeline at its 
closest approach and about 5 miles downstream from the 
proposed crossing of the Gravina River, Siltation from the 
work is therefore not likely to be significant in the marsh 
area, which is already subject to daily siltation influences 
from tidal movement and annual influences from the river's 
spring runoff. 



impact. This is alluded to in the site comparison section, 
but not mentioned in the wildlife sections. Again, more 
careful evaluation is needed. 

The Gravina Point site is also the winter range for a 
substantial portion of the small Sitka black-tailed deer 
population resident on the mainland portions of its Prince 
William Sound range. 

National Parks, Forests, Refuges, and Rivers 
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In discussing alternative routings of the Arctic Gas System, 
the DES, on page I-221, examines one alternative which would 
take the pipeline from the Fort Yukon area up the,Yukon 
Valley into Canada. Such a routing would impact three 
proposals for nationally significant conservation areas 
made by the Secretary of the Interior in the Alaska Conser
vation Act of 1975, now before Congress. These three 
proposals are for a Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuge, 
a Porcupine National Forest, and Yukon-Charley National 
Rivers, that would a unit of the National Park System. 
There is no discussion of how this alternative might affect 
those proposals, or the conflicts in management that would 
occur. 

Economic Analysis 

Since the publication of the draft EIS, the Department of 
the Interior has sent to the Congress a report as required 
by P.L. 93-153 and an attached staff study titled, ''Alaskan 
Natural Gas Transportation Systems: A Feasibility Study." 
This study provides an updated and improved benefit/cost 
analysis. We recommend that the Federal Power Commission 
examine carefully the revised benefit/cost analysis in the 
Feasibility Study sent to the Congress in December, and 
establish a liaison with the Department to clear up any 
misunderstanding or confusion in the preparation of the 
study. · 

The economic analyses in Volume I, particularly with respect 
to use of Prudhoenatural gas in Alaska, are of necessity 
premised on rather crude assumptiomof gas supply and price. 
We believe it would be of value to examine some alternate 
sets of assumptions. For example, it is likely that the 
current wellhead value of Cook Inlet gas is at least two 
to three times the $.15 per mcf assumed on page I-154. 
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Impacts to bald eagles ~ discussed in the last paragraph 
in the seabird section of the DEIS. 

Note addition in FEIS discussion. 

See section entitled "Supplemental Analysis" in Vol. I, 
Appendix C, for an expanded discussion of wellhead price. 

rl --~ 
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Also, it would seem likely that if a major LNG project such 
as El Paso proposes is constructed, the project itself would 
set the market value for other gas (such as Cook Inlet) 
accessible to present and potential LNG plants. 

Use of the term "socio-economic" in subheadings under 
Heading B, "Economic Analysis, 1'1 seems inappropriate, as the 
material therein is basically economic. The socio-economic 
analysis for Alaska should be preceded by a brief rationale 
explaining why it was placed in this volume. Impacts on 
both natives and non-natives are covered; however, in view 
of the enormous changes the proposed action, along with the 
Alyeska oil pipeline, will have on the native way of life, 
a little more analysis of potential impacts on natives is 
called for. 

Alternatives 

It is stated that "the El Paso proposal would impact a greater 
number of communities than would the Arctic Gas Pipeline" 
(p. I-138, par. 2), and that "the magnitude of the impact 
from El Paso is several times that from Arctic Gas" (p. I-147, 
par. 2), the latter statement referring to impacts during 
the construction period. Since the Arctic Gas proposal 
would entail construction of about three times as many miles 
of pipeline north of latitude 49°N than the El Paso proposal, 
it seems evident that total terrestrial impacts of the former 
must generally be much greater than of the latter. If the 
relative impacts of the two proposals are to be covered, 
as they have been throughout Volume I, we believe that NEPA 
requires an evaluation of such impacts without regard to 
national boundaries. If the evaluations are wholly confined 
to impacts within the United States, they should be clearly 
identified as such. 

The section starting on page I-165 contains a brief evalua
tion of an alternative route to the "Arctic prime route." 
However, no mention that there are multiple alternatives 
to this prime route was found until page I-219. At that 
point, it is mentioned for the first time that four alter
native route corridors have been proposed by Alaskan 
Arctic Gas for the routing of the pipeline through Alaska 
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The term "socioeconomic" has been retained in FEIS subheadings 
inasmuch as both social and economi~ impacts are discussed. 

The environmental staff feels that the level of analysis 
presented is commensurate with the amount of data available 
related to expected impacts on the native way of life. 

The environmental s,taff has accepted the Canadian discussion 
from the u.s. Department of the Interior Environmental Impact 
Statement. The generalized impacts identified are not 
restricted to national boundaries. 



and Canada, and that a fifth possible alternative route has 
been suggested by the Bureau of Land Management (p. I-219), 
par. 3a). We feel that this background information should 
precede any discussion of alternative routes. 

VOLUME II 

Description of the Proposed Action 

It has been estimated that 6.5 million cubic yards of 
gravel or crushed rock would be required for the proposed 
pipeline across Alaska. The only information that has been 
provided on the sources of this material is that it would 
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be obtained "from borrow sites authorized by governmental 
agencies." We believe that past experience in arctic and 
subarctic construction has shown that impacts of obtaining 
borrow material can be among the most severe impacts of 
construction projects. Consequently, we feel that the final 
environmental statement should be more specific about 
proposed general locational sources o:f borrow material and 
the impacts of this action. 

The relationship of the proposed gas pipeline to the Alyeska 
oil pipeline location and facilities is in need of clarifi
cation. It has been stated that "between 85 and 95 percent 
of the proposed route of the El Paso pipeline could be within 
the utility corridor designated for use by the Alyeska Oil 
Pipeline." Consideration should .be given to more intensive 
description and portrayal of significant planning relation
ships between the El Paso proposal and other activities. 
This section presently reads as if the gas pipeline is an 
entirely new project in the region .. There is almost no 
reference to the Alyeska pipeline project and its access 
roads, pipeline pad, and facilities which certainly overlap 
much of the gas pipeline needs. In the route description, 
there is no clear and full reference to BLM and other land 
planning agency relationships w.hich could affect line 
location along the present corridor. It isn't until 
pages II-247 and 248 are reached that any slight recognition 
of relationship first occurs. 

One of the few statements pertinent to the foregoing question 
is that special techniques are to be developed and submitted 
to the Department of Interior where the oil and gas pipe
lines cross or are close (p. II-326). However, other state
ments suggest that the two pipelines would be distinctly 
separated. For example, it is stated that "nearly all the 
proposed El Paso pipeline south of the Brooks Range would 
require the clearing of brush and forest cover" 
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Prior to construction, Alyeska proposed to use 46.5 million 
cubic yards of gravel or crushed stone, To date, this figure 
has grown to nearly 83 million cubic yards. El Paso's 
proposal estimates that 6.7 million cubic yards of gravel 
would be required. Tentative locations for borrow material 
are presented in Figures 2 throufh 35, Section 2A.2, 
Appendix to Volume IV of El .Paso s application. The environ
mental staff assumes that some of the same sites as used by 
Alyeska will have to be used, but all sites will have to be 
approved by the State of Alaska. 

El Paso should be required, Where possible, to maximize the 
use of the existing utility corridor and work pad of the . 
Alyeska pipeline following discussions and approval by the 
State of Alaska, the Department of the Interior, and other 
agencies. 

/ 
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(p. I-242, par.2), yet the proposed gas pipeline follows 
essentially the alignment of the oil pipeline for most of 
this distance. The FPC staff has recommended that "the 
applicant should utilize Alyeska access roads, airfields, 
communication systems and construction camp sites to the 
maximum extent possible" (p. II-521, #7). However, we have 
found no indication of how much of such common usage of 
facilities is envisioned as possible. In particular, we 
feel that the possible reduction of impacts by common usage 
of such facilities needs to be evaluated in order to compare 
the alignment proposed by the applicant with the new align
ment south of Livengood that has been proposed by the FPC 
staff. The environmental statement should provide a 
detailed evaluation of methods proposed or recommended to 
minimize impacts by use of TAPS facilities, including an 
evaluation of any alternatives that are under consideration 
with respect to such common usage. 

In spite of the recommendation that TAPS access roads and 
other facilities be used to the maximum extent possible, the 
environmental statement gives the impression that construction 
would be done largely by means of compacted snow roads in 
winter. We have found little or no mention of proposed use 
of existing TAPS access roads and gravel pads in order to 
facilitate construction and possibly to permit lengthening 
of the construction season. For example, it is stated that 
"the pipeline would normally be constructed d1..ring the winter" 
(p. II-12, par. 2) and that "construction during the winter 
permits use of a compacted snow pad as a working surface" 
(p. II-13, par. 5). Again, these questions of ease of access, 
necessity of snow roads, and length of the construction 
season should be evaluated in comparing the route proposed 
by the applicant with that preferred by the FPC staff. 

Information on shipping routes in the vicinity of the 
proposed terminal at Gravina has been provided Cp. II-61), 
but we found no such information for the preferred site at 
Nikiski. In addition, we found no information on the con
trolling depths in approach channels to both sites. It is 
noted that information on vessel traffic is not yet complete 
(p. II-501, table 37) and that ice problems at Nikiski are 
still under evaluation. These questions involving suit
ability of the sites for tanker operations appear critical 
to final selection of a terminal site and, therefore, of a 
final pipeline route, and it is assumed that such information 
will be complete in the final environmental statement. 

Potential sources of borrow material for construction of the 
proposed LNG terminal at Gravina have been identified as 
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See second response to comments on page 7. 

Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Volume II of the FEIS. 
Also, see Table 37 of the DEIS. 

The environmental staff does not anticipate the need for large 
volumes of borrow at the Nikiski site since, unlike the 
Gravina site, relatively little grading would be necessary. 



being at the mouth of Simpson Creek or in Rude River 
(p. II-255). However, no mention of sources of borrow 
material at the preferred Nikiski site has been found. 

At submerged stream crossings "the pipeline would be buried 
from 5 to 14 feet below the waterway to prevent exposure 
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by river bottom scour" (p. II-320). A list of 70 major sub
merged crossings (p. II-118) shows burial depths greater 
than five feet at only nine crossings. No information is 
given on how the burial depth was determined. Detailed 
local information from the stream crossings would be required 
to estimate the maximum likely scour but there is no indica
tion that this was available for this report. 

The potential for reduction or complete interruption of 
ground-water underflow in permafrost areas as a result of 
the "frostbulb" around the pipeline (p. II-286) needs clari
fication. The size of the expected frostbulb is not given, 
thus it is not possible to judge whether most of the adverse 
effects could be avoided by burying the pipe deeper under 
streambeds than is contemplated. If winter ground-water 
flow parallel to streams is to be substantially or entirely 
halted, the statement should more carefully examine the 
following: (1) the potential for buildup of extensive sub
surface and surface ice during the life of the project, and 
subsequent potential of abnormal channelization and accel
erated scour across aufeis during spring breakup; 
(2) impacts of flow interruption on downstream availability 
and use of water; (3) effects on quality of ground water 
when highly mineralized water associated with permafrost no 
longer has as much opportunity for dilution; and (4) typical 
or probable extent of permafrost thawing as a result of 
such impounding of ground water. 

For interstream areas where permafrost is at shallower 
depths than it is adjacent and beneath streams, a better 
presentation of the movement of any perched water above the 
permafrost table is needed to make possible the evaluation 
of pending of subsurface water on the upslope side 
(p. II-273), and the resultant acceleration of the thawing 
of permafrost. 

The potential impact on ground water of pollution from oil 
spills is mentioned in a number of places in the text. 
Training of personnel is given as a mitigating measure; we 
believe that the possibilities for remedial action should 
also be more fully considered in the statement. 
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Detailed information on the proposed stream crossings is 
not available at this time. 

A detailed discussion of frostbulb-related impacts which do 
not pertain to vegetation would be inappropriate in the 
section to which the Department of the Interior referred. 
See the environmental staff's response to the following comment. 

Ground thermal simulations of the proposed buried pipeline at 
river crossings are unavailable. The applicant proposes to 
make these studies during the design phase of the project and, 
if problems areas are indicated, to incorporate preventative 
measures such as deeper burial, backfilling with granular 
materials, or increasing the insulation on the pipe. While 
preliminary thermal regime math model studies have been conducted 
for "interstream" areas, the specifics were not provided to 
the staff. The applicant indicated that a frostbulb would be 
expected, but that groundwater movements would not be 
"seriously impaired." A discussion of suprapermafrost water 
movement was included in Section B.5 of Vol. II of the DEIS. 

See Volume II, recommendation section. 
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On the Location of Facilities in Alaska we would recommend a 
better map showing the location of all ancillary sites that 
are listed on pages II-11 and II-12. 

With respect to the LNG plant, marine terminal, and fleet, 
the housing development for workers is not described or 
shown on a map. This is essential information for this dev
elopment has the potential for great secondary impacts as 
well as significant primary impacts. How access will be 
handled is undescribed. An airstrip or new road appears a 
necessity if residences are established at Gravina. Actions 
such as these will cause significant impacts to wilderness, 
recreation, economics, and wildlife values in this area over 
and above the actual plant site operation. 

Cargo handling and safety features of the proposed 165,000 
cubic meter LNG tankers are described fragmentarily in dif
ferent sections. However, the statement should include a 
much fuller description of the proposed tankers. We recom
mend this be all at one location in the document so that 
potential environmental impacts can be evaluated knowledge
ably. The present text, for example, does not specify the 
type of propulsion fuel or the bunkering system to be used. 
Information pertaining to these items is only casually 
mentioned in the LNG terminal description in Volume III. 
The fuel oil capacity given on page II-58 as 8,200 long 
tons is more than 50,000 barrels. This capacity could have 
significant impacts in the vicinity of the loading port if 
mishandled. 

Future Plans and Abandonment 

The discussion does not indicate how much additional land 
is available for future expansion at Gravina or how its 
continued availability will be assured. It indicates that a 
marine terminal could be expanded by constructing additional 
berths but does not indicate the maximum number of berths 
that could be constructed and safely used. 

Reference is made to Land Use Planning Commission recommenda
tions, but not to other plans. For example, BLM has com
pleted a first generation land plan for the corridor which 
contains many designations and use zones, yet no mention is 
made here or elsewhere in the EIS of proposed coordination 
with BLM. Before the final EIS is completed, FPC should be 
thoroughly briefed on the BLM corridor plan and discuss that 
plan with BLM managers in Alaska. 
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See the "Alternatives" volume of the U.S. Department of the 
Interior's FEIS which contains 33 maps which locate these 
facilities. 

Information on the housing development can be found on 
Page II-28 of the DEIS. 

The possibility of a road from Cordova to the Gravina site 
was mentioned on Page II-459 of the DEIS. In addition, 
pressure to build an airstrip would also occur, although El 
Paso has not as yet proposed one. These and other points 
discussed in the alternate site assessment led to the environ
mental staff's selection of an alternate LNG terminal site. 

Pages II-353 to II-364 in the DEIS described the LNG tankers. 
Boil-off gas from the cargo tanks would provide most of the 
fuel requirements except during service speed when Bunker-C 
fuel oil would supplement fuel needs. 

El Paso has a 700-acre greenbelt area of the 1,200-acre site 
in which to expand. Also, the DEIS stated that three or 
more berths could exist at the proposed terminal. 

FPC coordination with the BLM office in Alaska, regarding 
the land use plan for the corridor, reveals that the plan 
is a conceptual plan subject to basic prerequisite decisions, 
e.g., the location of the gas pipeline. 
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>escription of the Existing Environment 

lnder the Topography and Physiology, Geology, Water 
.esources and Vegetation sections, the description is unduly 
.eng. We believe it should be limited to those aspects for 
•hich environmental impacts will be discussed in the follow
.ng section. The amount of descriptive background material 
.nder the Aquatic Biota and Wildlife headings could also be 
•educed. Material missing is the quantative parameters of 
·hese resources and conditions. 

'e should like to call attention to Atigun,Pass. It is very 
,arrow and there may not be room for both the oil pipeline 
.nd the gas line. This is the type of area that should be 
. iscussed in greater detail in this part of the document. 
'roblems could arise at Atigun Pass because of this narrow
.ess that would require use of another pass or possibly 
:unneling. Such actions would expand environmental effects . 
. lso, on the BLM land plan, the Atigun Pass area has been 
.dentified as a potential management area with primary 
·bjectives for wildlife and recreation. Some coordination 
•eems called for. 

ntensive brown bear use areas are identified on Alaska 
>epartment of Fish and Game maps along the route from 
'hompson Pass to Gravina. These should be depicted and 
:aken into account in evaluating environmental effects. 

'he description of esthetic resources on page 250 does not 
.nclude the Gravina Point site where the development of a 
.QQ-acre LNG plant and marine terminal is proposed. We 
•elieve this area, as well as po.tentially affected portions 
•f Prince William Sound, should be described. 

mpact on Indian Subsistence Resources 

>ur review indicates the social and economic impacts to 
1ative peoples have been generally addressed, but that the 
.ffects of this proposal on Indian natural resources, either 
:heir use of depletion, or changes on Indian lands, is not 
.ddressed. An overall statement of use or proposed use of 
:hese subsistence resources should be provided and effects 
:valuated. 

mpacts on Aesthetic Values 

lnder Section C.l3.b (p. II-313), Aesthetics, the visual 
. mpact of construction and development to travellers using 
:he main State ferry and tourship routes should be recognized 
.nd described. 
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The environmental staff feels that such coordination should 
be handled via the u.s. Department of the Interior • 

See change in Volume II, Section C~on impacts to bears. 

See revised Section C, subsection entitled "Impacts on 
Land Use." 

Impacts on native subsistence resources have been discussed 
in subsection entitled "Native Economy" in the main section 
dealing with socioeconomic impacts in Alaska. 

See revised section • 
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Impact oh Vegetation 

The discussion on vegetation impact is not quantative about 
amount and type removed and reads as if the Alyeska project 
had not been constructed. The possibility of using the 
Alyeska pad, and thus paralleling the oil pipeline rather 
than constructing a new right-of-way, is not discussed at 
any point. Significant differences in effects seem likely 
between the two circumstances. 

Impact on Endangered Species 

Paragraph f. Endangered Species, on page II-299, is incorrect. 
Arctic Peregrines are present along the Sagavanirktok River 
as noted in Part e. The potential effects should be 
thoroughly evaluated. 

Impact on Bears 

The discussion on page II-295 of impacts on grizzly and brown 
bears is very general. Such a discussion is probably all 
right for much of the route over which bears have been impacted 
previously. However, specific impacts should be pointed out 
for the Alaskan brown bear in intensive use areas between 
Thompson Pass and Gravina. These areas have not previously 
been impacted and contain a significant population. Con
struction in these areas will have significant impact on the 
brown bear population; yet, their presence is not identified 
or the effect evaluated in the impact section on page II-295, 
nor specific information given about this conflict. 

Impact on Seabirds 

Adequate discussion of potential impacts on specific species 
or populations is lacking under both headings for Seabirds 
and Marine Mammals on pages II-297 and II-298. No dimens1ons 
or degree of significance to the impacts are provided. 

Impacts on Land Use 

The paragraph on page II-302 references passing through 
809 miles of wilderness. Technically, this is correct from 
a regional standpoint but, unless the pipeline corridor is 
totally separate from the Alyeska construction strip, the 
development will take place in already developed corridor 
area. The Alyeska pipeline project, roads, highways, villages, 
and service centers will be in proximity to the gas pipeline 
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The applicant has stated that due to the characteristics of 
the chilled gas pipeline, a shorter and more 'accessible route 
than the Alyeska alignment could be built. Where the pipelines 
are compatible, they would follow the same route. About 
78 percent of the gas pipeline is within 1 mile of the oil 
pipeline. Access to _the gas pipeline would be primarily via 
the Alaska State Highway system which includes the Alyeska 
haul road. The Alyeska oil pipeline would be crossed by the 
gas pipeline 25 times. 

Part f mistakenly included only impacts caused to endangered 
species by the project's marine terminal and shipping aspects. 
See change in Volume II, Section C, part f. 

See change in section on impacts to bears. 

~ 
' ' 
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most of the entire distance except for the section from 
Thompson Pass to Gravina, which is undisturbed wilderness. 

Impact on Archeological and Historical Resources 

i3 

The statement recognizes that substantial additional effort 1 
must be expended to identify presently unrecorded cultural 
(historical, archeological, and architectural) properties, 
to determine the significance of known .and presently unre
corded properties, and to develop measures to avoid or miti
gate adverse impact to them. Due to lack of information, 
the statement admits that it is impossible to qualifiably 
and quantifiably assess the proposal's probable impact to 
cultural resources. To meet this situation, the Federal 
Power Commission staff has recommended (pp. II-522-523 and 
III-379) that a programmatic approach be adopted for imple
mentation of the procedures developed pursuant to the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and E.O. 11593 
to ensure that cultural resources are properly safeguarded. 
We recommend that FPC adopt the approach recommended by the 
staff with a revision to include consultation with the 
Department of the Interior (Departmental Consulting Archeo
logist, National Park Service, Interior Building, 18th and 
C Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20240) and the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation. A memorandum of agreement 
would be signed with ACHP outlining the overall approach to 
be taken as project planning progresses. 

It appears that implementation of such a programmatic 
approach would greatly reduce the incidence and magnitude 2 
of adverse impact to cultural resources now reported in the 
draft statement. The text of the statement should therefore 
be amended to reflect the lowered impact accrued from 
implementation. 

Impact on Cook Inlet 

Construction problems and natural hazards involved in the 3 
16-mile marine crossing of Cook Inlet's Knik Arm proposed 
by the FPC staff have not been evaluated. It has merely 
been stated that "the cost of crossing Cook Inlet with a 
pipeline would partially negate Nikiski's pipeline distance 
advantage" (p. II-497, par. 2). However, we have found no 
estimate of either the environmental costs or the engineering 
problems. 

Long-Term/Short-Term Relationships 

No information has been provided on the relationship between 
short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and 

1 
See previous response to comment on Page 2, Paragraph 3. 

2 
See revised Volume II, Section C.ll. 

3 
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In studies perform7d for the staff, no earthquake fault was 
found at the cross~ng location or any reason for alarm due to 
other.geological conditions. Tradeoffs for underwater 
cros~~ngs versus pipeline burial in well-drained soils were 
cons~dered and are shown in the following chart: 

Distance from M.P. 389.5 in Util itv Corridor (miles) 
Sites ~ Weighted* Marine Crossin~** 

Gravina Point 419 419 0 
Nikiski 369 417 16 
Cape Sta ri chkof 422 470 16 
Resurrection 
Bay East 406 424 6 

*The weighted distance was calculated as follows: 

(actual distance - marine crossing) + 4(marine crossing) weighted 
distance 

** There are several other considerations that would be used in a 

full cost comparison including tunnelling, stream crossings, river 

crossings, aerial crossings, wetland construction, steepness of 

grade, lack of road or railroad access, utility corridor, etc. 

This level of detail was beyond the cope of this study. 



enhancement of long-term productivity, with respect to 
construction of a gas pipeline across Alaska (p. II-368). 

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 

The matrix analysis and discussion is an interesting concept; 
however, it is very confusing and incorrect when closely 
read. The categories are too imprecisely defined and could 
readily be disputed. For example, the stripping, clearing, 
and terrain modifications are not reversible actions on many 
areas. Likewise, removal of gravel from streams has long
term implications and is not readily reversible. Aesthetic 
impact on 30 miles of the Chugach National Forest has long
term irreversible social implications with regard to w1lder
ness values. Aesthetic impact (long-term) will occur over 
the entire route, not just the 30-mile section. The relation
ship of a seismic wave to the proposal and to irreversible 
commitments which curtail short-term uses is indirect at best. 

We suggest that the more significant long-term commitments 
be differentiated from lessor ones and discussed at more 
length, providing the quantified parameters of the commit
ment cumulatively accounted for. In this fashion the 
relevance of different commitments can be quickly understood. 

Alternatives 

In evaluating the different alternative routes examined by 
this document, Section H overlooks park and related proposals 
designated by the Alaska Conservation Act of 1975. For 
example, only in discussing an alternative pipeline to 
western Alaskan ports does the DES mention the proposed Gates 
of the Arctic National Park (p. II-380). This alternative is 
not specific as to routing and might impact other proposals 
besides the Gates of the Arctic. 

Careful examination for all routes considered by the document 
should be given to crossing or proximity relationships to 
the Alaskan d-2 proposals before the Congress. 

Alternative routes through the Brooks Range (Alternative a) 
discussed on pages II-378 and 379 would also impact the 
proposed Gates of the Arctic National Park. Both the Itkillik 
and John River routes would traverse the heart of the pro
posal area. This is not mentioned and the effects of such 
crossing should be indicated. 

79. 

The adverse impacts identified as being associated with 
specific alternative proposals were not intended to represent 
an all-inclusive listing. Generally, only the major impacts 
which resulted in the rejection of a specific alternative 
were given in the report. 
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Alternative f (discussed beginning p. II-383) would route 
the gas pipeline down a broad, tentatively designated multi
mode utility corridor generally following the Alaska Rail
road from south of Fairbanks to Cook Inlet. However, the 
routing does not remain close to the railroad for its entire 
length. In many places it would impact fresh, unspoiled 
country, some of which may have significant scenic and 
recreational values. The Yanert Valley, for example, has 
been noted as having special value for primitive types of 
outdoor recreation and is an area complementary to Mount 
McKinley National Park. The impact on such areas should be 
analyzed and discussed. A further example may be noted in 
the failure to examine the visual impact such a routing 
might have as viewed from the Park. 

The routing traverses a Cooperative Planning and Management 
Zone proposed in the Alaska Conservation Act of 1975 as an 
area "within which resource use and development are critical 
to the proper protection, management, and interpretation of 
the park." Nothing is said in the DES about how the alter
native routing would affect this zone and its protection of 
environmental values. 

No Action or Postpone Action 

This section (p. II-498) does not contain a very meaningful 
discussion of environmental impacts in Alaska and the lower 
48 States which may result from failure or delay in provid
ing for movement of North Slope Natural Gas. Impact of the 
gas at the market end is an important effect of the proposal. 

Appendix 

It is recommended that Appendix B be corrected with the 
addition of the following material (p. II-539). Department 
of the Interior responsibilities for Federal lands include 
the following: 

a. Issues permanent and temporary rights-of-way 
on federally owned lands for route and 
associated facilities. 

b. Sells gravel and material. 

c. Issues special land use permits (SLUP's). 

d. Provides stipulations for all pipeline 
related activities on Federal lands. 

Comment accepted. These responsibilities should be added 
to Appendix B of the FEIS under the Department of the Interior. 

80 
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e. Monitors entire pipeline process - before, 
during, and after construction. 

f. Coordinates pipeline construction with the 
other resource values. 

g. This section should also indicate the 
jurisdiction and approval authority if 
Indian water rights are affected, altered, 
or permanently affected. 

Mitigation 

A major mitigating measure which has not been discussed 
throughout the statement is the need for close coordination 
of the proposed project with previous Alyeska construction 
and BLM and other agency land managers such as the State. 
Probably the most important technical aspect in this regard 
is a discussion of the feasibility and capability to lay 
the gas line from Alyeska's work pad. Where the line does 
not follow the corridor, the same concept of coordination 
with previous highways and disturbed areas will be an 
important mitigating factor. 

Many of the points above pertaining to Alaska could be 
corrected or improved in the FPC final through coordination 
with on-the-ground land managers in Alaska. We recommend 
that Mr. Sal DeLeonardis, Chief of ELM's Alaska State Office 
Planning and Coordination Staff, be the contact point in 
this regard. 

VOLUME III 

Description of the Proposal 

It is stated early in Volume III that the four 550,000-
barrel tanks proposed for construction at Point Conception 
would be designed to withstand a horizontal acceleration of 
0.25 g (p. III-8). However, it is stated later that "the 
maximum bedrock acceleration at the site would be in excess of 
0.7 g for the maximum probable event at either of the two clos
est portions of the Santa Ynez fault(s)" (p. III-176). This 
figure should be corrected or clarified, as it has been shown 
on table 40 (p. III-361) that the maximum bedrock acceleration 
associated with the Santa Ynez fault would be 0.25 gat the 
Point Conception site. A publication that should be consulted 

81 

To the extent possible, the staff has used all available 
information from the Alyeska project, The Department of the 
Interior in their FEIS also utilize such information and will 
incorporate it into their stipulations which are under 
preparation, 

The number in column 3 of Table 40, Page III-361 should 
be changed from 0,25g to 0,7g. 
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and referred to with regard to faulting near the site is 
Ziony, J. I., et. al., 1974, Preliminary map showing 
recency of faulting in coastal southern California, U.S. 
Geological Survey, MF 585. 

It is stated that construction of an LNG terminal at Point 
Conception would require two million cubic yards of excava
tion and one million cubic yards of filling, the remaining 
one million cubic yards to be disposed of "in an offsite 
area" (p. III-12, last par.) which has not been specified. 
In addition, dredging would evidently be required, but "no 
information concerning dredge spoil amounts has been provided" 
(p. III-264, par. 4). It would be advisable to provide 
information on dredging requirements and spoil disposal plans 
and impacts in the final statement. 

Estimates of potential tsunami runups at the proposed LNG 
terminal at Point Conception appear to have been based on 
data from Santa Barbara, the runups having been estimated as 
6.2 feet in the event of a 100-year tsunami and 12.6 feet in 
the event of a 500-year tsunami (p. III-178, par. 5). Since 
water-temperature data from Gaviota have been given 
(pp. III-78 to III-81), and that locality is only 12 miles 
east of the proposed terminal site, historic data on tsunami 
runups at Gaviota should be noted in the environmental state
ment, at least. A runup as high as 50 feet reportedly was 
experienced at Gaviota on December 21, 1812 (Richter, C. F., 
1958, Elementary Seismology, W. H. Freeman and Co., p. 113). 

It is stated that the FPC staff has no knowledge of any 
detailed foundation studies for the Point Conception site, 
while there have been for other proposed sites. It is stated 
further that "such studies ... are essential to the deter
mination of subsurface structures and a complete assessment 
of the ecological risks at any site" (p. III-176, par. 4). 
Consequently, it appears advisable to include a stipulation 
that such subsurface investigations be conducted at that 
site. 

Information on the design of a proposed 1,000-foot-long 
U-shaped rock breakwater that would be constructed at Point 
Conception was not found in the draft statement (p. III-201). 
In addition, it is not certain whether a breakwater would 
also be required at the preferred Oxnard site and, if so, 
what its design and impact would be. 

It is surprising that information on drainage and soil depth 
at the Point Conception site has been omitted from table 40 
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A recommendation in Volume III of the DEIS called for onsite 
disposal and use of the excess material. 

Review of the detailed seawater exchange system design would 
yield dredging information; however, the information is not 
available at this time. 

The estimate of 50 feet of runup in 1812 was inferred from 
descriptive reports that included no such data. · In addition 
the estimate was made several years after the fact. While ' 
this estimate has often been cited, its accuracy has been 
repeatedly questioned. The femperature data for Gaviota are 
from a Marine Advisor's survey conducted in 1971· the NOAA/NOS 
has no tidal records for this town (except for approximately 
1 month in 1933) and no temperature records at all for this 
location. 

The applicant has stated that such studies will be performed. 
(Response to question 49 of FPC Data Request Dated 4-25-75.) 
A recommendation in the FEIS concerns this subject. 

Detailed design information of the breakwater is not available. 
A recommendation regarding such design is in the FEIS. 

A breakwater is not proposed at Oxnard. 

It would appear that this comment is answered by the comment 
noted two paragraphs above. 

r-: ,----. r----~; 
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(p. III-359), yet is provided for the other four sites 
particularly since the Point Conception site is the on~ 
proposed by the applicant. 

Impact on Reservoir Sites 

The Point Conception revaporization plantsite with pipeline 
to existing gas transmission facilities could affect Bureau 
of Reclamation activities. We have the following comments 
on that portion of the document. 

18 

Figure l (Location of Facilities map) provides insufficient 
detail to determine the LNG terminal site and pipeline route. 
The nearest city (Lompoc) should be shown along with other 
details to guide the reader. Figure 26, page III-88, would 
make a better location map. In any case, a map should be 
provided so the reader can determine by minor measurements 
whether a particular property will be affected by the 
proposal. If the maps were meant to provide only general 
guidance in advance of detailed route surveys, the maps 
should note the fact. 

It appears that the proposed pipeline route from the Point 
Conc7ptio~ revaporization plant to the Arvin Pressure Limiting 
S~at~on w~ll cross proposed Lompoc Reservoir sites being con
s~dered for the Bureau of Reclamation's Lompoc Project. The 
pipeline route depicted also crosses the proposed conveyance 
line to Cachuma Reservoir from the end of the Coastal Branch 
of the California State Aqueduct. The City of Lompoc is 
presently investigating Salsipuedes Dam on Salsipuedes Creek. 
This project's reservoir is near the proposed pipeline and 
should be mentioned along with the Bureau of Reclamation and 
State proposals in the final environmental impact statement. 

Impact on Water Supplies 

The draft environmental statement suggests that wells will 
be drilled at the LNG terminal "if there is sufficient usable 
water on the site." This is potentially a water deficient 
area and additional ground-water withdrawals could have a 
serious, even critical, effect on the ground-water basin 
depending on the quantity of water withdrawn. A discussion 
of this problem should be in the final environmental state
ment as.well as a discussion of the effects of not being able 
to obta~n water from the potential sources mentioned in 
paragraph 2 above if the wells are not built. 
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Refer to the comment on foundation studies on previous page, 
third paragraph, 

Figure 1 in Vol1.1111e III should read: "General Location of 
Facilities," More detailed maps are used throughout the 
DEIS where necessary, such as Figures 26 and 27 and in 
Section H,l, 

A discussion of this topic has been added to the FEIS in 
the section on "Impact on Hydrology," 

As indicated in several places in' the DEIS, information 
pertaining to groundwater at the proposed LNG site is essen
tially nonexistant. However, based on geologic similarities 
between the proposed site and Corral Canyon (approximately 
30 miles to the east)~ statements made by the USGS concerning 
seawater intrusion at Corral Canyon may be indicative of the 
situation which could exist at Point Conception, At Corral 
Canyon, the p1.1111ping of groundwater from wells iri stream valley 
alluvi1.1111 or Monterey shale has not resulted in seawater 
intrusion although, speculatively, it could if p1.1111ping from 
these aquifers was sufficiently intensive, However, most of 
the wells at Corral Canyon are farther inland and tap aquifers 
that are stratigraphically below the Rincon Shale. These 
aquifers are protected from seawater intrusion by the nearly 
impermeable Rincon Shale. 

Water-source alternatives other than those indicated in the 
DEIS have not been provided by the applicant. , Consequently, 
a discussion of the effects of alternative proposals is 
impossible, 
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Induced Industrial Dev·elopment 

There is no mention of the potential effects on the environ
ment that might occur should natural gas-related industries 
(nitrogen fertilizer or chemical plants, for example) choose 
to locate along the pipeline route. Some discussion on this 
point would appear to be appropriate. 

Impact on Recreation 

The environmental impacts to recreation resources also 
require additional analysis and quantification at the pro
posed Point Conception LNG terminal as well as along the 
pipeline route. It is unclear what the impact of the colder 
effluent water upon water-based recreation will be. 

Impact on Wildlife 

The statement is made that the mule deer population is 
declining due to the encroachment by humans and destruction 
of habitat. The impact section, however, does not mention 
the loss of habitat of mule deer in construction of the 
pipeline and LNG plant. Only mule deer migration routes are 
mentioned but, if mule deer populations are already declining 
because of habitat losses, the loss of 3,400 acres of habitat 
for the right-of-way could be significant (p. III-104:7,I). 

Impact on Freshwater Species 

This paragraph states that the pipeline route will cross 
43 rivers, or other water courses, some of which contain 
anadromous fish species mainly steelhead trout. It is impor
tant that anadromous fish streams be identified and that the 
anadromous species also be identified. The California 
Department of Game and Fish should have population surveys 
for most anadromous streams. These figures should be cited 
(p. III-lll,7,b,V). 

Impact on Rare and Endangered Marine Species 

It is mentioned that "sea otters are also found in this 
region." The impact section, however, does not mention the 
effect of the destruction of kelp beds on sea otters. The 
California population of sea otter is just beginning a come
back from severe over-harvesting; any destruction of habitat 
for this creature could be considered a significant impact 
(p. III-122,7,c,III). 

i I 
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Normally, very little induced industrial development occurs 
along a gas transmission pipeline right-of-way. For the 
most part, the proposed pipeline system would traverse 
undeveloped mountainous and desert regions which would tend 
to further preclude any extensive development along the 
pipeline right-of-way. 

It would be difficult to assess the impact of the cold water 
effluent on water-based recreation in the area, particularly 
since the applicant has not specified the exact location and 
design of the.outfall and the impact is not known. Natural 
temperature d~stributions and current patterns would affect 
the. degree of impact on water-oriented sports. It is not 
bel~eved that a cold water discharge would significantly 
affect boating, scuba·diving, surfing, or swimming. 

The environmental staff is of the opinion that the loss of 
mule deer habitat ~uld be negligible in terms of available 
habitat. Habitat loss would not be permanent, with the 
exception of permanent access roads and appurtenances 
associated with the proposed pipeline. Habitat lost due to 
pipeline construction would stretch over a long narrow area 
further minimizing impact on deer numbers. ' 

The discussion of impacts to freshwater species has been 
expanded in the FEIS. 

A discussion of impacts to sea otters has been added to the 
discussion of "Impacts to Rare and Endangered Species" in 
the FEIS. 

r--. 
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Birds and Mainnials 

A statement is made that a certain amount of time will be 
needed to construct the pipeline. It should be noted that 
the time of year could be more important in its impact on 
birds than the total amount of time. If the pipeline is 
constructed during the breeding season, the impact of con
struction would be more severe. Since the possibility exists 
that endangered or sensitive raptors are nesting in the areas 
adjacent to the construction site, it is recooonended that 
construction be limited to time when there is no nesting 
observed {p. III-197,7,b,I). 

Alternatives 

No Action or Postpone Action 

The section examining this alternative does not contain a 
meaningful discussion of the alternative or its impacts 
(p. III-375). A more realistic examination of gas supply 
effects on the market area might at least be examined. 

We believe it would be appropriate for the final statement 
to examine an alternative using electric power in lieu of 
gas for pumping and compressor stations and liquification 
in Alaska. This would recognize a major potential for con
servation of natural gas. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review this environmental 
statement and hope these comments will be of assistance in 
the preparation of the final statement. 

D<>)luty Assistant 

Honorable Richard L. Dunham 
Chairman, Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Enclosure 
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The environmental staff has made recommendations in the 
FEIS concerning such mitigating measures. 

The issues regarding gas supply and market analysis are being 
treated in the hearings separately by another group within 
the FPC.and those issues are not discussed in detail in 
the EIS. 

The source of the electrical power for such uses would most 
likely come from the combustion of natural gas or petroleum 
products in generating plants. Such energy conversion and the 
required transmission systems would result in loss of energy 
potential and cause an increase in energy C@nsumption rather 
than conservation that is asserted in this comment. The 
construction of electrical transmission lines would be 
required. further increasing construction costs and environ
mental impact. It should be noted that Alyeska is constructing 
a 135-mile long, natural gas pipeline from Prudhoe Bay to 
fuel its first four pumping stations. 



Detailed Ttem Comments 

VOLUME I 

Page I-6. 

a. The map on "page II-23" of the Department of the Interior 
DEIS was deleted in the final EIS. 

b. The Department of the Interior final EIS rewording 
emphasizes the point made under Iteni b (HPart of pro
ducer's"). 

c. This schedule has been misinterpreted by FPC; however, 
the DOI final EIS clarifies and correctly presents the 
proper schedule as proposed by Arctic Gas. 

Page I-7. 

d. Seismic sensors in Figure 1.1. 5-4 were inadvertently 
presented in the DEIS. The final EIS has deleted this 
from the figure. 

e. This was done in the DOI final EIS. 

f. This was done in the DOI final EIS. 

i. This was done in the DOI final EIS. 

k. This was handled in the DOI final EIS by deleting part 
and rewording part. 

1. This was done in the DOI final EIS. 

Volume I, General E'conomic Analysis and Comparison of the 
System 

A comparison is made of the relative economic impact of the 
two proposals. The economic model projections are dependent 
upon the assumptions used and leave some question as to the 
reality of these projections. There is also some confusion 
in the use of descriptive symbols. At one point, for example, 
Misused for millions, as in MBtu (millions of Btu's), and 
then shortly afterwards MCF is used which is a standard term 
for a thousand cubic feet. 

Page I-78. d. Native Economy 

This discussion misses the ramificatiors of the Alaska Native 
Claims Settlement Act and the entrance of native corporations 
into major business enterprises. Some discussion of current 
native economics as a result of ANCSA should be added. 
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Page I-89. Selected Soc'ial Impacts of Alyeska 

We suggest absolute figures for crime and other impacts be 
provided along with percentages in order to help gauge the 
magnitude of the problem. 

Page I-112. Paragraph 1 

The MAP data base covers from Statehood to when? 

Page I-197. Paragraph 2 

Alyeska currently schedules oil transport to begin July 1977 
(not 1978). 

Page I-257. 

A glossary is not provided for this or any of the 3 FPC 
volumes. 

VOLUME II 

Page II-174. b) - Second paragraph - Yukon River Drainage 

This paragraph stresses the importance of the salmon and the 
uniqueness of their 2,000 miles spawning migration. The 
species involved are important, but they are not mentioned. 

Page II-230. Paragraph 4 

Anchorage is east of Cook Inlet. 

Page II-246. 

The Chatanika Campground, a State of Alaska facility, should 
be added following the Tatlina River Campground. 

Page II-249. 

The West Fork Recreation Site is in existence so this should 
be moved back to page 246 between the Livengood and Tolovanna 
River listings. This campground contains five units. 

Page II-254. b) Gravina LNG Site 

There is no discussion of the grading required for residential 
development including possible access roads, sewage facilities, 
and an airfield. 
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These have been provided in Table C-1. 

Comment accepted. 

The Yukon River supports major runs of both king salmon 
and chum salmon. 

We agree. The comment should read as indicated. 

We agree. The comment should read as indicated. 

We agree. The comment should read as indicated. 



Page II-255. a) Resources 

This statement is probably incorrect depending on the amount 
of gas that is made available from the line for metallic 
mineral processing. Availability of this fuel could mean 
the difference betweeri no development and development for 
potential mineral deposits, many miles on each side of the 
route. 

Page II-256. Paragraph 4 

As mentioned in the general comments, this is one of the 
points where more specific discussion is required. The 6.5 
million cubic yards of gravel seems to be based on completely 
new construction of much of the pipeline route - roads, pads, 
etc. Again, the project should be more closely discussed in 
relation to the Alyeska project. Pump stations, roads, con
struction camps, communication systems, etc., probably will 
be reused; however, this is not discussed. 

Page II-271. Paragraph 5 

The trans-Alaskan corridor route should be specific enough 
to discuss areas where additional gravel is likely to be 
needed. The identification of these needs and specific loca
tions is critical to understanding the cumulative effects of 
the Alyeska project and the gas line project. For instance, 
how much gravel will be needed from the Sagavanirktok River 
which has been heavily used by Alyeska? 

Page II-278. Paragraph 2 b) Reduced Dissolved Oxygen 

The impact envisioned as a result of water withdrawal is 
based on the unlikely assumption that the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game would authorize such use. 

Page II-299. e) Unique Ecosystems, Paragraph 4 

There is also an active nesting area near Sagwon which BLM 
has designated for protection. This site was deemed important 
enough to require movement of an oil pump station and closing 
of the airport during the critical nesting period. 

Page II-319. 1. Pipeline System, Paragraph 3 

This paragraph is the only place we found in the EIS that 
related the gas pipeline uses and needs to the Alyeska 

r----1 
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There has been no indication of availability of this natural 
gas to any area in Alaska,with the possible exception of 
Fairbanks. 

According to the most recent information available to the 
environmental staff, neither sites to be used by the 
applicant as gravel sources nor potential joint (El Paso 
and Alyeska) sites have been selected. 

The proposed pipeline route is over 1.5 miles west of Sagwon 
at its closest approach to that town and passes through the 
foothills on the opposite side of the Sagavanirktok Valley 
from Sagwon, the airport, and the Alyeska pipeline. 
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gravel use impacts. This discussion should be e~panded 
considerably to explain the ability of the gas l~ne to . 
utilize Alyeska construction. As mentioned abov7, ha~ the 
possibility of placing the ga~ pipe on the ~ppos~t7 s~~e 
of the oil pipeline been cons~dered? Is th~s feas~ble. 
If not, it should be explained. 

Page II-366. Last paragraph 

The impacts of berm, roads, and field embankments, e~c., . 
would remain as permanent feature~ ~f t~e landsca~e ~ndef~
nite.ly. Even with complete rehab~l~t~t~on, certa~r; features 
and secondary aspects such as vegetat~on changes w~ll be 
evident for hundreds of years. ·Certain impact~ are permanent; 
i.e., tunnels and major earthwork at the LNG s~te. 

Three possible minor errors are noted: (1) "Havaus" should 
probably be "Havasu\' (p. II-64, #1); (2) "gry7" should be . 
"gyre" in two places on page II-75 (par. 5, l~nes 2 and 3), 
and (3) "solarization" should be "polarization" on page III-235, 
last line. 

VOLUME III 

Page III-231. 

The document should retitle Section III-C. 9. as ''Land Use 
and Recreation" to reference clearly the impacts upon recre
ation and vessels in coastal waters as the result of con
struction of the proposed 4,600' trestle ~P· .III-236) and. 
to parallel Section III-B.9. under "Descr~pt~on of the Ex~st
ing Environment." 

Page III-426. Appendix D. Agencies and Their Jurisdictions 

The list of Department of the Interior responsibilities 
provided under the page II-539 comment ~bove should be . 
repeated here, with the.possible except~on of Item b perta~n
ing to gravel and mater~als. 

It has not yet been determined to what extent El Paso's 
proposed route would share facilities with the existing 
Alyeska support facilities. Additional construction camps 
will undoubtedly be required, but sites have not yet been 
selected. Tentative locations for El Paso's borrow sites 
are given in Figures 2 through 35, Section 2A.2, Appendix, 
Volume IV, of El Paso's application. Final borrow sites 
have not yet been selected. 

The environmental staff agrees that many of the topographical 
alterations made as a result of pipeline and surface facility 
construction would be visible for many years after project 
abandonment. 

Comments accepted, where noted. 

The revision has been noted in Volume III, Section C.9, 
in the FEIS. 

Comment accepted. Appendix D in Volume III of the DEIS 
should be changed to reflect these additional USDI 
responsibilities. 

89. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
ALASKA POWER ADMINISTRATION 

P. 0. BOX 50 
JUNEAU. ALASKA 99802 

IS RF.Pl't' REH.R TO: 

700 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

January 12, 1976 

Attention BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 
·;... 

The Interior Department's office of Environmental Project Reveiw furnished 
us review copies of the FPC Draft Environmental Impact Statement on 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems. 

Our office recently completed an environmental assessment for trans
mission systems for the proposed Upper Susitna hydroelectric project. 
Our assessment is a supporting study for the Corps of Engineers project 
report and environmental impact statement for the Susitna Project. 

Some of the alternative gas line routes evaluated in your DEIS are also 
covered as potential electric power transmission corridors in our en
vironmental assessment. We are enclosing a copy of the assessment for 
your information (see Section I of the enclosed appendix report of the 
Corps dated December 12, 1975). 

Enclosure 

Sincerely yours , 

-, 

/1dU(~~.-
Robert J. Cross 
Acting Administrator 

Save Energy and Yo11 Serve America! 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Washington: D.C. 20520 

BUREAU OF OCEANS AND INTERNATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS 

January 23, 1975 

~ .. 
~~ 

-~ ,., 
~:~ ~ 

Mr. Richard L. Dunham ::.·;;::;t 
-'·> 

Chairman o;~-

Federal Power Conmli ssion C/t'U 
•. 

Washington, D. c. 20426 
c;~ . ·-~ zr.; :J.,:; 

;;1:) ··-
Dear Mr. Dunham: 

. .._, -en 

I am replying to your letter of January 20 to Mr. Herter, as well 
as to the Commission's memorandum of Novembe1· 28, 1975, which circu
lated the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Alaska Natural 
Gas Transpo1·tation Systems. 

\~e have reviewed the draft and find it carefully and well done. 
There are few areas covered which deal with any issues unique to the 
Department of State's competence or mandate, and only one on which we 
~1ould make a comment. · 

The draft EIS makes an effort to analyze the impacts on marine 
flora and fauna from the normal operations of the terminal plants in 
Alaska and California. It also makes an effort to analyze both the 
risk and potential damage to human life of a major spill at or near 
the termi na 1 faci 1 ities. There a·ppears, however, to be no serious 
analysis of the potential impacts on marine life resulting from a 
catastrophe on the high seas, or even in coastal waters (which is 
presumably more "probable" in vie~/ of the heavier traffic there). 
The Department is not in a position to assess whether or not such 
potential misfortune would pose a significant threat to ihe environ
ment. However, in view of the numerous journeys contemplated over a 
significant stretch of high seas, it would appear to us appropriate 
to consider the matter more carefully in order to be able to make a 
sound judgment. We assume that EPJl. and/or the Coast Guard will address 
such an issue in more, and more technical, detail. 

Sincerely, 

J-6;.{~-:JM--j 
Lindsey Grant 
Director 
Office of Environmental Affairs 

~ .. 
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A discussion of the impact of LNG spills on seabirds, marine 
mammal~ and endangered species was discussed in Volume II, 
Section C.B of the DEIS. 

The direct impact of a large LNG spill on phytoplankton 
and zoo plankton would be insignificant on an area basis. 
Additionally the dead of both groups would be added to the 
detritus and not lost to the system. 

In the proper combination of circumstances, the impact of 
a large LNG spill could be serious on fish of the epipelagic 
zone. If, for example, migrating smolt or adult salmon were 
involved in a spill, a large segment of a year class from 
one spawning area could be lost. This could have a signifi
cant long-term impact. 



DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

December 24,.. 1975 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 2D426 

ATTN: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Ill hili It 
L ~ 1 J Ill • I .t ! I 

ALASKAN REGION 
632 SIXTH AVENUE 
ANCHORAGE. ALASKA 99501 

TELEPHONE 2?2-5561 

JH L1 J L-ll 11--

We have completed our review of Volume II, El Paso Alaska System, 
Draft EIS. 

The following comments are offered for your consideration as you prepare 
your Final EIS. 

B.-10. Land Use, (Page II-230); The population statistics used in 
this section appear to be from the 1970 census report. In many instances 
there have been significant changes in the population statistics as noted 
by the population data used for FY 1975 State Revenue Sharin~ (copy 
enclosed). Your population statistics for Fairbanks (14,771) on Page 
II-230 and the data for Fairbanks (45,000) on Page II-237 should be 
correlated. 

B.-lO(F). Transportation, (Page II-235); We find this section inade
quate in its description of the existing airport system. Your reference 
to the Fairbanks Airport and the scheduled air service at Delta Junction, 
Glennallen, Valdez, and Cordova would lead one to suspect that you antici
pate no need or requirement for utilization of the Air Transportation 
System serving the northern half of the route of the proposed project. 
We think a closer analysis will show that there will be enough impact to 
require expanding.your statement to include a reference to this portion 
of the system. 

We suggest that you use another term to describe what you refer to as 
"Bush Aircraft Service" (Page II-236). We are not aware of a standard 
definition of the term and feel that it does not meet your purpose, which 
appears to be to describe a part of the Air Transportation System. 

Also, (Page II-236) while Valdez is not connected to southeastern Alaska 
by other than the Marine Highway System, the Richardson and Glenn Highways 
provide highway connection and vehicle access to the Alaska Highway and 
the lower 48 states. 

The population figure for Fairbanks is 14,771. This comment 
should read, "Fairbanks, the second largest city in the state 
has all of the facilities one would expect in a medium-size 
city." The U.S. Bureau of the Census reported that the State 
Revenue Sharing figures are estimates and that a Special State 
Census is scheduled for September 1976. 

The sentence on Page II-236 should read, "Although Alaska is 
noted for limited scheduled general aviation service (better 
known as bush pilot aircraft service in Alaska), scheduled air 
service is available at Delta Junction, Glennallen, Valdez, · 
Cordova, Prudhoe Bay and about 12 other places." 

The paragraph on Page II-236 should read, "Valdez and Cordova 
are on the Alaska Marine Highway System, but not directly connect
ed to Southeastern Alaska or the lower 48 states. Valdez is 
connected with the Alaska Highway System by the Richardson High
way. Cordova, however, is more isolated and must utilize the 
Marine Highway System in order to benefit from other roads of 
the Alaska Highways." 

,.----
' : 
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We also find that your chapter on Environmental Impact of the proposed 
project has not provided any insight into any potential impact on the 
Air Transportation System or land use, resulting from establishment and 
use of aviation facilities. Considering that you are planning for the 
establishment of fifty heligads as a part of the project and three con
struction camps north of 66 north latitude, there would appear to be 
some potential impact. The managers of the Transalaska Oil Pipeline 
project transport all personnel destined for locations north of the five 
mile camp by air. 

We also find that this section has not provided any insight into potential 
impact on the State Highway System. Recent disclosures have told of the 
large sums of money that will be required to restore the highway surface 
at the end of the oil pipeline project. We feel that this subject should 
also be reviewed in your statement. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on your Draft EIS. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ WILLIAM T. MULLALY 
Chief, Planning Staf 

Enclosure 
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See Vol. I, Section B.3; also, land use impacts for the El Paso 
proposal are identified in Vol. II, Section C 10. Land use 
impacts associated with air transportation system would be 
similar to that at present plus the Alyeska project. The use of 
50 private helipads would be insignificant in the total trans
portation system in Alaska. 

See Vol. I, Section B.3 and.Vol. II, Section C.lO; also, the 
State Highway System is funded by the road-user in the form of 
state and Federal gasoline taxes. In addition, it is currently 
contemplated that the haul road will be given to the state after 
completion of the construction period. 
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UPO'J T!{E D~AFT IOI ENVI"NH1Ec"TAL IW'AC! STATEMENT 
I .JOI!'JED PT>ICE Y:ILLIN1 SOUND AQUACl'LT!JRE COP.~OI>ATIOOJ, 

cnv OF CORDOVA, CO!"lOOVA C'fAMBER OF COM~1ERC:E. EvAK 
("Jli<"'OBATION, Ct;UGAC'i "'ATI VES INC., J'_'IJD ONER onr:~CE 'liLLIA"1 
SOT.lND E'JTITIES NJD I!'JCI VI DUALS TO tiPGE F'"C A"'""l0VAL 
OF' IJE GRA'.!I:'-IA "O!NT TER~JI'HlS J'.ND VJC "LANT SITE. 
NE COBDOVA A"EA LIE~ 'l!Tt;Ii\1 MV STA!E SE'"ATE 
DISTBIC!. tc'HILE T'-I.F. DRAFT ENVIPONHE~JTAL IM!'ACT STATE.'lENT 
0 l1"0 0RTS TO S"EAK TO SOCIO-ECONOt1IC I~JTERESTS OF' CORDOVA 
RESIDENTS, Ii\ICLUDHJG FI St;E"'MEIIJ A'IJD NATI 1.'ES, T'iE FACT IS 

THAT T:-!E GrlAVI:JA t>OI!IJT SiiE :-!AS BROAD LOCAL SUP 0 0RT. 
T:iE EYAJ{ COR!='ORATION, FOR EXAi1"LE, A ~JATI VE VILLAGE 
COl'lPOR.ATIO!" O"GANH:ED UNDEP THE ALASKA ~JATI IJE CLAIMS 
SETTLE"1El1!T ACT, IS ON RECORD AS F'AVOP.I!'JG 1"-!E GllAVI!'JA 
"0 !NT TEP11 Il'-JUS, I·.TH I CH LIES WI T'-1 IN ACP.EA GE T:-1 AT !'lA TI VE 
CORPORATION HAS S~ECTED tJ:IJDEP THE ACT. T:-IE !1/ATIVE 
REGIONAL COTl"O!'ATION, C:-!UGAC'f, INC. ALSO SU"''0"TS T:-IE 
GRAVINA POHJT SITE, CORDOVA FIS!{EP'!EN, W'-10 ARE :>10~7 

lifOP.KING HI A DISTRESSED ECO!'JOMY, DID 0""'0SE T:-!E 
TilANS-ALASKA OIL "IPELHJE VIGOROUSLY OUT OF' CONCE'l!'J 
FOR EFFECTS UP0'-1 P'1INCE WILLIAM SOUOJD. BUT THEY SUPPORT 
THE GAS ROUTE PROPOSED BY EL PASO ALASKA TERMINATING 
AT GRAVINA POINT. T:-IEY KNOW THAT T:-!E SHI"MENT OF LIQUIF'IED 
GAS INVOLVES '~0 SIMILAR RISKS TO '!'HE ECOLOGY OF T:-!E 

SOUND A."'D THEY HAVE EXPRESSED SUPPORT FOR THE G!"AVINA 
POINT TERMINUS WHICH CAN HELP DI VE!'lSI FY T:-IE CORDOVA 
ECONOMY ON A SOUND AND PE'lMAN~JT BASIS. IN ADDI TI 0"1, 
THEY LOOK FO!'l'I.TARD TO THE POSIT! VE EFFECTS T:-IAT A NE•,r 
LOCAL ENE!'lGY SOURCE CA.N MEAN IN GORDO VA. 'liE ALASKANS 
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l>.l-UCH ~JERE AP"ARENTLY WRITTEN WITHOUT CO~~SULTING ALASKA.NS. 
THE DRAFT ~NVIRONME"'TAL IMPACT STAT~ENT APPEARS TO SUFFER 
FROM THIS SERIOUS DEFECT IN SO FAR AS COROOVA IS CONCERNED· 

JALMAR KERTULA MAJOR! TY LEADER C'iAI R."lAN SENATE C0t1MERCE 
COMMITTEE ALASKA STATE SENATE JlNEAU 

0523 EST 

FEDI>~JRCOMM WSH 
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL lONE CONSERVATtON COMMISSION 
'I~~~. W I'UXIt 
6AN ~. QUf!;IIIICIA O..IM 

-.c•Ul•·-

Robert Arvcdlund 
Envirollllleal;al Iupaet Statement. Project Direct-or 
f'~~ Powt:r ~ission 
82~ North C;')pitol street 

Room 7103 
Ws:;hi.ngton, D.c. ~ 
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Re: California Coastal Zone Gonaerva
- tion C'om:lli:;:;ion staff Comnent:s on 

FPC .Alas~ Nat\lnl GG.s 'l'ransporlt:t
tion S,ystema Draft &1drotllll!lntal. 
l~ st'lltemerrt:. 

The COIIIIIents presented herein represent the vi61ro of the GoBBtal Coumiasion staff 
only. The State and Regional Coastal Collmi:sGiom• arc made up of part-time Gom
misai(me~. and meet. (ll'l1y twice 1110l\thl,v. fbe preasurea of ongoin,g coastal. ~t 
review proc~ and cCllllpletior. of the coastal planning program have . preciludsd 
!lctual C<Jlllll:i:;:Jion review' of the Draft EIS. Thm:'efare, the Cal:ii'ornia CoMtal 
Cami:szion's formal po:;ition an the :iitillg of' lliG marine terminals and regNU'i
cation plants .._1on,r. t~ C&.lifornl-a co3Stlinel ~DUSt. i'E!III81n t.hat. p1'8Selit.ed directly •. 
in, or :il'lterable f~ the 9a11fornia Coastal. Pl.sn, capie:l of wi:dch him! already 
been forwarded to your office. 

Within the Coastsl. Plan, the f'ollow.i:ag hcaditlqo :md l(l.CCompi!D,lin.g f':i.ndines Md 
policiea shou.1tl be given part,icul-~~r at.t.ent.ion tas bearing mo&il. ~ on tbe 
selection and design of 1m faci1:1.tiea sites: 

L.~ Facilities, PP• 1:37-138 ' 
Heated and Cooled Discharges, PP• 3r34 
Sand Movmneat; and 5horeline structures, PP• 43-45 
Agrio\lltW'~, PP• !llv-61 (wit.b particular reference to future lend WJe 

in Veut\1%"8. Cowtty) 
Pratcctillg Vi:ru.al Rc!Saureell, PP• 69-17';) 
Orderly, Bal.aneed Development,, PP• 79--8:3 
Rcereation, PP• 1*1.66 

Irt addition, )Ue!ISe refer to the follaw:il!g Plan &pa, Map Nat~, and $appleinentsl 
Nate~! (Color l.(lgend rw m3pa 1a il:mlediat.ely inside the back coV8l" of tbs volume): 

Plan Map 39, PP• 37()-371 
4'3, PP• 378-379 
~t . PP• 412-413 

To furth!w keep you sbreaat of =eiit devclapmenta in the !l{Uiforni~ <:lMBtal 
pl.anning and lllililBg!liiiCrm program, I em semlint u.nder separat-e cover lll!ltwisl.a our 
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A.t"vedlund, F.ederal Power Cc:llmnib:sion, p.2 

statt has prepared rag!ird.Ulg proposed &-eas far scqui:;ition b,y the st;;);t;e in the 
M!mda!.a;y, Ormond Bc~h, mJd San Onofre locations GUggCL<ted fw poasihl.e UIJ 
facility siting. Tba Coastal Col!miesion helil:'ing on thoos propooal:; will be held 
next week. 

Il.eservation:; About Coom!ffib;jpx sm th-att. ElS at Th:i:; Time 

Tlw principal Con<!ern ot t.he Coastal Colmd.:;!lion and statt in reviewing tbs Dra.f't 
m:S ror the errt.ire Alaskan gas t.ran:;porta:tion system centeroa on Val.ume m, 
We~ 00 Point. Q<li'ICeption TEII.'!IIimll.. The start object.a, batfaver, to having to 
c~ on the c9l1Clusions <.\tid rccOilllleJI(lat.ions of ttw; ms priw to the avaUab:lli
t,y of the sit~ :;pec.i£ic Draft l':IS's that wlll shortly be i'(11"1;beomi.ng on the pro... 
pot<E:d ~ Angelca lll1d (lJQ'Ial'd LtG site&. Al.thaugb thiS Draft m:s does., for too 
lli081; parl; :l.deniit'y and diacwm the potential 1mpacts CSliS!!d by siting an liD 
facility at Point Conception, cqWL). at.tem.ion is llDt gtven to the OJm,tr.;I sit.e 
al.tsrrurt.ive, which tht: m st.aff recClll.lliS1lds a:; the pref~ <litemative, tbs Lo:; 
Angeles sit(!, which the FPC sta.f'f d:i..:Jmi.r;soca £'root t~bet- consideration on the 
basis of seiamicity i'a.ctlli"S, or t~ San Onofre and Mand.a1.ay sitCB, which the 
FPC starr sccOI'Ib a high¢r preferei'ICe rating than tbe Point Conception site. 

Sines full il!llicyaiS of t~ (bcnsrd and Los ADgele$ eit'eS will pres\llllabl,y appear 
in til<> Bepal"at.e m:s•s aoon to be released apectlicall,y on Wastsrn IID't< appliea.
t:l.ons at thoae aites, aur st.arf' feels the proper time to cO!liiK!Ilt. on the oversll-
Fl'C s1;ai'i' recOIIIllend;ttions and conclusion:; a:; to the beet swthern t.e:t'lldml3 .far 
ths Rl Paso proposed a~, and on the rcJ..ative mwit.a of ths Rl Paso pt'"Opl)$31 
and the Aretd.c Gas pl'OpOaal, is after~ t"eViewed those Drai't m:s•s tg¢her 
with Val.ume m or tbis m:s. 
A<lcord1h&l¥, our starr caJIIICJite will b(! l:1lll:l.ted to t~ eubject ot the sdequacy 
ot the Draft Eis•s traatmeut or various issues ar site faatUJ."Cff. 

~ !?)'; th! Safety Is:rue 

The Coastal Goami.:mion1:; !"ldapt(:<d Coastal Plan policy on the siting of 00 tarminal 
fs.cilitic3 inCludes t~ t'ol.l.owing l.aDgusgc ~ti8 sai'ety: lrtrntfi tbe riok.S 
inherent in 1:$ t.enl11nsJ. operation:; C.M be s;.U'ticient.:cy" ideutifiod and ovel'CQI!Ie 
atJd s\Wh tenDillal:; are found to be consistent with too belil:tb and sa.f'ety of ncar
by human populirl;iOlll:i, t=i.n~s shall be buil.t onl¥ at sites l"eeiiits from 1nm1M 
population Con<!ent.rat.ions4 Bec~nU>e of the p\lb.lic sai'ety concerns and tha goal 
of protecting against unnacsszar,y den:topment. in a remota, prilrl;ine il1'ellt· other 
de'vel0pment in tbs rlcinity or st.~Ch Ill\. 00 tarminal oh8.ll ~ prohibited. At :mcb 
time P ING llllll'ine t81"!11inal operations are foUDd consil1itent with puhlic Ba.f'cty, 
t8l"'IDi»al. sitB:.i in d~-Oped l>l' ind:u.str:i.slioo pari. 81'e8B may be approved." This 
policy vu knalm to the PPC staff during thlit:l.r prepa't'at.ionio of the Draft EIS, am 
i.e ;)Ccm-~4 ®Ot!!d in the dooumerri:.. 

The Coastal Calll!i&!sion did not adopt it:!- policy so haav:Uy SlllhM~:ing too p\lblic 
l'lai'etT iBE!\i£1 w1.thout lengtey deli\>ersti<m. The ~ ~sion atai'f d:ld not 
perfOi'lil its own safety antaly8is, f#' have a ~:~a.f'ctq risk ml8l.ysia psrlamed 3t ita 
behest. Rathsr, the 3t~f reviewed the avaU&l:>le literature on the IJ&fet.y Q.U8SI:.:I.on, 
and irlterviewed expel'ts both within and outside ot indl.ultcyt and msda the flill.alf-
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iJJg observations: 

{a) the "'lOl'St. case" accident :mBilBJ:ioo pootulated in tbs availab1c 
literat.ura involve a graat.ar rel.eaaa of' anergy than might oocm
ir:!. a majar accident in IIIlT ~t\'ial act.l\'it.y w:i.t.h~Mch m} 
operations are ~S.c~ erullcgized. (A fu:t.:cy l.oaded 16.5,000 
cubic metlll" LNG carri!ll" ~ t~ eqaivalcnt 1:4" ).61(btllion cu. ft.q:f 
~zed natural gas !n its tanka. As a po:!Jrt. of' coq>ariaon., 
the peak da,y lt':lnter season firm reqtrl.rement for ga:; in all of 
Southam California in 19'7J-.4 wat1 an 8/Jt:imatcd 4.. 7 bill.ion cubic 
fast.} ; 

(b) the "Worst case" accident scansrioa postulated present tha 
potential. for :;averc conflagration or m~p1o:i:ion in populated 
area:; ~fran the imlacdiate eite of t.he Mcide!ll; due to tha 
pi\YSic p):'(Jperi.liiii Of 00 and 00 vapor pl.umea, !IIld. ~l1re a 
potential for :;avare harm to poopl.c ar propmy i'l:t some di.atance 

fro!n sv.eh an ;)l)eiderrt; site t'hl'OU.gb t-adiat.:tor>; 

(d) alt~ there has not been an :inift<i.nCc of 00-jor acciderrt. illvol.v.lng 
r.m 1lllti'll1i! tr~!Il~Sportliltion, the h1atory or such oparatiom ii:; still 
ra:urt.ive:cy- short; ood E!Wlh b18tary as does BJdst fa ba:Jed on~ 
tiol!IJ ll.lling oona1.darabl;r llliiB1J..Eu:' Im "'1700Salt; and involving tar less 
trequel'lt port v.isit:'i than prct~cnt:cy planned for the lifeat Coast 
nu 'bti.rm:i.JwJ.s. 

(o) neither the Mtural gar; illdtu<tcy nat' the ~.late :tt'lderal 
r~tory autbori.tie:J ~ thus far acknowledged &'11 naed for 
Vs:;:;e1 'l'raf'f'ie 5,yst.IJillS w for ot.har md:.rs.orcti.na:ey" ~ionru 
:sarety me~ at any or the P'f'O.POZed Cal.ifOl."rli.a 00 ttmJiin.!ll 
t~illties in order to :in.t<-..D."C an e.J!.tl'S ~we ot aatety :l.tl Im 
terminal operati.onl.l; an<;! this is tJoua notwitb3tazld:in& tbc incl:u
ion of a Vaase1 'f'r.ld"tic System among tha risk redu!l'tion f'~!Jrl<i 
in the F.PC riek Macyais modal used to find t~ rink l(~Ve:]. at. 
dcroloped CalitOMia t9l'llrl.nsl site:; acc~ble ($ee ~ l!!-407 
~ !!!~,..; t.hs Draft m:s t:~hauld oMdirii,y acknmtl..udga tba:t aJ.tbaugt! 
th& Uoa3t ~is :i.ndeed developing VTS 5yl'ltems for u.s. ~t 
Southern oautornta pOl't.a a..><e fl:lr' dQI.m the pcioritiUd 1.Ut, of 
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porta ;;chcdal.cd to receive suoh a system, still 'W'ith the ma:sption 
or Lo3 ADgeles /Umg ~h iw'bo1;os1 the other FPC starr pre
fi'JJ:Ted 00 tet'm1nal sites are almost certa.i.nly ntJt ll:rt;ed at all.) 

In l'<':'View.i.n,g these obseJ:~Vationa, the ~ Camdesion and atatt d~eped a 
:rt.rong sanae tbat ,Y: tbc mxtu:ro Md dtsree or :risks are as subject to dispute 
as they Weed are; i£ t.be "WOl."St case" a.ccidsnt U; indeed M 1'.1~ as desCribed; 
and l!. there are feasible siting a:J.tamatiws tb3t can a:J.toge:tb.et' avoid the possi..
bility of a di:;a:;ter til.!>t cauld CAU!llc av.bstantit.l loss of lite, then pl'lliicncc 
reql.lires protection of the public safetl) even at a substa.nt~ greater CO$t 
in doUSN and 1!1 advel'Sa envirol'JIIISnt.al impact:;• by selection or a t.em1nal. sits 
awa;y £'rom population coneei!tNtioM. 

If at o:~omc point the sat~y issue can be l'SillCIVed, wl!ctbcr tltrough fuller evalu
t:l.on or the safety problem and succes:;f'ul rc:mlution o! the stark ill~iea 
among r.isk stud;r conclusion:;, opgr;(ltion/.ll C~J~pet-1enae at rei!IOte sites or :l.n 1 
developed port:; in other pb.t'ta of t.be world on a scale ca~~~arablc to whn is 
pX'OpQSed f:w Cl&lltomia, or ~ved. ds:Jign ;md operation3l at~,} thsn.;tbs 
i'lmdamsnta1 siting strategy preferred by the Coastal Corliaission would shift. 
5iting would bt. ba!soo on mini.lm)r;l ~a impacts to tbs IlBt'IIl'a1 enrl.ronment, 
~ advera.e socioeconomic iqlacts, ·lllbimum protect.1on ot coastal zone resou:res:s, 
avoid<mcs of :;awre :;ci..-.mi.C t:ltuty risk, Wid so :fori.h. 

The Coastal Gomnission s!:.aff feels stron,g:cy that :;mee the eafety isrrue is 
p:eramount, siucs the praoccupation with :;t!f'uty SkewS f.aoilitt siting stl'.!l.tagy, 
a.tld sines discrepancies :l.n r:i:;k anal:y~Si.S conelU$ions are causins ~at oont\lsion 
among puhli.c policy make~, it is i.n¢1lmbent On the FPC st.at:f ~ t!rla Draft EIS 
to conbributrc to the reaolut.:ton of the coni'licl. among ~. IIIId nat to ood 
further t.<> t.ne ~ by inadsquat.s trsatm;mt or the aaruty ia~A~e. 

.Adequate treatment of the safety it<~ue wt11.1.td include at lasat the fnllov.ing~ 

(a) ;:1 i\>l.ler justification for the modal =ed~ ~ for the ass\lll!pt:l.ons 
of probabiliticL< io.!l!$i~ to each factor \e.g. haw 1:erge the 
:;an:plc d3M iSet, hO\l reliable the data); di:;cu:;:;ion at! to whether 
the prod\ICta that 8l"e :idsntified arc indeed i.rldcpen<.!ent, and as to 
the rel~Uity of ths as:ruuption or independence; a fullar emposi
tl.~•n or uncel'tainty va:J.ua:;, ISO that the v.sl.Ues S!:'S based on SOII!lr
thi.n,g n:;ora than "general f!llldl:larity rlth t~s f'acta:rtc" (Pote Hl-
416), wbolly una~ by detailed :stati.."<tieal analySis of the 
(lata.. 

{b} a thorou.gh ~ia of the s~m IIIId waalme:3soo of too modeola 
Uf.lt'd in at\ldiea reacb:l.ng difi'e:nmt c<m<:luaiona; a eOI!Ip81'is(ln of 
s:;:mmptio~, WJ(lert.aint.y values, atc4, u:;ed in :;tlld:ie3 :n:~hin& 
differeut; conclusioru;; a cO!!plete defense gf the m at&'t ~00,... 
dolo(W and roodal. 

(e) :; risk IW!l,ya:U! of S9Vllr.t.l emmt.a auch llB the coll:iBion of t.m 
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The environmental staff appreciates your problem and has 
spent considerable research effort studying expert opinions 
and conclusions. Our experience is that most so-called experts 
have been hired to present a point of view shared by their 
client and are not unbiased. Only by your independent analysis 
will you be able to judge the bias of such opinions. An EIS 
is not the vehicle for weighing all opinions and comparing all 
risk models that exist. Instead, FPC is charged with presenting 
its independent analysis and its conclusions . 

Staff disagrees that their treatment of the safety issue is 
inadequate. Specifically: 

(a) The reliability of the data is unknown 
and the uncertainties are unknown also. ' 

(b) EIS is not a vehicle for weighing all 
opinions. Staff will defend its work in hearings. 

(c) Such collisions are not relevant to LNG 
and the EIS does not speculate on what might ha~e 
happened had LNG been involved. It is possible 
that if LNG had been involved, these accidents 
would·not have happened because of the greater 
care taken to observe the safety precautions. 



oil. ~ beneath tbc Golden Qrtc Brll.igc.; the V8lllMil. ca1l::lrion 
in Tolr,yo Harbor invol.v.tng M LM <tlll'rier and resulting in ~ 
firs; tbs r!llllllliDg of an offshore oU plat.i'Ql'lll b7 an on taDJano 
in tbs O!iif of lfsd.co (1975); the recent ~~ion u lllidair 
of tw loaded jlmJbo jctl.inc:rl"$, giwn air traffic progrrlllllliog, radar 
syatem6, and ~ trarf'i.c IIIDDito:rl:Dg and cCIIIIIUIIi.catiDn; 
the rec~ acoidenl;a.l. release ot cblor:ine goU in the 1(18 ~es 
area,. In ~ tbe st..tiatical ~Uity of any of the ~ 
bor on tmlliB:r ~iaim. the d:f.acossion shoul.d cont.:l:mm on to 
consider wbati nnght JWve happened had one of the wa:s!!l.il imol.wd 
been an UG a81'1'1el> rat.hel;- than an o:U. t.~. 

(cl)y4 an ~is ot Dle&aurea societ;r mJW t3lroiJ tbrough public JKlliCT 
farmul.ation to m1rrlmh:e or altoget.balo elhl1na\;e risk to h\mi&t 
lite, i!UCh ~ tc:rn-firiDg or llliD:ille:; mar oceana or dea~ed 
al'e&$; raooru of major o.irport~ fran crowded dlllmtowa area:;, 
and designation or Elppi'OliCh routes over water wbs:J:<C possible; 
set.t.ing ot strict. sei,slliiaiW siting 8i1t.l deeign criteria for nuclear 
fission poliEir plants; sett:Ing or h:igblla;y speed l:lm:l.ts ; and Q(llll

pari6on or the remote sitillg ~egy far IBl1 ·r~iM. 

In conclusion, the Coastal Colllllission st.arf' does nat teal that the D.raft XIS 
haa 8\l.fi'icic::rn.;J;y <l"alt With the i;1&l't!f;;r ia!l\le to justifY hf.v.ine; diami88cd liid'~ 
coiiCBl."JlS as the pr:l.nc:l.pal factor in its sits avaluation. 

Relat;!Q_nship ~ nn ~a aM Q.t:~ Calli'W!'!!§ BM!!t.al. ~ ~~ 
The Draft m:s does not place the proposed 1m illtCtivitic:J al.oDg the Cal.i:f'orn:i.<\ 
c~s in tbs cOI:I:tllxt of otilsr pre&:iUt"CB far mer~ dlmll.OJ.XIICIII; along 
the c(>!!.8t. Of gJ:eateat Signi.f:Ul&nQI!! in this S'eSard ~ (;a) the pl.anne4 .Uaslam 
oU tanker traffic ~ent.ly pl'OBI'IIIIII!I for the Port or lon,g· Besch, wbich will 
0011 :robGtantiaJ.l;r to voossl ~fie <llong the :same :routCIJ pl.;mncd for Im traffic; 
and (b) offshore oU devel.opl'liE!nt in the Santa Barbara Chsnnal. and u tbe Soutbe= 
Callfartd.a Bordatol.ands lll'fiS.,. Nsw dewl.Dpmant in thB Simta Barbara ChanrJal llllW 
rs5Ul.t in as lJlaey a:; 1~ new pl.at.ft11'11lZ, additioni.U ecrvi.cc n:iiSel traffic, 3nd 
additional oil tanlreriDg and bar.g:i:ng; fUrther C;Jrp101'3tar.T drill:ing in the Cb3mtel 
Will ¢:1"ttffte rurtber ~. Soln(. ot the leases pt-~ t:w explorat.Ql.'Y act1r
vit.i!as lie e;tt.hex- within or between the Channel. shipping lanes. In tbe Southam 
California Borderlands srsa, the l.saBss thought most, promi:.;:lng lis direct:cy mit
aids the mouth or San Pedro Harbor; lea:;s devclapmsnt; will. bavtl to be c:~ 
coordillatsd with vessel traffic pl.!mnl:ng. The m ehould prcecnt its cons~ 
tiun of: n.avisattonal routes and navisational aid systems within this E!llpandad 
context.. This is of particular :bqportaooe if Oxn.aird. i:s e~en a:; the t~ 
Bite 8lld the intent is to rout.e the UG vessel.a tbrough the Santa ~a Channel. 

The D:raft· EIS presents erldancs tbat an Im ftM:ility tri..ll ~~ add tu 
alectric power requirements in the Scruth Central 3lld South Coast areas. The 
=!li!IC ill; true for ;(rl; l"-'3£it liOi:*'o ot the ottshore oU development now mavin& fcrt'
wll.t'd. The nrart. m:s should reflect an awsrenass of the aggregate ~ or 
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(d) There is no way to eliminate risk to 
human life from human activities. An EIS on 
LNG is not a vehicle for analyzing public policy 
with regard to missiles, airports, nuclear power 
plants, or speed limits compared with LNG. Each 
subject has its own unique, characteristic 
hazards and mitigating measures. Staff feels 
that the only meaningful comparison for the public 
is with everyday risks such as those shown in 
Appendix C, Table 5 of the FPC FEIS, and that 
the most meaningful quantity for comparison is 
probability of fatality per person per year, as 
discussed in Appendix C. Staff cannot analyze 
all California risks for the Coastal Zone Com
mission. That is .. their job. 

The maintenance of navigational safety along the coast is 
the responsibility of the U. S. Coast Guard, which does a 
good job of maintaining it in the face of increasing coastal 
marine traffic. If the Coastal Zone Commission is genuinely 
concerned with excessive marine traffic concentration, then 
Point Conception would be the logical choice for an LNG 
terminal. This is also consistent with their stated policy 
that "terminals shall be built only at sites remote from 
human population concentrations." Oxnard is not a choice 
consistent with that policy. Also if oil is to arrive by 
tanker from·Alaska, perhaps all those offshore oil platforms 
with their traffic are not necessary. 

.--, 



eleatrlc pQWel" requj:rement.1> gl"'ifth al.one; the o03St related to coastal energy 
dCVI!'J.opment, :m:l :i.drnt:try t.he pot.enti.el :for joint pl.amdng. For a:Eaii\Pl.c, 1 
offshore developmetlt. .:.£ the Simta Yncz Unit by Enon d.1:rectl,y af':fahora .:.£ ths 
pt. Coru:eption LW t111'!!1:i.n31 t<ite will rt::~ conat.rw:tion .:.£ an el.ectricity 
$Ub1:1t3tion thlrl; could also se):'Ve the L!E pl.aiit rcqu:ircmcnts. 

Vss:scl. Traffic M<:i. ~ionlll Ssi'etx 

VolU!OO II, p. u..-.35<1 BS$8, "'l.'he navigation sy:;tCill6 would be used in conju.noti.on 
with land-based radar targsb in the PrinCe William So\wl Vessel Traffic Sp
tem and al.ong tbs propo:;sd truilmr rout.e to Califom'lia." libere are tbs3s land-
b<u<oo r~ unit£< w ~ locat.ed.? Are tbare ~in OO:i.far.nia pJwmed!' 

2 

If an rm tcl'llli:rn1J. i$ lrnilt ;in C4ll.furnia to receive AJ.a:;Jmn Il«l:, will the 3 
~ also service f01:'9i&n Im vea::;Bl.:s from SUppl,y SOU!.'1:ea i:rt.hw than Alaska? 

Page II-362 notSI! that the Porta 0nd Wat.e:t"Waya Safety Al::t af' 1972 gi.vm.; tbs CoMt. 
4 Guard re:;pon:;ibility to eet th(!> starcdaJ:ods of dssign, construction, ~ion, 

~ mainte~U~nCe of ~ t.anlrsra. Has· the Coast Guard done so? It sot when? 
Cit.atton to F~ Register? ThB Draft xrs would be more complete with some 
discussion of what tbs Coa:it Gu.aro nas ~ted 1n t!WI regard? 

Wht.rt .-.;r(! tnc gllbriinteea that. t.b& new LOO carr:l.e:rl; dc:.:cr:ibcd in too Draft EIS 
are the o~ ones tbat will be used :in the Alaaka-Call:f'.ornia trade i:f the KI. 
Paso projsct5 obtainfs approval? 

What are the stop))i.ng and turni.Dg pcrf01'IIJ.ll.rl(!e eapahU$.ties of the largest ll!IW 
liD C{UTi~ plM!lcd for use in Ults b.<ade? 

Are t.hel:'e v:iGibility condi:tibna at. l'o$.nt Concept.ion.. ar 1n the ea:;tern end of 
the Santa Barbara Cbannsl. (f'ar the Oxnard site} which vO\Il.d pxoecl.ude an IZil 
carrim- i'rom proeccdi.n,g or fran p®t.ina into port? If' ::;o, wbat woul.d be t~ 
procedure followed b.Y the vessel during the :slnibo-dallll period? 

5 

6 

7 

In dioou:;:sion of t~ poesibl.e ~.~Se of the Q:mard m: L.A. :site:;, full. discuaaton 8 
should be given to t.ha need far Vea:;el TraffiC ~ for the Sant.a ~ 
Chamls1 and San Psdro Harbor. In ewl~:i.zl8 all of tbs Cal:l;famf.a sits:; f'ran 
L.A. north, fuller discussion 1a requ.:J:red of tbs proc!ldares f'ar 5mrt.hbolmd, loacled 9 
IJil clln'i.ers Cl"'SBillg tbs nort'bbo1.I!W !$hippin,g lanes t.o put. itt. 

Re~ :fer OnlY One W :tg!,nal. 

At pa,ges lll-)54; 355, ths Dratt:'Eis p:rcsenta, in the "Colv::lusiona" section, a 
very bri.af di::;cu:;:ii.on 3bout the eut'ticiency of one Im tarminal. f'ar hW!dlin,g the 
U'-1 antic~ at this t:i,me ~ thEI Kl. PMo, P3Cilic A1Mk3, tlnd. ~~:I.e IMQ-

·i' ne:~i.il projeeta, and concludss that one tBr'llli.I!al. Cl\n indeed acc(]lllll(l(late tbDlre 
t~ ·projects. Tile Coa:;tal Coamiis!!ion start ~ea with that find.ing. The . 
Coastal. Plan policy quoted at page :O::t-355 does, hawEIVBl', Bdm:it of' the pOSsib:q!i.ty } 

See numbered responses on following page. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

As stated in Section C.l2 in Volume III of the 
DEIS, no expansion of generating capacity would 
be required for this project. Insufficient 
information is available to determine possible 
joint uses of electrical facilities. 

A LORAN-e system for navigational position 
fixing is presently being installed by the 
Coast Guard and will serve the Pacific Coast 
from Baja California to the Gulf of Alaska. The 
LORAN-e system has a longer range and much 
greater accuracy than the existing LORAN-A 
system and will be operational in 1977. 

Under the staff's proposal for a single 
combined LNG terminal, LNG from Indonesia 
would be unloaded at the LNG terminal. , 

The basic regulatory requirements for the 
design, construction,and testing of LNG 
tankers can be found in 46 CFR Subchapter 
D, Part 38,amvarious other subchapters 
of 46 CFR which apply to commercial 
vessel safety. In addition, the u.s. 
Coast Guard participated in the develop-
ment of the IMCO Gas Code which was 
formally adopted internationally in 
November 1975 and which will basically apply 
to all LNG tankers for which the building 
contract is placed after October 31, 1976. 
The Coast Guard is presently writing new 
regulations which will apply to LNG tankers; 
such regulations will be very similar to 
those in the IMCO Gas Code and will be included 
into 46 CFR in Part 154. The new regulations 
are expected to be included in 46 CFR in the 
fall of 1976. 

As stated in the DEIS, the proposed project 
calls for all new ships of the 125,000- to 
165,000-cubic meter capacity range. If 
other vessels were utilized, of foreign or 
U.S. registry or design, such vessels would 
be required to comply with the appropriate 
u.s. Coast Guard regulations. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9, 
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The stopping distance of the 165,000-cubic meter 
LNG tankers would be 1,760 feet at 6 knots and 
10,270 feet at the service speed of 18.5 k~ots. 
The turning circle diameter at 6 knots, Wh~ch is 
the maneuvering speed of the tankers, is 
expected to be on the order of 2~ times the 
length of the tanker; however, since the LNG 
tankers would be much longer than most ~ankers 
yet also have a larger rudder angle, th~s 
number is approximate. 

It is expected that only severly reduced 
visibility conditions could result in the 
LNG tankers not being able to dock safely. 
It is possible that the U.S. Coast Guard 
would establish limits relative to the • 
degree of visibility necessary for berth~ng. 
If low visibility conditions were present 
at the time of docking, the tankers woul~ 
be required to maneuver more slowly.and ~t 
is possible that they W01fld be under tugboat 
assistance for greater d~stances from the 
berth than would normally occur in clear 
weather. If berthing was not possible 
for any reason, an LNG tanker could legally 
anchor outside the 3-mile limit or an 
anchorage area could be established by the 
Coast Guard. 

The Coast Guard would determine the need 
and/or requirements for a VTS system for 
the Santa Barbara Channel and San Pedro 
Harbor. 

The LNG tankers proceeding to Point 
Conception would never enter the Santa 
Barbara Channel vessel traffic lanes. The 
procedures for LNG tankers to cross the 
northbound lanes in order to approach the 
Oxnard site will be discussed in the DEIS 
on Oxnard. 



Arvadl.Uild, F~ Pgwg Cgrn1a,.1on, P• 7 

that Elystem aect~rity ot a\lppl,y consi.daJ;'S.tions DllliY at afJIIIS point juzt:ify' the 
need far two temitlal sitaa. Uilder sane :ruwJ3" lJCeniQ."io::o, 5aat'OOrn caJ.ifornia 
cmil.d becane dapi:Jndi!Dt on rm for a v;:ey subst.antial. peroent.• ~ its total. 
gt>.& requi:remcrd;. 4 rnajQX' tna1f'unct1on at the sillgl.e point of entry for Im 
supply could make Cal.ifLll'llia largely dcpendcirt; for !!cme period or time em 
:Jtorcd rc:;arvc:;. 

We rec:OIIIDE!nd that tiW:; topic be trearocd much 11JtJre f'ul.l¥ in the bo<l,y ot the i'epl#t.t 
rather tl!M be tosacd off in t~ Concl\lSions section. 

~it.y A&!iMl. Sa!?stMS 
The problem of providirlg sscuri.ty ~ e~aae or acta ot ~iBAI 1a one 
th3t h.aa been persistent)¥, :11' quiet.:cy, raised in recent lll!llJt.h5 as Im projBCtl! 
have bec(lll)e a mwe s1snificant part of ths lllltional energy :ruppJ.y trtr«tcgy. 
Al.t.hollgh for undcr5tand3ble rcuone the proble~~~ IIIS,Y ba given a low ~e 
in public tiC>C!uments and debate, and the poas1hle security I!IS8SIII.'eS ma,y be bellt 
left unpuhlicizad, it would &8111!1 :irre:>pon3iblc nat to imolve st~e and local 
pol.icy IDEllmrs in duu::ussioru; tbst do addr'cl)o the proble~~~. The< ~al. Commission 
(lUff OUggc:Jta, too, tbltt oome ettort be made to structure this conaideration 
into the safety risk ~ea done for UG operationa. 

Secgl'ldsl'y Impacts in Califomia 

Hw:h of the potential sociowonat~ic iqlaat. associated with sitirlg the Im tm:
~ at; Pt. Conoept.ion 1a wall deacribed. Sane topicD that might be given 
further treatment include the prob1em:s tball m:ight re&tU'lt in &lnta 1'la.1:'bara Couut.y 
upon the cruddcn termination or conetJ"UCt.ion act.ivitiaa aaaociatad rith tt'K: Ft. 
CQncept.ion facilities and ths p:ipal.ioo; ~ion or whether tl'ler& wlll be 111'\Y 
adverse envirordll!lntal :1q1act5 from loa!. Ill~ ancl ~ operations aupplyillg tbs 
SI'IOl'llliJUli quantitis:; of ConcreliC for the JiG plant; identification of";plaes Of 

lllll!ll.lfacture of p:iplil.inc <uJd llfl pl$ltl-. 8\lb-.asSell!blies 1 and the Ellllpl.oymflnt illrp3Ctll 
of :ruch off-site ectivities, if 81'\Y • in Califanrl.af d:i.:lctU~tiion of whcther avldla
bilit.)' or un 1n l.al:'ge vol'lllll68 frau Alum, together with t,~ ~it,:l.es of 
.Al.as!am oil srriviDg on the lfef$1; Co.Pt.1 lll1eht stimulate growth of additionfl 
p!Jtrochcmical i.ndu$tcy in Califomia. 

Does the FPC stafi' f'are:~ss the opening ot an Lin ~ in Soutl!ln'll California 
l~ to pree!l\ll"i! to develop an Im termfnal. in San Franci5co B9;y so t."l1a\". 
Nori:.IJem California migbt al.CJo take advant,~ ot the avs:Usb:U:lt.;y of Illl sb:ipmord;ll? 

SeawAA$. ~ Slst.ema 
ln its coaparative oitc ~is, tM: FPC st.af'f places a premi:am on the potent~ 
of a p:t'I>BpCCt:i.ve 1m vaporization plant to axchtiDg~:: ~~~ t~ di.tt~rM.ala 
with an ad.j1111ent powEll' plant, but nsvar di:sCul!&Cll ~ aU the teM1b111t;r of such 
&n&!lil~• the pot.sntial. problllii!G, the ~hange s~ c:lea1grt (single pa;;:;? 
clossd.eycl.e?), ths avaran reduction in IIK"Jrt.alicy to lllm'irle lite, tbs med for 
a falJ....eize bacll!-up ~an for e¥h ·jll.&!Jt :l..n the evant of down time, tbe O"V"W8ll 
~ economics, etc. The ~ Plan recCIIioonda t~ 110 plwa be xoequired 
to ua& othar iDdil.atrilll plant ·J,IBated effiuent "wllere t.easible". Our steff bad 
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Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Volume III of the FEIS. 

In the risk model this factor would enter as an increased 
probability of an accident. In general, physical security 
is the responsibility of the ship or plant operators. Staff 
agrees that it is important, but no more so than· security 
of the Alaska oil and gas pipelines themselves. The oil 
line from Prudhoe Bay passes over the Yukon River on a 
bridge. El Paso proposes to use this bridge for the gas line 
also. If these lines ·are looped for increased flows, then 
there could be as many as four big lines exposed together. 
This exposed "jugular vein" will be an attractive target 
for sabotage, and has been used an argument for having the 
gas line elsewhere -- through Canada, for example. 

These topics are beyond the scope of this impact 
statement. 

While ~he environmental staff is aware that thought has 
been g~ven to a San Francisco LNG terminal no actual 
suggestion of this is presently known to e~ist. 

For purposes of analyzing alternative LNG sites it 
was ~s~umed that if an adjacent power plant exi;ted with 
suff~c~ent volumes of heated water then it was further 
assumed that the particular arrang~ments were feasible 
The bas~c gui~el~ne used was that if cool water were ' 
mix7d w~th ex~st~ng heated water effluent, the resulting 
env~ronmental impact would be less than that caused by 
the heated effluent alone. Other than this a 
quantitative approach was beyond the scope ~f the site 
selection analysis, 



Effects or Cooled Water Dil;c~ 

The Coastal ec-iasion st.at'f ;ruppartt; the FPC ~·a obServation that., v.l.th all 
the prc81!1Iro to c~ these 1m taeU:l.tiea using aeawatEil' a.& tbs baas load 
vapori~:l.on haat so~. the invsst.igat:l.on nssdsd. to dstarmins the poe!tdble 
impact or the cooled water di:scbarge on lllll1"ine lil'e, .00 teclmiques tor lllit~:l.on 
or any such effects, has s~ not been dono. Withatxt ~n~eh work, marine ~ 
aaaes!Jmcnt ~ated to seaw$tel' vapori~tion is BpE!(lulativ~. 

Intake aDd Outfall Sptems fC!l' Seawatsr V~Sf.:!B.l\ ~ 

At pages IU...ooz...,6, tba Draft EIS dismmstm the :iqlaati.< on llliil".inC life of the 
Im ~ Gpf!I'ittion. The Draft RrS aecma to ideffi;U';y t.he f'ish ,-et.\ll.'n system 
S8 the principal.. mitigating DISIISUJ!Ie to mmim:i.W BntraiDnsnt... 110 !ieh return 
system , however, has ever been demon'stratad to be effective. Small. CD." juvenile 
fizh would ha:vtl the l.aut chance to &1JrV'i.yc beciNSc they WOUl.d tire tr,ring t.u 
:nrim again:ft the current; tldult fish would lik'eJ¥ be IIIOl.'e suceesetul. 

Of gNater illlport.ance than a fis'h return system ma,y be the 1.UI8 of val.ocity cap:; 
01\ the intake pori., and the location or tbs :i:ntakB part in ls5& prodnctj.vs deapm.
ll!lter ortshore. Location and design of' the inta.'lm part, inelnding traveling 
:;creen::;, :;hould be b#.$cd llpOil c~ stw.tiea ot ~ ~ diat:~:"i.bution 
in the> otts~ waters. 

The .f'ai.l.ure to :iJJcludc specific intorrnat.;lon on the des~, location, and const.roo-. 
tion procedure:> e.spccta ot the seawatex> 1ntska-outrall system. aclmt;N:l.edged by 
Ute FPC st.af't at page IIL-.203, :Ia :inalrou:sabl.c. Such :illfCJ:I.'!IJ$1;.ion ahou1{l be inQ:l.uded 
:rw ~ or the prefarrsd sites in the Final. m:s. 

~. eoasta1. Comrdms:i.on lriiaff COJ!CW'B in the Dratt m:s•s f'1ndings 
~ t probable ~ ot conat.l'uct.ing 8Ild oparsti!!g the Im ~ 
at pt. Cone Wers it not .f'ar the acute conc«m re~ the p\lbllc 
saf'st.y IS or Im tUl'lllinal Oper.aiiion, Point Conception would be among the 
lbst pl:&ce$ tbe coast the sWt WQul.d consider siting a maj!ll' industriBl. 
facility,. f<1r XT-~ons tl!at il'lclude Jll!ljlll' intrusion of a lsrge-<;cale :indll5tria!. 
tacmw 1nt.o an undsvslopad area, with tl:!re$te.ned induced c~ in 1~ W!s 
of a much lal:.>ger area than the lll!lrS plant s~t.e; plant. oonstl'l,lcl.1.QI'I illlpacts, 
i.ncl.ud:l.og road widan:iDg, t.rat"fi.C, noise, d\1,81;.1 destruction of lll!l1'ina and tlll:'l"e~ 
trial ~ and habit;:(t;o, and the pot.el1t.iBl for a ama.U bool!Hru.."<'t cycle 

Although it has probably been contemplated, no such 
exchange system is presently proposed or operational. 

The environmental staff's recommendation in the DEIS 
concerning the applicant's propcs al for an entrainment 
system was made specifically because of anticipated impacts 
associated with such ~ system. The system was recommended 
because it is the most effective system for reducing 
entrainment impacts with which the environmental staff is 
familiar. 
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The applicant has indicated that the design of the proposed 
intake and outfall system would be based on the results of 
a 2-year oceanographic study. Consequently, the environ
mental staff has recommended that prior to the start of any 
construction, the results of the oceanographic study and 
the detailed design features of the vaporization system be 
submitted to the Commission for review. 

The long list of reasons for not choosing Point Conception 
appears to indicate that the concern for safety provided by 
a remote site is not overly strong among the Coastal Zone 
Commission staff. Also, the scenic beauty of Prince William 
Sound, Alaska, is striking and worth preserving, but El Paso 
chose Port Gravina nevertheless. It is the FPC staff that 
does not favor these two terminals, scenic beauty being 
one of the strong reasons in both cases. The Coastal Zone 
Commission apparently cares little if Alaska beauty is 
despoiled by the LNG industry. 



r-:::· c:--:J C"""J r--1 r--'i lTJ r-J :---1 
· , 1." · 1'ne desalinization 'unit' is ~o longer proposed by the 

~ 
1,] .J 

A.Tvsdl.und, Federsl. Po-.m; £lg'ipp~. pa9 

:tn Santa Barbara ¢ount.y; pr~t.ion Qt a section or the coast.llne prf.')l'~ u:;ad 
by recreat~ boaters, cOOIIlel'Cial. fiaba:J:men1 ka1p ll.!lrv'estera1 and s.lrfeoa; 
dC$i;ruC:tion of the "cCI!ic beauty of' tl sub!isttmtial croretch of c0!13tl:irm; tmduc 
stress on sueh municipal services as treahwater supP4f sn(l ele<.:i:.rioity supply, 
amon,g ot.bera. 

The Dl>aft ErS COV$).'8 ttlese cone~. for the most ~. 'l'bare are some aspecls 
oi' the P&. CoDCBption description tbat could :;!;and furl:ibsr elabaration. Smoo of 
t~ ~ ~ boon touched on in di(SCU.EI&ion ~ as beiJltt d~fi<:ieneies in 
the discussion getlel'lllJ,y. others are mentioned bri.af'.q now. 

TJw.toc is periodic mcnt;i~ t~ th(. :Pt.. Concept.:ion d$.s~si.ol) of tlte 
de:~alination unit. The m:s does not, hawavar, de&cril:Je tba function of tb:i.G liilit, 
Us aponsar, itll si~, its C8p41City, etc. At~ Zi10, Vol II, the EIS indieetea 
that tba desalll'lation facil.it.y can ~ fCII.' the f'loeahlf~ fozo water ~WI 1 
flawage operations at the plant.. ThiB is reitBl"atsd at :r:J:L-.247; but at m--.248, 
the m:s :;a:y:;, "'leatsrn rm ha5 nat dstarminlld what saurcs:; of .f'rs&llliratm> arc 
available to meet the watm> requirement:; far con:struat.ion :J! !:as~ 
~ g.t; tJJ.q Im ··" la Utis N:t~ t.o operat.i.o . . Qt.. t. t:&aeatic watei& and SE!Waga l'leeda earl..iel' said to be accounted for b;y 
the dc:;sllnation facil.it;y? If not, than what necd:J llrC refarred to? for whit, 
and in what quemity? (There is a simil«r reference a.t. P• In-nz.) 

At pilge In-1741 the Drai't EIS nates b:ri.af'l,y, "The 'brtla1i:Jnrtm' and the lll&l'inc 
t.rest.le wcmld a.'Iter the cxi$1;iJltt pattern ot loJ18Shore s~ t.ranSport. Poa
:dhl.e affects incl.uda increased depoai'Uon to tbs west of' t.bs .facill.ties am 
a decrea:;e in :sediment 51.1pp1y to the east. TI:I:W wauld result in erosion or 2 
beachee to the c~ toward SMta ~-" Therea.f't;er, the topic doCil oot 
~ace again in the m:s. ThcJ.oe e.re 'lltliYS or designin& to lllinimize the inter--
te:rence ~it.h S&)d ~ by h-eaUeat b):leakwatmos, etc.,0 and such 111981!\It'eS 
&hmil.d be required as mitigation, whathsr tm Im f'acilit;y :i.IS at P&. Conception, 
O:lmard, ar ol::scwhorc wburc ;a 'trc$tle !lind ~ ~ ~ See Coastal 
Plan Policy 19t p.44. This should be dsal.t with at PP• In-:l6.5, 266 of' the JJ..BIS. 

At page III-171t, the EIS indi.catctJ that in the event; or thMIDi, "•••the ~ 3 
te.m.tnal wO\Ll<l be wtnel"8bl.e to wave .fQ).'Cea1 " without time tQ ~RUm c:ll' to reiiiOVS 
a docked vessel to a safe diatance befare the wave arr.ivad. 'lfell, what re:nil.t? 

At page III-222: how llll1tll' wCJJ:"k.cn; far the PI;. Concepliion to Arvin pipeline? 4 

At~ In-:l47: wb;)t pe;Ncnt~ or thi (.!OUIJW daily water~ do the 5 
cot~~~t.ruction periQd f'loeabwatm> requirelilentiJ at the pl.ant 11itc IIIIK1DIIt to? 

At PP• In-11!69, ZTO: it is never quite lilsile clear boll the IID veasfilil get to ""- 6 
the 1~ side ot the ~bbound shipping traffic. With :regard to the pro- 7 
posed IIJ)JIIL'08cll to the Wrminal., Md the usc of Ill'tAN-C Mil the r.atAN towEr).', ha!ll' 
that been proposell b)' the app.Uclll'lt. w the Coast Guard? 

~ 

lt ~~~ appeal' that Uds sit.e has even :teas to roo0111118rld :i.t. than pt. Conoepbion. 

applicant. 

a) The first sentence in the last paragraph of Page III-8 
should be changed to read: 

b) 

c) 

"Water for domestic and sanitary use would be supplied 
at a rate of 42,000 gallons per minute from either 
onsite wells or via a pipeline flDII an outside source." 

The reference to water supply on Page III-172 is 
correctly stated. 

In the sections on "Socioeconomic Impacts" and "Impacts 
on Local Utilities" the discussion of water supply has 
been changed to reflect removal of the desalinization 
unit. 

2. The environmental staff has made a comment in the FEIS 
concerning this subject. 

3. On Page III-179 it was indicated that a 100-year wave is 
expected to be 6.2 feet high or less. The LNG tanker 
berth would be designed to withstand waves with a 
significant wave height of 4 to 6 feet while an LNG tanker 
was berthed. It is not expected that major damage would 
occur to either the LNG tanker or the berth if such a 100-
year tsunami hit an LNG tanker at the dock; however, some 
damage would probably occur to the outer hull or the 
fendering system. 

4. Conunent reflected in the "Socioeconomic Impacts" section 
of the FEIS. In addition, see Page III-223 of the DEIS. 

5. Daily water requirements during construction phases may 
vary so widely that using an average daily requirement 
may be misleading and has been eliminated from the 
discussion. 

6. The LNG tankers would pass from a point 15 miles west of 
Point Arguello to a point 4 miles west of Point Arguello 
in an easterly direction at which time they would turn 
southeast along the coast toward Point Conception. 

7. The LORAN-e system is being installed by the Coast Guard. 
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The LORAN-A tower at Point Arguello will be removed in 
1979 when all ships will have LORAN-e capability. 



Aryedl.upd,, E:esMljpl. P2lfe.r Cgeiss!gn. P• 10 

HaDdal.ay 

Among other tbir.sa1 the ))l'Ol:IOSed. site &ppelll'!S to contliat vit.h ~ st.al>e 
acq\liai:t.i.on propoaa:ta. lt(:£er to mat;=:lals Sri l.ll'1lkr s~o ctmn", ;t;OO to 
Coastal. Plan Map 43. '!'he Hands1s,y Steam ~t.itl8 S\.$t;i.,on .is considei"ed a 
lllinor r.sitillg ~; it.'::< lifu 11bould not be :furt.bar extended by l.:1nldng it 
in a mutual dependency rcl.ationilhip wi.th a IISII ba:se load :rm tmmina1. through 
a seawat.ow ~~ $J'Stcm. 

~ 

Ho3t ccmnem. lfill be ressrved until the site specific DrartrJru> on the ~ 
site has ~ p\lbl.ished. ManY or t.he coneerna our st.arr will likely have 
about:. the site WBl'B raised. by the non-site apec:l..fic c011111~ bareinabovs at 
PP• 1-a, m: bJr t.be oOIIIIIClltl!l ~ the PI;, Conception !!ito. 

A ganBI.'al. cOIIIll!lnt about ths :ful:.ure 1and. usa :Ill tba Qmard P.l.aht ~~~. ot 
VcJit.ura Cknmty: the Drafi EI5 ma:,y bavs o11B1'-S&t:imatsd tile dsgree to which 
SCJiliC ot that area may becme :llldostri.alised.. Natwithstandillg axistiD,g v.onillg 
:Ill the s.rea, there is a stl.'Orlg ertort und~ at present in the C&l.if'arni.~ 
Leg:I.Blature to pass a bill that. WO\l'l.d restrict the conversion ot prime 8fici
eul.tural land.3 to non-.agl"icultural. uasa. That bill :1:3 known as A.B. 151 lln(l 
is apoi1$orcd b;r A:;:sEII!lbJ.1mim Gbarles Wln!ren. Pleaae re:fer also Ul Coast.al Plan 
Policies :30-37, and. to Plan Map 1.3 ano:l Hap Notes. 

I.ea .Angel.es 

Ho3t caiiliGI!b will be :re:stll:'VCd until the :;itu llpeCif'ic ~5 on the L.A. 
site M8 been published, and until f'urthei" inro:t"'JM.ion is obtained~ 
the :f11:'1Dness ot the PrC start's pO&itiort em el:t.lllination ot the L.A. sS.te ~ 
further considsration :far seislllic :raasons. . 

The South ~t Regio~ CoPtal CoiJ'Inlssion st11tf submitted the f'ollowillg 
COI!ID!liit.s: In rejectillg ths IDs Angeles s:Lts floam f'ul't.bar study, the PPC st.att 
:fmmd with rugln"d to the 00.011 Verde:; Rill!~ f'aul:t that "spproz:lmittal¥ two ~m~Jit.t< 
or magrdt\lde 3 to 4 I)(!(!U!;' on t.biB i'al,ll.t. each .YeBl'•" South Coast Cormtiasion staf't 
3B81mles that this fiDdiDg it< basad on :rlrudi85 cOII!inatad b;r Yang for UOO i!1 which 
be d$te<lted fO'i' the period~. 1971 to Dccembe:t-, 197), :four et:rth~a ot 
magnitude 3 to 4 sr4 several, Bl!laller events presllllleU to be on the PVH teult. These 
ea.M.hquakea occurred northwest ot the siw, no oloser than 8 Miles. The FPC 
staf':f al.so states that "suri'acs displacement at the site, d1!& Ul a lll!lgllituda 7 
tmliit. an the PVH fliUlt, ir; satimatsd at 4 :fast"• Wbsre ir; ths justification far 
the ~tude 7 event? The Oiicy reference to mtgDitude South Coa$t lrt.tAf'f can find 
states that. "the l'~oa Hille feult i.e at."'iive, with • ~ credible carthqutl,k¢ 
o:f magnit\lde $", (Yeng. 1m). This value is lower than the valt~e! or ms,snit\lde 
6.5 given b;r :Ilametl and Moore (19'13, 1974) and the VBluc o:f llmsn:d'EildE!r {19'73) 
of magnitude 7.-:l, which Greenstelder h<!a s$-nce ~. ~ing that a batter 
va1ua is a 111118Jlituda 6.~ event. AJ.ao, tba South Coast staff IRIS u,nable to 
re:f/ill'ei1Ce tbe Draft EJ:S estilllate as to tile surface displacement faro tbs ~ 
nituda 1 tm!nt (FPC ataiT cites Yerkml, at .!!!•• 1974). The recEmt llaDd 
~ repmot, lb!rgy Altern&tiyes fm. r.aJ1tarn.fa: Paths W tJw Future• 

Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Volume III of the EElS. 
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On the basis of the length of the fault, it was possible 
,that a magnitude 7 earthquake could occur on the 
assumption that only one-fourth of the fault was involved. 
Surface displacement was then estimated from Earthquake 
Engineering by M. G. Bonillo, shown in the reference 
section of the FEIS. 

~I 



(December, 197:5), also discounts the Los AneeJ.ea ~ site be¢Wfle of it~ 
proximity to a ~ papulatsd araa and the heavy t.anlc$r traffic in the ~ 
oQtopl.~. 

The !118jor fa.ilure or the IJr,aft Er8 ~is w tMt, at page D:r-331, the FPC 
staff ttaall1lllle8" that the pl8Jlt, eM be conat.rucbed to the GEI!IlEI st.anda:iods. af 
:;afety aa tha Sart Onof'loe Nucl~ Genel'&ting station (~), but aclmoidedge:; 
that. the FPC ~ has little infOl.'IJllltion concsmh!g the sstE!W ~ 
tbat. wetoe awl-1ed to SOWS lind no expertise iii dctsrminitlg the risk at the 
COI!Ib:l.ned operation af &HIS and the LYl vaparization fac11it)tw That ~la 
must nacess!lt'll,y be t~ most sif:nifica:at part at the :;i.te eval.usti.on, and 
deserve~ more attantiml than ha:; basl'l. given i.t i.n f~ng tb(!t San Onofre 
site aa a preferred alternative. Givan the lack of preeed.ent. fOl' aitin,g an 
Im :fac11:1.ty next to a ®(!].ear reactor, the etrength Of the l.ocal. oppositiOn to 
soms, \EIIld the o~1jla col\fltct.a rega.rd.ine acceaa to the san Onaf'rs stata Beach 
in front at SOMiS~{see below), it is lll'l1:1k~ that the San Onorre praposal will 
recei:ve poBit~w reaction from either ths Nucl.Eilll' ResuJ.at.oey Cottmission the 
eleot.ria \rt.Uity ~. ar the local. publ:i.c. ' 

ifndar the heading "1cU:ve ~ta" in T®le 40, P~ Ill-361, the cloaBI.it acti.va 
fault li.$tcd, cm:luding the Cbr:bt.~ fault, is said to be 22 II!Ues dist.arJt. 
fl.'Om the site. 'Mle Atlllilie 1:neru Colllni.B$ion, bolrcvur, lll!ed ths ".Bo:oe Clazwon" or 
"&l.nta Monica ~o Baja zone~ dafol.'lllll~iol'l", wbi.ch is oncy 5 mUea of'tshore1 as the 
n~ patent:ia.l.:cy sativa fault, and postulated that accelerations of \'P to 
.66 g could bo cxpootcd at the :;itc. Tbi.:; 111<1\Y c~ the FPC':; ~f an;;l,Jsis 
ot the sa.t"et)' aspec:ts or the ~ Ono.tre site. 

.Although Tshle 40, psae IU...'J67 mentions the San Onofre state Besch, it llllll«!a 
no mention (nor is IDIIlltion mads el.Bswhere in tbs Draft EIS) at what :reat.rictions 
to beach ~eea& might be necct~s«ry where the cr,ogcnic pipcl.:i.nc canes ehorc •. 
?.'be C<>astal Colmnisaion at.att WOUld object st.l'oi'f&l,y to restri(lt.ion Q1: bEoatlh ao
cets~ lilll.CI'i~ =ruch rc:;triction had ~ boon :i.qlo;Jed by tbe lfuclear Begulataey 
~ BoaN in the ~ proc~. (The NRC Appeals Board required control 
ovar and reatriction5 on aooaali to the beach in front of songs because af tbs 
&arety problems associ.8tcd with people sitting on the beach .. The 11ppea1» 
Board baa not yet dt!tCJ.'T!tincd what thoSe reatnotions >~.ill be.} 

Undar the baad:iDg "Eti:;t:ing ?Dni.ng" in Tabl.c 40, page rn;..J67 • it iB :;tatad that 
the ~ :rm site i8 on proplli:'ty leased to Southern Calif'Ol'!li.3 Edil!o!.l. and 
zoned indwrbrie.l. The CoPt~!! ColmliSBlon statt bi.U.i~Vf;!a t.be site ia leaaed to 
ths ~ utllitie:l on a abafot,...tarm bs:;:!.:> Dilly, lliid only a.:; a l.ay.-dOW!i and 
fill ~. am that the area ia not "zoned" ~. Rather, the Count.:v a~ 
i®nt.itiea the ~a aa mllit.aey. · 

Tshle 00, piJ48 III..369, lists the populat.ion dens:i:l;y a;; 25,000 rith:in a 5 mile 
radius, ~ states that 50 pel'Cent :i:; m:ilitary Jlm'i'OIIIlel. Oar etatt believes. i 
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Comments from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
regarding this topic have been incorporated into 
Section H-2 of Volume III of the FEIS. 

Comment reflected in Table 40. 

It was assumed for purposes of the site selection 
analysis that no restrictions to beach access were 
necessary where the cryogenic pipeline comes ashore. 

As noted on the same page of Table 40, the San Onofre 
site is almost entirely under military control. However, 
comment accepted and reflected in Section H-2 of Volume 
III of the FEIS. 



bat is in errol'. The City ot 5M Cl.ealente itaalf M& a 1974 est.~ population 
r 22,000. The Git,y'a General. Pl.an projacta a :futU1'8 populati.on a£ Sl-,000 far 
ha Cit;y alone. 

ha Drai't m:s maim!; no mention at au or the length or the 'tre~Jtle ~ San I Onofl'e 
o reach lillrl.t.al:lle water depths. ln contrast to moat. or t.~ Celitornta coast, 
ha sbel.f at ~ Clnof).-e 1a ),'e].at1.vel;y shall.oll, ao ths treat.l.e 'lllq have to be 
~!itt:' lcmg. The ms :;hDuld :include a bat}O>metric 11111p find &~. eiJti.mate or treetle 
ensth. .··' - -

he Dra1't XI:S llllllm:; little mention of the f'oct that I~e Higblf. 1-5, 
bich paliiBCB cloee by the proposed site, 1s omt ot t.bil most he.av:U7 t1'aveled l'QUtea 
n the errt;.ire state, and hils s\lbstant.1al ocean Yiatas. Art;y :tacilit.;y should be 
eaigned to prese1"Ve Oil.,_ views boQm tbe ll:lglli'q,. 

hank you far the opportunity to cooment. on t.h1a Jlratt. KIS. We look f~ 
o receiving the f@thcQming documents on the Omm<d and L.A. aite propo3al.S. 

According to Intersea, the entire 22,000 residents of the 
city of San Clemente are not within the 5-mile limit. 

This data was given in the Intersea study which stated 
that an offshore trestle of approximately 1.5 miles in 
length would be required. 

Interstate Highway I-5 is listed in Table 40, Page III-367, 
as bordering the site. 



STATE Of CALIFORNIA 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL ZONE -CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
1540 MARKET STREET, 2nd FLOOR 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102 
PHONEo (415) 557-1001 

Robert Arvedlund 

January 291 f976 

Environmental Impact Statement Project Director 
Federal Power Commission 
$25 North Capitol Street, Room 7103 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Arvedlund: 

Re: California Coastal Zone Conserva
-- tion Commission Staff Comments on 

Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems Draft EI8---Attachment of 
Coastal Commission Staff Materials 
on Recommended Acquisition Areas 

I am sending the enclosed materials under separate cover because they will not 
transmit clearly by telecopier, and in order to minimize the inconvenience 
caus-ed to the regional FPC staff who have generously agreed to transmit other 
comments to you by the telecopier process. 

The Coastal Commission is still in the process of considering areas for acqULs~
tion by the State of California. Next Tuesday, February 3, the Commission will 
hold a lengthy hearing on proposed acquisition areas in the South Central, 
South Coast, and San Diego Regions. These proposals in several instances suggest 
potential conflict with the Draft EIS selection of five preferred sites for LNG 
facilities. 

Enclosed are the Coastal Commission staff materials on acquisitions proposals 
in the Mandalay, Ormond Beach, and San Onofre areas. 

Very truly yours, 

Y:~J 
Richard E. Hammond 
Legal Counsel 

:--; 
• j ' ; 
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CAUFORNIA COASTAL ZONE CONSERVAnON COIVIMISSION 
1540 Mar:ket street, San Francisco 94102- (415) 557·1001 

January 16, 1976 

TO: All State Commissioners 

FROM: E. Jack Schoop, Chief Planner 

SUBJECT: Hearing on Proposed Acquisition Areas 

As you know, a public hearing on the proposed acquisition areas for the South 
Central, South Coast and San Diego, and Regions has been scheduled for 
February 3, 1976 at 10 a.m. These areas were tentatively adopted as acquisi
tion sites by the Commission and have been included as tentative recommenda
tions in the maps and map notes of the Coastal Plan. Acquisition is proposed 
to be financed primarily by a bond issue in November 1976. As yet, there are 
no priorities among the recommended sites, 

The purpose of this hearing is to gather additional information on these sites 
prior to making a final recommendation to the Governor and the Legislature. 

Attached are background reports on most of the 103 sites scheduled for considera
tion at the February 3 hearing. Each report contains a worksheet with data on 
the size and estimated cost of the site, its resource and recreational values, 
the development pressure currently in evidence, and other pertinent information. 
Worksheets on the Irvine and Ballona Lagoon sites will be mailed separately along 
with a report of the South Central Regional Commission's final recommendation, 
now scheduled to be made in their January 23 meeting. 

In the South Coast materials, worksheets have not been included for a number of 
items listed in the acquisition notice, as follows: 

Site 126, Long-term acquisition program (Malibu area) 
Site 133, Inspiration Point to Point Fermin 
136, Royal Palms 
137, Point Fermin 
Site 145, Edison property, Huntington Beach 
Site 155, Aliso Canyon 

These were originally proposed by the South Coast staff as priority II or III 
sites. During the State Commission preliminary acquisition action, they were 
designated as possible long-term acquisitions, and were included in the Plan 
under this designation. They have been included on the acquisition notice so 
that persons disagreeing with the tentative "long-range" designation would 
have an opportunity to express their opinions. 

IT/ 
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ACQUISITION PROPOSALS 
--South Central, South Coast and San Diego Regions--

South Central 

site 

88. San Simeon 
l'lap 

88a;ir:i.ua Creek 

--89;. !>fun o Bay ~Satt'i::h--Bay' 
Map 

TABLE OF CONI'ENl'S 

90. Mallagh Lan~Pirates Cove 

91. Dinosaur Caves 
Map, sites 90-91 

92. Pismo Lake, Oceano Lagoon 
Map 

9-3.--P3:emo-Nipemo--(Santa.Ma.ria)-Dunea. 
. -Map . 

94; Guadalupe Dunes 
Map 

95. Gaviota State Beach Park 

96. Gaviota Coast-El Capitan area 

97. Haskell's Beach-Ellwood Pier 
Maps, sites 95-97 

98. Haskell's Beach to Hope Ranch 

99. Isla Vista 

120 

t12 
258 

10 

13 

65 

4,8oo 

1,300 

. ae.t. 
150 

* 

* 
** 

100. Goleta Slough (not proposed for acquisition--included in error) 

101. Wilcox Property (Santa Bar-bara) 
Maps, sites 98-101 . 

102. Palm Park (East Beach) expansion 

103. Hammonds Meadow 
Map, sites 102-103 

104. Loon Point 
Map 

66 

12t 
22 

45 

7 
8 
9' 

10' 
13 

14 

15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

23 
24 

25 

26 

27 
28 

33 

34 

35 

39 

4o 
41 

42 
43 
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105. El Estero 

106. Salzgeber Meadow 

107. Standard Oil (Wilson) property 
Map, sites 105-107 

108. McGrath State Beach 

109. Mandalay Beach Dunes 
Map, sites 108 and 109 

110. Ventura-Oxnard Plain Agricultural Lands 
Map 

111 • Onnond. Beach 
Map 

112. Point MUgu State Park 
Map 

113. Leo Carrillo State Park 
Map 

South Coast 

114. Nicholas Canyon to Zuma Beach 
a. 
b. El Sol 
c. 
d. 
e. El Pescador 
f. 
g. 
h. El Matador 
i. Encinal-Lechuza Point 
j. 

115. Channlee Connector 
Map, sites 114-115 

116. Point Dume 

117. Dume Cove Beach to Paradise Beach 
Map, sites 116-117 

118. Paradise Beach to Escondido Beach 
Map, site 118 

119. Corral-Solstice State Beach West 

120. DWP Site: Corral Canyon 

121. Puerco Bluff 

-2-

195 

8 

2.8 

108 

40** 

3,8oo** 

** 

9.3 
5.6 
4.2 
6.1 
8.9 

13.1 
10.2 
19.6 
12.5 
5 

37.7 

19 

11.6 

30 

44 

45 

46 
47 

48 

49 
50 

51 

52 
53 

54 
55 

56 
57 

58 
59 
6o 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

69 
70 

71 

72 
73 

74 
76 

77 

78 

79 
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si-ce acreage page 

122. Malibu Bluff 130 So 
Map, sites 119-122 81 

123. Malibu Lagoon 73 82 

124. La Costa Beach West 1.3 83 
Map, sites 123-124 84 

125. Las Tunas Beach to Topanga Beach 9 85 

126. Long-te:nn acquisition program ** 
127. Lower Topanga Canyon 51.5 86 

Map, sites 125 and 127 87 

128. Banana Lagoon 28 88 

Map 89 

129. Ballona Creek Wetland 350 90 

130. Playa del Rey 6 91 
Maps, sites 129 and 130 92 

131. Torrance Beach 4 94 
Map, site 131 95 

132. Point Vicente North 184 96 

133. Inspiration Point to Point Fe:tmin ** 
134. Portugese Bend Coast 54 97 

Map, sites 132_and 134 98 

135. Fort MacArthur 4oO 99 

136. Royal Palms ** 
137. Point Fe:tmin ** 
138. Los Cerritos Wetland 125 100 

139. Seal Beach 9 101 

Map, sites 138 and 139 102 

14o. Balsa Chica- 1,450 103 
Map, site 140 104 

141, Department of Transportation property, Huntington Beach 38. 105 

142. Second Department of Transportation site 106 

143. Huntington Beach channel 46 107 

144. Talbert Channel 13.5 108 
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site 
acreage ~ 

145. Edison property -
146. Santa Ana River mouth 509 109 

Map, sites 141-144 and 146 
111 

147. ,Upper Newport Bay 390 112 

Map, sites 147 a-f 
114 

148. Inspiration Point lots 
2/3 115 

Map, site 148 
116 

149. Irvine Coast--Seaward of PCH 

150. Irvine Coast--East of PCH 

151. Pelican Hill 
(Items 149-151 and appropriate maps will be mailed 
separately) 

152. Emerald Bay South 
9.7 117 

153. Crescent Bay Point . 3.9 118 

154. Central Laguna Beach Bluffs 5 119 

Map, sites 152-154 
120 -155. Aliso Canyo!), _ 

156. Laguna Niguel Coast 17 121 

157. Dana Point Headlands 
112 122 

158. Dana Point Palisades East 
·48 123 

159. Doheny State Beach South 7 124 

Map, sites 156-159 
125 

16o. San Clemente Coastal Palisades 250 126 

161. San Clemente Beaches 17 127 

Map, sites 16o and 161 
128 

San Die!lo 

162. San Onofre State Park 247 129 
130 

Map 

163. San Luis Sey River MOuth 150 134 
137 

Map 

164. Buena Vista Lagoon, Northeast Shore 7.4 138 

-4-
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165, Buena Vista Lagoon, Hosp Grove 
_Map, sites 164 and 165 

166. Agua Hedionda Lagoon 
Map 

167. South Carlsbad State Beach 
Map 

168, Encinil. Power Plant Beach Frontage 
Map 

169, Batiquitos Lagoon 
Map 

170. North-County Beach Access 
Map 

171, Sea Cliff County Park 
Map 

172, San Elijo/Cardiff State Beaches 
Map 

1-7~.- San Elijo·Lagoo:n -
--- --- 'Mat3---
De1-Mar--AI>ea- Overview--Map--· 

174. San Dieguito Lagoon {incluq.es the Lionproperty) 
Map 

175, Snake Wall 
Map 

176, Cres~ Canyon 
Maps 

177, Del Mar Bluffs 
Map 

178, Anderson_ Canyon and Triangle 
Map 

179, Torrey Pines Reserve Extension 
Map 

179"a~-sanciStOrie :Eiiut:f's 
Map 

180. Connection: Tor~ey Pines R.eserve--EXteruiion 
Map 

38.i~Bal.o.W::i.n. _flriLMfu~rit_p~g:g_~i_i;_ies -
-~-

1~2-'---._Lcl~ Pe~~qu_:i.!os Lagoon 
.J:IIaP 

183. Point Lema 
-5-

r----"1 
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acreage page 

70 139 
14o 

141 
144 

145 
148 

8.6 149 
150 

1,~00 151 
153 

2 154 
156 

157 
158 

3.7 16o 
163 
164 
166 
167 

170 168 
171 

-20 172 
173 

125 174 
175 

18.4 177 
178 

12 179 
18o 

20 181 
182 

183 
185 

1_9 186 
187 

18 188 
189 

28o 190 
193 

** 
115 



site acreage page 

184. Cabrillo National MOnument 350 194 
Map 195 

185. Ladera Street Park 150 196 
Map 197 

186. North Island Naval Air Station 70 198 
Map 199 

187. Silver Strand State Beach 350 200 
Map 201 

188. Sweetwater Marsh Complex 173 202 
Map 205 

189. South Bay Salt Ponds 850 206 
Map 209 

190. Tijuana Estuary 390 210 
Map 218 

* Region recommends acquiring only trail and access rights of way. 

** Precise acreage not computed as site not recommended for inclusion at this time. 
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ACQ~ISITION WORKSHE~. St .,;sTED PRIORITY __ _ 

1 • Name of Area:_.._....;,;M;_c....;,;Gr::..a::..t::..h.:....:S:..:t:..:a:.:t..:e;...::..B::..ea::c:::h::.... ____ .coastal Plan Map No. ~3 

2. Location South of Ventura, East of Oxnard 

3. Acres 108 in 2 
parcels 

Ocean Frontage------ Major Features of Site_ 

Low rolling sand dunes on southern 28 acre parcel; the SO acre parcel be.tlr!een the 
campground and McGrath Lake is generally flat with s_ orne low dunes and is a good ca!ll'Q-

4. Distance from Ventura : 4 miles; ! hours by car grOUilQ . 
--- site. 

5. Resource Values Natural dune landforms over a portion of the area 

------------------------- Statewide significance_ 

6. Recreational Potential Larger parcel would constitute a logical extension of 

_t_h_e_c_amp....:._i_n:::g_f_a_c_i_li_._t_i_e_s_J._·n__.p'-'r'-e'-'s'-'e._nt __ st=at.:..e'--'p:.:ar=k:._ __ Statewide significance_x 

7. Endangerment, Development Pressure Substantial $IeyelQpiDent has occurred in 

·Development (if any) __ C::;ampa==ic:::t:;eS::...:and=~r:::el::::a::;t::_::e:,::d:.,=.fe;ac::,:i::li::':.::t::i~e~s!.' __ ...,.. __ _ 

9. Prior Reference or Recommendations------------------

10. Potential Management Authority State Dept. of Parks and Recreation 

Status -----------------------------
11. Cost of Acquis:i,tion _____ _;_ __ (preliminary) ___ ~----(revised) 

Cost of development ________ (preliminary) (revised) 

12. Funding Alternatives ----------------------

13. Parks, Preserves in Area San Buena Ventura State· Beach (day use) to north; 

Mugu Lagoon some miles to south 

14. Alternative Acquisition Opportunities A sma1ler acquisition is possirue, 

but would not provide equal camping opportunities 

15. Remarks McGrath is a nicely designed, popular and well used park, easily 

accessible from the Los Angeles metropolitan area by either Hwy. 1 or 101 

16. Attachments: ~Maps __ Photographs ___ Additional Explanatory Memo 

Site 108 
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ACQU1:SITION WORKS!!El:. .. g.,_JESTED PRIORITY __ _ 

1 • Name of Area Mandalay Beach Dunes Coastal Plan Ma.p Mo.&_ 

2. Location West o! City o! Oxnard, South o! Ventura 

3. Acres . .c.-_4.:.;0:._ ___ Ocean F=ntage ------ Najor Features of Site_ 

Approximately 1/3 dunes and beach; balance is fiat 

4. Distance from ___ O.;;.;xn=ard~-:;:..·--..,....-=:__L_miles; ___ ho':l:_I_'s_by car 

5. Resource Values One o! _two sites with remaining primary sarul dnnes from 

Port Hueneme to the Ventura River statewide.csigni:ficance_ 

6., Re.ar.es.ti~- Poten,t:ial. Substantial. This would be a logical seiffient if a 

bike trail could be developed linking public parks statew±de significance_ 
~th mar1nas ana other points o! interest. 

7. Enclal:rgerment, .. Devonapmsn-t ·Pressure ---,-----'-------'-------

8. Proposed Use ___ A_ct_i_v_e_u_s_e..:pa:..-r_k __________ ~----,..---

9. Prior Reference. or- Recammemations Ventura Cmmty Recreatj on Element (1975) 

recommends that Mandalay Beach Park have a high priority, 

10. Pote:r:rtial Mam.gement Authority -"'St""a"'t""e'-"o"'"r-.:.coun=:.:t:..y __ ..._ _______ _ 

Sta~lS under acquisition 

11. Cost of' Acquis~tion _______ (prelimilla.ry)'-. _______ (revised) 

Cost of· development __ ;..... ___ _:(preliminary") (revised) 

12: F'u:O.di.Ilg Alternatives Now under acquisition gy State in-cooperation ~th 

the city of Oxnard and Ventura County. 

13. Parks, Preserves in Area McGrath State Beach to north. Mugu Lagoon to ·south 

14. Alternative Acqu:i.sition Op;:crtur.itiss Thjs and expansion of McGrath are 

unique opportunities for this area. 

15. Remarks Should be protected until present acquisition can be completed, 
Good access via Harbor Blvd., this area's major coastal arterial. Not included 
in Regional staff recommendations because acquisition reportedly complete. 

16. Attacbments: __ Ma.ps __ F~otogrB;phs ___ Additio=l. Expla.natory Heme 

Site 109 
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ACQUISITION WOR.I{SHE.. .:. <ESTED PRIORITY __ _ 

1. Name of Area Oxnard Pla:in AgricuJ.tural lands CoastaJ. Plan Map No._£_ 

2. Location Between the cities of Ventura and Oxnard 

4. Distance from ....:V:,:e::;n:.:t::ur::.:::a~-.,...,.--...,..,.-, . ..,_'~niil:s;.~. --~ho~ by car 

5. Res=ce Va.I.ues Prime quality agricuJ.tural lands. They also serve as 

-
_op:..e_n_5p.,:...a_c_·e_h_el_,p:..l._.ng..,;.._d_e_f_in_e_ur_b_an __ ar .... _e_a_s_. ______ ·statew:ide.:,sigc;i1'1Cance__:t.echniques 

·· ... for preservation couiQ be of · 
6., Recreational Potent:i.al. _________ _.. ___ st_a_t_e_WJ._._d_e_s_i..::gnif::....._l._· c_an_c_e 

------------------------------ Statewide sigc;i1'icance __ 
7. Endangerment. DevelopmeiXt :ereseu.re There has· been subs.tantial scattered 

urbanization of prime land in this area, and current general plans and 

annexation proposals wouJ.d allow substantially mar~ 
8. Proposed Use Continuation of agricuJ.tural uses 

Development (if a:ny) ____ n_o_n_e _____________ .,-__ _ 

9. Prior Reference or Recommendations ------------------

10. Poten+..ial Ma.Dagement .Al.lthority -'------------------

Status--------------------------

11. Cost of Acquj.s:i, tion _______ (prelilDinary') ____ __,_(revised) 

Cost of development __ ;.._ ____ (prel:im:iiJary) (revised) 

12. Ftm.d:i.ng Alternatives------...---------.,.-------

1'3. Parks, Preser<res in. Area ____ M_c_G_r_a_t_h_S_t_a_t_e_Be_a_c_h.:.;_Oxnard ____ ar_e.-a_b_e_a_c_h_e_s 
to south 

/ 

14. Alternative Acquisition Opportunities Other Parffli in tlf~ generiJa area.couJ.d 
be chosen, but especially the smaller of these l.S we ocate o proVl. e an open 
space buffer area. · 

16. A ttacbments: __ Mapa __ .. _Photographs __ · __ .A,d<;i tio:oal, Explanatory ~!eclO 

Site llO 
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ACOUISITION WORKSEE ESTED PRIOR-TTY __ _ 

1 • Name of Area.-.:.Orm=o::.:nd=-=Be=a:.:c::.:h:.._ ________ ..;..._Coastal Plan Nap No • .lt.l_ 

2. Location North & South of the Edison Ormond Beach Generating Plant 

3. Acres 63 Ocean Frontage 3 ,000• r'!ajor Features of Site_ 
(all in downcoast parcel) 

Sand Dunes, salt marsh 

4. Distance from Olmard and Port Hu. eneJ!le ___ miles; ___ .... Murs--15'Y car 

5. Resource Values Habitat areas presently support limited ~entities of 2 
~· 

~r~ar~e~an~d~e~nd~an~ge~r~e~d~s~p~e~c~i~e~s ___________________ ~ Statewide significance_ 

6, Recreational Potential Controlled access to beach could be allowed and 

-.:.r::.:e~~·o~n::.:al~~a~c::.:c::.:e::.:s::.:s_t~o~b~e-=a~c::.:h~c~oul~d~b::.:e~imp~~r~ov~ed=------ Statewide significance_ 

7. Endangerment, Development Pressure Past use for vehicular recreation has 

harmed the site's habitat values 

8. Proposed Use . Habitat protection and. assured controlled non-vehicular public 
access 

DeYelopment (if any) would be minimal if anY 

9. Prior Reference or Recommendations Ventura County Recreation Element 

proposes limited use. 

10. Potential !'-1anagement Authority' ...;;;.S..:.ta::.:t~e~o::.:r_Co.;..un:;_t..:;y_. ___________ _ 

Status --'----------------------------------
. 1. Cost of Acquis.ition ________ (prelimina.ry") _______ (revised) 

Cost of development _· ____________ (prelimina.ry") (revised) 

12. Funding AJ.ternatives ------------------------------"----"--

13. Parks, Preserves in Area OXnard area beaches; Point Mugu State Park 

14. Alternative Acquisition Opportunities None known that offer the same 

opportunity for habitat protection for rare species in this area. 

15. Remarks This presently little-known area will become increasingly important 
as population grows ana ~present access restrictions continue on Federally
held beaches in the vicinity. 

16. Attao:bments:x __ rl!aps __ Photographs_: __ Additional Explartator;- H~ 

Site 1ll 
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ACQUISITION WORKSHF s·· "ESTEP PRIORITY __ _ 

1. Name of Area San Onofre State Park Coastal Plan Map No.2§__ 

2. Location County line south 7 miles 

3.·. Acres 247 Ocean Frontage 7 miies ·__;:...;,;. __ _ Major Features of Site __ 

Beach and uplands including San Mateo and Las Flores Creeks 

4. Distance from _s_an __ D_~_· e-'g"-o ________ :__2£__miles; ___ _..;hours by ca:r 

5. Resource Values Beach and steep coastal bluffs covered by chapparal, 

n __ a_t~_·_v_e_v_eg~e_t_a_t_~_·o_n __ ~--------------- Statewide significance __ 

6. Recreational Potential Excellent addition to State·Beachjideal for 

low density recreational use. Statewide significance~ 

7. Endangerment, Development Pressure NONE--area used by Marine Corps 

for occasional maneuvers. Some camping permitted in area. 

8. Proposed Use Expanded beach recreation 

Development (if any) Development of access routes on limited basis 
I 

9. Prior Refarence or Recomm~ndations Regional Commission recommendation 

10. Potential Management Authority State Department of Parks and Recreation 

Status No immediate plans for transfer 

11. Cost of Acquis:i,tion $1 (transfer) (preliminary) $1 __ .;;_ ____ (revised) 

Cost of development (preliminary) _______ (revised) 

1_2. Funding Alternatives Transfer of land 

13. Parks, Preserves in Area San Onofre is the major coastal park in 

northern San Diego County. This acguisi tion would expand the park. 

14. Alternative Acquisition Opportunities Best available site for public 

beach acguisition in northern San Diego County. 

15. ReMrks __ ~------------------------------

,6. Attachments: _x_Maps ___ Photographs ___ Additional Explanatory Memo 

site 162 
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COMMISSIONERS 
RICHARD A. ELKIN, PRESIDENT • BRUCE HAGEN • BEN J. WOLF 

JANET SAUTER 
SECRETARY 

Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

ATTENTION: Allan W. Anderson, Jr. 
Commission Staff Counsel 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

February 2, 1976 

RE: El Paso Alaska Company, et al. Docket No. CP 75-96 et al. 

BISMARCK 58505 

This is our response to your communication of January 28, 1976, addressed 
to all State Regulatory Authorities. 

Section 49-06-01 of the North Dakota Century Code provides as follows: 

"49-06-01. VALUATION OF PROPERTY AS BASIS FOR DETERMINING 
REASONABLENESS OF RATES-RAILROADS AND MOTOR CARRIERS MAY BE 
EXCEPTED.-The commission, for the purpose of ascertaining just 
and reasonable rates and charges of public utilities, or for 
any other purpose authorized by law, shall investigate and 
determine the value of the property of every public utility, 
except railroads and motor carriers, used and useful for the 
service and convenience of the public, excluding therefrom the 
value of any franchise or right to own, operate, or enjoy the 
same in excess of. the amount, exclusive of any tax or annual 
charge, actually paid to any political subdivision of the 
sta·te as a consideration for the grant of such franchise or 
right, and exclusive of any value of the right by reason of 
a monopoly or merger. The value of the property of railroads 
and motor carriers may, in the discretion of the comndssion, 
be required in establishing just and reasonable rates and charges. 
However, unless the commission determines that the value of the 
property of railroads and motor carriers is pertinent and essential 
in the establishment of just and reasonable rates and charges, 
such valuation shall not be made. The commission shall prescribe 
the details of the inventory of the property of each public utility 
to be valued. 11 

Since the "used and useful" concept is prescribed by statute, the Commission 
takes the position that it could not allow the flow through of all costs 
associated with this project. Until the property becomes "used and useful" 
it is not a part of the· rate base. 
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Federal Power Commdssion - 2 - February 2, 1976 

In conclusion, North Dakota would not allow the North Dakota distribution 
companies to pay the surcharge and charge it back to the customers of the 
utility. 

RHW:emk 

Yours very truly, 

~).. tG, 
/cc;:/1~-</~ ' 

Ri:_y H! Walton 
Commerce Counsel 

,---~ 
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March 8, 1976 

STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE "LETTER OF COMMENT" 
ON PROJECT REVIEW IN CONFORMANCE WITH OMB CIRCULAR NO. A-95 

To: Federal Power Commission 

STATE APPLICATION IDENTIFIER: 7512089602 

Mr. Jack M. Heinemann 
Federal Power Commission 
Division of Environmental Quality 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Heinemann: 

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement by the Federal Power 
Commission for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems. 

This Draft EIS was received in our office on December 8, 
1975. 

In the process of the A-95 review, the attached comment was received 
from the North Dakota Wildlife Federation. 

This document and attachment constitute the comment of the State In
tergovernmental Clearinghouse, made in compliance with OMB Circular No. 
A-95. 

Sincerely yours, 

Miss Bonnie E. Austin 
Associate Planner 

BEA/ds 

Attachment 
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NDSIC 1-'0KM B (9/71) l'N1\'i i~U. 

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE Date Received 
STATE PLANNING DIVISION . 
STATE CAPITOL 
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED 

TO: North Dakota Wildlife Federation 

P. 0, Box 1694 

Bismarck, ND 

ISSUED 
BY: Federal Power Commission 

::----------------------DATE: January 15, 1976 
NAME OF 
PROJECT: Draft EIS: Alaska Natural Gas Transportation SystQmii 

The attached Environmental Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review and 
possible comments. If you consider it satisfactory, please check the box labeled, 
"no comment." Otherwise, please check one of the other appropriate boxes. Your 
cooperation is asked in completing this memo and returning it to the State Intergovern
mental Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of receipt. If no response is received 
within 15 days of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment. 

0 No comment 

§ Comments submitted herewith 

0 Meeting desired with applicant 

1. Specific comments which are to be attached to the review statement which will be 
submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse side or 
separate sheets if necessary) 

2. Reasons why meeting is desired with applicant: 

Reviewer's H. R. 11organ, 
Signature:--------------~~~~~~~---

1-23-76 
Date: --------

Tele: 701-223-8381+ 



200 West Main 
P. 0. Box 1694 
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Publishers of FLICKERTALES 
North Dakota's Leading Environmental Publication 

Bismarck, North Dakota 58501 

Phone 223·8741 

January 23, 1976 

Alaska Natural r.as Transportation Sys
tems Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Prepared b[ Federal Power Commission 

The North Dakota r/ildlife Federation is a non-profit organization made up of 
some 6,.500 citizens concerned with the utilization and mana.gement of the stat.e'e 
natm·al x-esourccs (including wildlife), We are the North Dakota a:l:"fJJiate of 
the National Wildlife Federation. 

The Federation appreciates th opportunity to comment upon this draft sta.tement. 

Comments will be confined to the Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline system proposal as 
that is the one which effects North Dakota most directly, from a standpoint of 
both supply and land disturbance, 

With this in mind, the NDWF has limited its comments to consideration of proposals 
i~cluded in Volume I --General Eccmomic Analysis, 

Of the two proposed systems being considered for transporting natural gas from 
Prudhoe Bay, the Federation agrees with the Staff of the Federal Power Commission's 
environmental conclusions favoring the Northern Border route along the Red River 
Corridor proposal ofU,S,D.I. 

An earlier review by the North Dakota }/ildlife Federation, filed September 10, 
with reference to the DEIS, Northern Border proposal, indicated the Federation's 
opposition to routing through the state's unique Badlands and repeated river 
crossings. Routing the pipeline along the Red River Corridor to a point near 
St. Vincent, Minnesota, thence south, would eliminate such objections. Such 
routing would make gas available to North Dakota's high populated east, and in 
no way disturb highly productive agricultural lands or tourist attractions in the 
southwestern portion of the State. 

If the Red River Corridor route is selected, there is no reason for the Federation 
to comment upon other environmental proposals of the DEIS. Please refer to the 
North Dakota 1·/ildlife Federation Statement of September 10, 1975 on the DEIS, 
Alaska Natural Gas Transmission Statement, Part V, Northern Border, Volumes 1, 
2 J of three, 

- AFFILIATE OF THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION -

-, 
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Stat~ of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Box 1049, 361 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43216 (614) 466-8565 

James A. Rhodll 
Governor 
-Ned E. Williams, P.E. 
Director 

February 2,_9, 1976 
. ,~- ~\ 

. ;l. ~~~·· · .. 
~t~ Clraft ~~Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems - FPC 
' _ (i1.~>-\;. ss'(S 

x\.t\\~~' 

Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 

Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Attn: BNG - SOD - ALASKA 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency has been charged, by the 
Governor, with lead agency and review coordination responsibilities 
for the State of Ohio on Federal Environmental Impact Statements. 
The above mentioned Draft Environmental Impact Statement has been 
reviewed by sectiOfls of this Agency~ and the Ohio Department of 
Economic and Community Development. The following comments 
constitute those received from the-above agencies and have been 
coordinated under the auspices of the State Clearinghouse. 

This document has been reviewed both from the standpoint of the 
impacts generated by the project itself, and as it relates to 
the concurrent proposal for a pipeline directing Alaskan natural 
gas to the Midwest. 

Regarding the environmental impact of the project itself, we wish 
to state that we support the FPC recommendations on siting the 
terminals at the alternative locations. The alternative sites 
will be more ammenable to the industrial make up of the LNG 
terminal than the proposed sites given in the Draft EIS. 

A major concern expressed by reviewers dealt~with the economic 
impact of the proposal on our State. The original Northern 
Border Pipeline proposal gave direct supply of the Alaskan 
natural gas to Ohio. This Draft EIS however, gives no such 
direct supply to Ohio. Statements concerning transfer agreements 
and the "trickle-down" effect of having the natural gas transported 
to and used in California and the western States does not instill 
confidence that Ohio will receive additional supplies of natural gas. 

i"' .. 

100% Recycled Peper 
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Kenneth F. Plumb 
February 20, 1976 
Page 2 

The FPC recommendation concerning termination of the Northern 
Borde~ Pipeline at Chicago presents this same problem. While 
termination at Chicago would relieve Ohio of any construction 
related environmental impacts, it.would also relieve Ohio of 
any direct supply gas. Given that the Northern Border EIS 
indicated that major environmental impacts were likely to 
occur in the Western States and not in the Midwestern States 
we would be more ammendable to a proposal which followed the 
FPC recommendation to Chicago and then extended the pipeline 
to its original destination at-oelmont Pennsylvania. This 
would mitigate the impacts (both primary and secondary) which 
would occur in the Western States as well as provide natural 
gas to the more industrialized Midwestern States. 

Your consideration of this proposal is requested. We thank 
you for the opportunity to review this document and look forward 
to receiving the Final EIS. 

NEW/cp 
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The factual data to justify this conclusion has been 
presented in Phase I of the formal hearings in the 
testimony and cross-examination of Messrs. David c. 
Lathom and James M. Kiely. 



OHIO RIVER BASIN COMMISSION 
Suite 208-20 
Cincinnati, Ohio, 15202 

36 East Fourth Street 
513/684-3831 (FTS) 

:.1- · January 14, 1976 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

Thank you for your ietter of November 25, 1975, inviting comments of 
the Ohio River Basin Commission on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems. 
In my opinion, the EIS has been properly coordinated with the Com
mission members. 

The Ohio River Basin Commission staff has reviewed the draft EIS 
and finds no indication that the proposed action would not be compatible 
with the ORBC Comprehensive Coordinated Joint Plan (CCJP) as it exists 
today. In terms of potential conflict with the projects and programs 
in the .. CCJP, the El Paso route, which uses existing pipelines, would 
be more compatible than the new construction required for the Artie 
Gas route of the EIS submitted earlier by the U.S. Department of the 
Interior. 

The Commission looks forward to a continuing cooperative effort with 
your Department and appreciates your action in keeping us well informed. 

cc: Council on Environmental 
Quality 

Angelo M. Monaco, FPC 

Sincerely, 

'('l ~/::..)l 
( i. . // ,{.. • 

E. Morr 
Chairman 
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE 

OFFICE OF THE BUDGET 
HARRiSBURG, PA. 17120 

P.O. Box 1323 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE CLEARINGHOUSE 

Phone: 717-787-8046 

January 16, 1976 

Title: Draft EIS-El Paso Alaska Company 

Location: Nationwide 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
secretary Applicant: Federal Power Commission 
Federal Power Commission 
washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 
PSCH project number: 75-12-3-001 

The Governor's Budget Office, as the State Clearinghouse for the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, has received and transmitted to various 
State agencies, including the Department of Environmental Resources, 
copies of the environmental statement mentioned ab6ve. 

Attached to this letter please find the comments of the Department 
of Envirorvnental Resources and the following State agencies: 

Please consider these the official response of the Commonwealth in 
this matter. 

Sincerely, 

e c.wJ;;tz 
White 

o)e 1ew Coordinator 
Pennsylvania State Clearinghouse 

REW/let 



SUBJECT: 

TO: 

FROM: 

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONME.NTAL RESO.U~CES 
,. o. eox ,,.., 

January 12, 1976 

Review and Evaluation of PSCH No: 75-12-3-001 Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
System DEIS 

Rosemary White, Project Coordinator 
Pennsylvania State Clearinghouse 

vj / , l?/ fl I 
;;.~£ \Y7(A.a;j 

MAURICE K. OODDARD -
Secretary of Environmental Resources 

The Department of Environmental Resources offers the. following comments 
concerning the above referenced Draft Environmental Impact Statement: 

Of the two gas transportation systems which are under review in the subject 
impact statement, the one which would bring the natural gas by pipeline directly 
from northern Alaska via Canada to the states in the Great Lakes Region, namely 
the Arctic Gas System, is greatly preferable in terms of both fewer environmental 
hazards and greater benefit to users. 

The El Paso-Alaska System, while shorter in miles of pipeline construction, would 
involve many risks and considerable environmental disruption. It would cut north
south across Alaska imposing environmental disruption to many areas which are 
biologically sensitive. It would cross several active seismic zones, including 
the port on its southern terminus, an area which disasterous earthquakes have 
occurred in recent years. This route would then require loading facilities at 
the difficult port of Gravina, a situation ripe for spillage and for tanker 
accidents in the Prince William Sound Area. The tankers would then have to move 
down to the California coast, with the inherent dangers of tanker shipping, and 
then be involved with a new unloading port with attendent hazards of dockage and 
spillage. Then there would have to be distribution pipelines throughout the 
southwest which in itself is ironic, since that is not the area of the country that 
is greatly short of natural gas. 

The Trans-Canada route of the Arctic Gas System, while somewhat longer in pipeline 
milage, nevertheless is simpler, less hazardous in potential handling of shipping 
spills and imposes less environmental damage. This route does not get involved 
with any significant seismic zones, nor does it involve loading and unloading 
facilities. Particularly important is the fact that the Trans-Canada route brings 
the natural gas to that region of the u.s., namely the Great Lakes states (including 
Pennsylvania), which is the area that is now and will continue to be short supply 
of natural gas. Except for the additional initial cost of construction due to 
greater pipeline distance, there is no question that the Trans-Canada routeis far 
more preferable in terms of lesser risks and greater benefits. 
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OFFI~F OF /'HE SECRETARY 

r1ESQURCES BUILDING 

1416 NINTH STREET 

95814 

(916) 445-5656 
Dopartment of Conservation 
Department of Fish and Game 
Department of Navigation end 

Ocean Development 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
Departmant of Water Resources 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 
GOVERNOR OF 

CALIFORNIA 

r:-::1 r-1 r'""1 
{)/2/G-1 Ill' A- 1.-:: 

A1r Resources Board 
Colorado River Board 
San Francisco Bay Conservation end 

Development Commission 
Solid Wasta Management Board 
State Lands Commission 
State Reclamation Board 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Regional Water Ouality Control Boards 
Energy Resources Conservation and 

Development Commission 

THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

·fEB 1 11976 

The State of California has reviewed the Federal Power Commission's 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) regarding the Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation System (Docket No. CP-75-96 et al) which 
was submitted to the Office of Planning and Research (State 
Clearinghouse) within the Governor's Office. We attempted to 
review the DEIS in accordance with Part II of the U. s. Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-95 and the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969. However, since we did not receive sufficient 
copies of the reports until mid-January, we were unable to 
initiate review until two weeks prior to your January 31 deadline. 

Because of the inability to conduct a comprehensive review within 
the approximately two week timeframe allotted and because the 
Draft EIS is inadequate in several areas as outlined below, we an
ticipate submitting additional comments on the Draft EIS within 
the next 45 days. We will also review the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement and make additional comments as appropriate on 
the final document. · 

The State requests that the Final EIS incorporate additional infor
mation about all areas of concern that are discussed in this letter 
and in subsequent letters from the State regarding the DEIS. 

AREAS OF SPECIAL CONCERN 

The State believes that several areas of special concern must be 
more fully addressed in the Final Statement to be in compliance 
with the National Environmental Policy Act. Accordingly, more 

ttOERAL POWER COMMISSION 
DOCKETED 

&.EB 171976 

DOCKET SECTION 
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comprehensive analyses of the following should be incorporated 
in the Final EIS. The analyses and requested information should 
be developed in detail for each route and then the routes compared, 
as they affect California: 

1. Impacts on air quality as related to the natural gas supply 
available to California from the project. 

2. Consideration of additional LNG terminal sites, especially 
sites located away from metropolitan areas. 

3. Information and impacts regarding additional alternative 
gas line routings from alternative LNG terminal sites. 

4. Hazards associated with anticipated increased shipping 
traffic. 

s. Impacts on public health, safety, and social welfare. 

6. Impacts on fish and wildlife resources. 

7. Impacts on water quality. 

8. Impacts of potential seismic and other geologic hazards. 

9. Impacts on employment and the economy. 

10. National security and reliability considerations. 

11. Costs and timing of delivery of natural gas. 

12. Governmental assurances that California would receive 
adequate volumes of gas at reasonable prices. 

GENERAL COMMENTS AND CONCERNS 

The State of California is well aware of the critical problem of 
the State•s near-term gas shortage and considers the future of 
natural gas development to be of the highest priority. Conversion 
from natural gas to other less desirable fuels adversely affects 
air quality in critical air basins. Every effort must be made to 
meet the shortage but not without giving full consideration to all 
policy options. Some of these options are development of alterna
tive energy sources and energy conservation. 

1 The Resources Agency of California asks for a complete 
impact statement on each proposed site. It is felt that 
such a procedure is impractical and not suggested 
by NEPA. The site selection study done for the FPC 
has attempted to make such comparisons~and the results 
are within the DEIS (Pages 305-320). 

2 This issue was analyzed in Section H-2 of Volume III of the 
DEIS. 

3 See previous response. 

4 Comment reflected in the Public Safety analysis and/or safety 
studies attached to the FEIS. 

5 See previous response. 

6 This information was provided on Pages III-195 
III-275 to 280. 

7 This information was provided on Pages III-181 
8 This information was~provided 

Pages III-288 and III-295. 
on Pages III-174 

9 See response to item 6 above. 
10 This issure is beyond the scope of the EIS. 

11 See previous response. 
12 See pre~ious response. 
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The present supplies of natural gas in and to California will 
continue to decline. It is essential, then, that federal policy 
makers and/or Congress, reach an early decision on a natural gas 
transportation route and system, California supports delivery of 
North Slope gas at the earliest possible date in conformance with 
environmental protection. 

The State finds it difficult to review major energy proposals 
independent of any federal energy policy or any apparent concerted 
effort by one federal agency to relate its own proposals to energy 
facilities proposed by other agencies. Examples are (1) develop
ment of geothermal resources on California lands; (2) leases of 
outer continental shelf for oil production; (3) transportation of 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) into California; (4) use of coal and 
oil shales in other states that would serve California's needs; 
and others. 

The State has immediate concern with any proposal affecting the 
availability of natural gas and should be a party to any discussion 
or decision involving the supply and distribution of natural gas to 
California, The State would like to suggest that in order to 
resolve this problem, representatives of the Bureau of Land 
Management, the Federal Power Commission, and the State join in a 
series of federal-state hearings and decision-making meetings in 
appropriate locations to consider all proposed natural gas facili
ties, once the full facts on each are known. It would appear that 
this same situation also exists on a national basis, 

The statement identifies a major alternative proposal, elimination 
of construction of proposed pipelines from the Canadian border to 
California, which could result in substantially decreased invest
ment and environmental impact, but does not provide a detailed 
discussion of the relative merits of this alternative. The FPC 
draft EIS goes so far as to recommend this particular alternative. 
Instead of supplying a comprehensive description and comparison 
with the shipping alternative, it recommends that such a descrip
tion be included by the U. s. Department of the Interior (USDI) in 
their final EIS. Since the alternative would eliminate construction 
of proposed pipelines from the Canadian border to Northern and 
Southern California, the State of California has a direct interest 
in the consideration of the alternative in a draft EIS with 
opportunity for study and comment, rather than in the form of a 
Final EIS which could require court action for amendment. If the 
FPC and the USDI cannot resolve the responsibility for preparing 
and distributing this description it would be better to require 
both agencies to assume responsibility for the completeness of 
their respective EISs than to evade the requirement for draft 
circulation of discussions of significant alternatives. 

.....--
! J 
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The EIS does not contain an analysis based upon an expressed 
national energy policy created in consultation with the affected 
states. Any choices made to devote substantial segments of the 
national effort to development of specific energy sources should 
be made in the larger context of available means and alternatives. 

The FPC EIS provides extensive coverage of a proposed liquid 
natural gas (LNG} regasification plant at Point Conception, as 
proposed by the applicant company. The FPC staff analysis identi
fies other sites as environmentally preferable, but does not include 
equivalent detailed discussions of these sites. A minimum accept
able analysis would include a detailed description of one site and 
clear, systematic listing and discussion of all points of signifi
cant difference for other seriously proposed sites. 

Consultation with the state of California should be substituted for 
guesses about the positions of state agencies. The State of 
California has an interest in the other sites because they offer 
different potentials for growth, concentration of other petroleum 
facilities and shipping terminals, public hazard, and resource 
damage. 

The EIS does not provide adequate discussions of impacts as 
required by NEPA. Detailed descriptions of environmental effects 
of proposed actions should be supplied for those cases where the 
final EIS will be the document for informing decision-making bodies 
of the environmental consequences of their decisions. In particular, 
a variety of omissions in the description of the impacts of the 
proposed seawater heat supply and discharge for the regasification 
system should be filled in with sufficient detail to provide the 
information required for consideration of the required National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits. Data on ship 
traffic at proposed alternative sites and information on refueling 
and plant operation should be supplied in sufficient detail to 
permit evaluation of the effect of site choice on air quality in 
critical air basins and on increased hazards of shipping accidents 
and associated oil spills. This shipping information should include 
discussion of the effects of expected weather conditions on safe 
operation of alternative sites, of the effects of increased ship 
traffic of fuel barges and LNG tankers in combination with other 
ship traffic changes anticipated in association with Alaskan oil 
imports and outer continental shelf ·drilling activities, and of the 
effects of increased shipping from other associated LNG imports 
proposed for consolidation at the site of the Alaskan import regas
ification plant. 

Previous Reviews 

The State has reviewed elements of the Alaska Natural Gas Trans
portation System, in part, in the past. In August 1975 the State 

The environmental staff disagrees that equivalent detailed 
analysis is not provided for the alternative sites. (See 
Figure 46 and Table 40 of Volume III of the DEIS.) 

The environmental staff has consulted with the State of 
California and has received no clear dividing line as such. 
As a result, the environmental staff has had to assume 
their position in certain issues. 

The environmental staff disagrees that the EIS does not 
provide adequate discussions of impacts as required by NEPA. 
The data on ship traffic, refueling, and plant operation 
at the alternative sites would be essentially identical to 
the data described for the Point Conception site. Table 40 
contains information on existing vessel traffic and 
navigational conditions at six alternative sites. Comment 
is also reflected in the Public Safety analysis and/or 
safety studies attached to the FEIS. 
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commented on the Draft and Addendum to the Environmental Impact 
Report, Western LNG Terminal Company, Berth 308, Los Angeles 
Harbor. The Resources Agency was very concerned about placement 
of the LNG facility in Los Angeles Harbor. Attachment B, a copy 
of the State's comments to the applicant, is included for your 
information. 

On November 21, 1975, the State commented to the U. S. Department 
of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management on the "Draft Environ
mental Impact Statement, Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System". 
The state indicated in its comments that a number of significant 
issues needed further consideration and that we would defer our 
final expression regarding support of any single undertaking until 
more information was available. Attachment c, a copy of our 
November 21, 1975, letter, is included for your information. 

It is noted in Vol. I, page I-1 that your staff relies on the 
U. S. Department of the Interior draft document for its environ
mental assessment of the Arctic Gas System. It is urged that full 
consideration be given to our comments as outlined in Attachment C. 

DETAILED COMMENTS 

Following are more detailed comments by subject areas. 

Economic Concern 

The economic analysis is restricted to comments on effects of the 
entire project and effects on Alaska. Lack of data on California's 
share of natural gas as well as the economic effects of the regasi
fication plant at Point Conception render this report an inadequate 
presentation for economic analysis impacting California. 

Lacking are the relative economic impacts to California from the 
two alternative routes; namely, the El Paso route including direct 
imports to California and Arctic Gas, which does not directly 
supply California. The analysis shows zero impact of the latter 
by noting, "the entire nation would share in the benefits of 
Alaskan gas by displacing gas from lower 48 sources to regions not 
directly receiving the Alaskan gas." 

The analysis assumes that the price of "fuel" is a market-clearing 
price. This has the effect of understating the impacts, especially 
in the early 1980's, especiallr, if Congress does not completely 
deregulate both "old" and "new' gas. By that time Calii'ornia' s 
shortage of natural gas could be so large that some industries 
would close down in the absence of natural gas. This impact, 
however, might be avoided by appropriate state and Federal measures 
to encourage more efficient use of natural gas. The Natural Gas 
Task Force of the state of California Energy Commission is 
currently studying these measures. 

Comments received from the Resources Agency of California 
are not entirely clear. (They seem, for instance, to have 
overlooked the California impact shown in Table I.B.2-7.) 
The environmental staff responds to three significant points: 

(1) The use of market-clearing prices overlooks the serious 
shortages of gas and their possible avoidance through 
conservation. This is true only in the sense that energy 
should be used with optional efficiency whether or not 
Alaskan gas is available. (One would not, for example, 
state that without Alaskan gas, conservation will be 
imperative, but with Alaskan gas, the nation can continue 
its wasteful ways.) The sense of the model is that 
increased fuel availability results in greater fuel use, 
partly through lower production costs with greater sales. 
Less fuel means higher fuel price-- with lower product 
sales and also greater energy efficiency. "Shortages" 
do not seriously alter the long-run differential impact. 

(2) "Fuel" conservation is not applied specifically to gas. 
This, unfortunately, is quite true. In particular, we do 
not have data on broad inter-fuel substitutability yet. 

(3) Use of 1971 prices understates impact. This is also true; 
but some correction has been made to the constant-dollar 
fuel price relative to other goods and services. The 
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The report notes effects of generally higher prices of "fuel" in 
encouraging conservation of fuel; but does not note this possibility 
specifically for natural gas. This applies to both regulation and 
deregulation conditions as the regulated price of natural gas will 
gradually increase as gas companies develop more expensive domestic 
sources. 

The estimation of impacts uses 1971 as the base case - which 
produces unrealistically low projected natural gas prices. This 
also has the effect of understating impacts. There is an attempt 
to adjust this but the resultant fuel price is still much too low. 

Fish and Wildlife Concerns 

Should the overland pipeline be constructed, the State recommends 
a number of measures to protect wildlife habitat. These recom
mendations are to be found in Attachment A at the back of this 
letter. 

The State is also concerned about the deleterious impact on fish 
and wildlife resources that would result from location of the LNG 
facility at Point Conception and along the pipeline corridors to 
the Arvin substation near Bakersfield. This is discussed in 
Attachment A. 

Attachment A expresses in detail comments which are to be consid
ered as an integral part of these comments. 

The State requests an opportunity to discuss .with the project 
sponsor the details of the proposed circulating seawater system 
and the disposition of the excess fill material should the El 
Paso Alaska System Point Conception LNG terminal alternative be 
selected. 

Please contact Mr. E. c. Fullerton, Director, Department of Fish 
and Game, 1416 Ninth Street, Sacramento, California 95814 
(916-445-3535) to discuss fish and wildlife matters. 

Water Quality Concerns 

An adequate discussion of water quality in California must be 
incorporated into the final EIS. An example of our concern is the 
disposal of the huge amount of water used to hydrostatically test 
the new pipelines upon construction in California.· The water will 
surely contain a high level of contaminants. Other water quality 
related concerns are expressed in various parts of this letter. 
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environmental staff thinks that scaling all listed values 
by the GNP deflator will lead to a fairly accurate 
estimate. 

.. 

See the environmental staff's response to Page III-376, 
number 5 comment from the California Department of Fish 
and Game. 

The applicant has indicated that the selection of con
struction techniques for water crossings, site specific 
information regarding shorelines, streambanks, etc., 
specific sources of hydrostatic test water, and specifi
cations for hydrostatic testing have, as yet, not been 
determined. However, with the finalization of plans for 
stream crossings and hydrostatic testing, the applicant 
would be required to submit these plans and applicable 
mitigating measures to the appropriate responsible agencies 
prior to the issuance of required permits by these agencies. 

I~ '~ ~~ 
I ' 
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Vessel Traffic and Oil Spills 

The report states that approximately 308 deliveries of the 165,000 
cubic meter vessels would occur at the terminal each year. However 
there is no analysis of the effect this increase in coast-wise ' 
shipping will have. In addition, the report states that approxi
mately 63 vessel visits to offload bunker "c" fuel would occur, in 
addition to arrivals of other support vessels. The report should 
contain a discussion of the effects of all increases in vessel 
traffic as a result of the LNG terminal. That discussion should 
also analyze the impacts associated with vessel traffic increases 
generated from increased production from state oil and gas leases, 
OCS-Santa Ynez production, Prudhoe Bay-Valdez-L.A. Harbor oil 
transmission. All these projects will tend to increase the 
likelihood of a tanker accident. 

The size of the bunker "c" fuel line is not given. Also, the oil 
spill impact discussion is minimal and insufficient. Oil spill 
effects should be discussed. Clean-up, containment and contingency 
plans should be developed and appended to the report. 

Terminal Concerns 

The final report should contain sufficient information on the loca
tion, design and construction procedures for the seawater intake
outfall system. In addition, there will likely be a large number 
of fish entrained in the seawater intake system. Some estimate 
should be given as to amounts and varieties. The report should 
also expand the discussion of the impacts associated with a biocide 
accident at the seawater intake line. 

The report should expand on the terminal's impact on recreational 
use of the ocean and beach areas in the immediate vicinity; 
i.e., how much beach area will be lost to recreationists, fishing, 
loss of kelp resources, etc. Also, what precautions will be taken 
to prevent accidents during construction. 

The construction of a breakwater adjacent to the trestle will 
likely have an impact on sand movement in the vicinity and this 
impact should be discussed. In addition the structure will likely 
cause an artificialization of the ordinary high water line in the 
area. 

The report should expand its very brief discussion on the clima
tology of the region and the effect strong winds, fog, heavy seas, 
and the like, will have on terminal operations. Projected down
time due to inclement weather conditions should be discussed. 
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Comment reflected in the Public Safety analysis and/or 
safety studies attached to the FEIS. 

Information on the potential effects of an oil spill is 
available in a report to the President by the Council on 
Environmental Quality entitled OCS Oil and Gas-- An 
Environmental Review, issued in April 1974. In addition, 
cleanup, containment,. and contingency plans for the Point 
Conception Bunker "C' fuel-oil transfer facilities would 
require Coast Guard approval in accordance with 33 CFR, 
Parts 154 to 156. 

Relative to the location and design of the seawater intake 
and outfall system, see the recommendation in the FEIS. 
Relative to fish entrainment, see Recommendation 5. An 
expanded discussion about acrolein had been included in 
Volume III, Section C.5.c. 

Access to the beach area is highly restricted (as noted on 
Page III-151 of the DEIS). The environmental staff believes 
that possible adverse impacts concerning recreation are 
adequately covered in the DEIS and FEIS. The section on 
impacts to "Marine Biota" has been expanded in the FEIS to 
include a discussion of impacts to kelp harvesters and 
commercial fisheries, and in addition, recommendations 
concerning those areas are included in the DEIS and FEIS. 

See the environmental staff's comments to Page 9, fourth 
paragraph of California Coastal Zone Commission comments 
and the impact section concerning topography, geology, 
and soils in the FEIS. 

It is not expected that visibility, wind, or wave conditions 
at the proposed marine terminal location near Point Concep
tion (as described in the DEIS) would cause significant 
downtime or interfere to any great extent with LNG tanker 
operations. 
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~e report lists 16 species of vertebrate animals as either rare, 
!ndangered or protected in the vicinity of the pipeline/terminal. 
~he report should expand on the measures that will be taken to 
.nsure that damage to these species is avoided or mitigated. This 
Lpplies equally to those marine species that may be affected by 
;he terminal and outfalls. 

:alifornia Coastal Zone Conservation Commission Concerns 

re are advised that the Commission has transmitted its concerns 
lirectly to your Commission on January 30, 1976. 

:onclusion 

Tntil the above mentioned concerns are addressed and more informa
;ion is available ·in your Final EIS, the State will defer expres
iion regarding support of any single undertaking. Again we request 
;hat the Final EIS incorporate responses to all areas of concern 
;hat are discussed in this letter, and in anticipated future 
:orrespondence from this State regarding the DEIS. 

~hank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft 
1tatement. 

Secretary for Resources 

,ttachments 
:c: Council on Environmental Quality 

722 Jackson Place N.W. 
washington, D. c. 20006 

Attention: Mr. J. Brubaker 

Director of Management Systems 
State Clearinghouse 
Office of Planning and Research 
1400 Tenth Street 
sacramento, CA 95814 
(SCH No. 76011263) 

Certain aspects of the impacts to rare, endangered,or 
protected species have been expanded in the FEIS,and 
recommendations have also been proposed in the FEIS. 
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ATTACIDIJENT A 

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT FOR THE 

ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
BY CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

(SCH No. 76011263) 

Fish and Wildlife Concerns 

Department of Fish and Game has reviewed the stat~~ent and has 
the following specific comments and recommendations. 

1. Alternatives for the Arctic Gas System - Should the PGT-PG&E 
pipeline be constructed, the Department recommends the following 
measures to protect wildlife habitat: 

A. Soil disturbed by trenching or allied operations should 
be revegetated as soon as possible. 

B. Operation of ground equipment off the pipeline right-of
'"ay should be avoided wherever possible, especially in 
critical habitat areas and areas inhabited by rare or 
endangered plant species. 

C. An inventory of rare and endangered plant species along 
the pipeline route should be prepared prior to initiation 
of construction of the pipeline, and a maintenance plan 
which assures the protection of these species should be 
prepared. 

D. In critical habitat areas, access to project service roads 
should be controlled. 

Alternatives for the El Paso Alaska System - As concluded on 
pages III-350-356 of the Draft EIS, the construction and 
operation of an LNG facility at Point Conception would result 
in much greater damage to biological resources than would the 
location of the facility at any of several alternate sites. 
The following deleterious impacts on fisp and wildlife re
sources that would result from location of the LNG facility 
at Point Conception could be reduced or eliminated by location 
of the facility at an alternate site: 

A. Fish and wildlife resources would be deleteriously affected 
by the construction and maintenance of a 142 mile long 
connecting pipeline corridor through a largely undeveloped 
area with substantial fish and wildlife values, including 
several rare or endangered species. Utilization of this 
corridor would require the clearing of 2300 acres of land, 
with 1300 acres remaining cleared for the life of the 
project. The deleterious impacts resulting from pipeline 
construction would be substantially reduced by the siting 
of the LNG facility at an alternative location. At the 
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Oxnard and San Onofre sites, by comparison, the length 
of connecting pipeline needed is only 50 and 53 miles, 
respectively; and the pipeline route would follow existing 
rights-of-way for 96 and 100 percent of this distance, 
respectively. 

B. Construction of an LNG facility at Point Conception would 
result in significant loss of wildlife habitat due to site 
development, road construction, and electrical transmission 
line corridors, as well as the pipeline construction losses 
noted above. In addition, long-term land use changes in 
the area, due to the introduction of a large industrial 
facility in an area presently rural and undeveloped, would 
result in further wildlife habitat losses. These deleter
ious impacts could be largely avoided by siting the LNG 
facility at an aiternative site which is already committed 
to industrial uses and whose wildlife values have already 
been degraded by man's activities. The Oxnard, San Onofre, 
and Los Angeles Harbor alternative sites would all be 
preferable to the Point Conception site, in this respect. 

C. Construction and operation of an LNG facility at Point 
Conception would subject the marine environment of the 
area to the deleterious effects of development and waste 
discharge. The Point Conception area marine environment 
is unique in that it is the range limit for many species 
of colder and warmer water fish, which mix in the area 
during different times of the year. This area also 
supports valuable populations of Macrocystis (giant kelp), 
abalone, and other marine species with substantial sport 
and commercial importance. These resources would be 
deleteriously affected by the construction of a marine 
terminal in.the kelp bed and the discharge of cooled 
water from an LNG facility. Alternative sites such as 
Los Angeles Harbor and Oxnard, however, would sustain 
fewer deleterious effects from the construction and 
operation of LNG facilities. These areas possess less 
valuable marine communities which have already been in
fluenced by the effects of development and waste discharges. 

D. Location of an LNG facility at Point Conception would 
require the construction and operation of a circulating 
seawater system to warm the liquified natural gas, which 
would deleteriously affect the marine environment by 
entraining and subsequently killing fish and planktonic 
organisms and by introducing a cooled-water discharge to 
the area. These deleterious effects could be largely 
avoided by locating the LNG facility near an existing thermal 
discharge from a power plant, such as at the Oxnard and 
San Onofre alternate sites. By combining the circulating 
seawater systems of the two facilities, not only would 
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the deleterious effects of a separate cooled-water LNG 
discharge be largely avoided, but the thermal effects 
of the existing power plant discharge could be reduced 
as well. Combining the warm and cooled-water discharged 
would neutralize the thermal effects of both. This oppor
tunity does not exist at the Point Conception site. 

Should the Point Conception location be selected for an LNG 
facility despite the greater damage to fish and wildlife 
resources, there would be three alternative pipeline corri
dors from the Point Conception site to the Arvin substation 
near Bakersfield at the terminal of the connecting pipeline. 
The Department agrees with the staff of the FPC that alterna
tives B and C, as outlined in the DEIS, should be implemented. 
Alternative B would avoid major impacts on rare or endangered 
species of plants and animals and on valuable wildlife habitat. 
This route would parallel more existing roads and pipeline 
corridors, and impacts on Cuyama River riparian vegetation 
could be minimized with proper planning. Alte·:native C would 
avoid adverse impacts to the Tejon Hills and would follow 
more existing roads and pipeline corridors. In addition, 
there are two alternatives for location of the proposed 
pipeline from Arvin to Cajon. The Department again supports 
the FPC staff recommendation between alternatives D and E, 
if adequate mitigation of adverse impacts is provided. It 
should be noted, however, that even the best alternatives 
for pipeline routing from the Point Conception site would 
result in far worse impacts on fish and wildlife resources 
than would the pipeline routes of the alternative sites at 
Oxnard, Los Angeles Harbor, or San Onofre. 

Adequacy of the Draft EIS - The Department recommends that 
the following comments be addressed in the final EIS for this 
project: 

A. General comments - More information is needed in the DEIS 
regarding the specifics of pipeline routing from alterna
tive LNG terminal sites under consideration. While these 
alternative sites are clearly preferable to the Point 
Conception site, additional information is necessary to 
insure that the best route for the connecting pipelines 
from the alternative sites can be identified. This 
information is also necessary to better enable determina
tion of the best alternative site and any mitigation 
measures which may be required for that site. 

It is also recommended that the DEIS include fish catch 
statistics compiled by the Department of Fish and Game 
for the areas near the proposed LNG facility. Ten-year 
data on commercial catch and kelp harvest would be 
desirable for fish catch blocks 643, 658, 657, and 656. 

-3-

Part of the proposed route from Arvin to Cajon would 
traverse proposed critical habitat for the California condor. 
See the environmental staff's responses to Endangered Species 
Productions Inc. comments concerning the California condor. 

The environmental staff is of the opinion that sufficient 
information was provided in the DEIS to allow the appropriate 
decisionmakers to assess the environmental impacts. 
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Additional information has been provided in the impact 
section on "Marine Biota" in the California portion of 
the FEIS. 



B. Specific comments - These comments refe~ to: 

Page III - 183, 203 - Details of the proposed circulating 
seawater system for the LNG facility, especially the 
placement and configuration of the intake structure, 
should be included in the final EIS. 

Page III - 185, first paragraph - All aspects regarding 
the disposition of the excess 1,000,000 cubic yards of 
fill material should be discussed in the final EIS. 

Page III - 185, last paragraph - This section and the 
project description section dealing with the proposed 
pipeline corridors are too vague to enable full assess
ment of the potential impacts on fish and wildlife 
resources. Larger scale maps delineating pipeline 
routes in more detail are needed in order to obtain 
this information. 

Page III - 193, last paragraph - The statement that many 
populations of rare or endangered plants impacted by 
this project would probably reseed themselves and thereby 
not become extinct is questionable. Certain of these 
species may not be able to reseed themselves because of 
adverse pipeline construction impacts such as the removal 
of fertile topsoil and the exposing of less fertile sub
surface soils. One method of preventing this occurrence 
is to stockpile and replace fertile topsoil and follow 
with specific revegetation efforts such as the removal 
of competing vegetation and any necessary watering. 

Page III - 195-200 - This section gives the impression that 
the ultimate result of this project on wildlife popula
tions would be a slight increase in carrying capacity 
within habitat adjacent to the project. While for certain 
species over a short period of time the carrying capacity 
of adjacent habitat may increase slightly, the ultimate 
impact of the destruction of wildlife habitat by this 
project will nevertheless be the- loss of those wildlife 
populations dependent on the destroyed habitat. 

Page III - 200, second paragraph - The impacts relating 
to construction of access roads', pipeline routings along 
ridges, and new off-road vehicle trails need to be dis
cussed in terms of the total acreage of each major habi
tat type expected to be destroyed. This information is 
necessary in order to adequately evaluate the impacts of 
this type of habitat loss on wildlife populations. 

Page III - 208, first paragraph - Inferring the effects of 
project destruction of 1.1 square miles of San Joaquin kit 
fox habitat from overall fox population density estimates 
of one per square mile is incorrect. If critical habitat 
areas such as sites used for dens, feeding, or watering 
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Recommendations concerning this have been included in the 
FEIS on California. 

The environmental staff has made a recommendation concerning 
disposal of excess overburden materials. 

The detailed maps requested are not available at this time. 

The statement has been changed in the FEIS. In addition, 
recommendations concerning the protection of rare species 
have been included in the FEIS. 

The environmental staff does not agree that this section 
gives the impression that an increase in carrying capacity 
in adjacent area would occur. 

This information was provided in Table 24 on Page III-186 
of the DEIS. 

Recommendations in both the DEIS and FEIS concern the 
protection of rare, endangered, or protected species. 
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purposes were destroyed, the impact on kit fox 
populations could be much more significant than this 
paragraph implies. 

Page III - 208, second paragraph - Prior to pipeline 
construction, studies should be conducted to determine 
whether Mojave ground squirrels are present within areas 
of habitat that would be destroyed by pipeline placement. 
If the studies show they are present, the pipelin~ routing 
should be altered sufficiently to avoid any adverse impacts. 

Page III - 264, last paragraph - This section fa~ls to 
propose adequate mitigation for project destruc~ion of 
about 300 acres of wildlife habitat associated ~ith 
construction of the LNG facility. Planting of prnamental 
trees for visual screening purposes will not mi/tigate 
the loss of wildlife habitat. Adequate mitigation could 
involve a combination of actions such as planting native 
vegetation beneficial to wildlife and acquiring and 
improving wildlife habitat in adjacent areas to maintain 
wildlife populations equivalent to pre-project levels. 

Page III - 273, third paragraph - The Department believes 
that a firm commitment by the project sponsor to implement 
an adequate revegetation program, involving initial 
planting and maintenance until vegetation is able to 
sustain itself, is necessary. Such a commitment is neces
sary to assure that the desired mitigation will be accom
plished. 

Page III - 273, third paragraph - Capture and relocation 
of kit fox prior to pipeline construction would provide 
inadequate protection. Because the basic problem would 
be habitat loss, a more desirable course of action would 
be to alter the pipeline routing to avoid critical areas. 

Page III, 271-274, Mitigation Section - This section 
should consider one additional easily implemented method 
for mitigating some adverse impacts on wildlife habitat. 
We recommend that revegetation should proceed along the 
pipeline corridor immediately following the construction 
crew activity in order to return the corridor to full 
utilization by wildlife as soon as possible. 

Page III - 278, second paragraph - Unless a specific 
revegetation program is implemented, pipeline construction 
could have a long-term rather than a short-term impact on 
certain species of wildlife whose requirements for dense 
cover are rather specific. 

Page III - 376, no. 5 - The Department would appreciate 
an opportunity to discuss the proposed seawater intake 
and fish return system with the project sponsor prior to 
a final decision of its configuration. 
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See previous response. 
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A recommendation concerning revegetation at the LNG site has 
been added to the FEIS. The areas agjacent to the LNG_plant 
site are private property, and the applicant would probably 
not even be allowed access to them. 

As noted in the DEIS, this section contains only those 
mitigating measures which the applicant has proposed. 
Therefore, it would be highly misleading if the environmental staff 
included other measures which it might deem necessary. For 
the environmental staff's proposals on restoration and 
revegetation, see the recommendations in the FEIS. These 
measures would be in addition to the applicant's proposals. 

A recommendation to use critical habitat areas as a pipeline 
routing criteria is in the DEIS and FEIS. In addition~ this 
subject was discussed in the "Alternate Pipeline Route' 
section of the DEIS. 

See the environmental staff's response to the comment 
concerning Page III-273, two paragraphs above on this page. 

The environmental staff agrees that the applicant should 
discuss the design features of the proposed circulating 
seawater system with~e Resources Agency of California and 
the California Department of Fish and Game. 
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Page III, 377, no. 7, 8 -The Department recommends 
that mitigation be required for any loss of giant kelp 
(Macrocystis) or commercial and sport fishing opportunity 
resulting from the construction and operation of the proposed project. 

Page III - 427 - Blasting in the marine environment would 
require a permit from the Department of Fish and Game. 

-6-
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This is discussed in the impact section on "Marine Biota" in 
the FEIS concerning the Point Conception LNG terminal. 

Comment accepted. This information should be added to 
Appendix D in Volume III. 
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OFFICE "'THE SECRETARY 

RESOURCE:." BUILDING 

1416 NINlrt STREET 
96814 

(916) 445-5656 
RECL ''it(; 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 
GOVERNOR OF 

CALIFORNIA 

Department of Conservation 
Department of Fish and Game 
Department of Navigation and I~AR IU ,C; 53 P.H '7b 

Ocean Development 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
Department of Water Resources 

THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington, DC 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

M.ill~ 2 HHG 

Air Resources Board 
Colorado River Board 
San Francisco Bay Conservation and 

Development Commi salon 
Solid W8ste Management Board 
State Lands Commission 
State Reclamation Board 
State Water Resources Control Board 
Regional Water Quality Control Boards 
Energy Resources Conservation and 

Development Commission 

In a letter dated February 11, 1976, the State of California 
transmitted comments to you regarding the Federal Power Com
mission's Draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding the 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System (Docket No. CP-75-76 
et al). In that communication we indicated that we antici
pated submitting additional comments on the draft environ
mental impact statement within the following 45 daya. 

Attached herewith are supplementary comments from the State 
Water Resources Control Board which should be considered along 
with our previous comments. Please be advised that we may 
submit additional comments within that 45-day period indicated 
in our letter of February 11, 1976. 

Attachment 

Sincerely, 

CLAIRE T. DEDRICK 
Secretary for Resources 

cc: Council on Environmental Quality 
722 Jackson Place, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20006 

Attention: Mr. J. Brubaker 

Director of Management Systems 
State Clearinghouse 
Office of Planning and Research 
14oo Tenth Street 
Sacramento~_CA 95814 
(SCH Ko. 7ooll263) 

r----"1 
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Comments received too late for environmental staff's 
evaluation. 
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0 , STATE WATER RESOURCE:; CONTROL BOARJJ 
. < ( ,:,., r&UPPLEHt.'NTARY STAt< F ANALYSIS 

}f, OF THE 
'AU IO 1,~ DRAFT ENVIRONHENTAL HlPACT STATEMENT 

Ffot . c; SJ ;~If • · .. ON THE 
R.lf. >o~1. ALASKA tftll:uRAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

. '·Ut•.'.t:.s. -,., BY THE 
FEDERAL POWER COHHISSION 

SCI! 76011263 

The following comments have been prepared by the State Board staff following a 
review of the subject statement as circulated by the Federal Power Commission 
on November 28, 1975. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) incor
porates, by reft'renci!, th" prcvi<'""lY circulatt'li DI·:IS on Lh•· :\l:mka Natu.-al 
Gas Transportation SytitClll by the U. S. Department of lntcti,•l (liSlll). 'l'hct'l'
fore, the comments consider problems with the use of both draft statements for 
the purpose of the proposed FPC action on the application of El Paso-Alaska 
Company. 

This analysis is a supplement to comments LransmltLcd to the Rc~ourccs Aguncy 
on January 2~, 1976, for inclusion in the State couunent letter. 

The explanati.on of thE' relationRhip of the Federal Power Commission's Draft 
EnvironmC'ntal lmpacl St;lt~..•nll•Ht (FI'C-DI·:lS) tn the ettr1 h•r U. !L lll·p~lrluu.•ttt of 
the Interior's Draft Env i ronuwnL1 I lmp.:~ct Statement (USil.L-DI·:J.s) is poot:ly 
defined and contnins several ambiguous statements. S.ince tln~ purpose- of the 
EIS's is to provide decision makers with information on a choice of convey
ance methods, a clenr comparison of environmental impacts of all major alter
natives is necc•ssary. 

The pipeline r0utes deseri !Jed in the USDI-Ill::tS should he supplelllcnled ill the 
FPC-DEIS by clear Cl"OtiS rcrl~rcncing and systematic comvarl::oons of OVI..'l"~tll 

impact with the liquid natural gas (LNG) ship transport proposals contained 
in the comparative velum" (Fl'C-DElS, 1-197 to 257). Pages 1-3 and I-4 of the 
FPC-DElS indiciltc acceptance of all but a few minor components "E thl! USDl
DinS by th€' FPC :;;tuFf. l•:vt•n if ncC<'(>l:IIH'<' ,,( th" \J~\11-llKIS by >:l'af( J,; 

equivalent to incorporation by reference in the Fl:'C-DEIS, the I!'I'C is not 
relieved of the responsibility tu discuss identified alternatiVe'S which are 
not adequately treated in either of the existing documents. Th" most sig
nificant pipeline alternative left undiscussed is the proposal to di~tribute 
gas in the lower 48 stat,,g by displacement or transn,lssioll within existing 
systems and to eliminate the construction of laterals to the Ca l.lfornia 
market and the proposed extension beyond the Chicago are.:~ to th~ enst (sec 
conmtents on USill-DEIS, part VI (c), page 1-17, Fl'C-llC:I.S and paces I-198 to 
l-200, l-225, 226, Fl'C-IJE IS). 

Neither the FPC nor the USDl has accepted responsibility for preparing a com
plete EIS proviuing systematic discussion of the reJ.,qt ive merits of land 
pipeline and ship LNC transport. Neither agency has proviucd a detailed 
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disl~~Sslon or the above m~ntioncd alte.rp·•t.ive, which appears to offer substan
tial economic and envi rGllmental ad.vantaec~s over any of the systems describe.U 
in detail in the two existing draft EIS 1

$. 

The economic analysis provided by the FPC indicates a signifie<mt advantage 
for the pipeline proposal described in the USDI-DEIS under. all but the most 
pessimistic assumptions (I''I'C-DElS 1-29). The economic comparison is not 
extended to ce>ver the displacement alternative wHh elimination of pipeline 
construction in the lower 48 states. The "comparative volume" of the r'PC-DlllS 
(pages I-197 to I-257) fails to provide a systematic comparison of· impacts, 
costs, and benefits of pipeline and LNG ship transport. It concludes by 
recommending·choices between two alternatives, neither of which has receive<! 
detailed discussi.on: the displacement alternative for land pipeline trans
mission anu the Oxnaru site for the LNG terminal in California (FPC-DI·:IS, 
par,c I-256). A minimum ad,•qu<ll•' discus><i<Hi would provide dl'laill•d d<•,;,·rJp
tions of the naturLl .::m~I cxp .. ·..:L~.·d ~.~nvlronml•nt.al imp~h..'tH of .:11 1. ~·erhna::ly 

recommended alternatives and systematic comparisons of the relative advan
tages and disadvantages of the recommended dissimilar solutions. The conclu
sions section ends by p.,ssing the responsibility for full discussion of the 
environmental consequellcc·s of the recommended alternative t·o the environmen
tally concerned groups and individuals who will be commenting on the draft 
EIS (page I-257 FP.C-DEIS). 

The bulk of volume l i:; an econor,•ic analysis of the effects nf various choices 
of planB fnr c.lfr-:posi.Linn of Alnsk.111 g:1s suppli.es. 'l'hc followine, com1ncnts arc 
not a detalle<l critlqu<·. Th<'y only show that the existing dju .. ussion is a 
questionable tool for decision making. Page I-29 summarizes the results of 
the analysis by determining net economic benefits to the United States for 
the Alaska-Canada pipeline and the LNG ship transport system under three sets 
of assumptions, a base case, an optimistic case, and a pessimistic case. The 
pipeline alternAtive provides greater benefit under the baRe and optimistic 
cases and less benefit under the pessimistic case. The net d'ifferenccs are 
0.3 billion dollars in favor of the pipeline in the base case, 3.2 billion 
dollars in favor of the pipeline in the optimistic case, and 0.5 billion 
dulla.rs in favor of LNG tnntsthn·tation in thC' pesgimi.~tic ·c~H-c.•. A var'l~.'ty 
of information which could easily produce significant shifts i11 the <>sti
matcs reported was appa n.·nlly iUIIt>re:U in ar L" iving aL l hcse cone luslons. 
The report examines planned LNG in•ports by the El Paso-Alaska, Pacific
lndone.sia, and Pacifie-1\l.a::;ka PL"lljects, but docs not considc1· the Pacific
Australia and 1<:1 Paso-USSR (eastern) projects identified in Table 8-9, Volume 
VI, page 39 of the usnr-m;It{ or the already exist.ing Alaska-Japan LNG export 
proj cot (Ocean T.ndust ry, November 1975). The Alaska-Japan proj cc t is partic
ularly important bC'eausc> it indicates the enormous f.l e>:dhllity of LNG ship 
transport as compared to pipeline transport. American LNG solei overseas would 
have effects on the balnnec of trade which would magnify the effect of the 
sale upon ·the net economic b~nc-fi t and enormously compli.cnt"t:" the: necessary 
analysis. 'l'ht.! Au~tr;al.inn and USSH. prupoHcJ illll'lllrl.~ to the Wl'tiL coa~;t: would 
influence the size, siting, and associated impacts of the proposed combined 
facility for LNG regasification. Since the margins of difference suggested 
by the FPC anCJlysis arc small. compared to the total dollar amount, neglect of 
complicating b~o~t,>rs can be expccte<i to prouucc significant di><crepancit•s i11 

cost benefit estimates. 
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Tile site description provides some dis< ussion of weather COIHl U;l.ons at Point 
Conception and notes the frequent occu1·rence of high velocity winds (page 
IU-25) and severe waves (page III-73). No attention is giVC'Il to the effect 
of weather upon loading and unloading of hazardous materials except for a 
general account of procedures if heavy weather occurs. The report should 
estimate the amount of time that wind and sea states sufficient to interfere 
with LNG anJ fuel oil operations can be expected. Seasons occur at Point 
Conception where weather conditions could interfere with the flow of materials 
sufficiently to interrupt operation of the plant and so give rise to the 
thermal shock associated with interruption of seawater heating circulation. 
Discussion of weather problems at Point Conception should be correlated with a 
similar discussion for the Alaskan port of origin, since winter weather con
ditions at either entl of the shipping route may not permit the propo<:eu con
tinuous operation of the regasification plant. 

The report discusses some aspects of LNG spill hazards, but dnes not contain 
an adequate description of spill hazards associated with the establishment of 
a major refueling station handling Bunker C fuel oil. An oil spill discussion 
including predictions of routine, largest expected, and largest possible spills, 
spill contingency plans, expected adequacy of clean-up procedures under pre
dicted sea state variation, and special toxicity problems associated wlth 
Bunker C f-uel should be included as specified in the U. S. Coast Guard Guide 
to Preparation of Environmental Analyses for Deep Water Ports 1975, Chapter 5, 
Accident Potential and Oil Spill Analysis. This discussion should cover the 
largest predicted traffic flow under the recommended conditions of combined 
operation of the site for handling all expected LNG imports to California. 

In line with tl)c requested discussion of increas"cl oil spi 1.1 risks, the report 
should discuss the effects of proposed ship and barge traffic increases o.n the 
general pattern of coastal shipping. The proposed sourc"s of fuel o.i 1 and 
barge routes should be identified. Increases in Los Angeles air basin pollu
tants should be identified if fuel is transported from there. The increased 
risk of shipping accidents and associat<•d oil spills resulting from LNG tanker 
traffic, fuel. barge traff·ic, anJ their interaction with the expected ship 
traffl.c incrensC'~ resltlt ing from Trans Alnskn Pipl•linc Oil shipments should be 
discussed. Qtwnti.t;ll"iv~.• prc..•di~:tjl)ll~ slwultl ·be supp.li~.·d l'u1· ai.r quollit·y t."l"l~.•~lH 

associated with plant operation, fuel transfer, routine in-plant malfunctions, 
increased ship traffic, anJ increused associated activities. This set of pre
dictions should be analyzed for site specific contributions to Southern 
California air quality problems at each proposed locution. 

The discussion of the marine environment, the expl!cted effects of the seawater 
system, and the possible mitigation m"asures is inadequate to satisfy the 
requirements for evaluation of environmental impacts prior to establishm~nt of 
dischnrr,'' rl·<pd.rt•mcnls uud(• r Lht.~ National Pol lutnnl. Hi.f:cian rgl' In ·imi n:1t. Lon 
~ystt.!m, 'l'lh' l\.>lnl ClHll''-'PLlon urea is au~.~ of the mo:.;L i:-h1lated spoLH on the 
California Coast and its natural resources have been protected primari l.y by 
difficulty of acc<'ss. The presence of the LNG plant and the associated m11rine 
nctivlti<'S will crcntP a sl.uul fieant plllt•Ht.i.al. fur d~..·grad;lthHI of Lht> m:1rinc 
environment.. 
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) Des"'criptions of the proposed intake and outfall lines for the seawater system 
should be prvvided. The auLhorlng fed•···al agency has the rc~ponsibility to 
-d~..elop such information if it j_s not provided by the applicant. Information 
p,n plume size and shape, C'Xpected dlspl rsi.on under altenwtiv~..~ winll, tide, nnd 
current configurations, effect on bottom dwelling organism~ of tlH' dtmse cold 
outflm,,, oxy?,L'n content afL.or the sulfi tP./acrolein reuctlon, and chc11d c.ul 
composition of the effluent would be required to assess biological effects of 
the cold-water discharge. The possibili.ty of extending the outfall to deeper 
cold waters or to a sul>mar lne canyon should be considered as a method of miti
gating thenhal shock. 

The baseline survey of the marine biota should be of sufficient quality to 
permit assessment of both chronic and acute changes. Specifications for such 
a baseline study are conta i.ncd in the California Wntcr RC'sourc-es Cout·rol Bourd 
Statc-Region~Ll Board t-bri1w-E;.tuarinc• 1.'c.chnicnl Commftt<''-' r\•p,,l·L: u~..,·~..~:uwgr:tphlc 

Study Spcl~JfiC'ati.ons fl,I" llll~ }hHllcrey Pl•nilwula \~at .. •r l'ulluLl• 11l Cl,lllr~ll Agen..:y 
Clean Water Grant Project, January 1976. 

The biological transects and discussions presented on pages lli-11.3 to Ill-122 
do not contaln enough dvLail to be used to assess changes occurring as a result 
of installation of the plant at Point Conception. No detailed information is 
provided for the oth~r sites. As reported, the biological studies provide only 
gross qual i.tativc informat lon and could not be used to assess species composi
tion shifts to be PXl'\.'Ll'<•d fn•u• eold w.nt<',. i,nl"nH(uc:tjun unl<·s:_; sut..:l• shl.fls wen~ 
catastrophic. . Early dele<.:. t lm1 of !ann-term or low-level chan~cs nssociatcJ 
with steady increments of toxlc ions or biocides requires detailed, quantita
tive baseline surveys. 

1,hc scmvater disc.hnrgP of(\ ... l"S st~vernl IHllt'nU.al negative jmpat~L:.; \Hl lht• marine 
biota which nre not adequately ·discussed in the D!!:lS: thermal shocks, metal 
ion lcil.chlng from thL· rcg:n .. ~i [icatlon pjplnc, and ch(•mi.c.nl prt~du('LH uf til~' 

acrolein/sulfite biocide system. 

Temperature in the Point t:onception waL.,rs runs near 55°F for most of the year. 
A 12 degree drop will producc n plume of 43°F water, cold enough to interfere 
with the lifP. processes of most local organisms. Th0rmal shoc.ks resulting 
from plume motion and from the cessation of plume formation during plaut 
down-time should be discussed both for tile LNG plant alone and for the 
proposl'd cmnhint•tl opcr~1Ljtlll of tiH.' plnnt .a!Hl tiH' coolin~ systl'lll of a pm-.rcr
plant. The combined operation offers thi.' possibility of both hot and cold 
shocks as cf.Lher the powerplant or the UlC plant temporarily nuspends oper
ations. Such shocks would be expected Lo be particularly siznificant in 
the Polnt Conception ar<'a slnce m:my organisms exi~ t near the ex~ rem<' limits 
of their temp~rature tolerances at the overlap between northern and southern 
forms. 

The enc,lnt.'l'l'ine discu:-wion fur the LNG p1nnt poi.nt:; out that nlckcl st(!el would 
be rcquirc>il t<) withst;md COilli1Ct: with tho cold LNG. Composltion or nllnyB ln 
the regasification syst<>m should be exmlined to determine the expected rel.,ase 
of corrosion protlucts into thP l'XcurreuL scn\vatcr plunh .. '. Rec~..·nt. experiences 
with th,, Dl.•hl<> Canyun Nu..:l<'n•· l'm,crplanL huv.o indicate,! that nlloys supposlld 
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_. cap·able of resisting seawater coL·rosion can release toxic quantities of 
metal ions :-os slug discharges after a period of shutdown when seawater stands 
in contact with large surface areas of piping. Toxic levels of nickel have 
been rcportl'd in pow<!rplant effluents ;in,\ the po>n;ibil:lty of such .-,•1.-:lses 
from the LNG plant should rccel.ve special attention. Activation of corro
sion processes by the acrolein/sulfite system and complex ions formed by 
this system should be examined. If other ions such as chromium may be 
released, they should be discussed. 

The consequences of full or partial failure of neutralization of the 
acrolein biocide should also be discussed. The discussion should cover 
failure of the sensing devices controlling stoichiometric neutralization, 
the toxicity curve of neutralization failure from discharge of pure 
acrolein to discharge of pure sulfite at the concentrations that could be 
produced by t•qnipna•nt CailurL' or impropL•r Opl~rat It'll, and t he.• minimum 
concc.·~lll".:'ltiunH of .:h.7\."l'l ..... in IH'~·c.~~sary lu pr\.wl~,.tc.:- full pr\'t~.·,:tl,,n t,, t.h~.• 

operating plant. 

The report indicates that 100 percent mortality can be expected for 
organisms passing through the seawater system, and that animals encountering 
the traveling screen will be rejected from the system in an injured state 
leading to early mortality (III-205). The magnitude and seasonal variation 
of the exp1:>cted losses of fish, plankton, eggs, and larval forms should be 
descri.hed. Kill rates and numbers of organisms lost per yc.ar of continuous 
operation should be cnlc.u.latcd. Larval Rnd reproductive stag8s nre 
seasonally abundant and should be taken into account in this analysis to 
determine any potential depressant effect on local sport fishing and 
commercial sea urchin harvesting. 

Construction of the doeking facilities would disrupt kelp harvesti,ng activi
ties for m<>rc th:m just the sint~lc hnt:v<'BL sugr,c.:lt•d by till! nd.tieatlon 
measure on page Ill-3/l. The ElS should provide maps of the area cut off 
from production, the area made inaccessible to kelp harvesting boats, and 
should discuss the hazards associated with forcing small boats away from 
shore when they i:ravel along the coast past the LNG site (III-236). 

Dredging ro:qtllrcd for construct ion of th<:> pier and smnll-b<>at harbor shou\.d 
be described. Volum" estimat~s of required dredging, the configuration of 
the small bout harb<>r, locati<>ns and techniques for spoil disposal, and 
frequency of maintenance dredging should be described in suff.icient detail 
to permit estimation of the magnitude o( any threats to water quality. 

Vulnerabillty of th<' outfall piping to stress and fractllrc caused by 
liquefaction of intermittent sand substrate under seismic shock should be 
discussed for the l'olut Conct'pt·ion s..itL• nncl for other sites which possC"RS 
simil.nr gC'u]ugJ<.~ l".oniigul·atf.onH. So-me t•xplnnatlotl slwu1d b~ prllV:idl•d fot· 
the use of se Lmnic dL"•sign f"igul"C'S whi('h m.:ltch the max:lnnuu probable 
prediction (U 1-8) when a maximllm possible event has been obr.urvcd on the 
nearby White Wolf fault. Occurrence of this event (111-5-2) suggests that 
prC'dietion!~ nf na~1xinh11i1 prdb:thl,• ma~niLmiPn mny lH• tou mn:lll to St•rv~.· n.s 
,$) fc dt:•:; i gil ..:r itt•r ia r,l!" t..•qu I piUL'.lll. SLI.H i ll}j and p l'll\:1,•:::; lu~ hn: .. u:d ... lll:i 

materials. 
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Discussions of the effects of ru.ossive spills of LNG followed by ignition 
appear to neglect the effects of radiative ignition of other jnflammable 
material, of fire storms trigg.,rcd by the initial methane fireball, and of 
movement of the methane cloud under high winds after ignition. 1'wo kinJs 
of safety anolysis arc required for any project handling large voluml's of 
inflammable ;;as. The first, which is roughly approximated in attachment 1, 
page Il-545 31ld Append! x C, page 111-401,, calculates the per.c"ntngc i nero
mental risk Lo the populntjl.ln. The se~mHl, which is nlmoul l'l'lllplt"t(•ly 
hidden withill the first, calculates the size and the probability of the 
new catastrophic events which are made possible by introduction of the new 
activity. Th" analysis presented fo.r the California coast progressively 
restricts the radius of damage in more densely inhabited areas, and thus 
reduces the predicted number of casualties. As noted above, the lack of 
consideration of events propag.:ttcd from the originHl f.i.rellolll m.nk0s this 
assumption highly quesLionahlt.', mul opens u~..~w p0~slhl.lit1t.•:; fur aualy:-ds t...lf 

the desirability of tht> Oxnard and Los Angeles silcs. llolh Lh.o risk assess
ments performed for the FPC and the assessment performed for the Port of 
Los Angeles omit the hazards resulting from deliberate sabotage. This 
omission emphasizes the arti ficinlity of a percentage risk as:;cssm~..•.nt 

distributed through time, Hhen choice of a remote site could substantially 
reduce the risk of a disaster, the risk analysis should include comparisons 
of the maxl,mum and the reasonably expectable damage resulting from deliber
ate selection of the most unfavorable conditions. 

Proposed wastewater treatment facilities and ballast water tr(~atment 
facilities should be described in sufficient detaJl to indi~."ltc> the adequacy 
of the proposed systems to prevent water quality impacts. Thjs discussion 
should include provision of alternative treatment or holdine tanks to 
prevent bypassing of un,treated wastes to the receiving waters. 

Gradual relf'ase of hyUroHt.,tic testing wnlcr nnd prnt(·t~tion n:·.:lin:H rr•le.1sc 
of toxic materials in solution in these waters should be specified as 
mitigation measures, 

Pages 111-399 and Ill-404 were missing from the COl•Y provided for review. 
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$1r~1r~ ~!AB~~~~~ l._::-:-
JUNEAU 99811 

January 30, 1976 

.¢ ,_ .. , 
c.~ .. 

Mr. Kenneth Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

Enclosed is the State of Alaska's comments on 
the draft environmental impact statement entitled "Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation Systems." This impact statement 
was reviewed by numerous individuals and departments within 
the State government, and the comments represent a compilation 
of each departments' concerns. 

Sincerely yours, 

·-. 
\:: 

1Y:~:::-/:!:s2f~/ -b ~ 
M1G:db 
Enclosure 

Attorney General 
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General Comments l s 3s ii\~ '1\l 
fEll ·oN 

"'"'LR coio\};155• 
HOERAL '"" 

The El Paso, Arctic Gas and alternative routes 
recommended by the staff should be analyzed and presented 
in comparable fashion in the final impact statement. The 
draft impact statement attempts to accomplish this for the 
El Paso and Arctic Gas routes by using similar formats for 
the discussion of adverse impacts. (Vol. I, pp. 198-254). 
However, the treatment accorded each pipeline route within 
a particular environmental impact category is not similar. 
For example, under the section on "Geology and .Soils" for 
the El Paso route (Vol. I, P. 230-31), the impact statement 
reports large amounts of gravel and sand will be required 
and that this gravel will be obtained from riverbeds. Under 
the corresponding section for the Arctic Gas route no comment 
is made concerning the needs of that project for sand and 
gravel. It is obvious, that Arctic Gas will also require 
large quantities of sand and gravel and this should be so 
stated. 

In addition to the need to present a complete 
catalog of the impacts in a comparable fashion,the final 
impact statement must provide a comparative assessment of these 
impacts. The draft impact statement only informs one that an 
impact may or may not exist; it does not however, enable one 
to compare the relative impact of each pipeline. For example, 
the impact statement reports that both pipelines may create 
problems with ground water flow. However, it is not possible 
to determine if ground water disruption is likely to be more 
serious for the El Paso route or the Arctic Gas route; and 
why? 

The improved and expanded analysis of adverse 
impacts suggested above must be presented for the two routes 
recommended by the staff as well as for the Arctic Gas and 
El Paso routes. The draft impact statement does not adequately 
document the reasons underlying the staff's recommendation. 

A number of areas need additional discussion and 
study. An analysis of the overall energy budget of each pro
ject should be included in the final impact statement. This 
analysis should consider the amount of energy required by each 
system to put the physical facilities in place, as well as the 
energy required to operate the system. The problems of thermal 
discharge and chlorine discharge from the LNG plant need further 

Note addition of statement concerning gravel requirements 
for Arctic Gas project in "Geology" section of FEIS. 
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analysis and alternatives to the present plan should be 
discussed. The discharge of chlorinated cooling waters might 
pose a serious threat to fisheries. Additionally, the source 
of hypochlorite should be considered including the possibility 
thathypochlorite may be generated on-site from sea water. 

There is a lack of integration of various related 
impacts to produce a single statement of the impact of the 
proposed action on a segment of the environment. For example, 
gravel dredging for construction, ice dams and bottomfast ice 
resulting from the buried cold pipeline, and construction 
equipment fuel spills may not individually destroy a stream 
habitat, but the cumulative stress imposed on a given stream 
environment may do so. The DEIS evaluates each impact (resulting 
from a given stress) by itself; whereas, there may be a high 
probability of several stresses together resulting in a total 
impact greater than the sum of each individual impact. Similarly, 
the draft impact statement does not adequately address the gas 
pipeline's relationship with other large scale development 
projects which are likely to occur simultaneously. Most signif
icant among these projects is outer continental shelf development 
and possible Pet. 4 exploration and development. 

The draft impact statement, in its analysis of 
socio-economic impact, seems to assume that short run imbalances 
between local expenditures and revenues will be off-set by 
state revenues. This is certainly one possibility, however, 
alternative methods of off-setting this imbalance are also 
possible and should be discussed, including partial funding 
of extraordinary costs by the pipeline company. 

The draft impact statement summarizes a Resources 
Planning Associate study concerning possible uses of natural 
gas within Alaska. Because this study contains many weaknesses 
both in basic assumptions and methodology, we have undertaken 
to provide specific comments on the study itself rather than the 
summary contained in the impact statement. -Some general comments 
on the study are presented here. The study fails to present a 
complete and thorough quantitative analysis. A proper quanti
tative analysis would include analysis of the savings in trans
portation costs of such products as metal ores if, primary and 
secondary processing occurred in Alaska versus transporting the 
bulk ore out of State. Admittedly, this is a major undertaking, 
but is necessary, since to conduct only a partial quantitative 
analysis, results in biased and misleading conclusions. The 
study did not consider all reasonably foreseeable uses of gas. 
In particular, the study should have examined a possible cement 
plant, another fertilizer operation, a nickel-copper mine. and 
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See the environmental staff's response to the Environmental 
Protection Agency's comment pertaining to the discharge of 
chlorine. 

Short-term imbalances could be met by a variety of sources 
or measures, but state resources will be substantially 
augmented by oil revenues and appear to be the most readily 
accessable source. --·~"'---

See section entitled "Supplemental Analysis" in Volume I, 
Appendix C, for a discussion of the points raised in this 
comment. The 5-page attachment to this letter containing 
comments on the RPA study was appreciated and utilized in 
preparing the "Supplemental Analysis" section in Appendix C. 
However, an individual response has not been prepared for 
each comment made since the comments were specifically 
directed to the RPA study and not to the DEIS. A quantita
tive analysis of transportation costs was not felt to be 
necessary for the scope of analysis presented in the FEIS. 
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smelter. The study assumes today's demand, which is clouded 
with uncertainty and therefore cautious and embryonic, will 
be the same in the future. This simply is not so. Conditions 
in five to ten years are likely to change substantially in 
favor of making Alaska a more attractive market in which to 
use natural gas. 
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P33 

P82 

P86 

Volume I 

The draft impact statement assumes the U.S. 
will absorb 75% of the cost of facilities 
in Canada. This should be contrasted with 
the Department of Interior assumption that 
82% of such costs will be absorbed by 'the 
u.s. 
The DEIS, in the last paragraph on present housing 
conditions, suggests that a surplus of housing 
might exist during the post-Alyeska period. The 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, however, 
has projected a continued shortage of housing, 
especially in the Fairbanks region. HUD notes 
that total current (November 1975) housing starts 
account for only 36 percent of the projected incre
mental demand for housing which will remain by April 
of 1977. 

The last line on page 1-86 states Cordova appears 
to be able to absorb new demands on its public 
utilities as a result of a current program of 
utilities and improvement. However, Cordova's 
public utilities may not be able to meet the 
demands envisioned. Cordova's population has 
doubled since 1970 as a result of both natural 
growth and municipal annexation. A major portion 
of the city's capital improvements program is 
directed toward providing and upgrading services 
to its existing residen.ts. The sewage treatment 
plant has a design capacity of approximately 4,000 
population. With some additional improvements, 
the water distribution system could 
accommodate the same 4,000 person 
population level. 

The El Paso report projects a long-term 
increase of 1,800 people to Cordova's 
population. This would result in a post
construction population of roughly 4,200 
people. Existing utility plants would be 
operating at or above capacity continuously 
to supply this population level, with no 
margin for equipment failures, extre~e 

.weather conditions or other emergenc1es. 

During the construction phase of the El Paso 
project, peak population is forecas·t to 
reach 7,],0,0 people above present levels. 

The environmental staff was unable to locate this report. 
The Anchorage Office of HUD referred us to their report ·of 
June 1975, which anticipated a continued tight housing market. 
However, in reflecting on current unpublished data, the HUD 
official in Anchorage suggested that surpluses of housing 
were developing as the Alyeska effort decreased. 

Pages I-85 and I-86 were inadvertantly reversed in order. 
The correction has been made. 

See the section discussing impacts on selected private services. 

See above response. 

See above response. 
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(El Paso, Mid-1975 Socio-economic Report 
P44-51) It is clear that this figure 
far exceeds the present capacity of Cordova's 
utilities, and some measures to mitigate these 
impacts and augment the existing.utilities 
should be considered in order to prevent 
Cordova from incurring much higher short-
term costs than the long-range population 
alone would require. 

The DEIS analysis fails to address possible 
local competition for public services and 
utilities as a result of outer continental 
shelf petroleum development. Cordova is 

.planned by industry as one of the primary 
staging and service bases for supporting 
development of the Gulf of Alaska's outer 
continental shelf. If Federal leasing takes 
place in the Gulf of Alaska during 1976 
(as scheduled) , the El Paso project would 
create impact demands during the 1978-1980 J 

period which will be in addition to a high 
level of outer continental shelf exploratory 
activity. This must be considered by the DEIS 
in order to obtain a more accurate picture of 
probable demands on municipal services and 
Cordova's ability to meet those demands. 

The surmise, in paragraph 3 on page 1-86, that 
the "public utilities sector has been able to 
meet the rising demand for its services generated 
by the Alyeska construction" appears to be based 
on a report dated July 1974. (The reference 
in the footnote on page 1-86 is in error --
the Fairbanks Impact Information Center's 
Report No. 2 was printed in July of 1974, 
not 1975.) In the past year and one-half, 
though, the Fairbanks Municipal Utility 
System's services have become hardpressed to 
meet demands. Impact Information Center Report 
No. 20, September 17, 1975, indicates that 
Fairbanks Municipal Utility System's water 
treatment plants are operating at or near 
design capacity. In the month of July, for 
example, amounts of water in excess of design 
capacity were delivered during one-half of that 
month, with one of the two plants operating at 
122 percent of design capacity for the entire 
month. It is apparent, then, that a continuation 
of this level of demand will necessitate additional 
capital expenditures in Fairbanks's public utilities. 
Any incremental population growth would certainly 
create a need for capital.expansion. 

r----1 . ) 

See above response 

If Outer Continental Shelf petroleum development, with Cordova 
as a primary staging and service base, begins prior to or 
occurs simultaneously with construction of a trans-Alaska 
gas pipeline, the base case would be different. The demand 
for·municipal services would be higher in Cordova, but it is 
not clear how rapidly Cordova could move to augment its services. 
OCS development is considered in the accelerated MAP model 
projection. 

The error has been corrected. 

This report goes on to state that there was no possibility 
of a water shortage in the near future. Nevertheless, the 
Fairbanks Municipal Utility System was planning a new 2.5 
million gallon storage tank. 
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Pl09-10 

In the last paragraph on page 1-110, the 
DEIS makes assumptions about the State's 
future allocation of revenues that gloss 
over certain economic problems. In effect, 
the DEIS states that a local revenue/expenditure 
shortfall is acceptable, as the State will have 
surplus revenues to meet those shortfalls. This 
does not recognize the existence of other pre
existing public needs which might receive political 
priority and assumes a course of events over which 
the regulatory agency has no control. It is possible 
that municipalities could face a very real economic 
"crunch" that would not be addressed by the State. 
It would be more useful in the DEIS presented an 
indication of the amount of local shortfall expected 
during the alternative natural gas transportation 
projects; such an estimate would be helpful in 
designing policies related to socio-economic 
impacts and mitigation measures. 

Paragraph 1 on page 1-110 states the assumption 
that the demand for local services may be falling, 
due to the completion of the Alyeska project, at 
the time a natural gas transportation project 
commences. However, as noted in the introduction, 
this "excess supply" may not appear. The current 
population projections used by El Paso and the 
State of Alaska project no decline in State 
population during the post-Alyeska period and the 
Arctic Gas population projections of January 1974 
foresee an actual post-Alyeska decrease of only 
1 percent of the State's total population. 

If the public service demands related to rapid 
population growth do not decrease in the post
Alyeska period, the DEIS conclusions regarding 
local governmental finances may need revision. 
This is especially true if the economic slowdown 
following completion of the Alyeska pipeline would 
result in a reduction of revenue from local sources. 
The DEIS suggests that local property and sales tax 
revenues may cease to expand or, in the case of 
sales tax, decline once the high-paying pipeline 
employment ceases. This would serve to increase 
local municipal reliance on State funding, as local 
revenues would continue to fall further behind local 
service expenditures (assuming public demands are 
met)~ 

The state may not have surplus revenues but will experience 
a large increase its revenues when oil flows in the Alyeska 
oil pipeline. The state may choose not to support a local 
government revenue shortfall during gas pipeline construction~ 
but the state did provide some impact monies to localities 
during the Alyeska construction. Projecting the size of a 
shortfall would be most difficult since it depends not only 
on needed additional expenditures but also on the level of 
state support and other local revenues. 

If Alaska's population does not decline after completion of 
the Alyeska project,it is unlikely that the demand for 
local services would fall. 

In fiscal year 1975, sales tax revenues amounted to less 
than 5 percent of total local government receipts in Alaska •. 
If this revenue source declines after Alyeska is completed. 
the reliance of local governments on the state for receipts 
would increase only a small amount. 



PUS 

PUS 

P208 

P21S-16 

P218-19 

The assumption that throughput will be 3.S bcf/d 
probably overstates initial throughput. This 
in turn results in an overstatement of pro
duction taxes (state revenues) and also 
employment and population increases. It 
should also be noted that the model does 
not incorporate depreciation of the pipeline. 
Consequently, State revenues are also overstated 
for this reason. Employment and population 
impacts are likewis.e overstated. 

The assumption of a wellhead value of $S.OO 
per barrel of oil is inconsistent with the 
assumption of $9.00 wellhead value on p.33. 

The Statement that the airfields, roads 
and communication network associated with 
the Arctic Gas project would stimulate 
prospecting in the arctic needs classifi
cation. Exploration is already being 
carried on extensively through the use 
of aircraft. However, a gravel road, 
if constructed along the right-of-way 
because a snow road proves unworkable, 
might stimulate adventurous travelers. 

The most significant impact of the Arctic 
Gas project on land use values is not 
identified. The Arctic Gas project will 
irreversibly impair the wilderness value 
of the National Arctic Wildlife Range. 

Venting of vapors and gas, either routinely or 
during an emergency shutdown, w.ill also 
affect air quality. 

P236 While the El Paso route will no doubt 
have some effect on caribou, that impact 
seems to be overstated, at least in 
comparison to the Arctic Gas route. 
The El Paso route does not affect any 
major caribou migration routes or calving 
grounds as does the Arctic Gas route. 
Riparian habitat may not significantly 
affect moose where the willow or other 
browse reestablishes itself. 

P243-244 The air quality problems resulting from 
the compressor stations and work camps 
should be discussed in greater detail 
here, or elsewhere in the impact 
Statement. Such problems should be 
discussed in relation to "no significant 
deterioration controls." 

Throughputs have been revised. Depreciation should be taken 
into account or future state revenues would be overstated 
and~ as a result, employment and population may be over
stated. 

The wellhead value has been revised for the socioeconomic 
analysis. 

Note additional statement added to Volume II "Land Use" 
section in FEIS. 

Note addition made to statement in Volume II "Air Quality" 
section of FEIS. 
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P24 

P230 

P27l 

Volume II 

Consideration should be given to the source 
of water for use in the living quarters and 
the alternatives of using wells rather than 
trucking water. 

The romantic characterization of Alaska 
as a "treeless wilderness, sparsely populated, 
with some small village establishments in which 
local inhabitants exist primarily by fishing and 
hunting" is perhaps reinforced by the use of 
extremely outdated population figures. These 
populations appear to be based on 1970 data 
and do not reflect· the more recent data 
presented in Volume l, Section B.3(a) of the 
DEIS. 

The third paragraph erroneously places the 
Matanuska Valley in the interior region, rather 
than in the Anchorage area. 

The introductory section on land use mentions 
the land planning efforts of the North Slope 
Borough and the Fairbanks North Star Borough 
without giving an adequate impression of the 
real extent of those governmental units and 
their relation to the cities that they include. 
This lack, combined with poor population data 
and the inference that there is no organized 
borough in the Anchorage area, g~ves a very poor 
picture of the existing land use and planning 
situation. 

The superficial treatment of land uses within 
the established communities also provides no 
basis for comparing land use needs associated 
with the proposed projects with land availability 
or suitability for development. 

The problems created by a frost bulb at 
stream crossing is discussed here, but actions 
for mitigating this impact are not discussed 
in the section on mitigation. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

:~. 
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1 The applicant has indicated that the exact 
water withdrawals have not been selected. 
studied and submitted to the Department of 
the State of Alaska for approval. 

locations for 
Sources would be 
the Interior and 

2 Throughout the subsection, it is evident that the treeless 
wilderness of the north slope gives way to more development 
farther southward. Even the trees are larger farther south
ward. In regard to the population, the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census reported the population density of Alaska at 0.5 per
sons per land square mile -- the most sparsely populated 
of the 50 states. In comparison, Wyoming, the next least 
densely populated state has 3.4 persons per square mile, 
according to 1970 figures. Should the population double 

3 

in the planned 1976 Special Census for Alaska, it would 
still be the least densely populated state. 
We agree. The intent was to note the Matanuska Valley was 
noted for individually large produce and that it was located 
in the interior as opposed to the coastal facade. However, 
the comment should read, "The agricultural Matanuska River 
Valley, noted for unusually large produce is south of the 
Alaska Range." 

4 It is not the purpose to present the full scope of activity 
of local planning efforts but to identify it and provide some 
indication or measure of achievement. This we believe has 
been accomplished by indicating that tHe North Slope Borough 
initiated efforts in 1972 to develop a comprehensive plan 
and enact a zoning ordinance for some of the villages; and 
that the Fairbanks North Star Borough has a zoning ordinance, 
a general plan and a comprehensive plan. The applicant was 
silent regarding land use planning activity in the Anchorage 
area, apparently because Anchorage was generally outside of 
their study corridor. 

S We believe the description is commensurate with the perspec
tive of the proposal. For example, the El Paso pipeline 
would require only 5,752 acres for the life of the project 
in a state of 586,412 square miles. Furthermore, at this 
it is not possible, nor the intent of the EIS to identify 
special land uses within a community. 

6 The applicant has indicated that no specific studies of 
the problems created by a frostbulb at stream crossings 
nor ground thermal simulations of buried pipelines at 
river crossings have been conducted. Such calculations 
would be made during the detail design phase of the 
project River crossings would then be assessed on an 
individ~al basis utilizing such calculations in conjunc
tion with existing literature, arctic engineering judg
ment, and field experience obtained by Alyeska and the 
applicant. 
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This section concentrates on the land use needs 
associated with the pipeline right-of-way and 
direct construction activity, while ignoring 
entirely the secondary land use impacts of support 
services and increased population. These associated 
land use impacts could prove critical, especially 
for those areas in which large increases in popu
lation are projected. The importance of the land. 
use needs of support services and increased 
population and the problems that rapid changes 
in land use demands and patterns create must not 
be overlooked. This could be critical in Cordova's 
case, especially if development of the outer 
continental shelf results in a competition for land 
suitable for industrial and communi~y uses. 

Estimates or expected limits on "disturbances" 
and "heated water discharges" and the like should 
be known and given, including estimates on the 
nature and extent of associated environmental 
consequences. The heated water discharges are of 
particular interest and concern due to the potential 
for harming the biota. 

Reference to latitude 56° (Alaska) is arbitrary 
as a cut-off for summer traffic promoting land 
subsidence, gullying and slumping. If this is 
to acknowledge damage that can be wrought by 
project related activities on permafrost areas, 
those areas should be clearly delineated, with 
the probable nature and extent of damage referred 
to in Vol. II, pp. 257-261 appropriately shown. 

Gullying and slumping will not be limited to 
those areas north of 55° latitude (Alaska) 
although permafrost areas within Alaska are the 
most sensitive of all areas to be .affected by 
summer traffic. However, disturbance of 
certain saturated Rocky Mountain and Northern 
Plains soils is also a serious problem, parti
cularly when disturbance occurs during the 
spring season. 

If such a major seismic event is not unlikely, 
potential consequences should be listed including: 
1) degree of damage that could be realized, 2) 
probability of line or facility fire, explosion 
or other effects, and the resultant hazards to 
population centers and the environment, 3) types, 
possible locations, and severity of physical 
hazards associated with a seismic event of this 
magnitude. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

7 
We agree that the population increase will result in 
secondary land use impacts. While secondary impacts may not 
be as quantifiable as one would prefer, they are treated 
in Volume I, subsection entitled "Projected Socioeconomic 
Impacts in State of Alaska." 

8 These areas were discussed in the section on "Impacts to 
Marine Biota~" Volume II of the DEIS, and will be discussed 
in the FEIS to the extent possible based on the information 
which is available. Recommendations concerning the heated 
water discharge are also included in the FEIS. 

9 Reference to latitude SS0 N can be deleted. If as much as 
30 percent of the acreage involved in constructing and 
operating the pipeline is subject to permafrost problems, 
then some 5,300 acres would be impacted. 

10 see ;pages II-269, 270. 

11
If a major seismic event occurred, damage could be extensive 
and danger of fire, etc., a reasonable probability. 
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In the discussion on environmental conditions, 
the following comments should be given consid
eration: 

a. Seismicity and/or landslide-induced 
destructive waves are not limited 
to local origins or to subaqueous 
landsliding. Adjust the last two 
paragraphs on page 419 to avoid ambi
quity on this subject. 

b. There is no comment on the potential 
hazard of rime ice accumulation on 
vessels. 

c. There is no comment on the potential 
for outburst floods from ice-dammed 
lakes occurring at prospective·sites 
in regions 4 and 5 (Post and Mayo, 
Ice Dammed Lakes and Outburst Floods 
in Alaska, u.s. Geological Survey, 
Hydrologic Investigation Atlas· HA-455, 
1071). 

Reference to Juneau and Haines top recorded 
windspeed is not indicative of the severity 
of the winds that flow out of interior mountain 
passes primarily during the winter season. While 
seaward extent is generally limited, these winds 
expose large coastal areas and vessels to strong, 
turbulent gusts and rapid rime-icing. At the 
entrance to Taku Inlet, rime-ice has formed to 
several feet in thickness along the shoreline 
(personal communication, employees of Alaska 
Power Administration, 1975). 

The wind value for Juneau givEn is from the 
Juneau airport, which is sheltered from the 
full extent of this wind, and somewhat sheltered 
from the full effects of strong southeasterly to 
southwesterly cyclonic winds. The same storm is 
responsible for the maximum wind statistic given 
in the EIS for Juneau, November 1968, was also 
responsible for an estimated peak windgust of 130 
mph at Ketchikan. This may be more typical of 
maximum wind potential in Region 5. 

No clear indication is given of the hazards to 
sea going vessels wrought by high seas frequently 
encountered in the Gulf of Alaska, regions 4 and 5. 

17L 

Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Volume II of the 
FEIS. 

Only the Halibut Cove site was found to be endangered by 
outburst floods. (See Page II-483.) 

Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Volume II 
of the FEIS. 

----------



Review Notes: RPA Alaskan Gas Use Potential Study 

Errors in the list of references cited in Appendix A are indicative of the 
lack of attention to detail of the study and familiarity with the study area: 

A-1 - James DeDenso ••• 

A-2 - Anthony Motley - Commissioner Alaskan Department of Revenue. 

1-3 - The three semi-final capital sites are excluded by RPC analysis. 

1-5 - Alternative #4 has serious new construction problems compared with Alter
native #3. The Livengood-Nenana Willow-Cook Inlet, underwater Cook Inlet and 
Kenai landing point-to-Nikiska segments would all require access and construction 
across.new country. The ·Nikiska segment might coincide with new pipeline proposals 
for gas and oil supply to Anchorage. 

The alternatives for the trans-Alaska pipeline (oil) considered and rejected the 
route to Redoubt Bay, near the approach of Alternative #4 to Cook Inlet. 

The Alyeska pipeline route was selected for the following reasons: (page 12, Vol. 5) 
"Shortest total length, best accessibility from existing roads, better soil condi
tions, easier construction of access and haul roads, relatively few difficult stream 
crossings and a minimum of difficult construction areas." 

The Redoubt Bay route considered then would have crossed the Susitna River near 
Willow rather than follow the east side of the river as in Alternative #4. The 
construction along the railroad right-of-way would require numerous crossovers 
to avoid sidehill cuts, railroad structures, lakes and rivers. A great deal of 
the area between Redoubt Bay and Willow is swampy and crossed by major streams 
(page 18, Vol. 5). 

Construction costs under this alternative would drive the cost of the system out 
of the feasibility range. Similarly, the alternatives to the Arctic gas plan 
other than the prime route would add capital cost recovery factors which change 
the cost projections. Alternative #2 may be the highest cost route for that 
system. 

A further consideration on the trans-Canada plan will be delay. The cost would 
have to include both lost production for the delay period and the inflated cost 
of construction owing to delay. Periodic annual revision of capital cost estimates 
in the order of $1 billion per year have been normal. 

The assumption that the potential for industrial use is confined to petrochemical 
or residential use neglects the changes time may bring. It is probable that the 
national demand for mineral resource products will expand during the approximately 
five year span necessary to construct and put a pipeline system into operations. 

Each passing year will bring national mineral resource raw materials shortages 
into sharper focus. An integrated mine, smelter and transportation facilites 
system to supply these products may have attained the feasibility point before 
either system could deliver gas to South-48 markets. 

Mineral resource products and fuel consumption will lag pipeline capability by 
several years, but.~he route choice now can determine feasibility. The potential 
should be examined from a more logical and realistic standpoint. 
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Analysis of branch pipelines is superfluous to the problem at hand. Residential 
use limits would also limit the potential for optimum benefit. 

P. 2-2. The available annual volume would be 151 billion CF and 103 billion CF. 
The reference to 143 and 142 billion cu. ft. given in the text should be checked. 
Our assumptions, after the Alaska natural gas transportation system DEIS, show 
3.5 billion cu. ft. per day capacity and 436 million cu. ft. per day royalty share 
or 159 billion cu. ft. of royalty gas available annually. (While these differences . 
are small they may indicate a tendency to shave numbers to favor one plan or anothe,!':·l: 

The gas price discussion is also especially important in terms of energy cost for:. 
industrial processing. 

P. 2-3. The assumption that gas would be reinjected if the cost of transportation 
squeezes price below the cost of production, may need further refinement. There 
will also be a definite cost for reinjection. The incremental cost of production 
less the cost of reinjection should be considered as the marginal floor price. 

P. 2-4. It would seem that volumes more closely related to the 3.2 ~14MCFD (used 
here) or the 3.5 MMMCFD used in the draft EIS, would effect both production cost 
and wellhead value sufficiently to shade results. 

P. 2-5. The assumption that there would no wellhead price to instate users 
seems questionable. This would be a fine subsi~ to encourage instate use of 
gas, but does not seem likely under the current attitude toward industrial profits. 
Maximum use of royalty gas will also include maximum industrial use with benefits 
to the State flowing from property tax employee income taxes, and corporate pro
fits taxes •. 

A more reasonable set of assumptions for this scenario would price the gas at well
head plus transportation to the take-off point and assume user industry or utility 
transport from that point to plant or residence. If the State were to subsidize 
the industrial use in the manner assumed by R.P.A., the cost at the takeoff point 
would only include transportation to that point. 

P. 2-6. State royalty gas take off to feed a Haines area nickel-copper reduction 
plant and iron pellet plant metallurgical center would be most feasible under this 
alternative. (#2) Takeoff for copper reduction plants south of the Brooks Range 
and in the .Northway vicinity would also be among very probably energy uses. 

For alternative #3, takeoffs at Big Delta and the south flank of the Brooks Range 
would serve industrial purposes to best advantage. RPA has already assumed (in
troduction and P. 2-7, 4.) that closer residential or industrial use would be 
served best from Cook Inlet. 

Alternative #4 doesn't make much sense by any set of criteria. The south flank 
Brooks Range site would still be served, however. 

The fluctuating load situation outlined under the branch pipeline assumption would 
be typical of purely residential or seasonal industrial use. Industrial loads 
and uses for processing mineral resources would be less variable and well within 
industrial problem solving capability. 

Exhibit 2-2 shows 20 years of field, therefore, facility life. The cost assump
tions (Appendix C-1) however, continue the payback period for 25 years. The table 
also needs further explanation of fluctuating El Paso product volumes and straight 
line gas Arctic volumes. 
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Pipeline life can be expected to continue far beyond either projection. 

Exhibit 2-4. This should be footnoted to reflect the incremental value difference 
between production cost and cost of reinjection. 

3-l. The demand for processing mineral raw materials has been ne91ected. This 
lacks realism, in view of rapidly developing shortages in domestic product cap-'-" 
ability. 

·, 

P. D-2. Elimination of zinc industry on the basis of scarci~ in Alaska reflec~ 
a serious ignorance of the potential situation. Zinc occurrences are known _and . 
could be developed. Mount Eflson, in Mt. McKinley National Park, is one such · 
deposit. Another occurs on Sedanka Island, and zinc is a common associate with 
other base metals and hard rock gold and copper ores. 

Aluminum treatment should be eliminated both because of scarcity and because the 
reduction process would require electrical, rather than pyro metallurgical energy. 
Alaskan mineral resource potential is sufficient to absorb excess of energy over 
export markets over the long-term future. Aluminum can be produced where hydro
power excesses occur. 

P. D-3. The advantages of abundant supplies of favorable en~rgy and the transpor
tation savings possible through local processing of mineral products have not been 
given serious consideration. The option, however, should be open. The importance 
of these factors could be quite significant before the gas becomes available to 
other areas, and will become more important with time. 

No negative decisions were reported for the firms surveyed. Further there is no 
assurance that the .supply will be available for consideration in feasibility studies 
which might point to positive interest. 

3-4. The only really pertinent reasons for lack of mining interest are the current 
lack of surface transportation and uncertainty over land status and State tax policy. 

The national interest will require a more positive effort toward mineral production 
as shortages develop over time. 

Who gave RPA its expert advice on shipment of iron ore pellets? The Klukwan ore 
mineral is a highly stable iron oxide compound. Pelletizing merely binds the 
finely divided particles of the recovery process into more easily handled form. 
Pelletized ore from the Lake Superior district (Michigan and Minnesota) is stored. 
and in transit for periods of time at least as long as it would take to ship 
iron ore pellets to the West Coast. 

P. B-5. We have considered a rather d.ifferent scenario for mineral processing 
with the added advantage of potential for production of phosphate fertilizer by 
combining byproduct sulfuric acid from the smelting process with North Slope 
phosphate at a smelting plant near the pipeline. 

P.P. 3-6,7. The potential for processing copper-nickel concentrates from the 
Brady Glacier and Bohemia Basin deposits at Haines can add feasibility for recon
structing the currently abandoned military fuel pipeline to gas transmission 
standards. The smelter and Klukwan iron development there would yield substantial 
resource production while provjding an economy of scale to justify pipeline con
struction. 
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A petrochemical plant in the same area would add volume and transportation economy. 
A savings in transportation cost over the trip south by tanker would be realized 
for all products. While petrochemncal processing is the obvious use, at this 
.time, for Alaskan gas energy, the application of this energy to process other 
Alaskan resource products will yield larger· returns to both the State and national 
economies. Use of natural gas to operate a cement plant should be among the .. 
potential applications. RPA has devoted far too little attention to the alter~ 
natives. 

P. 3-7. Large Fuel Users: The assumption of no wellhead cost for instate gas: ... 
usage defeats part of the purpose of fuel availability. A main purpose for having:·. 
royalty gas available will be enhancement of royalty gas revenue to the State. Th~· 

wellhead price plus reduced transportation cost could still result in substantial 
saving to.users. 

The use of natural gas for electrical generation, especially if extra construc
tion is needed to deliver fuel for this single purpose, should be discouraged. 
Three times the energy deliverable must be burned. The chemical value and process 
efficiency for combination with or refinement of other resource products make gas 
too valuable to be wasted in this manner. · 

4-2. The estimate of 200 new jobs, relating to the copper mine in the Kobuk
Shungnak-Ambler areas,. should be reconsidered. The mineralization indicated in 
that area will support a much greater work force and a small underground mine 
would be uneconomical in the current labor market. The 200 workers projected might 
represent some early phase of development work. The transportation facilities nec
essary for economical mining in the areas will also make possible, production from 
one or more large open pit or large scale underground operations. Each of these 
would employ 600 to 750 or 1,000 workers. A similar work force would be required 
if a metallurgical reduction plant is also included. The real saving in trans
portation costs, and, therefore, the opportunity for profit, comes in the volume 
and weight saving between ore concentrates and reduced metal. 

Alternative #2 would be the most advantageous to the Alaskan economy, but also 
difficult to justify as a feasibly constructable pipeline route. An F.P.C. deci~ 

sion which prescribed this route might eliminate the trans-Canada plan from con
sideration on the basis of cost. This route was discarded for that reason when 
considered for oil pipeline construction. 

The assumption of 1,500 mine and plant workers at Klukwan is much higher than the 
900 estimated in a rather exhaustive feasibility study. The addition of a copper
nickel reduction plant near Haines could bring the mineral industry basic employ
ment into the 2,000-2,500 range, however. 

P. 4-5. The fallacy of the assumption that royalty gas would be supplied free of. 
wellhead price has been noted. The idea is good, but the current tone of State · 
government does not favor gifts or incentives to industrial users. Price 
reductions could be justified only if more than offset by other revenues or 
benefits from the operation in question. 

The final statement on page 4-5 reflects some realism. The contention that basic 
industry jobs cost money to the taxpayers needs closer examination. While this 
is no doubt true for·government employees and seasonal (part time workers), long
term industrial jobs would bring in more tax revenue than they obsorb. The State 
revenues generated. by pipeline employment, for instance, were surprising to the 
Department of Revenue. The very low proportionate part of the labor force in basic 
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industry in the past has obscured the value of steady productive employment and 
property. 

The numbers used in the assumption list, (P. B-3) may be correct, but the examples 
given for derivation are confusing. 
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To All Parties on Service List in El Paso Alaska 
Company, ~·, FPC Docket lJo. CP75-96, et al.: 

Re: FPC Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Regarding Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems 

Bnclosed please find a copy of COMMENTS OF THE PEOPLE 
OF THE STATE OF CALIFOffi"IA AND THE PUBLIC UTILITIES 
COi>IMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 01'< THE DRAFT 
:SNVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT RELATING TO THE ALASKA 
NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS. We would appre
ciate your sending us a copy of any comments submitted 
by you with respect to the FPC Staff's Draft Environ
mental Impact Statement. 

Very truly yours, 
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-r:·.· . '· 
Frederick 
Associate 

FEJ:im 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL POvfflR COMMISSION 

COMMENTS OF THE PEOPLE OF THE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND THE 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ON THE DRAFT 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT RELATING TO 
THE ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

The People of the State of California and the Public Utilities 
Commission of the State of California (California) hereby submit 
their comments on the FPC Environmental Staff's Draft Environ
mental Impact Statement (DEIS) regarding the Alaska Natural Gas 
Transportation Systems. California's comments will be restricted 
to those sections of the DEIS that more directly relate to 
California. 

The key elements of the FPC Staff's DEIS include: (1) a summary 
of, and comments on, a study prepared for the Department of the 
Interior (DOI) entitled Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems: Economic and Risk Analysis; (2) a br1ef analysis of 
the Arctic Gas system, with substantial reliance on the DEIS by 
DOI relating to this system; (3) a detailed analysis of the 
El Paso Alaska system, including the marine terminal and 
regasification facilities proposed by Western LNG Terminal 
Company in southern California; and (4) recommendations for 
changes in both the Arctic Gas system and the El Paso Alaska 
system. 

At the outset it is noted that in its DEIS the FPC Environmental 
Staff did not reach a conclusion as to whether the Arctic Gas 
system or the El Paso Alaska system is environmentally preferable. 
The Staff indicated it would delay selection of "the preferred 
route" until it received all comments on the DEIS (I-257). 
In this respect, it should also be noted that the DOI DEIS, the 
major portions of which are adopted in the FPC Staff DEIS, made 
no choice bet~1een the Arctic Gas system and the El Paso Alaska 
system. 

Based on the FPC Staff DEIS, and the DOI DEIS, it appears that 
the major routes upon which an ultimate choice will be made are 
as follows: 

1. 
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I.· ARCTIC GAS SYSTEt4 

A. Applicants' Proposal. A 195 mile buried pipeline would 
extend from Prudhoe Bay on the Beaufort Sea Coast of northern 
Alaska, eastward through the Brooks Range and Arctic tUldlife 
Range, to the Alaska-Canada border (Alaska Arctic Gas 
Pipeline Company). 

From the Alaska-Canada border a pipeline would extend east and 
south across the narrow Yukon neck to a point near Travaillant 
Lake in the Northwest Territories. From Travaillant Lake 
the pipeline would extend in a generally southern direction to 
a point near Caroline Junction, Alberta. At Caroline Junction 
the pipeline would bifurcate, with the western leg extending 
south to Kingsgate, British Columbia, just above the northern 
Idaho border, and the eastern leg extending to Monchy, 
Saskatchewan on the Montana border. This section of the 
Arctic Gas system through Canada would total 2430 miles in 
length (Canadian Arctic Pipeline Company Limited). 

To transport the Alaskan gas to the midwest and eastern regions 
of the lower 48 states, a 1619 mile pipeline would extend from 
Monchy through Montana, the Dakotas, Uinnesota, Iowa, Illinois, 
Indiana, Ohio and tiest Virginia to a terminus near Delmont, 
Pennsylvania. Along this route there would be eleven connection 
points to deliver gas to companies serving areas east of the 
Rocky Mountains (Northern Border Pipeline Corporation). 

To transport Alaskan gas to areas in the lower 48 states west 
of the Rocky Mountains, two pipeline systems would extend from 
Kingsgate. Pacific Gas Transmission Company (PGT) and Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) have proposed four alternate 
systems to transport between 200 HMcf/d and 1200 t-lMcf/d to 
areas in the Pacific Northwest and to California. PGT and 
PG&E would expand their existing systems and would parallel 
their existing rights-of-way from the Idaho-canadian border, 
through Idaho, Washington, Oregon and California, to a terminus 
at Antioch, California near San Francisco. 

Interstate Transmission Associates (Arctic) (ITAA) proposes a 
390 mile pipeline extending from Kingsgate to Rye Valley, Oregon. 
Gas would be delivered from the ITAA system to markets in 
southern California and in the Pacific Northwest through 
existing systems of Northwest Pipeline Corporation (Northwest), 
El Paso Natural Gas Company (El Paso) and through the proposed 
system of PGT and PG&E described above. 

2. 
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B. DOI DEIS. No changes recommended. 

C. FPC Staff DEIS. A pipeline of approximately 735 miles 
would extend from Prudhoe Bay to the Canadian border. The 
first 460 miles would extend from Prudhoe Bay, adjacent to 
the Alyeska oil pipeline right-of-way, to a point northeast of 
Fairbanks (Livengood). From that point the pipeline would 
extend southeasterly along the Alaskan Highway for 275 miles 
to the Canadian border (Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline Company) 
(I-221, I-255). 

In Canada the pipeline would extend in a southeasterly 
direction past Whitehorse to t-1atson Lake in the Yukon Territory 
and eventually join the applicants' proposed route at Windfall, 
Alberta. At that point the pipeline would extend southeasterly 
via the Red River Corridor through Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
J.lianitoba entering the United States near St. Vincent, l·iinnesota 
in the northwestern part of the state (canadian Arctic 
Pipeline Company Limited) (I-219 through 222). 

From St. Vincent, Minnesota the pipeline would extend approx
imately 125 miles in a southerly direction to a point near 
Ada, Minnesota. From Ada the route would extend approximately 
625 miles in a southeasterly direction through Minnesota, Iowa 
and Illinois to a point of termination at Kankakee, Illinois 
just south of Chicago (Northern Border Pipeline Company) 
(I-222 through 225). 

The Northern Border line would terminate at Kankakee, Illinois. 
Existing facilities in the lower 48 states, together with 
exchange agreements,would be used to distribute the Alaskan gas, 
until such times as additional volumes of natural gas become 
available to warrant further extension of the Northern Border 
facilities. Also, the Northern Border facilities would be 
scaled down to accommodate the initial 2 Bcf/d to be delivered 
from Prudhoe Bay (I-226, 227). 

Neither the PGT-PG&E nor the ITAA proposals would be constructed 
at this time. Instead, all of the Prudhoe Bay volumes destined 
for the western United States would be delivered into the 
Northern Border system and be delivered by displacement to 
California through existing unused capacity of the systems of 
El Paso and Transwestern Pipeline Company (Transwestern). 
Reserves in the Permian Basin and Hugoton-Anadarko areas could 
be diverted for use on the west coast, while equivalent volumes 
of Alaskan gas would be delivered to the midwest via the Northern 
Border system (I-226). 

3. 
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II. EL PASO ALASKA SYSTEM 

A. Applicants' Proposal. An 809 mile pipeline would extend 
from Prudhoe Bay southeasterly to Gravina Point on the eastern 
side of Prince William Sound on the southern coast of Alaska. 
Liquefaction of the natural gas would take place at a facility 
to be built at Gravina Point. The LNG would be transported by 
cryogenic tankers from Gravina Point to Point Conception on the 
coast of southern California. Revaporization of the LNG would 
take place at a facility to be built at Point Conception. 
Pipelines would be constructed from Point Conception to Arvin 
and Cajon in southern California. Existing facilities of 
PG&E and Southern California Gas Company (SoCal) would be used 
to transport the gas to the existing facilities of El Paso and 
Transwestern at the California-Arizona border. The gas would 
be transported through El Paso's and Transwestern's facilities 
eastward to the Permian, Hugoton-Anadarko and Gulf Coast 
regions. A series of exchanges and displacements through 
existing facilities would occur in the midwestern and south
western portions of the lower 48 states. 

B. DOI DEIS. No recommended changes. 

C. FPC Staff DEIS. The pipeline in Alaska would follow El Paso 
Alaska's proposed route from Prudhoe Bay to a point approximately 
50 miles northwest of Fairbanks, a total distance of approx
imately 390 miles. At this point the pipeline would extend 
south to Dunbar and follow the DOI designated Multi-Mode 
Utility Corridor (MMUC) Alaskan Railroad State Highway to 
Nikiski on the Kenai Peninsula in the cook Inlet area of 
southern Alaska. 

The liquefaction, storage and marine terminal facilities would 
be built at Nikiski on the Kenai Peninsula, instead of Gravina 
Point on the Prince William Sound. In southern California the 
marine terminal, regasification and storage facilities would 
be built at Oxnard, California, instead of Point Conception. 
The Oxnard terminal would be the only LNG terminal constructed 
in California at the present time to receive the volumes of 
LNG associated with the El Paso Alaska project (2400 to 2800 
~~cf/d), the Pacific Indonesia project (500 MMcf/d) 1/ and the 
Pacific Alaska project (200 to 400 MMcf/d) £/• -

!/ See Pacific Indonesia LNG Company, FPC Dockets Nos. CP74-160, 
CP74-207; liestern LNG Tarminal Company, FPC Docket No. 
CP75-83-3. 

£1 See Pacific Alaska LNG Company, FPC Docket No. CP75-140; 
Western LNG Terminal Company, FPC Docket No. CP75-83-2. 
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III. SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE DEIS 

California applauds the FPC Staff's efforts at making specific 
recommendations regarding changes to be made with respect to 
both the Arctic Gas and El Paso Alaska systems. However, 
California believes that the FPC Staff DEIS does not contain 
suffi~ient analyses to support the Staff's recommendations, 
espec1ally as they relate to the use of the Fairbanks corridor 
and the Red River Corridor and the abandonment of the western 
leg of the Arctic Gas system. 

A. Arctic Gas System. California is not convinced that 
the FPC Staff DEIS has shown that elimination of the western 
leg of the Arctic Gas system is either environmentally or 
economically preferable to the retention thereof. l/ 

The Staff's FEIS should include the following elements: 

(1) a more specific verbal and pictorial description of its 
proposed pipeline route through Alaska and Canada; 

(2) a more detailed description of the pipeline extending 
from the MacKenzie Delta and where it interconnects with 
the Staff's proposed route through the Fairbanks Corridor; 

(3) a detailed description of all facilities needed to imple
ment the Staff's displacement alternative to transport 
Alaskan reserves to California and the states in the Pacific 
northwest; 

(4) a detailed description of the sources of gas in the lower 
48 states which would provide California with its exchange 
gas. An analysis should also be made as to the future · 
production.available from these sources and a proposed method 
of allocat1ng the costs of transportation of this exchange gas; 

(5) a detailed analysis of the environmental and socio
economic impact of the Staff's proposed alternative route 
through Canada; · 

. (6) a proposed allocation between United States and Canadian 
markets of the costs of transporting r-lacKenzie Delta gas under 
the FPC Staff's proposed alternative route through canada; and 

(7) a detailed breakdown of the capital costs of implementing 
the Staff's proposed Arctic Gas system from Prudhoe Bay to 
San Francisco and/or Los Angeles, California. 

C~lifornia reiterates its opposition to more than one pipe-
11ne system extending from Kingsgate, British COlumbia to 
transpo:t gas to California. On October 22, 1g.75, California 
served 1~s comments on the DOI DEIS. Copies of these com
ments were serv~d on ~he FPC Staff in El Paso Alaska Company, 
~··• Docket l~o. CP75-96, et al. and are incorporated by 
reference herein. -----

5. 

The environmental staff has provided more detailed maps in the 
"Comparative Assessment" volume. 
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See number 5 below. 

The factual data to justify the environmental staff's con
clusion in the DEIS has been presented in Phase I o~ the 
formal hearings in.the testimony and cross-examinat1on of 
Messrs. David C. Lathem and James M. Kiely. 

See above response. 

The environmental staff has accepted the Draft and Final 
Environmental Impact Statement prepared by the U.S. 
Department of the Interior which analyses these impacts. 

See response to number 3 • 

See response to number 3. 



The FPC'Staff shoulu also respond to DOI's statements in 
·its DEIS that (1) construction along the Fairbanks Corridor, 
rather than the primary route proposed by Arctic Gas, 
would result in decreased MacKenzie Delta production due 
to the lengthy and costly (additional $2.5 billion) pipeline 
necessary to transport Delta gas to the main pipeline 
(DOI DEIS III - 1513, 1613) and (2) the facilities along 
the Wolf Lake and Fairbanks Corridor would have substantially 
greater impacts, in Canada, than those along the prime route 
(DOI DEIS III- 1786). The FPC Staff should also specify 
the additional costs to build a western leg from Edmonton 
or Wolf Lake, Alberta, as opposed to Caroline Junction, 
Alberta, assuming a western leg is necessary in the future 
and must be constructed off of the Red River Corridor 
alternative. 

As stated above, the FPC Staff DEIS adopts major portions 
of the DOI DEIS with respect to the Arctic Gas system. 
Repr~sentatives of DOI have stated at the hearing in the 
El Paso Alaska proceeding before the FPC that the DOI DEIS 
will be substantially modified by the DOI FEIS (Tr. 11983). 
California urges that the FPC Staff analyze the DOI FEIS 
prior to the preparation of its own FEIS. 

6. 

See response to number 3, preceding page. 
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At II, 376-377 the FPC Staff sets forth nine engineering criteria 
used in selecting a best pipeline route to transport natural 
gas from Prudhoe Bay to a coastal-based liquefaction 
and marine terminal facility in southern Alaska. It appears that 
the FPC Staff first made a choice among locations for a 
liquefaction facility in southern Alaska and then chose the 
best pipeline route to reach that location, using the criteria set 
forth at II, 376-377 (See I-256), It also appears that th.e 
FPC Staff's proposed pipeline route was based primarily on 
its desire to use existing rights-of-way where possible. 

While the pipeline route to Nikiski would be 50 miles shorter 
than the route to Gravina Point (809 miles), the FPC Staff DEIS 
recognizes that the cost of crossing Cook Inlet with a pipeline 
would partially negate the Nikiski's pipeline distance advantage 
(II-497). 

The DEIS states that its suggested alternate would not require 
any changes in the pipeline, compressor station and ancillary 
facility construction and operation procedures from those 
techniques and procedures proposed by El Paso Alaska for use 
along the prime route. However, California has been unable to 
identify any cost comparisons in the DEIS between the pipeline 
route proposed by El Paso Alaska and the pipeline route proposed by 
the FPC Staff. California recommends that such cost comparisons 
be included in the FEIS. If the costs of constructing the 
pipeline proposed in the FPC Staff DEIS are significantly greater 
than the costs of constructing the pipeline proposed by El Paso 
Alaska, the FEIS should indicate those areas where the benefits 
to the environment outweigh the increased costs. 

In its Trans-Alaskan Gas Pipeline-LNG Project Site Selection 
Report, El Paso Alaska rejected Nikiski as a possible site 

" ••• primarily because of the heavy concentrations 
of ice which occur in the upper reaches of Cook Inlet 
during the winter. The occurrence of high velocity 
currents was also considered to represent a disadvantage 
of this site (p. 151)." 

The FPC Staff DEIS recognizes these problems (II-484, 487). 
However, it also points out that Phillips Petroleum Company 
presently operates a liquefaction facility at Nikiski for the 
exportation of LNG to Japan. (See Marathon Oil Company, FPC 
Docket No. CP74-537, Phillils Petroleum Company, FPC Docket No. 
CI74-538). Obviously, Ph1l 1ps d1d not cons1der the heavy 
concentrations of ice or the high velocity currents as impediments 
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The criteria set forth at II, 376-378 do not depend on the 
specific location of the LNG site. Use of existing rights
of-way, while preferable, is not the sole criterion. In 
addition, the staff chose an LNG site in conjunction with 
a pipeline route, not separately. 

A quantitative cost comparison is beyond the scope of the 
alternative study. Cost is a qualitatively treated issue 
inherent with different pipeline lengths, tunneling, addi
tional water crossings, etc, 



to the construction of a liquefaction facility and marine 
terminal at Nikiski. (II-442, 487; see also II-441 for 
mitigating measures incorporated at the Phillips facil·ity at 
Nikiski with respect to the problem of ice formation), 

Consideration should also be given to the fact that Pacific 
Alaska LNG.Company plans to build a liquefaction facility at 
Nikiski in order to process 200 MMcf/d to 400 MMcf/d of natural 
gas produced from the Cook Inlet area of Alaska (Pacific Alaska 
LNG Company, FPC Docket No. CP75-140; Western LNG Terminal Company, 
FPC Docket No. CP75-83-2). If the El Paso Alaska project is 
approved, consideration should be given to a combined facility at 
Nikiski for both the Pacific Alaska and El Paso Alaska projects. 
Such an approach would parallel the approach suggested by the 
FPC Staff with respect to the Oxnard regasification facility 
in southern California. 

The FPC Staff DEIS includes a risk analysis for massive LNG spills 
from storage tanks at Prince William Sound, Alaska (II-545 
through 569), However, there is no similar risk analysis for 
Nikiski, Alaska or for any of the potential sites of regasification 
facilities in southern California. (Point Conception, Oxnard and 
LA Harbor). The FPC Staff FEIS should include a similar risk 
analysis for each of these locations.~/ 

California reserves any judgment at this time as to whether Oxnard 
is preferable to Point Conception or L.A. Harbor, assuming only 
one regasification facility is built on the coast of California 
to vaporize LNG from the El Paso Alaska, Pacific Indonesia 
and Pacific Alaska projects. Further cons~derat~on must be 
given as to the safety aspects involved. 

Insufficient consideration h-:~s been given in the DEIS 
to the gas supply problem from an outage at 
the regasification facility, assuming 3.3 to 4.0 
Bcf/d of LNG were entering California on an average basis or 
5 Bcf/d of LNG were entering California on a peak load basis. 
In this respect it should be noted that Western LNG Terminal 
Company is preparing studies in both the El Paso Alaska and 
Pacific Indonesia proceedings regarding the fac~l~t~es 
necessary, and the capital costs involved, to transport LNG 
from the El Paso Alaska, Pacific Indonesia and Pacific Alaska 
projects ~nto one term~nal on the coast of southern California. 
These studies, being conducted at the request of the FPC Staff 
in both the El Paso Alaska and Pacific Indonesia proceedings, 
will deal with Po~nt Conception, Oxnard and L.A. Harbor. 
California must analyze these studies before taking a final 
position regarding the necessity of more than one regasification 
facility in California. 

4/ It is California's understanding that the FPC Staff plans to 
issue its DEIS in both the Pacific Indonesia and Pacific 
Alaska proceedings in either late January or early February, 
1976. If these documents include risk analyses for Oxnard 
and L.A. Harbor, they should at least be incorporated by 
reference in the FEIS to be prepared in the El Paso Alaska 
proceeding. 8. 
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Comment reflected in Section H-2g of Volume II of the 
FEIS. 

Comment reflected in staff's Public Safety analysis and/or 
safety studies attached to the FEIS. 



At the present time California has made no determination whether 
the Arctic Gas system is preferable to the El Paso Alaska system, 
or vice versa, from an environmental or safety standpoint. 
California must await amplification of the FPC Staff's recommended 
changes in the Arctic Gas system before making any conclusions 
as to which of the competing proposals is less disruptive to the 
environment. 

CONCLUSION 

California respectfully requests that the FPC Staff give careful 
attention to the comments submitted herein, as well as to the 
comments of other interested parties, in preparing its FEIS on 
the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems. 

January 15, 1976 

Respectfully submitted, 

lsi RICHARD D. GRAVELLE 

R1chard D. Gravelle 

lsi J. CALVIN SIMPSON 

lsi FREDERICK E. JOHN 

Frederick E. John 

Attorneys for the People of 
the State of California and 
the Public Utilities Commission 
of the State of California 

9. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing 
document by mailing copies thereof to all parties of record in 
El Paso Alaska Company, et al, Docket Ho. CP75-96 et al. 
in accordance with the requirements of the Commission's Rules 
of Practice and Procedure. 

Dated at San Francisco, California, this 15th day of 
January, 1976. 

/s/ ANDREW J. SKAFF 

Of Counsel for 
People of the State of California 

and the Public Utilities Commission 
of the State of Cali£ornia 

Andrew J. Skaff .. 
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OF CALIFORNIA 

LANDS COMMISSION 

rE LANDS DIVISION 
:EANGATE-SUJTE 300 

BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90802 

No.: (213) 590-5201 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.c. 

Attention: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems
Draft EnviroiUIIental Impaet Statement by 
FPC Staff - Comments. 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor 

File Ref.: W 4300 

January 15, 1976 

(') 

0 
z (.::· 

1. In "FPC EnviroiUIIental Staff Conclusions", page I-256, it is stated that 
"the PGT-PG and E and ITA (A) routes should not be constructed at this 
time since the volumes of Alaskan natural gas which could be committed 
to these companies could be handled by means of exchange of gas agreements". 

The DEIS should furnish faetual data justifying th:lis conclusion, and suggest 
the time when, if ever, the proposed lines would be needed. 

2. The effect of the cooled .sea water leaving the vaporizers on marine life needs 
further discussion. Extreme temperature differences between the ambient 
sea water and the effluent can be reduced by using diffusers on the outfall 
line. Entrance of fish and marine organisms into the cooling water intakes 
can be reduced by proper design • · 

3. In choosing between the Arctic Gas System and the El Paso Alaska System, it 
should be considered that the latter will have the capability to receive and 
distribute LNG from foreign sources long after Alaska's supplies are depleted. 

4. An assessment of the impact on air quality caused by any LNG terminal should 
include pollutants from tankships while at berth in the "ready" condition. 
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The factual data to justify this conclusion have been 
presented in Phase I of the formal hearing in the testimony 
and cross-examination of Messrs. David c. Lathem and James 
M. Kiely. 

The discussion of the cold water discharge has been expanded 
in Volume III, Section C.5.c of the FEIS. 

EPA's "Point Max" program has been used to calculate the worst 
1-hour concentration of SOz The worst case of 1-hour 
concentration would be approximately 743 micrograms per cubic 
meter, occurring0.5 km from the ships under B stability and 
3m/s wind speed which are rare meteorological conditions. 
This concentration is small compared to 1310 micrograms per 
cubic meter, the one-hour California standard. Therefore, 
the impact should be of little significance, since the baseline 
concentration of 802 at Point Conception would be expected 
to be very low in the first place. 



To: Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 

-2- 1/15/76 

5. Assess the probability and effect of wastes from tankahipa moored at the 
terminal. 

6. Assess the effect of the terminal on commercial coast fishing and kelp 
harvesting industry. 

JDM:bf 

Sincerely, 

DJ·~. 
D. J, BVEJtiTl'S (} 
Manager, Energy and Mineral 
Resources Development 
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Federal law prohibits the dumping of solid wastes and 
the discharge of sewage from the LNG vessels in United 
States' waters. 

Discussion of this subject is provided in Section C.7, 
"Impacts to Marine Biota.,"in the FEIS. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Dr\:I§ION OIF BUDGET. POLICY PLANNING 

AND COORDRNATION 

STATEHOUSE 
BOISE, IDAHO 83720 

February ., 20, 1976 

C> 
~ ,. ; 

Secretary 
.·. ··. 

Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

Att: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

£:;i. 
Go 

0 
:z: 

•.. ·· ... 

The Idaho State Clearinghouse has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact State
ment prepared by the Federal Power Commission's staff, OGC El Paso Alaska Company, 
etal, Dockets No CP75-96, etal, 

Copies of the documents were reviewed by Ken Stolz, Physical and Natural Resource 
Planner for the Division of Budget, Policy Planning and Coordination, the Public 
Utilities Commission and the Department of Fish and Game. A State Application 
Identifier number was assigned - 01255722, 

Comments were received from Ken Stolz and are enclosed for your consideration. 
Also enclosed for your benefit and information are comments received regarding 
CP74-292 and CP74-293, Interstate Transmission Associates "(Arctic), Pacific 
Interstate Transmission Company and Northwest Alaska Company. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review. 

Sincerely, ~ 

/11~ cf'.:ukl 

1f 

Michelle Liebel, 
State Clearinghouse 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

r 
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STATE OF IDAHO 

CECIL D. ANDRUS 
QOVIERNOII 

DIVISION Dl" OUDQET, PO~ICV PLANNING AND COORDINATION 

BOISE, IDAHO 83720 H. W. TURNER 
. AOMINIS"tRATOR 

TO: t 
Ken Stolz 

DATE : __ D_e_c_em_h_e_r_l_7_,.,.-1..,.9_7 s __ _ 

FROM: 

RE: 

Natural and Physical Resource Planner 

State Clearinghouse 
Bureau of State Planning and Community Affairs 
Statehouse 
Boise, Idaho 83720 

Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System 

SAI .11 _o1_2_s_s_n_2----"~--

The enclosed draft environmental impact statement is referred to· you 
for review and comment in accordance with the U. s. Office of Management and Budget Cir
cular A-95. If your agency has an interest in thi.s document and wishes to comment on 
it, please check the appropriate box (es) and return this memo, with your comments, to 
the State Clearinghouse no later than January 12, 1975 --

D No Comment 

Contacted Applicant 

f,,'" 11n t,,.,,;..,...,,,4"( sf,,.J,,;,.t .. 
~h ft> '#Ia ~ {,lf.,,ll 1ft u.,'sl; • .!J f.'i'/J~ I 
tlCtttf (.,. 14, "o'li• 1,.;,, ~ttl,.~., •rt'•"" 

-H. • ,,.. r+ J•st'n• '' e . 
I Was Already Aware of This Project 

Date Z /11/1' 
/,r.•rr' ,~.,,,. 

---, 
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STAT£ QF IDAHO 
DIVISION . OF HI.GHWAYS 

CECIL 0. ANilRUS E.O.TISOALE, P.E., AOMINISTRATO" 
GOVERNOR 

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD 

CARL C. MOORE - CHA!R~t.N 

LLOYD F. BARRON - VIC'E' CHAIRMAN 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 

ROY I. STROSCHEIN - ME.t.•BER 

DARRELL V MANN I NG 
DIRECTOR 

P.O. BOX 7129 
BOISE,IOAHO 837~"7 

Mr. Ken Stolz 
State Clearinghouse 
Division of Budget, Policy 

Planning & Coordination 
Statehouse 
Boise, Idah.o · 83720 

Dear Ken: 

January 13, 1975 

This office has reviewed the enclosed environmental report 
covering.the Alberta- California Pipeline System. The report is 
very comprehensive and well done. 

We wish to point out that any crossing of the Idaho State 
Highway System must be in compliance with the "Policy for' the 
Accollllll(jdation of Utilities Within Rights of Way of the Federal
Aid Highway Systems in the State of Idaho". 

We appreciate the opportunity to review the report. 

Enclosure 

Yours very truly, 

B. E. SESSIONS, P. E. 
Chief of Development 

/?7:~ 
R. T. GWIN, P. E. 
Environmental & Corridor 
Planning Supervisor 

SAFE TRANSPORTATION MEANS PROGRESS 

~.--.-. r---, 
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Helena, Montana 59601 
· ·January 20, 1976 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Sir: 

ATTN: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

On November 28 we received a copy of the draft environ
ment~] impact statement regarding proposals to bring 
Arct1c gas from the Prudhoe Bay field in Alaska to areas in 
the lower 48 states. This document was reviewed by our 
regional office, and their comments are attached for your 
infonnation. 

Please note that our recommendation has been based 
on the fact that the Northern Border Pipeline Company has 
repeatedly stated the pipeline will not make gas available 
to the state of Montana, and our recommendation assumes 
that portion to be final. In the event that it is 
altered we would reassess our position, since it would 
change significantly the benefits the state of Montana 
might expect from such a project. 

JAP/sd 

hope our comments will be of use. 

Sincerely, 

·-~~··':<~,{ ....... ':· ...... -;-· 

James A. Posewitz, Adminis{;ator 
Environment & Infonnation Division 

cc: Environmental Quality Council 
Mike Aderhold 
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STATE OF MONTANA 

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

_, ;}, 'if!ELENA. MONTANA 

Li\ 

Office Memtifdndum 
TO Wes Woodgerd Attention: Jim Posewitz DATB: 

PilON Dick Johnson by Mike Aderhold 

SUBJECT: DRAFT EIS -- ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

1-16-76 

The Federal Power Commission's three-volume, 1,259-page Draft EIS was reviewed 
the week of Jan. 12, 1976. What follows is a summary of the proposed project, 
its probable impacts in Montana, some of t.ne FPC's conclusions, and the personal 
opinion of the_ R-6 E&I Officer. 

THE PROPOSED PROJECTS 

Two major projects have been proposed to move Prudhoe Bay gas to the consumer. 
One project, referred to as the Arctic Gas System, proposes to transport the 
gas through 5,551 miles of buried overland pipeline from northern Alaska through 
northern and western Canada, to three ultimate delivery locations in the 48 con
terminous United States. The second project, referred to as the El Paso Alaska 
System, proposes to move this gas· south from the Prudhoe Bay Field through 
buried overland pipeline across the State of Alaska to a port on the southern 
Alaskan coast. There the gas would be converted to liquid natural gas (LNG) 
and shipped via cryogenic tanker across the northeastern Pacific Ocean to a 
delivery point on the coast of California. The gas would then be regasified 
and distributed by buried overland pipeline for eventual consumer use. 

IMPACTS OF TilE PROPOSED PROJECTS IN MONTANA 

1. (I-208) Wind erosion of disturbed soils and gully erosion follo>dng con
struction would change the pipeline right-of-way topography and also cause 
secondary impacts by transporting the soil to other locations. 

2. (I-208) The installation of the pipeline and its associated airfields, 
roads, and communications network would stimulate prospecting and develop
ment of additional oil and gas reserves and mineral deposits ir ~he arctic 
and may be a stimulus to the development of coal deposits fr JSSible 
gasification in Montana and North Dakota. 

3. (I-209) Disturbance and mixing of the soil profile would alter its 
structural characteristics, microbiological activity, and the soil-climate 
relationships. This mixing of subsoil on the surface of the backfilled 
ditch would retard the full restoration of the site and cause a long-term 
loss of soil productivity affecting crop growth and grazing capacity. 
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4. (1-209) Wind erosion of exposed soils along the ditch could be a major 
impact where detached fine silt and clay particles were exposed. Water 
erosion would form gullies and increase sediment yield from the disturbed 
soil. 

5. (I-209) Wind erosion potential is also high along the 650 miles of the 
Northern Border route across the spring wheat region of Montana and North 
Dakota. Soil losses could be considerable and could cause severe seedling 
damage and make revegetation of the right-of-way very difficult. 

6. (1-209) Construction and operation of the.proposed natural gas pipeline 
system would present potential water resource impacts at each stream cross
ing resulting from interruption of streamflow, erosion and sedimentation, 
and introduction of industrial chemicals and pollutants. 

7. (1-210) Erosion resulting from construction site activity would cause a 
temporary reduction in downstream water quality as would the use of large 
volumes of domestic water and discharge of sewage at each construction camp. 

8. (1-210) Fuel and lubricant spills from construction machinery, compressor 
stations, construction camps, etc. would pollute surface water and possibly 
groundwater supplies. 

9. (I-211) Vegetation and terrain surface integrity would be destroyed along 
the pipeline right-of-way and at construction camps. At landing sites, 
towers, permanent roads, and other permanent facilities, the impact would be 
long-term. 

10. (1-211) Vegetation would be destroyed and/or altered by one or more of the 
following: construction of winter roads; the alteration of associated drain
age patterns; forest, grass and tundra fires; fuel and methanol spillage; 
sulfur dioxide emissions; and off-road vehicle use for pipeline emergency 
repairs. 

11. (I-211) Cropland production loss on the right-of-way would be considerable 
while construction was underway, but would be back to near normal levels 
within a few years. 

12. (I-212) If project disturbance would force an animal from a critical 
portion of its range or change its habitat, population numbers could be 
reduced. Disturbance factors would include noise from construction, 
maintenance and operation machinery; aircraft used in line· inspection; and 
increased numbers of people in the area. 

13. (I-212) Project caused disturbance would drive birds from their nesting 
.and resting areas and, in the case of waterfowl, could affect the molting 
and fall staging periods resulting.in a possible drop in population numbers. 

14. (I-212) Bird populations could also be adversely affected by habitat de
struction resulting from water quality degradation through pollution and 
increased silt loading as well as vegetative changes or destruction. 
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15. (I-213) Pollutants such as construction camp sewage plant effluents, 
spills of petroleum products, methanol spills, and pesticides; blasting 
near fish spawning areas where eggs are present; and increased or de
creased water temperatures resulting from vegetative changes or pipeline 
operation would also adversely affect fish populations. 

16. (I-213) Destruction of each additiona.l increment of the few remaining 
"natural areas" found scattered throughout largely cultivated areas along 
the pipeline route would further reduce the diversity· and abundance of 
wildlife remaining in the settled areas of the country. 

17. (I-216) The nature of the proposed project construction is such that if 
certain precautions are not observed, any cultural resource sites in the 
path of the pipeline, access roads, compressor stations or other facilities 
could be damaged or destroyed. In most cases, the damage would be a direct 
consequence of site disruption and excavation by man and machine without 
knowledge of the paleontological or archaeological values present, but in 
other cases the impact would come as a consequence of incre~ed access and 
vandalism to unprotected historic sites. 

18. (I-218) Compressor station operating noises would be long-term. Com
pressor noise emissions could be audible for a radius of 6,000 to 7,000 
feet. 

19. (I-218) Natural gas is easily flammable, becomes explosive when confined, 
and when purified is odorless and can act as an asphyxiant. 

20. (I-218) The propane which would be used as a refrigerant is also flam
mable and, being denser. than air, poses an even greater threat of fire 
than natural gas. 

21. (I-219) Repair activities at some locations, and in some seasons, may 
cause damage to the environment more severe than that resulting from the 
initial construction. This is particularly true in the areas of continu
ous permafrost in Alaska. Emergency repairs in the arctic would involve 
the movement of heavy equipment across the tundra without regard to the 
condition of the soil and without benefit of snow-ice roads. In winter, 
repair procedures would result in the destruction of plants and the insu
lating organic mat protecting the soil, with subsequent thaw consolidation 
and erosion a probable result. Summer repairs would cause considerable 
damage to arctic vegetation and soils, and would cause severe disturbance 
to migrating caribou and waterfowl. 

CONCLUSIONS OF THE FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

1. (I-17) Preliminary FPC staff investigations indicate that it is entirely 
possible that the new facilities required by the Arctic Gas all-land pro
posal need not extend beyond the Chicago area in the east, and that the two 
major laterals. to the California market areas are not needed in the west. 
It appears that various combinations of displacement, reverse flow and 
modest additions of new facilities could be utilized to deliver North Slope 
Alaskan Gas to all major lower 48 market areas through existing natural gas 
transmission-facilities. The environmental consequences of this substantially 
reduced Arctic Gas project should be considered in the Department of the 
Interior's Final EIS. 
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2. (I-40) The socio-economic impacts of Alaskan Gas delivery to the con-
tiguous states will clearly be marginal. The volume of gas, roughly 2.5 
BCFD (Billion Cubic Feet per Day) will constitute from 4% to 7% of U. S. 
consumption of natural gas in the 1980-1990 time. frame, and less than 1% 
of total fuel consumption. · 

In the case of such long-run variations, always assuming reasonable plan
ning horizons, a difference of 1% ~n total fuel or 5% in gas availability 
does not have a qualitatively different effect on economic aggregates than 
a change of 1% or 5% in the production of such other "necessities'' as 
wheat or automobiles. Money is not transferred from consumers to gas pro
ducers and is not spent by the producers, but instead goes from consumers 
to the providers of alternative goods and services, who will generally 
tend to employ from the same labor force and purchase from the. same gross 
product as the gas producers would have. 

3. (I-255) The N.orthern Border route of this system should be routed along 
the Red River Corridor alternative route proposed by USDI. This route 
would enter the United States near St. Vincent, Minnesota and follow the 
Mid-Western Gas Transmission Company pipeline for about 125 miles south to 
the vicinity of Ada, Minnesota. From Ada the route would extend approxi
mately 625 south and east through Minnesota, Iowa, and on to Kanakee, 
Illinois just south of Chicago. The pipeline should terminate at this 
point and utilize existing facilities together with exchange agreements to 
distribute the gas until such time as additional volumes of natural gas be
come available which would warrant further extension of the facilities. 

REGION SIX OPINION 

The benefits of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System to Montana appear 
to be: 1) about 10-15 permanent jobs, 2) 75-100 temporary (less than 1 year) 
unskilled and semi-skilled jobs, 3) significant economic benefits to the 
counties affected due to construction activity, and 4) life-of-the-project tax 
benefits to the counties involved. 

The Northern Border Pipeline Company has stated several times that the state of 
Montana will not get a tap on their line. Weighing the above benefits against 
the costs· summarized in the second section cf this memo, and assuming Montana 
will not get Prudhoe Bay Natural Gas, the cost to our state, in my opinion, far 
exceeds the benefits. 

The Federal Power Commission has recommended that this gas line bypass Montana 
and instead enter the U. S. near St. Vincent, Minnesota. ln light of the above, 
I endorse this recommendation. 

After reading the Economic Analysis Section of the FPC's EIS (I-27 to I-194), 
it is apparent that fossil fuel solutions to this country's energy problems 
are shortsighted. The continued growing supply of fossil fuels, at ever 
greater financial and environmental costs, defers our attention from more 
permanent non-fossil fuel alternatives. 

1Jf.chl/ 
MICHAEL W. ADERHOLD 
REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT OFFICER 

MWNdrn 

P.S. The three volumes will be hand carried to Helena. 199 

Conclusion drawn from the "Economic Analysis" section is 
one that we did not place there and we do not understand. 



STATE OF N~DA 

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF PLANNING COORDINATION 
CAPITOL BUILDING, RoOM 45 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

CAPITOL COMPL.IEX 

CA.ftSOtc CIT't, NEVADA 118710 

(7~2) 888-488!5 

January 15, 1976 

Re: bng-SOD-ALASKA - Our SA! #NV-76800027 

Dear Sir: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement on the above referenced project. 

The State Clearinghouse has processed the draft statement and 
has no comment. Based on the information contained therein and 
the responses of interested parties, the proposed project is, as of 
this date, found not to be in conflict with the State's plans, goals 
or objectives. 

Sincerely, 

;:; ; ·' < ' t .~;L L~~-) 
Bruce D. Arkell 
State Planning Coordinator 

BOA/db 
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 
ALLEN I. OLSON 

.. _ '(!, ·ra Attorney General 
l i 1.\':i · . . . State Capitol 

~til ... -,"'" ;<,.o. '·Bismarck, North Dakota 58505 
ft.GtR~~ r >'·· .. , •.• 

GERALD W. VANDEWALLE 
CHIEF DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CIVIL DIVISION 

CALVIN N. ROLFSON 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 

JOHN E. ADAMS 
LYNN E. ERICKSON 
ROBERT P. BRADY 
GARY 5. HELGESON 
DALE V, SANDSTROM 
DAVID 5. NISS 
WILLIAM J. DELMORE 

ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL 

CURTIS B. HANSEN 
ROBERT A. BARNETT 

SPECIAL INVESTIGATORS 

00RMILEE DIEDE 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 

Office of the Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington, DC 20246 

January 28, 1976 

RE: El Paso Alaska Company, et al. 
Docket Nos. CP75-96, et al. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

{-..... . 
1-----1- ...... . r--..... . 
---·-·· 

701-224-2210 

Enclosed for filing in the above-styled proceeding is a Comment on 
the Federal Power Commission Draft Environmental Impact Statement on 
the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation System by Congressman 
Mark Andrews of North Dakota, ·senator Quentin N. Burdick of 
North Dakota, and Allen I. Olson, Attorney General for the State 
of North Dakota. 

Sincerely, 

~;;?H;,g~~ 
Counsel for 
Congressman Mark Andrews 
Senator Quentin N. Burdick 
Attorney General Allen I. Olson 

po 
Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Nahum Litt 
Presiding Administrative Law Judge 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington, DC 20246 

Brian J. Helsler, Esquire 
Commission Staff Counsel 
Office of the General Counsel 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington,DC 20246 201 



In the Matter of 

'"I' _I u 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

El Paso Alaska Company, et al. Docket Nos. CP75-96, et al. 

COMMENTS OF 
CONGRESSMAN MARK ANDREWS OF NORTH DAKOTA 

SENATOR QUENTIN N. BURDICK OF NORTH DAKOTA 
ALLEN I. OLSON, ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR THE 

STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 
ON THE 

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 
OF THE 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 
ON THE 

ALASKAN NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

The Staff, at page I-255 of its Draft Environmental Impact State
ment, recommended that the Red River Corridor, through Minnesota, al
ternative route be utilized by the Northern Border Pipeline Company in 
construction of its pipeline. In view of the fact that Staff's recom
mendation directly affects the interest of North Dakota, the State of 
North Dakota wishes to again reiterate its position regarding the 
Northern Border Pipeline and provide the parties to this proceeding 
with its comments on Staff's suggestion. 

In their Statement of Position, filed May 2, 1975, before the Federal 
Power Commission, Congressman Mark Andrews, Senator Quentin N. Burdick, 
and Allen I. Olson, Attorney General for the State of North Dakota, 
asserted that the State of North Dakota would oppose the Northern Border 
Pipeline unless there were satisfactory provision for supplying the·fu
ture natural gas needs of North Dakota consumers and until satisfactory 
guarantees were made to meet the demands of the people of North Dakota 
for the protection of their lands, water, air, property and quality of 
life. Full compliance with state environmental laws would serve to sat
isfy the needs of North Dakota and assure protection of its interests. 
In reiterating its position, the State of North Dakota further asserts 
that the construction and operation of the Northern Border Pipeline 
shall in no way pre-empt state laws, rules and regulations, regarding 
natural resource development, conservation and environmental protection, 
or any other proper exercise of state police powers. 

Although the State of North Dakota may not necessarily agree with 
Staff's judgment in placing its recommendation of an alternative route 
in its Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the State does have an 
interest in the substance of Staff's suggestion. Unless the demands 
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of the people of North Dakota regarding Northern Border Pipeline can 
be met by ~ction taken in this proceeding, by separate agreement with 
t~e compan1es ~hemselves, or by any other appropriate means, alterna
tlve routes (llke that recommended by Staff) may serve as a solution 
to North Dakota's problems. 

Respectfully submitted, 

CONGRESSMAN MARK ANDREWS 
SENATOR QUENTIN N. BURDICK 
ATTORNEY GENERAL ALLEN I. OLSON 

Dated: 
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COUNTY OF BURLEIGH 

GARY S. HELGESON, having been duly sworn, deposes and says 
that he is a Special Assistant Attorney General for the state of 
North Dakota and attorney for Congressman Mark Andrews, Senator 
Quentin N. Burdick and Attorney General Allen I. Olson, intervenors 
herein; that he has read and signed the foregoing Comment on Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement of said intervenors; that he is 
authorized to do so; and that all statements therein are true and 
correct to the best of his knowledge, information and belief. 

Subscribed and sworn to before 
me this 3!j!!!Jay of January, 1976. 

~rYr 
+----.._._._ _____ -+ 

I. OPIICIAL SEAL 
RCSERT P, BRACY 

IIOTAIY PUILIC 
STAll Of 110l1M DAKOTA 

My COmmluloa Expires AUGUST 29, 1981 

%:ts1 ~LG14?~ 
OF COUNSEL FOR 

Congressman Mark Andrews 
Senator Quentin N. Burdick 
Allen I. Olson, Attorney General 
for the State of North Dakota 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing 
document upon each person designated on the official service list 
compiled by the Secretary in this proceeding in accordance with the 
requirements of Section 1.17 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure. 

Dated at Bismarck, North Dakota, this 29th day of January, 1976. 

Of Counsel For 

Congressman Mark Andrews 
Senator Quentin N. Burdick 
Attorney General Genera 1 A 11 en I. 01 son 
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ROBERT W. STRAUB 

Secretary 

'• E.~~ 
L,' ,I I. \S~iCJH 

Federal Power Commission 
washington, D. c. 20426 

Attention: BNG - SOD -ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

STATE CAPITOL 

SALEM 87310 

January 14, 1976 

OFFICIAL FILE CoQPJ 
TO 

~m 

Thank you for submitting the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
Sys~em, El Paso Alaska Company, Docket No. CP 75-96 for our 
rev1ew. The draft has been reviewed and the following comments 
are made to assist your staff in the preparation of the final 
report. 

1. The State of Oregon passed legislation in the form 
of Senate ~ill 483 during the 1975 Legislature that provides for 
compre~e~s1v7 state leader~hip in energy planning, distribution 
and ut1l1zat1on. In so do1ng, the siting, cons~ruction and 
oper~tion of.energy facilit~es shall be accomplished in a manner 
cons1stent w1th the protect1on of the public health and safety. 

Pipelines that are sixteen inches or greater in diameter 
and five miles or longer in length used for the transportation 
of natural or synthetic gas are described as energy facilities. 
Energy facilities are required to receive a site certificate from 
the Energy Facility Siting Council of Oregon. The Council, acting 
as a one-stop siting authority, has 12 m6nths to review the 
certificate application prior to submitting its conclusions and/or 
approvals. 

2. The El Paso Alaska proposal would physically avoid 
Oregon during routine operation as outlined in the report but with 
a minor modification of the plan it could have a significant 
impact on the Pacific Northwest. The report erroneously suates: 
"It is apparent that the Pacific Northwest area could not develop 
a pipeline system soon enough to meet the present schedule and 
quantity of LNG proposed to be delivered to the west coast of the 
continental u. s." The delays that are now ocgarri-89 ,.ifl ___ the natural 
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An appropriate statement concerning this information has 
been added to the FEIS, Vol. I, Comparative Assessment, 
11Arctic Gas System - Construction Schedule11 Section. 

The environmental staff agrees that there is adequate time 
to explore the possibility of regasification of LNG in 
Oregon; however, the environmental staff disagrees that there 
is adequate time to develop a pipeline system soon enough to 
meet the present schedule and quantity of LNG proposed. 
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gas project from the Prudhoe Bay Field have extended the time 
element. There is now adequate time to explore the possibility of 
regasification of the LNG at the first available u. s. port, 
thereby reducing the shipping distance by approximately 50% and 
resulting in a 0.5% savings in cargo boiloff. 

3. The El Paso tanker fleet would make approximately 
308 deliveries yearly with an accident probability of 4.4 x lQ-3 
accidents per transit. With such a high probability it would appear 
that the statement should provide an analysis of LNG loaded ship 
repair along the shipping route. The Coast Guard is in the process 
of creating a vehicle traffic system for U. s. Harbors but this 
analysis does not pertain to traffic on the high seas. 

4. The proven reserves of the Prudhoe Bay Field appear 
to have been overestimated by about twenty percent. If additional 
reserves are not proven, serious economics penalties will arise 
from over-design of the transportation system. This has been 
evident in the current revisions of project proposals to the 
FPC by the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation pipeline companies 
and in the FPC recommendation that the PGT-PG&E and ITAA routes 
should not be constructed at this time due to inadequate supplies 
of natural gas. The urgency for pipeline siting rule completion 
for the State of Oregon has been recently reduced by pipeline 
applicant's actions. 

5. Calculation of the Lower Flammable Limit is 
presented in two sections of the statement. The Point Gravina 
analysis is extensive and provides adequate information. The 
second assessment is done for the southern terminus of the 
shipping route but it is not adequate. The mathematical format 
appears to be sufficiently different that the extent of combustion 
from an accidental release of a large volume of LNG is reduced 
using the second set of equations. 

·;:;_'~ 
Governor 

RWS/jh 
cc: Department of Energy 

The accident rate quoted is derived from accident data in 
rivers and harbors and does not apply to traffic accidents on the 
high seas, where the accident rate would be expected to be consider
ably less • Characterizing this accident probability as "high is a value 
judgement. For 308 deliveries per year the average interval between 
accidents are not the type that would cause any spillage of LNG . 

The environmental staff disagrees that the assessment for 
the California terminals is inadequate, although additional development 
of the probability model has been undertaken for the FEIS . The Point 
Gravina assessment was done by a contractor prior to the FPC model 
development. The FPC model is bases on a non-Gaussian vapor plume, 
and from similar plume model development by Science Application, Inc. , 
appears to be a reasonable approximation to their complex model. Thus, 
the Point Gravina and California assessments are different, and each is 
adequate in its own way. 
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INSTITUTE OF ARCTIC BIOLOGY 

\'{..,\. t.-> 

,.:)~ ... 

Secretary 

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
FAIRBANKS. ALASKA 99701 

December 22, 1975 

Federal Power Commission 
Washington, DC 20426 

Dear Secretary: 

Re: BNG-SOD-ALASKA -- Cultural Resources 

I write to comment on your Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems published in November 1975. 

My remarks pertain to the impact and protection measures for cultural resources, 
with specific attention to the portion on Alaska. 

I am pleased to say that, bontrary to another DEIS recently prepared by the Depart
ment of the Interior, I find your compliance with existing federal laws and regula
tions to be exemplary. My compliments to the preparers. 

As a result of my recent experience as supervisory archeologist during the con
struction of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline, I wish to offer the following suggestions 
as emendations to the assessment and recommended mitigation. 

I. Along the pipeline corridor, one or more significant potential causes of 
impact on archeological sites was the search, acquisition, and mining of 
mineral materials, specifically gravel and rock. 

---II,307; III,242; materials sources should be included in the listings of 
impacts. 

II. Archeological surveillanc.e of actual construction, particularly the super
vision and survey of areas to be affected by re-designs and re-routes is 
necessary to insure that the impact of construction on sites missed during 
the prior archeological sample survey is minimal. We found several sites 
impacted by construction which had not been discovered by surveys prior 

PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL 

r:---'"1, 
L. . .) 
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see revised Vol. II • Sec 
c.1o. 
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Federal Power Commission - 2- December 22, 1975 

to construction. Only surveillance of actual construction activities could 
mitigate this impact. 

---II,523 should be reconciled with III,379#20. 

III. The education of construction personnel to recognize sites and archeological 
materials is not feasible, given a mobile work force and the frequent distance 
from the ground at which operators work. Far more important to the success 
of the mitigation effort is the education of supervisory and planning personnel, 
so that ample time is provided for archeological survey prior to planned 
construction or re-routing. Field engineers may be particularly insensitive 
to the logistic and other needs of the archeologist working in this context, 
and constitute a far greater threat than operating engineers. In particular, 
education efforts and the needs of communications and planning should be 
aimed at low-level management and at the contractor's supervisory personnel, 
who have been known to advise that sites be covered up or destroyed quickly 
so that construction is not delayed. The major effort should be aimed at 
mitigation prior to the start of actual construction to avoid these problems. 

---III, 379#20 (g) should include provision for education of supervisory 
personnel. 

IV. The Final Environmental Impact Statement should identify properties located 
within the area of the lines which may be eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register of Historic Places by identifying all properties possessing historical, 
architectural, archeological or cultural value within the area of the under
taking's environmental impact [see Procedures for the Protection of Historic 
and Cultural Properties; Advisory Council on Historic Preservation; as 
published in the Federal Register Vol. 39#18 Part 2, 25 January 1975; section 
800.2 and 800. 4--part (a) (2)] . This may only be accomplished by an intensive 
review of knowledge of such cultural resources including those obtained by 
recent work in the area for the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company and the 
Bureau of Land Management. 

v. 

VI. 

The Final Environmental Impact Statement should contain means for mitigating 
the secondary impacts due to site vandalism, as mentioned at: I,241; II,307 
and III,242. 

The Final Environmental Impact Statement should contain means for mitigating 
the secondary impact due to soil creek and erosion, which pose definite threats 
to cultural resources in this environment. 

---II, 307-309 should include soil erosion as an impact on cultural resources. 

PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL 
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The environmental staff's recommendations for both pipelines 
have been revised. 

See above. 

See above. 

See above. 



UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 

Federal Power Commission -3- December 22, 1975 

Again, the Draft makes an exceptional start towards an appropriate assessment 
of the potential impact on cultural resources and points the way with recommended 
measures to mitigate this potential impact. With the addition of the above points, 
your final statement should certainly comply with the letter and the spirit of 
existing laws and guidelines and should provide the needed protection for Alaska's 
extensive but fragile cultural resources. 

AADbw 

cc: Council on Environmental Quality 

/ckadA 
Dr. Albert A. Dekin, Jr. 
Institute of Arctic Biology 

Alaska State Historic Preservation Officer 
Officer of Environmental Project Review, Department of the Interior 
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UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 

A. Stewart Holmes 
Resource Economist 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Holmes: 

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701 

January 27, 1976 

Perhaps this is the most appropriate time to register my com
plete dissatisfaction with the manner in which social impact assess
ments are made in environmental impact statements. While the 
authors of the FPC DEIS social impact discussion have done a com
mendable job of gathering available data, there are many facets of 
social impact that are totally ignored. 

Social impact assessments should be based on detailed com
munity projections of population and employment demands. While 
statewide economic effects can be discussed on a regional basis, 
there is no analogous way to present aggregate social effects; it 
depends on the specific communities that are involved. Given 
detailed projections on the community level, however, it would be 
possible to present an overall picture of social impacts. 

An adequate social impact assessment must also consider com
munity impacts from the perspective of present community conditions. 
The FPC statement assumes that the impacts of a gas pipeline will 
"merely echo.,.the same impacts generated by Alyeska" (I-143). It 
is erroneous to assu.me that communities will return to a baseline 
status. Some social impacts may not be repeated. For example, 
belated improvements to the Fairbanks phone system may well be 
sufficient to handle any demands associated with gas pipeline 
construction activities, Other social impacts may be not only 
repeated b~t may also assume larger proportions. For example, 
temporary solutions to school overloads, such as portable class
rooms, may not remain usable for the period ~f gas pipeline con
struction. Taxpayers may be unwilling to purchase replacement 
units with the result of classroom overflows that are larger than 
during the oil pipeline construction phase. 

PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL ?11. 

These comments were requested by the FPC and U.S. Department 
of the Interior under contract to the Institute of Social 
Economic and Government Research, University of Alaska. See 
responses to specific comments below. 

See the revised section on "Selected Social Impacts of Gas 
Pipelines," 
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Many social impacts may be more aptly described as being 
cumulative than as being repetitive, If solutions to Alyeska 
impacts have not been found, the impacts of gas pipeline activi
ties would pose an additional burden on the community, The FPC 
statement should not only look at past social impacts but also 
review the steps that have been taken to ameliorate such impacts 
and make some judgements about the probable consequences of addi
tional demands placed on the community. The current controversy 
in Delta Junction over the provision of public services is a case 
in point. A strong public backlash against tax support for needed 
services is related to the gap between increasing service demands 
and the inability of local taxpayers to handle the burden, The 
additional demands posed by gas pipeline activities could aggra
vate the crisis. 

Aside from physical responses to social impacts, an adequate 
social impact assessment should address changes in community 
values and expectations. I grant that information in this area 
is sketchy; my current research efforts will hopefully improve 
our base information. Nevertheless, local observers agree that 
the community no longer holds the same attitudes it did before the 
construction of the oil pipeline. Many residents underestimated 
the personal costs they would incur and can be expected to be 
ambivalent or opposed to further disruptions. For others the 
opposite is true. Certainly, social impacts in large part are in 
the eye of the beholder; a "repetition" of Alyeska impacts may be 
perceived in ways quite different from initial experiences. 

The social impacts visited on a community depend on the role 
that community plays. Big Delta and Tok, for example, have served 
as truck stops during the construction of the oil pipeline. These 
communities would become major supply depots if the Fairbanks
Alaska Highway route is chosen. I have addressed some of the 
effects of community roles on the incidence of social impacts in 
my report to the Department of Interior. The FPC statement should 
recognize this issue. 

Social impact assessments should address long-range changes 
set in motion by construction activities, These changes may 
include the conversion of Anchorage and Fairbanks to highly 
urbanized regional service centers. The ability of the community 
to absorb such a change must be considered. For example, the ice 
fog problem in Fairbanks has become a source of intense dissatis
faction and personal problems. This as a direct result of popu
lation increases. Barring a solution, the carrying capacity of 
Fairbanks may already have been reached. The long-range effects 
may be to drive residents further into undeveloped areas, increas
ing service costs and environmental impacts. 

PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL 

See responses to specific comments below, 
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Other communities, such as Kaktovik, may experience short
term economic benefits with attendant rises in personal expecta
tions. A downturn in the economy following construction activities 
may leave people frustrated and perhaps increase the rate of 
migration to urban wage markets. The long-range result would be 
to deplete Alaska's rural community human resources. 

Social impact assessments must recognize that communities 
differ in culture, experience, attitudes, and infrastructure. Of 
particular importance in Alaska are differences between Eskimo, 
Athabascan, and white communities and differences in the amount 
of exposure communities have had to urban social and economic 
inputs. The experience of native highway communities, such as 
Gulkana or Chistochina, has been much different than that of 
isolated communities, such as Anaktuvuk Pass. I refer you to my 
report to Interior which begins to discuss community variations. 

A discussion of the merits of alternative pipeline routes 
should include differential social effects. Nowhere in the FPC 
statement is there stated the logic which led to the staff con
clusions concerning preferred routes. The only criteria given 
are those on page II-376 which totally ignore social considera
tions. 

Finally, an EIS should include mitigating measures for social 
impacts. For example, will funds be provided for temporary 
increases in operating expenses of communities and a fair share 
of required capital improvements? Will these funds be applicable 
to induced as well as direct effects? Will impact projections 
used by communities for planning be backed up by appropriate 
compensation if they are wrong? Will the builder by liable for 
longterm changes of a drastic nature, such as the loss of subsis
tence resources? Will the builder be required to consult with 
local communities in order to guarantee some degree of local self
determination? The FPC DEIS only briefly touches on socioeconomic 
mitigating measures (II-334) without sufficient detail or review 
of the success of comparable measures followed by Alyeska. 

I should briefly note that on page I-3 the FPC accepts all 
of Interior's DEIS for the Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline System:
Consequently, comments on the Interior statement apply to the 
FPC statement as well. 

My detailed comments on the informat·ion contained in the FPC 
DEIS are based largely on a discussion with Mim Dixon, Director of 
the Fairbanks Impact Information Center, since Center reports have 
served as the primary source in the statement. 

I-82: I would question the meaning of the term "rapidly" in terms 
of projected needs, particularly when the type and cost of 
housing is considered. The recent HUD study of projected 

PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL 213 

The FPC staff does not accept Interior's socioeconomic 
analysis unless otherwise noted. 
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housing needs for Fairbanks in 1977 may be of some help 
in this regard, 

I-84: Regarding hospital expansion, the Teamster's Union in 
Fairbanks has expressed an interest in building facilities 
for its members. If the Union becomes strengthened by 
gas pipeline activities and decides to build a separate 
facility, the operations of the Fairbanks Memorial Hospital 
may be jeopardized. If, on the other hand, the Teamsters 
contribute to the expansion of the Fairbanks hospital, the 
community as a whole may benefit. 

I-85: You need to move your heading from I-86 forward. 

I-86: The problems with telephone and electric services in Fair
banks are far from over. While it is true the utilities 
foresaw no problems, Fairbanks telephone service, in fact, 
is still disrupted and several power alerts and outages 
occurred during the latter part of 1975. Your statement 
should mention the fact that some community utility systems 
have suffered from a lack of proper management. The report 
cited in footnote five appeared in July 1974, not 1975, and 
is now outdated. GVEA, for example, recommended in the fall 
of 1975 that its users purchase individual generators for 
emergency use. 

I-88: Pipeline workers have patronized local bars and restau
rants in Valdez, driving away the local clientele (from 
Baring-Gould, Michael, University of Alaska, Anchorage 
Senior College), An increase in nighttime recreation 
opportunities has not necessarily been a benefit to local 
residents, In fact, the sensational reports of what has, 
in reality, been only minor, watered-down adult entertain
ment facilities are seen as a direct affront to many Long
term Fairbanks residents. 

I-89: You should note that high-paying pipeline security jobs have 
resulted in a large drain of local law enforcement person
nel; including, most recently, the Fairbanks' Chief-of
police, 

I-90: Fairbanks is probably not a major R&R center. Many pipe
line workers feel that-rocal merchants are exploiting the 
market and avoid extended stays in Fairbanks. Persons who 
are seeking pipeline employment or have just left the pipe
do appear to use Fairbanks, particularly if they are from 
rural Alaskan communities. Your discussion of alcoholism 
is inadequate, considering the scope of the problem. There 
has been a lack of coordination between alcoholism pro
grams directly associated with the pipeline, programs in 

PLEASE REPLY BY AIRMAIL 
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If this is in reference to the HUD Situation Report of 
June 1975, the staff has reviewed this report. 

This section has been revised. 

Pages 85 and 86 were out of order. The error has 
been corrected, 

This section has been revised. 

This section has been revised. 

This has been noted, 
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Fairbanks, and emergency detox facilities. Increases 
in income, in community and family stress, and the lack of 
proper facilities for transients have all contributed to 
the alcoholism problem. While disruptions in the core 
area of Fairbanks may be the most visible manifestation of 
drinking problems, the most severe problems may be occur
ring in homes, both in Fairbanks and the rural villages. 

I-91: I would question the statement that divorce complaints are 
a "direct" result of Alyeska pipeline impacts. New people 
coming to Fairbanks do not seem to be more prone to divorce. 
The separation of family members, increased financial 
independence, frustrations encountered in the community or 
as a result of feelings of relative deprivation (even 
among professionals), all may contribute to increases in 
the divorci rate. The precise causal links have yet to be 
established. 

I-92: Confusion over the incidence of child neglect and abuse 
cases still remains. While available statistics do not 
show an increase, the number of caseworkers has imposed its 
own limitation on the number of cases that become active. 
In addition, many cases probably go unreported. You 
should mention that many schools have been forced into 
double shift situations with both positive and negative 
effects. Increases in the cost of living and rising stan
dards of comparison have resulted in many dual career 
families, many of whom appear to have young children. 

I-94: While I appreciate the humor of the concluding statement, 
your choice of quotes unfortunately diffuses perhaps the 
most important social impact of all. The philosophical 
resignation expressed in the statement sharply contrasts 
with frequent bitter comments of long-term residents 
forced by cost of living increases and incompatible life
styles to leave Fairbanks. 

I-139: The El Paso route would not affect Kaktovik significantly. 

I-143: I have already commented on the fallacy of this statement. 
Concerning Kaktovik, the location of a supply depot in or 
near the willage would destroy the village as it presently 
exists without substituting a viable long-term economic 
base. 

I hope that the above comments serve to make a case for an 
improved procedure for social impact assessment. You no doubt 
appreciate the need for better data. Time, funds, and persons 
trained in the appropriate social sciences should be made avail
able to develop the necessary data; in large part, it does not 
presently exist. A better interpretation and integration of 
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This section has been revised. 

This section has been revised. 

This quotation was selected not for humor but for the succinct 
and graphic statement it makes on the changes that are taking 
place within Alaska. 

This section has been revised. 
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social data is also required. While social impacts cannot be 
aggregated to present a net cost or benefit, certainly it is 
possible to apply a coherent analytical framework and set of 
weights that would enable decision-makers to judge the relative 
merits of alternative routes. I urge you to incorporate these 
improvements in your final statement. 

JAK/wms 

cc: Mim Dixon 

Sincerely yours, 

A. Kruse, Ph.D. 
ssistant Professor of Survey Research 

Institute of Social, Economic and 
Government Research 
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Wr\SHINGTON STATE 

HIGHWAY COMMISSION Daniel f. Evans- CovPrnor 
C. H. Andrews- Director 

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 

Highway Adrniniat:raticn Building 
Olympia. Washington 98504 (2081 75::3-BO«:J.~: ; ,J. t:..J ',il 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington D.C. 20426 

Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Gentlemen: 

', :::..H 
January 12, 1976 .:·.)'. :·1 

Federal Power Commission 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 

Systems 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Reference is made to your letter of November 28, 1975, requesting our 
review of the draft environmental statement for the above project. 

We have completed our review and find no conflicts with existing or 
proposed highways in the area. 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this information. 

HRG:eh 
RA/RBD 

Baker Ferguson. Chairman 
Walla Walla 

A. H. Parker 
Bremerton 

Sincerely, 

H. R. GOFF 
Assistant Director for 
Planning, Research and State Aid 

~~· 
By: RUSSELL ALBERT 

Planning Engineer 

Howard Sorensen 
Ellensburg 

Virginia K. Gunby 
Seattle 

.u/ia Butler Hansen 
Cathlamet 

Harold L. Boulac 
Secretary 
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:\ \.~ ,,_A non-profit organization established for Cultural Preservation 
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WITHOUT EF~T ,.st,': 

INCORPORATED 

JULY 1972 

,t~ ~'0.._0' 

~~-" 
~ ... '!> ... 

f',C>. Drawer 109 

Fairbanks, Alaska 

Secretary Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sirs: 

99707 

January 29, 1976 

This letter is in regard to the recent recommendation made 
by the F.P.C. staff on routing of a Natural Gas Line through 
Alaska. 

It would seem that we are once again faced with massive 
government intervention in the lives of Native Alaskans. 
A federal agency whom has little idea of our ways and our 
culture and makes decisions not based on the welfare of the 
people most directly affected by their decision, but based on 
their desire to regulate for the sake of regulation. 

Our people have existed on this land for centuries before 
Europeans even knew of its existence; and during these many 
centuries, the land sustained our civilization which predates 
American and European governments by hundred of years. We 
exist today because we learned a lesson which is only beginning 
to be realized by many so-called advanced civilizations, and, 
that is, if you disturb nature too much, and take too much 
from the land, it will cease to support the people. 

It is time for the government of this country to assess the 
amount of damage that will be done to the land, and conse
quently to the people by a careless disreguard of natural 
consequences by regulatory bodies who arbitraily decide what 
is good for the people. 

A prime example of this is the change in the routing of the 
Natural Gas Line from Livengood to Nikishi. When there is 
already in existence a corridor which is supposed to be 
environmentally safe to begin with. Why must the routine be 
changed? The building of a new corridor throughout Alaska 
only succeeds in disruption of nature and the disruption of 
the Native way of life. As a representative of the Native 
peoples within the Interior of Alaska, I cannot, nor will not, 
endorse a concept which totally disregards my peoples culture 
and welfare, as this proposal has done. 
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Secretary Federal Power Commission 
Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 
January 29, 1976 
Page -2-

The question in our minds is if the route proposed is used 
with its 400 miles of new corridors established in· an Alaskan 
wilderness area, who benefits? 

Is the real purpose of this proposal to discourage the use 
of a trans-Alaskan route in favor of a trans-Canadian route? 
Or is it a lack of knowledge on the part of the F.P.C. staff 
in what effects this would have on the Alaska wilderness and 
its people. Perhaps some of the ignorance of its impact 
could have been avoided if the F.P.C. would have held public 
hearings on the route proposals in Alaska, and received the 
comments of the people who will be directly affected by the 
gas line routing. 

Of course, there is no doubt in our minds that we are still 
considered a "foreign country" by some washington bureaucrats 
who only seek to exploit the land, and have little or no 
regard for the consequenses which must be borne by the peopleS 
who live here. 

In this the 200th Birthday of our country, I am reminded of 
an earlier time in history when the colonies in American were 
being exploited by the English government who had only re
sourses of the colonies in mind, and no thought of the people 
well being; and the rallying cry of our forefathers of "no 
taxation without representation". 200 years later, we are 
again being exploited by a government thoughsands of miles 
away who exploits our resources, and do not seek repre
sentation from the people to determine if its decisions reflect 
the best interests of the people. Could it be that history 
is indeed repeating itself. 

~erhaps it is time to remind the commission that the first 
consideration on all proposals for routing of the gas line 
from Prudhoe Bay belongs to Alaskans - not special interest 
groups - not foreign countries - not companies - and not self
serving politicians. 

Furthermore, as this is a private construction project and 
not a government funded project, it would seem to indicate to 
me that the commission should only address itself to the 
question of the lines routing feasibility as proposed, and not 
try to dictate their own opinions on the companies involved. 

I cannot understand why the siz.e of the pipe itself would even 
enter into the commissions recommendations. I should think 
that the question of 'pipe size' lays with the Board of 
Directors for that company. 
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Secretar~· Federal Power Commission 
Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 
January 29, 1976 
Page -3-

The second consideration that the commission should address 
itself to is to what extent the American peoples interests 
are being served by this project. 

1. 

2. 

Routing through Canada does not serve our country's 
interest at all. To give control of a valuable 
natural resource to a foreign country is a reversal 
of our countries 200 years of Foreign Policy, and 
a serious hazard to our independence from foreign 
control. 

Use of materials from anyother country for con
struction of the line ought to be banned from 
consideration. 

Americans have for the last 10 years been continually told 
that the importation of foreign products only cripple our 
national economy and place us at the mercy of foreign manipu
lation. Now we have a small but powerful government agency who 
wants to change the size of the pipe itself so that foreign 
pipe has to be used. Who's interests are served by such a 
move? 

The third consideration should be environmental impact on 
Alaska by the proposed route and the impact on its people. 
I cannot understand how 400 miles of new corridor though 
unspoiled Alaskan wilderness can have less environmental 
impact on Alaska than to use the existing pad, equipment, and 
facilities used by Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. in the con
struction of the trans-Alaskan oil pipeline. 

Perhaps, if you were really concerned in Alaska's interests, 
and the impact of your proposal on its people, you would have 
held public hearings in Alaska on your proposals, hm~ever, in 
the absence of these hearings, it would seem to indicate that 
the F.P.C. serves interests other than the people of the 
Alaska in its decisions. 

And, in the interest of all Alaska citizens, native and non
native alike, I am asking the Federal Power Commission to 
reconsider its recommendations, and to endorse the routing 
of the natural gas pipeline through the existing corridors, 
and use American made pipe for its construction. 

Respectfully yours, 

~;;~~~~:::rior E•kimo' 
JLH/bw 
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FORM NO. CB.J 7 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Attention: BNG-SOD-Alaska 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

IIJI I " ! .JJI I!' 1i11 

THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU 
CAPITAL OF ALASKA 

155 SOUTH SEWARD ST. JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801 

DATE: January 30, 1976 

FILE NO. 

suBJECT: Trans-Alaska Natural Gas 
Pipeline 

Enclosed is a copy of a recent wire sent to you from 
the Hayor of the City and Borough of Juneau on January 30, 1975. 
Referred to in the wire was Resolution No. 343, adopted by the 
Assembly on November 13, 1975, a copy of which is enclosed. This 
Resolution expresses the position of the City and Borough of Juneau 
that "a trans-Alaska pipeline appears to be the best method of 
delivery of Alaska's natural gas to the Nation's markets as opposed 
to a route that lies primarily in Canada ... " 

As requested in the wire, please include this submission 
under public com1nents of the DEIS on the trans-Alaska pipeline. 

MBW/kh 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

in~~ /v' City-Borough Manager 
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Presented by: Assemblyman Aase 

iii \)i; \; 

· RESeh.uTr9N OF ·~~ 
. ·~>\;,·\· .. ·,.) ·,\\Jt 

Introduced: 11-13-75 (Recessed 
Neeting of 11-06-75) 

CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU, ALASKA 

Serial No. 343 

A RESOLUTION ENDORSING A 
TRANS-ALASKA NATURAL GAS PIPELINE. 

HHEREAS, there are knoWn reserves of natural gas 
located in the Prudhoe Bay field estimated at 26 trillion 
cubic feet plus additional speculative reserves in other 
areas of the North Slope of Alaska, and 

HHEREAS, the United States will experience serious 
shortages of natural gas which will affect household con
sumers and their quality of life as well as industrial users· 
and the state of the economy, and · 

HHEREAS, two alternate routes are proposed for 
transmission of Alaska's natural gas to national markets one 
of which is the Alaska Arctic Gas Company pipeline across 
part of Alaska and through Canada.with the other being the 
El Paso Alaska Company proposal to build a trans-Alaska 
pipeline from the North Slope to a point on the Alaska south 
coast where gas would be liquified and placed aboan <tankers 
for shipment to markets, and 

\.JHEREAS, a trans-Alaska pipeline appears to be the 
best method of delivery of Alaska's natural gas to the 
nation's markets as opposed to a route that lies primarily 
in Canada for the following reasons: 

1. It would provide a reliable source of ·energy 
through a transmission system not subject to foreign regula
tion, restriction, taxation and other control or influence. 

2. Because the trans-Alaska pipeline is shorter 
and will utilize the existing crude oil trans-Alaska pipe
line corridor to the maximum extent possible, it should 
require a· shorter planning, design and construction period, 
have less adverse environmental impact, and be less costly. 

3. It would provide substantial employment for 
United States residents during construction and after con
struction for operation and maintenance of the pipeline and 
related facilities. 

4. It would stimulate the United States ship
building industry to meet the demand of transportation of 
liquified gas by tankers. 
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Resolution 343 

5. It would create additional employment within 
Alaska to furnish project support services. 

6.~ It would provide a clean 'source of energy to 
residents and industries within the State of Alaska not 
available if a Canadian routing were adopted. 

7. It could provide the State of Alaska control 
of its royalty natural gas for sales, exchanges or other 
disposition in ways calculated to promote private economic 
growth and a permanent tax base such as development of a 
petrochemical facility. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF 
THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU, ALASKA: 

That it endorses a trans-Alaska natural gas pipe
line as the best routing for proper management of this vital 
.energy source. 

Adopted this 13th day of November, 1975. 

t"V"' C t'Ls Nay or 

-2-
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The following straight wire sent .January 30 .• 1976 at 9 a\m,: 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Attention: ENG-SOD-ALASKA 

THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU'S STRONG ENDORSE!-lENT OF A 
TRANS-ALASKA NATURAL GAS PIPELINE AS THE BEST ROUTING OF THE 
NATURAL GAS FRO~! THE PRUDHOE BAY FIELD IS CONTAINED IN RESOLUTION 
NO. 343, ADOPTED NOVEMBER 13, 1975. WE REQUEST THAT RESOLUTION NO. 
343 BE INCLUDED IN THE PUBLIC COI-If.o!ENTS OF THE DEIS ON THE TRANS
ALASKA PIPELINE. COPY FOLLOWS VIA MAIL. 

WE JOIN WHAT WE BELIEVE TO BE A GREAT MAJORITY OF ALASKANS 
IN URGING THAT THE PFC ALLOW CONSTRUCTION BY THE MOST ECONOMIC 
PRACTICABLE MEANS CONSISTENT WITH SOUND ECOLOGY. TO THIS END, WE 
STRONGLY URGE PUBLIC HEARINGS BE HELD IN ALASKA TO INSURE ADEQUATE 
INPUT CONCERNING THE IMPORTANCE OF ROUTING AND CONSTRUCTION AND WHAT 
IT MEANS TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS STATE. 

Mayor Ginny Kline 
City and Borough of Juneau, Alaska 
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CITY OF CORDOVA 
Phone: (907) 424-3237 

or 424-3238 Box 938 

FE
CI l I: . . ',-,,~QRDOVA, ALASKA 99574 
U ! 1.~ l ~~I I ~ u-

' ' . "The Friendly City" 
FEJEi11.Lro·, _,: ···-·-""'·" January 27, 1976 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Sir: 

Reply to: 

The City of Cordova has passed a resolution supporting construction of a 
trans-Alaska natural gas pipeline as well as petitioning and receivng 
the Order Granting Intervention in the El Paso Alaska Docket Nos. CP 75-96 
et al. Copies of the Resolution, Petition and Order Granting Intervention 
are enclosed. 

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement published by the 
Federal Power Commission staff and have the following comments to make. 

The City of Cordova supports the El Paso Alaska pipeline proposal with 
the terminus and LNG plant at Gravina Point. We understand that this 
site is part of the native land claims but we have a copy of a letter from 
the Eyak Corporation to the Council on Environm~ntal guality w~ich stat~s 
they have no objection to the LNG plant at Gravina Point and will negotiate 
a lease agreement with El Paso if the Gravina site is selected. 

The DEIS states there is no interest existing in Alaska for use of the 
State's 12~% royalty share of Prudhoe Bay Natural gas &>d does not mention 
the almost total support which the trans-Alaska routing has among Alaska~s. 
It leaves the implication that Alaskan interests are not a factor deserving 
consideration. This is not true - there is a great deal of interest and 
support for the El Paso route and Alaskan interest most certainly deserves 
consideration. 

The recommendations made by the FPC staff for the proposed pipeline to take 
the route to Nikisi is questioned because Cook Inlet is not ice free and it 
would expose the tankers to ice conditions which the Coast Guard considers 
dangerous. Additionally the terrain for this route is more ru~ged than the 
route to Gravina and the pipeline would be forced to cross bodies of water 
which would incur more cost. to El Paso and delay the completion of the 
project and availability of a much needed resource. 

The routing to the Gravina site would be less costly and time consuming and 
would create the least amount of environmental disturbance. The DEIS commented 
on icebergs in the Prince 1Villiam Sound from the Columbia Glac~er. It is 
very rare to see a large iceberg in the shipping lanes except In the Valdez 
Arm and the LNG fleet would not be going through the Valdez Arm. 

The City of Cordova understands the ootential effects and impact on the 
community fro~ the El Paso project, but we are convinced that through local 

See new section entitled "Supplemental Analysis" in 
Volume I, Appendix, for an expanded discussion of the 
use of Prudhoe Bay gas in Alaska, Inasmuch as the 
purpose of this EIS is to discuss impacts, no attempt 
has been made to report on the opinions of various 
populations being impacted, 

Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Volume II of the 
FEIS, 

The environmental staff does not disagree that icebergs 
presently occur on the route to Gravina; however, the 
Columbia Glacier's anticipated retreat could result in an 
increased hazard to all of Prince William Sound, 



Secretary, Federal Prn~er Commission 
1/27/76 
Page 2 --------

efforts as well as the continued cooperation of El Paso, the undesirable 
aspects will be limited. 

The City feels that El Paso's proposed pipeline routing, paralleling the 
utility corridor of the Alyeska Oil Pipeline would be the least costly, 
could be completed in less time, would have the least environmental disturbance 
and would be beneficial to the entire State besides providing ·a resource 
much needed by the nation. 

The City of Cordova strongly supports the El Paso routing and urges your 
favorable consideration of the Gravina Point terminus. 

Sincerely, 

Mark E. Kazazean 
City Manager 
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CITY OF CORDOVA, ALASKA 
RESOLUTION NO. 74-3 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF CORDOVA, ALASKA, URGING SUPPORT AND 
CONSTRUCTION OF A TRANS-ALASKA NATURAL GAS PIPELINE. . 

WHEREAS, there are tremendous reserves of natural gas located 
bn the North Slope of Alaska; and 

WHEREAS, there are numerous unexplored areas in Alaska with 
natural gas potential; and 

WHEREAS, a proposal has been made to build a natural gas 
pipeline from the North Slope of Alaska, with such line to be 
located entirely within the State of Alaska; and 

WHEREAS, a Trans-Alaska natural gas pipeline would provide 
numerous benefits over that of a line constructed outside of Alaska; 
to wit: 

1. The gas source,. transportation and consumption would 
be entirely under control of the United States. 

2. The delivery of a clean energy source to the people of 
the United States would be much earlier than if an alternate 
route was used. 

3. It would provide a reliable source of such energy not 
subject to foreign control. 

4. It would provide substantial employment during the 
construction period and continuing employment for the 
labor in the construction industry after the completion of 
the. Trans-Alaska oil pipeline. 

5. It would provide continued employment to Alaskans in the 
operation and maintenance of gas line and related facilities 
after the construction phase has ended. 

6. It would create additional supporting industry and 
services within Alaska to furnish project support. 

7. It would create a large and important permanent tax 
base for the State of Alaska, and its communities. 

8. It would provide a clean source of energy to the residents 
of and industries within the State of Alaska that would not 
otherwise be available if a Canadian pipeline were constructed. 

9. It would substantially benefit the entire United States 
through delivery to the West Coast allowing diversion of 
existing gas supplies to the Mid-West and Eastern United States. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:" 

1. That the City of Cordova supports the construction of a 
Trans-Alaska natural gas pipeline. 

2. That the City of Cordova urges the Legislature of the 
State of Alaska, the Governor of Alaska and the Administration of the 
State of Alaska to support the concept of a Trans-Alaska natural gas 
pipeline.. . a ::!1 

3. That the City of Cordova urges that application 
promptly made for all necessary permits for construction of 
Trans-Alaska natural gas pipeline. 

s ~ 
bt "' 
~ 
"'-"'-g ~ 

Pa~sed and approv:= by the City~ouncil of the City ~ ~ 
Cordova, Alaska, this Y day of~ , 1974. jff ~ 

?~ ATTEST: 

~ ·.·"".~ 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Before the 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

El Paso Alaska Company, et ~· Docket Nos. CP75-96, ·~t e-'-· 

Petition of the City of Cordova, Alaska, 
for late Leave to Inter~ene 

THE CITY OF CORDOVA, AlASKA, ("Petitioner"}, pursuant to ~k•cido:;; 

.;.S(a) of the N,ltUl'al Gas Act: and Section l.S(b) of the Cozr.mission's 
RuJ.e& of Practice a11d Procedure, petitions ~:ile Commission f~~r leave 
t.o in-r~ervene in the above d.oc~:ei:ed procaedings. 

In support hereof, Puti tior1cr :;c-espectfr.1ly shows: 

I. 

Th~ na!t .. t~s and mailing addresses of 'those p~l..,~ons to t-Jho!ll 
cc;;m;;.miDa·tions irr l'ega:rd to this peti·ti·:m shol!ld be sent e_:('e; 

Mark E. Kazazean 
City Manage>:> 
Ci tv cf Ccrdc,•a 
P. 0. Box 1210 
Cordova, Alaska S957~ 

R. Eve~~·tt Harris, Esq .. 
1029 1-les·t T'nird Avanu-?. 
i=·~horage, Alaska 39501 

!1. 

F~ti-.l_-i.(~1l2I, i8 sn incor.po:t"i:"·c:~:)d co1rl.!nun.ity cf th·a S1:·a·t;e c•f Alas}:a; 
i. is " Hom:: •'.:.:1<~ cLty with a rw.nagel'-~<·lmcil for-m c.f gover:u.en·i:. r-l: 
~ loc!e.tsd ::~1 Sout'LcerrCx•aJ. Alask.;;.. at the entr.3.nce: i::c the Cop~lel, Riv~r 
a1. J.2y on tht! snl1t1:.east~J:-r: eho::~i! of PZ"ince Willi.:m'. Sound~ 

P~!~~iticner's curren·' r;opi.1.la·;:-ion ls approx1zr:a·tely 25GO in t!:e 
Ci:.:y -px•upel."", a~d e:pproxim.:~~tel~'" Gco. :ra ~he.Gl'~a·te.3.""'~-~orc!0 1Ja b.l""E7· The . 
lt-cal a•.'!onom.y ~s suypol:"lt~d ma:tnJ.y l)'j. f1nh~.ng ~.nd. IJ.sh process:o.:.:E plan·(s ~ 
t-r5.-th ~& .. n additional eign.ificant: con·tribution ~y governL-:.e'n't-·-rc:~ a··t:ed 
se~"':.'".:t.ca-;;. B-~=:cau~;;e of the aeasonaJ.ity of ·.::he fishin~ :indnst~-:~y ~ .,_~Tienplc-y

ment~ is hig1"1 (ln the range of 20%) in the ~iint~r men thE, bui.: :t"J.l1 s to 
arcund 4% in the S\.UF.Jlle4'. 1rhe eConc.;my experienc€8 s:.::vere fJ.uctt;_ci.tions 
bet..,.;.~en. the sut1mer. e.n~ wiz;t.:-:.Y·.. 'I:.,anspol'"'~'tatio~,. m:;-t~ical ~ e.J..:,J~-~.tt ·; o~""'.tt.l, 
:::'e~r·S!trt·lol1 B.L~d ccrr.r;~un:tc;:s.t~cn se:-.:,vJ .• ~es and facl.l 2 t.ts:s a::-e me~;~ -rnG.n 
adequl:it:~ for a c.Omm'-lni·t:/ the siz-2. of Cor•dova. 

~rh~ f.;.SsesS~t..ie valuation :Col'"' t:1e City cf Cordova d~·:·i~tg .:~9/1~ 

t.·.!c•.n$13~ 27;•)335. Total p1.1cp·.~rty? school and. 'iales ·ta>~es ac,~~-?uinr; to 
:t:;•;.t: Ci~: y ~ £:. -~r-:ea!~nry fo~ the 1974 fiscal yea.r ~.;as $5~-2 ,'+12. U'l .. 

III. 

Pe-titioner -:is vi·tall)"' int:cr~~sted in the -ou"'toclt;t£1 of t.h:= h~ :1.rl.:1g:; 
n6t\T in ·Session i.rl the Fede11al PQt,u~r Commissica c;1 the issn2 of the 
:c-outing of the natur.·al gas ·c·r-an~.l")Oi"'"t·atiPn s~:s"L(~IJ. f:. ::~m ·Prudho;~ Bay, 
Alaska. n.e City of Cordova is located only 13 1:1iles sou'che;;,s·t of 
the LNG pla..-,t propcBed to be cor:~:L'·Jct.ed by El F<>.S(> 111~-~ka Comp2ny 
as part '!f. i i:s Tra:r:s:Alaska Gas_ proj~::c ~:: B~·::au~e of. t:~; !l:arn~:$:3. C:f 
such fac1l~"ty, Pet:l t.J.onar exp=c·cs "t:ha:t J.t:s .c·ons-cr·UlY:::~...o!·L a.nr.l Cl)':.r.;,:LJ.Ol"'l 
t-7ill have signifiaant and ie:r ... :., ... :~~J.chin~ effec"'cs c·a ·th€! ~·;.con.omic ·' soc:i~":J.l 

and environmental well-bei1~g of ·the COL"'d.ova con:uaunity. i-1 ·:..lrthr.::.:'J.tt..:-:-e,. 
Petitioner per•ceive:s the grea·i: majority of these eff.ec·::a ·to be 
beneficial in nature, and for ·~hat reason, -here~1i th u:;."g:= -_, th•3 Federal 
Power Commission to ~ant an early and favorable op~n~on-~'1-h.~---
l.mpiementatl.on of Ei aso Alaeka Company's '.rr.:ms--A}.aska Gas PL·siec,-::_. 



Petitioner wishes ·co imrn•ess upon the Federal Po\ter Com.mission 
thc.:t the endorsement expressed h.a~rain. is not the opinion of a small 
body of local governmental representatives taken without due consicer
ati,1n of the facts. Rather, such opinion represents the studiad 
de·~<!J.'mination of a la:t:>ge number of members of vi::M:ually w.jey:oy facet 
:-Jf ·ti;e community. 

We have met on numerous occa.ssions with representat-ives of El 
?a~'' d';d.::~g the past two years and with increasing frequency du;:oing 
~.9 '.':;; wo are satisfied that we have identified· a!'i.d understand ·the 
;;.o·;:<!!l'ti.c.l effects of El Paso's project on our community; '\'Je are 
r;o~17ickn·t ·that ~1ith the continued cooperatiDn of El Paso, the undesirable 
a.sr:~c·ts of these effects can eithel' be tempered to within acceptable 
].hd:i:s or· totally eliminated; we a:::oe convinced that El Paso's proposed 
pipeline :;:outi:ag in ·i:he utility corridor parallel to 'che Alyeska oil 
pipeline and terminating on Gravina Peninsula is both economically 
and inv5.l."onmentally sound; we are content that safety conG:idcrations 
:i.n El Paso's plans for the desig11, construction and opez>ation of the 
LNG plan·t and terminal on el:hav:i.ne Peninsula provides more than adequate 
assurane:c that our citizens are no-t thl"eatened by 'the processors of 
mar!ufacturing, storing C.!l.d shipping LNG; we belieYe that 'che fishsrmen 
of. our cow.mu!lity will ·bE• provided every opportuni'cy to parti~ipate in 
th·:: d.e•TelopU',eTr~ of a traffic sys·te!ll for the LN\ll cax·xoiers which will 
net m:C.uJ.y disrupt the confct.:.c't; of fishing opera'cions in Prince tiiU.iam 
f::ci..·~~.-.:.~~; l>t~! lcc1;: f,~P~7:t~'d ·i~o 'the contribu ... cions o;.1hich the construct: ion 
:.c.b;;:· /e>;:>'~'" •,.•il.:t lltc~(.a ·to OUl" cc:nr;;:.mity by way of payroll expenditures 
•'<'.:''' ,;::~. o:i: lc::>o.:<. s·~r•;ices; and we t..r€lcomc the s·tahilizing influence 
on -~h.~ (>:::.:-·::'1''"~'. ''C'v>.~-:>Ir,y ~:hich '\:he SOC per-mnnant highly-skilled jobs at 
·i:l '·' :.~·::; pi.;;.·:·~ ;dr 1=n:-ov:l.de, c.c weLl. as tt,e p-::tential tax base which 
·i:~:.:· ~· .. 1 ·:::5.:.:g r;·F: 2:c·~vin.~ PeninEi..~J.a ~1i.:!.l a.ffor<l. 

:F:· .. :c·,:.i.'~r:.o:-:· :;x,:':c•rs·~a.-;ds tha·t EJ ?asc is Zacad with fm.•midahle 
···Jrt~tt~-::~.-:.:~.(;~'! f1-:on .:.\J:.";:·tic Gc-~a i:n. t:he lr~~J"tant praceading. Howe-'¥:;;1', it is 
.:·a·:: :;_·:::=-:.n~~:·:'.:·~ 1 s ;·r-~:,~.:-~·::.:~'4: l:H;:.i~f tha:t the Arctlc Gas. p::'oposal offers 
· . .-.,.,,., .. , • .;.,, ·:·>: ·. ··~y of a"'"a:;'"-i'""' o·•·~·, ->·he El P~o- Proje,t to ei'~'her 
::~>:~·-:;:;:~·- . .-:~ ...... ~ ... .:.: .. :;.~: .!.~.: --~-~.: 1~0.;-,~-·~.:-':'1 'n;;~ -.. _ ~ U - U " - .. -
'··'·-'·' ·-····.'·<,(..,,,, ._.,.,,,,~nJ.,y v- en_ St.;. .• c. c .. A.Laska a~ a ?Thole, and ~i: J.S. 
::.~-· .. L ·::5.o::"!.:::!..")i 2 •. ~~ .. r~·.ric·i-:ion -~hat it: l:.us ·the obli;atioi?_ -to corriJnun:i.c~:te 

::<::;,;: /;;:~.et ~.::::· ·..:~te F~!d•2!:e>al Po<7er Commission by mea!ls of i'l:s ac·tive 
s·.:.fpOt··~ ':'or· ·.:f..~ El Paso plan. The City of Cort:ova will :.:oeceiv:e ·tJ:',•: 
.::.A-,e<:-.·~·es·:: l~cJ . .:::~i::·:; impact cf a1l Alasl~an cor.u-:: .. tini·ties fr-om ... -:he EJ. Paso 
:·?lxa.. i.·J::? thc~~fct,e belie-,~ that vihen the t..lir-;c·:..:s35.on in ·che h~iU"ings 
·5.:.1. l·l2.sh:i.ngton -~~ur-ns to ·f:!:!.e subjr!c'i:: of illlpact, o~n:~ voice. must tn h~az-d. 
:r;J. ?asQ' s T:c·an~:~-t'~.laska G3.s Proj S<!t is p]2eci=-~~::.!l' .. -~-::·i~~! type of C()nt:t~oJ.led 
dev :!~(:-·pmen-c 11.eeded by ·the- Cordova corr:~Ltnl.·£:y·? t!"L.:: s·ca-ts of Al.:· .... sl-:a and 
·~·h-.:... en·ci;:>e u~c.:i:ted St::l:;:er;.. 

IV. 

'!>. -~::-:-.c::.~::::::··?. ~ ·!.::he C:t·ty of Co~dcva J..~ap~"'eserri:n i::1~."t it has O.i:&."'uct:- and 
-::~.: .;:·~·.: .: .. !"'~·:::Lz.~. ix: .. ·;:.:-:::-.::.·..:·~~8 ~.;hich ct.."t\.lld be adve~aely alfec·te;d by th.,:; n:!tion 
.':;; ! .. :.~.c t:c:.:~~ist;i::•n :~n ·i:hcse pr'oc~:cdir:gs ... '1~1e Ci-t:y :Jf Cordova. ft:r·"th.=r• 
1'·:·:-::x-·{: ~ .:'!~Y::~~ ·~~.: .... 2·t Its irltE:~?.St3 a:.:-c not: being, nc··r can ·the;; ba, adequat3ly 
... -.c.~~~!.':;;:l-::L\'i'~:;d by .. ::s,ny ol:b.3r pi.n."'·ty to ·::h-as: pro~.!~-;:edings. 

· r-;-:~r:.:~t-c=nB, i·t is re~~pn~:.:;:j~·ully rz.qu.:;!st:e-1 ·that t'~!f~ Coi;irrJ.ssinn r,r~~-c i:he 
-::-:: .·y c.C ~o·:::,dc:va, Al:::-.s!-:a, pe~.-~~iz~d.·:::·~. ·l;o ~.ntsl"'"~~~n~ as a fu:!..l pa.L~ty in 
t!:.:; -~-~~~\:-e Z'efe:r;;nced p:,-toceedingf. ~ 

R. Ev~reti: Harris, Bs. 
1029 w. 3rd Avenue 
Anchorage, Alaska 995ul 

R~:sperrtfull~l s~.b:rd.tte!i: 
TH£; CITY OF CORDOVA, AL.t\.SY.!> 

13v -------·-----·------- ... ---

Counsel for The City of Cordova, Alaska 

Dated: 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERAL POi•IER CO!-R-1ISSION 

Before Commissioners: Richard L. Dunham, Chairma·n; 
William L. Springer, Don S. Smith, 
and John II. Holloman III. 

El Paso Alaska Company, 
et al. 

Docket Nos. CP75-96, 
et al. 

ORDER GRANTING 
T.ATE IN'J'EHVENTIONS 

(lssued November lY, 1975) 

On January 23, 1975, the Commission set for formal 
hearing in Docket Nos. CP75-96, et al., various proposals 
related to shi; ;'":C.!Jlt of Alask~..trl and Ci.'lnad.ian natural gas 
into the lower 48 states for ultimate public consumption. 
In said order the Commission directed a prehearing con
ferenc0 to convene on April 7, 1975, to discuss various 
procedural matters to faci 1 i t.ilV· the smooth and orderly 
course of the c:ase and directed a formal public hearing 
to commence on the subject applications beginning May 5, 
1975, in two phases. 

Since the issuance of that order, the Cor®ission 
has received various petitions to intervene in the various 
dockets consolidated in this proceeding. Having reviewed 
the late petitions the Commission believes that an ade
quate interest has been sh01vn by each party listed bel011 
to warrant intervention and that their participation will 
not delay the instant proceeding. 

Organization for Hanagement of Alaska's 
Resources, Inc. _, /J"' . · ..... \_ '\...·"\.... •\,_ '\,_....~·'""'\.....--"""\,....-'~ ...... - .. _,_....,. 

h/ City of Cordova, Alas~a .. _ /._.'-:-
V":/ ;7 ---~ • ., -:~/z.c.7.,./ Y ..:---- , ... r 
},;.--~cf("ffinran Rl5bert: Hichel of Illinois 

Public Service Commission of the 
State of New Mexico 

~· ~ 
.... ::::.:1. 
(,•, ~ 

DG,::2~4 
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Docket Nos. CP75-96, et al. 

United Association of Journeymen and 
Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe
fitting Industry of the United States 
And Canada, AFL-CIO 

Wisconsin Michigan Power Company and 
Wisconsin Natural Gas Company 

Great Plains Natural Gas Company 

The Commission finds: 

- 2 -

(1) Since pctrhcipat)tm by the afo:rtosaid r•arties 
will not delay the instHnt pr0cueding upon the conditions 
attached herein, good cause exists for accepting their 
late petitions to intervene. 

(2) Participation .l.>y the .'l fore~. a i.cl parties mny be 
in the public interest. 

The Commission orders: 

(A) The aforesaid petitioners are permitted to 
intervene in this proceeding subject to t.he rules and 
regulations of the Commission, Provided, hm1ever, that 
the participation of such interveners shall belimi ted 
to matters affectin~ asserted rights and interests as 
specifically set forth in the petitions to intervene, 
and Provided, further, that the admission of such inter
veners, shall not be construed as recognition by the 
Commission that they might be aggrieved because of any 
order of the Commission entered in this proceeding; 
Provided, further, that said participation by such inter
veners shall be conditioned upon acceptance of the record 
in this proceeding as it now stands. 

(B) The participation of Congressman Michel is 
additionally conditioned on his status as a member of 
the Congress of the United States from the state indi
cated in his petition. 

By the. Commission. 

S E A L ) 

Kenneth F. Plumh, 
Secretary. 

,.----, 
' I 
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CITY OF SKAGWA"\ 
GATEWAY ~0 THE GOLD RUSH OF .. 98" 

P. 0. BOX 41S SKAGWAY, ALASKA99840 

January 28, 1976 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Sirs: 

GDAcp 

to the attention of the Common Council of 
that the FPC does not intend to hold public 

Environmental Impact Statements on the 
the natural gas pipeline. The City 

DEIS conta~s certain statements, 
~'"''""~~'"'!' wl;li.ch ... ~.e . inadeq\18-tely 

·qu€stlonable vali~ty. 



r-1 r::l r:u c:-:1 
a;rv OF SPOKANE. WASHINGTON 

Mr. Jose urcia, Director 
spokane Regional Planning conference 
City Hall • Room 353 
Spokane. washington 99201 

oear Mr. urcia: 

t.'.· 

CITY PLAN"OOMMISSION 
ROOm 309"• City Hall 
00~~~:~! ~~:) oliason. pres. 
SPOKANE "'OITY ZafiNG BOARD 
A,.'S~>BX!Own, Chairman 

:' 
PO\NE ;.~ ~. •.:: . :i:.: 2I.O:i 

RB: Federal Power commission Staff Evaluation 
of Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems 

We have examined the above report and have the following 
comments: 

1. The Federal Power Commission Staff believes that the 
west Coast projects of the Arctic Gas systems should not 
be concentrated since the volume of Alaskan natural gas 
which would be committed to thos~ companies could be· 
handled by· means of exchange of gas agreements. This 
could have an affect on the natural gas supply for the 
Pacific Northwest and spokane in particular. Perhaps 
local authorities, familiar with future demands and 
supplies of natural gas, should be contacted for their 
views on whether the west coast leg is needed. 

2. The FPC staff did not make a decision on which of the 
two proposals were the most environmentally acceptable. 
From our quick review of both proposals, the tanker 
route seems preferable to the 5 1 000 mile pipeline 
route across Canada from an environmental standpoint. 

3. The Arctic Gas system pipeline, did not consider the 
aquifer underlying the spokane valley in their proposal. 

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to review these 
proposals. 

BTC:GOZ:g~m 
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C(}nJma C(J/,am!Jer o/ ~e 

Secretary 

BOX99 
"The Friendly (Jjty" 

CORDOVA, ALASKA 99574 
MT. ECCLES 

January 30, 1976 

F.ederal Power Conunission 
Washington, D.C., 20426 

Attention: BNG··SOD-ALASKA 

Gentlemen: 

The Cordova Chamber of Conunerce desires to make the following 
comments on the draft EIS on the routing of the natural gas pipe
line from Alaska's North Slope. 

The Cordova Chamber of Conunerce has long supported the trans
Alaskan route of the natural gas pipeline, with the southern 
terminus at Port Gravina in Prince William Sound. (see enclosure 
I) 

It is worthwhile to explain at this point the amount of study 
examination that preceeded our decision to support the trans

routing, and Port Gravina terminus. The Chamber heard 
Artie Gas and El Paso Alaska, representatives of federal 
state agencies, congressional and state legislative 

tants to various groups and native regional and 
ions, With certain obvious exceptions, all the 

we heard supported the trans-Alaskan route, 
1J~~~~~~~~~t~e~rm~iln~a~l~~· It is not for us to reitterate 
., groups - they have already submitted 

is for us, however, to point out that the 
Paso proposal on Cordova is beneficial. The word 

Conlova ... Home of the lceworm 

an undesirable or bad connotation. The city 
have been preparing for growth for several 

in this city are geared for 
population of 2,500. 

even more. Cordova, more 
rapid population growth. 
great. Currently, 

unemployment rates in the 
winter employment for our 
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Federal Power Commission 
January 30, 1976 
Page 2 

liild ,Ji_ 1•111 I 11 I•, 111, I cl' •I 

city is one of the prime concerns of the Chamber of Commerce. 
The trans-Alaska route and Port Gravina terminal will provide 
this. The City of Cordova and our fishermen and seafood 
processors have invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
improving our sagging salmon runs. The heat from the Lique
faction plant could be a tremendous asset to our aquaculture 
efforts. 

Finally, our examination of your DEIS raises serious 
questions on the propriety of the Cook Inlet terminus. Many 
of the negative comments on the Port Gravina terminus also 
apply to the Cook Inlet terminus, but were not mentioned. 

We urge prompt Federal Power Commission approval of the 
Trans-Alaskan route, and the Port Gravina terminus in Prince 
William Sound. 

WDB/mb 

Sincerely, 

w. D. Bechtel 
President 
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RESOLUTION OF THE COROOVA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CORDOVA, ALASKA 
URGING SUPPORT AND CONSTRUCTION OF A TRANS-ALASKA NATURAL GAS PIPELINE 

WHEREAS, there are tremendous reserves of natural gas located on the North 
Slope of Alaska; and 

WHEREAS, there are numerous unexplored areas in Alaska with natural gas po
tential, and 

WHEREAS, a proposal has been made to build a natural gas pipeline from the 
North Slope of Alaska to a liquefaction plant on Prince William Sound with 
such line to be located entirely within the State of Alaska, and 

WHEREAS, a trans-Alaska natural gas pipeline would provid~ numerous benefits 
over that of a line constructed outside of Alaska; to wit: 

1. The gas source, transportation and consumption would be entirely 
under control of the United States. 

2. The delivery of a clean energy source to the people of the United 
States would be much earlier than if an alternate route was used. 

3. It would provide substantial employment during the construction 
period and continuing employment for the labor in the construction 
industry after the completion of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline. 

4. It would provide continued employment to Alaskans in the ope
ration and maintenance of gas line and related facilities after the 
construction phase has ended. 

5. It would create additional supporting industry and services 
within Alaska to furnish supply project support. 

6. It would create a large and important permanent tax base for 
the State of Alaska and its communities. 

7. It would provide a clean source of energy to the residents of 
and industries within the State of Alaska that would not otherwise 
be available if a Canadian pipeline were constructed. 

8. It would substantially benefit the entire United States through 
delivery to the West Coast allowing diversion of existing gas supplies 
to the Mid-West and Eastern United States. 

,...___., 
i J 
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Now, therefore be it resolved: 

1. That the Cordova Chamber of Commerce supports the construction of a trans
Alaska natural gas pipeline. 

2. That the Cordova Chamber of Commerce s~ppor~s the.co~struction of an envi
ronmentally compatible liquefaction plant 1n Pr1nce W1ll1am Sound. 

3. That the Cordova Chamber of Commerce urges prompt an~ fa~orable Federal 
Power Commission approval of the proposed trans-Alaska p1pel1ne. 

Passed and approved by the Cordova Chamber of Commerce of the city of 
Cordova, Alaska this sixteenth day of July, 1974. 

Attest: 

Barbara TilgnerJ Pr~ 

July 16, 1974 
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COUfl'fU OF SJITITR BJI'RB.RR.fl 

AL.BERT F. REYNOLDS 

Environmental Quality Coordina~q.r. l 

1 05 E. Anapamu St. 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101 

Telephone 966-1611 

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

January 14, 1976 

OFFICIAL FILE COP'r 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

T:i i ;:m.~ 
ro;illr--~----1 

Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 
-1~-

l 
Dear Mr. Secretary: 

cmkLF'Er 
By direction of the Santa Barbara County Board o 

Supervisors, I have coordinated this County's review of the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on the western 
LNG Terminal Company Application, Point Conception, Calif
ornia (Docket Nos. CP 75-9§. et al). and am forwarding our 
comments herewith. 9fhere are three supporting documents 
attached to this summary letter of transmittal. 

Also attached is a copy of the Petition to Intervene 
and Motion for Local Hearing filed by the Chairman of the 
Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors on January 2, 1976. 
Let me re-state this County's deep concern that no final 
decision be made regarding this application without a public 
hearing in or about Santa Barbara. 

It is our finding that the DEIS is deficient in not 
providing adequate information and analysis in several areas. 
These include: risk analysis methodology including tanker 
traffic safety; plume dispersion analysis; air quality impact 
analysis; tax revenues to be generated by the project; other 
industrial applications including de-salinization as a miti
gating measure; marine biological impacts from cold water 
discharge and from the trestle and breakwater construction. 
These inadequacies should be corrected by FPC in the Final EIS. 

We would agree with the analysis in the DEIS as to the 
significant levels of impact associated with a land use 
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decision to construct an LNG de-gasification facility at 
Point Conception (incompatibility with present usage, growth 
and industrialization inducement, displacement and access 
problems). It is imperative that this County and potentially 
affected residents have an opportunity to comment on this 
aspect of the proposal through a local hearing. The views 
of the California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission should 
also be given serious consideration. We are also concerned 
with the new pipeline route impacts which are described as 
extensive. We would, however, suggest the addition of one 
element of information regarding pipeline routes: the costs 
of archaeology salvage of sites along the right-of-way. 

In addition to our demand that this County and its 
citizens should have the opportunity to be heard regarding 
the construction of an.LNG de-gasification facility at Point 
Conception or at the proRosed alternative sites, we are 
frankly concerned that the site decision may already have 
been reached. Western LNG Terminal Company has applied to 
the City of Oxnard for a Conditional Use Permit to construct 
the facility at Oxnard, and has entered into a consultant 
contract on the order of $400,000 for the preparation of an 
EIR under the California Environmental Quality Act for the 
Oxnard facility. This would be a new and completely separate 
document from the FPC's DEIS now before us. We are informed 
by City of Oxnard staff that the Draft EIR should be ready 
in February. The fact that the EIR has been prepared for the 
City of Oxnard at great expense and over a period of several 
months suggests to us that someone knows something that we 
don't know as to FPC's plans for siting an LNG plant. What 
relevance is our review of the FPC's DEIS if the site decision 
has already been made? 

There follows a brief summary of the areas of inadequacy 
in the DEIS: 

1 - Oxnard Site Selection 

FPC staff has rerommended that not more than one 
LNG terminal should be constructed in California at 
the present time and that the one terminal should be 
located at Oxnard. In the DEIS Conclusions section 
(III-354) staff has indicated that Oxnard is envi
ronmentally preferable, 95% of the pipeline ease
ments are existing, and "the risks inherent with an 
LNG operation at Oxnard are concluded to be of an 
acceptable nature to the public." We take issue 
with this latter assessment of risk, and agree with 
the california coastal Zone Conservation commission 
that the risks inherent in LNG terminal operations 
should be identified, and that "At such time as LNG 
marine terminal operations are found consistent with 
public safety, sites in developed or industrialized 
port areas may be considered." (III-355). 

r:n 

The costs of such salvage are not available at this time. 
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The DEIS is critically deficient because the risk 
to the nearby Oxnard population has been grossly 
underestimated. We are not satisfied as to the 
accuracy of the plume dispersion analysis nor the 
risks analysis methodology (including tanker traffic 
safety). Further, what are the risks to the City of 
Santa Barbara or to Carpinteria if a tanker enroute 
to an Oxnard facility collides a few miles offshore? 
Nearly all of the assumptions, the assessment of 
casualties onshore, and the prediction model itself 
can be challenged. See the criticism of the Human 
Safety Estimate (attached) by OEQ Specialist Albert 
McCurdy. 

Since risk analysis is one of the major bases for 
the choice of the Oxnard site, we strongly urge 
that the analysis be of the highest available state 
of the art, and that its application to Oxnard, 
Point Conception, and coastal communities along the 
tanker route be thoroughly re-checked. 

2. Air Quality Impact Analysis 

The Ventura County Air Pollution District (APCD) 
evaluation of the air quality aspects of the LNG 
facility have been forwarded separately to FPC by 
that jurisdiction. This evaluation would apply to 
the Point Conception area with some changes due to 
the site specifics and existing background concen
trations found at the Santa Barbara location. The 
APCD critique requests a more detailed air quality 
primary emission and secondary pollutant evaluation 
which is an absolute necessity given the scale of 
potential air quality impacts expected to occur 
from this project. 

3. Marine Biological Impacts 

While the DEIS contains some superficial generaliza
tions, documentation is lacking as to the marine 
biological impacts of cold water discharge and of 
the construction of the 4,600 trestle and breakwater. 

4. De-salinization Plant as Mitigating Measure 

The attached memorandum by Charles H. Lawrance, 
Engineer-Manager, Santa Barbara County Water Agency, 
outlines the proposal for a Seawater Desalting 

No calculations or references are provided to back this 
preconceived conclusion. 

From the risk model presented in the FElS the direct risk 
from LNG spills a few miles offshore should be negligible. 
However, if an LNG tanker collides with an oil tanker or an 
oil platform there could be an oil fire that might bring 
black smoke over the city. Also an unignited oil spill may 
wash ashore. 

Staff is not that confident that risk analysis of LNG plumes 
is a major basis for site selection. The latest plume 
dispersion work by Science Applications, Inc. indicates 
flammable plumes oS 1-2 km in extent for spills of the order 
of 25,000-35,000 m in size. The staff plume travel model 
gives comparable results, and the analysis in the FEIS 
indicates negligible risk to the city from LNG spills at sea 
or at the dock. Thus the choice of Oxnard will be based on 
many other factors. Also staff is not aware that risk 
analysis played a major role in location of oil tanks through
out southern California, oil platforms near Santa Barbara, 
the Ormond Beach generating station, or the BART system in 
San Francisco, for example, 

Emissions from the LNG plant have been modeled using EPA's 
Air Quality Display Model and the Point Max program. The 
highest 1-hour N02 concentrations were calculated by utilizing 
meteorological conditions previously described in addressing 
a comment to the Environmental Protection Agency. 

The discussion of the "Coldwater Discharge" in the FEIS has been 
expanded. 

The desalinization unit has been eliminated from the applicant's 
proposal. 
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project in tandem with the Point Conception LNG 
vaporization plant developed by Flour Engineers and 
Constructors for the Department of the Interior. 
This County is in no position to endorse such a 
proposal, but it is our view that such industrial 
applications should be taken into account in the 
DEIS but have not been. 

5. Tax Revenues 

The Assessor of the county of Santa Barbara, Mr. 
William H. Cook, has analyzed the real and ad 
valorem tax revenue estimates in the DEIS. :His 
report is attached. His calculations are based on 
the latest data available and differ substantially 
from the estimates in the DEIS. For example, his 
total potential ad valorem tax revenues are 
est.imated at $12-;318,250. The DEIS should be 
revised to reflect the Assessor's updated estimates. 

We respectfully request that the DEIS be revised by FPC 
to correct the inadequacies detailed in this letter and 
attachments. 

Sincerely, 

~-~r.~ 
Albert F. Reynolds 
Environmental Quality Coordinator 

Attachments 

AFR:jkm 

For response see the following attachment which was submitted 
by the Santa Barbara County Tax Assessor's Office and which 
provides revised tax rates for the information supplied in 
the DEIS. 
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ALBERT F. REYNOLDS 

Environmental Quality Coordinator 

1 OS E. Anapamu St. 
Santa Barbara, Calif, 93101 

Telephone 9G6·1G11 

COUfiTU OF SJITI'I'fl BJI'RB.HRfl 

OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

HUIII'lil Safety Estimate: Criticism 

Albert J. McCurdy, Environmental Specialist II 
Office of Environmental Quality 

January 14, 1976 

There are several serious points which need clarification and flir'ther work in 
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) concerning the risks to human safety 
from a J;Otential LNG fire. 

The first is the use of the single aim::lspheric stability category D and the 
exclusion of the more stable E and F conditions Hhich according to the DEIS "· •. have 
little wind associated with them, and less stable air provides no opportunity for a 
plume to drift horizontally for great distances." (III-410). Using the D stability 
class as " ... the worst condition for ¥<G plume trans];Ort", (III-411) for a spill of 
the magnitude of 165,000 to 175,000 M the DEIS shows that the downwind extent of the 
fire hazard extends about 6960 feet (1. 32 iniles) and 7100 feet (1. 34 miles) respec
tively for the tv10 spill sizes chosen. Noting that the ship berths are to be located 
approxirrately 6,000 feet from the shore (III-405) and that is is calculated that the 
largest spill produces a hazardous plume, using the 5 mph wind speed at water level, 
no further than 7,000 feet from the spill site, the probability model yields a number 
of factors of frequency of catastrophe from fire. Many of these factors can be 
challenged by using several references including the information developed by the 
First Coast Guard District and shown in the Boston, Massachusetts LNG/LPG Contingency 
Plan, dated 15 June 1974. Figl.Ir'e 1 of Appendix VII of the latter has a chart which 
displays the Maximum extent of LNG Flarrunable VaJ;Or Cloud vs. Spill Amount for 
Stability Classes C, D, E, and F by tons of LNG spilled. For a spill of 10,000 tons, 
~~-sixth the magnitude of the~ of the spill sizes analyzed in the DEIS, 
the D stability y~elds a flammable vapor cloud of 3.45 miles (18,228 feet); theE class 
spreads the cloud 6.33 miles (33,418) and the F wind condition disseminates the vapor 
11.5 miles (60,761 feet). 

Given the possibility that meterological conditions can move an LNG cloud up to 
11. 5 miles, the DEIS should show the hazard J;Otential to urban areas alorig the 
tanker's delivery route. For instance the City of Santa Barbara is within this 
distance. And if the Oxnard siting is approved the tankers will be using the Santa 
Barbara Channel and expose the inhabitants to an increased risk. It is realized that 
a vehicle traffic system would make the channel area safer, but since the implementa
tion of such a system in the area is unknown, the accident figures should be displayed 
with and without such a safety system. 
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In a paper by D. L. Jaquette entitled, Possibilities and Probabilities in 
Assessnent of the Hazards of the Imoortation of Liquified Natural Gas, 1975, the 
Rand Corporatlon, the author cites the wide d1sagreement over est1mations of the 
hazard zone from LNG spills and attempts to sh01-1 where the data and assumpnomused 
in risk models are insufficient or unsubstantiated. Among the concluding statements 
in the paper is the following: "It is clear that the systems safety research necessary 
before LNG terminals proliferate is just beginning. " and "While catastrophic accidents 
can occur, they seem only to require remote siting virtually to eliminate any hazard 
to innocent property and people." (p. ~17). 

Another limitation of the probability model used for risk assessment in the 
DEIS is the uncertainty that the LNG tankers will have double hulls for collision 
and grounding protection. This unknown may be, at least in part, the reason why 
the probability model considered the entire LNG cargo as the spill size in the case 
of a collision and did not limit the potential spi~ to the rele~se from a single 
LNG container which would be approximately 27,000 M to 33,000 M . The paper en
titled "Risks Associated with an LNG Shipping Operation " by D. S. Allan et al, 197j, 
took the risk analysis approach that a single LNG container (in this case, 25,000 M 
or 10,000 tons) might be ruptured upon collision with another ship. They calculated 
that the resulting pool fire sizes of 3,500 feet might be fatal to those exposed 
within this area. A similar type of accident risk assumption, for one-fifth or one
sixth of the proposed LNG cargo, t-.'Ould seem to be justified fm• use in the DEIS were 
it not for the characterization of the variable of double hull design as an "unknovm." 
However, the DEIS may be correct in postulating a total cargo release and not limit 
the analysis to the results of a collision, which would open only a single LNG vessel, 
because given an accident, the LNG vented from one taruc could cause additional struc
tural failures in the tanker which might result in the voiding of an entire cargo. 
In any case the DEIS does not discuss the reasoning used to justify the entire cargo 
spill assumption. 

The DEIS (II-355) states that the tankers would have a double hull 10 feet 
above the outer hull bottom and 10 feet unload af the ship's sides. This is apparently 
inconsistent with the designation of the hull safety design as "unknown" unless, for 
instance, the probabili·ty analysis is also applicable to projects known as Pacific 
Indonesia LNG Company (Docket No. CP74-160) and Pacific Alaska LNG Company (Docket 
No. CP75-140) which may involve tarucers with no double-hull design. If the public 
safety analysis in Section C of the DEIS is applicable to the consideration of these 
two additional projects for the Oxnard site as is stated in the DEIS on page III-356, 
it is not shown in the factor analysis of the number of LNG deliveries per year (427) 
which was used in the risk assessment section. Therefore the risk to the public from 
the combination of the three projects is not fully .analyzed in the "conclusions" 
section (III-354-356). 

Based upon the insufficiency of the risk asses&ment for the single project, 
which underestimates the potential LNG plume travel, size, and burning character
istics and population exposure; and has severe limitations on the single-sample 
premise of the probability of fatality per person exposed, the risk assessment falls 
short of even being an initial test hypothesis, let.alone a basis for a LNG site 
selection. The entire approach to risk assessment used in the DEIS should be state
of-the-art or better because even the best LNG m)dels are new and therefore~ighly 
limited in predictability and primarily because the degree of potential danger from 
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an LNG fire is probably the largest ever presented to rodern society, especially 
in the case of the three combined facilities. 

For a consideration of an adequate risk assessment program see "Technology 
and Current Practices for processing, Transferring and Storing Liquified Natural 
Gas" by D. Allan et al, December 1974, distributed by National Technical Information 
Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, PB 241 048. 
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Santa 13arbara Count~;,:Wi~~£J18~~cB 

COURT HOUSE 

TO: 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

HARRELL FLETCHER. Chairman 

Santa Marla 

FRANK J. FROST 

Santa Barbara 

ROBERT E. KALLMAN 

Santa Barbara 

JAMES M. SLATER 

Santa Barbara 

FRANCIS H. BEATTIE 

Lompoc 

Distribution 

-:··-········- ·:":'~--~,..........,.=~-

O~r, jQ 4 Ill P.N '?:t 
HOWARD C. MENZEL CHARLES •l, LAWRANCE 

c:~:~~~~~;~l~l=~c,~;~er () :·=- r I 0 ~ epneer-M.U1.19Cr 

Santa B<trbara County Wate1 ~~JcV! ;:; (1 N !A f~ N j A~-· 
Rm. 407 Administration Bldg, () fR.~r.TTTNGINEERING BUILDING 

lOS East Anapamu Street · 123 E. Anilpamu Street 
Santa Barbara, Calif, 93101 

December 24, 1975 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101 

Tel, (805) 966·1611 

FROM: Charles H. Lawrance, Engineer-Manager 

RE: Memorandum on Potential LNG Vaporization and Seawater 
Desalting Project 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a memorandum of 
Santa Barbara County Water Agency outlining some of the 
water resources development aspects and environmental con
siderations of a proposed installation for vaporization of 
imported liquefied natural gas (LNG) coupled with a freeze
desalting installation for production of fresh water from 
the sea. An LNG vaporization installation is being contem
plated by Pacific Lighting Corporation for Southern California 
and site consideration includes the Santa Barbara County coast
line, among other potential locations, notably Point Conception. 

The freeze-desalting process adaptation is currently being 
explored by Fluor Engineers and Constructors, Inc. Los Angeles 
Division, in a feasibility study being conducted by Fluor for 
the U. S. Department of Interior's Office of Water Research 
and Technology (01\TRT, successor to Office of Saline Research). 
The enclosed memorandum elaborates on this aspect to some ex
tent.. 

In addition to the enclosed memorandum, we enclose a copy of 
the minutes of a Fluor-sponsored meeting in Anaheim, California 
on September 22, 1975, and the original January 30, 1975 pro
posal of Fluor to 01\TRT. These have been provided through the 
courtesy of Fluor. 

CHL:lh 
Enclosures 
cc: See attached List 

Very truly yours, 

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY WATER AGENCY 

&r£~~-~ 
Charle~ .~, Eng1neer-Manager 
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cc: All Five Supervisors 
All Member Units of Cachuma Project 
State Department of Water Resources, Attention: Mr. Jack J. Coe 
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, Attention: Mr. Neil Schild 
Mr. Norman H. Caldwell, Public Works Director 
Fluor Engineers and Constructors, Inc. Attention: 

Mr. Paul J. Schroeder, Project Manager 
Mr. William Bollay, Chairman, SBCWA Advisory Committee 
Mr. Curtis Tunnell, Vice Chairman, SBCWA Advisory Committee 
Office of 1\fater Research and Technology (OWRT), U. S. Dept. of 

Interior, Attention: Mr. Jack C. Jorgensen, Ass't Director 
Vandenberg Air Force Base, Attention: Col. S. F. Martino, 

Base Civil Engineer 
City of Lompoc, Attention: Mr. Gene Wahlers, Administrative 

Officer 
Cities of Santa Maria and Guadalupe 
Central Regional Water Conservation Board, Attention: 

Mr. Ken Jones 
Mr. Robert Curiel, Chief Assistant County Counsel -~ 

Office of Environmental Quality, Attention: Mr. Al Reynolds;r 
Cuyama Resource Conservation District 
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Santa :Barbara CountB Water AgencB 

COURT HOUSE 

To: Files 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

HARRELL FLETCHER, Ch.:airmiln 

Santa Marla 

FRANK J. FROST 

Santa Barbara 

ROBERT E. KALLMAN 

Santa Barbara 

JAMES M. SLATER 

Santa Barbara 

FRANCIS H. BEATTIE 

Lompoc 

HOWARD C. MENZEL 
County Cieri<· f'~ecorder 

and Ex-Officio Clerk 
Santa Barbara County Water Agency 

Rm. 407 AdmiJ:tlstratlon Bldg. 
105 East Anapamu Street 

Sanla Barbara, Calif. 93101 

December 24, 1975 

From: Charles H. Lawrance, Engineer-Manager 

CHARLES H. LAWRANCE 
Eng!:. •e.r-Manager 

COUNTY ENGINEERING BUILDING 

123 E. Anapamu Street 

Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101 

Tel. (805) 966·1611 

Re: Potential LNG Vaporization and Seawater Desalting Project 

1.0 INFORMATION ITEMS 

1.1 On September 11, 1975, a telephone call was received by Mr. 
Norman H. Caldwell, Santa Barbara County Director of Public Works, 
from Mr. Jack C. Jorgensen, Assistant Director, Technology Transfer, 
Office of Water Research and Technology (OWRT) U. S. Department of 
Interior, Washington, D. C. notifying him of an impending meeting 
on September 22, 1975 at the Anaheim, California offices of Fluor 
Corporation to discuss a potential seawater desalting project pro
posed to be operated in conjunction with a future LNG (liquefied 
natural gas vaporization project at Point Conception. California. 
Mr. Caldwell or other appropriate representative of Santa Barbara 
County was invited to attend the meeting, as it would be of consider
able interest from the standpoint of water resources planning. 

1.2 Inasmuch as the proposed meeting date fell upon the meeting date 
of both the Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors and the Water 
Agency Board of Directors, (at which meetings several urgent matters 
were scheduled for consideration) neither Mr. Caldwell nor Mr. 
Lawrance was able to attend the Anaheim meeting on LNG vaporization-
seawater desalting. · 

1.3 Mr. Lawrance telephoned Mr. Jorgenson (AC 202, Tel. 343-8445) 
on September 16, 1975, thanking him for the invitation to attend the 
meeting and expressing regret at the inability of either himself or 
Mr. Caldwell to attend the conference but assuring Mr. Jorgenson of 
the keen interest of Santa Barbara County in the proceedings and 
prospects for development of potential additional water supply from 
this project or equivalent ones. 

1.4 At Mr. Jorgenson's suggestion, 'Mr. Lawrance also telephoned 
Mr. Paul J. Schroeder, Supervising Water Engineer, Fluor Engineers 
and Constructors, Inc., Los Angeles Division prior to the meeting 
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of September 22, 1975, expressing the regrets of Santa Barbara 
County representatives at the inability to attend the conference 
and stressing the County's interest in any feasible supplemental 
water supply source. Mr. Schroeder offered to send SBCWA minutes 
of the conference and suggested the possibility of personally visi
ting SBCWA in about a month to discuss the matter in greater detail. 

1.5 The minutes of the 9/22/75 meeting were subsequently transmitted 
to Mr. Lawrance by Mr. Schroeder under cover letter of October 10, 
1975. A copy of the minutes and of the January 30, 1975 Fluor 
proposal letter to the U. s. Department of the Interior on the 
Freeze Desalting Process are attached to this memorandum. 

1.6 No addition~communications have been received from OWRT or 
Fluor since receipt of the foregoing. 

1.7 The attached minutes and proposal letter by Fluor outline the 
nature of the LNG vaporization concept as well as the nature of the 
seawater freezing process for the pro~uction of fresh water there-
from. · · · 

1.8 Operation of an LNG vaporization plant offers the potential 
for recovery, for beneficial uses, of some of the thermal energy 
that was expended at the LNG liquefaction plant initially. For 
example, the Kenai Liquefaction plant on the east coast of Cook 
Inlet, Alaska, is believed to require roughly 25 BTU/SCF (standard 
cubic foot) of natural gas converted to LNG (at minus 260° F. and 
atmospheric temperature). After the LNG has been delivered by 
special ships to distant coastal terminals, it must be vaporized, 
and this requires heat, which is taken from seawater at the coastal 
vaporization plant. The heat application rate is believed to be 
in the order of 16 or 17 BTU/SCF of natural gas vaporized from LNG. 
The seawater now has been imparted "cold"·or "negative heat" which 
it did not have before. 

1. 9 One of the beneficial uses of "negative heat" in sea,~ater might 
be in thermal electric power plant operation, because the unusually 
low temperature of the cooling medium would greatly improve thermal 
efficiency. 

1.10 An unusual potential beneficial use proposed by the City of 
Los Angeles' Bureau of Sanitation, in connection with a potential 
LNG vaporization plant in Los Angeles Harbor, would be for blending 
of the cold seawater stream from the plant with wastewater effluent 
from the Terminal Island Treatment Plant, with the result that the 
mix would stay submerged, maintain considerable dissolved oxygen 
levels, and tend to move out of San Pedro Bay, all in an environ
mentally acceptable manner. 

1.11 Perhaps the most logical beneficial use that might be made of 
the seawater's "negative heat" would be for freeze desalting, inasmuch 
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as the seawater would already be greatly precooled. This is the 
proposal as advanced by Fluor and elaborated upon in the attached 
meeting minutes and proposal to OWST by Fluor. 

1.12 Coupling of an LNG vaporization plant and the Avco Crystalex 
Freeze Process Plant (Fluor Proposal p.l) would save both energy 
and operation and maintenance costs over separate operation .of LNG 
vaporization and freeze desalting. The joint processes would reduce 
the amount of seawater having to be circulated, and in areas having 
no substantial demand for the seawater's "negative heat", this could 
be advantageous. 

1.13 The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) promulgates 
various policies from time to time for the protection of the quality 
of the waters of the State. One such policy is the so-called "Thermal 
Plan" (Water Quality Control Plan for Control of Temperature in the 
Coastal and Interstate Waters and Enclosed Bays and Estuaries in 
California). Under this plan, no new discharge of thermal waste 
shall exceed the natural temperature of the receiving waters by 
more than 20° F. nor shall it result in increasing the natural 
water temperature of the receiving waters by more than 4° F. 

1.14 The Thermal Plan does. not contain provisions for "negative heat", 
but SWRCB is considering such possibilities. 

1.15 If SWRCB were to determine that it would not be environmentally 
acceptable to permit the temperature of the waters receiving a "nega
tive heat" thermal discharge to drop more than, say, 4° F. below 
natural condition this could influence the nature of the required 
chilled seawater disposal facilities at a coastal LNS vaporization 
plant. Theoretically, a large capacity plant might require very 
extensive outfall and dispersion facilities. 

1.16 As far as ocean receiving waters are concerned, it should be 
evident from examination of certain of the attached Figures that there 
would be significantly less thermal impact from a coupled LNG vapor
ization-freeze desalting plant than from an LNG vaporization plant 
alone. For the former, the "negative heat" dissipated to the ocean 
would be roughly 0.9 BTU/SCF NG vaporized; for the latter the value 
is nearly 20 times as much. 

1.17 Figure 3 of the attached minutes indicates a product water 
potential (fresh water) of 2.5 mgd for vaporization of 100 million 
SCF/day from LNG. This would apparently be the· capability of a 
single "train" or module of the process, as indicated in the Fluor 
proposal to OWRT, and each LNG vaporization site would presumably 
contain from 2 to 40 such trains. Accordingly, there would be a 
substantial freshwater production capability. Fluor's proposal 
was to determine feasibility of the process, in confirmation of 
preliminary calculations. 

1.18 There would undoubtedly be environmental impacts both of an 
LNG vaporization plant alone and of a coupled LNG vaporization-freeze 
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desalting plant. Although there are certainly various tradeoffs 
to be considered, a superficial consideration of the overall concept 
would appear to favor the joint process type of plant. 

1.19 An LNG vaporization plant by itself would involve a significant 
installation of mechanical and other process equipment and facilities. 
There would, of course, be one or more pipelines leaving the site 
conveying the natural gas (under pressure) to its various destina
tions. There would be a salt water circulation system. Depending 
upon the size of the plant, this system might be moderate to sub
stantial. Depending upon the "negative heat" disposal requirements 
of SWRCB or the Regional Water Quality Control Board, the thermal 
dissipation facilities into the coastal waters might be moderate to 
substantial; the larger the plant the greater the prospects for a 
substantial disposal installation.. Although it is not clear whether 
a "negative heat" disposal installation with circulating seawater 
is as vulnerable to conduit fouling by marine organisms as is a 
typical thermal heat disposal installation at a conventional ther
mal electric plant, the "negative heat" disposal installation should 
be no more troublesome than the conventional and might be even less 
so. The return waters would be of normal ocean salinity, as they 
would not have· been concentrated by the process of desalting. ·; 

1.20 A coupled LNG vaporization-freeze desalting plant would be more 
conservative of total system energy than the LNG vaporization plant 
by itself, as previously noted, but it would also contain more process 
facilities than the former and more plant space. However, it would 
also have more useful output in that a stream of fresh water would 
be produced. The disposal requirements of the brine olowdown from 
the process should be somewhat simpler and potentially less signifi-
cant from the environmental standpointthan those of the LNG vapori
zation plant by itself. However, the brine would be roughly double 
the normal salinity of seawater, and this factor might possibly re-
quire certain dispersion features. b 

1.21 There are numerous environmental factors to be explored and sub
sequently assessed in either case, LNG vaporization by itself or LNG
vaporization-freeze desalting. 

1.22 There are numerous economic and physical factors yet to be re
solved also. For example, the current energy requirements for freeze
desalting are nearly 28,000 kwh/acre-foot of product water, but it is 
hoped to be able to cut this in half by proper optimization. 

2.0 RESOLVED ITEMS 

2.1 The Fluor proposal and meeting minutes show that the LNG vapori
zation-freeze de.salting concept is of considerable potential interest 
to Santa Barbara County. 

2.2 If the Fluor feasibility study shows positive results, Santa 
Barbara County should encourage consideration of a demonstration 

r---'1 
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plant at Point Conception, provided the various environmental assess
ments and impact statements and reports are favorable. Superficially, 
these latter aspects would appear promising. 

3.0 ACTION ITEMS 

lh 

3.1 Santa Barbara County Water Agency (SBCWA) should carefully follow 
the developments of and stemming from the Fluor feasibility study. 

3.2 SBCWA should be prepared to encourage suitable water resources 
developments connected with any LNG vaporization facility within 
Santa Barbara County, such as at the proposed Point Conception 
location, which is determined to be environmentally-acceptable. 

Attachments (2) 
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Santa Barbara County Water Agency 
Room 407 Administration Bldg. 
105 East Anapamer St. 
Santa Barbara, California 93104 

.!'.ttention: Nx:. Charles La·,.,rence 

Dear Sir: 

Reference: OWRT Contract 14-30-3313 
Fluor Contract 456704 

DESALTING AND LllG DISCUSSION 

In response to our recent telephone conversation, attached is first draft 
of the desalting and LNG discussion minutes, which was ·held on September 
:7.2, 1975. 

I will send you a copy of the corrected ~inutes after all participants 
have reviewed them for corrections. 

PJS:MG:ka 
Attachments 

cc: Hr. Norman H. Caldwell 

Very truly yours, 

{faJ ;. 4~~£~ 
Paul J. Schroeder 
Project l~anager 

Santa Barbara County 11ater Agency 
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IUilUTE:S OF MEETING 

Subject: 
Date: 

Desalting and LNG Discussion 
September 22, 1975 

Location: Fluor E & c Inc., Anuheim, California 
Attendees: 

Andy Chan 

Stewart 1-!ulford 

Gene Pollan 

Jack c. Jorgensen 

11. c. ~1ahorney 
Hill Hahn 

A. R. Khan 

Jim Koyasako 

Sid Johnson 

Ernest Freireich 

John Olsen 

Lee Bell 

Paul J. Schroeder 

Matt Gorry 

Representing 

Fluor 

Fluor 

Bureau of Reclamation 

OWRT 

OWRT 

OWRT 

Fluor 

Dept. Water Resources 

OWRT 

Fluor 

Fluor 

Pacific Lighting 

Fluor 

Fluor 

Title 

t~ater Eng. 

Water Eng. 

Civil Eng. 

Asst/Director Tech. Transfer 

Res. Engr. Fountain Valley 

Chief, Thermo. Processes 

l~ater Eng. 

Sr. Water Quality Eng. 

Research 

Proc. Eng. 

Project 

Mgr. of Cryogenics 

Supervising Water Eng. 

Water Eng. 

1-:r. Paul J. Schl:oeder chaired the meeting and made the opening remarks. 11r. 
Schroeder welcomed the visitors to Fluor and introduced the Fluor personnel 
in attendance. The visitols to Fluor then introduced themselves. 

Mr. Schroeder said that about a year ago Fluor began to discuss with.the Bureau 
of Reclamation, and the Office of Saline Water (later Office of l~ater Research 
and Technology) the potential of utilizing the available cold water from vapor
izing LNG as a source of producing desalted water. In the spring of 1975, Fluor 
made a proposal to the U. S. Department of the Interior for a study to determine 
the feasibility and estimated cost of producing desalted water in conjunction 
with LllG vaporizing plants. (Reference attaclunent #1, Fluor Proposal #GA-5041, 
which was handed out.) Subsequently Fluor was awarded a contract and the study 
is currently scheduled to be completed in January 1976. 

Mr. Khan then reviewed the process under study. Attaclunent #2 is a set of 7 
slides presented. 

r----1 
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FIGURE #1 

Title: L!IG Heat Input 

The slide shows that it takes 70 x 10
6 

BTU/Hr. of heat to vaporize LNG into 
100 million standard cubic feet per day (~1SCFD) of natural gas •. 

FIGURE #2 

Title: UlG Plant Seawater Requirements 

This slide shows that 50 million gallon per day (MGD) of seawater at 70°F 
is required to vaporize the 100 ~CFll of natural gas from LNG when the 
seawater discharge temperature is limited to a 4°F decrease (66°F). Only 
5 MGD of seawater is required, when utilizing a' seawater discharge tem
perature of 33°F is possible. 

FIGURE #3 

Title: Freeze Desalting Plant Using Seawater Effluent From LNG Plant 

This slide shows the coupling of a LNG vaporizing plant with a seawater 
desalting plant. The slide indicates the advantages gained by the coupling 
of the t1•o processes. 

FIGURE #4 

Title: AVCO Crystalex Freeze Pro~ess 

This slide shows the AVCO crystalex freeze process the same schematic that 
is referred to as Figure 1 in proposal GA-5041. This is the base case for 
comparison of 5 MGD plants. 

FIGURE #5 

Title: LNG Plant Seawater Effluent and Freeze Process, Case A 

This slide depicts the process schematic for a desalting freezing plant 
utilizing cold feed seawater from ~ LNG vaporizing plant. This is the same 
figure which is referred to in Proposal GA-5041 as Figure ·2; Case A, 
elimination of heat removal compressor #2, and reduction of the primary 
compressor .. 

FIGURE #6 

Title: LNG Plant Seawater Effluent and Freeze Process Case B 

This slide depicts the process schematic for a desalting process. similar 
to Figure 5. This is Case B referred to in Proposal GA-5041, which elim
inates the heat removal compressor #1, the heat removal condenser and 
further reduction of the prima~; compressor. 

;---: 
' ' 
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FIGURE #7 

Title: LNG Vaporizer Freeze Des~lting Process -Direct Combination 

This slide depicts the process schematic if combining in one process the 
vaporizing of LNG and desalting by freezing. tlamely a split stream of 
LNG is utilized in the melter/condo•nser to condense all of the refrigerant. 

l·lr. Khan pointed out that by coupling a freezing process to a LNG vapor
izing plant the water requirements for the' vaporizing plant could be reduced 
by approximately 90%. But the LNG facilities will still have to be de
signed for 100% capacity water system just in case the desalting system 
is off stream. Therefore, there is only a operating cost saving to the LNG 
operations, no capital cost savings. 

Mr. Schroeder pointed out that facts that to jpstify desalting with LNG 
vaporization the following conditions must be present: 

A. The need for desalted water must exist. 
B. LNG vaporization plant must be present. 
C. Other potential users of the "cold" must be satisfied first, 

if they are considered more important. 

Mr. Jorgensen emphasized the need to summarize the environmental benefits 
of coupling desalination with LNG vaporization in the final report. 

Mr. Schroeder answered a question posed by Mr. Bell that the project which 
Fluor is presently conducting will not be completed until Janua__ry 197·6, and 
that the pu~ose of this meeting was to provide a forum for parties interested 
in desalting by freezing to provide feedback as to their concerns and interest. 

11r. Bell then stated that the potential sites for LNG vaporizing plants are 
L.A. Harbor, Oxnard, and Point Conception, but that none of these sites has 
been approved yet. The L.A. Harbor plant would be a 200 MSCFM/day LNG 
vaporizing facility. The Oxnard facility is being designed to. handle from 
50 to 400 NSCF~Vday. . 

In response to Mr. Koyasako's question as to how the cost savings would be 
split between LNG vaporization and desalting, llr. Schroeder answered that 
the study "hich Fluor is presently conducting will report cost to produce 
product water in ¢/1000 gallons as well as the capital cost savings for the 
desalting equipment. It is not within the scope of the study to estimate 
the savings in the cost of the LNG vaporization process. 

~lr. Hahn gave a short recap of the history of desalting by freezing.· He 
stated that Colt Industries and AVCO at one time offered commercial desalting 
equipment utilizing freezing processes. Presently Colt has withdrawn from 
the market leaving only AVCO. OlmT has purchased from AVCO, and .are presently 
testing at wrightsville Beach, North Carolina, an AVCO crystalex plant. 
The current objective is to gain operating experience with the system as well 
as to determine energy requirements for the process. The goal is to produce 
desalinated "ater for about 40. KI>IH/1000 gallons of product water. Currently, 
the energy requirements are approximately 80 ~1WH/1000 gallons. This figure 
is high since the c·urrent equipment is not :>ptimized. 

I. I 111, I, 
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Mr. Hahn stated that there should not be any problems with patents for the 
AVCO process since much of the development of the freezing work was per
formed under government-funded programs. 

Mr. Schroeder stated that, from a "process requirement", desalting by 
freezing does not require any pretreatment processes, whereas Reverse Osmosis 
and distillation processes require considerable pretreatment. 

Mr. Bell stated that the only significant competition for the cold which is 
available from vaporizing LNG is utility power generation systems. The 
stack of potential projects he has accumulated to utilize the available cold, 
such as cold storage plants etc., can utilize only a very small fraction of 
the available cold. He encouraged Fluor to develop uses for the potential 
cold sources. 

Mr. Olson asked 1-lr. ·Jorgensen whether the results of the presently funded 
work Fluor is conducting will be available to the public. Nr. Jorgensen 
answered very definately, Yes. The Department of the Interior would like 
to see increased interest in the development of desalting by the freeze 
process and welcomes the development of future "workshops" and discussions. 

Mr. Jorgensen suggested that Fluor keep all interested parties (state, 
county, and other agencies) appraised of their efforts in desalting. 

Mr. Hruln stated that he was interested in any feedback Fluor receives 
from agencies in California such as Santa Barbara County and the California 
Department of Water Resources. 

Mr. Jorgensen stated that it is a critical year for desalting that there 
is an urgent need to gain maximum operating experience from the unit under 
testing at l'lrightsville Beach, and to gain as much confidence as possible 
in the advantages of desalting by the freezing process, to help form the 
decision to continue the efforts already stated. · 

Mr. Hahn stated the pushing of waste water applications now could be the 
basis of future applications of the process. 

Mr. Johnson stated that the freezing process offers some very definate 
advantages; e.g., there is no heat transfer through metal or transfer through 
membranes, and therefore no scale or corrosion problems exist. Also, the 
fre~ze process is a low energy process. 
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'!' FU,JOR :::··lGII\!EEES AND CO:\lSTr~UCTO~S. INC. 

u. s. Dcpilrtment of Interior 
Office of Water Research and Technolo~J 
~lilshington, D. c. 20240 

Attention: Hr. J. J. Strobel 

Gentlemen: 

LOS ANG:LES 0!\'!SION 

2500 SOUTH A7LAI'<T:C SOULEVARD 
LO~ A~GELES C".LiFOR:%\ 900'0 

TELEPHONE!: (21J) 262~611 ~ 

January 30, 1975 

F11EEZE DESALTING PROCESS USIHG COLD SEANATER 
EPJ:'LUENT OF A LIQUID NATURAL GAS (LNG) PLANT 

FLUOR PROPOS~L GA-5041 

In accordance \-tith the discussion with Fluor representatives in your office 
on December 13, 1974, \<e are pleased to submit this proposal for your 
;,pproval and acceptilnce. l'le define herein the nature of the problem and 
p~t·posed solution, the development goals, program plan, the extent. of· 
F'luor • s \o.'ork, a.'1d other terms and conC.i tions. 

Pluns arc currently being implemented to bring huge quantities of liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) to this country in order to help relieve energy shortages. 
Nhen this LNG arrives at the shore it must be vaporized and heated from 
about -260°F to an~icnt temperature. The capacity of the vaporizer trains· 
under consideration is 100 million star.dard cubic feet· of gas per dilY (about 
enough energy to keep 5 million 100 >~ott bulbs burning continuously) • The 
ordinary method of vaporizing and heating this gas is to utilize a heat 
exchanger with seil\<ater on the other side. Since it is planned to have from 
2 to 40 of these trains at each site, very large quantities of cold sea
water will be produced, particularly if the amount of temperature change in 
the return seawater is severely limited. A single train would require about 
50 million gallons per day (l-IGD) if a maximum seawater .temperature decrease 
of four de<Jrees were permitted. This could be reduced to about 5 HGD i.f : 
the sca~;atcr could be cooled to near its freezing point, based on 70° sea
'"'"t«r. 'l'his cold seawater could ther. be used to effect el)ergy and equipment 
savings in a freeze desalting process~ 

PROCESS CONCEPT 

One such process ls the Avco Cxystal''"' Freeze Process (Figure 1). In ·such 
u process, the refrigerant that· is vaporized .in order to free'z~ t."l.e icc is 
subsequently condensed by melting the ice.. Because of hea·t leaks and various 

1 
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}JZ:0ct!::~J ini.::ffle lcncics, insufficient: ice is formed to r:ondense all ot 
the refrigerant.. 'I'he rer.taining refrigeraHt is compressed (in two stag0.?.) 
to rilisc the temperature sufficiently to allow it to be condensed \-lith 
scc.t\..-ater. Some or all of the equipmC'nt us~d to accomplish this heat 
rejection and the energy to drive it (about. 40 to 50\ of the energ-t re-
quired by the process) can ·be eliminated by proper utilization of cold 
feed. If the cold stream from the LNG vaporizer is fed directly to the 
freezer (Figure 2) .additional cooling can be supplied to the meltar/condenser, 
and·the'hcat removal condenser •. This permits the elimination of heat re
moval co~pressor #2, and reduction of the primary compressor, thereby 
reducing capital and energy charges. It also produces cold product 'water 
and brine which must be reheated (although cold product water might be 
acceptable in some locations). The cost of this reheating >till partially 
offset the compressor savings.. . · · 

DBVELOP~lliNT GOALS 

· Preliminary calculations by Fluor have i:1dicated that the proposed concept 
is technically feasible and economica;tly attractive. These calculat-ions 
involvHd assumptions that need ·to be c;onfirmed.. 1\nd, with the excepl:'.ion 
of energy cost, \-lhich \ola$ updated, these preliminary comparisons \·rerc bd.sedJ: 
on costs that were estimated in 1972. These costs. need to be updated in 
order to increase the credibility and use!'ulness of the· cOnclUsions. Also 
r.tore than one version of the concept. should be evd.luated, in order to have 
a start on optimization. The .Principal developtnent. goal.; of this proposed 
study arc as follows: 

1. The preliminary calculations assumed that the product ·wat.er 
and brine could be reheated in an atmospheric ta.rer, for a. 
total operating cost (including dep>:eciation) of $(1.03/1000 
galions of •..rater heated. Equiprr.ent has not been developed· 
for this specific purpose; ha.mver, its i'PP<trent similarity 
to cooling towers should permit its design. This equipment 
should be designed in sufficient. detail to make a reasonably 
accurate est.iinat~ of its capital and \..rater costs .. · 

2.a. 'Further utilization of this cold feed could effect the com~ 
plate elimination of the heat rerr.ovai system, and furth·er 
reduct.ion o.E the primary compressor. This \o:ould. increDse 
the a~otmt of \·:ater to be reheated. The net capital and 
water cost effects of this case should be ·~lct:cnryined. 

b. Still further utilization of this cold feed cou.ld nff.ect 
further reduction in the primar.y compressor t1nrl ·fqrthnr 
increase in the amount \•tater to bl! reheated.. The net 
capital and water cost effects of this case should be 
de tc.rmined. 

3. The period slnce 1972 has been one of unusuall}' r.~tpid es
calation of costs.. A nc\•1 estimate of th~ ct:tpital ancl 

'~ 
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v1ater costs of the selected· process should be made. This would 
not only have the advantage of UFdating, but would provide an 
i0dependent estimate of the process- economics. 

PROGRi\N PLl~'l 

The proposed basis for -c~mparison in this Study iS a previously studied 
freezing process. •Any previously studiE!d proc~-::ss .could be used, but we 
believe that the Avco Crystalex Process can be used the most effectively 
for the following reasons: 

l. The process documentation is better, par.ticularly- in the area 
of process economics. Fluor has already developed computer 
capability to caiculate key process variables and econ~mics. 

2. The Avco process is currently being piloted which will provide 
confirmation'of.the design data. 

As a first step, estimates of the capital and water costs of a 5 MGD "plant 
should be updated. These costs will then be used for compai:ison at three 
different levels of cold feed utilization - th~ flow scheme of Figure 2, 
nnrl the t>IO schemes outlined under ''Development Goals" Item 2, both with 
and without product wate·r heating - a total of. 6 cases. The detailed pro
.cedure is presented under "Scope of ~lark" below. 

FLUORS L".HQtiE BAO<GROUND 

Fluor's s.recific relate.d experience in 'both LNG plants (especially L.'lG 
vaporizing plants) and freeze desalting technology makes us singularly 
well qualified to perform ·this study. Some of Fluor's current and recent 
activity in LNG can be seen in the enclosed brochure· (P. 15) and the· 
excerpts from a. recent LNG qualifications brochure. The final report on 
thi.s project WOUld Summarize significant nC>\·1 developments in this area. 

Fluor has extensive experience in performing similar work for the Office 
of Water Research and Technology and. one of its predecessor organizations, 
the Office of Saline Water. We would like to ta~e this opportunity to ' 
emphasize our very current directly related ~xperience. 

1. Fluor has expended considerable effort·at their own expense in 
the development of t.his .concept by r:1eans of preliminary pr.o-::e::;s · 
and economic .calculations to determine if thi! ide'> h<Jd potentLll. 
tole h~ve illso developf~d computer capabilitY in this arcc:1. Thqs-3 
sar.Jf.} s'tP.ps would have to be rctr.:lccd by p.nyone else as a pro
requisite to in,itia.ting the study. 

2.. Fluor is currently completing the conceptual Design and Prepar
ation of Bid Package for Co...Ttstruction of .a "Eutectic .Freezing 
Pi 1~':. 'Plant" for OWRT (Contract 14-30-3277). !\t the conclusion 
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of this ':lork .,..., "ill have expended about 2000 manho·~rs in the 
design, specification and estimatl:! of installed cost of very 
similar equipment. 1-luch of this knowludge wiLl be directly 
transferable to this new effort. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

Fluo·r ~lill provide the personnel, _facilities, and mat<! rials nect'!ssary to 
perform the tasks outlined below: 

1. Budgetary estimates shall be made for .the capital and «ater cost 
of the follo«ing (based on a 5 HGD plant) : 

A. A previously studied freezing. process· 
B. Reheating brine from 50 to 70°F · 
c. Reheating product from 32. to .70°F 

2. Budgetary estimates shall" be made for the capital and water cost 
savings· of the following (based on 5 f.IGD plant): 

A. Elimination of heat removal.compre~sor #2, and reduction of 
the primary compressor. 

B. Elimination of heat removal compressor #li the heat removal 
condenser and further reduction of the primary compressor. 

c. Still further reduction of th~ primary ~~mpressor. · 

The above 3 steps are sequential in the sense that B includes A, 
and C includes· A and B. 

3. cost effectiveness of ·the above processes. shall be compared, both 
with and «ithout the ,•ost of heating_ the product water. · 

4. A report shall be i~sued in ·25 copies «nich shall contain all 
flowsheets, layouts, specifications or descriptive material 
that was used as the basis for the preparation of the various 
cost estimates. A brief process descriptian·of the two cost· 
effective processes selected in Item 3 shall b~ included. Cost 
details of these two cases and a s~a~f of the capital and · 
water costs of all cases shali.also.be "presented. 

PERIOD OF PERFORHANCE 

All·'-"Ork required under thjs contract shall be completed within 9 (nin••l 
months· ofte"r thF! dcJte of ·,·ontract. 

COH"SIDERI\TION AND PI\YMENT 

Fluor will perform the work as described under "Scope of \'lork" for::- the 
Lump Sum Price of $70,000. Billing will be mdde ·far the .total pricfl 
upon completion of the work. 

4 
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----~------------------ ·--~-·------ .. ------

We are ready to begin this work immediately upon your acceptance of this 
proposal. 

Thank you for. this opportunity to be of furtl1er service ·to the Office 
of Water Research and Technology. 

FCF:PJS:ka 

Yours very truly, 

5,L_ IJOR ~:-IGIN,EERS _,AND_ CO~;.:rRUCTORS '· INC~ 

__.:;!.-,__. ...... ,(.:_.-1'; .. ~--- t. ·---
Frank C. Farwell 
Director,·Government & Nuclear Sales 
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OFFICE OF 
WILL!l,M H. COOK 
COUKT':{ ASSESSOR 

K.L. ~!ARVIN 
ASSISTANT ASSESSOR 

HEMORANOUM 

COURT HOUSE 

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY 

January 5, 197P 

TO: A. F. Reynolds, Environmental Quality Coordinator 

FROM: William H. Cook, Assessor 

County Administration 
Building- Room 204 
lOS E. Annp3mu St. 
Santa Barbara, Calif. 

93101 
Telephone (805) 

966-1611 Ext. 2S4 

SUBJECT: Draft Environmental Impact Statement from the Federal Power 
Commission .an the proposed Point Conception LNG Terminal 

As you requested, I have reviewed the subject EIS. In your memo you 
requested: 

1. Is there adequate information and analysis of real and ad valorem 
tax revenues? of construction and operating payrolls? 

2. Is their analysis accurate, as far as it goes? 

3. If not, what are the inadequacies, errors, or gaps which need to 
be remedied by FPC in the final EIS? 

In answer to question #1, there are numerous references to potential taxable 
facilities. The terminal and offshore pier construction costs and projected 
ad valorem taxes are discussed in Volume Ill, pages 214 to 230. Table 27 on 
page 221 details the projected revenue from the facility. As you will see 
from attachment #1, this office has made numerous changes to the table. 
First of all, interest during construction is a legitimate expense and has 
been added to the plant investment. It is also noted that this calculation 
\1as based on 1973/74 property tax rates. We have updated the chart to a llm1 
1975/76 rates as now .stand. As you can see, these two changes make a con
siderable difference in the total revenues to be generated. 

The next item to be considered is the pipline from Point Conception to Arvin. 
Table 31 on page 229 uses the average County tax rate which is noted on 
page 135. This is in error as the average rate takes into consideration 
numerous high rate areas (urban) as well as lower (rural) areas to form a 
composite. What this office did was to follow the approximate route of the 
pipline as shown on figure 26, page 38, selecting random parcels in the 
path of the pipline. As this route is almost wholly through rural areas 
and the tax rates are much lower, the average rate was determined to be 
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Table 27 and other references to these tax rates in 
the FEIS have been revised to reflect the updating 
of tax rates as suggested. 

Table 31 and other references to these tax rates in 
the FEIS have been revised to reflect the updating 
of tax rates as suggested. 



A. F. Reynolds 
January 5, 1975 
Page 2 

approximately $10.00 for $100 of assessed valuation. (see attachment #2) 

The third item for consideration is the marine terminal which is discussed 
in Volume Ill, page 2. This terminal \~auld occupy 31 acres of leased land. 
Since this would be considered a possessory interest lease and would be 
subject to appraisal by the State Board of Equalization (as would the whole 
project) the value of the possessory interest in land is speculative on 
our part but an assumption is shown on attachment #3. 

The last item involving property tax revenues is the land under which the 
facility would be situated. In Volume Ill, page 135 an evaluation of prop
erty tax revenue for the existing 1000 acre undeveloped site is shown. 
Again by using the 1975/76 tax rates the present yield is approximately 
$54,000. Attachment #4 shows the net increase in land tax revenues using 
the same assumption as out I ined in attachment .#3. In this case the specula
tion that the improved land value would rise to $15,000 per acre is based on 
other large industrial acreage parcels in this County. 

To recap the potential ad valorem tax revenues as shown on attachments #1 
through #4 we have: 

#1 Completed terminal and pier improvements 
/.12 Completed pipline (Santa Barbara County only) 
#3 Possessory interest in leased subtidal land 
#4 Land - improved and unimproved 

Total tax revenue 

$1o,14s;ooo 
2,030,000 

9,520 
133,730 

$12,3Hl,250 

In answer to your additional questions, I have limited my remarks to the 
amount of tax revenue generated since that is the only area of responsibility 
in which I have expertise. The analysis of construction and operating pay
rolls is a subject in which this office has no specific knowledge and there
fore should not comment upon. Also in commenting on question #2, we must 
assume that the data supplied is accurate as only the applicant would have 
specific knowledge as to the cost of this project. Finally in question #3, 
an analysis of services to be provided to the facility is detailed in 
Volume Ill, pages 214 to 230. According to this information, water and 
sewage are to be provided from within and electrical power is to ba supplied 
by Southern California Edison at the expense of the applicant. It appears 
that the economic Impact from this project would more than offset any 
expenditure for County services. 
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Mention of additional $9,520 in taxes from the lease 
has been incorporated into the FEIS. 

Comment accepted. The following paragraph should ~eplace 
Paragraph 2 on Page 135 of Volume III. 
"The largest local source of revenue for Santa Barbara 
County is property tax. In 1971, the net taxable 
assessed valuation for land in the county amounted to 
$690.4 million. The average tax rate per $100 of assessed 
valuation in the county was $11.79 (California State Board 
of Equalization). The current applicable rate in the 
specific area of the proposed LNG site is $10.8041 per 
$100 of assessed valuation. The assessed value of the 
1 000 acres owned by SCE is $500 per acre, as determined 
by the California State Board of Equalization. Thus, 
the 1,000 acre unimproved site at present yields 
approximately $54,000 annually in property tax revenue." 
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ill TABLE 27 

PROJECTED ANNUAL AD VALOREM (P-ROPERTY) TAXES 

ON COMPLETED TERMINAL AND PIER 

(in millions of dollars; excludes land) 

Estimated Plant 

Investment 

Upon Completion 

Assessed 

Valuation (25%) 

Property Tax Rate: 2 

General County of Santa Barbara 

County Fire Protection District 

Schools 

Other 

_Total 

An~ual Property Tax Revenue to: 

General County of Santa Barbara 

County Fire Protection District 

other 

Total 

$301.4 1 

]11,1 
375.5 

$ 93.9 

$ 2.6404 

0.467'1 

5.3455 

0.4770 

$ 8.9303 

$ 1. 991 

.352 

4.030 

.360 

$ 6.733 

1Excludes interest during construction, estimated at 
$74.1 million. 

2calculations based on FY 1973-74 property tax rates; rate 
per $100 of assessed valuation 

1975/763 

3.3102 

.6147 

6.3895 

.4897 
~ 

3.108 

-577 

6,000 

.460 
10.145. 

3calculation based on 1975-76 property tax rates; rate per $100 of A.V. 
Tax Rate Area 94-009 $10.8041. 

III-221 

"' 

Change5 noted in FE IS. 
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TAELE 31 

POINT CONCEPTION TO ARVIN PIPELINE 
PROJECTED ANNUAL AD VALOREM (PROPERTY) 

TAXES ON COMPLETED FACILITY 
(Excludes Land and Interest During Construction) 

Combined 
3-County Santa 

Barbara 
San Luis 

Obispo Kern Impact 

Estimated value upon 
completion of project 
facilities within 
county. (dollars in 
millions) 

Assessed valuation at 
25% of the above item 
(dollars in millions) 

Average county tax rate 
per $100 of assessed 
valuation 

\d valorem (property) tax 
revenue to counties, 

$ 81 

$ 20.3 

$ to.oot 

agencies, and districts 
(dollars in thousands) $2,03ll 

$ 56.7 

$ 14.2 

$ 10.05 

$1,427 

I:II-229 

$ 71.3 $ 209 

$ 17.8 $ 52.3 

$ 10.48 $ 

$1,865 $5,685 

Hi. 

Changesnoted in FEIS. 
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LESSEE -~W~e~s~te~run~L~·~N~.G~.~Tse~rm~ln~aul~CQomulP~a~nQY~--- Fee Owner State of California Parcel-----------

Moiling Address---'"-------------- Property Address----------- Community----------

Permitted Use Sheet ___ . of ___ Sheets 

Term 

A;s•:~:ont Year I •:;,· A pr 1 er ll! Ogle 
POSSESSORY INTEREST IN LAND -INDIRECT APPROACH 

Cost 
Indicated Value of Rights if Held Mkt. 

in Perpetuity: · Income 
Final Value of Rlahts if Held in Peroetuitv l!6~ 000 
Reversionorv Value of Riohts 465 000 
Years Deferred :Rote·. Foetor 20•. J1o.l24 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Present Value of Reversion 57 660 
Preiiminorv Possessorv Interest Value 407.340 
Possessory interest Value 

POSSESSORY INTEREST IN IMPROVEMENTS -INDIRECT APPROACH 

Indicated Value of Ri~hts if Held 
Cost 
Mkt 

in Perpe uity: IDCQ!l)e 
Final Value of Riahts if Held In Peroetuitv 
Reversionarv Value of Rights 
Years Deferred; Rote; Foetor ' : ' ' : ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' -Present Value of Reversion 
Preliminary Possessory Interest Value 
Possessory Interest Value 

TOTAL PROPERTY C.E.A. 

APPRAISAL 
Total Possessory Interest Value I I I I I T 
Pn«essnrv interest Vol e in Land 407,000 I I I T r 
PossessorY Interest Value in lmorovements 

ASSESSED VALUES 
PossessorY ·Interest in Land 

:Possessory Interest in Improvements 
Total PossessorY Interest 
;::ntered: 

:'iiii-DU AHDIT RE'~ n A.V. 101,750x $9,3548 {74/75) = $9,520 . Unsecured uses previous years tax rate 
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This information has been 
considered in the FEIS, 



AN ANALYSIS OF TAX REVENUE FROH LAND 

Presently there are 1,000 acres of land owned by Southern California 
Edison Company of which 227 acres at the western end would be occupied by 
the proposed facility. 

1975/76 tax rate $10.8041 
1,000 acres- 227 acres developed= 773 acres undeveloped 
773 x $2,000/acre = $1,546,000@ 25% = 386,500 A.V. 
$386,500 x $10.8041 = $41,760 tax dollars 

227 acres developed @ $15,000/acre = $3,405,000 
$3,405,000@ 25% = 851,250 A.V. 
$851,250 x $10,8041 = $91,970 tax dollars 

$91,970 + $41,760 = $133,730 total tax dollars 

1975/76 assessed value of entire 1,000 acre site $500,000 
$500,000 x $10,8041 = S54,ooo tax dollars 
$133,730 - $54,000 = $79,730 net increase 

The figure of $15,000/acre for developed land is speculative at this 
point but for purposes of illustration it is used to arrive at the net tax 
increase. 

This information has been noted in the FEIS. 
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COUfi'I'U OF SJITI'rJJ BJJRBJlRf! 
C Jl lr I Ft 0 R n I J.n~ 5 2 113 PM r7G 

BOARD OF 
R!".CEI'/FO 

S UP E R V l S 0 R S 110\'IARO C ~EIIZ£L 
cu;n~ 

FRANCIS H. BEAITIE,Chairman 
Fourth District 

FRANK J. FROST. Vice-Chairman 
First District 

ROBERT E. KALLMAN 
Second District 

JAMES M. SLATER 
Third District 

HARRELL FLETCHER 
1-~iftb District 

TO: FEDERAL POWER COM!>!ISSION 

50Af>D Of SUPERVISORS 
H~""".ll.D.C...M.!•'I"~'DEPUTY 
County Ch:rk-Hecorder 

and Ex-Officio 
Cieri: of the 

Uourd of Supt~rvisors 

AOMINISTkATION DUitDING 
lOS EAST ANAI'AMU STREET 

SANTA BAH.DAHA,CAl.IFOHNIA 93101 
(805) 966·1611 

FROM: COUNTY OF S.Ai'l'TA BARBARA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
FRANCIS H. BEATTIE, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

RE: Western LNG Terminal Company Application, Point Conception, 
California; Draft EIS, Docket Nos. CP 75-96, et al. 

'PETITION TO INTERVENE 
AND 

MOTION FOR-riTCAL HEARING 

Petitioner, County of Santa Barbara of the State of California, 

pursuant to 18 CFR 1.8 and 2.81 moves to intervene as a party.to these 

proceedings on the basis of the draft environmental impact statement 

on the grounds that the County of Santa Barbara has an interest, as 

hereinafter more fully described, which may be directly affected by 

any actions which may be taken, which interest is not adequately repre

sented by existing parties. In addition to the reasons hereinafter 

stated, describing the County of Santa Barbara's interest in the pro

ceedings, the County shall prepare and submit comments on the draft 

environmental impact statement within the time designated by the FPC. 

The County's reasons for seeking to intervene in these pro-
' . . 

ceedings is for the primary purpose of being able to move the Commission 
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'· 
Federal Po~1er Commission 

to p~ovide for public hearings in or near Santa Barbara County con

cerning the proceedings pending before the FPC including hearing 

procedures under NEPA in connection with the draft EIS. 

The nature of the County's interest, the grounds of the proposed 

intervention and the position of the County in these proceedings· are 

as follows: 

Western LNG Terminal Company's application to the FPC for 

a certificate of public convenience and safety proposes the establish

ment of a receiving terminal and regasification plant located at Point 

Conception, California, and the installation of a high pressure gas 

transmission line from Point Conception to Arvin, California. Point 

Conception and a major section of the proposed transmission line lie 

within the territory and therefore within the legal jurisdiction of 

the County of Santa Barbara. This County is the local. permitting 

authority for the construction and operation of such a facility and 

must consider the land use and zoning issues as well as the public 

safety and health aspects of such a proposal as it would affect Santa 

Barbara County residents, together with the environmental and socio

economic impacts under the California Environmental Quality Act and 

other pertinent codes. 

The County of Santa Barbara contends that its interests as a 

responsible agency cannot be adequately represented at .a hearing in 

Washington, D.C. Because of the substantial questions of fact existing 

as to the public safet}T aspects of such a· 'facility and attendant LNG 

-2-
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Federal Power Commission 

tanker traffic, the environmental and land use planning impacts anti

cipated, plus the sizeable scope of tax revenues and necessary c'ounty 

services, this County holds that a public hearing in or about Santa 

Barbara is necessary to disclose such facts pursuant to NEPA and CEQA. 

Many factual matters c~m only be established on the basis of lo·cal 

expertise, public testimony and input from the County of Santa Barb.ara 

Board of Supervisors and departments. 

The County of Santa Barbara is a responsible agency, a permitting 

jurisdiction, and an entity directly affected by the p~oposed facility,. 

servicing tankers, and connectil;lg pipelines. 

The County further moves the Commission to conduct public hearings 

with respect to all matters now pending before the Commission and 

especially with respect to the draft environmental impact statement as 

required by NEPA, and all of the regulations promulgate•' thereunder 

by the Council on Environmental Quality and the FPC as well as pursuant 

to Presidential Executive Order No. 11514. Furthermore, such public 

hearings should be held in the County of Santa Barbara since it is 

the area primarily affected by the proposed project and both local 

government and the public at large should have ready access to the 

Commission to present their views and to hear the views of others. 

WHEREFORE, the County· of Santa Barbara requests that the Commission 

grant this Petition of Intervention and further grant the request to 

conduct the public hearings in Santa Barbara County. 

Respe~tfully submitted, 

DATED: January 2, 1976 

-3-
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VElUFlCATION BY PARTY (446, 2015.5 C. C. P.) 

STATE OF CAUFORNIA, COl.JNTY OF 

lomt·~-----------------------------------------------------------

in tM obol/jJ enti.:.lcd oedors; 1/uJWI rceul tlw /oregoina·----------'-------------------------

Eue....S •·"---------.,(do""u""~,..----~•'-----------------c(:-pla""ce-).,---------.. C.U/omia 

PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAll. (101&, 2015.5 C. C. P.) 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COl.JNTY OF 

l om o ci~ of the United Staru ond o raidml of tM CO.tml)' oforeJaitl; I om ovtr th. ose oJ eigh11en tean end not 
o party lD tM wi:h.in md.tW oc:io11; my 6~ tuldrm ~: 

County Counsel 
105 E. Anapamu Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

on.__---=J"-'a:::n;.:.u=a=r::..yL-..;2=----~ J9.li 1,.,...d tlouMin PET IT ION TC' INTERVENE 

AND MOTION FOR LOC,.,AL=._,H""EAR=I,N.!o:G'---------~---

03 ,.. parties 
U. $aLl Delio,._, by ploejna a lrae copy th.ereoJ enClo1etl in o Jeckd erwelDp. milh po&ltJge tMno» J,Uy prepaid. in tlK 

Vniud 5,.., moiJ., Santa Bar"-b'-a=r"'a .... ,.....:c""a'-l..;.i;_f'-o~.r __ ni-'a"----------------------
..u,..uc~ .. ,.u-., . 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION - Washington, D.C. 20426 (3 copies) 
WESTE!t."' LNG TERMINAL CO.Attn: K.C. McKinney, VP & Gen. Mgr. 
P.O.Box 3249 - Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA 90051 
SOUTHERN CAL. GAS CO. Attn: H.Letton,Jr., Pres.& Chief Exec. Offic. 
P.O. Box 3249 - Terminal Annex - Los Angeles, CA 90051 
SOUTHERN CAL. GAS CO. Attn: S, Lassere, County District Mgr •. 
124 E.Carr1.1lo St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 . 
EL PASO ALASK}. CO. Attn:G.Cumming,V.P.,Box 2185,·Houston,Tex.77001 
P.G.& E. -Attn: Malcolm Furbush,Atty. 
77 Beale St., Rm.3120, San Francisco, CA 94106 

I tkdo~. UN!.r penal47 oJ perjwy. llw lAt Jore&oins U lrtl# ond correct. 

E,...,....s .,___January 2, 1976 
(dou) 

CC-9 

at Santa Barbara C.U/om/4 

~~t!./h._/. 
Flore~. Eckert 
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The Council on Environmental Quality 
Executive Office of the President 
722 Jackson Place N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20006 

To The Party Addressed, 

The Eyak Corporation formed pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle
ment Act of December '17, 1971 (85 Stat. 688-716), was certified under 
Section 2651.2 (a) (8) of Title 43 of the Code of Federal·Regulations and 
~etermined eligible under Section ll(b)3 of said act. The corporation 
has before the Bureau of Land Management a claim of approximately 
117,000 acres of land under 12(a) applications which includes Gravina 
Point. According to the BLM task force these lands will be conveyed to 
the Eyak Corporation within three to six months. Therefore the Eyak 
Corporation wishes these comments. to be placed on record• 

1). The Eyak Corporation has no objection to an LNG plant at 
Gravina Point and will negotiate a lease agreement with El Paso Alaska 
if the Gravina site is selected. 

2) . The recommendations made by the FPC staff for the orooosed 
pipeline to take route to Nikiski as described in Section H.i of the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement is questioned because of the 
following reasons< 

a) . Cook Inlet is not an ice free oort and therefore is 
hazardous to the shipping lands. · 

b). The terrain along the rail belt is much more rugged than 
that of the route to Gravina. 

c) . The pipeline will be forced to cross bodie·s of water and 
will incur more cost to El Paso and delay completion of the project. 

d). With the size of Alaska, proliferation of industrial sites 
will not affect the vast Alaskan lands. 

3). Some of the reasons given unfavorably to.the Gravina site are 
also questionable. Such as Iceberg conditions resulting from the Columbia 
Glacier. It is a very rare occasion to see a large iceberg in the shipping 
lanes of the Prince 1olilliam Sound except in the Valdez Arm area, Also 
the effect of mammals in the Gravina Point will not be affected as stated 
in the DEIS. 

The Eyak Corporation understands the ootential effects of the El Paso 
project and are confident. with continued cooperation of El Paso that the 
undesirable aspects of these effects will be limited. 

Therefore, the Eyak Corporation is convinced that the El Paso's 
proposed pipeline routing should parallel the utility corridor of the 
Alyeska Oil Pipeline and terminate at Gravina Point. 
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The environmental staff disagrees with items (b) and (d). 
Items (a) and (c) were fully discussed in Volume II of 
the DEIS. 

See response to comment number 5 of Prince William Sound 
Aquaculture Corporation. 



Page Two 
The Council of Environmental Quality 
January 26. 1976 

we respectfully request that the Commission carefully considers 
all factors of the terminal site of the LNG plant and vote favorably,, 
for GravinalPoint 

PK:pjs 

Sincere~y ~s, 

-&~~ 
Pete Komokoff 
President 
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FEDP1J!RCOMM WS:i 
CFED01;I'P.C0'!1M l''S'i 

WU INFOMASTER 
11.X ~IU HSH 

009 
TWX 710'!220156 

1-001286C031 01/31/76 

FEDPW01COMM WSH 

SPL009 HAA007<0204)( 1-000692A031)PD 01/31/76 0202 
I CS I PMAFIJA AHG 
01064 A NL ANCHORAGE ALASKA 146 01-30 0805P AST 

PMS SECRETARY FEDERAL <>OWER COMMISSION 
WASHDC 20426 
RE DOCKET Nt~BERS CP75-96 ET AL 
M.,- CLIENT, EYAK COR!'ORATION HAS ASKED ME TO SUPPLEMENT 
ITS ADVICE CONCERNING DRAFT EtJVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMENT. I !-lAVE :{AD SIMILAR REQUESTS FROM MY CLIENT, 
CHUGACH NATIVES INC. BOTH NAT! 1JE COR0 0RATI ON~ SUPPORT 
GRAVINA POINT TER!o!INUS INCLUDED IN EL PASO !'RO?OSAL. 
viHILE DRAFT ENVIRONME'JT IM 0 ACT STATEMENT ?URPORTS TO 
ADDRESS CULTURAL ISSUES IT IS NOTE~IORTHY THAT NATIVE 
COR?ORATIONS SUPPORT GRAVINA POINT SITE. REGAR~ESS OF 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC THEORIES OF OTHERS CONGRESS EXPRESSED 
RESPECT FOR NOTION OF NATIVE SELF DETERMINATION 

EXPRESSLY IN THE ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SET11.EMENT ACT OF 
1971 AND CONGRESS !:OUGHT TO UTILIZE A REGIONAL AND NATIVE 
CORPORATIONS AS VEHICLES FOR T!HS SELF DETERMINATION. 
SOCIOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS lo.'IHCH ARE DIRECTLY QP<>O~ITE 
TO THE EXPRESSED WISHES OF ALASKA NATIVES VIOLATE SPIRIT 
AND INTE.NT 0 F CONGRESS. I REQUEST OPPORTUNI TV vii THill! NEXT 
72 HOURS TO SUPPLEMENT THESE COMMENTS ON BE'{ALF OF 
THE EYAK CORPORATION AND CHUGACH NATIVES, INC. 

JOE P JOSEPHESON ATTORNEY AT LAW 

0517 EST 

FEDPWRCOMM WS!i 
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(907) 272-8531 

Secretary 

JOE P. JOSEPHSON 
Attorney at Law 

1526 F Street 
t-nchorage, Alaska 99501 t) ~ :·· 

February 4, 19~6···· 

Robert Goldberg, of counsel 
George Kaufmann, of counsel 

... : !D. C. bar only) 

Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

I. ••.. 

Re: Docket Nos. CP75-96 et al 

Dear Sir: 

Please refer to my telegram of January 30 expressing 
support of my clients, Chugach Natives, Inc. and the Eyak 
Corporation, for the gas pipeline proposal terminating at 
Gravina Point, Alaska. This is the terminus advocated by 
El Paso Alaska Company. 

Although some Alaska Natives remain heavily 
dependent upon a non-cost, subsistence economy, the shareholders 
of the Native corporations I represent have long involvement in 
the larger economy. 

Their work has tended to concentrate in resource-related 
activities, with particular orientation to the fishery resources 
of Prince William Sound. 

Unfortunately, reliance on commercial fisheries in 
Prince William Sound has become more difficult, and new State 
gear limitations have ousted from the fishery some Native, 
as well as non-Native, commercial fishermen traditionally 
dependent upon the living resources of the sea. 

Fundamentally, the draft environmental impact statement 
errs in its apparent failure to differentiate among Native 
communities in the statement's socioeconomic analysis. To my 
knowledge, the writers of the statement: 

a. made no study of lifestyle and income 
sources of Natives residing in or 
near Cordova; 

b. conducted no interviews with officers 
or leaders of either the regional or 
the village corporation; 

While Cordova fishermen generally opposed the concept of oil tanker 
traffic in the Sound, no opposition has developed to the El Paso 
Alaska proposal for the transportation by vessel of liquified gas. 
It is urgent that the Cordova economy be diversified. When 
socioeconomic conclusions are reached which are opposite to 
those reached by the people affected directly, readers must 
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conclude that unwelcome paternalism has influenced the research. 
The draft report should be revised to reflect support in Cordova 
for the El Paso Alaska route, including support from local 
business, fishing, and Native organizations. Probably nobody 
has a better understanding of the desires of the people than 
the City of Cordova government, State Senaior Kerttula, and the 
Native corporations. Their unanimous view supports the Gravina 
Point terminus. 

El Paso Alaska has already approached my clients, 
which will have real property selections at Gravina Point, to 
arrive at mutually satisfactory arrangements for land use and 
environmental planning, employment, and other questions. My 
clients have the most intimate familiarity with the area from their 
historic use. Obviously Native shareholders' feelings for 
environmental values at and near Gravina Point are profound, and 
many of these shareholders have a very specialized expertise in 
their understanding of the area. Yet, again, to my knowledge, 
.the writers of the impact statement did not seek to avail 
themselves of this knowledge. I am informed, as a matter of 
fact, that Gravina Point itself was only viewed from the air, 
during a "fly-over", while the study was in progress. 

Acceptance of the staff's recommendations will result 
in denial to the Native peoples of the Cordova area, as well as 
to individual non-Natives there, of permanent emplovment opportunities 
in a presently depressed economic area, and will. be. detrimental ·, 
to the long-run earning potential of the regional and village 
corporations I have the privilege to represent. · 

Sincerely, .. 
. / 

.-0 · ~:<:." "7 t' I: '-6.:----..__ 
Joe P. Josephson 
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~m692A031 m202EST 
m1064 A NL ANCHORAGE ALASKA 146 m1-3m 0Sm5P AST 

PMS SECRETARY FEDERAL· POWER COMMISSION 
WASHDC 20426 
RE DOCKET NUMBERS CP75-96 ET AL 
MY CLIENT, EYAK CORPORATION HAS ASKED ME TO SUPPLEMENT 
ITS ADVICE CONCERNING DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
STATEMEN~. I HAVE HAD SIMILAR REQUESTS FROM MY CLIENT, 
CHUGACH 'NATIVES INC. BOTH NATIVE CORPORATIONSSUPPORT 
GRAVINA POINT TERMINUS INCLUDED IN EL PASO PROPOSAL. 
WHILE DRAFT ENVIRONMENT IMPACT STATEMENT PURPORTS TO 
ADDRESS CULTURAL ISSUES IT IS NOTEWORTHY THAT NATIVE 
CORPORATIONS SUPPORT GRAVINA POINT SITE. REGARDLESS OF" 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC THEORIES OF" OTHERS CONGRESS EXPRESSED 
RESPECT FOR NOTION OF" NATIVE SELF" DETERMINATION 
EXPRESSLY IN THE ALASKA NATIVE CLAIMS SETTLEMENT ACT OF" 
1971 AND CONGRESS SOUGHT TO UTILIZE A REGIONAL AND NATIVE 
CORPORATIONS AS VEHICLES FOR THIS SELF" DETERMINATION. 
SOCIOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS WHICH ARE DIRECTLY OPPOSITE 
TO THE EXPRESSED WISHES OF" ALASKA NATIVES VIOLATE SPIRIT 
AND INTENT OF" CONGRESS. I REQUEST OPPORTUNITY WITHIN NEXT 
72 HOURS TO SUPPLEMENT THESE COMMENTS ON BEHALF" OF" 
THE EYAK CORPORATION AND CHUGACH NATIVES, INC. 

JOE P JOSEPHESON ATTORNEY AT LAW 
<EX>. 

ACCEPTED 
01m64 

:~ 

~· 
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FAIRBANKS TOWN AND VILLAGE ASSOCIATION FOR DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
510 Second Avenue - P. 0. Box 1267 

Fairbanks , Alaska 99707 
907/452-4761, Ext. 47, or 456-4285 

January 15, 1976 

Kenneth F. Plumb, Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

The Fairbanks Town and Village Association for Development, Incorporated, appreciates 
the Secretary's invitation to comment formally on the three volume Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement prepared by the staff of the Federal Power Commission on the 
El Paso Alaska Company application (Docket No. CP 75-96 et. al.) We ask that 
the comments presented here be specifically answered in the appropriate section 
of the Final Environmental Impact Statement. 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of the abbreviated review period, our comments at this time are strictly 
limited to two issues which, in our view, describe deficiencies in the subject DEIS 
which must be remedied prior to the publication of the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

As an aid in developing this remedy, we will conclude our comments with the 
presentation of three recommendations for consideration by the Federal Power 
Commission at an appropriate time during the remainder of these proceedings. 

FTVAD is preparing more extensive comments , but they are not sufficiently developed 
for presentation at this time. We will only note for the record that we reject the 
staff's assumption on page 143 of Volume I that the construction impact of either of the 
gas pipelines would 11

• • • merely echo. . . 11 those presently being experienced during 
construction of the crude oil pipeline. 

FTVAD appreciates the relatively concise format of the subject DEIS, but regret 
that no effort was made to briefly describe in laymen's terms the larger national 
and international context within which the Federal Power Commission must 
make its decision in this matter. 

FTV AD believes that such a description is necessary in order to establish at the 
state, regional, and local level a public policy framework for the analysis of 
complicated cost/benefit issues. Such a framework is preliminary, furthermore, 
to the development of an effective local decision-making apparatus capable of 
response to the short and long term community effects of pipeline construction 
and operation. 

r----t 
l 

See the revised section on the social impacts of the gas 
pipelines. 
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Kenneth Plumb 
January 15, 1976 
Page Two 

. .;. 

II· I 1111 ,1." I 'JJ( I I 1 l11l 

iJ 

FTV AD believes that the FPC has a duty .upder Section 102, NEPA and under 
established C .E .Q. Guidelines, to explore' these questions in the DEIS, and we have 
made reference to that duty. in all bur correspondence with the Federal Power Commission. 

We find the failure of the staff in this area particularly surprising in view of the 
staff's extensive references in the DEIS to published reports of the Impact Information 
Center, and FTVAD's related Rural Impact Information Program. (See bibliography 
cited on page I-194, and I-195). Both programs have the function of regularly 
monitoring and publicly reporting the effects of trans-Alaska pipeline construction 
on the people and communities of Interior Alaska. 

As such the published work of these programs provides a rich and unique source 
of both empirical and analytical data relevant to public policy questions at the state, 
regional, and local level which must eventually be answered by the Federal Power 
Commission in this proceeding. 

The fact that they have not, so far, been formally presented for discussion, is a 
critical deficiency in the E .I. S. process. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Fairbanks Town and Village Association for Development, Incorporated, 
reiterates its position that the Federal Power Commission has a responsibility and 
a duty under NEPA to explore, in the language of established NEPA procedure: 

1. Methods of" ... enhancing the environment. .. ,11 and" ... mitigating 
adverse environmental effects. . . " in the social, economic, and political 
environment with care equal to that displayed for the physical environment; 
and 

2. Must, in a related way, develop alternatives and discuss the exercise 
of its responsibility to protect the public interest in municipalities and 
communities which will be subjected to significant short and long term 
effects as a result of construction arid operation of an interstate natural gas 
pipeline. 

FTVAD has reviewed the FPC staff DEIS and finds only one direct reference to 
socio-economic measures to "enhance" or "mitigate" at the local level. That is 
a single paragraph on page 334, volume II. 

In the referenced paragraph, the FPC staff apparently proposes that the FPC 
take no responsibility for "adverse environmental effects" in the social, political, 
and economic environment at the local level. 

-,--, 

Mitigating measures could be taken by local communities · 
which in turn could be assisted, as they have been, by the 
State of Alaska. See the comment on the next page. 
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Kenneth Plumb 
January 15, 1976 
Page Three 

'I 
Furthermore, they propose, by implication, that the FPC impose no obligations or 
restrictions on the successful applicant requiring them to establish local operating 
policies designed to enhance potential local benefits, or, conversely, to avoid adverse 
effects , or correct those that occur, or, in other ways, enhance the human environment 
at the local level . · 

FTV AD believes that there are several methods which should have been explored in the 
subject DEIS, and we are requesting that three such methods be investigated prior to 
publication of the Final EIS: 

1. That the FPC require that the successful applicant, by means of a 
stipulation in the order granting the certificate, immediately establish 
a grant and loan fund, sufficiently large to provide immediate financing 
to state, regional, and local entities with responsibilities for protection 
of the public interest at the local level, and for planning and construction 
of related public facilities, and other facilities necessary to support 
pipeline construction and operation. Questions concerning amounts and 
the authority and mechanisms for disbursement and loan repayment should 
be resolved by the FPC after extensive consultations with state and local 
representatives, and those applicants who, if successful, will conduct 
operations within the jurisdictions of state, regional, and local governing 
entities. 

2. That the FPC explore with each agency of the federal government 
having operations in affected geographic areas the extent of their 
authority and the extent of their capability and willingness to pro
vide assistance and/or to perform specialized services at the request 
of public and quasipublic entities for the protection of public interest 
and support of pipeline construction at the local level. 

3. That the FPC require, where sufficient authority exists, the performance of 
certain essential federal services such as, for example, census counts, 

CONCLUSION 

and costs of living analyses by the Department of Commerce, labor force 
training, housing financing, etc. , and pay for such services out of the 
fund proposed in #1 above; and to require, where sufficient authority exists, 
the coordination of federal program activity and policy making in order to 
provide financial, technical, and administrative support to state, regional, 
and local decision making entities. 

It should be well understood that, for the purposes of these comments only, the 
position of the Fairbanks Town and Village Association has nothing to do with route 
selection. FTVAD is on record in favor of a trans Alaska route, but it should not be 
assumed that we favor or disfavor any of the several such routes now under discussion, 
or that we favor or disfavor either of the two pending applications , or that we have taken 
a position adverse to, or in support of any of the other meritorious 'issues raised in the 
DEIS. 

The environmental staff projects that relatively.minor impacts 
will occur in Fairbanks as a result of construct~on and opera
tion of either gas pipeline proposed. It appears that local 
entities could deal with the impacts that do occur, perhaps 
with the assistance of the state. 
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Kenneth Plumb 
January 15, 1976 
Page Four 

Thank you again for your invitation to comment. We. beli~vEdh~ F~deral Power Commission 
is making a sincere effort to encourage the prese'ntation of all rel.want issues, and we 
urge you to continue this policy throughout these proceedi,l;\gs.: 1- ·' 

""~'"'· ~. c;J~ b,,M, 
~~?'u!~e 

8
iector 

JES/kbp 
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MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH 

RESOLUTION· SERIAL NO. 75- 120 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE MATANUSKA-SUSITNA BOROUGH FAVORING THE 
TRANS-ALASKA NATURAL GAS PIPELINE ROUTE AND URGING ALL PUBLIC AGENCIES TO TAKE 
ALL NECESSARY STEPS TO EXPEDITE APPROVAL OF THE TRANS-ALASKA ROUTE. 

WHEREAS, an Alaska natural gas pipeline route and a Canadian pipeline 

route have ·been advocated as a means of transporting north slope gas to the 

"Lower 48" and Canadian markets; and 

~lHEREAS, the trans-Alaska route would: 

1. Provide an estimated 7,000 jobs during construction and 700 jobs 

during its 50 to 75 year life; 

2. Help eliminate a United States ~ce of payments deficit caused 

by the demand of imported gas; 

3. Provide natural gas service to the state's major population centers 

and provide gas for mining and other developments now impossible for lack of 

power; 

4. Create a tax base that would contribute to Alaska's economy and 

make more State money available for assistance to municipalities; 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Assembly of the Matanuska-Susitna. 

li 
!i 
!I 
li 

lj. 
I 

Borough that it favor the trans-Alaska natural gas pipeline route and urge 

all public agencies to take all necessary steps to expedite approval of the 

trans-Alaska route. 

PASSED AND APPROVED by the Borough Assembly of the Matanuska-Susitna 
. / -t'.tC o-1 . 

Borough th1s _(t:'_· ___ day of )/.v .. "-""-C-''7 , 19~..§_. 

~--1~~2<, 

I 
ATTEST: 
c./ 

II J'd~--?'V 1~0'?~ 

Ronald L. Larson 
Borough Mayor 

II ::;;~?<=" Jl 

I· (SEAL) 
.I 

'I 
I 

l 
1-
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~J INFOMASTER 1-000572C029 01/29/76 
n.;-: UU TFC >ISH 
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TWX 710'3220156 FEDPI:JRCOM:-1 'JISH 

SPL012 I.'AC005C0111 )( 1-000277A029>PD 01/29/76 0106 
I CS I PMAFUA AHG 
01056 A ~L TDA FAIRBA.\IKS ALASKA 370 01-2'3 615P AST 

?:15 SEC!lETARY FEDE!lAL t>OWER C0c'1'1ISSIO;J ATT'l BNG-S')D-ALAS:<A 
WASHDC 20426 
THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF HE CITY OF FAI:"tBA\I~{S ALASKA, 
ON BEHALF OF TE'IMSELVES A."'D RESIDE\ITS OF T'IE FAIRBA"'XS AREA, 
SUBMIT THE FOLLOl;II"JG COM!IJE"'T ON THE FPC STAFF Atm DRAFT 
ENVIRON:1ENTAL I!'1DACT STATE:1ENT. \<'E REAFFI 'l."'' OUR SU" 0 0::1T I:J 
DRINCIPAL OF T:iE ORIGINAL T"'.A'~S-ALA.SKA GAS PI"ELINE PROPOSAL OF 
EL PASO GAS C'l!'l"ANY. leE OPPOSE A."'Y GAS PIPELINE ROUTE ~rHCH 
WOULD NOT UTILIZE THE TRANS-ALASKA 0 IL PIPELINE COR <II D'lR FR0"1 
PRUDHOE BAY TO AN ICE F!';EE POnT. tiE PARTICULARLY 0°POSE THE 
SUGGESTION IN THE FPC STAFF DEI S T:iAT T'IE EJ. PASO 0 '10PO SAL SE 
MODIFIED BY DIVERTING T'!E BAS PIPELINE FROM TiiE PRESE:\IT OIL 
PIPELINE CORRIDOR TO A ROUTE RUNNING GPIE!'lALLv Fn0:1 LIVENGOOD 

TO "'IKISKI ON THE COOK INLET NEAR ANCHOnAGE. \qE 0"POSE T:tE 
SUGGESTED REROUTING BECAUSE IT ~'Ot!L D: 
(1) BRING ADDITIONAL GAS TO THE A:~CHORAGE AREA ''r.iiC'i ALREADY 
HAS ADEQUATE SUPPLIES OF ~ATURAL GAS FOR HOME HEATI!JG AND 
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATIO'I!J 
C2> BYPASS T'IE FAIRBANKS AREA w11ICH HAS A PRESENT NEED FOR A 
LOW C:JST "'O:J-POLLUTI\IG SOU!'!CE OF ENERGY FOR HOME HEATPIG A.'IID 
ELECTRIC POWER GE~ERATI O~IJ 
( 3> RESULT IN GREATER E:\IVI RONME.NTAL DAMAGE; 
(4) EXPOSE THE LNG FLEET TO THE HAZARDOUS ICE CO'JDITIO:JS OF 
COOK I"'LET RAT'IER THA.'J E~IABLE THE UTILIZAT!O~ OF Ai'J ICE FREE 
PORT; 
(5) COST MORE TO CONSTRUCT BECAUSE PRESENT ALYESKA 
FACILITIES COULD NOT BE UTILEEDJ 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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The environmental staff realizes that the Anchorage 
area presently has adequate supplies of gas and that 
North Slope gas could not economically compete with 
Cook Inlet gas in Cook Inlet area markets. The primary 
purpose of the route to Cook Inlet was to supply markets 
in the lower U.S. without imposing the impacts of an 
LNG plant and terminal upon the environment of Prince 
William Sound. 

The proposed Livengood-Nikiski route does not "bypass" 
the Fairbanks area in the sense that no gas will be 
available to that city. A smaller diameter pipeline 
spur could be used to transport gas to Fairbanks from 
this route. 

The environmental staff disagrees • Both the El Paso 
and alternative route to Nikiski would be within the 
limits of technical feasibility and have been 
discussed in detail in the DEIS. Both routes generally 
follow existing rights-of-way, but both deviate signi
ficantly from those rights-of-way in places. The 
Nikiski route would allow El Paso to combine its 
facilities with another proposed LNG project (Pacific 
Alaska LNG Company, Docket No. CP75-140), negating the 
need for separate LNG plants and terminals and reducing 
the total length of pipeline necessary for separate 
pipelines. 

The environmental staff is considering the use of a 
site at Cape Starichkof, which is outside the zone of 
hazardous ice conditions in Cook Inlet. 



',, 1111 I 1.11 JJJ I ' ' !til 

r"j r-1 r-: ~ rTl :r:-::1 r:nl 

( 6> COST MORE TO INSPECT AND MAINTAIN BECAUSE 'r;E SAME 
INSPECTORS COULD NOT SIMULTANEOUSLY INSPECT THE OIL AND GAS 
PI 0 ELINES; 

r-:1 

<7> DELAY CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRANS-ALASKA GAS PIPELINE BECAUSE 
NO COMPANY HAS PROPOSED TO CONSTRUCT A PIPELINE ALONG THAT 

ROUTE A.'JD; 
(!3) FURTHER DELAY TftE EVENTUAL CONSTRUCTION OF A TRANS-ALASKA 
GAS PIPELINE BECAUSE OF THE NEED FOR ADD! TIO~!AL ENVIRON~!ENTAL 

IMPACT STATEMENTS AND BECAUSE OF TT;E OPPOSITION OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSERVATION GROUPS TO UNNECESSARY DISRUPTION 0 F THE ENVI ~ONMENT. 
WE FURTHER OPPOSE THE SUGGEST!O~J B"' THE FPC STAFF THAT THE 
GAS "!!'ELINE USE 4'3 INC'! PIPE WHICH IS NOT MANUFACTURED IN 
THE U. So RAT'!ER THAN 42 INCH PIPE WH! CH IS MANUFACTURED IN 
THE U.s. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED !'!IS 2'3TH DAY OF JA."lUARY, 1976. 
COPIES OF THIS TELEGRAM SENT TO: 
SECRETARY, FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION WASHDC, 
SENATOR TED STEVENS, SENATOR MIKE GRAVEL, A."JD REPRESENTATIVE 
DON 'vOUNG. 

HAROLD GILLAM MAVO!' CITY OF FAIRBANKS 

0142 EST 

FEDPWRCOMM WSH 

rl r:-1 ~ ll ;----} r--1 ~ ~ 
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7 and 8. The environmental staff agrees that additional 
environmental information would be required to insure 
the minimization of impacts along the Nikiski route 
and that additional time should be spent to conduct 
the appropriate studies. However, El Paso also does not 
yet possess the necessary environmental information for 
its pipeline, having relied upon Alyeska's data to 
provide only a preliminary background, and it proposes 
to conduct an in-depth study of its route before it 
begins construction. While the environmental staff 
is aware that time is of the essence in providing gas 
for the consumers, it believes that the environment 
should not be unnecessarily jeopardized for the sake 
of expediency. 
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Greater Anchorage 

CHAMBER of COMMERC .. ·n~<~:>sicHl 
FEDER"'\. \'Ct;\:.c' '"' 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

ATTN: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

January 29, 1976 
Crossroads u.f the Air World 

The following is an official position of the Anchorage Chamber of Commerce, the 
largest business organization of its kind within the State of Alaska. 

This recommendation and endorsement by the Anchorage Chamber of Commerce is in 
response and pertains to the Federal Power Commission's Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement published on November 28, 1975, regarding the transportation 
(via pipeline) of Alaskan gas to markets within the "South 48". 

Owing to the vast reaches of wilderness and the highly difficult terrain to be 
crossed with the advent of transporting Alaskan natural gas for marketing, the 
Anchorage Chamber of Commerce maintains a position of minimizing costs and mini
mizing duplication of effort, as well as alleviating further effect and concerns 
upon the environment in Alaska. The Anchorage Chamber of Commerce maintains 
that the maintenance, surveying and control, and all aspects having to do with 
governing a pipeline can best be facilitated through one geographic alignment 
through Alaska, rather than two separate corridors - one to accomodate gas, and 
a second to accomodate oil. 

Thus, this body, in official Executive session on the 28th day of January, 1976, 
unanimously recommended that the trans-Alaska natural gas pipeline routing be 
identical and a part of the same corridor utilized by the trans-Alaska oil pipe
line through Alaska. 

tlh 

Si erel~,) j-
A?(XJ It>!) . 

en H.'Lounsb~ 
President 

GREATER ANCHORAGE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE- 612 F STREET, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501 - (907) 272 .. 2401 
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SSO First Avenue 

i 'FAIRBANKS 
'•:. ALASKA 99701 

January 28, 1976 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 
0 

For your information and as a matter of record in your ~ 
proceedings with regard to the Draft E~vironmental Impac~ 
Statement covering the trans-Alaska routing of a gas pipe
line from Prudhoe Bay to tidewater in Alaska, please be ~ 
advised that the Greater Fairbanks Chamber of Commerce is~ 
duly on record in support of a trans-Alaska route such as 
outlined in the El Paso proposal. 

It is our further feeling that it is imperative to the 
future development of Alaska that the state's 12 1/2% 
royalty share of Prudhoe Bay natural gas be available for 
use in Alaska. A trans-Alaska routing for the gas line 
would make this possible and should be given consideration. 

Alaska is a vast storehouse of energy resources. As these 
reserves are developed for the benefit of all America we 
do not feel that it is too much to ask that some considera
tion be given to making possible the utilization of a part 
of these resources for the benefit of Alaskans. A trans
Alaska routing for a gas pipeline would be a step in this 
direction. 

-r. 
!'f\ 
c>-' 

. ., 
_. :e, 
O'l 

Building' f?·r]irbanks' future, 

CWB:ljh 

/--;) . 
C;L[', I· zJ-. 

c. w. Baer 
General Manager 

\ Gateway to the Arctic 

.'/•J 

~ 
~ 
< 
~ 

~ 

:---1 l J 
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FEDPWRCOMM HSH 

WU INFOMASTER l-019639C030 01/30/76 
1LX WU TFC WSH 
OS! 
TWX 71 0!3220 !56 FEDPIJ?.COMM WSH 

SPL051 WAE154C1356)Cl-017179A030)PD 01/30/76 1357 
ICS IPMAFUB AHG 
014 A 06004 JUNEAU ALASKA 121 01-30 S46A PST 

PMS SECRETARY FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION ATTN BNG- SOD-ALASKA 
WASH DC 
THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU, S STRONG ENDORSEMENT 
OF A TRANS-ALASKA NATURAL GAS PIPELINE AS THE BEST 
ROUTING OF THE NATURAL GAS FROM THE PRUIJ.iOE BAY FIELD 
IS CONTAINED IN RESOLUTION NUMBER 343 ADOPTED NOVEMBER 
13, 19 7 5• ~IE REQUEST THAT RESOLUTION NUMBER 343 BE 
INCLUDED IN THE PUBLIC COMMENTS OF THE DEIS ON THE 
TRANS-ALASKA PIPELINE. COPY FOLLO'IS BY MAIL. WE JOIN 
!.'HAT WE BELIEVE TO BE A GREAT MAJORITY OF ALASKA!•JS 
IN URGING THE PFC ALLOW CONSTRUCTION BY THE MOST 
ECONOMIC PRACTICAL MEANS CONSISTENT WITH SOu:JD ECOLOGY. 
TO THIS END WE STRONGLY URGE PUBLIC HEARINGS !3E HELD 
IN ALASKA TO ENSURE ADEQUATE INPUT CONCERNING TiE 
IMPORTANCE OF ROUTING AND CONSTRUCTION AND WHAT IT 
MEA.NS TO THE PEOPLE OF THIS STATE. 

MAYOR GINNY KLINE 

1505 EST 

FEDPWRCOMM WSH 
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MafaOUSka · Susltna Bo1"ooih, Jnc. 
BOX B, PAL.MER, AL.ASKA 99645 __ ., PHONE:'Z45,3246 

B 0 R 0 U G H ASS E.M B L. Y 

January 26, 19t~'it:.::' · 
1 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Attention: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Gentlemen: 

As a local governing agency constituting 23,000 square miles 
of area and having a population of approximately 12,000, the Matanuska
Susitna Borough is vitally concerned with employment of its residents, 
and the future economic growth of our State. The Borough Assembly, 
therefore, has adopted a resolution favoring the trans-Alaska gas pipe
line route and urging that all public agencies take the steps necessary 
to expedite approval of the trans-Alaska route. A copy of this resolution 
is enclosed. 

Copies of the resolution have been forwarded to The Organization 
for Management of Alaska's Resources and to our representativ-es in 
Washington. 

Enc. 

CC: Mike Gravel 
Don Young 
Ted Stevens 
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FAIRBANKS TOWN AND VILLAGE ASSOCIATION FOR DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
510 Second Avenue - P. 0. Box 1267 

Fairbanks, Alaska 99707 
907/452-4761, Ext. 47, or 456-4285 

January 15, 1976 

Kenneth Plumb, Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

ATTN: ENG-SOD-ALASKA 
OGC 
El Paso Alaska company, et al. 
Docket Nos. CP 75-96, et iii.----

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

As we understand the rules of procedure concerning formal comments on the 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement contained in the invitation accompanying 
the DEIS , we, as intervenors , have no obligation at this time to send copies of our 
DEIS comments to all parties . 

If required, however, we will do so. 

If we are not advised by your office to the contrary , we will assume that we 
are proceeding correctly. An original and three copies of our formal comments 
are attached. We have, under separate cover, sent ten copies to the Council 
on Environmental Quality. 

Sincerely, 

/~JA £ 
Gerald E. Smetzer 
Executive Director 

GES/kbp 

Attachment 

OFFICIAL FILE COP]!' 
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PORT OF LOS ANGELES 
FRED B. CRAWFORD 

GENERAL. MANAGER 

BOARD OF HARBOR COMMISSIONERS 

FREDERIC A. HElM 
PRESIDENT 

MAIL ADDRESS• 

P.o. sox 1!51 s ::~. . . '. i.' 

ROY S. FERKICH 
VICE PRESIDENT 

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA 90733 NATE DIBlASI 
COMMISSIONER 

CABLE ADDRESS: ·'' GEORGE IZUMI 
COMMISSIONER LAPORT 

1213) 832•7241 

1213) 77!5•3231 

CfTY OF LOS ANGELES 

TOM ~ ... ~~DL,@j;'/~;-( (:c> ·-~~·ION 

MRS, GENE KAPLAN 
COMMISSIONER 

February 18, 1976 

TSUYOKO OTA 
SECRETARY 

Mr. Kenneth Plumb, Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
washington, D.C. 20426 

Attention Mr. Robert Arvedlund 

Dear Sir: 

SUBJECT: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS) 
OCG, El Paso Alaska Company, et al., Docket 
Nos. CP75-96, et al 

The following comments have been prepared relative to the subject 
DEIS in response to your forwarding letter of November 28, 1975. 

COMMENTS: 

1. REGARDING SEISMIC CRITERIA, LOS ANGELES HARBOR: 

The FPC staff has rejected a potential LNG plant site in Los Angeles 
Harbor based solely on seismic considerations (pages III-321, 323) due to 
the proximity of the Palos Verdes fault. The Port of Los Angeles does not 
agree with this conclusion. 

we have been working closely with the Western LNG Terminal Company 
and its consultant, Dames & Moore, on a proposed LNG facility being con
sidered for Los Angeles Harbor (FPC Docket No. CP-75-83-2). Dames & Moore 
has prepared a report entitled: "Offshore Soils Investigation·, Los Angeles 
Harbor LNG Ship Terminal" for the proposed Los Angeles Harbor project. In 
this report, the location of the Palos Verdes fault with respect to the site 
is discussed as follows: 

"While the primary fault appears to pass to the west of the 
site, secondary dislocations occur within a 1-mile wide 
zone which includes part of the site. As a result, the 
possibility of surface rupture due to fault movement has 
been raised, in addition to the question of ground shaking. 
This has prompted detalied studies of the activity of the 
fault. (Dames & Moore, 1975a, Surface displacement evalu
tion, Palos Verdes Hills fault; Dames & Moore, 1975b, Sur
face d~srupt~on analyses, Palos Verdes Hills fault). ~ 
may be noted that the last movement of the fault ~n the 
vicinity of the site is estimated to have occurred between 
11,000 and 500,000 years ago. (Ziony, et al, 1974, Prelimi
nary map showing recency of faulting in-coastal Southern 

SHIP-viA POR'J'I OF LOS ANGELES-TRAVEL 
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See the environmental staff's response to these issues 
Western LNG Terminal Company's comments. 



Mr. Kenneth Plumb - 2 - February 18, 1976 

California, Map MF-585, u.s. Geological Survey). Recent studies 
have indicated some small magnitude earthquakes in the area 
(Teng, T.L., 1975, Personal Communication, Department of 
Geology, University of Southern California), but these 
do not appear to fall on the downward projection of the 
fault." 

In its letter of January 29; 1976, to the Federal Power Commission 
relative to the subject DEIS, Western LNG Terminal Company included the 
following results of a recent Dames & Moore mathematical and statis
tical study of the potential surface disruption for the Palos Verdes Hill 
fault. 

"The FPC draft EIS omits any discussion of the date of 
the most recent surface displacement near the site. USGS 
investigations have estimated.this last displacement based 
on onshore observations where good exposures exist at 
11,000 to 300,000 years before present; i.e., Pleistocene, 
although Holocene movement has been proposed on a short 
fault segment south of the site (Ziony, et al., 1974). 
The geophysical studies conducted by Dames & Moore do not 
allow a precise determination of age, but subsurface 
dislocations in the vicinity of the site do not commence 
until about 200 to 300 feet below the surface which 
indicates a significant passage of time. 

Notwithstanding the above, and because some uncertainty 
regarding the activity of the fault remains and indeed 
might well remain even after more exhaustive studies 
critical facilities at the site will be designed assuming 
that the Palos Verdes Hills fault may be active (Dames & 
Moore, 1973). Further, the recommended design parameters 
are based on studies indicating a "maximum credible earthquake" 
of Magnitude 6.5 occurring adjacent to the site. In addition, 
the vertical component of fault rupture is not expected 
to exceed 4.0 feet in a horizontal distance (across the 
zone of fault rupture) on the order of 1,000 feet. The 
4.0 feet of displacement approximates the upper bound of 
vertical movement proposed by Yerkes, et al., (1974) for 
a Magnitude 6.5 event. The larger displacement numbers 
of 6.5 feet of vertical and over 10 feet of total movement, 
stated by the FPC, are related to peak upper bound displacement 
measurements for a Magnitude 7.0 earthquake (Yerkes, et 
al., 1974). 

As stated above, Dames & Moore studies indicate that a 
Magnitude 6.5 event is the maximum credible earthquake 
for the fault. Therefore, 6.5 feet and 10 feet of dis
placement represent unreasonable~lues for the Palos 
Verdes Hills fault. 

In general, seismic design parameters are based on statis
tical analysis of extreme events (i.e., peak acceleration, 
or maximum fault displacement). This reliance on extreme 
events adds conservatism to the design. However, the 
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See the environmental staff's response to these issues in 
Western LNG Terminal Company's comments. 
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implications of this extreme conservatism on design are 
not always adequately understood. For example, the fault 
rupture versus magnitude estimates of Yerkes, et al. (1974) 
are based on the upper bound of extreme measurements. The 
measured displacements occurred at only one point on a 
rupture that may have extended for tens to hundreds of 
miles. 

The above information strongly indicates that the possi
bility of an event occurring that exceeds LNG tank seismic 
design criteria for tilting or strong ground motion due to 
movement along the Palos Verdes Hills fault is negligible." 

From the above information, it appears that there is no threat to 
the structural integrity of an LNG facility at the Los Angeles Harbor 
site. As such, we believe that the Los Angeles site should be given 
a complete site assessment in the DEIS as was given to the FPC's five 
"potential sites" commencing on page III-325. 

2. REGARDING CALIFORNIA COASTAL ZONE CONSERVATION COMMISSION (CCZCC) 
STATEMENT: 

On Page III-355, the FPC Staff concurs with a CCZCC statement from 
the l?roposed "Final Coastal Plan" which states: "Only one LNG marine 
te~~nal_shall be permitted in the California Coastal Zone until (1) 
eng~neer~ng and operational practices can eliminate any undue risk, or 
(~) guaranteed supplies of LNG are substantial enough that an interrup
t~on of service from a single LNG facility would cause substantial public 
harm." Please note that the CCZCC plan requires adoption and implemen
tation by the California Legislature in 1976. 

As to item (1) in the Plan statement, the Science Applications, Inc. 
(SA~) risk analysis of the Los Angeles Harbor LNG facility has been made 
ava~lable to the FPC Staff and is being included in the Harbor Depart
ment:s final EIR.on th7 South Alaska project. In our view, this study 
prov~~es co~clus~~e.ev~dence that the.planned engineering and operational 
pract~ces w~ll el~m~nate "any undue r~sk." As indicated by the study 
eve~ within 5/8 ~ile of the site at a 4 billion cubic feet per day ' 
del~very rate, w~th repeated assumptions designed to avoid possible 
understatement, the fatality probability per person is only one-half 
that for the population in the same area from airplane crashes striking 
them on the ground and only one-half that for residential electric 
customers throughout the country from electric shock. 

As to item (2), a secure supply of gas is vital to the human comfort 
and sound economic functioning of the area served by the Los Angeles 
Harbor Dep~rtment. It is our understanding that if all the pending gas 
supply prOJects, both LNG and non-LNG, for Southern California Gas co. 
are apl?roved by the FPC, 1/3 of that company's total supply in the year 
1981 w~ll be from LNG from South Alaska and Indonesia. If so these 
would clearly seem to qualify as "substantial enough" "guaranteed 
supplies" so that two LNG sites rather than one combined site would 
indeed be required to avoid "substantial public harm" through otherwise 
avoidable potential gas outages. 

,---: 
l J 

The environmental staff rejected the Los Angeles site as 
part of a basic criteria no.t to build LNG sites on a fault 
with known activity. To do so would, in our opinion, not 
be in the public interest and certainly not in the interest 
of public safety, particularly when viable alternatives exist 
which do not have this inherent seismic problem. 

The environmental staff disagrees. The environmental staff 
is proposing a joint terminal with less than a 41billion cubic 
feet (Bcf) per day. output, the ultimate amount of gas proposed 
for a single base-load plant with additional peak gas capabil
ities available for a SBcf per day terminal. If the 4Bcf per 
day quantity was exceeded, or special conditions warranted a 
lesser output, then the environmental staff would consider a 
second plant and/or expansion of the first plant. 
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Mr. Kenneth Plumb - 4 - February 18, 1976 

3. REGARDING COOLED SEAWATER DISCHARGES: 

Referring to p. III-183. 

"No studies on the biological effects of cooled sea
water discharges are available for comparison with 
the proposed system." 

Comment. A detailed discussion of the effects of 
cool seawater discharges on Southern California Marine 
biota is presented in the draft environmental impact 
report for the Western LNG Terminal Company, proposed for 
Los Angeles Harbor. 

Ten copies of the above comments are also transmitted to the 
Council on Environmental Quality as requested. 

General Manager 

LLW:jp 
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FEO[RAL PC',lf;:; ·:::J.11.;1'S.iLJ.'f 

January 27, 1976 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Attention: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

Please find encl d h i h ose erew t Resolution 2598 of the Port Commission of 
the P~rt of Seattle endorsing an all-Alaska gas pipeline route Also 
attac ed is a PLANNING RESEARCH REPORT which Resolution 2598 . 
on the rationale behind support of the All-Alaska Gas Pipelin!~corporates 

Although the Port of Seattl C · i 
tion on September 16 1975 eino~~~~ o~ u~animously adopted this resolu
Power Commission in ~his a;ea th! C o it ~ present activity by the Federal 
port for an all-Alaska pipeli~e rout~~ ss on once again renewed its sup-

::dh~~= :!;~:~e!~c~~!n~~~gwi~li~a~~u!n~~c~~~~~~~a~~:ga;~~~:::.resolution 

Sin~-£.• 
~~ I • r ~• ""' 
Henry T. Simonson 
President 
Port of Seattle Commission 

cc: Port of Seattle Commissioners 

CommiiSIOn MERLE D. ADLUM/JACK S. BLOCK/PAULS. FRIEDLANDER/HENRY L. KOTKINS/HENRY T SIMONSON/G . 3 03 
· eneral Manager J. ELDON OPHEIM 

.--....... 
l J 



P(j~RT OF SEATTLE 
DATE: August, 1975 

PLANNING AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 
A. H. Yoshioka, Director 

TITLE: 

.. , .. lj 

PLANNIN]_l~EAOO.fi~~;~!, 
~~· ,, .. \, .. 

WHY IVE Sl!OULU:k~Jltio\i:'r".TIIE ALL ALASKA 
(EL PASO) GAS PIPELINE 

Every U.S. citizen has a large stake in the final routing choice of Alaska's 
North Slope natural gas pipeline--either through Alaska or through Canada. 
However, now that we have hindsight from the Alyeska Oil Pipeline experience 
we recognize that the benefits, for the entire nation, are enormous. While 
we will not experience oil or gas shipments through the Seattle harbor, 
nearly all Port operations are directly affected by Alaska's economic growth. 
The gas pipeline, furthermore, is not as susceptible to the violent environ
mental reactions that the Alyeska Pipeline experienced, thus we have much 
less to lose by taking a stand on the issue. Final approval for the Alyeska 
Oil Pipeline decision was decided in Congress. The same will most likely be 
true for the gas pipeline. How~ver, the Alyeska Oil Pipeline was ~ 
proposal in which an alternate Canadian route was raised but the choice was 
to either approve the Alyeska Pipeline proposal, or not. Routing of the gas 
pipeline has two different proposals, and approval is sought for either one 
or the other. Thus the Canadian Alternative, unlike the situation of the 
oil pipeline, is a clear and viable choice. Logic and economics clearly 
favor the all-Alaska, El Paso proposal. National politics, however, may 
presently favor Arctic's proposal - the Canadian route, 

The Port of Seattle can contribute some help in the decision-making process 
in Congress. We cannot change the facts, but we can express our point of 
view. Route choice, for us, will make a big difference. The following is an 
outline of the essential elements of the two routing proposals. These we 
cannot change. Our point of view, however, is important to the decision the 
U. S. Congress must make to the natural gas consumers of Washington state, 
and to our largest trading partner--Alaska. 

A. The Routing Comparison. 

The Alaska Arctic Gas Pipeline is the "Midwest" ar "Canadian" proposal 
consisting of two separate sections. The division of the two sections 
is based upon criteria of international politics, with the first 
section originating at Alaskan North Slope and Canadian gas fields 
and terminating at the U.S./Canadian Border, and the second section 
being the distribution system within the "lower 48" states. The 
first section is technically known as the Arctic Gas Pipeline, though 
both sections are needed to complete the Arctic proposal. The Arctic 
pipeline is a 2,600 mile pipeline system which originates at Prudhoe 
Bay, Alaska, and travels easterly into Canada where it is joined by 
another pipeline from the MacKenzie Delta gas field for a 48 inch, 
common pipeline to the south. North of Calgary, Alberta, the Arctic 
pipeline splits into two with a western branch entering Idaho, and an 
Eastern branch entering Montana. The Western Branch, near the international 
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border also splits into two sections, with one section serving Northern 
California, and the other serving Southern California. (The first one 
of these is an existing pipeline which will be expanded and the second 
is an entirely new route to Southern California.) The Eastern branch 
near the U. S./Canadian border, connects with the existing trans-Canada 
gas pipeline to serve eastern Canadian provinces, then traverses south 
and east from the International Border toward distribution systems in 
Illinois and the eastern seaboard destinations. The entire system 
proposed by the Arctic gas proposal (including the U. s. distribution 
system) totals 6,300 miles of new pipeline. As proposed, the Pacific 
Northwest would tap off of the new pipeline destined for Southern 
California, feeding into Washington State's existing system. 

The Trans-Alaska Gas Project is sponsored by the El Paso Alaska Company 
as an All-Alaska/LNG tanker route. It will utilize the transportation 
corridor set aside for the Alyeska Pipeline from Prudhoe Bay to an 
all-weather port between Valdez and Cordova (Gravina Point), Alaska, 
where the natural gas would then be liquefied for LNG ocean shipping. 
The primary destination of the LNG would be a port terminal located in 
Southern California, though Puget Sound and San Francisco facilities 
may also be served. Eleven LNG tankers would be needed for ocean 
transportation. In Southern California the LNG would be de-liquefied 
(regasified) back to natural gas and placed into a new pipeline between 
the port terminal and existing, underutilized gas pipelines in California. 
Alaskan gas would then enter existing gas pipeline systems (also under
utilized as West Texas gas supplies dwindle) serving Pacific Northwest, 
Southwest, Midwest and Eastern Seaboard customers. However, through 
"displacement" (which is explained later), not all regasified LNG 
from Alaska would be physically transported to Texas, but "traded" 
in California markets for Texan supplies. 

B. Comparative Capital Costs for the Proposed Two Pipeline Systems. 

The total cost for the Arctic pipeline has been estimated at an· excess 
of $10 billion. However, there is an "apples and oranges" considera
tion wheri comparing El Paso and Arctic pipeline costs. The Arctic 
system is currently designed to deliver 4.5 billion cubic feet/day 
(BCF/day) of gas to both U. S. and Canadian customers, with 1/2 going 
to each side of the border (i.e., 2.25 billion cubic feet to each). 
This is a major issue of the two pipeline proposals--the Arctic pro
posal will get 28% more natural gas to North American (Canadian and u. 
S.) customers. However, the El Paso proposal will (undoubtedly) 
deliver more gas to ~ American customers, by as much as 55% more, 
since the Canadians have stated many times that they do not intend to 
"supply the U. s. with excess MacKenzie Delta gas beyondtheir own 
needs." The Canadians will not because they will need all the natural 
gas for their own use and, therefore, there will not be an excess of 
Canadian gas available to the U. s. market from t~Canadian share of 
the Arctic Pipeline. 

The capital cost for the entire El Paso proposal (which includes the 
Alaska gas pipeline, liquefication/regasification terminal facilities, 
LNG tankers and "lower 48"· pipeline connections), is estimated at $6.7 
billion. This figure would include a daily delivery of 3.5 billion 
cubic feet to U. s. customers (vs. 2.25 billion cubic feet for the 
Arctic proposal). The cost figure should be "clear cut" for comparing 
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the two Pipeline Alternatives, but it is made complex because of their 
potentially different delivery amounts. The El Paso proposal delivers 
3.5 billion cubic feet/day to the "lower 48" U. S. market at a cost of 
$6+ billion. The Arctic proposal, for $10+ billion, is a guaranteed 
2.25 billion cubic feet to the same market, plus 2.25 billion cubic 
feet to Canadian markets {and the potential of a portion of the Canadian 
share- as excess to Canadian needs- to the U. S. market). One should 
keep in mind, however, that an excess of Canadian gas for aU. S. 
market is highly unlikely. (As an aside, the Canadians have their own 
plan to serve Canada's markets with Canada's own North Slope, MacKenzie 
Delta gas. This plan--known as the Maple-Leaf Project--would deliver 
2.4 BCF/day at an' estimated capital cost of $2.3 billion (for the main 
trunk line) to $4 billion (depending upon the final distribution network 
selected). Thus, for a true comparison, the Arctic proposal would · 
deliver 4.5 BCF/day to North American customers at a cost of $10+ 
billion, while the E1 Paso and Maple-Leaf project proposals (assuming 
there is enough gas available) would deliver 5.9 BCF/day to North 
American customers at an approximate cost of $9+ billion.) 

Nonetheless, the gas sharing aspect of the Arctic proposal raises an 
interesting cost issue. Consider, for example, that the "net" addi
tional pipeline needed for moving Canadian gas from their MacKenzie 
Delta gas field to the main Arctic gas pipeline trunk from Prudhoe is 
only a distance of some 200 miles. Apparently, little or no "net" 
pipeline is needed at the southern end of the Arctic pipeline trunk 
for connecting to the existing trans-Canada pipeline for service to 
eastern Canadian provinces. Thus, 200 miles of new pipeline and an 
enlarged diameter pipe on most of the route through Canada is, by 
far, the greatest proportion of the overall cost of the Arctic 
proposal.!!.!!. it relates to~ for the Canadians. Proponents of the 
Arctic gas proposal are arguing that for a somewhat greater capital 
cost ($10+ billion vs. El Paso's $6+ billion), a greater economy of 
scale will lower per unit costs for both U. s. and Canacian customers 
because of the joint sharing of a higher delivery amount (4.5 billion 
cubic feet vs. El Paso's 3.5 billion cubic feet). The question that is 
raised in one's mind~ however, is: when viewing the Arctic proposal 
from a Canadian point of view, why should they (the Canadians), because 
of the limited "net" pipeline and "piggyback" status, share equally in 
the overall cost of $10+ billion {or even their portion from the 
~mcKenzie/Trans-Canada connection) when the net cost of the Canadian por
tion is much less {perhaps 10%). One can only conclude that in the 
Arctic proposal the ultimate delivery cost, in terms of U. S. customers, 
will be based upon 2.25 billion cubic feet being delivered at a capital 
cost of something approximating an overall cost of $9 billion; while 
the Canadians costs will eventually be based upon their "fair" share, 
or 2.25 billion cubic feet for something around 10% of the $10 billion 
or $1 billion. For the El Paso proposal, 3.5 billion cubic feet will 
be delivered to U. S. customers at a capital cost approximating $6+ 
billion. The Canadians will receive no gas from the El Paso proposal, 
thus necessitating the expenditure of well over one billion dollars to 
obtain ~mcKenzie Delta gas. (In fact, the Maple-Leaf project would cost 
something over $2.3 billion for a comparative system.) Thus one can 
understand why, before either pipeline routing is approved, the Canadians 
might be encouraging the Arctic proposal, and with "equally shared" costs. 
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C. Comparativ~ Operating Costs for the Proposed Two Pipeline Systems. 

Natural gas customers pay three costs: (1) wellhead price at the gas 
field, (2) transportation costs from the gas field to market, and, (3) 
local distribution costs. Since Local Distribution Costs and the gas 
wellhead price is presumably the same for either pipeline proposal, the 
gas field to market transportation operating cost (along with amortiza
tion of respective capital costs), will determine the actual cost 
difference for North Slope natural gas to the ultimate consumer. 

The primary operating cost for either pipeline proposal is the amount 
of energy used (and therefore the cost) in gas transportation (primarily 
for compre&sors) between the gas field and the customers. The amount 
of energy consumed in transporting gas in the Arctic gas proposal is 
9.6% of the system's 4.5 billion cubic feet per day delivery. Again, 
the assumption that operating costs would be equally shared by the 
Canadians and the Americans is naive since the length of the Canadian 
delivery is much less. Using the same logic as with the capital cost 
of the system, the gas loss may equal 9.6% of the total 4.5 billion 
cubic feet per day by the entire system, but the costs for the pipe
lines' operation will probably be paid for primarily out of the 2.25 
billion cubic feet U. S, share. Thus the gas consumption equivalent 
could be closer to double - say 15% - for the U. s. share of 2.25 
billion cubic feet, after an adjustment is made for proportioning 
Canada's pipeline length to the U. S, pipeline length, 

The El Paso proposal, lilte the Arctic proposal, uses energy for 
pipelin~ transportation. However, they also use gas energy for the 
liquefication process at the port terminal and for LNG tanker's fuel. 
The estimated energy used by the El Paso system totals some 12.1% of 
the system's 3.5 billion cubic feet per day, However, of the 12.1% 
used in transportation by E1 Paso, 8%, or two-thirds, is used in the 
process of liquefying the natural gas. The liquefication process 
"concentrates" natural gas to a more economically concentrated form of 
energy for ocean transportation in LNG tankers. In actuality, however, 
LNG is merely natural gas energy in a supercold form and, theoretically, 
is not lost energy since there is a corresponding release of energy 
when the liquefied gas is regasified at the receiving Port terminal 
(minus some losses due to friction). Regasified energy is now being 
used in ·France and Japan for functions such as food processing and 
freezing. Theoretically, this energy could even be used to generate 
electrical power or reduce thermal pollution from electrical generating 
facilities. Nonetheless, because of potential energy from regasifica
tion, there exists a realistic probability for a lower than 8% con
sumption in the liquefication stage, Because of this potential energy· 
recovery, as well as LNG tanker efficiency and lower pipeline length, 
the percentage of energy consumed by the El Paso proposal could be 
somewhat less than that of the Arctic proposal. This is e~ally so 
if one assumes that the Canadians will only pay for their "fair" share, 
and noi: an "equal" share, A lower expenditure of energy in the trans
portation process equates to a lower· operating cost. 
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There is an additional essential factor on the subject of system 
costs (including capital costs) to consider when comparing the two 
pipeline proposals. This is the subject of "displacement." Displace
ment is a term which refers to the "paper" trading by two (or more) gas 
suppliers for one source of gas supply that is closer to the other's 
market (and vice versa) with mutual transportation cost savings by both 
suppliers because less gas is lost from the "physical" movement of their 
respective gas. For example, because of "displacement," not all of the 
3.'5 billion cubic feet per day would physically be transported from 
Southern California to the Midwest in the El Paso proposal. This is 
because at the present time there is a large volume of gas (and an even 
larger pipeline capacity) moving from West Texas gas fields to the 
California market. Also, there is a large volume of gas moving from 
the West Texas gas fields to the upper Midwest and Eastern Seaboard 
markets (Which also has a large unused pipeline capacity). As natural 
gas supplies continue to dwindle in West Texas fields, existing gas 
pipelines increasingly become underutilized. Using "displacement," two 
things can occur. One, Alaskan gas can be used in the California 
market so the West. Texas gas assigned for the California market can 
then be "traded" to the Midwest/Northeast. Two, the Texas/Califor-
nia pipeline can then be reversed to physically transport a portion 
of the Alaskan gas to West Texas where it can supplement the dwindling 
supply of the West Texas field. Because of displacement, therefore, 
additional savings accrue to the U. s. consumer· because: 

1) Some of the "traded" gas to the U. s. Midwest/Northeast does not 
physically move from California, and therefore saves in the 
transportation fuel cost of moving gas from California to !;est 
Texas (to say nothing of the costs saved by not moving gas from 
West Texas to California), and 

2) Existing pipelines, both between California and Texas and between 
Texas and the Midwest/Northeast, are better .utilized for their 
existing capacity, thus lowering their unit costs to additional 
gas customers. 

D. Environmental Impact Comparison. 

The Arctic proposal will require 6,000+ miles of new pip~line approxi
mately 1/6 of which would be through the environmentally: sensitive 
tundra of Alaska and Canada (including the Alaska's Arctic National 
Uildlife Refuge). 

In the El Paso proposal almost all new pipeline construction would be 
in the existing Alyeska Pipeline corridor, utilizing already existing 
roads, work camps, etc. (There is, however, some 200+ miles anticipated 
in Southern California.) Instead of the 1,000+ miles of permafrost 
crossing in the Arctic proposal, El Paso crosses some 200+ miles. Many 
are· already arguing that the real environmental impact from the Alyeska 
Oil Pipeline will be from the opening of the Alaska tundra to hunters, 
tourists, etc., once the pipeline access road becomes a public highway. 
The Arctic proposal would not only open more Alaskan tundra, but the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and the entire MacKenzie Valley. The 
environmental disruption from opening the MacKenzie Valley to public 
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access has to be a strong environmental argument against the Arctic 
proposal (and the Canadian's Haple-Leaf project as well). The environ
mental disruption of the El Paso and Arctic Gas proposals, by al~ost 
any measure, is comparative with the length of new. construction --six 
to one. 

Other than construction, the disruptive environmental effects of the 
two proposals are less comparable and more subtle. For example, the El 
Paso proposal utilizes thousands of miles of pipeline within the 
continental U. S. which are increasingly becoming less utilized 
because of the dwindling West Texas gas supply. Since LNG tankers 
and liquefication/gasification terminal facilities are relatively 
clean, they are not a major environmental issue (as oil tankers were 
with the Alyeska Oil Pipeline issue). Other environmental factors 
might include the respective use of natural resources by each proposal-
the amount of steel used is three times greater for the Arctic Proposal 
vs. El Paso's. This is an important factor not to be taken lightly 
since the amount of rolled steel tubing used in the Arctic proposal is 
,equal to the entire U. s. rolled steel tubing capacity for a minimum of 
three years. Several environmental groups are already supporting the 
El Paso proposal because of its more favorable environmental impact. 

E, Employment Comparison. 

Employment should somewhat reflect a relationship to capital exp•enditures: 
Arctic $10+ billion, El Paso $6+ billion. However, shipbuilding would 
make up a significant portion of the El Paso expenditure, which (because· 
of the Jones Act) would be entirely in the U. S. Though both proposals 
1muld undoubtedly turn to the lowest cost pipeline-which usually means 
foreign steel--E! Paso has publically stated that it intends to purchase 
from U. S. suppliers. El Paso, because of tanker construction, one-sixth 
less pipeline, LNG terminals and no Canadian participation, will have a 
greater overall U. s. employment impact during construction, in spite 
of their lower capital expenditure, by approximately 24,000 for El 
Paso to approximately 12,000 for Arctic Gas. 

F, Balance of Payment Comparison. 

Both the operation and construction of the El Paso proposal is entirely 
within the U. S., which suggests there will be little or no net loss 
to the U. S. balance of payments. The Arctic proposal has had an 
estimated $6.3 billion loss to the American economy over the 25-year 
life of the.project. lihatever the actual price, it only follows that 
if a substantial portion of the pipeline is in Canada, a substantial 
proportion of ·Operational and construction costs will also be in 
Canada. It has been estimated that for each dollar paid by the American 
consumer in the Arctic Gas project, $.67 will go to Canada. · 

G, Control Aspects. 

Before the Arab oil crisis of September, 1973, foreign political 
control of U. S. oil and gas supplies (and their transportation) was a 
topic for discussion, but seldom used as serious argument; Energy is 
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now recognized as a relatively 11 scarce11 resource and in a seller's 
market, The Canadians cannot be expected to act any differently than 
they have in the past. In the state of Washington, where our price 
for Canadian gas has gone from $0.32 per cubic foot to an announced 
$1.60 per cubic foot in a two-year period, the message is clear: 
once the pipeline is in effect there can be no assurance that the 
provinces of Canada will not tax to "whatever the market will bear." 

The provinces of Canada, unlike the states of the U. s., are not bound 
by national treaties for taxing purposes. The Canadians are develop
ing their own strategies for energy independence, and it is becoming 
increasingly clear that they will have no excess gas to sell to U. S. 
consumers. Furthermore, in "times of s-;;arcity" either their national 
government, or~ province, could appropriate the entire Arctic gas 
supply, Canadian~ Alaskan, for Canadian use. 

The Canadians have been good neighbors, especially from a military 
security standpoint. However, they may be less dependable from an 
economic security standpoint. Total U. S. control of Alaskan resources 
is becoming one of the most important (albeit unrecognized publicly) 
arguments in favor of the El Paso proposal over the Arctic. (Further
more, from a North American national security standpoint, it would 
appear to be more desirable to have two pipelines, i.e., El Paso and 
Maple-Leaf, than one, i.e., Arctic.) 

H. Timing Considerations. 

Timing is an important factor because only so much gas (economically) 
can be reinjected into the North Slope fields once oil production 
starts. Time estimates vary, but the early 1980's is probably the 
latest before either North Slope oil production must be curtailed or 
the gas flared, and thus wasted entirely. Timing is also important 
from a balance of payments standpoint, because of the growing demand 
in the U. S. for imported natural gas, and the rapid increase in the 
cost of foreign natural gas. As with the environmental argument, the 
El Paso proposal has 1a timing advantage because of the Alyeska Oil 
Pipeline. From a timing standpoint, the Alyeska Pipeline gives the 
El Paso proposal an overwhelming favorable argument by two to three 
years because roads, construction camps and support facilities are 
already in place. The total number of permits needed would be much 
fewer with the El Paso proposal. The Native Land Claim question in 
Canada is not resolved and could take years--as did the Alaska Native 
Land Claims. The competing Maple-Leaf all Canadian project will add 
time to approval process in Canada (in fact, the Maple-Leaf project 
could use the extra time to augment their proven reserves). Treaty 
negotiations between the U. s. and Canada could also add delays. 
Environmental groups have already stated opposition to the Arctic Gas 
proposal and approval of the El Paso as the better, less damaging 
alternative. The sheer distance in pipelaying, 6,000 miles vs. 1,000 
miles, suggests a major time difference (shipbuilding is not a time 
factor since they can be built concurrently with the pipeline - and, 
at the present time, there is an excess of shipbuilding capacity in 
U. S. shipyards). Timing, as with the political control argument, is 
clearly in the favor of El Paso and is becoming more so as time (and 
inflation) continues to pass. 
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I. Technological and Safety Aspects. 

Both proposals have technological and safety considerations. Techno
logical aspects primarily concern the LNG terminal in Alaska--can it 
be done? El Paso intends to use a process perfected over a decade 
ago in Alaska's Kenai peninsula. Even Arctic is not raising the tech
nological aspects of the terminal as an issue. Obviously many tech
nological considerations must be taken into account before a full 
utilization can be assumed for the "recapturing" of energy released 
in the regasification process at the receiving terminal in southern 
California. Safety considerations also concern the LNG portion of 
gas transport, though there is some concern raised on the safety of 
the 48-inch diameter pipeline that Arctic intends to use vs. the 
commonly used 42-inch pipeline that El Paso (and the Maple-Leaf pro-

'" 

ject) intends to use. LNG tanker safety is receiving attention by 
Maritime experts throughout the world. The physics of LNG make explosions 
impossible. Natural gas, however, must be handled with a great deal of 
care, and tanker transfer operations, obviously, must receive the 
safety precautions necessary toe eep safety risks to a minimum. 
Neither proposal challenges the safety risk aspects of the other. 

J. State of Alaska Benefits. 

The tax revenue estimated to accrue to all of the U. S. from the 
Arctic proposal is $5 billion over the twenty-five year life of the 
project. TheEl Paso proposal is twice that, or $10.7 billion. 
However, for the state of Alaska, the differences in tax revenues are 
even more striking with $2.2 billion accruing from the El Paso proposal 
and $311 million from the Arctic proposal, or one-seventh of the El 
·Paso proposal. For jobs in Alaska, El Paso anticipates over 600 
permanent employees, Arctic 39. Jobs, goods and services within Alaska 
during the construction phase would total $4 billion from the El Paso 
proposal as compared to $500 million from the Arctic proposal. Lastly, 
the El Paso proposal will provide inexpensive access to royalty gas for 
the State of Alaska, the Arctic proposal will not. 

Royalty gas alone is of major importance to the state of Alaska--much 
of their future hope for industrialization rests on the availability of 
low cost energy. Oil, becase of refining, is not low cost for Alaska. 
Gas, however, offers Alaska not only a low cost fuel, but a valuable 
raw material source as well •. The royalty gas, therefore, has a two
pronged effect: a more stable economic base within the state and a 
lower cost fuel for home uses. 

The benefits accruing to the state of Alaska from the El Paso proposal, 
more than any other point, is important to the Port of Seattle. · The 
same "lower 48" natural gas customers will get equal access to Alaskan 
llorth Slope gas supplies from either pipeline proposal, since both pipe
line proposals are "contract carriers." However, the differences in 
impact upon Alaska are substantial between the two proposals. The El 
Paso gas pipeline could be another Alyeska pipeline in terms of ecotlomic 
development. With the Arctic proposal, very little impact will be felt 
in Alaska, or in Puget Sound. Thus, the Port of Seattle has a great 
deal to gain from the All Alaska/El Paso proposal, since Alaska is still 
our most important trading partner. 
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Logic favors the El Paso proposal over the Arctic gas Arctic proposal from 
the argument of capital cost, operating cost, less environmental impact, 
more favorable balance of payments, more desirable political control, more 
favorable timing and a more favorable economic impact upon Alaska. The gas 
pipeline, however, may not be decided upon entirely by logic, but politi
cally in the halls of Congress, The El Paso proposal needs all the support 
possible and the Port of Seattle, ·like the State of Alaska, has a great deal 
to win or lose, depending upon which pipeline proposal is eventually accepted, 

Source: Conference proceedings, Western Resources Congress, April 2, 3, 
4, 1975, 

"Arctic Gas - The Most efficient System for M<rJing Arctic Natural 
Gas to Consumers Coast to Coast" by Dave Harbour, Director of 
Public Affairs, Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline Company, Anchorage, 
Alaska, and 

"The Trans-Alaskan Gas Project" by Michael C. Holland, Assistant 
to the Vice President, El Paso Alaska Company, Anchorage, Alaska. 

Numerous interviews 

Paul Chilcote, Senior Long Range Analyst 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2598 

RECEiVE,{) RESOLUTION of the Port CoDDDission of the Port of Seattle 
in support of an ALL ALASKA GAS PIPELINE Route 

~~ ~~ 8 s2 All'76 
H!Wll!!~f ·trta'i>bfl: CoDDDission of the Port of Seattle has reviewed and studied 

"Planning Research Report" dated August, 1975 pertaining to the route choice of 

Alaska's North Slope natural gas pipeline (which report is attached hereto as Exhibit 

"A" and by this reference incorporated herein), and 

WHEREAS, the Port CoDDDission of the Port of Seattle recognizes that the final 

outcome of a route choice for the natural gas.pipeline is of paramount importance not 

only to the State of Alaska and the Pacific Northwest, but the nation as well, and 

WHEREAS, the Alaska Arctic Gas Pipeline or "Canadian" proposal, for a total 

estimated cost in excess of $10 billion, will deliver 2.25 billion cubic feet per 

day of gas to United States customers as opposed to an all Alaska pipeline proposal 

which, for an estimated cost in excess of $6 billion, will have a daily delivery of 

3.5 billion cubic feet to United States customers, and 

WHEREAS, the operating costs for transporting North Slope Alaskan natural gas 

by the all Alaska proposal versus the Arctic proposal from the gas field to market 

may be equal or less, and 

WHEREAS, the Arctic proposal will require over 6,000 miles of new pipeline 

approximately V6of which would be through the environmentally sensitive tundra of 

Alaska and Canada (including Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge), and 

WHEREAS, the all Alaska proposal will involve new pipeline construction pri-

marily along the existing Alyeska Pipeline corridor, making use of existing roads, 

camps and other support facilities, and 

WHEREAS, the all Alaska proposal would utilize thousands of miles of pipeline 

within the continental United States which are partially idle because of the~wind-

ling West Texas gas supply, and 

.WHEREAS, the all Alaska proposal will stimulate the United States shipbuilding 

industry to meet the demand of transportation and will be in compliance with the 

requirements of the Jones Act, and 

WHEREAS, the operation and construction of the all Alaska proposal is entirely 

within the United States versus the Arctic proposal which would result in an estimated 

$6.3 billion net loss to.the American economy over the 25 year life of the project, and 



WHEREAS~ energy is now recognized as a "scarce" resource in a seller's market 

a~d foraign political control of United States oil and gas supplies has proved to be 

not in the best interestS of this nation~ and 

l~EREAS, an all Alaska proposal would assure economic benefits for the State 

of Alaska, including but without limitation, enhancement of jobs, goods and services 

within that state~ and 

WHEREAS, the State of Alaska has officially adopted the position to support 

the all Alaska gas pipeline route, 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Port Commission of the Port of Seattle , 

in support of the position of the State of Alaska endorsing the pipeline route from 

Prudhoe Bay to Gravina Point near Valdez,as follows: 

1. That an all Alaska Gas Pipeline is fully endorsed and supported 
as being in the national interest and essential to meet current 
energy requirements; and 

2. That the Arctic proposal is opposed as being contrary to the 
national interest; and 

3. That this Resolution be immediately transmitted to the following: 

a. The Governor and other officials of the State of Alaska 
b. Members of the State of Alaska Congressional Delegation 
c. Members of Alaska State Legislature 
d. Members. of the State of Washington Congressional Delegation 
e. The Governor of the State of Washington 
f. Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission 
g. Alaska State Chamber of Commerce· 
h. Seattle Chamber of Commerce 
i. United States Chamber of Commerce 
j. Washington Public Ports Association 

ADOPTED BY THE PORT COMMISSION of the Port of Seattle this --~16~t~h~- day of 

_ _..s.,e.,p_.,t,.em"'b"'e"r.__ ____ ,, 1975 a'='d duly authenticated in open session by the signatures 

of the Commissioners voting in favor thereof and the Seal of the Commission duly 

affixed. 

(SEAL) 
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P' :' RT OF SEATTLE 
P.o. a ox 1209 r &·;;;:rcE" ... wA"ii;:.,,.-.;·,:o"H'9'&i.il 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Attention: ENG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

By letter dated January 27, 1976, Henry T. Simonson, President, Port 
of Seattle Commission forwarded to you Resolution No. 2598 endorsing an 
all-Alaska route for the gas pipeline. 

Enclosed herewith is an analysis of the impact of the all-Alaska pipeline 
on the eastern and central Washington economy. It is requested that this 
analysis be added as a supplement to Commissioner Simonson's material in 
further support for an all-Alaska route. 

Again, we sincerely hope this supportive information will be considered in 
your decision making process. 

ncerely, 

11~ D. Dwyer 
Officer 

cc: Port of Seattle Commissioners 

Enclosure 

Commission MERLE D. ADLUM/JACK S. BLOCK/PAULS. FRIEDLANDER/HENRY L. KOTKINS/HENRY T.SIMONSON/General Maneger J. ELDON OPHEiM 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

January 13, 1976 

Vac Breindl, Assistant Director - Research RECEIVED 

Paul Chilcote, Senior Long Range Analyst fEB Z II 09 1iH '76 
THE UJPACT OF THE ALL-Ai.ASKA PIPELINE ON IUERRAS!llERN·'IAlm>QENTML l?ASHINGTOi:l 
ECONOUY 

Reportedly, the State of Washington's Department of Commerce and Economic 
Development has estimated $78 million as an economic impact '~thin the 
state of l~ashington (assuming this portion of the pipeline w.l.ll be built), 
if the Canadian route is chosen for bringing natural gas from Prudhoe Bay to 
U. s. markets. This dollar figure is based essentially on products and 
services required by pipeline workers during the six-month construction 
period cf that portion of. the pipeline transiting thr~ugh southeastern 
Washington State. The Transportation Institute (one of the primary Seattle 
parties ~nterested in the Alaskan natural gas pipeline issue) requested an 
equivalent dollar impact which would be felt upon the central and eastern 
Washington economy, in regards to the alternative route: the all-Alaska 
pipeline. The following addresses that r~quest: 

A value of $2 billion is anticipated for the total trade between Seattle and 
the State of Alaska for 1975. This is based uoon the actual value of trade 
in 1974 and the estimated tonnage increase for-1975. Hith eastern I:ashington 
historically contributing approJtimately 9% of the inland portion· of eJ,:ports 
by the Seattle harbor, a figure of at least $180 million could be assumed as 
an estimate of the total trade value between eastern/ central l~ashington and 
the State of Alaska for 1975. · 

For calculating of the economic impact estimate of the all-Alaska pipeline 
upon the eastern/central Washington economy, the follo,~ng analysis was 

· prepared as a more detailed check on the a,bove 9% 11sha.re" estimate. This 
analysis is based upon t~ro assumptions. One, that a large percentage of 
Alaska's food originates w.l.thin l~ashington State (as does Seattle's) and, 
two, that agricultural products are the primary trade commodity beoieen 
Alaska and eastern/central l~ashington. In 1974, the total value of all food 
products, net· including alcoholic beverages, tr~nsiting through the Seattle 
harbor to Alaska was $150 million (see appendix for further breakdolm). On 
·a commodity breakdolm, an estimate approximating 75% of all non-alcoholic 
food products could be used as that portion of Alasl~-bound food.products 
originating from eastern/central ~7ashington. Since Alaska's food retail 
business is essentially an·extension of the Seattle metropolitan area's 
~rholesaling, then Alaska's food source should folloli the same pattern to that 
of Seattle's. This suggests that the value of Alaska's food transported 
through the Seattle harbor, originating in eastern/central Has'hington, amounted 
to $112 million in 1974. If the same inflation and trade tonnage increase 
estimate used above is used for this trade moveiilent (i.e., 28% increase), 
another $31 million could be added.for a 1975 estimate, or $143 million. A 
rounded-off figure of $140 million collld therefore be used as the cs tirJate 
of eastern/central Washington agricultural trade >rith Alaska in 1975. 
This compares favorably uith the above estimate of $18D-million dollars as 
the total trade and the assumption that a large portion (three-fourths) of 
eastern/ central Hashing ton's trade with the State of Alasl<a is agricultural 
commodities. 
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Vac Breindl, Assistant Director.- Research 
January 13, 1976 
-2-

If the overall increase in economic activity in Alaska in 1978 is up 20% 
"net" by building the all-Alaska natural gas pipeline, versus the Canadian 
alternative, then the total "net" trade difference with the Seattle harbor 
and the State of Alaska would amount to some $600 million (an esticated 
$3 billion in 1978). Again, if eastern/central t'lashington contributes 9% of 
this trade, this equates to some $54 million per year i=Pact on their local 
economy. Thus, if the all-Alaskan project difference is (a rounded) $50 
million per year, then $150 million may be a reasonable estimate of the 
total economic ·illpact of the three year project on the eastern/central ~Tash
ington economy. As noted above, this would be almost t~~ce the $78 million 
impact suggested by the Department of Commerce and Econcomic Development for 
the Canadian route alternative. It also should be noted that the $150 million 
impact would be felt over:the entire agricultural and iodustrial sector of 
eastern/central t\'ashington. Thus, not only would the ·all-:-Alaska pipeline 
alternative be felt over a much wider geographic area, it would be for a much 
longer period of time (three years vrs. six months on the Canadian alterna
tive). Furthermore, a great deal of money earned on pipeline construction in 
Washington State on the Canadian alternative would be sent out-of-state, since 
many workers would be from out-of-state. 

Finally it should be noted that while the entire state's agricultural produc
tion is valued.at $2.4 billion for 1975 and food processing an additional $8 
billion, a major portion of Hashington state's ag:dcultural production is 
for in-state consumption. Thus, while data is collected for foreign agricultural 
exports, little is collected for domestic, or interstate, exports. This tends 
to de-enphasize Alaska's role as a market for eastern/central Hashington 
production since there is little data to support it. Alaska,. hot·tever, . 
because of the close relationship with Puget Sound, has the characteristic 
of an additional Washington State community (actually a?proximatly the size 
of Pierce County). In that light, Alaska's economy should appear to eastern/ 
central ~Tashington as an extension of ltestern t'lashington's economy. Western 
t'lashington is eastern/central t'lashington's primary market. 

PC/29/08 - 09 
Attch. 

-~.·· -~ 
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APPENDIX 

Alaskan Outbound Food-Related Products from the Seattle Harbor, 1974, in Short Tons 

Commodity . 
(an estimate of 90% originating 
from Eastern/Central llashington 

Fresh & Frozen Vegetables 
Animals & Animal Products 
Fresh Fruits and Tree Uuts 
Neat, Fresh, Chilled, Frozen 
Neat & ~!eat Products 
Animal By-products 

Sub-total 

(an estimate of 80% originating 
from Eastern/Central Washington) 

Dairy Prod•1cts 
Dried Nilk 
Vegetables 
Prepared Fruit & Vegetable Juice 
Wheat Flour 
Prepared Animal Foods 
Sugar 
Holasses 
Vegetable Oils 
Animal Oils 

Sub-total 

(an estimate of 75% originating 
from Eastern/Central Washington) 

Groceries 
Nisc. tood Products 

·Sub-total 

TOTAL 

Tonnage .x Value/Ton D 

3,526 
1,028 
8,414 
9,186 

644 
7l 

22,869 

4,709 
241 

1,755 
4,829 

822 
5,822 

485 
572 
442 
138 

19,815 

31,156 
149,001 
180,157 

222,8U 

$ 945 
900 
306 

1,600 
. 300 

_!__..iQ. 

1,440 

* 200 
475 
564 
103 

* 100 
138 

* ·100 

* 100 
_.ill. 

1,500 
510 

** 671 

Value 

$ 3~332,070 
925,200 

2,574,684 
14,697,600 

143,200 
3,550 

659,600 
48,20() 

833,625 
2,723,556 

84,666 
582,200 

66,930 
57,200 
44,200 
74,382 

$ 5,174,559 

46,734,000 
75,990,510 

$122,724,510 

$149,575,373 

If 75% originated from Eastern/Central Washington, then approximately 
$112,000,000 ($149,575,373 x 75% = $112,131,530) is the approximate trade of 
agricultural products from Eastern/Central Washington to Alaska via Seattle. 

*Estimated 
**$671 is the overall average of this group of commodities 

($149,575,373/222,841 tons) 

Note: Though not included, alcoholic beverages >1as 58, 6Sl1 tons valued at 
$1,!114/ton or $82,950,896 in 197!1. ~!uch of the valun of this product 
originated in Eastern/Central Hashington, ---
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SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
21 5 Columbia Street • Seattle, Washington 981 04 • 206·622·5060 

Executive Office 

January 16, 1976 

The Honorable John Nassikas, Chairman 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington, DC 20426 

Ref: El Paso Alaska Company - Docket No. CP 75-96 

Dear Mr. Nassikas: 

Enclosed is a resolution adopted by the Board of Trustees of 
the Seattle Chamber of Commerce in regard to the two competing 
proposals before the Commission for transporting the natural 
gas reserves of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska to U.S. markets. 

~!. 

C• 

We understand that a Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) 
is currently being circulated on the El Paso Alaska Company 
proposal (Ref. above Docket No .. ). 

By this letter, the Seattle Chamber is formally requesting that 
our resolution supporting the El Paso proposal be made part of 
the official record of the final EIS and any other appropriate 
proceedings on this very important matter. 

Your cooperation with this request will be much appreciated by 
the business community of Seattle and the surrounding Puget Sound 
region. 

Respectfully, 

b;f~ 
Executive Vice President 

DS/ja 

cc: ~1 Paso Alaska Co., Anchora~e 
/o John Bennett, Vice Pres1dent 

ACCREDITED, Chamber of Commerce of 111e United Statoo o Affiliated orgonlzotlono: 
Seattle-King County Convention & Visitors Bureau, Seattle Retail Merchonta Aooociatlon 

-: ... 
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SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
215 Columbia Street • Seattle, Washington 98104 • 206·447-7200 

RESOLUTION ADOPTED 
by the 

Board of Trustees 
of the 

Seattle Chamber of Commerce 

October 7, 1975 

The Board of Trustees of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce strongly endorses 
and encourages construction of a Trans-Alaska pipeline to transport the 
natural gas resources of Prudhoe Bay to the many areas of the U.S. market
place which are critically short of this energy resource. 

The Board believes that, on balance, a Trans-Alaska route offers this nation 
gr,eater economic benefits and more environmental protection than an alternate 
proposal to transport the Prudhoe gas via a·Trans-Canada route. 

Equally important, it appears that the Trans-Alaska route will be able to 
deliver this natural gas to the market place years ahead of the Trans-Canada 
proposal in view of potential environmental constraints and opposition, 
potential litigation with Canadian natives, and the construction time 
required for a route more than 3 times longer than the Trans-Alaska proposal, 

Further, there can be no possible interference of this resource, in terms of 
price or supply, by a foreign state if a Trans-Alaska corridor is utilized 
and the U.S. retains complete control of the resource and its transportation 
to U.S. consumers. 

BACKGROUND: 

Two competing proposals are currently under consideration by the Federal Power 
Commission (FPC) which would transport the natural gas reserves of Prudhoe Bay 
in Alaska to energy-short markets in our "Lower 48 States". These gas reserves, 
estimated at nearly 26 trillion cubic feet, will become available shortly after 
the crude oil of Prudhoe Bay begins flowing in 1977. 

One proposal would construct a pipeline 809 miles directly south through Alaska 
from Prudhoe Bay fields to tidewater at Pt. Gravina on the south coast of 
Alaska, and for the most part, would utilize the existing oil pipeline trans
portation corridor. The gas would be liquefied, loaded aboard LNG ships, 
transported to Pt. Conception near Los Angeles, regasified there and enter 
existing pipelines to serve many U.S. markets via a displacement system from 
current distribution patterns. 

The competing proposal has been submitted by the Arctic Natural Gas Pipeline 
Company, commonly referred to as the Arctic Gas consortium, a group of 27 
American and Canadian companies. This proposed routing would move the gas from 
Prudhoe Bay 400 miles eastward across Alaska and link with a pipeline to 

ACCREDITED, Chamber of Commerce of the United States • Affiliated organizations: 
Seattle-King County Convention • Visitors Bureau, Seattle Retail Merchants Aaaociatlon 
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Page 2 

proven Mackenzie Valley reserves in Canada of approximately 3 trillion cubic 
feet, and then extend through western Canada to a point near Calgary, where 
it would split into several lines to serve various Canadian and U.S. markets. 
The total route would require 2600 miles of pipeline. 

The Alaska Committee of the Chamber has analyzed both proposals in an effort 
to determine which one would provide the Puget Sound region, and the Pacific 
Northwest in general, with a more assured supply of natural gas in the future 
at reasonable prices, and would provide the greatest net economic benefits to 
the State of Alaska and this region, while simultaneously providing the 
greatest environmental protection possible to the two areas. 

Spokesmen for the competing proposals have appeared before the committee and 
outlined the arguments in favor of their own routing. The comments and 
arguments of these parties on the key issues of interest to this region and 
Alaska are summarized below: 

(NOTE: 
( 

I. 

EPCO a El Paso Company) 
AGCO = Arctic Gas consortium) 

Delivery Timing: 

a. EPCO - Delivery can be accomplished between 2-3 years sooner 
under their proposal by using the existing oil pipeline 
corridor and because their line is less than one-third as long. 
The Trans-Canada proposal will run into opposition from many 
environmental groups and native land claims, and a competing 
Canadian proposal, the Maple Leaf Project, will require further 
hearings in that country in adversary proceedings. 

b. AGCO - A target date of 1980 can be met for delivery of the 
natural gas to the market place, which would be competitive 
with the Trans-Alaska proposal. If necessary, AGCO could 
reinject natural gas produced by oil field operations back into 
the North Slope for up to 8 years. 

II. Comparative Costs: 

a. EPCO- Estimated at $6.7 billion, the capital cost for entire 
proposal including pipeline construction, liquefaction/regasification 
terminal facilities, LNG tankers, and "Lower 48" pipeline construction. 
This figure would include a daily delivery of 3.5 billion cubic feet 
of gas to U.S. customers. 

b. AGCO - Estimated to be in excess of $10 billion, with a pipeline 
system capacity currently designed to deliver 4.5 billion cubic 
feet of gas to both U.S. and Canadian customers, half going to each 
side of the border (i.e., 2.25 billion cubic feet to each). 

III. Economic Impact on the Puget Sound/Pacific Northwest Area: 

a. EPCO - The Trans-Alaska proposal means that all labor, capital, and 
materials required for the pipeline will be supplied by the U.S. 
The Trans-Canada proposal means that the greatest proportion of 
these factors would be diverted to Canadians. The Puget Sound 
Region would be a primary benefactor, as it has from the oil pipeline, 
in terms of supplying goods and services for this pipeline. EPCO 
estimates that approximately 1.5 million tons of goods would be 

- .I 
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shipped through the Port of Seattle alone to support construction 
of their line. Total U.S. tax revenues to federal, state, and 
local governments are estimated at $10.7 billion over the 25 
year life of the project. 

b. AGCO - The Puget Sound Region would get substantial business 
from supplying the goods and services for the 400 miles of 
their line which lJe,s within Alaska. Some of these goods would 
be shipped to southern Alaska and then transported to the North 
Slope while others would be delivered via barge around to the 
North Slope. Total tax revenues to all levels of government in 
the U.S. are estimated at $5 billion during the 2·5 year life of 
the project. 

IV. Future Energy Supplies for Alaska: 

a. EPCO - Construction of their proposed pipeline will mean the 
introduction of badly needed natural gas to areas of Alaska 
not currently having access to it. Fairbanks and other outlying 
areas of the state which are now suffering under high fuel costs 
would have available state-owned royalty gas via a Trans-Alaska 
line which would not be available to them under the other proposal. 

b. AGCO - A Trans-Canada routing would still allow coverage to other 
Alaskan areas currently without natural gas via a "looping" of the 
line, if additional proven reserves sufficient to justify the 
11 looping" are discovered in these areas. 

V. Future Energy for the Pacific Northwest: 

EPCO and AGCO - Both parties agree--the key to who receives gas supplies 
from either pipeline proposal depends on who obtains contracts for the 
gas in the ground. Most of it is already contracted for by companies 
represented in the Arctic Gas consortium, but these firms can and would 
switch to a Trans-Alaska line for delivery if that line becomes the 
final choice. At this time, no contracts exist which would guarantee 
natural gas delivery to the Pacific Northwest, but serious negotiations 
are apparently under way. 

VI. Foreign Control and the National Interests: 

a. EPCO - The El Paso Trans-Alaska line will mean that the price and 
supply of the gas is totally under the control of the Federal Pat<er 
Commission of the U.S., and cannot be ·interfered with by the 
Canadian National or Provincial Governments. 

b. AGCO - The question of security of the pipeline in terms of it 
being under foreign control is overplayed. Currently, a portion 
of Seattle-Alaska trade is now transported through Canada via the 
trucking of goods up the Alcan Highway. In addition, Canada supplies 
its eastern markets with both crude oil and natural gas in U.S. 
pipelines which travel through U.S. territory, and there are, 
therefore, treaty obligations going both ways on this question. 

--, 
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Page 4 

VII. Envirc_mm~ntal Impact Comparisons: 

a. EPCO - AlmoRt the entire length of the proposed pipeline 
would he constructed in the existing transportation corridor 
where the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company is currently 
constructing the oil pipeline to tidewater. The system also 
will require some 200 miles of new pipe in southern California. 
It is reported that most environmental organizations in Alaska 
'"ould not oppose the Trans-Alaska concept within the existing 
corridor. 

b. AGCO - Six thousand miles of new pipeline is required wjth 
approximately one-sixth through environmentally-sensitive Alaska 
and Canadian tundra, including the Arctic Natural Wildlife 
Refuge of Alaska. It can be anticipated that there will be 
severe opposition to any penetration of the wildlife refuge, in 
addition to reported resistance to the negative environmental 
impact to the Mackenzie Valley in Canada. 

VIII. Employment Comparisons: 

a. EPCO - This $6 billion plus proposal reflects an overall U.S. 
employment impact during construction, including the pipeline, 
terminals, and shipbuilding, of approximately 24,000. 

b. AGCO - This $10 billion proposal, while substantially more than 
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline capital expenditures, indicates an 
approximate overall u.s. employment impact during construction 
of 12,000. 

IX. Benefits to the State of Alaska: 

a. EPCO - The state of Alaska will receive an estimated $2.2 
billion in tax revenues over a 25 year period. The construction 
period will provide an estimated $4 billion worth of jobs, goods, 
and services to the state, and over 600 permanent jobs will be 
created in Alaska when the pipeline is operational. 

b. AGCO - Tax revenues to Alaska over 25 years are estimated at $311 
million. $500 million worth of jobs, goods, and services will be 
expended in Alaska during the construction phase, and 39 permanent 
operating jobs will be created within the state. 

The Alaska Committee believes that a review of the above key factors fully justifies 
the supporting of a Trans-Alaska route by the Seattle Chamber of Commerce and the 
Puget Sound business community, in order to relieve current natural gas shortages 
more expeditiously, to maximize economic and environmental benefits to Alaska and 
Puget Sound, to more fully utilize U.S. labor, capital, and materials, arid to 
prevent any possibility that this valuable national resource could be controlled 
or disrupted by a foreign state. 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS REGIONAL COOPERATION FOR REGIONAL PROBLEMS 

600 SO. COMMONWEALTH AVE. • SUITE 1000 • LOS ANGELES,~ • 9oolif• 213/~·1000 

January 16, 1976 ~. ~~~~~· 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

RE: Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation System 
SCAG File Number: ED-254 

Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

~ --"!~.-~·::-, 

>-- ~ -:::> 

In accordance with procedures developed to comply with the guidelines established 
for the California Environmental Quality Act, the National Environmental Pro
tection Act and various programs requiring environmental assessments, information 
regarding your environmental document is being disseminated to cities, counties 
and some special agencies which may be affected by, or interested in, the project 
or the results of the environmental assessment. Additionally t~e environmental 
document has been reviewed by the SCAG staff to determine the relationship of your 
project (and possible environmental impacts resulting from it) to adopted regional 
policies, plans or programs. Staff comments generated through this environmental 
review process are listed below. Because of the limited time available for review, 
local agencies have not had the opportunity to fully comment on the EIS. Should 
any additional comments be made by the SCAG Executive Committee or other local 
agencies, they will be transmitted to your office and to the funding agency. 

It is an adopted policy of the SCAG Executive Committee to review those projects 
that are eitherphysically in the region or which will provide a direct service 
to the region. Since the Trans-Canada pipeline and its branches will not cross 
into the SCAG region, and since the gas proposed to be transmitted by that system 
is not intended to serve the region, this proposal has not been reviewed in depth 
by staff. However, the Western LNG Terminal Company proposal has been reviewed by 
staff because of the prospect of a receiving terminal and plant being constructed 
at one of several alternate sites in Southern California. Therefore, the following 
staff comments reflect only those concerns related to the Western LNG proposal 
and do not represent an evaluaton of the relative merits of the other various 
proposals. The staff review found that: 

1. Consistent with the Federal Power Commission staff recommendation, strong 
consideration should be given to selecting the site in Oxnard rather than 
the site of Point Conception, because of the greater environmental suitability 
at the Oxnard site. As stated in the Draft EIS, the liquid natural gas could 
be regasified by the steam generated at the existing Oxnard power plant. 
Additional comments concerning the merits of the Oxnard site may be made 
pending review of appropriate documents by City of Oxnard officials and their 
decision to support the faci i i ty. 
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Secretary of the Federal Power Commission 
January 9, 1976 
Page Two 

2. Where possible it is recommended that the gas transmission line follow the 
existing transmission line along the Santa Clara River in the Santa Clarita 
Valley in order to minimize the disruption of this rural area during the 
construction of the line. 

3. The 29 proposed conditions for the granting of the permit seem to be sufficient 
to insure a minimum of environmental degradation. If there are modifications 
of these conditions, we would appreciate being kept informed of such changes. 

4. Staff would like the opportunity to review the final Environmental Impact 
statement when it becomes available. 

Sincerely, 

Rf!::imh 
Executive Director 

RR:FBW:fw 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement is currently being 
prepared by the FPC environmental staff on the proposed 
Oxnard LNG terminal site and the associated pipeline routes. 
A pipeline route through the Santa Clarita Valley will be 
discussed in the "Alternatives" section of that DEIS. 
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· .. ;II::Jr\ 

December 31, 1975 

Mr. Kenneth F. Plumb, Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

Please find attached comments received by the Spokane County 
Planning Commission regarding the review of the Alaska Natural 
Gas Transportation Systems Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 

We will forward any additional comments that we may receive. 
Thank you for the opportunity to review this Statement. 

Sincerely yours, 

SPOKANE REGIONAL PLANNING CONFERENCE 

1;;:;?::;~ 
JMU:ls 

Attachments (1) 

ADDRESS REPLY TO' SPOKANE REGIONAL PLANNING CONFERENCE, ROOM 363, CITY HALL, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201 
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SPOKAHC COUHTT COU~T HOUSt 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission Staff 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Gentlemen: 

"'' 1 I I 

SPOKANE COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 

PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING N. B11 JEFFERSON STREET 

PHONE 458-2274 

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201 

December 30, 1975 

In review of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement, we find no specific facility or right-of-way proposals des
cribed for Spokane Cou:1ty. 

We, thus, have no comments to make at this time but would appreciate the 
opportunity to review environmental drafts of facllity proposals and/or right
of-way acquisitions in Spokane County. 

DSA:ms 

Sincerely, 

~rt~--"A ~'~!/~-
DouglasS. Adams 
Associate Planner 
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Federal Power Commission 
825 N. Capitol St. 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Sirs: 

Box 80192 College, Alaska 99701 

January 27, 1976 

The Alaska Conservation Society has reviewed Volumes I and -II 
o~ the three volume DEIS on the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
Systems prepared by the staff of the Federal Power Commission . 

. o~r comments are presented in two sections: General comments and 
spec1~1c comments. The latter section addresses errors in fact raises 
quest1?ns where the DEIS is either unclear of incomplete and in~dequate 
and po1nts out specific important omissions. ' 

Yours sincerely, 

~M--
Peter C. Lent 

Vice President 
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ALASKA CONSERVATION SOCIETY 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

ALaSKA NATURAL GAS ':i.'RANSPORTATION SYSTEMS, DRAFT ENVIRONHENTAL 

IMPACT STATEMENT 

I • In view of our national policy to seek ways of conserving energy, 
the most logical and meaningful approach to assessing environmental 
impacts and analyzing alternatives would be to carry out a net energy 
analysis, Instead, the FPC Staff limited itself to an economic analysis 
which depends upon being able to assign dollar values on many ( but not. 
all) aspects of the project in order to arrive at the net economic 
benefits, The problem with this approach is that many elements of the 
system being analyzed can not be assigned dollar values. An example is 
the destruction of vegetation along the terrestrial portion of the 
pipeline, Unless there is commercial quality forest along the route, there 
is no way to assign dollar values as a cost in an economic analysis but 
in a net energy analysis it is possible to (1) estimate the immediate 
loss of energy ( net primary productivity) due to removal of the vegetation, 
(2) estimate the loss of energy over the life span. of. the project and 
(}) even estimate the effects of the removal of the vegetation on the 
radiation balance of the terrain traversed by the pipeline and, where 
these effects place unusual constraints on.the design of the pipeline, 
estimate the enersy cost of these design requirements. Additional 
advantages exist for usins a net energy analysis over a net economic 
benefit approach but the example above serves to illustrate the point. 
[ For additional ·information on this approach sea Gilliland, M. 'II. 1975, 
Energy Analysis and Public Policy: The energy unit measures environmental 
consequences, economic costs, material needs, and resource availability. 
Science 189(4208):1051-1056.] 

The question that should have been addressed, .and was not., is whether 
or not the prime route ( or the suggested alternative route) will actua:l.ly 
provide the nation with a net energy gain, If it does not, no permit should 
be issued for the proposed plan. If there is a net gain, one still needs 
to ask whether or not this proposal yields the maximum net gain when 
compared with all other reasonable alternatives aa required under NEPA, 

II • The coverage of material ~n this DEIS is ·very uneven, Some portions 
are quite detailed ( for example, Vol. 1 , sections on socioeconomic 
impact) while other portions are very thin and out of date, Because of this 
unevenness, much additional effort should be put into an analysis of the 
impacts of the proposed project to correct errors and deficiencies in 
the preparation of the Final EIS. 

III • This statement does not consider the consequences of the gas line 
project as it will interact· with the trans-Alaska oil pipeline in any
thing approaching adequacy, 

IV , Section II-B, Description of Existing Environment generally lacks 
references to sources of data, 

V , As »resented, the total ecological consequences of this project 
appear relatively minor when in fact they are enormous, Coverage given 
to the ecological considerations is woefully inadequate, 
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P.ll-2 

11-4 

ALASKA CONSERVATION SOCIETY 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

Vol. II: 

Footnote I. Doesn't make sense. 
Recoverable reserves est. at 22.5 trillion cf in vel I but here 
stated that 30.4 bi 11 ion cf avai·lable over 28 yea.r period, 
Dividing 30.4 billion cf by 28 year yields 1.0857 billion cf/year 
which is much less than the 3.189 ave. annual deliverable rate 
stated on pg. 11-1. 

fP3 valves must be designed to operate at colder temp. than -5o•F 
exposed to -10°F buried. 

11--13--Where wi 11 snow be drawn from to construct approx 2' thick compacted 
/. work pad7 

11-15 

11-16 

11-19 

11-19 

11-24 

11-28 

11-38 

11-54 

11-69 

11-70 

Table. 
76%); 

77% value at bottom of last col. is a) incorrect (should be 
bl not a total but a ~· 

FP 2 States that following construction, areas would be revegeta~ed 
with native grasses. Where will El Paso get seed stock to do th1s1 

~ 1. Doubtful that local surface water sources can be withdrawn and 
"returned in a manner which would not adversely affect the ecol~gy 
of the water body." Is El Paso going to pay for thorough basel1ne 
ecological studies of all water bodies they expect to draw from so 
that they know in advance that they can withdraw water and return· 
It without disturbing the "ecology of the waterbody."7 

;p 6. What will cause drop in temp of gas from 30°F to o•F between 
compressor stations? 

Jp 4. Where is water for camps coming from? 

Blowers for recovery of vapors? 

What happens to the C02 removed from the pipeline ~as. and the 
water vapor being removed to the atmosphere as 1 nd 1 cated .~Y 
Fig 177 If so, it appears that the DGA gas treating plant w•l! put 
into the atmosphere 2,193.52 ton/day of co2 , H20, etc. Is th1s correct? 

AP z.How often can one expect emergency' venting to the atmosphere? 
(see Fig 29). 

Last Fr Winds light In southern section of route even in mountains? 
Unbelie~able!l!l 

tp 1. What are criteria for a destructive storm? In the general!y 
quiet air of Fairbanks in August 1975 there were at least two per1ods 
when gusting winds were strong enough to blow. over or snap of: 
white spruce and paper birch trees. Would th1s be a destructiVe storm? 

-1-

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1 Design specifications of this nature are beyond the capabili
ties of the environmental staff. 

2 

3 

4 

The environmental staff plans to recommend the use of snow 
fences to accumulate the necessary snow, 

Comment accepted. 

The statement on Page II-16 is incorrect. The applicant has 
stated that the type of seed has not been finally selected. 
It would probably be a combination of exotic grasses with 
native grasses added if available in sufficient quantities. 
The final selection would be made after considering results 
from current research and from the Alyeska experience. 

5 The applicant indicates that water proposed to be used. during 
hydrostatic testing of water crossings would be drawn from 
streams, provided that any such stream is not frozen and is 
approved by the Department of Interior and the State of Alaska. 
Upon completion of testing, the water would be drained into 
holding ponds until its temperature and quality was at a level 
deemed safe to return it to the stream. 

6 
The gas would cool as a result of the surrounding ambient 
temperature. 

7 
Because the applicant has not selected the specific location 
of the proposed construction camp sites, specific informa-
tion regarding the water supply source for the camps was not 
indicated. However, the applicant implied that water for the 
camps would be withdrawn from local sources (streams or ground
water) 

8 
The wording is accurate. 

9 The discharges to the atmosphere from the DGA gas-treating 
unit for each train are shown on Figure 17 of the DEIS,of 
which C02 and HzO are the primary effluents making up approxi
mately 99 percent of the discharge. co2 and H2o are not 
considered atmospheric pollutants. 

10 

11 

As shown on Figure 29, normally no flow goes to the emergency 
vent stack. The question is unanswerable; if no emergencies 
(overpressuring) occur, the vent stack would never be used. 

Wind speeds are measured at ground level in the southern 
section of the route and are ~enerallv light, averaging 
6.6 mph at Anchorage Internat1onal Airport. No wind speed 
data are available for the mountainous regions of southern 
Alaska. 

12 
Tornadoes and severe thunderstorms which cause extensive 
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damage to homes and/or property are considered by the environmental 
staff to be destructive storms. High winds in the Fair-
banks area are rare, as shown in the U.S. Department of 
Commerce publication "Local Climatological Data for 
Fairbanks, Alaska, 1975." 
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No mention of the icebergs which enter Prince William Sound from 
the terminus of Glaciers especially the Columbia Glacier. 

Fl' 3. (line 19-20) "active layer of the permafrost" is a misnomer. 
The active layer lies above the permafrost. See def. on pg. I 1-95. 
Also, what study revea"ledthat the active 1 ayer "has been found to 
freeze and thaw 15 times a year at Barrow .. ". Is it always 15 times? 
No more, no less? 

~ 2 As with previous comment, who says ground surface can be 
expected to freeze and thaw "over 15 times in one year". 

last ~- Other rivers "flow south to the Yukon, KoyOJkuk and Kobuk 
Rivers." is in error. The Kobuk flows west and there are no 
streams or rivers in the pipeline corridor that flow into the 
Kobuk River. 

l'l' ·3. last sent. ... "decrea->.e the resistence to downslope movement ... " 
would be clearer by saying enhances downslope movement. 

1st fP. Mt. McKinley is 20,320 feet high, not 20,269 as stated. 

last fP. last sentence seems unfinished. 

Last 'R', last line. Shouldn't it read "took place 225-1,860 (:!:,250) 
radiocarbon years B. P ." 

Fig. 37. Not referenced to source of data. Legend inadequate. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

11-96,97 Several redundant statements on page 

9 

10 

11 
11-101 

11-116 

11-120 

11-121 

Last l=P, Last line, What does "this alternative route" refer to? 

In the next to last paragraph, it is stated that the proposed ripeline 
will cross parts of these drainages, Putal igayuk River, Kuparuk 
River, Colville River and the Sagvanirktok River. In examining the 
map, it is clear that the line follows the Sag River drain~ge. To 
fall within the drainages of the other three rivers, the 1 1ne would 
have to be located somewhat to the West. 

In the first paragraph, the statement is made that flows decline, 
and in most streams cease, by late November and December. At first 
appearance it would appear this way but unless the statement is made 
about the actural surface discharge ceasing and then io the 
smaller streams, this is not true. Flows can continue throughout 
the year; in some places it may be found only in the subsurface zone 
and then only at a slow rate through the interstices. 

12 

13 

The top half of the page discusses the significance of ice, spring break-up, 
and summer floods on surface discharge and scour. The specific conditions 
at a site vary. However, it can not be said that bottom-fast ice 
protects the river channel from scour because there may be areas in 14 
which it intensifies the rate of scour. Also" ice jamming and 
resultant changes in stream channels can be related to bottom-fast 
Ice. The statement is made that the summer storms may be more 
destructive when river banks and bed are partially thawed. This 
again depends upon the situation. Statement assumes that ·the river 
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1see response to Federal Energy Administration's comment on 
the Columbia Glacier. 

2Page II-75, paragraph 3, lines 19-20 should read as follows: 
"The active layer above the permafrost has been found to 
freeze and thaw about 15 times per year at Barrow on the 
coast (Conover, 1960)." 

3walker, 1973, p. 54 (The process of freezing and thawing) 
occurs ••• up to 30 times in the Brooks Range (Brown, 1966, 
and McNamara, 1964). 

4Text does not say which way the Kobuk flows, merely that some 
rivers of the central Brooks Range flow south into it. The 
province descriptions are general and not limited to the 
specific area within the pipeline corridor. 

5comment accepted.(Change last sentence as follows beginning 
at "Cycles a year enhances downslope movement.") 

6 Comment accepted. 
7comment accepted. Change "volcano" to "volcanoes." 

8sentence should read: "However, in the Susitna lowland, move
ment took place no later than 225 years afto' but more recently 

9than 1,860 (±250) radiocarbon years, B.P. 

10 

Figure 37 is taken from the DOl's DEIS on the Alaska Natural 
Gas Transportation System (Figure 8.2.1B(6). 

Legend should read: Potential Petroleum Reserves (Based on a 
potential of one barrel of oil per cubic mile of sediment) 
Rank I - 75,000 Billion Barrels of oil 
Rank II - 50,000 Billion Barrels of oil 
Rank III - 30,000 Billion Barrels of oil 

(Barrel equal 42 u.s. gallons) 

Last sentence should read " ••• feet, except beneath the major 
rivers where it is deeper. The thickness of the active layer 
can change dramatically when the ground surface is disturbed." 
Delete sentence, "The permafrost table ••• deeper." Delete 
entire paragraph (Page 97, third paragraph). 

11Delete word "alternative" from last line. 
12The drainage information was provided by the applicant. 

Although the environmental staff agrees that the proposed 
pipeline route would lie predominantly within the · . 
Sagavanirktok River drainage, it does cross or closely border 
the Putuligayuk, Kuparuk, and Colvill River drainages as well. 

13 As this paragraph appears under the heading of "Surface Water 
Hydrolog~' it should be assumed that the paragraph is not 
concerned with subsurface flow. Winter surface waterflow in 
larger streams is discussed in the same paragraph. 

14The staff acknowledges that local variations of the general
ized situation could occur. 
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banks and bed are frozen. Certainly freezing does occur in the river 
banks from the ground surface downward and also from the actual cut 
surface of the river bank away from the river. Some freezing of 
the river bed also may be found but this may be only in the flood 
plain.area. The amount of freezing depends upon the amount of 
subsurface flow, the amount of ice and snow insulation in the area, 
and the temperature regime for that region and that year. 

It is stated that approximately 50% of the total annual precipitation 
ends up as runoff ... More recent information indicates that approximately 
75% of the annual precip. may be discharged in a 3 week period. 

~ 

What is source of data for table 10; It is basically a listing of 
summer parameters, the exception being the •1ater temperature. 
These parameters then are for the shortest time of the year and are not 
necessarily representative of values that would be received during the 
dominant winter period. For example, conductivity (umhos/cm) has 
been recorded as high as 1700 units. Similar high values might be expected 
for Ca and other dissolved constituents. 

Last '11>, thicl<ness of permafrost as stated here incorn;istent with 
previous statements. e.g. pg. 11-95, 

Statement is made that the quality of groundwater in the Arctic 
Slope Drainage is probalby best in alluvium beneath rivers. This 
does not agree with data based on the winter water quality work that 
has been done on the Sag River. Also this statement seems to be 
contradictory to paragraph on the top of page 121. 

'R' 1, "aufeis deposits are 2000 or more feet thick" is unbelievable!!! 

In the paragraph in rivers and streams: Somehow they use streams 
and rivers exchangably. I don't know where a stream begins and a 
river ends, or visa versa either. Statement: flow is diminshed to 
practically nothing by April. This is not true in many streams and 
rivers. Again surface discharge should be distinguished from subsurface 
flow. Although surface discharge may not be apparent, subsurface 
flow may still be occurring. Also, ~eak flow for the year usually 
occurs with 1 or 2 weeks of the breakup, this in larger streams. If 
the Tanana is a larger stream and thereby fits the description, 
those of us that were here in August of 1967 remember a peak flow that 
did not occur during breakup. It might also be recorded that in 
some years, the highest annual water stage for the Tanana may be 
recorded during the warmest days of the summer because of the volume 
of water that is melting off the glaciers. 

T-P 3 and last t-P. Kobuk River is ~-part of the Yukon River drainage 

Sheet ice does occur at heads of Sheep, Simpson, Fidalgo & Gravina Bays. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1 The 50 percent valve was obtained from J. Brown, et al., 1968, 
Hydrology of a Drainage Basin on the Alaskan Coastal Plain, 
u.s. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab, Research 
Report 240. As no source is provided for the 75 percent valve~ 
it is necessary to continue to use the 50 percent valve. 

' 2 The source is P.C. Craig and P. McCart, (1974) Classification 
of stream types in Beaufort Sea drainages between Prudhoe Bay, 

! ' Alaska~and the Mackenzie Delta, Arctic Gas Biological Report 
Series, Vol. 17, Chap. 1. With the exception of summer-desig-

1

.- ,
1

: nated values, there is nothing in Table 10 to suggest that the 
remaining values apply only to summer conditions. Additional!~ 

i a discussion of winter total dissolved increases is already 
in the text. 

j ., 

~ 
~~ 
~~ 
i 

. I 

'' 

Both statements are referenced, The environmental staff 
does not feel qualified to resolve this seeming inconsistency 
and, additionally, does not believe this issue to be of 
significance relative to the proposed project, 

No source for the indicated data has been provided. Also, 
the statement on Page II-121 discusses surface water. 
Comment accepted. The statement should read 11 

••• 20 or more •••• " 

The word stream (defined) is a more general term than river 
and is used to describe any body of running water other than 
those which are specifically designated. Subsurface flow is 
discussed under the heading of "Groundwater." Concerning 
peak flow, notice the use of the word usually. 

i7 Comment accepted. In paragraph two under "Groundwater" on 
· Page II-143, Kobuk River should be eliminated. 

No source for the statement has been provided. 
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This secyion is entitled description of the Aquatic Biota, With 
respect to the fresh water section, this is at best a misnomer. 
No, mention is made of any of the biota ( other ~pan fish) that are 
found at several different trophic levels, It is~hough they don't 
even exist, Even the fisheries section presented by separate drainage 
is woefully inadequate, It see.ms as though mention is made only <>f those 
features of natural history that may be useful in some future litigation. 

Extremely weak and inadequate presentation reple~e with inaccuracies and 
misleading statements. For example: ll 2, 4~ sentence is incorrect, 
The birch and willow species in the tundra are shrubs, not trees, The 
only tree species found north of the range is Ponulus balsamifera and 
it occurs in isolated groves. ll 2, 7~ sentence. Not true that tundra 
is subjected to " constant disturbance", 

Wildlife Section: This section is weak and poorly referenced, Mammals 
are not discussed in relation to the pipeline route. The Yukon Drainage 
section is especially weak and utilizes out-of-date references. The 
section contains much irrelevant material, e,g, II -219 the discussion 
of sea otters in the Aleutian Islands and elsewhere, 

Ecological Considerations: An arbitrary and thin discussion that is not 
keyed to the pipeline, 

~ l. Ridiculous characterization of Alaska. 
~ 3 •• Mantanuska Valley is not in or related to the Interior, The 
Fairbanks population is here stated as 14,771 but on page II -277 is 
given as 45,000 ( which is more nearly correct if the area aroun·a 
the city itself is included), harbor 
~ 4 Populations are incorrect. Valdez/is free of sea ice but not ice 
bergs! 

E! 2: Where will 7 1 200 gal of 6oo•F water vapor/ hr come from ? From 
the gas fuel ? ( That = 172,800 gal/day which is a tremendous amount 
of energy to waste into the atmosphere each day at each compreessor 
station. 

Glacial impacts crossing the Chugach Hts, to Point Gllavina should be 
covered here especially since the pipeline will pass between to 
glaciers that flow toward it, 

Er 2, suggests a low level of human use, This is clearly not the case 
when referring to the Sag River, Evidence already in print describes 
dewatering of local areas in the Sag River, Also, transporting water 
as much as 50 miles to where it is being used by industry, 

The applicant estimates that approximately 6,7 million cubic yards of 
gravel and fill material would be used, Curiously enough this is almost 
the exact amount of material that Alyeska estimated that it would be 
using, Unfortunately, at last count sometime in LAST JULY, the amount 
that had already been used was about 200 MILLION CUBIC YARDS with some 
18 months of construction remaining, 

rl 4, Compacted snow/ice roads made dirty by activities may melt MORE 
rapidly than clean snow, 

-4-
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According to Viereck and Little (1972), balsam popular, white 
spruce, and feltleaf willow are three tree species that are 
found north of the treeline. Feltleaf willow, for example, 
is found either as a shrub or a tree depending on the growing 
conditions found at each site. The "constant disturbance" 
referred to is the result of such physical processes as differ
ential heaving, cryostatic and hydrostatic pressure, solifluc
tion, contraction due to low temperatures on drying, and 
differential thaw and eluviation which churn the soil to 
produce a ground feature known as "patterned ground," This 
soil disturbance has a major impact on vegetation. 

We agree that the Matanuska Valley is not in the interior and 
the 1970 u.s. Bureau of the Census population figure for 
Fairbanks is 14,771; similarily, the population figures for 
the other cities are correctly stated. 

Water vapor is a byproduct of the combustion of natural gas 
in gas turbines located along the pipeline. 

Additions to Volume II, Section C.3.g have been made concern
ing this comment. 

The comment's reference to sand and gravel quantities 
estimated and used by Alyeska appear to be in error. 
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II-272 Indicatior• is made in the first paragraph under groundwater that when 1 
enough snow_is not available pad construction will be made with water. 
Where is th1s water coming from? Additionally, the water will be used 
during the winter period when the discharge is at the seasonal low. 

Also, there is no discussion of' impact resulting from water use by camps 
etc. (e.g. p II-24). 

II-277 I! 1: Not even Alyeska admits to taking gravel from stream beds al
though they apparently do so on a reasonably routine basis • 
11 3: What aro microinvertebrates in this instance ? Based on the discussio~ 
of' the section, we assume that they are meant to be macroinvertebrates. Z 
The point should be made that these populations have the ability to re
populate to some level from " natural}' stream scour. Thus, the ti!lling 
and nature of tho event becomes important. 

II-286 ~ 1: On page II-16, r,p 2 it is stated that revegetation will be done 
using native grasses. \Vhere will the seed stock come from 1 

II-292 ~ 2, Sentence 1. Incorrect. Moose are abundant north of the Brooks Range 
in certain river drainages. 

II-293 ~ 3· Totally misleading statement. The proposed pipeline route through 
the Chugach Mts. between Lowe River and Port Fidalgo passes through some 
of the best mountain goat habitat in Alaska. 

II-294 I;r 1, line 4: "musk ox plants". shouldn't this be transplants 1 

3 

4 

5 

6 
II-300 This entire section on Wildlife, as well as the section on Aquatic Bioja, 

racks any discussion of whether or not the construction of this pipeline 
~can be done in a manner that will comply with state requirements regarding 7 

._______/ fish and game ( Alaska Statutes, Title 16, Fish and Gwne) • · 

ll-295 R 5, Inaccurate statement: grizzly do not " inhabit entire area of proposed 
line", Also, this is an inadequate discussion of the bears, humans and 8 
the consequences of their interactions. 

II-301 "9• Ecological Considerations": First, " impacts upon ••• ecosystems ••• 
expected to be •., temporary and minor " is a ridiC'Ulous statement to make 
in view of' the impacts projected in this DEIS and the design of the 
transz>ortation system. For example, doesn't the " alteration of' surface 
drainage patterns" of' the creation of " new areas o:t wet and dry conditions" 
(II-2:1, I! 3) represent PERMANENT and MAJOR impact upon an ecosystem ? 
Doesn t· the development of a f'rostbulb around the pipeline as it passes 
through hundreds of miles of permafrost-free terrain represent major impact? 
Second, this exceptionally brief statement missed the whole point of eco
system analysis, namely, the interrelationships between components of' an 
environmental system. ~bat should be addressed here is what are the 
consequences of combining the impacts on individual components of' an 
ecosystem 1 

-5-

lThe applicant indicates that water would be hauled from the 
nearest lake or stream that is not frozen to the bottom and 
for which such use had been approved by the Department of the 
Interior or the State of Alaska. 

2El Paso Alaska has stated in Vol. 5, Page 3A. 2-24, "Excavation, 
fill, borrow operations and channel modification in streams 
will cause considerable siltation to occur." 

On page II-277, paragraph 3,the word "macroinvertebrates" 
should be substituted for ''inicroinvertebrates." 

Data available to the environmental staff indicates that the. 
difference between "natural" and "unnatural" stream scour 
might be of little magnitude, One study (Rees, W. 1959. 
"Effects of Stream Dredging On Young Silver Salmon, Oncorhyn
chus kisutch, and Bottom Fauna." Wash. Dept. Fish., Fish. Res. 
Pap. 2(2).) found that production of bottom invertebrates 
dropped sharply after a September dredging but had increased 
to a greater level the following July. 

3see previous comment concerning revegetation with native 
grasses. 

:j 4 comment reflected in the FEIS. 

i 5 Comment reflected in the FEIS. 

' 6 "Transplants" is correct. 

7The environmental staff concurs that the applicant must 
~amply with the pe~tinent state requirements. 

isee changes and additions to this portion of the FEIS. 
9The staff agrees that when all the individual local impacts 
caused during the life of the proposed project are added 
together, the sum appears to be a major impact. However, 
since the impacts are not actually concentrated in one area, 
and since the project has a finite lifespan, actual impacts 
must be considered minor and temporary when compared to the 
total areal and temporal extent of the Alaskan environments, 
Where it appears likely that the proposed project would des
troy a unique habitat or significantly reduce the numbers of a 
particular species, then the project can be said to have major 
and permanent impacts to the ecology. Such unique circum
stances have been addressed on a species by species basis in 
Volume II, Section C, "Vegetation" and ".Impacts on Wildlife" 
sections~since interspecific or ecological impacts are 
largely unknown. 
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II-302 "10. Imaacts on Land Use." This section should include a discussion 
of the project in relation to state lands and state regulations on 
land use ( e.g, Title 11, Alaska Administrative Code, Chapter 96), 

1 

II-303 

II-314 

II-320 

II-322 

II-324 

II-325 

II-329 

II-332 

11·333 

II-346 

Tl 6, line 5: Since much of the right of way land used in construction will 2 
be permanently altered, it is unreasonable to suggest that this land 
"could be returned to present uses after construction," 

l't a. and Table 30. What is MMBTU ? This section should discuss the project 3 
in reation to State ambient air quality regulations and permissable 
levels. ( Title 18 Alaska Administrative Code, Chapter 50), 

~ 2' Mitigation of erosion by surface restoration and revegetation is 
not adequately discussed in this document, No specific plan baa been pre
sented, 

4 

n 3, line 5: "frost resistant sand and gravel" who makes this tJtpe ? ' 5 
where does one find it ? ~ 

:e 4, line 2, Oil spraying requires a permit and can be done·'only under 
certain condisitiona ( Title 18, Alaska Administrative Code, Chapter 75). 

Item 4), Vegetation will not be "preserved" by use of snow pads. Compacted 
snow affects ( through a c~ange in microclimate) the plant cover in various 
ways depending upon the composition of the plant community and the site 
characteristics. 

M 1 Tazlina is misspelled, 6 

Z!-2 Second sentence doesn't make sense, 7 

];! 2 Where will El Paso get fish for restocking ? Hatcheries for all types 8 
of fish that might be impacted by the pipeline do not exist within the 
state, Also, what will the right of way be reseeded with? 

l't 4, Here you state that damage resulting from pipeline rupture and 
ignition of gas " would be mitigated by the 150 - foot cleared area along 9 
the pipeline ,.,"·yet on page II-303, E: 6 you state that 96,5 feet of the 
150-foot right of way "could be returned to present uses after con
struction," This is double talk, Return to present use would include 
return to shrub and forest habitat in places and this would not serve 
to mitigate fire hazards from a ruptire of the pipeline, 

Z! 2: How does El Paso propose to avoid sucking into their water intake, 10 
free-floating marine invertebrates, larval forma or vertebrates and fish 
fry? 

I:! 3. What will be the temperature of the seawater discharge ? 11 
1 ppm chlorine exceeds EPA standards, 12 
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lsee revised Section C.lO Volume II. 

2 To walk on the land or place equipment on it in a fleeting 
moment of time, or to acquire it temporarily and not use it, 
does not permanently alter the land. Basically, after im
plantment of the pipeline the 96,5 feet of addition right-of
way would be returned to present uses, 

·: 3 MMBTU represents the quantity, "millions of BTU's" which is a !; quantity of energy. These emissions are below the standards 
;: set for the listed pollutants by the Alaska Environmental 
, . Protection Agency, 

1:.1
4 The applicant has not provided a definite plan for revegeta

!l tion of the pipeline right-of-way, See Page II-286 of the 
~~ DEIS, 

;::, 
5 This statement refers to the fact that sand and gravel are 

' relatively frost-resistant due to their free-draining nature. 

r'i 
:-l ... 
~ -~ 

~~ 
~1 6 Comment accepted, 

~~ 7 "Anyon" should be "canyon." 

· ! 8 See previous comment concerning revegetation with native 
[.i grasses, 

ilj 
t 9 i:! Change Page II-333, paragraph 3, to read "In the event of a 
,., pipeline rupture and ignition of the gas, the resulting damage 

would be mitigated by the subsequent removal of tall shrubs 
,d and brush adjacent to the pipeline and the buffer zone around 
i:j each compressor station." (Drop ",, ,150-foot cleared area 
~~ along the,.,,") 

j; 0 
•. This subject is discussed in Volume II in the section on 
· "Impacts to Aquatic Biota.'' 

r 

L :n. 
' Tbiswas discussed on Page II-297; however, the actual tempera-
! ture of the discharge would depend on the ambient seawater 

temperature at the intake, 
2 A discussion of chlorine standards has been added to the 

section on "Impacts to Aquatic Biota" in the Alaska portion 
of the FEIS. In addition, the staff has made a recommendation 
concerning this discharge. 
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I! 2 Mountain goats should be added to the list of animals that will be 
affected by human activities, especially in the Chugach Mts. segment of 
the pipeline, 

f! 6: See note for page II-271 pertaining to estimates of gravel re
quirements. 

3. Summary ••• ,: This section totally ignores many irreversible com
mitments of natural and socioeconomic resources. To name a few significant 
ones: 

1) Natural gas is a non-renewable resource, thus its transportation to 
market and consumption is an irreversible commitment to use up this 
energy. This irreversible commitment can be broken down into several 
components: 

a) Natural gas consumed by the transportation system itself. 
Is the proposed system the most efficient method of transporting 
the gas 'l 

b) Natural gas consumed by various users. Will these uses be the 
best use of this energy 'l 

2) Non- natvral gas fuels used in the fabrication of mat~rials for 
the system and used in construction and maintenance of the system, 
For example, several hundred thousand gallons of REFINED PETROLEUM 

PRODUCTS have been shipped TO THE TRANS- ALASKA PIPELINE every month 
to fuel the construction equipment, heat camp buildings etc, 

3) Additional socioeconomic costs include 
a) death and injury to persons working on the pipeline. How many 

accidents, especially fatal ones or those causing permanent 
disability, are attributible to the Trans- Alaska pipeline and 
its supporting facilities. Based upon this record, what would be 
projected for the installation of the Trans- Alaska Gas line~ 

b) Breakup of family units for various periods of time and the 
consequences of this social disruption , 

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION 

See comments written directly on the route mapa, xerox copies of which 
are attached, Also, see notes given below, 

II-3881< 389: Hany of the sh·eams that are crossed in this area contain 
populations of grayiing. In some instances, such as the Chatanika and 
Washington Creek, these populations are heavily utilized by sportsman. 
Also runs of king and chum salmon utilize the Chatanika River. Sheefish 
and two species of whitefish are also harvested in the Chatanika, 

II-390: It appears that in this instance, the pipeline hardly takes 
the path with the least difficulties, The mountain range through which 
the line is proposed is rugged in this area and as we understand the route, 
it does not appear to be utilizing the natural drainage patterns or mountain 
passes. In addition, some of the area through which it passes is utilized 
heavily by sheep, especially the Moody Creek drainage and Mouht Fellows .a.rl!as, 

-7-

The environmental staff agrees that the mountain goat should 
be added to the listing of noise~sensitive species on 
Page II-366. 

Page II-271 was the source of information. 

This section was intended to summarize significant impacts, 
as identified and discussed elsewhere in this statement, in a 
matrix format. Consumption of natural gas by the transporta
tion system, in comp~rison with the volumes transported, was 
not considered significant. 

.----, 
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II-~91: ~n this area, the proposed line also passes through and adjacent 
to some prime sheep habitat. In terms of utilizing existing disturbed 
areas and reducing the amount of new area that is affected by pipeline 
activities, it would seem to be more reasonable that the line would 
follow the road and or the railroad, 

How would this proposed route interact with ·the proposed Devil's Canyon 
dam site on the Sutitna River ? 

-8-
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The environmental staff is unable to determine that there 
would be any interaction, However, any pipeline routing 
reservoir areas would require detailed geographical and 
geological studies of the possible impacts of the reservoir 
on the pipeline. 
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Secretary ~ "" 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington,o.c. , 20426 

AT1'N1 BNG...SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sirs• 

January 26,1976 

0 

The Alaska Democratic Party has passed resolutions supporting the Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline route,without one objector,and at every level--precinct--district and 
state coJillll1 ttees. · 

This is an important matter to us and Will affect our economy for years to come. 

We feel this is our state and our needs should be considered.The ·Trans-ALaska 
route is in no way preventing other Americans from receiving ite output. 

We are an arctic and sub arctic state.We have heating and fuel needs,and a 
very short work season. 

The proposed route goes thro our populated areasc and will bring economic benefit 
to all.Why should a foreign country reap the economic benefite,especially when we have 
so much unemployment? • 

The cost of liVing in Fairbanks Alaska is 68% higher than that of Houston,TexAS. 

We need help. J'(lurs, /)?utf.<...( ~~ ~ 

Mellie Terwilliger,Chairman, - .- -. <f' 1 

Alaska Demo.State Central Committee. 

MCMBIERBt CBEN HOPSON- ART P'IELD.- 80. •COTT- ELMER AAMBTADNQ- OENE RODU.ZKA- PAT CANNON_; HEAQ 
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Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 
ATTN: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Mr. Plumb: 

December 11, 1975 

This being the third and last opportunity for comment on the proposed natural gas 
pipeline through North Dakota, 1 will not try to keep this commentary short and to 
the point as I did in former commentary. 

First, contrary to what Senator Young, Congressman Andrews, and other political 
figures have indicated, most of the people in North Dakota, especially farmers, 
ranchers, outdoorsmen, and sma;ll town officials do not want the so-called "progress" 
associated with massive coal development. We have only to look at Langdon, North 
Dakota to see what will happen to many rural communities if massive coal gasification, 
with its resulting influx of population, occurs. First, the public works and housing 
mess; then the reduction in local wildlife, since hunting is a major sport of con
struction folks. Then, just when it seems the important problems have been 1 icked, 
the closing down of the operation and accompanying exodus of a large portion of 
the local tax-paying inhabitants. Left behind are the original inhabitants who 
have been trying to keep up with the huge rise in 1 iving costs due to high con
~truction wages. They are left with taxes out of this world and the messes left 
behind by nomadic construction workers. If you think this all has nothing to do 
with the gas transmission 1 ines, guess again! Do you not notice the 1 ine, as 
proposed by the consortium, passes directly through the coal fields of southwestern 
North Dakota! 

. The Badlands and National Grasslands and the way of 1 ife of many North Dakotans 
will not be sacrificed so the "city dudes" can drive their gas-hogs around. 

No, we in North Dakota are not the fools many people think we are! We know the only 
reason for gasoline price rei ief and extension of the depletion allowance is the 
re-election of the current adm·inistration. We know we'll probably pay more in 
taxes because of the privilages of the mil ita.ry-industrial establishment. Some 
day we'll run out of gas again, not because of industrial incapability but because 
we weren't prepared to pay a dollar for a gallon of gas and conserve gasoline 
as would occur if the federal politicians would allow a supply-demand economy a 
chance to function. 

We don't even want to tap a huge natural gas pipeline {as our leaders are concerned 
with); we're waiting for leaders to implement alternative energy resources, such 
as solar and wind power. And, if the pipeline would take any route other than 
that proposed in paragraph three, page 1-225 of the EIS, we are not prepared 
to see our landscape destroyed. Crossing the Missouri River twice with this 
1 ine is absurd. It also has to be an economical nightmare and we're appalled 
that the companies are unaware of the costs of such undertakings as opposed to 
the Wolf Point, Mont. to Cathay, North Dakota route. 

From Cathay, North Dakota to ·charles City, Iowa, this route would follow another 
proposed pipeline of the Dome Pipeline Corworation. Makes sense and also it's a 
shorte'r route. 

You have a copy of my response to the task force dated September 20, 1975. It 
contains commentary I wish to be supplementary to this letter. 
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After reading the Federal Power Commission's ElS, 1 was surprised at the findings 
on page 1-5. 

Wh i 1 e reading paragraph "a" on that page, it seems to me that wh i 1 e reading the 
longer previous EIS by the task force, I recall the company estimated that either 
26 or 27 trill ion cubic feet of gas would be used during construction. Either 
I ~m remembering ••trill ion 11 in place of 11mill ion 11 , or this whole pipeline is in 
question. 

As for the results of the Power Commission's study, I found them very interesting 
and again, as with the task force's study, well worth the effort. Following this 
project from start to finish has been and will be very gratifying, but only if 
the earnestly thought out commentary by all 'concerned is used ultimately by the 
decision-makers. I sincerely pray that the National Environmental Pol icy Act 
of 1969 will result in better and more environmentally sound answers to our energy 
problems. If all that has been achieved to date, in the area of information and 
enlightenment, on this project, is used to make meaningful changes in the original 
plans of the El Paso Alaska Company, then it will have been a very successful 
implementation of the law aforementioned. 

Hopefully, in the future, more concerned citizens will add 1 ight to environmental 
problems. This apathetic society will react, I'm sure, if given the knowledge 
concerning when and how to participate. 

It is with reluctance that I have even accepted this pipeline. Should It be 
constructed, it better be in the interest of &b. the people of this na.tion. 
If not, we shall overcome, to use a well-worn slogan! 

If North Dakotans get the shaft and see the Badlands, Killdeer Mountains, National 
Grasslands, or any other of our treasured ecosystems in danger; watch out! We 
get mad and react! No federal bureaucracy will push around the ranchers· and 
pioneer stock in Western North Dakota. 

With personal wisbes for a very 
nice Christmas, 

/ r !1. b u;ri!P--· 
Mr. Lynn A. 8ergman 
Engineerin;.J fJepartment 
705 So. 9th 
City of Bismarck 
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501 

P.S. I am givin9 the Impact Statement to the Veteran's Memorial Library for 
public use. It is very difficult for the general public to react without 
the necessary information. Also, all of the reading and research concerning 
this pipeline has been done on my own time and even though some people I 
work with agree with my basic views, this should in no way be considered 
to represent the city of Bismarck. The Chamber of Commerce would kill me 
if this commentary were thought to be from the city. They love and worship 
money, you know~ 

-.--, 
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September 20, 1575 

Environmental Impact Statement Response 
RE: Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement by the EJS Task Force, Alaska Natural 
Gas Transportation System, Room 530, 1522 K Street, Washington, D.C., 
20006, Telephone 202-254-3220, of July 28, 1975. 

Task Force Members: 

My generation will be, hopefully the first to really question the priorities, 
the morality and many other parameters which, at present, are not being scrutinized 
by any sizeable majority of the general populace. For,' you see, we must think of 
what this earth will be for future generations. This potentially great country, 
if we try, can lead the world in answering the problems of overpopulation of the 
planet and its resulting damage to the ecosystems we seldom notice and more often 
take for granted. This is why I will address this issue as candidly as I know how 
and hope others will respond as frankly. 

In addition to my general feelings of shame and distrust concerning our 
recent period of pseudo-dictatorship under the well-meaning but twisted hand of 
Mr. Nixon, I have developed, over the last 10 or so years, a working knowledge 
of the ways in which the Copps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation have given 

,good Engineers and their associates a bad reputation because of some of the rna; t 
preposterous proposals in recent times. A canal from Jamestown, N. Oak. to 
Aberdeen, S. Oak. U Dams on two of the most scenic rivers in North Dakota, the 
Cheyenne and Pembina Rivers!! Cost-benefit ratios as ridiculous as the projects 
they purport to support. 

Yet our senators and congressmen, ~II over this nat ion have either too I arge 
a work load or too I ittle ability to come to grips with an old ally of North 
Dakotans, what mo~t of us call 11Common Sense 11 ; In si!'!'lpl~r terms, a "feeling 11 for 
what will work and what won't. 

What my generation wants, in specific, is Guarantees. Guarantees that after 
all of the gas is used, that some adequate portion of the profits derived be used 
to totally remove the buildings, air fields, equipment and 1 itter left on the 
pipeline route 50 years or so from now when I 1 11 be an old man. Guarantees that 
the pipeline be constructed to remain able to function under pressure without 
significant leakage and subsequent danger to the environment for a period up to 
and possibly exceeding~! Guarantees that access roads will not be used 
by the general public under any circumstances, espeelally in fragile ecosystems 
such as found in Alakka and North Dakota. Guarantees that the Little Missouri 
River and Badlands remai;-;cenic as proclaimed on March 18, 1975 when Governor Link 
signed into law the Little Missouri State Scenic River Act (H.6.1172), thus creating 
North Dakota's first state scenic, river. In short, I do not want a paved road 
through every ecosystem so I can drive my Lincoln right up to an endangered species; 
I want future generations to feel an exhilaration I feel when out walking in 
the Badlands and flushing a rabbit or muley or perhaps a golden eagle! 

As I scanned through the Impact Statement, several things troubled me. The 
route crosses about 120 miles of the Little Missouri Badlands and the Missouri 
River Escarpment. Soils through these areas are extremely thin over shales and 
sandstone. Slopes range up to 60 per cent with elevation differences of 400 ft. 
Erosion hazards are high. (Ref. 1-173). Because existing roads cross the proposed 
route so infrequently in the less populated areas of Montana and North Dakota, 
more than 5~/o of the applicant's temporary roads would be built in these states. 
(Ref. 1-288). The proposed 1 ine crosses the Killdeer Mountain Game Management Area 
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in Dunn County, at 6,571 acres the largest state-owned management area. The Killdeer 
Mountains cont;lin populations of white-tailed and mule· deer, wild turkey, pheasant, 
sharptailed grouse, beaver, coyote, fox, squirrel, jackrabbit and cottontail rabbit. 
In years to come, the Badlands and Game Management Areas in North Dakota will be 
the only retreat from farming mono-cultures and the stress of city 1 ife. Another 
alarming fact is the crossing of Indian Reservations. When will we ever stop 
stealing from our countries most proud people, the Indian? 

Concerning the alternate routes; 1 ine one(l) proposes one additional major 
river crossing, is the same length as the proposed route, and crosses near Teddy 

-Roosevelt's Elkhorn Ranch between the North and South units of the park, through 
the heart of the Badlands. Line two(2) proposes two additional river crossings, 
is 37 miles longer, crosses the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation,_ crosses the 
Badlands of South Dakota and more areas of .steep.slope and unstable soils, and 
crosses critical sage grouse habitat. Line three(3) crosses the Missouri five (5} 
miles south of Bismarck (Would you believe dangerous?), crosses the Fort Peck 
Indian Reservation and Fort Berthold, and is 20 miles shorter. Also 1 ine three 
is obviously the shortest distance between two points, a straight 1 ine! Imagine 

·how much engineering training is required to come to this amazing alternative. 
Could these companies possibly be directed by people with the audacity to promote 
a straight 1 ine as an environmental alternative? At this point a person of 1 imited 
knowledge such as myself might even have figured out all alone that the first 
three 1 ines are company alternatives! But just in case, the EIS does state so! 
Lines 4,5 and the portion of 1 ine 6 that heads east at about Max, North Dakota; 
these alternatives only give beautiful Minnesota problems that would be environ
mentally disastrous! 

I have found an alternative that would not be significantly longer, would 
not cross the Badlands, the Killdeer Mountains, any Indian Reservations, or cross 
within 50 miles of any major urb·an center. This route would not pass through the 
major coal mining operations and this fact may be the best reason for choosing 
my rou~e. Obviously, with an overburden of up to 15 to 20 feet, the pipeline 
itself would be a major obstacle to coal stripping and the chance of accidental 
damage to the pipe by machines digging coal would be greater. The physiographic 
diagram of North Dakota (V-244) will amplify the rationale of my alternative. 
It shows the coteau which I feel is the most. acceptable route of any, 

So, here is my most judiciously thought out alternative: At a point on the 
proposed route about 10 miles Northwest of the Northwest corner of Fort Peck 
Indian Reservation the 1 ine goes approximately due east to a poir>t just south of 
Coteau, North Dakota. Thence southeasterly to abput .tO' miles south of Des lacs, 
North Dakota. Thence southeasterly until the I ine crosses Highway 200 just west 
of Goodrich, North Dakota. Thence southeasterly to a point halfway between 
Woodworth, North Dakota and Buchanan, North Dakota, thence due south to a point of 
Intersection with the proposed pipeline. 

My alternative, in addition to missing our most treasured ecosystems in 
western North Dakota, does not cross a major stream or river in North Dakota. 

The reason it will most probably be rebuked is because it does not cross 
through the future gas_ification plants and coal mining areas in the west of North 
Dakota! But with all this Arctic gas available to the eastern states, is it 
not logical to assume that the gasification plants will be economically restricted 
to serving areas to the south and west of the coal f.ields? 

My alternative passes through much more accessible areas, making winter 
inspections, repairs, etc. much more economical. 

Although our congressmen and senators have expressed concern that we get a 
"chunk" of this gas, most of the people of this state, I feel, will be served 
very adequately by coal plants in the west of North Dakota. 

Concerning Alternative Energy Sources: Oil shale is the most ridiculously 
damaging environmental disaster that could befall the beautiful Rockies. It 
would take 8 nuclear power plants with three 1000 MW units to a plant to produce 
the 123,000 MW that could be transported by this pipe! ine system, (1-549) 

It is the recommendation of the environmental staff to 
reroute the Northern Border pipeline along an alternate 
route through Minnesota. This route would largely follow 
existing right-of-wa~ thus minimizing environmental impact~ 
and at the same time would avoid the Badlands, Killdeer 
Mountains, and Indian reservations of North Dakota. 
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Dramatic breakthroughs in the development of the fusion process which leaves no 
radioactive waste is, I feel, being ignored by our leaders because of the losses 
to the oil companies and large corporations that have bought and paid for many 
of our men in Washington. That Thomas Kleppe is even being considered for the 
Dept. of Interior cabinet post is proof of either the total ignorance of the 
administration on environmental matters or proof of their slavery to the oil 
people. The man may be a good administrator, but what are his qualifications 
for Secretary of the Interior?? 

The people of Alaska are being environmentally "ripped off" and are 
propagandized to believe it's the only way to keep Alaska's economy stable 
and he I p the ·rest of the nat ion. 

When in (expletive deleted) are bureaucrats and politicians going to realize 
that less babies, much more conservation, some sacrifice, and no subsidies is 
the only way to straighten out this nation? I believe most of the people in this 
land are groping for some positive direction from leaders and if our leaders 
do not respond by telling it I ike it is, this nation will be a trash can in 
ten years. No Brag, Just Fact! Doomsday Philosopher, me? You Bet! We've got 
to see the enemy called apat~y and become involved in CONSERVATION, not DEGRADATION! 

I sincerely thank the Task Force for writing a very complete and informative 
EIS. An individual such as mysel'f could not begin to assault such a project 
without the raw data provided in the EIS. 

A news release by Russell Train, Administrator of the Environmental Protection 
Agency is interesting and enlightening. The release treats with a public opinion 
survey and the results indicate that the recent fuel shortage has not diminished 
the American People's desire "to eliminate pollution. 

The Environmental Protection Agency contracted for the survey with a private· 
firm. It was done by telephone interviews during May, 1974. In spite of the 
inconveniences and discomfor~ that may have been experienced by fuel shortage, 
the overwhelming majority of people interviewed indicated that they were not in 
favor of lowering the air and water pollution standards. Rather, they favored 
seven steps in easing the fuel shortage. These seven steps were: improving 
public transportation (84%), lowering the speed I imits on highways (78'/o), driving 
smaller cars (71%), building the Alaskan pipeline (68%), keeping the temperatures 
at home less comfortable (66%), cutting down airplane flights (5~/o), and building 
more atomic energy plants (54%). One may not agree with the suggested seven steps 
but the encouraging fact is that most people are now as much or more in favor of 
fighting pollution regardless of how they were affected by the fuel shortage. 

Enclosed in the original draft of this 
response is a map of North Dakota showing 
my alternate route. 

/rrJ, /;.~ 
Mr. Lynn A. Bergman 
1429 No. 21st Street #2 
Bismarck, North Dakota 
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UNITED STATES OF AM~I~,~~. j \;o~~ '1~ 
FEDERAL POWER COMMI~l\\G\1{ 

rt;~~~·~~SsiO~ 
El Paso Alaska Company, et al. ) DockeN~b~.""t:.P75 -96, et al. 

COMMENTS BY CONSERVATION INTERVENORS 
ON THE STAFF DRAFT ENVhtONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

ON ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

The following comments are submitted on behalf of the Sierra Club, 
the National Audubon Society, The Wilderness Society and the Alaska Con
servation Society, collectively designated the Conservation Intervenors in the 
proceedings in Docket Nos. CP 75-96 et.al. Several of these organizations 
will also be submitting separate comments from various regions of the 
country. 1 I 

Preliminary Statement 

By "accepting" huge chunks of the Department of Interior Draft 
Environmental Statement {FPC/DEIS, p. I-3), 2/the FPC Staff makes the 
comment process .somewhat difficult since matters of significance are 
covered in the DOI/DEIS rather than in the volumes here being commented 
on. The Conservation Intervenors not only incorporate their attached 
comments on the DOI/DEIS herein, but emphasize several problems aris·ing 
from this schizoid approach to impact statement preparation. These mus.Lbe 
satisfactorily resolved to ensure that a full evidentiary record be developed 
at the Federal Power Commission and that the pertinent decisionmakers are 
provided all pertinent information in a useful and usable form. 

1. The two DEIS's must be integrated in some useful way. The 
National Environmental Policy Act mandates a finely tuned balancing process 
before final decision, and partly due to the use of two separate impact 'state
ments, the information is not presented in a way to facilitate this. The so
called ComparativeVolume {FPC/DEIS, pp. I-197 to 257) is not sufficient in 
its present form, as we set forth in more detail below. 

1/ Rule §2. 82{c) requires intervenors to specify "any differences 
With staffls position upon which intervenor wishes to be heard.'' Since the 
bulk of our comments on the FPC/DEIS as well as on the DOI/DEIS con.
structively criticize the docume·nts, Conservation Intervenors wish to be 
heard on the substance of our criticisms. 

2/ Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems, Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement, Federal Power Commission Staff {November 1975), here
inafter "FPC/DEIS." 

,.--, 
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We have long aclvo~.-·;~tc·d th<It serious cpnsidcrali"on be given 
to the E'airhnnks Cot·riclor route ~·:incc the c:dsting .1\lyt..'ska 'pipeline nod 
/\1-Can high\vay wottl.d incrc~rtse ilcccss ;1nd c!E:crt~nsr. c•nviro"nrncntal 
dc-grndation of unrlist~trbed ::.n't·ns. We nrP. plc.-ISl'd th;tt the Staff has 
given this route s0.rious consideration and rccorr· ner~dcd it ovet· the 
pcirnc route. While we hi!ve not yet cornplP.ted OLd.· stndy o_f the exnct 
path of this alternative, we endorse the concept of connnon utility and 
trnnsportation corridors, when the corrido1·s arc narrowly drawn. 
Thert~fore, b;H'ri.ng specific objcctlons to roLlte sections which deviate 
frorr1 the A l~.reska pipeline orAl-Can highway or en usc curuulative darrlage 
to a sen~itiVe area, lhc Consct·vation Intervenors sttppoct Staff's recom
mendation lhat the Fairbanks t·oute be followed if the Arc:lic Gas proposal 
is selected. 

While the El Paso proposal would not endanger the A1·ctic 
National Wildlife Range, it would incl't~ase shipping traffice in either 
Prince William Sound or Cook Inlet, thus increasing the likelihood of 
a collision involving an oil tanker. The valuable fishing and shell fishing 
grounds in these waters wiiJ. be jcopa1·dized. Neither Cook Inlet nor 
Prince. William Sound has ideal shipping conditions. The 'winds,· waves, 
and trouhles'otnc icc condition.::; of Cook Inlet n1ay b.e r.nore dan'gerous thari 

·the' narrow Hin( hinbrook Entrance of Prince \Villiarn Sound. The Nikiski 
site is clearly s_upcL·iot· lo Gr,avina be1~:.1use of existing in.d_usb.·ial develop
rnent of the area, but the pipeline route to Nikiski is U.IV\Ccepta_ble. 
Unless the Nikiski rOute i.rJ !3ubdtantinll.y itnprqved, the Conservation· 
Intervenors cannot suppo1~t Staffs 1 rccotnrnendation· of Ni.kiski b\rer Point. 
Gravina as El Paso's LNG te1·tninal site. We ·also have serious reser- ·· 
Vation·s aboUt the ·whole process of LNG transportation. The"risk a·nalysis 
contained in Attachment I does little to alleviate this, sinc·e it deals only 
with spills from storage tanks i.n a spars<>ly populate-d <Hea·, c:ompletely 
ienuL'ing !:>hipping accidents. w·e wonld urge that Staff further investi
gate the 'risks to hutnan safety inherent in LNG transpo1·tation. ·· 

But a·choice· between .E'l Paso <1nd Arctic Gas' via the Fairhanks · 
corridor· must await a n1ore detailed· energy u_se and economic Study o.f .'.1 1 

the two alternatives. In particular, an economic study of the Fairhariks.'' 
route without a spur- to Mackenzi~ is needed, and as noted aboVe, an 
energy· l:\Se analysis has not been done. 

Respeclfully subn1.itted, 

January 30, 1976 

Of Co(msel: 

John, D. Hoffman 

Sier·ra Club Legal:Pefense Fund. 
311 California Stre'et 
San Francisco, California 94104 

810''18th Street, N. w.·:; 
Washin.gton, D. C. :20006' 
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DENALI CITIZENS COUNCIL 
Box 39 
McKinley Park, Alaska 99755 

January 31, 1976 

Mr. Mike Sotak 
c/o Environmental Staff 
Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capitol Street 
Washington, D. C. 20426 

Dear Mr. Sotak: 

The Denali Citizens Council is a public service citizens organization which 
was started three years ago to protect Mt. McKinley National Park and the 
unique region around it. Its more than 100 members reside in the area 
around the park, in Fairbanks, Anchorage, and the lower 48 states. 

At the last monthly meeting of the Board of Directors in Cantwell, it was 
decided that a resolution pertaining to the proposed routings as written up 
in the DEIS Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systejs (FPC Nov., 1975) was 
in order:---study of~ls-and subsequent discuss ons prompted the fol
lowing resolution: 

The Denali Citizens Council does not favor a pipeline routing 
east of McKinley Park and along the Susitna River Valley to Point 
Nikiski because of adverse impacts which would result In greatly in
creased use of the park during and after pipeline construction. This 
location would also impact unique potential parklands such as the 
Yanert Valley which it is proposed would be added to the park system 
in the upcoming Congressional D-2 land actions. Other reasons for 
not favoring this routing are as follows: 

(I) The pipeline would cross more major fault zones than the 
Alaska highway routing. Richter ratings up to 8.5 can be expected on 
the Susltna route versus 5.5 on the Alaska highway - Canadian route. 

(2) The frostbulb around the pipe could adversely effect the 
wildlife and temperature- flow regimen of the Nenana and Yanert Rivers. 

(3) All recreational facilities, including the park, would be 
heavily overloaded. 

(4) A crunch in trying to provide basic services would re
sult in higher prices and overloaded facilities of all types for 
residents anywhere near the pipeline. 
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Letter to Mr. Sotak 
January 31, 1976 
Page 2 

(5) Land speculation In the McKinley Park area would result 
from greatly Increased demands for housing, land, and services. 
This price spiral for land could severly upset the delicate balance 
of uses around and in the park which would make it more difficult 
to add needed areas to the park. 

The Denali Citizens Council further opposes the pipeline routing 
to Gravina Point near Cordova because it would also pass through 
severe fault zones (up to 8.5 Richter), and because It would place LNG 
tanker traffic dangerously close to oil tanker traffic from the 
trans-Alaska pipeline at Valdez, It would also disrupt a virgin area 
in which no major developments have taken place. 

The Denali Citizens Council would support using the gas tore
pressure the fields from which it came or the routing which parallels 
the Alaska highway from Fairbanks to Canada, and thence southeast 
to Edmonton, An all-land route here has these advantages: 

(I) Earthquake potential of only 5.5 Richter and few major 
faults. 

(2) An excellent gravel pad from which to work along the 
highway. 

(3) Upgrading of the highway during the construction process. 

(4) Easy access for maintenance and inspection. 

(5) Delivery of the gas ultimately where it Is needed 
most -- the Midwest. 

(6) Less duplication of effort by tying into the Canadian 
transport system. 

(7) Perhaps the most important aspect is that this route 
avoids having to liquify the gas which consumes a great deal of 
energy and results in a considerable risk when it Is hauled on the 
high seas, 

Basi ca 11 y, the Dena II Cit lzens ·counc i I opposes any LNG process In pre
ference to an all-land routing through Canada, but especially the 
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Letter to Mr. Sotak 
January 31, 1976 
Page 3 

McKinley Park - Susltna - Nikiski routing because of the reasons already 
mentioned. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the DEIS. 

Sincerely, 

~rc--11 o.~~i;=.~'-'>-· -
Pete Martin 
Acting Chairman 
Denali Citizens Council 

.--
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ESP: ENDANGERED SPECIES PRODUCTIONS, INc, 
175 WILLARD STREET, SUITE 104 

LEOMINSTER. MA 01453 USA 
(617) 534-5395 

PHOEBE WRAY 
Emecutive D£~ecto~ 

ROBERT WILDS 
Cetacean Coo~dinato~ 

ROSEMARY ELKINS 
Southwest Coo~dinato~ 

73 Myrtle Street 
Boston, MA 02114 

12 January 1976 

To: Secretary 

From: 

Re: 

Federal Power Commission 
Washington, DC 20426 
Attn: BNG-SOD-ALASKA 

Copies to: Council on Environmental Quality 
Executive Office of the President 
722 Jackson Place, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

Phoebe Wray, Executive Director 
ESP: Endangered Species Productions, Inc. 
175 Willard Street, Suite 104 
Leominster, MA 01453 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 
OCG, El Paso A~aska Company et al 
Dockets Nos. CP75-96 et al 

P. o. Box 2749 
Tucson, AZ 85702 

We take this opportunity to comment on the Draft Statement for the Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation System. 

0ur concern is the preservation and enhancement of the environment, 
especially wildlife and with particular emphasis on endangered and threat-
ened species. · 

We find the draft statement prepared by the Federal Power Commission (FPC) 
and that prepared by the Department of the Interior (DOl) present 
unacceptable proposals. Both read like obituaries for the Alaskan wilder
ness, for several unique and specialized areas, and many imperiled species. 

If someone presented a plan to me -- a costly, difficult plan -- which 
would involve technologies still in development stages, gaps in environ
mental information ana safeguards, and then added that somewhere in the 
vicinity of 25 endangered species would probably adversely affected, and 
this someone asked me, as a concerned citizen, to approve the plan, I 
would say they were crazy. Yet this is precisely what has been presented 
to the American people in the ·guise of the Alaska Natural Gas Transporta-
tion System. · 

Our specific comments follow. 

What does it avait to eave the tige~ if we tose the jungZe? 

\ 
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ANGTS - 2 - ESP, Wray 

Alaska 

Disturbance of wildlife and people will range from slight to extremely 
serious if the pipeline is constructed through the remote, quiet and 
fragile tundra. We point out only one of the many disturbances: noise. 

The FPC states that blowdowns will occur twice a year. It estimates the 
noise level at 140dB(a) [p. II-314]. A study by Memphis State University 
[1971. Effects of noise on wildlife and other animals. NTID300.5, US 
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC] states that wild rats and 
mice subjected to sounds of varying frequencies, between 60-140 dB(a)s 
produced decreased nesting near the sound sour.ce, and death at very high 
intensities. Noise in the heretofore undisturbed tundra and wilderness 
areas will be very noticeable and doubtless detrimental to wildlife. 
The Memphis study concludes (pp. 45-46): 

Clearly, the animals that will be directly affected by noise are 
those that are capable of responding to sound energy, and especial
ly the animals that rely on auditory signals to find mates, stake 
out territories., recognize young, detect and locate prey, and 
evade predators. These functions could be critically affected even 
if the animals appear to be completely adapted to the noise (i.e., 
they show no behavioral response such as startle or avoidance) • 
Ultimately it does not matter to the animal whether these vital 
processes are affected through signal-masking, hearing loss, or 
effects on the neuro-endocrine system. Even though only those 
animals capable of responding to sound could be directly affected 
by noise, competition for food and space in an ecological niche 
appropriate to an animal's needs, results in complex interrelation
ships among all the animals in an ecosystem. Consequently, even 
animals that are not responsive to or do not rely upon sound sig
nals for important functions could be indirectly affected when· 
noise affects animals at some other point in the ecosystem. The 
"balance of nature" can be disrupted by disturbing this balance 
at even one point. we would do well to have some knowledge of 
what to expect from no~se pollut~on ~n w~ldl~fe hab~tats before 
it produces ~ts effects. 

(Emphasis added.) 

The DEIS prepared by the DOI notes [Alaska, Part II, Vol. 1, p II-964] 
that the noise from compressor stat.ions will be stationary, and "it is 
possible that wildlife species will be more likely to adapt to its 
presen&e." We know of no basis for this assumption. The Interior DEIS 
also notes [Alaska, Part II, Vol. 1, p. II-813]: 

Although thresholds are generally unknown, the capability of 
many wildlife species to absorb and adjust to increased dis
turbance becomesc-diminished with each additional disturbance, 
and a general reduction in wildlife numbers and diversity can 
be expected as a result of increased development and disturbance. 
The eventual disappearance of wilderness-dependent and rare 
species will follow "mechanical habitation" of the Arctic Coastal 
Plain. 

El Paso states that there will be no annual maintenance 
checks requiring the blowdown of the pipeline and that 
checks of compressor station emergency shutdown systems would 
require blowdown times of 2 to 3 minutes twice annually for 
each station. The staff will recommend the installation of 
blowdown silencers in wildlife concentration areas and the 
scheduling of all blowdowns to avoid critical times of the 
year, such as during periods of waterfowl nesting and caribou 
calving. The reference to the Memphis study is misleading 
since the decreased nesting occurred when the rodents were 
exposed to continuous sound levels for many days, and deaths 
occurred,with but one exception, only after repeated · 
exposures of captive rodents to sound intensities of 110-
140 dB(A) (Sprock, et al., "Sound as a Deterrent to Rats and 
Mice," Journal of W'IIdllfe Management, Vol. 31, No. 4, 
October '"!907}. 

One basis for this assumption may be found in the Memphis 
study referred to above (pp.27-28): "Bond (1956) also 
reported that observers found a mild reaction in dairy and 
beef cattle to only 19 out of 104 sonic booms of 2.6 - 0.75 
lb.per sq,ft. Milk production was unaffected during the 
test period. In fact, Bond noted that reactions to low 
subsonic aircraft noise were more pronounced than were 
reactions to sonic booms. Further, the same reactions were 
observed in response to flying paper, strange persons, or 
other movi~ ob~ects. (Emphasis adde~ This observation may 
indicate tat 11 right" reactions occur more strongly when 
the animal sees rather than hears the object.'' 
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Noise will possibly (probably) chase out some or many wildlife species 
and individuals or herds, used to wilderness quiet. There is no place 
for these animals to go. 

We are absolutely opposed to the pipeline going through the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge. The price of disturbing this unique and 

r-----"1; 
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beautiful area is simply too high. Wilderness is not wilderness with 1 

background noises of compressor stations, cleared rights of way. It \\ 
would cease to be wilderness forever. Establishment of the pipeline 
through this area would mean its extinction. 

Disturbance caused by the noise of construction, maintenance and the 
increased access provided by the pipeline is unacceptable in a wilderness 
setting. Throughout both the FPC and DOI statements, effects of disturbance 
on wildlife ana the fragile Alaskan environment are acknowledged to be 
severe. 

Pipeline construction does not constitute proper land-use for protected 
and wilderness areas. Aldo Leopold [1947. The ecological Conscience. 
Wise. Cons. Bull. 12(12):4-7] puts it this way: 

I have no illusions about the speed or accuracy with which 
an ecological conscience can become functional. It has required 
19 centuries to define decent man-to-man conduct and the process 
is only half-done~ it may take as long to evolve a code of 
decency for man-to-land conduct. In such matters, we should 
not worry too much about anything except the direction in which 
we travel. The direction is clear, and the first step is to 
throw your weight around on matters of right and wrong in land
use. Cease being intimidated by the argUment that a right action 
is impossible because it does not yield maximum profits, or that 
a wrong action is to be condoned because it pays. That philosophy 
is dead in human relations, and its funeral in land-relations is 
overdue. 

California 

The proposed pipeline leading from Arvin to Point Conception is unaccept
able. It will infringe on endangered wildlife species and natural areas. 
Our comments on specific species follow. 

California condor (Gymnogypa oaZifoPnianua). Construction through part 
of the range of the imperiled condor should not be allowed. Inaeed, it 
would be a violation of 16 U.S.C. 1536, Sec. 7. The DOI established 
"critical habitat" areas for the California condor [Fed.~· 40(242): 
58311, 12/16/75], whi.ch critical habitat includes theLos Padres National 
Forest, the Matilija condor area and adjacent habitat. Under the proposed 
rules published by the Department, Sec. 17.8l(b) states specifically: 

(b) Pursuant to section 7 of the [Endangered Species] act [of 1973], 
all Federal agencies must take such action as is necessary to insure 
that actions· authorized, funded, or carried out by them.do not 
result in the destruction or modification of these critical habitat 
areas. 

\ 

Additional discussion of the California condor is provided 
in the sections of "Impacts to Wildlife " "Alternate Pipe
line Routes," and "Recommendations" in the FEIS. 
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The FPC DEIS notes [p. III-126) that an important feeding area is 7 
miles SE of milepost 57. It also notes, "Human activities within one
half mile of nesting birds may be sufficient to cause nest failures," 
and concludes (apparently) that the pipeline does not come that close 
and is thereby justified. However, a study done by the National Audubon 
Society [1964. The status of the California condor. Research Reports, 
National Geographic Society, Washington, DC) states: 

Condors are noted for their seeming indifference to intrusion into 
their immediate environment by man, but both [Dr. Carl B.) Koford 
and the McMillans [Eben and Ian T.), as a result of their extended 
and thoughtful experience, concluded that the birds are actually 
extremely sensitive. Thus, disturbance may be of a delayed sort 
very difficult to appraise except by extended scientific analysis 
of the behavior of individual birds and nesting birds,· and of the 
nesting success, or lack thereof, of disturbed birds. There is a 
growing documentation from the study of other species that dis
turbance of nesting birds may cause losses in subsequent seasons, 
in part owing to the fact that such birds will not return to a 
vulnerable nest site another year. 

This study also cites the extreme pressure exerted by wanton shooting of 
the condor: 

The evidence. gathered by the McMillans suggests that we may have 
lo~a few birds to the gun in each of the past several years 
add that the population has actually declined as a result. 

There is no practical way to regulate gun use by construction personnel. 
The pipeline right of way will allow access to areas not formerly easily 
approached. This could be fatal for the shy condor. 

Brown pelican (Pe~icanus occidenta~is ca~ifoFniaus). The FPC DEIS states 
(p. III-125-126) that the California brown pelican is endange-red and is a 
frequent visitor to the LNG site at Point Conception. It further notes 
that the Anacapa Island nesting colony "is incapable of maintaining 
itself." Nesting failure of the brown pelican is thoroughly documented 
[e.g., Risebrough, R. W. et als. 1971. Reproduction failure of the brown 
pelican on Anacapa Island in 1969. American Birds. 1:8: Peakall, D. B. 
1970. Pesticides and reproduction of b1rds. Sc1. Am. 222:72-83). This 
is, however, no reason to dismiss or justify-any other environmental 
factors which might affect this struggling and endangered bird. Some 
birds, particularly warblers, are showing a definite recovery from the 
eggshell-thinning effects of pesticides [Johnston, D. w. 1974. Decline 
of DDT residues in migratory songbirds. Science. 186(4166):841-842). It 
may be hoped that the brown pelican, over a length of time, will recover. 
Decline of DDT residues in some birds is in fact a strong reason to try 
to lessen all other pressures on a species clearly in need of every chance. 

Blunt-nosed leopard lizard (CFotaphytus wis~isenii si~us). Considerable 
destruction of the already limi.ted range of the blunt-nosed leopard lizard 
would result from the Arvin-Point Conception route. The FPC DEIS seems to 
regard the virtual extinction of this lizard casually, dismissing it with 
"Its habitat will continue to decrease as more water is imported." The 
State of California is engaged in a study of this reptile [1974. At The 
Crossroads. California Fish & Game, Sacramento, CA]. The Bureau or-

The bottom paragraph on Page III-125 and the top paragraph 
on Page III-126 in the "Existing Environment" section of the 
DEIS should be deleted and changed to read as follows: 

The California brown pelican is classified as endangered. 
It nests on the Channel Islands, on coastal islands off · 
lower California, and in the Gulf of California. Decline of 
the brown pelican in recent years is due to collapse of thin
shelled eggs during incubation as a result of pesticides and 
other pollutants. Although numbers remain low, from 1971 to 
1974 brown pelican hatching success had increased signifi
cantly .. and it appears the brown pelican has a chance to 
recover. This pelican is commonly seen along the coast and 
nearby offshore, resting and feeding; it has been frequently 
observed on the coastal strand and ocean at the proposed 
LNG site. It is also a rare visitor to the San Joaquin 
Valley wetlands. 

The environmental staff's statement concerning decrease 
in blunt-nosed leopard lizard habitat represents the judgment 
of knowledgable wildlife experts. The environmen: al staff's 
preferred Alternative Route B would avoid the prime habitat 
areas which would be crossed by the applicant's proposed 
route. (See Section H-1 of the FEIS.) 
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Land Management recommends protection of the remnant habitat of this 
species [Snow, Carol. 1972. Blunt-nosed leopard lizard (Crotaphytus 
silus). Habitat Management Series for Endangered Species, Report *3. 
Denver Service Center, Colorado]. Construction of the Arvin-Point 
Conception segment would probably destroy all chances to study and protect 
this small creature. 

Tehachapi slender salamander (Batraahoseps stebbinsi). The Tehachapi 
slender salamander apparently has restricted habitat requirements. The 
pipeline would distress or destroy known areas of its very limited range. 
This is a species very little studied, and information is not available 
about its needs. Every caution should be taken to protect known habitat 
and possible habitat before the animal is reduced to extinction. 

We feel these species, and the San Joaquin kit fox, the red-legged frog, 
Sandhill crane and the Southwestern toad should be protected. They 
represent the essential ingredient of a healthy environment -- variety. 
As Aldo Leopold wrote [1949. The land ethic. In A Sanlcountry Almanac 
and Sketches Here and There. NY: Oxford University Press]: 

Science has given us many doubts, but it has. given us at 
least one certainty: the trend of evolution is to elaborate 
and diversify the biota. 

Northern Border 

The Northern border pipeline as described in the DOI DEIS (Part v, Vol. 2, 
p. V-686) would come within 1000 feet of a mine in Illinois.·:considered 
critical habitat for the endangered Indiana bat (Myotis sodaZis),. and 
disturbance would constitute a violation of Sec. 17.85(b) of the Endanger
ed Species Act of 1973 [Fed. Reg. 40(242):58311, 12/16/75]. 

The pipeline is also proposed to traverse the "pothole" region in the 
Dakotas. This area is THE primary waterfowl production area for the 
lower 48 states, and is given top priority (*ll for purchase by the DOI 
for protection [1975. Draft Environmental Statement: Operation of the 
National Wildlife Refuge System. us Fish & Wildlife Service, DOI, Washing
~on, DC, 11/18/75, Appendix X, p. 1] • Drainage and alteration has 
already occurred in this important area1 more disturbance could have a 
devastating effect on waterfowl populations of the entire United States. 

Microwave towers proposed to be constructed in Montana could interfere 
with the flyway of the imperiled Whooping crane (Grus americana). Con
struction specifications have not been included, and must be considered 
before towers are erected in the path of an endangered species, parti
cularly one whose numbers are so limited and whose routes are well known. 

The proposed pipeline route also crosses the range of the shy, endangered 
black-footed ferret (MusteZa nigripes). The numbers of this species are 
not known, and much has yet to be learned about its habitst but clearly, 
it is a mammal that does not tolerate human disturbance and needs all the 
opportunities possible to live unmolested. 
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The environmental staff has recommended that avoidance of 
critical habitat areas of rare and endangered species be 
used as one of the criteria for the final route selection. 

The environmental staff's preferred Alternative Route B 
would avoid areas of San Joaquin kit fox habitat. (See 
Section H-1 of the FEIS.) 

Comment accepted in the "Comparative Analysis"; see 
alternatives and recommendations on the Northern Border 
project. 

This impact is disucssed in the DOI DEIS (Part v, Vol.3, 
Section 3.1.3.7,"Wildlife"). 
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We recognize the need to develop natural gas at Prudhoe Bay. However, 
neither the Federal Power ~mmission nor the Department of the Interior 
proposals present programs acceptable to maintain the quality of the 
environments through.which the pipelines would pass, .nor the character 
and integrity of the Alaskan wilderness. 

We favor a No Action policy, and a focus on alternative energy sources, 
which must be tapped in the long run. we do not believe it prudent to 
destroy the wilderness, further endanger fragile ecosystems, flora and 
fauna, and disrupt the environment. Fossil fuels will eventually run 
out, and other energy sources be required. If at that future time, .our 
haste, insensitivity and bad husbandry will f.ind us living in a country 
without wilderness, with reduced variety and the great curse of same-ness 
from Nome to Miami, the cost will have been too. great. 

We urge you to take a No Action stand and commit the country to the 
adventure of alternative energy. 

Sincerely, 
1 
~ ) 

/!;.,.~w~ 
oebe Wray . / 

Executive Director 

The practice of conservation must spring from a conviction 
of what is ethically and esthetically right, as well as what 
is economically expedient. A thing is right only when it 
tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of 
the community, and the community includes the soil, waters, 
fauna and flora, as well as people. 

- Aldo Leopold, The Land ~· 
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STATEMENT ON THE ARCTIC NATURAL GAS 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT, FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 

My name is James C. Everett, 5080 McKean Avenue, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144. The following comments on this 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement were prepared by myself as 

.an environmentalist and a member of the Sierra Club. 
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INTRODUCTION 

These comments are addressed to the Draft Environmental 

Impact Statement prepared by the Federal Power Commission 

on the subject of Arctic Natural Gas Transportation Systems. 

The Draft Statement was prepared in response to applications for 

Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity now pending before 

the Commission. The applications propose two possible systems: 

A Trans -Alaska- LNG tanker system (El Paso-Alaska System) and 

an Alaska-Canada-Northern Border-West Coast system (Arctic Gas 

System). The FPC Certificates must be issued before construction 

can begin. 

This statement will offer some general comments on the over

all adequacY of the Draft Statement with some specific references to 

points in volumes I and II. This statement is not submitted as an 

exhaustive comment. Time limitations have dictated that the scope 

of review be limited. We may wish to submit additional comments 

should future opportunities arise. 
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THE DRAFT STATEMENT IS FRAGMENTED AND 
FAILS TO PRESENT A SYSTEMATIC, COMPARATIVE 

ANALYSIS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

The process of submitting applications and the subsequent 

preparation of Draft Environmental Impact Statements by the 

Federal Power Commission and the Department of the Interior has 

evolved into an unmanageable, unrelated, quagmire of facts and 

opinions that can only confuse and befuddle interested parties de sir-

ing to participate in the public aspects of this project. The two prime 

proposals have spawned a number of alternative routes for both the 

Alaska-Canada prime route and the trans Alaska- LNG prime proposal. 

In addition, the Federal Power Commission has proposed, in some 

detail, a Prudhoe Bay-Nikiski- LNG system alternative to El Paso-

Alaska's application. The FPC also favors an alternative to the 

Arctic Gas proposal: The Fairbanks corridor alternative in conjunction 

with a Northern Border Red River alternative and deleting the West 

Coast proposals. FPC I-255. 

The Department of the Interior, having only the Arctic Gas 

application on file, prepared a Draft Environmental Impact State-

ment directed almost wholly to the Arctic Gas System prime route. 

The Sierra Club, responding to the Interior statement, expressed a 

preference for the Fairbanks Corridor-Alaska Highway alternative 

·~ 
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to the Arctic Gas proposal but was nnable to commit itself to any 

ro)lte because an Alaska- LNG system had not been adequately reviewed. 

Sierra Club Alert, December 27, 1974. 

The Federal Power Commission, having applications from 

both Arctic and El Paso, prepared a Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement on the El Paso-Alaska LNG System and adopted, by 

reference, the Interior statement on the Arctic Gas System. In 

addition to evaluating the pri.me route and acknowledging alternatives, 

'the FPC developed a set for criteria for route selection and developed 

a proposal for a route from Prudhoe Bay to Nikiski on the Kenai 

Peninsula. FPC, II-383 et. seq. This route is substantially 

different from the El Paso proposal and varies at the Kenai Peninsula 

from a similar route considered by Interior. Each of these routes 

would result in shipment of the natural gas by LNG tanker to a 

terminal at various proposed sites in California. 

Of the seventeen volumes of the Interior statement, only one 

volume considers a trans Alaska-LNG tanker system. Such a system 

is favored by the State of Alaska and the volume was prepared 11 

in response to that state's concern. 11 DOI, VI-436. 

The confusion is further heightened by amendments to applications 

(FPC, I-18 et. seq.) and by various suggested alterations particularly 

3 
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to the Northern Border and West Coast segments of the Arctic 

Gas System. 

Originally, these proposals were to have been considered 

in one impact statement prepared by an interagency staff, pursuant 

to a Memorandum of Understanding entered into by the Federal 

Power Commission and the Department of the Interior. However, 

El Paso-Alaska refused to submit its application to Interior. 

Consequently, the Memorandum was abrogated and each agency, 

in a manner, went its own way. The result is two Draft Environmental 

Impact Statements whose respective focuses are very different and in 

which various proposals and alternatives are given varying degrees 

of emphasis and, in some cases, are treated exclusively by one or 

the other. 

The Sierra Club has previously submitted comments on the 

Interior statement. Because of the Commission adopting virtually 

the entire Interior impact statement, the objections previously 

announced remain applicable. Some of these objections are worth 

repeating as they have not received a response. 

Specifically, the Sierra Club statement noted: "Another 
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basic deficiency of the Draft is the lack of a comparative analysis 

.of the various routes. 11 Statement of the Sierra Club, October 2, 

1975. The above description of the process leading to the present 

impact statements demonstrates that the situation objected is 

worsened. Not only does a lack of comparison exist within the 

statements but such an approach is virtually non-existent between 

the routes emphasized in the Commission's Draft and those reviewed 

in Interior's Draft. 

A meaningful comparison of the proposals and routes is 

essential. Only one pipeline will be built, Therefore, the two prim.e 

systems cannot be reviewed independently of each other on their own 

merits but are alternatives with one to be selected in lieu of all the 

others. The present form of the impact statement makes it virtually 

impossible for the interested citizen to come to any intelligent 

preferential conclusions. 

The Federal Power Commission's Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement fails to relate the various routes to each other in a system-

atic manner, which is essential to intelligent selections. Furthermore, 

the degree of emphasis accorded the various possible routes varies 

in the extreme. Responsible decision-making is frustrated where the 

alternatives are treated in so varying an intensity. Approval of one of 
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The environmental staffs of the FPC and the Department 
of the Interior will attempt to circulate the Final 
Environmental Impact Statements simultaneously in 
order to minimize this problem, 
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the proposed systems should be given only after a systematic, 

comparative, point-by-point analysis of the alternatives has been 

completed and made available to the public in a manageably, 

organized form. 
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THE LNG TANKER SEGMENT OF THE 
EL PASO -ALASKA SYSTEM'IS TREATED 

INADEQUATELY AND LEAVES 
IMPORTANT QUESTIONS UNANSWERED 

Each of the alternative routes in the El Paso-Alaska proposal 

envisions shipment of the natural gas by liquefied natural gas (LNG) 

tanker from some point on the Alaskan Coast to a terminal on the 

California coast. This marine segment is a major part of the El 

Paso-Alaska System. It will require construction of gasification 

plants, transfer facilities, and docks at some point in Alaska and 

California as well as a completely new fleet of supersize LNG tankers. 

Yet, this portion of the trans-Alaska system has been largely ignored 

or, at best, treated superficially. While information is provided on the 

construction techniques expected to be employed, treatment of the 

impacts of the actual operation of the loading, transporting, and unloading 

of the tankers is superficial. Many of the questions and issues that are 

raised by this proposal particularly regarding the effects of LNG spills, 

are stated to be unanswered with present knowledge or are answered 

by concede4lr questionable hypotheticals. DOI, Part VI, val. 2. 

However, there is literature that suggests the contrary: Information 

is available which would be most helpful in evaluating the desireability 

of contructing a natural gas transportation system that utilizes a LNG 

7 
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Ship transportation of LNG in international waters is 
a nonjurisdictional issue and is beyond the scope of 
this EIS. The staff, however, has considered ship 
transportation of LNG in coastal waters, including the 
docking, loading and unloading of the vessels. It is 
expected that the impacts associated with LNG transport 
in international waters would be similar to those 
experienced in u.s. territorial waters. 
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tanker. (The Commission is referred to several articles on this 

subject attached to these comments as Appendix A). One report 

on the nature and effect of LNG spills emphatically states: 

11 Correlations show that the dispersion of 
LNG vapors can be predicted with reason
able accuracy from observed facts and 
controlled conditions. May, McQueen, and 
Whip, "Dispersion of LNG Spills, 11 Hydro
carbon Processing, May, 1973, p. 105 

Furthermore, "Marine transport of liquefied natural gas has 

been carried out safely since 1959, 11 Otterman. "Analysis of 

Large LNG Spills on Water, 11 Cryogenics, August, 1975. Sixteen 

years of this type of activity has produced some data such as the case 

history of Marathon Oil Company's operations reported by Johnson 

and Jamison, "Pipeline to Japan • • • Five years of LNG Shipping, 11 

Chemical Engineering Progress, July, 1975, p. 97. Such reports 

can provide clues and hints as to the problems that may be expected 

from operating the proposed El Paso-Alaska marine fleet and should 

be sought out and reviewed. Alternatively, it is in the public interest 

to invest time and resources in developing data from the past LNG 

tanker experience. 

On the basis of the data available for review, the FPC's 

Prudhoe Bay-Nikiski route appears to be the best proposal 
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The referenced articles have been considered in the 
preparation of the staff's Public Safety analysis and/or 
safety studies attached to the FEIS. 



environmentally. It utilizes an existing transportation corridor; 

is accessible by an existing road network; appears to avoid critical 

wildlife habitats; avoids sucha:-eas as the Arctic National Wil~life 

Range, the proposed Gates of the Arctic National Park area, Mt. 

McKinley National Park and Chugach National Park; and substantially 

avoids unimpacted areas. 

However, given the superficial treatment a ceo rded the marine 

segment of the proposal and the unanswered questions, a commitment 

cannot be made to this proposal. An intelligent consideration of this 

system should: 

A. comparatively consider the effects of land and marine 
natural gas leaks and spills on animal and marine life; 

B. consider the magnitude and probability of accidents and 
natural disasters on marine transportation and overland 
transportation; 

C. develop a method of comparison that would indicate 
whether it is in fact desirable to substitute a portion of 
overland pipeline route with a marine shipment system; and 

D. evaluate the risks of proceeding with a LNG tanker pro
posal of this scope if data on the above questions is not 
available and cannot be developed in a reasonable time. 

Therefore, it is urged that steps be taken to correct the 

critical lack of data presented on the marine segment of a trans-Alaska 

pipeline system and, if that is not feasible, evaluate the risks of 

commencing such a project with present limited knowledge. 
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Ship transportation of LNG in international waters is 
a nonjurisdictional issue and is beyond the scope of 
this EIS. The environmental staff, however, has 
considered ship transportation of LNG in coastal waters. 
and it is expected that the impacts in international 
waters would be similar in nature. Impacts relative to 
natural gas leaks and spills have.been expanded in 
the FEIS. 
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Because of the general objections just stated, the Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement in its present form is inadequate as 

a basis for selecting a preferred route. The Draft is disjointed, 

inconsistent in its treatment of the alternatives, and inadequate in 

its consideration of the important marine proposal submitted by 

El Paso-Alaska. 

The additional comments below are addressed to specific 

inadequacies or questions which were noted in volumes I and II of 

the Federal Power Commission's Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement. 

At FPC, I-27, three factors are suggested as relavent to an 

overall evaluation of the relative and absolute worth of the alternative 

supply systems. These considerations are: 

1. An analysis of those benefits and costs that are 
expressible in dollar terms. 

2. An analysis of the environmental damages and benefits. 

3. A description of the differential allocation of the benefits 
of supplying and consuming the gas. 

The second of the three factors set forth above is too general. 

It should be restated to incorporate the following underlined materials. 

2. An analysis of the environmental damages and benefits 
expressed in (a) irremediable damage terms, (b) dollar 
costs of repair and rehabilitation where feasible, and (c) 
descriptively where cbllar valuation is not appropriate.\ 
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The environmental staff disagrees that the analysis on 
alternative pipeline and LNG site selection is 
inconsistent and inadequate, 

We agree, However, it doesn't seem necessary to make 
the extended statement at each point where there is 
an allusion to NEPA's requirements. 
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It is suggested that this would be more in accordance with the 

spirit of the National Environmental Policy Act, particularly 

42 U.s. c. A. 433 .'(c), which outlines the requirements for an 

environmental impact statement. 

The effect of the aggregate United States economy that may be 

expected from this pipeline is dealt with at FPC, I -27 -- I-29, by 

reference to a Department of the Interior study of the questmn. 

While it is concedely unnecessary to engage in a macroeconomic 

a nalysis of the U.S. economy, the treatment and summary given this 

subject by the Draft Statement is superficial in the extreme. The 

study referenced was not sent out with the Draft Environmental Impact 

Statment and, thus prevents citizens from. challenging the conclusions 

drawn from the study. 

In respect to the same section referred to immediately above, 

it is stated that regardless of the project's effect on the aggregate 

economy" ••• mitigation through project selection is clearly less 

efficient than that available through fiscal and monetary policy. 11 

This statement is not developed any further. Such an all-encompassing 

observation should be justified in the context of the project in question 

and the economic conditions anticipated particularly since it is 

concerned with the largest privately financed construction effort in 

history. 

II 

The fact that the project is the "largest privately 
financed construction effort in history" is not 
particularly relevant. What is relevant is that the 
project's cost over its life span amounts to rather 
less than one trillionth of GNP over that period, 
On this basis alone it is not an appropriate vehicle 
for implementing aggregate economic policy, 
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INDEPENDENCE FROM IMP OR TED OIL IS NOT A 
REALISTICALLY EXPECTABLE BENEFIT OF AN 

ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

Some observations are appropriate with respect to the 

benefits and the economic cases used in determining the com-

parative worth of the proposals in terms of Net Economic Benefit 

to the United States, One of two suggested benefits from the pro-

ject used in the economic analysis is that the availability of 

Alaskan natural gas would reduce American reliance on imports. 

In he context of present American energy policy such an assumed 

benefit is extremely presumptious. 

The American consuming public has demonstrated a capacity 

to use whatever consumable goods become available. Notwithstanding 

the international importance of wise energy consumption and the 

benefits that would result from U.S. leadership in this area, it 

remains a fact that there is not an energy program that would even 

begin to assure realization of such a benefit as is suggested. The 

economic analysis completely fails to respond to the possibility that 

the American public will simply adjust its consumption upward to 

account for the additional gas. This pipeline should not be built 

on such an assumed benefit until there is a national energy policy 

11.... 
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Because the FPC statutory concerns are limited we cannot 
assure that benefits from independence from imported oil 
would in fact be realized. That requires actions 
elsewhere in the Government and in the private sector. 
It would not be responsible, however, for the FPC staff 
to foreclose the benefit in its analysis because cases 
where it would not be realized can be imagined. 



that would give some hope of realizing such a goal. 

THE OPTIMISTIC CASE FOR ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS IS BASED ON QUESTIONABLE 

ASSUMPTIONS AND SERIOUSLY OVERSTATES 
THE VALUE OF THE ARCTIC GAS SYSTEM 

In developing conditions for a hypothetical optimistic case for 

determining economic benefits two questionable assumptions are used. 

The analysis assume first, that a 40o/o increase in available gas over 

that used in the base case will be available and second that taxes will 

not be assessed by the Canadian government on gas transported across 

-Canada thus eliminating a cost present in the other models. Some basis 

for these expectations should be available and presented. 

Furthermore, these assumptions inflate each other. As the 

quantity of gas shipped across Canada is increased(as would be expected 

from a 40o/o increase in available gas) the potential tax assesment also 

increases. Thus, the value of the assumption that there will be no 

tax cost increases. Assumptions not so directly interrlated and inter-

dependent might be more realistic. 

The Net Economic Benefit value of the Arctic Gas Systei:n is 

clearly greater under the optimistic case. However, if the assumptions 

/.3 
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The point in presenting several cases is that it simply 
is not possible to ascertain what assumptions will be 
proven correct. The presentation of several cases 
provides the opportunity for exploring the consequences 
of varying assumptions, all of which are uncertain. 
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employed are indeed unrealistic then this advantage is only 

apparent and both segments are much nearer equal by the NEB 

measurement. 

THE SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
BENEFITS OF AVOIDING UNIMPACTED 

AREAS IS INADEQUATELY STRESSED 

The Federal Power Commission Statement consistently fails 

to consider the impacts of the El Paso proposal in the context of the 

Alyeska oil pipeline operation. For example, while the FPC 

statement does provide some data on social impacts such as 

percentage increases in several types of criminal activity, it is not 

clear to what extent the El Paso System would be a prolongation of 

these already existing conditions or would create new social problems. 

This information is very important in determining the benefits 

that would derive from avoiding unimpacted areas. The impact state· 

indicates that many .Al.yeska employees, facilities, and operations would 

be employed by El Paso. This suggests that many of the impacts 

expected from El Paso1s construction would have already occurred 

during Alyeska operations. Thus, there would be aggravation of 

already existing impact rather than new impact. Under such conditions 

If 
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constructing a pipeline through unimpacted territory, as would 

be the case with the Arctic Gas proposal,. would be an unnecessary 

repetition of the scars and degradation usually demonstrated in the 

attached photograph. Such an action would be a blatant disrefl!!.rd 

of environmental considerations. For these reasons, the Arctic 

Gas System proposal is extremely objectionable. 

THE OPERATION OF THE PIPELINEPOSES 
A GREATER ENVIRONMENTAL H:AZARD THAN 

CONSTRUCTION AND MUST BE MORE FULLY CONSIDERED 

The subject of repair activities associated with operating the 

pipeline is insufficiently treated by the FPC environmental staff. 

The environmental impact of repair operations occurring year 

after year could conceivably approach disastrous levels. FPC, I-219. 

Therefore, any proposal which would traverse already impacted areas 

and which would be proximate to existing roadways is extremely 

advantageous. This has not been adequately emphasized. The FPC 

observation set'out below emphasizes the importance of this aspect 

of the pipeline. 

"Repair activities in some locations, and 
in some seasons, may cause damage to the 
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Note additions made in FEIS to statement concerning 
"Repairs" in Arctic Gas section of Comparative 
Assessment of Volume I. 



environment, more ·severe than that resulting 
from the initial construction (Emphasis 
added) FPC, I-219. 

The impact of repair activities will be determined by such 

factors as the extent of impact already suffered, the availability of 

existing road systems, the extent and effect of preventive maintenance 

programs, and the extent and emergency nature of the repairs required. 

These considerations must be more completely explored and their 

environmental importance adequately accounted for. It is folly to 

treat this project as though its environmental impact will cease with 

the completion of construction. 

THE SELECTED ROUTE MUST AVOID CRITICAL 
WILDLIFE HABITATS AND NATIONAL FORESTS 

AND PARKS 

Because the area around Point Gravina is a nesting ground 

for bald eagles the proposal that would place a LNG terminal at this 

location is unacceptable. As recognized in the FPC statement, operation 

of the terminal and the concentration of tanker activity in this area 

would almost certainly cause the eagles to avoid the area. 

Furthermore, the Chugach National Forest is in this area. 

It is an understatement to say that installation of a pipeline and the 

380. 

If the remainder of the quote was reproduced, there would 
be no need for the emphasis which was added to the 
statement. Only under unusual circumstances would 
repair activity, in areas other than the Arctic, result 
in more severe damage than that caused by the initial 
construction. 

This comment was incorporated into the cited statement 
under conservation. 

The environmental staff did not choose to ignore the 
environmental impacts which would result from operation 
and maintenance. A review of the DEIS will demonstrate 
our concern for these environmental impacts. 
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operation of a gasification facility and terminal are inconsistent 

with the purpose of a national forest. The relationship of the El 

Paso proposal to the Chugach National Forest has received very 

little attention. 

Several of the other proposals would impact the Arctic 

National Wildlife Range and would disturb important caribou calving 

grounds with potentially serious repercussions both to their repro-

duction activity and to their winter food supplies, of lichens which are 

susceptible to certain compressor station emissions. These 

environmental degradations are totally unnecessary in view of the 

numerous alternative routes available. Consequently, the Arctic 

Gas System prime route must be objected to on these grounds as 

well as the El Paso prime proposal for its potential effects on the 

Chugach National Forest and the Point Gravina eagles. 

17 
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A statement concerning the pipeline crossing of the 
Chugach Forest has been added to the "El Paso Project
Construction Schedule" section of the Comparative 
Assessment of Volume I in the FEIS. An additional 
statement concerning the affects of the presence of a 
pipeline project in the Chugach Forest appears in the 11
El Paso Project-Noise Impacts" section of the 

Comparative Assessment in Volume I of the FEIS. 



LAND AND GRAVEL OPERATIONS 

At FPC, II-95, it is noted that the effect of the Alyeska con-

struction operations on sand and gravel reserves in unknown and 

~onsequently, the size of the reserves remaining is unknown. 

Construction of the natural gas pipeline will consume considerable 

quantities of this reserve. Because recovery of sand and gravel 

can adversely affect numerous environmental characteristics such 

as water quality, wilderness aesthetics, erosion, etc. , especially 

when it must be assembled on this subject with the view to imposing 

possible restrictions on the permit in this regard. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANS AND GOALS 
FOR THE POST- CONSTRUCTION AND POST

TERMINATION PERIODS MUST BE DEVELOPED 

Some of the environmental impact and damage caused by the 

project can be repaired or restored after construction such as with 

temporary work camps. All other areas could be rehabilitated at the 

termination of the project. There is a potential for salvaging a 

considerable amount of material after the project life. The extent 

to which the applicants have committed themselves to these aims 

382 

Control of sand and gravel resources by state and 
Federal agencies is considered to provide adequate 
safeguards against unwarranted environmental effects. 
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and the extent to which the Federal Power Commission will require 

these actions is not clear. It is in the public interest to anticipate 

the termination of construction and operation of the pipeline. Efforts 

to impose obligations at the end of all of this will be difficult or 

impossible. Definite plans for reclamation should be necessary 

prerequisite to the commencement of construction. 

In view of the preceding observations, we object to the 

following statement at FPC, I-25, as vague, inadequate, and 

environmentally unsound. 

The pipeline would probably be abandoned in place unless 

economics dictated otherwise. All surface facilities would be removed 

or put to an alternate use and the abandoned areas would be restored 

according to existing regulations. 

383 

The citation is incorrect. It should read FPC, II-23. 
Other than those general statements presented by El 
Paso Alaska in response to deficiency questions, the 
environmental staff cannot be more specific. However, 
the successful applicant will be required, upon 
abandonment of any or all facilities in the Arctic 
region or any other area, to file with the Commission 
for approval of such action. 
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THE TUNDRA IS A UNIQUE, SENSITIVE ECOSYSTEM 
LIMITED IN ITS RESILIENCY TO HUMAN'IMPACT 

At paragraph 5, FPC, II-227, it is stated: 

The tundra has a reputation for being 
fragile and with respect to the change 
that can occur through upset of the 
thermal regime, this is probably true. 
It is also true that the tundra is a harsh 
land used to change caused by overgrazing 
lemmings, the passage of large caribou 
herds and even the dramatic seasonal 
changes. associated with the climate. 
The system must have a degree of 
resilience or it could not survive these 
natural occurrences. 

This statement is misleading and suggests a view of the tundra that 

is misleading and ecologically questionable. It could be construed 

as a tentative justifi<a.'lion for possible future abuses of .tundra areas. 

The impact of the comment in question is that the tundra is 

hard and resilient because it survives repeated severe, natural 

occurrences such as overgrazing from lemmings. This may be 

correct but it is accurate only in a strict sense. The tundra is part 

of an ecosystem and the assaults described are natural rather than 

foreign intrusions such as with bulldozers. If the natural events 

named did not occur it would seem that the tundra might be something 

other than as it is now known. 
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Paragraph 5, FPC, II-227 should be changed to read as 
follows: 

Organisms in the tundra must adapt to an environment 
that is highly variable, They must have wide 
tolerances to withstand the fluctuations that are 
normal in this area, This does not imply the tundra 
ecosystem is resilient to all perturbations. On the 
contrary, the tundra is an extremely fragile ecosystem, 
The time frame for revegetation after a disturbance 
is much longer than a similar disturbance in the 
temperate regions, This is due to the extremely low 
growth rates of tundra vegetation, 
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That there is a difference between natural and human 

inpacts on the tundra is illustrated by the following from "Alaska's 
\ 

Pipeline Road: New Conflicts Loom, 11 Science, July 4, 1975, pp. 

30, 31. 

Environmentalists ••• point to tracks 
cut in the tundra by cat trains - cargo 
sleds pulled by caterpillar tractors -
before the World War ll. 'This land is 
so fragile, the climate is so harsh, and 
the growing season is so short that those 
tracks look fresh. They were cut 30 
years ago or more. 

A Smithsonian scientist says, 'If you walk 
across the tundra from Point A to Point B 
15 times you've made a trail that will still 
be visible 25 years from now. 

THE LESSONS OF AL YESKA 

Alaska is currently in the midst of the feverish, frantic 

pace of constructing what, at its conception, was hailed as 

history's largest, private construction efforts: the trans-Alaska 

oil pipeline system. Many of the ·things that are now known about the 

i npact of building something of this magnitude in one of the world's 

few remaining naturally intact but harsh places were unknown when 

the idea for Alyeska developed. 

R/ 
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The Alyeska operation has had an impact on Alaska. It 

would be more correct to say that it has sent the State reeling and 

grasping for sane survival. Some of the impacts have been very 

humanly described in an article attached as Appendix B, 

consuming public demands of all the resources of the North 

Slope, not just the oil. and the ever ready entrepreneur stands 

ready with another of history's largest, privately financed project. 

There is every reason to believe that the gas pipeline holds the same 

problems and impacts. 

The opportunity exists to do a better job through planning 

based on the known facts associated with Alyeska's construction 

project. The gas pipeline can be built where it will have minimum 

additional impact or maximum new impact. The problems of crime 

and social and cultural disruption can be ignored or anticipated and 

there is now a concrete basis for measuring the expectations. The 

Final Draft Impact Statement should consider these issues in the 

context of what can be learned from studying the Alyeska operation. 

For example, questions as how the Alyeska road syste:m will 

be us.ed during the post-construction years have created a major 

land-use controversy that was apparently unanticipated. (See, Appendix 

C). Should a road network be required for the gas pipelines such 

r---
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The problems associated with crime and social and 
cultural disruption are discussed in Section B.3a, 
"Economic Analysis," Volume I of the DEIS. This 
discussion includes what was learned from Alyeska and 
will be updated for the FEIS. 
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problems would again arise. But there can be no excuse for 

their not having been anticipated and solutions proposed. There 

is more to Alaska than her oil and gas and the people to today owe 

it to the people of tornrnorow to recognize this and conduct their 

exploitation activities wisely and with restraint. 

CONCLUSION 

The Final Draft Impact Statement must: 

A. be restructured to present a systematic, coordinated, and 
comparative account of the expected environmental impacts; 

B. present an in depth analysis of the environmental impact 
of the El Paso- Alaska System's marine segment; 

C. take complete and fUll account of the importance of 
avoiding unimpacted and largely intact natural areas; 

D. reconsider the value of the assumptions used in the 
optimistic case for economic analysis; 

E. develop additional data on the effects of extracting additional 
sand and gravel for use in constructing the gas pipeline; and 

F. fully respect the importance of routes that avoid wildlife 
habitats and national forest and park lands. 
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These conclusions have been reflected in the FEIS 
as appropriate to the environmental staff's responses 
to the specific comments that formed these conclusions. 
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January 29, 1976 

COMMENTS OF THE FAIRBANKS ENVIHONMENTAL C/':NTER ON THE DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STA'l'EMENT FOR THE ALASKA NATURAL GP.S 
TRANSPO!?rATION SYS'l'EM 

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DF:IS) for the Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation uystem is to the point and accurate. 
The authors of the DEIS should be commended for taking a close 
look at a wide variety of alternative routes, and recommending 
routes which are not the applicants prime proposals. All too 
often impact statements are little more than documents to sell 
the applicants proposal. 

The Environments l Center• s comrr•ents are divided into two sections. 
'l'he first is an overview of our main criticisms of the shortcoming 
of the impact statement and our analysis of the various proposed 
routes. The second section contains more spectfic comments on 
statements made in the DEIS. We have spent most of our efforts 
analyzing the various proposed routes, and so have not had the 
time we would like to review the text oi' the DEIS for accuracy and 
completeness. 

I.a. Comments on Routes 

We were very glad to see the FPC's emphasis on building pipelines 
in existing corridors. Doing this not only minimizes the impacts 
to the environment, but also minimizes the socioeconomic impacts 
of the project. Probably the most painful impacts of the Trans
Alaska oil pipleine have been what construction activities have 
brought to the communities used as support bases. 

The Environmental Center approves of the recommendation that the 
Arctic Gas pipeline go down the existing pipeline corridor to 
Fairbanks and then out the Aleen highway. Of all the alternate 
routes proposed for the Arctic Gas proposal the alternative going 
around the southern boarder of th<' Prctic ViildHI'e nanG~ i~ the 
poorest. '.Lhe route going offshore of the Wildlife Range would 
minimize impacts to the range, but it would impact lands of equal 
importance on the Canadian side of the boarder. We consider the 
Arctic Wildlife Ran~e to be of tremendmus importance and do not 
want to see the start o~ intrusions into the area. 

It should be stated that though the Environmental Center does not 
want a pipeline to ;;o through-the Arctic Wildlli'e Range, the members 
are very concerned about the local impacts of running a pipeline 
through ~'airbanks. 'l'he Center's members have been watching the 
continued deterioratio~f the quality of their community caused 
by oil pipeline impacts, and are very concerned about any similiar 

'Gateway to the Arctic' 
( 100% Recycled Paper) 
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impacts a gas pipeline might bring. In addition to the socioeconomic 
impacts the Center•s.meml:ers are concerned about the possible 
environmental impacts which would accompany the development of a 
petro·-chemical industry in the area. They are particularly 
concerned about further deterioration of the already poor air quality. 

The Environmental Center agrees in principle with the idea of 
running the gas pipeline down the existing pipeline corridor to 
Fairbanks and then down the railbel t to Nikiski Point. '£here 
are several problems that we can see with this routing. '"he 
pipeline route south of Fairbanks would vary from the existing 
highway corridor by more than several miles in spots. ~he 

two varia tiona we are most concerned about are in the vic.ini ty 
of Mt. McKinley National Park and near the Minto Flats. We 
understand that the steepness and unstable conditions in the 
Nenana Canyon were the reasons for realigning the pipeline in 
this a, rei a, however we do not feel that a thorough enough Job 
was done in analyzing the proposed alternative. In regards to 
the Minto Flats we are concerned that any access roads built 
into this area would have significant impacts on wildlife populations 
in the area. 

The second problem with running the gas pipeline to Nikiski Point 
is that ice conditions in Cook Inlet c·nuse safty .. ·problems to 
tankers. We would very much prefer having the LNG facilities 
located in Cook Inlet, but we understand that several near 
accidents have already occurred in the area because of the ice 
conditions. Once again a more careful look should be given to 
this alternative, 

Running the El Paso line down the existing pipeline corridor is 
acceptable to us. We would hope that the gasline could use the 
existing workpad and haul road for construction. One of the 
biggest environmental impacts of the T-rans-Alaska oil pipeline 
has come from gravel extraction. The haul road north of the 
Yukon has gravel extraction sites about every two miles and .the 
corridor looks like it has been strip mined. We would hope that 
every effort is made to minimize gravel extraction, 

If the El Paso line does go to Prince William's sound we would 
prefer the terminus be at Bidarka rather than Gravina Point. 
Though these areas are comparable in scenic and wildlife values, 
the Copper River Delta area is so criticsl to bird populations 
that we would prefer to minimize impacts to this general area. 
~he greatest environmental impacts of the terminus will not be 
of the plant itself, but all the people brought to the area. 
Since the impact or the Bidarka terminus would probably be to 
Valdez than Cordova, we prefer this site. 

The Hawkins Island site is the least desirable of the terminus 
sites because of its impacts to the Copper River Delta. 

-' j 

The alternative Livengood to Nikiski pipeline route proposal 
was presented to give the reader a clear idea of the proposal's 
more significant characteristics and feasibility. A more 
detailed account of the factors considered in this alternative 
route is available for public inspection in the Office of 
Public Information at the Federal Power Commission. It is 
entitled Alternative Sites for LNG Facilities in the Cook 
Inlet Kenai Peninsula Alaska Area, Contract No. FP-1773, 
an was per ormed y t e Oceanographic Institute of Washington 
and the University of Washington. 

Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Volume II of the FEIS. 

See the environmental staff's response on this issue on 
Page 3 of the comment of the Friends of the Earth organiza
tion. 
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I b. General Shortcomings of the Impact Statement 

The poorest sections of the impact statement are those which 
deal with air and water quality impacts. A good deal of information 
exists about impacts of the Trans-Alaska oil pipeline to water 
quality and impacts to air quality in regions used as bases for 
operations. In this regard we suggest that you contact the 
following people for more specific information. 

Gilbert Zemansky 
Institute of Water Resources 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 

Carl Benson 
Geophysical Institute 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 

Ernst Meuller 
Commissioner 
Department oi' Environmental 
Conservation 
Pouch 0 
Juneau, Alaska 99801 

Don Moore 
~nvironmental Services Dept. 
Fairbanks North Star Borough 
Box 1~67 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99707 

The discussion of wildlife impacts also does not reflect the 
most recent informations on impacts of the current project. For 
more information contact: 

Al Carson 
Joint State/Federal Fish and Wildlife Advisory Team 
628 11 F11 Street 
Anchorage, alaska 99501 

The discussion of the impacts of locating the terminus site 
in Cordova was very shallow. The section on impacts td 
wildlife in the Cordova area was poor as was the section on 
socioeconomic impacts. 

We realize that it is hard to do an adequate job of discussing 
socioeconomic impacts, but the discussion 1n the DEIS is devoid 
of any human element. Pipeline impact effects people's lives and 
it is not just a collection of statistics. If the terminus of 
the gas pipeline is located in Cordova the total character of 
that beautiful community will be changed. The people who move 
into the community will have different cultural values and 
attitudes, and the rapid expansion will alter local resident's 
attitudes towards the land they live on and their neighbors. 

It has been our observation that people's attitudes towards the 
land a~eclosely related to their attitudes towards other people. 
In a small community like Cordova there exists a sense of concern 
for the wellbeing of others. People know many of the other 
residents. in their community. In a boom town a sense of concern 
for individuals and the community as a whole is lacking. Because 
of the number of strangers and the transient nature of the 
populace, people become fearful and less willing to lend a 
helpful hand to others. 

The environmental staff contacted Jim Hemming, Federal 
coordinator for this team. 
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A classic example of this lack of concern hap~ened to one of 
the Center's Board members. The car of the Board member stopped 
at a busy intersection in -20F weather. Not a single person 
stopped to help. This quite surprised the Board member who 
had lived in Alaska for over twenty years. Nothing like this 
would have occurred in pre-pipeline days. 

Living in a boom town is a painful experience. Cordova may need 
a more diversified economic base, but the town would be better 
off developing that diversification ,. a period of time rather 
than all at once. eve< 

II. Specific Comments on the DEIS 

I-86 Statement: 11 In July 1974, the Fairbanks l'llunicipa:). Utility 
System and the Golden Valley hlectric Association, both suppliers 
for the Fairbanks area, foresaw no problems in expanding services ••• " 

Commen't: MUS's and GVEA' s inability to forsee · problems in 
ln.creasing hookups is the reason the Fairbanks area have been 
in a crisis situation during cold spells the past two winters. 
In the winter of 74-75 power to a rather large area was disrupted 
during a spell of -50F weather because the main line serving 
the area melted because it was overloaded. Homes went without 
power for-up-tO twelve hours which resulted in frozen water pipes, 
During the winter of 75~76 the·Borough was on alert for several 
days and residents were told to keep their use of electricity to 
a minimum. One day schools were closed down and television 
stations shut down becnuse of a broken fan in the main MUS 
generator which jeopardize~ower to the whole Rorough. 

GVEA at one point this winter thought they would have to drastically 
cut back output because the company supplying them with oil for 
their gas turbines could not keep up with their increased demands. 

I-88 Comment: Increased. numbers of hunters in "laska have led 
to serious declines in several big game populations, and has 
led to decreased hunter sucess. Recreation in .the Fairbanks 
area has been effected by increased development. People are 
being forced to drive further out of town to meet their recreational 
needs. 

I-lj~ Statement: " In the longer run a gAs pipeline may result in 
lower prices in alaska than would have· occurred without the 
pipeline." 

Comment: Though this may occur to a small extent, it is unlikely 
it will have a major effect of bringing down prices. The distance 
materials must travel to get to Alaska is the primary reason i'or 
increased costs, S;,tt. fuel costs are rising, 1 t is unlikely to see 
any big declines. Also, since the unions involved in pipeline 
construction are also involved in the transportation industry, 
when pipeline workers receive higher wages, transportation workers 
do also. Rural areas in Alaska have felt significant impacts from 
Pipeline construction because of this. 
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I-136 Comment: Native villages have experienced significant 
impacts due to the oil pipeline because many of the villagers 
have left to work on the pipeline. Many villagers have left 
their villages to come to Fairbanks and Anchorage to find work 
on the pipeline and have not been able to get the ·jobs promised 
them. The unions have not kept to their promises of' local and 
minority hire and are quite open about their discrimination. 

I-138 Comment: The dis cuss ion of impacts on specii'ic localities 
should cover Cordova and Delta Junction more adequately.· Why 
is Anaktuvuk Pass mentioned as being a community which will be 
impacted? Are there plans to run materials through there again? 

I-217 Comment: The discussh'n of air quality impacts leaves out 
mention of decreased air quality in areas used as bases for 
operation, such as Fairbanks. AJ.so no:: mention is given of ice Fog, 

I-218 Comment: In the Health and Saftey section there is no 
mention of the deaths and injuries which have occurred on the 
Trans-Alaska oil pipeline because of the rush to complete the 
project. 

I- 232 Comment: Major impacts to water quality have occurred 
on the Alyeska project because of poor sewage treatment. Alyeska 
has had an extremely poor rer.ord for running their treatment 
plants properly with resultant poor treatment. This seems to have 
been a result of poor initial desirn, overloading of plants, and 
poor training of sewage treatment plant operators. 

No mention is made of the impacts of the thermal discharge from 
the LNG plant. 

I-237 Comment: One of the major wildlife impacts has come as a 
result of feeding wild animals. hnimals were first attracted 
to cons true tion camps because of poor garbage disposal. Later 
they were fed by construction workers who saw no harm in feeding 
wild animals. Several wor•kers have been bit as a result, and 
in retalliation,bears and wolves have been shot in several camps. 

I-~JB Comment: 1'here is no discussion of the impact due to 
possible industrial development as a result of the gas pipeline. 

II-26 Comment: There has be~n considerable trouble with the 
practice of using_ lagoons to hold treated sewage. BecHuse of 
permafrost and cold temperatures water has not perculated through 
the lagoons at a rate fast enough to keep up with input. 'l'his 
has led to several lagoons overflowing. This normally would 
not be too much of a concern except that the sewage is often 
not properly treated. ~lyeska has taken to pumping water out 
of lagoons in preparation for winter. 

II-40 Comment: A closer look should be given to El Paso's plans 
for water treatment at the LNG site. The Alaska Department of 
Environmental Conservation should be contacted for their reactions. 

·3 

Impacts listed are for the prime project proposed by the 
applicant. As such, Fairbanks would not be affected. Ice 
fog was mentioned in the "Climate" section. 

This was discussed in Section C. 6e., Volume II and Pages 
I-237 (#8) and I-238 (#3) of the DEIS. 

See "Impacts to Wildlife•'' Vol. II, Section C.8 in FEIS. 

The applicant has indicated that prior to discharge into 
lagoons, wastewater would have undergone secondary treatment 
in heated warehouse-type buildings. In areas here the ground 
conditions would be such that leaching does not occur from 
the lagoons, the wastewater leaving the lagoons would conform 
to the standard set by the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Permits from the state of Alaska are required for all water 
and wastewater treatment systems. 
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II-70 Comment: Why aren't the micrometerological conditions 
for Fairbanks given? Special weather conditions in Fairbanks 
are more likely to effect pipeline construction than in Anchorage. 

II-200 A recent survey of the Arctic Caribou herd shows that it 
has drastically declined and the population is now estimated to 
be half of what is stated in the DF.IS. 

II-218 The discussion of the birds in the Copper uiver Delta 
is very poor. This area is far more likely to be impacted by 
cons tr•uc tion than Valdez. 

II-23.5 Comment: No mention is given of' mining activities in 
the Brooks Range. The haul road is currently being used for 
access by n\ot\e.r~ doing exploratory work. 

II- 247 BLM's plans for recreational facilities along the haul 
. road are their own and have not beenaccepted as being what will 

occur. What happens along the haul road is dependent on what 
the state decides to with the road, 

II-2.51 Comment: More recent data on pollutant levels in Fairbanks 
are available, Contact ~arl Benson (address given earlier) 
for more recent data. This discussion is in general poor. 
Fairbanks air quality has G.eteriora ted :i ignificantly as a result 
of construction of the Trans.~Alaska pipeline. There is already 
discussion of whether pumping stations along the oil pipeline 
can meet significant deterioration standards being considered 
by congress: 

II-2.53 Comment: Ice fog in ~"airbanks occurs at t.emperatures well 
above -'-2.5 F. This is old data. 1'he temperature at which ice fog 
will form is dependent in part on how samurated the air is with 
water vapor. 

II~!272 Comment: khere is no discussion of water quality impacts 
from improper treatment of sewage, oil spills, and thermal discharges 
from the LNG facilities. Pipe line related activities have 
burdened existing municipal sewage treatment facilities wh~ch 
has led to poor treatment of wastes. Added discharge to r~vers 
has opened up areas of water during the winter which previously 
were frozen over. This adds to the ice i'og problem. 

II- 278 Comment: Overwintering areas need not be low in dissolved 
oxygen. If there is a gap between the water surface and the ice 
cove~ water can become quite saturated. The compacting of fish 
into small overwintering areas can lead to low dissolved oxygen. 

II- 290 Comment: One of the biggest problems wHh wildlife 
and construction activities has come i'rom workers feeding animals. 
(See earlier discussion,) 

II-294 Comment: The major impact to wolves will come when the 
increased number of hunters kill off too many big game and to 

. remedy the situation the Deparment of l<"ish and Game conducts an 
aerial wolf hunt. 
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Comment accepted. Stability class data for Fairbanks 
included in Final EIS. 

....---., 
J 

See reply to comment by National Audobon Society on caribou 
populations. 

The birds in the Copper River Delta, which is over 30 miles 
from Gravina, would not suffer direct impacts from the pro
posed construction. 

The comment should read, "The Fairbanks Environmental Center 
reported mining activities in the Brooks Range and that the 
haul road is currently being used for access for miners doing 
exploratory work." 

Contact has been made with Dan Moore of the Fairbanks Division 
of Air Pollution Control during which 1975 air quality data 
was requested, No material has been received yet. The infor
mation will be made available in the Federal Power Commission's 
Office of Public Information. 

"Ice fog is rare at temperatures warmer than -20°F and 
increases in frequency with decreasing temperature until it 
is almost always present at air temperatures of -50°F in the 
vicinity of a source of water vapor. At temperatures warmer 
than -20°F, these sou.rces of water vapor can cause steam fog 
of liquid water droplets, which may turn into ice fog when 
cooled." Source, Glossary of Meteorology. · 

This was discussed in the pages following Page 272 and in 
Section C.6.e., Vol. II of the DEIS. 

See discussion on impacts to bears. 
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II-299 Comment: '.1'he Copper "iver Delta is probably one of the most 
importa.nt unique ecosystems affected by pipeline construction. 

II- 317 Comment: If~lyeska is any indication,one should not 
trust the company in charge of construction to show much concern 
for the environment. Our feeling is that one should openly 
admit that people constructing the pipeline will show minimal 
concern for the environment. Training programs and baseline 
studies have done little to mitigate impacts on the current 
project. 

Quality control people on the Trans-Alaska oil pipeline have 
been poor. In one section quality control people told workers 
to falsify weld x-rays. State and Federal monitors have had 
trouble getting quality control personnel to do what they feel 
is necessary. We see no reason for an improved situation on 
the gas pipeline. 

II-324 Comment: Oil spraying of the pipeline haul road has caused 
water quality problems and safety hazards. 

II- 328 The Keystone Canyon is the location of a proposed stata 
park. >Ill plans for construction through this area should be 
approved by the head of the Division of State Parks. "· 

II-334 Comment: A much more complete discussion of ways of 
mitigating socioeconomic impacts is needed. 

II-3~5 Comment: Why are there solids in the holding ponds? 
Is El Paso planning to use the holding pond for secondary tr·eatment? 

"This doesn't sound right. 

The Fairbanks Environmental Center would like to thank the FPC 
for this opportunity to comment. We hope that our comments will 
be helpful to you in your decision making process. 

~ 
' ' 
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The mitigation of socioeconomic · d 
section are related to the . ~pacts iscu~sed in this 
socioeconomic impacts are a~~plyezl~nde.conthstruct~on.only. Other 

e ~n e econom~c study. 
As stated on Page II-345 n fl 
would enter the holding pon~r~us dd~w~ from the LNG plant 
efficiency in solids removal· n ~ b~t~on, 100 percent 
activated sludge treatment u canna e expected from the 
some settling of solids in th!thol~~~ep~~~:d certainly be 
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Federal Power Commission 
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RE: Gas Pipeline DEIS 
Dear Staff: 

I have reviewed the Staff'.s DEIS on the Alaska Natural 
Gas Transportation Systems and commend the Staff for 
demonstrating some very original thinking with respect to 
alternative transportation routes and systems. I truly 
appreciate your willingness to recommend ·a.lternatives 
other than those put forth by the industry, as happens so 
often in environmental impact statements. 

Attached are several brief comments, mainly on the 
Staff recommendations. I am afraid that I do not have time 
to go into a detailed analysis of the adequacy of the 
statement as a whole. 

The conclusions presented below are tentative and may 
change given more information about the alternatives. 
With respect to the Nikiski alternative I want to know 
more about the alignment of the pipeline south of Livengood 
with respect to the highway and railroad, and I want to know 
more about tanker safety and ice conditions in Cook Inlet. 
Finally, I have in other forums repeatedly called for at 
least a rudimentary net energy analysis among the major 
alternatives. This still seems to me to be critical in 
making a final determination about the best route, 
environmentally and economically. 

Sincerely, 

..... 
:.•. ---< .,. 

:5~h? c-· 
---· Stan S~~. 

Vice President for AK 
Fed. of Western Outdoor 

Clubs 
P.O. Box 1796 
Fairbanks, AK 99707 
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Comment reflected in the Public Safety analysis and/or 
safety studies attached to the FEIS. Also, the environ
mental staff feels there is sufficient detail presented 
in the nine figures which depict the alternative route 
from Livengood to Nikiski. In Section H of Vol. II~ a 
more detailed account of the factors considered in this 
alternative route is available for public inspection in 
the Office of Public Information at the Federal Power 
Commission. It is entitled: Alternative Sites for LNG 
Facilities in the Cook Inlet/Kenai Peninsula, Alaska Area 
Contract No. FP-1773 and was performed by the Oceanographic 
Institute of Washington and the University of Washington. 



COMMENTS ON THE FPC DEIS - ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

I-255:D:l:a 

I strongly concur with the FPC Staff recommendation that if an 
Alaska-Canada system is constructed by the Arctic Gas Company that the 
Alaskan portion of the pipeline be constructed along the proposed 
Fairbanks Corridor alternative. 

The prime reason for my position is that I believe it is unnecessary 
for a pipeline and potential related developments to threaten or . 
destroy the unique wildlife/wilderness values of the existing Arctic 
National Wildlife Range, its proposed extensions to the west and south, 
ar the Canadian Arctic Slope area which has been proposed for inclusion 
into an International Arctic Wildlife Range. The attached resolution 
passed by the Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs at their 1975 annual 
meeting makes our position clear. 

A serious drawback associated with·any Alaska-Canada system is the mag
nitude of the project and the impac~associated with it over the entire 
length of the system. Is there justification for building a pipeline 
system over 5,000 miles long which will impact areas from arctic wild
lands to prairie potholes in North Dakota to agricultural lands and bat 
caves in Indiana? Is there justification for the massive resource 
expenditures required to build this system when a trans-Alaska pipeline 
would only be about 800 miles long and gas in the lower-48 states would 
be distributed via existing pipeline networks and displacement? These 
questions have not been fully resolved in my mind, though I tend to think 
there is not justification for any massive overland Alaska-Canada system. 

II-52l:I:l & 2 

My tentative conclusion is that if a trans-Alaska gas pipeline is con
structed that the pipeline terminus and LNG facilities should be 
located in Prince William Sound at either Point Gravina or Bidarka. 

One of the main benefits of the system proposed by El Paso is its 
maximal use of the oil pipeline corridor, haul road, work pad, and other 
facilities. The FPC Staff recognizes this benefit as ·evidenced by 
various statements in this DEIS. If the gas pipeline were to diverge from 
the oil pipeline corridor south of Livengood, much of this benefit would 
be lost. 

The Minto Flats area, a prime waterfowl habitat heavily used for recreational 
and subsistence hunting, fishing, and trapping, would apparently be 
traversed or at least skirted. What would the impacts be? 

Though the gas pipeline would parallel the Fairbanks-Anchorage Highway 
it would apparently run several miles to the east of the highway rather 
than immediately adjacent to the highway itself. Presumably a new work
pad would have to be constructed alongside the pipeline and access roads 
would have to be constructed from the highway to the work-pad. Is it 
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The route identified in the OIW study would traverse a 
moderately sloping benchland just east of the Minto Flats 
along the base of a line of mountains. This route would 
probably not affect waterfowl directly, provided that the 
pipeline is constructed during the winter, but secondary 
impacts resulting from construction, such as alteration 
of drainage patterns, could affect the waterfowl habitat 
to an unknown degree. Construction of the pipeline higher 
up the mountain slopes to the west in an effort to avoid 
the Minto Flats might have a serious impact on moose since 
they concentrate in the willow thickets of this area during 
the winter. Hunting and trapping would be adversely 
affected near the construction activities While the pipe
line is installed, and direct damage to streambeds and 
drainage patterns could affect fishing, but these impacts 
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possible to align the pipeline immediately adjacent to the highway or 
the railroad? For how much of the distance from Livengood south is this 
not possible? 

The zone along the highway from McKinley National Park south will become 
increasingly important for recreational purposes as both Anchorage and 
Fairbanks grow in population. The FPC Staff acknowledged this in its 
discussion of existing and proposed recreational facilities (II-409 -
411). Given the present and future importance of this scenic highway 
it seems unnecessary to alter land uses and complicate the land 
management situation by constructing a gas pipeline several miles away 
from the actual highway or railroad. Additionally, it is worth noting 
that this road is the main north-south surface artery in the state, and 
that if the pipeline is constructed the highway would be subjected to 
heavy traffic at great expense to the state and hazard to motorists, 

There apparently is disagreement about the suitability of Upper Cook 
Inlet in terms of LNG tanker safety, Various individuals I have consulted 
are concerned about ice and the tankers and LNG facilities. The concept 
of locating the LNG facilities near existing facilities is good, but 
the safety aspect worries me, I suggest consulting the U.S. Coast Guard 
for their opinion if this as not already been done. I note also that 
just because tankers are presently using the Nikiski site does not 
necessarily mean it is safe. The safety record may be a function of a relatively 
low number of trips and vessels, etc. 

Within Prince William Sound I strongly suggest further research of the 
Bidarka site, The FPC Staff indicated that locating the LNG facilities at 
Bidarka would likely shift some of the related activity and development 
from Cordova to Valdez. This shift would, in my view, be a significant 
"plus" for the Bidarka site. I would rather add an increment of activity 
and development to Valdez than have the presently unaffected Cordova 
subjected to "pipeline impact," This is consistent with the philosophy 
of utilizing existing structures where possible and confining impacts to 
places where they already exist. 

One additional comment regarding alternative sites in the Prince William 
Sound. I oppose the Hawkins Island option because of impacts on the Orca 
Inlet area -- an area which I understand is presently under consideration 
for "critical habitat" designation by the Alaska State Legislature, and 
because the pipeline to the facility might potentially involve a route 
through the ecologically-sensitive Copper River delta, 

I know little about the situation at Oxnard, California, but I appreciate 
the Staff recommendation that only one LNG t&l'llliJ>al·:be· COJI&tructed in 
California, rather than three as proposed by We5ten LNG·;·. · 

Stan Senner 
Vice President for Alaska 
Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs 
P .0. Box 1796 
Fairbanks, AK 99707 
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would generally be minor and temporary. The pipeline 
route might result in increased access for subsistence 
hunting, fishing, and trapping,but a winter trail and 
sled road already exists parallel to the route between 
the route and the Minto Flats, 

The OIW study gave the following reasons for deviating 
from the highway and railroad rights-of-way in the area 
of the Nenana River Valley adjacent to McKinley National 
Park: 

Elimination of Nenana River Valley 

"Critical falling rock area was observed along the 
Nenana River Valley. Especially for five miles north of 
the intersection of Alaska Highway #3 and McKinley Park 
Road. Falling rocks from unstable structure due to Denali. 
Fault are common in that area. There are extremely limited 
spaces between the Sugar Loaf Mountain, the highway, and 
the Nenana River bed. Technically, it is almost impossible 
to pass the gas pipeline along this valley. Therefore, the 
pipeline was proposed seven miles to the east of the valley." 

Comment reflected in Section H-2 of Vol. II of the FEIS. 

See the environmental staff response to this issue on 
Page 3 of the comment submitted by the Friends of the 
Earth organization. 
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'lHE ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE RANGE, ALASKA 

The Arctic National Wildlife Range is a nearly 

pristine arctic wilderness including a continuum_ of 

landforms and ecos~~terns from the arctic coastal plain 

to the spruce-poplar forests of the south slope of the 

Brooks Range. The Wildlife Range protects the calving 

grounds of the Porcupine caribou herd--the second largest 

herd remaining in the United States, and important 

habitat for polar and grizzly bears, wolves, musk oxen, 

and a host of water fowl, raptors, shorebirds, and 

._..-- songbirds. 

The Wildlife Range is presently .. the only area 'in 

the Alaskan Arctic which has not been extensively dis

turbed b~ petroleum exploration and/or development. 

Conservationists have proposed to enlarge the 

Wildlife Range by 5.6 million acres to the ~outh and the 

west in order the fully protect its free-roaming 

animal populations. 

THE¥EFORE, the Federation of Western OUtdoor Clubs: 

opposes encroachment on the Arctic National Wildlife 

Range and its proposed extensionsi urges Congress to act 

to extend the Arctic National Wildlife Range by at least 

5.6 million acres as proposedi revoke the utility 

corridor withdrawn by the Department of the Interior; and 

ur,ges action designating the total area as wilderness. 

Stan Senner, Vice President· for Alaska, F.W.o.c. 

.---
1 ' ' 
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. . . ~ FRIENDS OF THE EARTH 
DAVID BROWER, President 

Box 1796, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99707 

(907)/4#-1¥-1 47~-.3684 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Federal Power Commission/ 

FROM: Friends~t e Earth Alaska Field Representative, Jim 
Kowalsky ~ 

SUBJECT: comm s on 'Alaska 
Draf Environmental 

DATE: January 25, 1976 

Systems, n 

Generally we find that this statement has been with care 
and with imagination,and without the stifling constraints 
or dictates of the industry and its choices for pipeline 
routes. This approach is welcomed, and is a long-needed 
departure from the narrower approach to the assessment of 
pipeline options in Alaska which has been used by the u.s. 
Department of the Interior. 

We find that the FPC conclusion that the Arctic Gas pipeline 
should follow the oil pipeline corridor from Prudhoe Bay 
south to Fairbanks and thrnoe down the Alcan Highway into and 
across Canada is entirely¥correct. Friends of the Earth very 
strongly opposes the cross~ng of the Arctic National Wildlife 
Range as proposed by the Arctic Gas Prime Route, and we als.o 
strongly oppose the Arctic Gas Interior Alternative which 
would follow portions of the existing boundary of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Range. 

The Interior Alternative would have the effect of separating 
the existing refuge from extensions which have been proposed 
to it under Section 17 (d)(2) of the Alaska Native Claims 
Settlement Act. 

The Offshore Alternative for Arctic Gas could be considered 
somewhat more favorable except that it does return to the shore 
line once it crosses the boundary into Canada and would create 
another new corridor and impact another vast area of new country 
in the process. Friends of the Earth is oppC13 ed to the utilization 
of new corridors which would tear up new country, and generally 
favors the use of existing corridors for pipelines. Essentially 
this means that we are opposed to all Arctic Gas pipeline· 
corridors which cross, and open up;-vast new stretches of country. 

The combined oil pipeline corridor-Alcan Highway Alterna
tive would be, on the other hand, quite preferable and acceptable, 

Committed to the preservation, restoration, and rational use of the ecosphere 

s., . .!-.. ._ ... ,,~ New l?olt~~> 'VAsutNCTON Bn.L1NGs ST. Louu S..:ATTLK FA.lRHANKI ZuRJcn STOI::KHOLIC LoKoo. P....:r 
!(,.cycled P11per 
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and we commend the staff for their recommendation for this 
alternative route. 

Friends of the Earth believes that the Arctic Gas Prime 
and Interior Routes are totally unacceptable because 
the problems associated with these routes would have a long 
range, ongoing impact upon the Arctic National Wildlife Range 
which would have the effect of permanent damage and degradation 
to the wildlife resource base, as is pointed out in the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement of the u.s. Department of 
Interior: "Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System;" 
JUne 1975. In this sense, Friends of the Earth.believes 
that the Arctic Gas Prime and Interior Routes pose 
problems which cannot be mitigated since they are problems 
of location, eg: these routes are not compatible with 
the purposes for which the Arctic National Wildlife Range 
has been established. 

As regards the recommended routing and LNq plant siting 
for the El Paso proposal, Friends of the Earth again commends 
the FPC Staff for its imagination and willingness to explore 
new terrian and new solutions. 

The rationale that Pt. Nikiski on the Kenai Peninsula and 
Cook Inlet already is a developed industrial site is sensible. 
However, we find that there are rather substantial problems 
with routing between Livengood and Anchorage, as recommended 
in the FPC statement, Volume II. Unfortunately, the· departure 
to the east from the existing Fairbanks-Anchorage Highway 
would traverse new country because this route is rather 
far from the existing development along the highway. Some 
caribou wintering grounds would be traversed for example, and 
the route would pose other disturbance to sensitive areas 
from a wildlife standpoint as well as to scar eoveral 
lovely valleys with access roads. Some of this scar would 
be visible from the highway. The route as it nears the area 
of Cantwell for example, would be up on a shelf. Here a brand 
new scar would be easily visable from highway viewers. 

Although we understand the reluctance of the staff to route 
closer to, or along side, the actual highway, we find that 
this routing would be preferable since it would follow, and 
be adJacent to, an area which already bears the scars of 
the d~sturbance caused by the cutting and filling necessary to 
construct the highway. If the steepness or unstable conditions 
of the Nenana Canyon through which the highway actually does 
traverse is a factor in placing the pipeline entirely to the 
east of the Canyon, then we feel that a more thourough assessment 
needs to be made of the engineering feasibility of also placing 
the pipeline in that Canyon rather than to the east through 
new country. If traversing of private lands such as those selected 
along the highway by the Cantwell Village Corporation is 
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considered by the Staff as a deterent to tre use of a highway 
alignment for the pipeline, we would be surprised and would 
like to have more details on this aspect of the Staff's 
analysis. It would seem that the crossing of private property 
will likely not be completely avoided in the construction of 
pipelines in Alaska, and we note that the oil pipeline 
alignment has already crossed private lands in the Fairbanks 
area. 

The attempt to route around, or at the edge of, the Minto 
Flats in order to avoid the water oriented regions which would 
be susceptable to easy damage or disturbance from pipeline 
activities is commendable. However, it would appear to us 
that the Minto Flats remains a highly sensitive area which 
could be too easily damaged by this routing, especially 
if construction were scheduled for other than the winter 
season. More elaboration of the construction schedule 
which would be mandated would be needed with respect to 
the impact of 'this rotuing upon the Minto Flats with 
some recommended stipulations to mitigate potential 
damage. If this could not be done, or absolute mitigation 
could not be assured, it would seem to us that the route's 
proximity to the Flats would simply be unacceptable. 

In this regard, we feel that some elaboration of the Staff's 
thinking as regards a possible closer proximity of the gas 
pipeline to the existing oil pipeline from Livengood 
south to Fairbanks, and thence southerly along the 
Fairbanks-Anchorage Highway would be in order. Would it be 
possible to cross around the south side of Fairbanks, for 
example, and over to the highway route to Anchorage? 
What also would be the feasibility of crossing over around the 
north side of Fairbanks? 

At this time, Friends of the Earth feels that the El Paso 
route would likely best be left within the oil pipeline corridor 
to the Valdez area, with the LNG facility to be located closer 
to the Valdez area than is now the case with the Pt. Gravina 
LNG proposed site. The Bidarka site would appear to be acceptable 
and even prefereable to Pt. Gravina since Bidarka is closer to 
Valdez, an area alr~ady heavily impacted by development of the 
oil pipeline termin·us and storage and port facility. We would 
like to see a more "Ehourough analysis of the Bidarka site as 
compared with the Pt. Gravina site as a choice for the LNG 
facility. 

Reluctantly we suggest that the Nikiski Pt. site is probably 
not preferable, principally due to the difficulties of the 
proposed routing to get there. · Although we are pleased to 
see the FPC Staff exercise imagination and logic in choosing 
thds prefered site, we note that the routing to the east of the 
Fairbanks-Anchorage Highway, as noted earlier, would unnecessarily 
disturb both ecologically and aesthetically sensitive and wilder
ness country, and therefore, we view this routing as unjustified. 

r-
J 

I 

The route through Fairbanks would inlolve an additional 
distance of about 30 miles with an attendant increase in 
construction costs. The tradeoff between environmental 
impacts and construction costs may b~ possible when considering 
that natural gas would be available to the Fairbanks area. 

As noted in the section on alternative sites, the use of the 
Bidarka site has a potential for biological impacts to 
the marine environment and socioeconbmic impacts to the 
village of Tatitlek. This site's prbximity to Valdez will 
probably result in the continuation 6f socioeconomic impacts 
of the kinds received from the construction and operation of 
the oil terminal. Bidarka is also c1oser to Columbia Glacier 
than Gravina, so the threat of icebergs along the sea route 
to Bidarka would be greater if the giacier should retreat 
in the near future. I 
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Friends of .the Earth is also reluctant to see more development 
on Prince William Sound and is therefore deeply concerned with 
the nature and .the location of any such development. However, 
it would appear that, since the Fairbanks - Valdes oil pipeline 
route is being developed with terminal facilities at Valdez, 
the El Paso proposal might best be routed to that area, staying 
as close to Valdez as it is possible to do. 

Alternative Modes 

The FPC Statement claims (II-498) that "the alternative 
transportation modes ••• are fully described in USDI's Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation System EIS." 

Friends of the Earth wishes to strongly object to this statement 
as being untru~. With respect to LNG transportation by lighter
than-air technqlogy, we wish to cite the USDI EIS, I-555 1 "LNG 
Dirigible": 

Transportation of liquified naturaL gas by large dirigible 
airehips would be a possible alternative (emphasis added) 
system. However, designs for this mode of transportation 
are not even on the drawing board as yet and are probably 
ten years lway from a possible use date. 

Friends of the Earth wishes to correct this misinformation 
by refer~.ng to the Shell Oil prototype program being designed 
in London to design and develop a sophisticated gas carrying 
airship by Aerospace Developments, 19 - 21, Newberry Street, 
London EC1 A7HU England Tel: o1-606 5981/2/J. Mr. R. 
Munk is Chief Pesigner, Director for the project. It is going 
forward according to a recent letter from Mr. Munk. Due to . 
the nature of the project being funded by and developed \ 
for Shell, Mr. Munk has asked that the specific information 
about the gas airship prototype program be confidential, and that 
I not release same without written permissio~ 

Although Boeing and various other organizations in this 
country have done some work on large rid::.gid airships, these 
design studies are at a relatively undetailed stage.· .. 

. . . , Howeyer, Friends of the Earth believes that the 
record in this matter must be corrected, and we urge that 
the FPC contact Aerospace Developments to learn some of the 
detail~ of this project, and that this information be 
included in the final environmental impact statement so that 
decision-makers have an opportunity to become familiar 
with an alternative mode of transportation for natural gas. 

It should am be noted that Rep. George E. Brown, Jr. (D•Calif) 
has introduced, House Concurrent Resolution 445 to increase federal 
efforts in the: development of lighter-than-air technology. His 
remarks from the December 4, 1975 QQngressional Record, and 
an article on the airship from theJUly/August 1975 Technology 
Review published illy MIT, "Is There An Airship In Your Future?" 
~s enclosed herewith. Also enclosed is a reprint from the 

r----'. 
J 

r----) I , r----'1 
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August 1972 Seatrade, "Airship Project For Natural Gas Shows 
Early Promise." . 

Although the latter is quite out of date, it should be emphasized 
that the Aerospace Developments Shell project has advanced 
considerably since that time, and the results to date are 
described as extremely promising. Mr. Munk notes that, although 
a gas carrying airship would pose a potential fire hazard, that 
a detailed analysis suggests such hazard may be no greater, and 
may in fact be .substantially less,than those hazards encountered 
in moving LNG by tanker. Mr. Munk suggests fire was never the 
main hazard with airship technology, but rather it was one 
of the ships breaking up in mid air. He states in his letter 
that this is a matter of detailed design and the benefits 
of modern technology, which are the same aspects of technology 
which have been brought to bear upon the high degreee of safety 
of the Boeing 747 aircraft whose passenger compartment is 
encircled by highly flammable fu~ which is stored there, and 
which makes the 747 a "flying bom'6n yet a successful and safe 
air carrier of ·heavy payloads. Mr. Munk stresses that the 
same strictures would apply to modern airship design and 
development. 

'We ask that the Staff include the two articles for the 
recor~ of comments received on this EIS, and that the very 
incorrect statement contained within the USDI's EIS 
regarding design of airships for this purpose be corrected 
with some detailed analysis about the state of the art and 
the potential of the art for use in transportation of 
natural gas. Mr. Munk offers that he cannot detail the 
work done on the economics of such transportation, but that for 
the Shell project to continue in the next phase would require 
that it be comp,etitive over distances off rom 500 to 2500 
miles. Friends of the Earth feels that ~ would be necessary 
and beneficial to the general purpose of 't.he EIS process. 
for the FPC Staff to ascertain the current status of the 

.Aerospace Developmen~ - Shell prototype airship project, and 
to comment upon it in the Final Environmental Impact Statement, 
both for the purposes of this specific project, and generally 
in a manner which would· be useful to the reader who may 
later encounter new pipeline proposals. 

Summary 

Friends of the Earth believes this Draft EIS to be generally -
and admirably-imaginatively done, well presented and easy to 
read. It generally contains good information and makes 
interesting recommend(\tions. 

We must admit to the considerable difficulty which we share 
with other organizations and interests in reaching a decision 
as to which rout'e would be acceptable for a gas pipeline. There 
are many tradeoff& and many values and value judgements to 
be made. It also would be useful to have considerably more 
information about some of the alternative routes and alternative 
modes. 

r----'1 
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Generally we strongly reaffirm the need to s1ll y within 
common and developed corridors in Alaska, and also that our 
opposition to any intrusion of a gas pipeline into the 
Arctic National Wildlife Range or its proposed extensions 
is firm. 

We have raised questions about the Staff's recommended 
El Paso route (and we add that the seismic instablility of 
the lower Cook Inlet region is currently brought to mind as a 
result of the week-old eruption of Mt. St. Augistine within 
the same region as Nikiski Pt.). We hope that these will 
be mnswered. 

Friends of the Earth prefers the Alcan Highway routing for 
the Arctic Gas proposal, and also makes a mild preference 
for a Prince William Sound LNG site facility for the 
El Paso proposal, with the hoped-for exploration of a site 
closer to Valdez than the present proposed site at Pt. Gravina. 

We have not yet expressed a preference between the Alcan 
(Arctic Gas Alternative) Highway route and any El Paso 
proposed route. Hopefully we will be able to make an intellegent 
choice with receipt of more information about both recommended 
alternative routes. 

We hope that these comments will be helpful to the Staff. 
as they prepare the Final EIS for the Alaska Gas Transportation 
System, and we appreciate having this opportunity to 
make these comments. 

Enc.: 2 

~alsky 

Alaska Field Representative 
FRIENDS CF THE Et.RTH 
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comparison the structure would be 
larger than a 500 OOOdwt supertanker. 
Cost is estimated at around £'20m 

uv TREVOR !.ONES Safety seems to be inherent. In the 
SHELL INTERNATIONAL have instigated some other lighter-than-air gas. &- unlikely event of the propulsion 
a project which may have a profound sentially, :his wo~lcl dispense with.the system failing, the airship, unlike a 
effect 011 the enormously high cost need for hqucfactiOn plants and p1pe- conventional aircraft, would not come 
factor of transporting natural gas from Jines at the start of the journey and crashing down to earth but would sta>' 
-----••-•·•• -•··r .... L~l':' .<1-••r,••-'••!.oJo• ,,,,\,.. ..... Uf:.rtu~; .. U, ~ffC'_t<lftrrt+-r tf'lrri r.rll>ll.h~'l'Jnfrhl'ff'f>i-rhr::'!'rl'~~r;':nlr:~(::;:' 

months Aerospace Developments at Using airships in t.his way, the many equilibrium. Ivfovement would only ' 
source to 1:ousumer. Fol' dJC JJasr. cigh[ the rcgasiJ"ication plant at tl1t~ end.. at the !HUlll~ heighl due to its balanced \ 

Thames Ditton in the U.K. have been smaller deposits of natural gas, which be efltcted by winds or changes in '· 
carrying out, at Shell's instigation, an at present do not warrant the im- atmospheric pressure. Punctures in the 
in~dcpth feasibility st.udy into ahcrnate mense capital expem.Uture necessary ttl stainless-steel skin would seem to 
methods of carrying natural gas at bring tht~m into flow, c:uuld be rnade present rio great prublems. If the 
atmospheric pressure, namelr by air- productive by the simple expedient of underside is punctured during take
ships. So far, results have been en~ drilling and capping in much the same ofl' or landing, the leak would be 
r.ouraging and although no statement way as an oil welJ-a comparatively minimal as any lighter-than-air gas 
has yet been issut~d, it seems as th(mgh inexpensive procedure. The huge tends to push upwards. A puncture 
a positive green signal for a full-out capital investment risk of developing topside would be more serious but gas 
'go ahead' will be turned on reasonably production facilities in politically un- loss would be confined to one of the 
soon. stable areas, where the host nation may 1 B sealed bulkheads and ballast could 

Shell's decision to embark on a at any time decide to nationalise, can be discharged byom~ofthecrew (eight 
costly research and dc.welopmt~nt be. minir~ised .. Airships car~ .just be personnel envisaged) to restore equiJi
progTamme to seek an alternatiye to flOwn aWriy wlt(t little loss of1 l~apitaL brium. A<> an added satf:ty f3.ctor, the 
LNG ships is based on sound economic 'ffie. concept c.)f transporting cargo designers are toying with the idea of' 
reasons. The beginning of this decade by airship is not tl.ew, but trying to incorporating a permanent helium 
has seen every major energy Consum- comp~re the gas filled, collapsible filled outer skin which would not only 
ing nation facing the bleak prospect of sauS;.tges of the thirties with the highly give additional bouyancy during Hight 
a serious energy crisis by 1980, and of sophisticated, rigid, stainless-steei --in the event of a sudden loss of gas-
energy prices seriously curtailing product of today's technology as and when discharging, but would also 
economic.· expansion. With atomic envisaged by Aerospace DeveJopments provide an effective fire barrier. Dis
ener&'Y still prcscnti1ig so fat· in- is rather like trying to compare the charge at the terminal end would be 
surmountable technical problem.'>, the first 'chewing gum and string' multi- fast and probably efiected by ground 
rapidlr dwindling sources of oil and winged flying machine with a modern plant with a simultaneous e.xchange of 
"coal and the clamour. for 'cletm' cargo-carrying Jumbo Jet. Although a substitute gas to maintain bouyam~y. 
energy, natural gas is playing an Shell and Aerospace would stress that The interest of Shell International 
increasingly important role in filling the project is still very much in a and other organisations, has· prompted 
the growing gap. development stage, nevertheless, an the recently formed Parliamentary 

On the f3.cc of it, natural gas seems enormous amount of research has been Airship group in the U.K., headed by 
ideal. It is cheap, pltmtiful, relatively carried out and so far all the answers Mr Raymond F'letcher, MP, to officially 
easy to get at and, important in seem to point to the airship having ·a broach the subject in the House with a 
today's outcry by outraged ecologists, definite place in the cargo carrying request that government funds be 
it is pollution free. It has, however, fieJd of the future. made available for more research into 
one big disadvantage. Transportation Designt~d along the lines of a modern airship projects. And also that the air
from source to cnnsumt:r is enormously aircraft, the Shell/Aerospace airship ships should be classified in the same 
t.'xpcnsive and presents considcrai>Ie canbestbedescribedasbdngsimilarin wl:iy as marine ships so that existing 
tct~hnical problems. shapetoaVCIOwithoutwingsbutwith shipbuilding facilities could be used, 

Conventional transport of gas by increased tailplane area to assist steer- if and when, for production. This 
sea using LNG carricl's is only part of ing and stabilisation. The rigid, self~ renewed interest in a subject which 
a chain of complex facilities including supporting structur.e would be filled has previously provoked belly laughter 
gathering systems, field procl~ssing with gas and ballasted until a state in many areas has encouraged excited 
units, transmission pipelines, pre- of almost equilibrium was reached. noises H·om a diversity of commercial 
treatment and liquefaction facil!ties, Power would be supplied using interests in many parts ,of the world,_ 
terminal points and so on. The cost of natural gas,.fuclled turbo~prop en- and although it is ·early dars yet, it 
investment in shoreside terminals gines podded to the underside of the looks as though the industry is a little 
excl~eds the cost of the speciaJised tail fins. Turbo engines producing a closer to finding an alternative and 
ships, aud even if world shipyards total of70 OOOhp would give the ship an more economical means of nansport
could produce the nwnber of vessels in estimated speed of around 110 knots, ing at least certain c.~sscntial com· 
time to meet protracted world energy Suggested dimensions of l 800ft modtties. 
supplies, the cost of' building LNG A fi 
vessels is escalating at an incredible . ar 'V' f!om the '.floating gas-bag image.' A model 'If the 180Qft long Shell/Aerospace 
25o/o per year. Storing liquefied atrshJp dengned to carry tlatural gas at atmospheric pre.rsure 
natural gas at -259° F presents great 
problems, not the least being economic. 

Airship transportation of natural 
gas at atmospheric pressure has several 
advantages. In simple terms the idea 
would be to fill the airship with 
natural gas at source and fly it back 
under power to its destination where it 
can be quickly discharged and the gas 
purified in a gaseous state. It could 
then return to the gas field carrying 

Reprinlt'd from Seatrade, Au11uat 1972 

I 
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EXTENSIO:NS OF REMARKS 
THERE CAN BE AN AffiSHIP IN YOUR 

FUTURE 

HOlt GEORGE E. llll.OWN, JR. 
01i' CALIFORNIA 

IN THE HOUSE OF' REPRESENTATIVES 

Wednesday, December 3, 1975 
Mr. BRO\VN of California. Mr. Spealc.

cr, a few weeks ago I introduced legisla
tion that I hotlcd would re-focus atten
tion upon a neglected area of tmnsporta
tion, the li(fhtcr than air aircraft. Since 
that time I have received a great deal of 
ImbUe sunport, ns well as congressional 
sUpJlOl't, for this proposal. For those who 
h.:wc not hnd an opportunity to consider 
Hom;c Coilcnnent Resolution 445, ex
m·cssing the sense of. Conr.rcss with re
spect to increased Federal ciTorts to prove 
the commercial viability of lighter than 
air aircraft, I would recommend that 
l.hcy 1·eview pages H10170 to Hl0172 in 
the October 21 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. I! 
r~ ncr review, nny Member Wil'lhes to be a 
cm;ponsor, I eneoum.ge them to contact 
nl:'l' office. 

At this time I \\·ish to insert a fair, 
nnd somewhat hard loolt at this subject 
which wn.c: published in the July/AUgust 
1075 is~mc of Technology Review, which 
is published by Mfr. 

The article follows: 
I:; TltEltE AN Antfilltl' IN YOTJR FuTtr:tr.'." 

(Dy Joseph F. Vlttck, Jr.) '-. 
(N•lTE.--Joscph F. Vltt<'l:, Jr., Is Assistant 

I>rofr:-mor of Acronnut!c:1 nnd ARtronMtUcs 
nml Asr,oclatc Director of the Fllt;ht Trn.ns~ 
porta!.lon r,a!Jomtm·y, M.I.T. lie received hlS 
ll.S. d<'grcc from M.I.T., his Juris Doctor de~ 
t;rcc fl·om Stlfl"olk I.nw School, nnd his LL.l\·I. 
dl';:-t'<'C from IInrvnrtl Lnw School. l'rofcr.sor 
Vlt.tclt Is the Chalrmnn of the American In:
RtiLHtl) or Acronnutlcs nnd Astronnutlcs' 
Llt;hlcr-11tn.n~Air Technlcn.l Subcommittee, 
nnd he dlret·tcd the recent Interagency Work
shop on Ll[::lltcr~Than-Air Vehicles, spon• 
sot·cd by thc Nntlonnl Aeronautics nnd Spn.ce 
Adnllnlstrn.tlon. the U.S. Nn.vy, the Depart~ 
nwnC of Transportation, nnd the 1-"'ederal A VI• 
ntton Admtnlfitrntlon. His other aren.a o!'re· 
scnrch Include publlc policy nna.lysls and the 
tnternctlon o! law and technology.) 

'l'he only nlrshlp most or \15 hnvc e\·cr seen 
ls n sm:1.ll nd\'CI'~Islng blimp, Few of us cnn 
rcmcmhcr the ll\\'ge airships of !our decndcs 
n~;o. Airship'l with lounr,<.'s, prmncnadc:=~, din• 
lnq rooms rmd accommocl:\t.ions for 100 pns
t:cnr;crs, n.lrshlps thnt lnunchcd nnd retrieved 
nlrplnnes lltorecl Inside their crwcrnous hulls, 
nirshlps over aoo feet long-these nre things 
of the past. Yet there Is tnll' nbout new ntr~ 
:o;hlp.<~ thnt would dwarf the biggest giants o! 
the pnst, fly sevcrn.l timer. faster, cnrry gren.ter 
loncls, n.nd solve many of the world's current 
tnm::pm·tatton problems. Whether such be
hemoths nre actnnlly pm~slble or merely bnsed 
In nostnlgln. nnd whhhtl thinking, remains to 
bo s~cn. 
Ain~Ttil'S FROM A(llCHIMF.DES) To Z(Et•Pl':LIN) 

Archimedes' Principle states that a body 
lmmcr~<'d In a fluid is buoyed up with n force 
equal to tho wcig:h t of the dlsplnced fiuld. 
Therefore, rm nlrshlp thnt dlspln.ccs more air 
thn.n Its wctuht will rise ln the nutd ntmos· 
phcre, As early as 1250 A.D., Roger Bacon 
sug-gested that a hollow globe filled wtth 
"n.cthcrlal air" or "liquid fire" would flOat In 
tho nlr like a boo.t on water, Ho neglected, 

--~, 

however, either to define these mystlco.l sub
stnnces or sny how they might be obtained. 
It wns not until the 1760s, when both hot air 
arid hydrogen balloons were introduced, that 
buoyant flight became n reallty. 

But more than buoynncy- was needed to 
make n.trsbips prnctlcal. 'I1tey had to be steer~ 
able (tho French adjective tor steerable, 
"dlrlglblo," has become synonymous with 
"airship"), And they had to hn.ve the abntty 
to propel themselves ng-nlnst the wind, 

The propulsion problem wns the most dif
ficult. Many schemes wcra trled--onrs and 
hnnd crnnl~cd nlr sCrews, ns well ns more 
tmo.glnn.tlve nppronchc:; that defy both de
scription rmd renr.on. '11te diDlculty Iny In 
the low powcr~t?-welght rntlo or both men 
nnd enrly engines. Dirigibles powered by 
lightweight stcnm n.nd clactrlc cnr,lllcs met 
with limited success during the lnst half 
or the 19th century, but uot until pet..rolcum
!ttelcd eng:lncs ·were used in the Into 1800's 
dld nlrshlpa become practical. 

The same rcn:;onlng and economics o! 
scale that have produced todn.y's hngc super• 
tankers can also apply to ntmhlpll: buoyancy 
is proportlonnl to diflplaccmcnt; dl~placc· 

mont Increases Cnstcr thnfl strnctt1ra1 weight 
ns sl?.c lncrcn.scs: therefore Inrncr vehicles 
cnrry In.rgcr cn.ri{OCS, not only In absolute 
terms but also In terms or per cent n.vnlln.ble 
for paylond. Also, pnyload Increases fnstcr 
tlin.n do crew and fuel rcqulrcntcnts, Thus 
the tendency toward ln.rgcr n.lrshlps seems 
nnturnl. 

The first p~rson to truly tnl:e ndvantn1;c 
or sl?.c wn.s Cmmt (Graf) Fl'nllnnnd von Zl'p
P<'lln. He rcnllzcd that nn nlmhtp htl.d to be 
larr.c to be snccc~cful. And to be lnrJ.:C', It had 
to have somo rl~ld Rtrueturc. Zcppolb1's flt·st 
n.lrslllp, flown In HIOO, was O\'Cr 100 !cct long 
n.ncluscd circular frnmcs connected by \on;:-1-
tndlnnl Girclcrs tlmt rnu tho length or the 
ship. 'I1tc clrculri.r rrn.mc3 were crooo~braccd 
with steel wire, n.nd gns llnr-o; were h1sC'rtcd 
in the bn.yn bo~wccn the Ci'OR~-bmccd !t•n.mC's. 
Tho outside or the structure was covered with 
stl'etchcd fabric. 

With !cw oxccptlonn, nil larg:a airships ever 
built hn.ve followed the Count's bn.slc design, 
and "Zeppelin" Is ortcn used to describe nil 
large rigid n.lrnhlp:~, whether actually con~ 
structed at tlte ZeppcUn Works or not, 

DUOYANCY IS Ul'L1F'l'ING 

Airships which usc bltoyancy Mrostntlc lift 
rather thn.n powered o.crod)•nn.mic liCe are 
five to ten times mora energy-efficient than 
airplanes because their energy Is u:::ed only 
tor motion, not for support. This Is or course 
offset by the lower operntlng ::paed of the 
airship, whose most el\lclcnt cruise speed Is 
between 50 nnd 120 miles per hour, ctcpentl
lng on the d<':-:lsn. It Is pos.o;lble to dcr,lgn ntr
shlps for higher speeds, but eners:y consump~ 
tlon grows exponcntlnlly. 

Lower energ-y consumption mcn.ns Ie~s pol~ 
Iutton nnd noise bccnue.c smaller power pln.uts 
nrc required. Also, the Inrg-e lift capnblltty of 
airships permits the ur.e of pollution and 
nolse abatement devices which would.ltnposl) 
a severo weight pcnnlty ou n.n o.!rpln.ne. 

Large lift means large loads 111 te1·ms of 
both total weight nnd pnyloo.d size. Airplanes 
are designed !or opUmn.l pnylonds with a. 
density of npproxlmntely 10 pounds per cubic 
toot, but most payloads never reach this 
ratio because the density o! most cnrgo Is 
considerably less thnn this number. Iu con~ 
trnst, the large cnrgo bnys posnlble in air
ships could unun.lly rcn.ch paylo:J.d weight 
limits l01~g before they fill up physically, and 

~~~e ~o~!::e~s~~ ~~~?knyal~~:~~;~~ ~~~!; 
operating speeds would ulso allow external 

cn.rrlnge of outsl?.ed objects that could not 
1l.t Inside conventlonnl nlrcrn!t. 

Finally, buoyant Urt permits airships to 
hover. In this mode, pn.yloatls cn.n be winched 
OQ nnd orr, lessening the need !or ground 
taci.Utles, allowing opern.tloons nt undcvel" 
oped sites. 

ClnAND DAMF: TO MATA llllni 

'I11e advantages of buoynnt Jlct mnlcc alr
sblps uniquely suited for ccrtn.ln ml&o.;lomt, 
Although low speeds Umlt their t1se for [;Cil
ernl passenger transportation, thl:llr spnclon!l 
nccommoda tlons could oticr n. level or 1 mmry 
unknown In present air tt'll.\'Cl nnd cr<!ntc n. 
new mnrl:ct for nlr trn.ns!Jortntlon similar to 
thnt or ocen.nllncr cruises. All·Hhips nrc fnstcr 
than tntck, rail or water trnnsport. Thin 
could lend to dlvcn~lon o! certain types or 
~ncrn.l cn.r[:o. !rom theme modl•S, espcnlnlly 
where the nlrshlp's n.biUty to hover wottl<l 
n.Ilow direct origin t.o dc:;ttnntlon Rcrvlt!o, 
'l'hcsc s1unc chn.rnctr.r!lltlcs ntaltc n.irahlpl'l nt~ 
tractive In developing nn.tlonR: nlrsltlps cn11 
IIt'OVIdc transporLnLion to lsolntcd vlllat~cn, 

J:Inrtlculnrly In tcrrn.ln where nlr~Lrlp.':l would 
lie too cllffir.ult or c:<pcnr.lve to conshnct. rer
linps their mo::;t lmpot·Lant wm would he to 
opC'n up remote mineral rc!10ttrces or nt~t·t

cultnral nrcns Cor development. When the
costs or buUdlug rontl:-; or rnth·onclu Into Hllch 
n.rens nrc considered. n.lrshlps at·c eRtlmatf'd 
t<~ be better invcstment:1 until traffic levels 
exr:ccd 100 million ton~mlles per yl'nr, Nlpc~ 
r:lnlly when costly pot·t Cn.clllL\C'fl nrc nccrlcct 
tni'OVCfSC(lS l'X})Ort. 

Other r.lli.~gcsLcd CClnllllCJ·ctnl m:eH htl'lnclo 
tho r.rccl-lnn of morlttlnr hott:.;lng-Jnii!IS-pl·o
<htct•d at the factoa·y t.hcn tt·an~portl'd ttl tho 
l:mlldlng Bite nnd lowered Into plncc by nlr
shlp. Powr.r pln.nt components can nlso be 
1mmllcd Llil:; wny. Thct·e nrc ncvcml propn::~l~~ 
to transport nntural r,n.'l nnd o~hcr VCllnt.l!l) 
flllbllln.ncc.'! by ntrshlp cl\l'C'Ctly !rom Ute WC'Il• 
hcnd without the nrNI for c:qu•nstvc llquiH
caLion fnl'llltlrs nnd l'I'YOJ:cnlc tnul;:NR, 

Alr~h\Jl.'> cot lid pnwhlo nr.cdcd puhllr r.c1 1'· 
1r:C!i aR well, liPnpl!:nl !ncliiLII'R cm!ld Jm tl'll'l-'1• 

pnrh•d to dt::;nster mr.:l!l whl'll the ronvcn
t~onnl trnn;:pm·tntlon Ayr.t.cm hn.'l bc(•l\ di~t~ 

ruptC'd or Is lnadccfunt.c. Pollution COitlrnt 
nad cnvlromneutn1 monltorhtG arc other ao
clnl mls.~ll•n.o; where the n.lr:-~hlp's n.1Jillty tn Ily 
t•.) n site n.nd then lottnr !or long pC'rllltliJ 
could bl' parl.lenlarly u:.;~fnt, 

M111tnry 11ses arq numerous. Br tnl:llv: nc!
\'nutn;Je of the ln1mcnse arcn.<~ on tl1c r.ldC':~ or 
thl) ah·~hip, phn.<~ed arrny radnr!l of tmprrf'c
drmlccl power nnd pct•fnnnnncc could llc ctc
slr,nrd that would permit ~nrfncc nnd nlr :;ur~ 
ve\llnnca of extrcmetr larp:e nrC':~1. cmwC'.In.lly 
<n•<'r the occnn::;, This wonld nllow the <':ll'ly 
detrctlon of low t.rnjcctory submnriiH~~ 

lannchC'd mls.'III<'R. 'rhc nlmhlp Ctlltld t'Vl'l\ 
lnnnch Intercepting ml:>s\lcs, r·:qulppl'd with 
nlr~to~nlr, nlr-to-sur!aco and nntl~ml::;<-llo 

mlsF:Ilcs, tho nlrshlp would bcl'ontc an clrcr:
tlvc oiTcnstvc ns well ns defensive scn-l'ont.t·ot 
wcnpon11 system. If nit•craft were l':u·rtcd, t.ho 
a.irshlo could be nn even more potrnt tool. 

P<'l'haps Wo bfgr,l'.~t role o! the n.lt'H\>ip 
would be !or submarine sm'l'C!lllancl:l and 
nutl-snbmnrtnc w"nrrat·c. Fnntcr thnn r.urf:wo 
shltls, nnd nble to usc more powerful scnrch 
devices thnn nlrplancs, nlrshlps cnn swcl'p 
lm.•gcr OCCR!l nt'eilS Ill f\ given t!ma JlCl'IOd, 
In one to two wecJ~s. for exn.mple, n fleet or 
nppro~:lmatcly 20 ntr::;hlps could scnrch tha 
rntlt·c North Atlant.lc !or enemy submn.l'lncs, 
A conslrll'rably longer time or lnrgcr numh~r 
or vehicles would be needed to perform this 
tnslt by ship or airplane. And the airship 
alone hn.s the speed and endurnncc to trnck 
and trnll the enemy once detected and to at
tack, tr neccssnry. 

Airships could also be used tor troop and 
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cn.rgo trnnsport, :tor conunnnd and control 
mlsstoua, or n.s alrllox·xt& plBttorms tor the 
11\l.lnt'h ot 11trlko atrcratt or long-rnnge bnJlls .. 
tic mhl~;U<'s. 

TlU:: Ul'GI.1F.n THE UET'r'Y.n? 

'l'be WW o! hellt11n lnst(lUd Of hydrog-Nlllns 
cl\mhtntcd tlle dnngcr or co.tMtrophlo fire. 
1Nt atrsf,rjp::; lltill hrwe th+::lr own unlquo 
pn)blP.ms, mnny directly related to GJze. l'he 
liJndcnburc; and WI slater tllltp, tho Grnt Zepw 
IH~IJn li, both over eoo fcl•t loua with n RM 
capnclty vt 7,002,11-l.O cubic ter.t., wore tho 
lt<rgest nlrshlPII ever lH11lt- nnd flown. Y('t 
many o.nn-ly-sLs !t'cl that n 10,000,000 ctlblc 
:root nlr.''lhlp Is th{'! smallest thn.t wot1ld bo 
t'l,lllllH!tCiully .fP.ns\blt' today. SolYlo l'VGn tnlk 
nf 50 or 100 million Ctlbl\' foot atrahlps, 1,800 
to2,liOO f<'ot.loug. 

•.rhc tlrst d(IClslon in denllng with nny n.lr· 
:lhlp crc!ll n. !rnctllm o! the l-Ilndl.'nburg's 
:;!::~fl 1::: wlu.'n' to bulld nud mn.lnt:~ln H. Lnrc:n 
hnilg:m~ were tlScd Jn t.he pnst, nnd thoro u.ro 
stUl nllotlt n. dozen o! theso btllldlngs thnt 
could houn' nlrshtpR of the t.cn mUUon eul.llo 
foot oluss tu thn United StnteJ:. 'l'o bultd alr~ 
fillip::; nny Ju.t·gcr, however, J1eW nnrl expQtlB1\'e 
fMllitlt'~ wotlld huvo to b(9 developed, 

'!he~-:! tl~W fncliU-lct~ wotlld fl.lso requirE! 
lnl'[,r. hmd 1trcns. Wh('ll nn nlrshtp 111 moored 
outside t.llE' l"Hll1Wtt', 1C mtu;t bO f1·ec to 8Wlng 
111 tho wlntt. Although c>Xp~nstve pnvod ruu~ 
w:~r~ nut.l npron nrcns nro not llC\'dod, tho 
ln.nd nrP.n. rt!qulrct.l to hnmll\1 just n !ow s.lr

' .shtpa slumlt:uteou.sly Is n.pproxlmntely thnt ot 
m:~.ur bll{ clty nlrportR, When remote opera.
ttons ·wJth 1oho U.S. Mll.('.On were conBld('.rml, 
the site t:t'lc~·tlon gult.lolhlcG rt~commcnded 
a tllrCfHlllie raUl us clear 7.<:1UO <wen though 
the atrtlhlp H~:t'Ir wnfl less tlum 800 !cot long. 

(il'Olllld htmdllnr, of largo t1lt"Khips presents 
problems. too. In tlJL' past, crews numbering 
tn the llllnclred~t cm1ld not nlwa\"lt control 
nlrahlps on the rmnnd, p1\rtlculnriy tn ct'osG 
Whttlll. 

13,~vt·rn1 1dcn9 h1\VC crncrgcti to lmprore 
~l'mmd l:mndUu~;. 'l.'hc JirRt Is to 11sc }l(l.ll!,."nl"ll 
thn.t f!o(l.t or nt'e mounted l.1ll turntnbh'!s so 
tiJe:.r coult1 nlwBys tn.r.c Jnt.o the wind, hut tho 
P.xpeuse of buihllng a ttlrntn.ble Jnrge onollr)l 
to accommodate nn ulrslltp wotlld probn.hly 
be prohlbltlvc. A tl..ot\ttllg bnng1\r WM used by 
:7.eJJPCllll for ht.s fil·t.t. alrsllips, tmt abandoned 
n~t lln!!:\ttf\!nctory. A !lt'cond Idea. 1a to keep 
t.lti'J n.trshiiJ contJnuoustr alrbol'ne once tt lS 
built. All IIUJ,Plle.s, ~·argo, crew, etc., would 
be wlncbcd up nnd down Itt modnles t>.•hJlo 
Ute. nlrchJp ho-rercd ov~rh~n.tl. 'l'ho tnlrd Jden 
t.s (\ll e:rtenAlon of the techntq1.1('9 developed 
for hn.tHUtug lnrge rlgids 1n tho ll.l30s and !or 
U.S. NL"Iv~· bllntp opcruttona in tho lnte I9li0a 
nne!' eru:ly 1960s. Wllon tl1e airship Jnnds, 
1t Is tethered to mobile- ''chicles (rntlrond cA.ra 
v;ere \lS':"!d fol' the huge rtglfls} ulld then 
towed into tha htmgn.r. 'J:'1le snm1~ equipment 
URf!d !or the Nfi."Y Ullmpa co11lr.l he ndt~pt.t'.d to 
rlgld nlr::J1Jps or up t\., a million cubic teet. 
r..n.r~c-r, he!\l'lcr rnodel.s of tlmt P.qulpment 
could handle nu alrHhtp of up tn 15 mtltlon 
cubit' fMt. Bt'yond thn~. tllo hover mode may 
be ~be ouly lmAWcr. 

A1Rf'llfU'S Hh\'J:: 'Ull.m UI'S Al'lll DOWNS 

Even t.houg-h vcctm'(•d (dlrectl!lnnl) tlll'ust 
or nerodynnm.Jc lift 1mny be uaP.d to offset 
varlatlons in buornncy, nlrahlps aro Btlll 
huoynnt vehictea. It an a.lrshJp Is "haA.vy•'
lf lt. Wf'lr,lls mote tlHln the atr It <llspla.cc~ 

· ·1!1 lh·.<;e:tmd. li It IR "llg-h~." lt will nscend. 
·o~. !.' the denz.lty or a.tr dccreasl'!il wltb 

; · nde, tho higher tbo Birshtp rises, the 
1\•::::; l:he dlsplMCd air W('lghs. 1-lventltully It 
will r~ach equlllbrJ.um-t.hc airship's "at.ntJe. 

· <:elllug." 
l\tmoophertc: pressure nlso decrea•:cs with 

nltH11tlc, A.llowtng the lUting gnH to expaud 
In t11o cells. At "pJ·etmnre hclgllt.," the celll:l 
1\te tun. It tile~ airshiP gl1es higher. gns mitRt 
bll ventf~t.l. or tile cella wUI burst. But. vent~ 
ing gas Js expensive, pnrtlculnrly JC helium Ia 
Ulied, nnd the enJbsoquent lessened Jltt. during 
descent createa addltlonlll .problP.mll. There~ 

fore alrshlps nre llever lnt.onMona.Uy OPOT· 
nted truove pressure height:, 

For n. given nlrsbip to opernte nt E1o higher 
,;tt\.tJc ccU1ng, tts grtl .. 'tS weight at tnkeoJr mwt 
be decre~setl, fncrt'lMing tho bnoy1mt Utt. To 
opernte nt a. higher prcsstu·o Jtelght, leaf! gLUt 
fs pll\cCd in tile ~Us n.t tho Stfll"t O! 1\ ilt;~b:t. 

This c.Tocrcases JUt tmel tl(::ttln gross wclR"ht 
·must be d~·crcnscd to compt~f~Rittc, .Bl'C0.11floe 
the st.ructuml wclr,ht 111 fiXl1d. groL\!.1 wclgbt 
can be reduced onJy by cnrrylnr, le~..s Jmylon.d. 
(or ICS3 fttel, whJe.l\ mcal"! .. 'i lc~i!i rang-e). Thoro• 
!or(', ulrllhlvs nrc Jntrlllllki1ll)-' lowMnl~ltut.lo 

\'Chlch~s. wHh Jlmll('d curryhtg l'l!Jllltlt .. tt o1·cr 
nlllUlll•nh\Ou~ tf:rralns anti lllnilNt nbiiJ~\' t.o 
cllnth l~hol'e sLorms. AlrHhlps of tl)0 .ti)~Hl.!l 
We1·o trpJI.'all.V Operat-ed "t p\"Ct;Sl\1"0 llCI~ht Of 
2,000 ·!;o 4.000 teet with tt. static celllng o! 
5,000 to G,OOO !oct. ('l'ho Gcrmcms tlld tloslgu 
"hct~ht climber" P.eppt'ltns durtng Worla 
Wnt• I to opno.te nbov~' 20,000 teet., bnt tht>1 
"t\•ns done at the e1tpens1> ot Jmyloud and RttcM 
wn.s dano n.t tile t-xpense or payload nnd 
stmctural 1nter,rJty.) 

Dnrlng flight t.he nh'!!hlp com1umcr: rnel, 
l<m':lcntug lt.'i weight n.nd destroying equUib
rlum. 'l'o compellsate, bnllAat l'~covery Ol'S
tomt; wcoro de~Jg-ned to \10ndtmse wntcr out o:r 
tllletn~' elthnusts, Anot.bc1' method WllS to 
scoop wntCr !rom ooenna or h\ltP.R with 
buck\'t:s on rop~R. l'11.1posed nur.lo:>nr powered 
atrRblps do not fnCG thtA problem bcr.lnl.Se 
!ttells not COlUIUD1Cd b\lt C:OL\VJ?.rto('.d. 

Rclltmce on buoyunt ntr)lt CI'CI~tes otJu!r 
problems a.' wen. AlrAhlpa cnn Jond nne.! 
"l.tnload wllllC hCI\'('rfng, but to do ·thJs t!ley 
must mnlntn.ln neu~l'lll buoynncy (or use 
t•ectored thrust cmd grMt po\Vcr to oVCl'comr. 
buoyu.ttty tl.ttcttul.t.JonR}. As g(")(}(IR nr\~ 

unlonded, b:~un.:'lt must be t.nlwn on b\lnrtl.., 
n.ml a.a goods nrtl londed, ballnst mtlst be 
rclP.ntmr.l. Obviously, nrnnfl".\lmnta !or bttllnst 
must be mnde In n.drnnce, le~>~;enill~.: tllt.'" rur
shlp'~ ubnlty to scrvG \Ulde'·~Iopt·it ~H£•1:1. 

'J:'hcrmn.l vm·lntlon~ cnu~'t: b~tllynu('.y \""nrlil
tlons. A Zep[lt~lln r,rolllld crew olt<!lt hod 1\. 
h .. •am WllOI':O .St.>le responsHJHlty 'Wlts t<} cltmiJ 
em !UHI orr the mo~wect out !l!Nlhlp (1.~ nlL!:r.w\t
Jng aun n.ncl clo\v'ls Vtlrled the- henf,, nm1 
tht•re!ore tJHlllfl;, or the r,:tH, In n('.t\lf\.1 Ulgllt, 
thertnn.J problems were en mu~d by lnYMtl ln 
tho nt.ntosphc1·e. A wnrru nlrnhJp de.stcndtug 
Into C'lTider, dell~>er nlr or n C..0\'1 n.lrllhlp 
Mcondlug into wn.rmer, lNia donso nlr OC\'11.~ 

AlonBllY hnd to V.'*\1t tor the g(l:J nnl'la.lr tcm
pernturea to equnl!ze before Jt could Peuc
trate tho 11Jt.'rlllnl barrJet, ('The Ut-6 ot 
fl.wiw~lllTg propollors to vectnr thn1st in tile 
s.lrahlpR Akron nnd Macon grently retlur.ed 
this problem.} 
'In iviti:l.tlon t-o vectored tJu·us~. Sovett\l other 

tcchnolo(~icttl solnt.lonR to btloyAucy control 
h:I.Ye lll'l:U pro)pOOt>d, On~bonrd COlllpt!'SSIOU 
or Jlqulft.catJon of CM cmtld be \lllt>d tll c:on
tt'ol gM l'Olume, but t11e nece~-'lnry equip
ment may be too llc.avy. 'I'he usa of en1.clnc 
hellt Or the dli'ICbl~l'Ue ot ptenm Jnto the c£\,US 
CO\tld control gas deuslt..y thermally. Whether 
theRe mef.hQda rt>quJre bJ.S\ll(l.tlon or the gu.<J 
C\e1IA" nn.d what the r.:>Rponso ttme of tJte sys
tem 1G l'etnalna 111\known. IfoWP.\'er, It ts sMo 
t.o MY tlln.t bn.Jln.st cont.rol and gM 'VAivJug 
Will nl\vayr; be required, P.t. Ie:uct !\lt bnoran~y 
eontrolln omorgenclcG. 

ll.l"Am WM'l"l1M rnn:N» 

Ont \Tf the i62 l'lgld R.tr.ahlps thr.t havo 
bt>eu buJit (l78 count.tng tclnttlt or eon
vertod vehtcl~R), 119 lmvo mat. violent ends. 
Bnt look lJClow t.he alltfA.ce: 6'.! were lost tn 
enemy 1\C':Mon or needless hl'tit'o[:6ll flt•cs; 18 
were los:t, durJn(!" lnndtng or ground opern~ 
tlont~. 'l'beso lo::ses could ha.\'e been n.votd,~d 
If modern te('.hnlques n.nd -equl{lmant hnd 
11eeu avaHnble. 

. Ot' tha 19 nlrshlps ln.st In fttght. the major 
e11Iprtt. was structural fa.lltlrt.• In vtohmt 
weM.hcr .· Tltls does not mean tlln.t n.trt!lltlpa 
cannot s.nrvlv<t bnd Wt>nthot·, or that tho 
.al".ructures or designs were defeotl\'O. In 
almost every CMe, the design wna more thnn 
ablo ~ .smvl\·e t\llt·lt'_lpnted went.her·-t.he 

problem wns thnt, the wcuthcr ~ncountnr('d 
Wll.3 much wora~ thnn autlclpt~ted. 

With today'll ruoro preclM lmowlcdge ot 
me~.eorologlcn.l :forc:es, ntodorn comput,er~ 

aided l!trtlcturnl design and nnalysls tech· 
ulques, nnd modern mntt>rlnls, thfllfl Ia no 
doubt that stronr,()r, an.for nlr$hlps e~:m btl 
built:. Untll t.llo HI:\Oa, when commerclnl ~~lr~ 

ship opel'!ltlons cen!;ct.l, the fntn.llty tt.'cora or. 
nll·.shlps wna COJUpi\J"nbltt to tl1nt ot' ntrr,Jnnc~>. 
1'he Genuan nh'~o~h!J.' Hnr.- founded by ZepJ!C• 
lin cttrrted 40,0!10 pas:ocn~erFt nnd Jlr.w almost 
25,000 llotml dnrl''IJ 4-,()00 lllg·hta wltll Uw 
loss ot only 1:1 p:"L'l::;('n(;('rs--nll In t.he Ulli
cl.<'llllflrge~n!lnr,l'fltioJI. 

H nnr lJCW rnr.ollwtt of trRII:~ptlJ"taLJon ls lo 
gnln ncceptnm~o. lt n111st oll"t:!r au hnlJrove
Jnent over exlAtlnr. R:YAtenm In tl'tlllll or cm:~t. 

or pf.'ril,l'mnnco or both. 'l'l1c1·oron•. tll~' rt'
"t:lvnl \.,f aJrslilps wJU dept'IHl on their nbll!Ly 
t!) cnpt.uro trnmc rr~1tn nn otlstlll!.( mmlc or 
J;,marnto new t.rnmc: by otl,~rlllf~ b\•rvlccH tn 
dmnn.ud but cttrrollt.IY uruwnlln.blc. In I\ mill
tory context, n.lrRhtps nn1!1t bo n!Jle to per
form mlastoua l'tt'tt.er or ntoro chr.nply t.lu\n 
present modcA, or on·er u. cnpallllJLy tlr.~Jrct.l 

but uuavn.tlnblo, 
'!'.hen• t.'i n. clcur pcrrorm1mce r,l\p In tPrmr. 

or .9pecd between currtlnt sm·!ll.ce tnlt!'>f!<ll"t..a~ 

Hem nnd Jet 1~\rcrnrt; that nn alrr.hlp mll!ht. 
1lll. 'l'he question IR the co.<~t (lf olr:.hlp ~~~·rv

lcc. 
Co.at Js dApem:l~ut upou mnnY vnrl:\1)/es: 

the cant or the vehlcla,ltG ,;ervlcl'lll!r., tmnnnl 
utllh~1\tlon. ft1o1 nnd crew, etc. Whllo thc!;C 
cost.G cnu be predl\•.ted for n. Jlew nlrplnut.• 
wen before Its tlrEL lll:~ht bcc:tWHC of the t·i\fil; 
nmotJnt"of dutt\ nvtlllltble on prwto oud ru·c:mut 
(l.il'crnrt construction nnd opt:'ratlnr. co:;t:z, 
nlrshlpR lnclt thnt n.eh•nnttlr~e. '1'11c lo:;t vnlltl 
dntn for lnl'gl) ntrshlpll como rt\lnl l.tlc 10:101-1 
wheu nlr~olllJl I.'(IHI.n v.·ere t:Mnpetll.lvfl With 
nlrplunr:r.. l''cw would nf.t.~mpt to ext.rrtpolutt~ 
that.. t.rt'nd to t.hr. pr~mmt, 

Prcllmlunry nunly.sJs Jud!cntm1 thnl, J.hr.tt' h1 
It nHH"kct t[or nlt'r;hJp trtl!lflport of l!U'I_:I) tn~ 

dh·Jt;Jble loD.dll, H thr co!lt romalt19 l•tllt'IV trm 
ctml"::~ PC!' ton-mH1:. rr tho cot:t eould llfl rm
t.hr.t lowered tu four cents pelt tlm-mUe, n!r
shlps could atnrt dlvcl'tlng trnlllo trom nlr
plll\lel:l, tru.::k nmt mil. ~~~~-Hlrt\1 e.tl{;t ('Htitunl<'S 
by pot.t:luttn..t nmnu!actm·cro und ot.lu~ra 1m11· 
cnt.e thut the hl!!"her 1\g:ure 1£1 tndracl ponslhlc 
but t.be lower lu fltlll In doubt. Slmllrtr nrmlr~ 
aeR to cathnntr. tho uJrshlp Cotlt c!Jcrth·cnr~n 
!or mJlltnrr mls(';Jons lit(' poorlblc, bt1t. ft•IV 
hm·c bClln comptotcd, 

"JI.!OllE '.THAN ~")NP; W,\Y '1'0 Cf:"r JIWII 

llmong ille mrmr Jll'Opo:mls tor nlrflhlJJ9, 
&Jmo nrc for dltf~!·cmt typcw or vr.hklcs whll:ll 
nre not totn.lly buoynnt. 'rhe"'o sttrtlr,<':.>lcd "hy
brids," whldl combine nerosti\Mc tllld net·odyM 
lll\mlc feattlres, ttro quite vnrled: ~;\1J11e nrr. 
chw.<:!(l nlrslllp c.!t>~;tr:u:; pt1Jk1l l'\1}(1 pu!!ht•tl 
nud ·Npruutlntr wln~.:;fl; l't:hors n.r·~ bn'"'d tlll 
bnllom1-ro!Arr wlug cnmblnntlottc.; ot.l,rr.<~ 

.are !t•l'nts of llft.lng bodh~s that Joc•l\ mu·~h 
like Jnr~e .ap.acc shttt.tles or tt~-r.nt1T n·hkh't•. 

'!.ho hybrJd vehlclf:l oo.n offer tnstar 1•P~'·t"ld>1. 
b~t..tf:r conti'Ol nud Cl\."tcr hnndllnr;: l,hR!l \'.OH
vt.>nl.louut alrllhlpa. tu e.om1mrlson wJtlt ntr
pllmt>s it oJict·a lllghnr pnyJonci<J nnd bcth'r 
energy efficiency, Indccll, .otmllcs Ahow hy~ 
l.lrJt.ll:l tC<"Jmici\Ur por,slblo nnct econrnntr:aUy 
prnctlcs.l. A pn,of-of~~~onet•pl: JHtlug bofly 
deRlg"ll hns ll<l~ll HllCC'.:l::~t;ftllll' tlOWll, 

nut.. hyhrhl ('.onc<~pts rcm11ln unpl'ov('(l nnd 
their use Ia prohnbly fs.l'thcr tuto tho ful.ure 
tlU\tl L'l 1\ rai'1V(1.1 o! cJU:.I,)Jic: airship dl~~>ll!ll~l·-"' 

If, Jnde('d, tbnt Ia to tnke plnce . .llnd liybl'i.d'l, 
t.o be acct:'ptt'd, nn1st meet the ::Jame C'\~onomlc 
mtd nlA.rket t('sW lUI couv~nttona.l n.lrahlp.s. 

Several unmunncd buoynn~ systt.'mH, whl<'h 
ml{{ht bo nsf.lul f~.lr spcclo.l npplicntlons, nrc 
a.l.~:o rccciYtug n.tt~ntlcm: tethered bo.llo(ll\ 
s3•stema for Joggtng, comtmmlea.tlon, nnd 
radn.r o.ppucntlons are cUl't'Clltly opemtlonnl 
nlld l'n.rntng pr\.,f!.ts for thclr operators nnd 
mauut'acturt't'H; blgh alt.it~tde statlon,-ke!'!p~ 
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tng ''chicles for survemance and commu~
. cntlon wm be flown shortly. 

The m!Utary 1s interested In some of thElse 
system." !or omoadtng supplies ontQ mtdevel
oped beachheads. The communication and 
survc1llo.nce applications also ho.ve clear 
mllltnrr as well as commercial potential. 

HELD l7l' BY REDTAPE 
Tile final barriers to nlrshlps arc those 1m· 

posed by government regulation, union con
tracts and the like. 

How wm nlrshlps be certified? The Fcdern.l 
Avln.Uon Administration hn.s been stntt;gUng 
!or several yenrs to develop standards !or 
nlrcrn.ft cupnble of using ,;hart runwnys, 
although t..he dHterences be~ween these 
pirmes rmd conventlonn.l aircraft are not thnt 
drnnmt..lc. How long w111 It W.ke to develop 
stn.ndardo; for commercial nlrshlps? 

How wUI nln;hlps be hnndlcd by tho air 
tJ'Il.liic control sy!ltem? At tho lenst, been use 
or their rclnth·ety low speeds and altitude 
rc!-!l·rlc\.lons, special procedures of some type 
will boncc1.cd. 

How wlli airships be tested? What Sl\fety 
standards wm npply? wm 1\lrshlps be oper-
1\~Cd by alrUnes or by shipping con1pnules? 
Will ccrtiflf.'.ntcs of public convenlenca t\nd 
nccc::;stty be required? WUI the n.vlntion or 
tho mnrltlme unions hrwe jurisdiction? Wlll 
the Civil Aeronnutlcs Board or tho Federnl 
MarttlmG Conunlsslon hnve regulatory con
trol? Whn.t of our lnternationnl bilateral 
ns:reentent.or;? WUI they apply or wm new 
nt>gotlatlons be needed? 

Although these ls.~ucs nrc currently over
slmtlowed by tho . teclmlco.l nnd economic 
qucsuons, they must n.t least be considered. 

IS THEltE AN AmSHIP lN YOUR FUTURJ!:? 
Interest is strong in airships, and with 

some Justification. They do offer the poten
tlnl to soivo some serious tra.nsporto.tlon 
problems aud to Improve service. Many of 
thclr prC\'ious drawbnclts hnve been solved 
with llC'\V conccpta and new tcchnolo~y. But 
do nlrshlps make scnso economlcnlly? 

Mnny nd'!ocntcs feel tlmt furl..hcr tcclmlcal 
nnd economic studi<'s are n wn.sl.o or time. 
Jkeanse nu n.lrlihlp must be LmUt n.ncl flown 
to r.et dt\b\ nnd end spcculn.tton, It mny fol
low tlmt onco ntrshlps nrc flying nnd people 
('an sec wlmt they cnn do, lnnuml'rnblo tm
RUspcctcd us('a wm be found Justl!ylng the 
im·estment. 'l'bts may be true, but who Is 
gotng to pn.y for the construction and Olght 
ot thnt first nlrshlp? 

Conservatives argue thl\t, If n.lrshlps are 
prncttcnl, the private sector will produce 
them. Tiley also point to tho development 
of tho unmanned syaten1s for .logging and 
cotmmmlcn.tlons, nut thL" nr~ument Ignores 
two !actol's. FlrstJ the logglug nnd communi
en tiona applications nrc not significant dc
pl\l'tur~ from the current Rtnte-of-the-art 
in sport nnd high n.ltitude research balloon-

The SST experience 1s stlll too vivid. And 
Congress Is too busy with the present prob~ 
lema or bankrupt railroads, airlines nnd 
manufacturers to chase potentl(l.l wUl~o'-thew 
Wisps. 

In the m11itary there Is much Interest tn 
ntrshlps nnd other buoyant systems, but this 
iS balanced by strong nntng-ontst.lc forces. 
Some development wUl probably occur, but 
not rnpldly or 011 n large scnlc. 

E\·on if neither the nvto.tton Industry nor 
the government Is wUllng to support devel
opment or nlrshlps, the nlrshlp tllldCI'grouncl 
wlll continue to function. At thls moment 
a father nnd son tenm o.re building n small 
rigid nll'shlp in tho dC!lCrt of A1·I:r.onn, a 
young southern CBlifornln entrepreneur Is 
bulldlng a sport blimp in his backyard, n.nd 
a. sport balloon compo.ny 1s o.bout to Intra· 
duco a thermal bHmp-smo.ll compn.nfea 
with n. concept n.nd n drenm keep nppenrfng. 

Wo may be seeing tho rebirth or silk-scarf 
a.vlntlon. The snmo types of people who 
brought alrpln.nes out or their infrmcy may 
bring nlrAhlps out of obllviou In spite of es
tablished Industry, the govermncnt-rmd the 
odds. 

AmsniP TEO.l\15 
Dirigible: Any buoyrmt vehicle thnt cnn be 

steered in free flight with or against the 
wind. 

Non.-rlgld: An nlrshlp without internal 
support or structure. Tho hull is tho gns en
velope nnd Ita shape lt mnlntntned by In
ternal g[l,S pressure. The n.ctual cnr, crew 
quarters, pnylond, etc., nre extcrnRl to the 
gl\9 envelope. 

BUmp: A non-rigid airship. SeverRlsources 
of the name are given. One well documented 
origin ie that "blimp" resembles the sound 
mndo when a. non-rigid airship Is tnpped 
with a finger. 

Semi-rigid: An airship ·with a structural 
keel nttnehed to the gns envelope, but with· 
out other support. Tho envelope stUI depends 
on gns pressure for support. 

Non-pressure rigid: An airship with a 
rigid structural slccleton, Tho outer enve
lope Is nttn.ched to tho frn.mework nnd docs 
not depend on pressure for Its shnpo. The 
gns Is contnlncd Jn cells inside tho rigid 
st..ructurc. 

Zoppclln: Strictly speaking, a non~prc.!lsttro 
rigid airship produced by the Zcppclln Com .. 
prmy. Often used synonymously for all alr
shlps of this type. 

Pressure rigid: An nlrship with EL rlgld ex
terior shell pnrthllly supported by lnterno.l 
gn.s pressure. A blimp with a. metal Skin m .. 
stead of fabric. 

Hybrid: An nlrcrn!t thn.t uses hugo 
a.mounta ot both nerostn tic and aerodynnmic 
lU:t. A combination alrshlp-alrplnne. 

Ing. There is no stn.te-of-the~art tor largo 
airships. Second, the magnitude of the in.. LAWS RELATIVE TO THE PRINTING OF 
vestment rotd risk Is much grentcr for large DOCUMENTS 
nlr:'lhips. Bct'nuse of the large development Either House mny order tho printing of a 
cost.s of modern technology, tt is claimed document not nlready provided tor by lnw, 
thn.t Amerlcnn aircraft manu!o.cturers no but only when the snme shall be accompa~ 
longer hnve the capital to undertake new nled by an estimate from the Public Printer 
ln.rge-scnle airplane design progro.ms. U thi.S as to the probable cost thereof, Any exceu
ls true for airplanes, a field in which the tive depa.rtme.nt, bureau, board or tndcpend
Unlted Stntes lends the world, it is no won- ent omce of the Government submitting ro
dcr that manuto.ctttrcrs hesltnto ·to begin ports or documents tn responsa to 1nqulrles 
pt•ivnto large-sen to nlrshlp' development pro- from congress shall submit therewith an 
grnms, If a lnrge-scnle airship program ts to· estimate of the probo.ble cost of printing the 
start In t~ near future, it wlll have to bo usual number. Nothing 1n thi.S section re .. 
governmen;; supported. lattng to estimates shall apply to reports or 

But government support ot commerclal documents not exceeding 60 pages (U.S. 
airship development is extremely unlikely. Code, title 44, seo. 140, p. 1g38), 

Resolutions for printing extrn. cop1e11, when 
presented to eil-hPr Hou:;e, ehnll be referred 
inunecll:ntely to the Committee on 1-Iouso 
AdmtnlstmL!on of the House of Rrprescntn.
tlves or the Committee on Rules nnd Admln
Lstrntton of tho Sennte, who, in mnklng their 
report, sbnll give the probable cost or the 
proposed printing upon the estlmnte of tho 
Public Pt•!nter, nnrl no extrn copies .!!hnll be 
printed before such committee hns reported 
(U.S. Code, title 44, ace, 703), 

GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS FOR S.\t~E 

Additional copies of Government pnhllcn.
tlons nrc offered f'•r sl\le to the public hy \.he 
Supcl'lntendent of Document.:!, Oovcrllmetlt 
Printing Office, Wn.:>hlno;ton, D.C. 20·103, nt 
cost thereof 1\8 determined by tho l'ttbllc 
Printer phts 60 pm:ccnt: Prol•fdt•d, 'l'hnt n dl!l· 
count or not to CXf.'<:"Cd 25 perecnt nmy br. nl
lowed to authorized bookclel\lt>rH nnd qunnt..ll.y 
pm·chnsers, bttt sttch print tnt; shnll not lntrr
fcro with tho prOlnpt exccu~lnn or work for 
the Government, 'l'he SupCl'lntL•ncil'nt of 
Doctmtcnts shnll pres~rlbo the terms nnd 
condltioua under which he mny nul..horlzo 
the resnle or Government publications hy 
bookdcalers, nnd he mny dos11:nntc nny Gov
ernment omcer his nr.cnt for tho snlo or Gov
ernment publlcnttons under such rogulntlons 
ns shall be ng:rccd upon by the Superintend
ent of Documents nnd the hend of the re
spective depn.rtment or estnbll!!htncnt or the 
Government (U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 1708). 

COPYRCpiiT NOTICES 

When privately Cl)pyright<>d mntcrlnl Is 
reprinted In a Government pubiiC"nt.\on, 
notice of copyrtgh.t Is cs!lentlnl 1n order time 
the public not be misled. 

Whenever CONGRESsiONAL RF.cono reprinte 
n.re plnnned to Include copyrlr,htcd nmtcrlut, 
the CONORESStONAL RECORD Clerk should bo 
so advised and pcrn\lsslon should be obtained 
from the copyright holder, 

C0NORESSIONAL DinECTORY 

'1110 Public PriULt>r, muler t.ltr. din·~·! Inn or 
tl\o Joint Commltt(•o on Printing, mn.y print 
for snle, at 1\ price l!Utllclent t.o rclmburfle l..ho 
expenses of such printing, the current Con· 
gresslonal Directory. No sale shall bo mndo 
on credit (U.S. Code, title 44, soc. 722), 

RECORD OFFICE AT TilE CAI'I'l'OL 

An bffico for the CoNGRF~"SlONAt. nr-:cono, 
with Mr. Wlllln.m M. Murphy In chn.rr,c, l.8 Jo
cntcd in room 11-n2, Houso wing, whcro or
ders wlll be rer.olvfld for subscriptions to tho 
Rt:cono at $3.76 p~r month or $·15 per ycn.r, 
Single copies are 25 cents ench, for current 

·issues. Also, orders from Metnbcrs or Con
gress to purchase r('prlnts from tho RF.cono 
should be processl!d thro\lgh tills omee. 

PRINTING OF CONGRESSIONAL RECORD 
EXTRACTS 

It shall bo lawrut for tho Public l'ilntor 
to print and deliver upon the order of any 
Senator, Representative, or Delegate, extracts 

'from th& CONGRESSIONAL RECORO, the person 
ordering the sam& paying tho cost thereof 
(U.S. Code, title 44, sec. 907). 
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DAVIO BROWER, Preside>fl 

FruENDSOFTHEEARTH 

izo C STREET, S.E., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20003 

(202) 543-4313 
_.,;'.''· 

Comments submitted by Pamela Rich, on behalf of the Washington, DC 
Office, Friends of the Earth, to the Federal Power Commission on the 
draft Environmental Impact Statement, "Alaska Natural Gas "rransporta-
~~~~-~!~~~~~~~y~~L~--~~~~~~~-~~L-!~I~~------------------------------

Friends of the Earth appreciates this opportunity to offer our 
comments on the Federal Power Commission draft environmental impact 
statement, "Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems." Friends of 
the Earth is an international organization concerned with the conser
vation and rational use of the earth's resources. Friends of the 
Earth has a standing interest in the North and the future of the 
North's peoples and natural environments. We see Alaska as a cutting 
edge - it represents a unique and perhaps the last opportunity for 
the United States to design a future in harmony with the character 
and wildness of the Alaska land and the lifestyles of its indigenous 
peoples. 

The transportation of natural gas from Alaska's North Sbpe 
epitomizs the choices which challenge the nation and Alaska to develop 
the region slowly and wisely. The way the gas pipeline is routed and 
construction and operation procedures monitored will certainly be a 
precedent for any additional pipeline systems planned for delivery 
of North Slope resources. 

Friends of the Earth strongly urges the Federal Power Commission 
to analyse the alternative gas transportation systems in the context 
of future development possibilities, recognizing that their decision 
on the. gas tranport system could set a much longer term pattern of 
development for Alaska. 

Friends of the Earth believes that the following factors are 
central to this type of long term planning which we feel is so impor
tant to the future integrity of northern ecosystems. The North is a 
fragile land and many disturbances are known to be severe and irrevers
sible. Other intrusions such as changes in wildlife habitat have 
impacts, the long-term effects of which cannot yet be calculated. Thus, 
Friends of the Earth urges the FPC to cosider at the minimum an existing 
transportation corridor. This would establish a pattern of development 
which would minimize impacts and do more to protect some of the ir
replaceable values of Alaska. We also believe that in a region where 
so many developmental factors have unknown impacts, a mechanism must 
be established to evaluate and incorporate data accumulated from pre
ceding developments into the construction and monitoring phases of later 
projects. Much can be learned already from the "Alyeska experience." 
New designs must incorporate practical solutions to the problems en
countered already, so that past mistakes are not senselessly repeated. 
~ally, the costs of development in the North are high - and by that 

Committed to the preseroation, reo/oration, and rational use of the ecosphere 
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we mean social and economic, as well as environmental c·osts. It 
also 'costs' a lot of energy to transport fossil fuel resources 
from the North Slope to lower 48 markets. ~lends of the Earth 
stresses the importance of plugging net energy analyses into the 
decision-making process so that more energy is not put into a 
system than can eventually be derived, particularly at such htgh 
costs. relating to other factors. 

Friends of the Earth commends the FPC staff for having begun a 
good analysis of alternative routes. We believe that the dEIS has 
come a long way towards looking at North Slope oil and gas devel
opment as one system - the range of possibilities for transport of 
both have finally been laid face up on the table. 

Now, more information must be provided in the Final EIS to make 
a decision as to the best system. Net energy and LNG tanker risk 
analyses are ·•=""~ particularly lacking in the dEIS as well as more 
environmental information relating to the "Fairbanks Corridor·" route. 
Friends of the Earth also believes that the dEIS inadequately in
corporates baseline data from Alyeska. Problem areas to date have 
been well documented by state pipeline officials, yet so little of 
that information is presented in this dEIS, that we have essentially 
no assurances that the same problems will not be encountered again. 
The reliance on verbal promises from industry, the proposed use of 
winter construction schedules, the cursory treatment of stream cros
sing problems, and other similar cases presented in the dEIS do not 
reveal any attempt to build on the experiences of Alyeska and the 
realites of building pipelines in northern environments. 

Furthermore, many of the mitigating measures described in the 
dEIS (II:317-364) are too general to be meaningful. For example, 
design features have been described in only very ,general terms and 
are offerred among a variety of alternatives. Such statements as, 
"The pipeline design would include unique design reatures •.. " and, 
"measures would be used to prevent possible problems .... "(page II:319) 
are really very vague. Only one or two examples are listed as 'unique 
features' or 'measures' so it is not clear to us at all ~h!£h system 
will ultimately be used or who will make that decision. And, in · 
the absence of any type of quality control analysis on these systems, 
who can judge whether or not a proposed system would be practical or 
effective? In a sense, the reader is being asked to evaluate 'a pig 
in a poke.' Yet, one of the clearest lessons already learned from the 
oil pipeline is that on a high-speed, large scale project, design· 
features and enforcement procedures must be made very explicit from 
the start if anything but a haphazard job is to result. 

We also believe that verbal promises from industry are not 
enough to insure that adequaUYsteps will be taken to protect the 
physical or human environments given the very rigorous demands of 
the physical environment and tight construction schedules. We are 
frankly surprised at the apparent willingness of the FPC to accept 
such statements as the following: "El Paso has stated they would 
cooperate fully ..• (II:318)". What if construction falls behind 
schedules or if 'cooperation' costs too much? Effective mechanisms 
need to be stipulated to force the applicant to take environmental 

The environmental staff relied on the environmental 
information in the U.S. Department of the Interior's 
Environmental Impact Statement, plus the fact that an 
underground pipeline does exist along a portion of this 
route, from near Fairbanks to the Alaska-Canada border. 
When available, the environmental staff has utilized 
information gained through the experiences of Alyeska. 

The environmental staff feels it has provided an adequate 
review of El Paso's proposed measures to mitigate adverse 
effects to the environment. A detailed presentation of 
every step-by-step procedure for every situation is beyond 
the scope of this environmental impact statement. 
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conditions seriously. 

Likewise, the revegetation program appears to be based only on 
the good intentions of El Paso, for example: "All disturbed areas 
would be revegetated and restored as nearly as possible to pre-con
struction conditions (II:332)." While we do not necessarily want 
to question the good intentions of El Paso, it must be pointed out 
that there have been some very real problems with revegetation along 
the oil pipeline, such as seed sources and soil stabilization. There 
is nothing in this dEIS about how areas will be revegetated, how soon 
after disturbance, and who has the responsibility for maintenance 
after planting. If revegetation is to be successful, a long-term 
plan must be prescribed andimplemented. 

We are particularly dismayed that a winter construction schedule 
is being planned and relied on and that specific impacts which might 
be encountered during the summer have thus been disregarded. One 
has only to look at the bottleneck of critical supplies in the 
Prudhoe Bay ice this summer, or the reduced work schedules forced on 
Alyeska last winter during the very cold spells to recognize the 
severe impacts the northern environment can have on projects. The 
winter construction schedule proposed by El Paso is not as practical 
as the. dEIS might lead the public to believe. This should be more 
realistically evaluated in the Final EIS and impact analyses revised 
as appropriate. 

Stream crossing proposals reflect more good intentions than a 
real understanding of the problems which might arise and hence an 
ability to deal with those problems. Where have river control struc
tures been necessary on the oil line and what types of problems 
have they caused? In designing culverts for road crossings, velocity 
barriers to fish migration is not the only problem although a major 
one. Joint Fish and Wildlife Adv:Lsory .. Team (JFWAT) monitoring pro
grams have indicated that proper· culvert installation, erosion pro
tection devises, and stream channel restoration are also significant 
problems developing with oil pipeline construction. Some of these 
other problems should be recognized and evaluated the Final EIS if 
the problems are going to be dealt with effectively during gas line 
construction. 

It is also unclear from the dEIS how much in fact El Paso's 
proposed route will share facilities with the existing Alyeska support 
facilites. Will new construction camps be built? If so, how many 
and where? From where will the gravel for the El Paso proposal be 
taken? Shortages of gravel have already been encountered along the 
Alyeska route. Without an adequate discussion of these factors, it 
is not possible to evaluate what the real advantages are of the pro
posed El Paso route over and above the other possibilities. 

Another weak area in the dEIS is the whole operation and sur
veillance program which has been presented in only very general 
terms. The public has no idea how the program will be implemented 
or by whom and therefore has little assurance that an effective program 
will indeed take place. The public has learned several things from 

~ 
' J 

The environmental staff agrees that successful revegetation 
in disturbed areas is of prime concern in mitigating environ
mental impacts and has proposed restoration and revegetation 
procedures. 

The environmental staff has recommended that the successful 
applicant undertake an analysis of the Alyeska Pipeline 
System in order to accumulate more definitive information on 
the impacts of a chilled gas pipeline in arctic and subarctic 
environments. For more detail concerning this recommendation 
see the staff's response to Page 3 of the EPA's commertts. 

It has not yet been determined to what extent El Paso's 
proposed route would share facilities with the existing 
Alyeska support facilities. Additional construction camps 
will undoubtedly be required, but sites have not yet been 
selected. Tenative locations for El Paso's borrow sites are 
given in Figures 2 through 35, Section 2.1, Appendix to 
Description of Facilities, Volume IV of El Paso's applica
tion. Final borrow sites have not yet been selected. 
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the Alyeska experience. Without a carefully designed surveillance 
program, enforcement becomes a nightmare of confused communications 
and environmental damage. We have seem on the oil line how verbal 
promises or good intentions are not enough when played against a 
tight construction schedule and a tough environmant. These facts 
must be recognized in the gas transport EIS and far more specific 
problem analysis needs therefore to be presented. 

Another very significant aspect of the oil pipeline which should 
not be disregarded in gas transport is the closed information circuit 
surrounding the whole project. Yet the public has a very real stake 
in the ways in which these pipelines are constructed. We all are going 
to have to live with these systems and the lands surrounding them for 
many years to come. Our right to access to information concerning 
actual implementation procedures must be guaranteed. Nowhere in 
El Paso's proposal have provisions for public input been made. 
Friends of the Earth would encourage the ~rot~ consider a citizens' 
advisory board or some other mechanism which would guarantee public 
access to critical information. Future developments in this region 
cannot afford the alienation which results from keeping concerned 
individuals on the outside. 

Finally, we find it very difficult, on the basis of the dEIS, to 
yet determine which would be the more practical and most environmentally 
benign route for gas transport. For example, how would combined 
oil and gas tanker traffic in Cook Inlet compare with traffic levels 
e~pected in Prince WUliam Sound? How might this affect risk possi
bilities inherent in LNG transport? Tanker traffic levels should be 
a factor in site selection, yet no discussion was presented. The 
reader also has little idea from the dEIS as to comparative weather 
conditions such as winds and tidal effects and how those would affect 
alternative sites and traffic routes. Both weather and traffic con
siderations must be given more discussion in the Final EIS that an 
LNG site on Cook Inlet could be fully evaluated against the proposed 
Pt. Gravina site. Without riask analysis concerning LNG transport, 
on what basis will a discussion be made as to the relative merits 
or disadvantages .. of a route involving tanker transport vis-a-vis an 
all-land system? It is Friends of the Earth's opinion that prior to 
any decision on a particular route, more information regarding the 
many factors enumerated in these comments must be provided. 

In conclusion, Friends of the Earth strongly recommends that such 
additional information be included in the Final EIS and in particular, 
that more discussion and evaluation be given to the Fairbanks Corridor 
route. It is an existing corridor and one which would not involve 
the inherent risks or increased tanker traffic of LNG liquefaction 
and tran~port. While there is not much time for such additional analy
sis under the tight schedule for the NEPA process as proposed by the 
FPC, we stress the importance of carefully considering all alternatives 
at this time. It is a critical opportunity which will set precedents 
for future pipeline developments. Thank you for this opportunity to 
offer our views. 
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It is our understanding that the U.S. Department of the 
Interior (DOl) will again recommend that Federal authorizing 
officers be assigned to work with and oversee all phases of 
the applicant's construction program to assure compliance 
with and enforcement of regulations. DOl is presently 
involved in the preparation of stipulations similar to 
those utilized by the Alyeska Pipeline Company which will 
cover specific actions and implementatign procedures to be 
initiated against individuals found in violation of pre
scribed regulations. 

Comment reflected in Public Safety analysis and/or safety 
studies attached to the FEIS. 

The environmental staff has accepted the DOl's discussion 
of the Fairbanks Corridor route, Where possible, addi
tional information would be included. 



14000 Interurban Avenue So. 
Seattle, Washington 98168 
Phone: (206) 244-8600 

2231111nols Street 

F~ 
Tela)( 32-0127 Phone: 907/452-7224 

5th Day of January 
Our 25th Year 

1976 

Federal Power Commission 
825 North Capital Street 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Attention: Mr. John N. Nassikas, Chairman 

Gentlemen: 
(.'! 

U> 

0 

As a small businessman interested in our country's welfare 
first and my personal ga~in last I strongly urge that your 
decision will be to transport the Alaskan gas through Alaska 
and ~ through Canada. 

The rip-off Canada has already forced our country to swallow 
with their cut-off on oil and gas should be ample evidence 
of what would happen if we transported Alaska gas through 
their country. 

Americans as a whole have lost their faith in our government 
to the extent that they trust no one. Help gain back that 
trust by considering the whole country and not just a few 

-.... . -: 

politically strong and greedy groups. " 

PKH/gw 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Paul K. Haggard 
President 

Specializing in Equipment and SerW:e to the Utilities, Contractors and Municipalities 

rn 
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_ ~::£,p1/,y~'om she Dwelling Place of the GreaJ Spirit-l~yo 
H - . - . 174 FLOWER ALLBY 

- BIG PINE, CALIP. 93513 

...• ./· . : ... ~.~. v . . ,~1 .. • UiiJ' l t.· 

r.-: 
Federal P~¥'Cpmmission 
Washlngto9, O,t7 20426 ., 
GentlemetH llliL...!!,g,: 

Jan. 15 1976 

El Paso Alaska Company 
et al. 

Docket Nos. CP 75·96 
et al. 

I have read the Draft Environmental booklet which you 

kindly furnished me. I urge strong support for this 

method of transporting the natural gas. Please o.k. 

the alternatives of 1. Building site of Oxnard, Calif. 

In preference to Point Conception; 2. site of llqulfactlon 

plant to be located at Nikiski on Cook Inlet rather 

th-n at Pt. Gravina. It Is regrettable that so large 

a swath of land must be devoted to an energy resource 

of such limited supply, that Is, for a limited time 

~·M<, ···"~£.~ 
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Anacortes.', ',o/ashington 

January 26, 1976 

Federal Power Commission 

Washington D. C. 2Q426 

Federal Power Commission:. 

Enclosed is a report I received from OMAR, on the Alaska Natural Gasline, 

of which I thought the Federal Power Commission would be interested in. Like 

I said the work is needed here and now, for the needy and the future gener

ation, we have to think about them al.so. There is so much umemployment now, 

just think how it will be in the future with the ~e;pe;i,ag Foreign Countries 

taking over. Do we really need them to do the work we should be doing ~ 

in the~~·??? One ihf these days we are going to ha:t·e to learn to 

stand alo,ne ••• 

Sincerely, 

'-0 Ms. Clara Lindquist ..._ .. 
~ 

~, (lJ:U<V q:np :c "' 
0 ·= . 
I•.J ..... 
?:: _,. 

303 Q. Avenue 
'-' = 
~' " cr ~ Anacortes, 'iashington 98221 "" 

_, .. 
a:a ::; 

Phone 206-293-6823 ~ "' ~ 

P.S. I would appreciate a prompt reply to this letter. 
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Sl~:'.iA!'.Y OF REASONS FOR PACTFIC NORTIIWF.ST 

fE6 l \0 40 ~~ OF Tf!E TRAI'IS-ALASKAN G.\S PIPELrNE 
FEDERAL POWER COH~ 

·.:..., .. ,_ .. ,, _:;:I .. · ..... 

- Shipment ot over 1. tl mill ion tons 0 f proj cc.t rna.tcr.i..als to Alaska. 

- Cr~ation of over 7 thousand direct jobs at the W?terfront • 

.. C:::eation of thousands of induced jobs, 

Inc.,-e;:,ccJ shipl'lents and jobs at Sen-Toe ail:port. 

- $150 milli.on worth of goods to Alaska from Eastern Washington. 

- Direct involvectent in supply of machinery, spare parts, timber, 

"oc:cnt, fi•.bricated steel products, reinforcing steel, etc., by 

;:unerous Washington-based firms. 

/'• 

- Alaska.~ .IJOpulati~n will increase by -1 I. tho~t::-;and if Trans-Alaskan 

Gas Pipeline is built, requiring increased foodstuff, clothing, 

etc., from Washington State farmers, manufacturers, and suppliers. 

(This is a 10 percent inc~ease in Alaskan population.) 

III. Benefits related to Alaskan access to Prudhoe Bay natural gas 

- Over 3 trillion cubic feet of state royalty gas will be available 

for residential, commercial and industrial uses in Alaska. 

r- Alaskan Royalty Board is required to use royalty gas 
1 

development of privctte enterprise. 

- Fairbanks and other smaller communities along pipeline route 

will construct natural !?as distribution systems. 

- World-scale petrochemical plants ~<ill be constructed using royalty 

gas as feedstock and manufacturing pdmctrily ethylene-based 

products. 
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- World-scaQe fertilizer plants manufacturing urea and aqueous 

ammonia will be constructed. 

- ~li.ncral development will he encouraged. 

An LNG barge system serv1ing Alaskan coastal communities is possible. 

IV. Benefits relati'!,~ to p-roject operation 

- LNG fleet requires 625 operating personnel. Most will Ukely co;ae 

from the West Coast. 

Tn:msands of tons of chemicals'· spare parts, etc., will require 

shipment to Alaska.each year. 

V. Significance of initial trans-Alaskan route selo~!}on 

- All a~ree that pipeline which transports Prudhoe Bay gas will be 

the pipeline (expantled) ~>hich will also transpc>rt gas from NPR .4, 

Beaufort Sea, Kandik, and other producing ~~eas. Thus, the . 
route for movement of Alaskan gas wi 11 be set for at least a 

generation. 

VI. Possible negative effects of Pacific Nortln<est support for Arctic 

Gas Project 

- Present State· of Washington natural gas supplies come primarily 

from Canada, i.·!:.·, Westcoast Transmission Corr,pany in British 

Columbia anti Alberta Gas Trunk in Alberta. TI1ese same t~<o 

companies sponsor the Foothills Project which is competing 

Hith Arctic Gas in Canada. Thus, support in the Pacific North

Host for Arctic Gas will be opposed to desires of Canadian 

suppliers. 

- Albertan Encrp:y ~linister Getty and Westcoast and Alberta Gas 

Trunk representatives have offered to remove the u-rgency of a 

·~ 
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Canadian decision on frontier gas by loaning Alberta's sub-

stantial gas reserves to r.teet growing m.:rrkct demands in eastern 

Co.na.d~ and to meet export contract requirements in ~the Pacific 

1\orthwest. Thus, it ~~ possible that strong supportive r.wasures 

for this concept (an<.l the ·furtherance of Foothills policies) cOt;lJ 

bring gas imports from Canada back to pro-curtailment coatract 

levels, and support for Arctic Gas could negate such possibility. 

VII. The real story on transportation costs: 

Pres<?ntly, Arctic Gus claims a transportation cost advantage of 

40 percent. El Paso's figures shaH the advantage to be smaller, 

but the differential in fact exists. Because natural gas from . 

new projects is rolled in with·existing gas supplies and is sold 

on a rolled· in basis the actual difference in across-the-board gas 

cost5 wili be only t~>o or three cents pc' m'L"Iion Btu. Also, it 

is ~.om;nonly accepted that Arctic Gas' construction schedule is 

optimistic by t~>o or three years, which fact will cause a substan-

tial, if not total erosion of the apparent Arctic Gas transporta-

tion cost advantage. (Als;,-~;;:-;;:- ~ht the U.S-. m~st ~~~~;· 

1 

r'ccit;"t;;-;- ;~~--;;-~;;:e Canadian portion of the Arctic Gas pipe- ) 

( 
line results in a good deal of uncertainty as t:o what actual 

- _ ____....--

\ transportatio~ costs wi~! be now and in futur~_:::::./c~e El 
"'--· -

Paso 

project is, of course, ~ntire~y ':'nde! U~r':gulat~ry c'?.~·) -·-

·~ 
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~~ 
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY ~· 

1511 K STREET N.W., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005 (703} 522.0117 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

ATTENTION: ENG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sir: 

January 20, 1976 

Attached are our comments on the draft environmental impact state-

ment on the proposals to transport natural gas from Alaska. 

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views. 

CEW:tab 

Sincerely, 

. ·: ' ' ... ~_· .(: .. !l 
' . 
~ \ .. 

Cynthia E. Wilson 
Washington Representative 

AMERICANS COMMITTED TO CONSERVATION 
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COMJ.1ENTS OF THE NATIONAL AlffiUB<m SOCIETY 

Comments on Wildlife 

The EIS says that the Arctic caribou herd consists of 243,000 
release 

animals. (II: 290) Hot<ever, a press/ from the Alaska Department of 

Fish and Game dated December 10 1 19751 says of this herd, ";·lc know 

that the herd has declined from an estimated 240 1000 animals in 1970 

to an estimated 1001000 in 1975." This enormous decline makes it all 

the more important to rninimize impacts on this herd from the Aleyska 

oil pipeline and to protect the range of the Porcupine herd in the 

Arctic National Nildlife !lange. The EIS should be revised to sho11 the 

correct population of the Arctic herd. Also >Ie suggest that you check 

tdth Alaska Fish and Game to see 11hcther the estimated population fi

gure given for the Porcupine herd (140 1000) is up-to-date. 

In the discussion on the effect on eagles nesting in the vicinioy 

of the Point Gravina site, (II:298) it would be helpful if the EIS 

indicated whether there is suitable alternative nesting habitat in 

the area. 

In the general discussion on impacts on birds (II-296) various 

conflicts are described. Volume I also discusses impacts on t<ild-

life, The EIS says "Some or these impacts are unavoidable. !~any can 

be avoided, depending on the location of various facilities, construc

tion practice~.~d scheduling of activities. Among the potential im

pacts which could be avoided are those caused by aircraft and human 

presence at certain critical times." This statement is correct as far 

it goes, but rre are troubled that at no other place in the EIS have 

I'Te been able to find procedures spelled out to accomplish this. The 

section on t~easures to Enhance the Environment or to Avoid or Mitigate,,, 

The staff contacted the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
and the Joint State/Federal Fish and Wildlife advisory team 
in Alaska concerning these herds. Because the survey of the 
Arctic herd in the summer and fall of 1975 could not be com
pleted successfully, some doubt has been attached to the rough 
population estimate of 100,000 animals which resulted. Suggested 
causes for the apparent decline from the 1970 estimate of 
242,000 animals, other than the possibility that the 1975 
estimate was too conservative, are cyclic deterioration of 
the caribou habitat from overgrazing and overhunting by 
subsistence and sport hunters. Possible detrimental effects 
on the Arctic herd from the Alyeska oil pipeline have not yet 
been demonstrated, but research into this subject is still 
underway (Donald McKnight and Jim Hemming, personal communi
cations). The most up-to-date figure for the population of 
the Porcupine herd is the 1972 population estimate of 110,000 
animals (Robert Le Resche, personal communication). This 
information should replace the figures given on p.II-290 of 
the DEIS; 
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does not specifically address mitigation or adverse effects on wildlife, 

and the staff's recommendations for design and construction procedures 

(II: 521-526) contain not one >~Ord about mitigating adverse effects on 

>dldlife, although problems of archeological resources and vegetation are 

addressed. This is a major gap in the EIS. 

ile urge that procedures, similar in nature to the recommendations 

on archeological resources, be included in this section. 

Although Section D says that the applicant intends to engage con-

sultants to design and implement mitigation measures, >le would like to 

knoN just >Ihat thr measures >Iill be. Although it would not be possible 

to predict in advance the measures to be used at a specific site, cer-

tainly some type of general guidelines should be spelled out •. For ex-

ample, construction activity should not be permitted during >laterfOl<l nest-

ing season in Key nesting areas, or in caribou calving grounds. Such areas 

should be avoided to the maximum extent possible. 

The environmental training program >Ihich the applicant "intends" to 

implement sounds good on paper, but what are we really talking about --

a 10 minute lecture on the flora and fauna of the north slope or really 

substantive orientation of personnel? Will such training be mandatory? 

The same questions could be asked about each of the eight points in the 

proposed program. 

Throughout the impact statement, there is heavy reliance on Alyeska's 

experience. For instance, "Experience gained through construction of the 

oil pipeline should aid in avoiding mistakes and misjudgments which could 

occur if construction took place in an unstudied area." (II:319) l~hile 

1·1e 11ould hope that this would be the case, we cannot assume that it 1rlll. 

,...---..., 
L. 

A number of circumstances and measures (winter construction~ 
identification of habitats along the pipeline route, sampling 
prior to and during construction, training of personnel, 
etc.) which would mitigate adverse effects on wildlife are 
discussed in Section D of the FEIS. A number of recommenda
tions in Section I also deal with the mitigation of direct 
and indirect impacts to biota and habitats. 
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The environmental staff has made a recommendation in 
the FEIS concerning this issue. 
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In some places the statement recognizes that a number of species 

>Jill already have been adversely affected by the oil pipeline, i.e., 

"Past pipeline activities associated with Alyeska construction ~muld already 

have had an adverse effect on [Dall sheep]." (II:293) "Because of earlier 

development activities polar bears may no longer usethe area associated 

~lith this gas transmission system on a regular basis." (II:295) Yet in 

the introductory paragraph on Impacts on \1ildlife (II:289) the statement 

says, "Hot-lever, the significance of impacts in general would be minor 

due to the limited area (in this case the right-of-way) involved and, 

J·Jith relation to the Alyeska pipeline, minor due largely to the relative 

non-existance of significant 'new' impacts." 

l·!e cannot agree mth this statement, because we believe that it over-

looks the cumulative impacts of t1~o pipeline projects. For instance, the 

disturbance created by the Alyeska pipeline undoubtedly will have adverse 

effects on the caribou herd, but the herd may be,abl~ to withstand these 

effects. H01·1ever, the additional impacts ,caused by a second pipeline could 

be enough to push the caribou beyond the tolerance level. In other HOrds, 

the adverse impacts may be synergistic. 

In addition, it is our understanding that while follo>Jing the TAPS 

corridor, in some places the El Paso line would be a number of miles a~<ay 

from the oil line. If so, this could cause new impacts. 

We certainly agree that to the degree El Paso can·utilize existing 

TAPS roads and other facilities, this will prevent significant ne>l impacts, 

but we 1~ant to emphasize that this will not entirely prevent all ne1~ impacts. 
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The introduction to "Impacts on Wildlife" in h 
been changed to reflect this comment, t e FEIS has 

A~th~~gh th~ DEIS does not refer to caribou specifically 
t e 1scuss1on on impacts to mammals in general ( ' 
and II-291) di~ incl~de possible cumulative impac~~·a~J- 290 
were also ment1oned 1n the section on impacts t b" d 
(p. II-297). o 1r s 
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Comments on Revegetation 

In the recommendations for Restoration and Revegetation (II-524) 1 the 

EIS states, "The revegetation research that was performed at the Sans Sault 

test facility by Northern Engineering Services Company Limited for Arctic 

Gas has demonstrated that it is feasible to establish and maintain a plant 

cover over a buried pipeline in the northern boreal forest. The conclusions 

drat-m from this research should, ~lith discretionary changes for. differences 

in climate, topography and vegetative type be applied to the entire proposed 

pipeline route." Specific revegation measures are then listed. 

fie believe the above statement is misleading for several reasons. 

First, the fact that some research has demonstrated it is feasible to main-

tain a plant cover in the boreal forest does not solve the problem of reve-

getating the segments of pipeline route ~1hich pass through tundra and other 

types of plant communities. In fact, even in the black spruce ecosystem, 

only one of the 18 trial grass~s consistently produced greater than 5o% 

cover in the second year after seeding, regardless of fertilizer amount or 

techniques. (Arctic Gas Biological Report, Vol. 21 PP• 25-26.) In the 

tundra region, success seems even more unlikely, 

Seeds for native species are not available in commercial quantities, 

so exotic species <rould have to be used along with heavy treatments of 

fertilizer. (H.U. Mitchell, FPC hearings) 

The Department of Interior's impact statement on the Arctic Gas pipe-

line summarizes the revegation situation as follot<s: 

"The seeding 

and gro1·rl.ng of grasses on disturbed sites in the arctic region of North Ameri-

ca is not< in an experimental stage with very little experience available 

to predict proper. methods or '.:their likelihood of success. 'i'he scanty 
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Restoration and revegetation procedures discussed in 
Vol. I, "Recommendations:• have been revised, 
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evidence to date indicates, hmrever, that certain exotic varieties of 

agronomic grasses can be expected to germinate and grow more successfully 

than the native grasses tested, at least during the first 2 or 3 years. 

The native grasses ~rill gradually dominate the site as the percent of 

plant cover increases, but plant succession proceeds very sl011ly in the 

Arctic and it ruBY be 30 to 50 years before the vegetation on the pipe

line mound resembles that in the adjacent undisturbed comminities. There-

fore, the pipeline 1-rill be a discordant element in the tundra vegetation 

for many years and 1dll shot< up as a long, straight line 1·rith a color ·and 

texture different from the surrounding landscape." (II:74D-741) {empha

sis added) 

This seems in direct conflict with the above mentioned .statement 

in the FPC staff recommendations, although the Interior Department's state

ment is incorporated by reference. 

He believe that the FPC EIS should recogniz~ that the technology 

does not exist to assure the success of revegetation • 

. Comments on Noise 

lfuile recognizing that noise froin compressors would annoy people 

if close to human habitation, the section on noise impact (II-314) is 

silent on the effect of noise on 1dldlife, Scattered throughout the EIS 

are references to noise impact on wildlife (i.e. the comparison in Vol. 

I), but certainly this should be mentioned in the section on Impacts as 

1-rell. 

As noted in the Interior Department•a EIS, (Vol. II:953-965), noise 

impacts on l·rildlife may be severe, particularly in areas such as the 

Arctic National l'lildlife Range t<hich are nol'r virtually noise-free. It 

is 1·1ell known that in idnter,l ~rhen every ounce of energy is needed for 
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See Page II-291 of the DEIS, first paragraph. Compressor 
noise impacts are seldom discussed by themselves because 
it is difficult to separate specific noise impacts from 
other impacts (caused by visible structures, unusual smells, 
topographic disturbances, etc.) related to the compressors 
and the pipeline. Therefore, impacts upon each species are 
usually discussed as stemming from "the construction and 
operation of the pipeline" and not from a particular 
stimulus. 
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survival, noise can be the cause of exhaustion and ultimately death to 

animals such as deer. In addition to noise from compressors, noise from 

aircraft should also be mentioned. 

It is our understanding that the compressors create a high level of 

continuous noise. Although we have not been able to locate any hard da-

ta comparing the noise level of the compressors with the noise emitted 

by the oil pumping stations, it is our belief from 11hat we have been 

able to learn that the compressors are considerably noisier. If this is 

true, then they would add a significant additional amount of noise in the 

existing oil pipeline corridor. 

In the recommended Procedures for Design and Construction, the staff 

suggests that no single piece of equipment should generate noise levels 

"in excess of 90 dB (A) when measured 10 feet away from the source. 11 

(II:521) By ~ray of comparison, heavy city traffic is 90 decibels, a 

motorcycle is 95 decibels. Thus, the staff's recommendation is going to 

permit a high level of noise from construction equipment which will be 

audible for a considerable distance. This is a severe problem with Arctic 

Gas's prime route, but would be some11hat less a problem with the alterna-

tives ~rhich follow the TAPS corridor or the Alcan high11ay. Again, the 

EIS should note that construction equipment will disturb and probably 

drive a~1ay wildlife, along with people. 
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This information was discussed in the DEIS. See pp. II-291, 
last two paragraphs, and II-293, fourth and fifth paragraphs. 

This information was discussed in the DEIS. See pp. II-291, 
fourth paragraph; II-292, sixth paragraph; II-293, last 
paragraph; II-294, sixth paragraph; etc. 
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.Miscellaneous Comments 

Page II:319 

Although the chapter on impacts shows that potential problems from 

frost heave, erosion and permafrost degradation are quite serious, the 

statement "Some of the measures t;hich El Paso is considering for pro

blem areas are using selective backfill material, which is not readily 

susceptible to forming permafrost, anchoring the pipe and insulating the 

pipe" does not offer much assurance or information. Have such techni

ques been demonstrated to be feasible and successful? 

Page II:320 

What type of stream control structures may be necessary? Dams, 

~1eirs or ~lhat? Since these would be likely to have a pe~ent impact on 

fish and t<ildlife, more information would be helpful here. 

Page II:321 

Have tests on corrosion mitigation been carried out under arctic 

environmental conditions? 

Does the monitoring equipment h~ve the capability of detecting small 

lealcs as well as ruptures? \>lould the gas simply dis.sipate in such leaks 

or would it gradually build up in volume? 

Page II:324 

The use of oil spraying to minimize fugitive dust could have adverse 

effects in itself on vegetation and wildlife, depending upon the location, 

amount etc. 

Comments on Procedures for Design and Construct~on 

tntile undoubtedly the recommended Design and Construction procedures 

will indirectly help minimize adverse impacts on wildlife and other natural . . , . .( 
features, the recommendations. should be much more specific as noted earlier 
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On a project of this magnitude and in arctic regions, tech
niques such as these have not yet been demonstrated, Selec
tive backfill has been shown to significantly reduce frost 
heaving in tests by Northern Engineering Services Company 
Limited in Calgary, Alberta, Other erosion techniques 
planned for use include diversion dikes, riprap overlays, 
and gabions, all of which have long, successful histories. 

The applicant has indicated that when detailed river regime 
analyses have been conducted, river control structures would 
be deployed where required, The normal structures anticipated 
are spurs, dikes, berms, jetties, and riprap. 

Yes, tests on corrosion mitigation have been carried out 
at the Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, and the Sans Sault, N.W.T., 
Canada~test facilities for Alaska Arctic Gas Pipeline 
Company. Results indicated that cathodic protection can be 
provided successfully in permafrost areas. Small leaks, 
impossible to detect by monitoring or metering techniques, 
would be observed during periodic aerial surveillance as a 
result of vegetation discolorations which occur at points 
where gas escapes. Leaking gas, even in permafrost areas, 
would dissipate to the atmosphere through soil voids. 

..__.., 
,, J 
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in our comments on wildlife, 

Further, there remains the problem of enforcement of such procedures, 

~mich has been a problem on the Alyeska pipeline. Page II-318 indicates 

that periodic patrols would check to see that procedures ~<ere effective 

and ~1ere being followed, and that the applicant tcill obey all lat·ls, regu-

lations, codes and stipulations. The federal government does not have 

sufficient personnel to adequately monitor the pipeline, so'the public 

is being asked to have faith that the applicant t<ill do all he promises. 

It would be helpful to the reader if these promises were spelled out in 

more detail. · For example, >~ho will be on the periodic patrols - engineers, 

biologists, archeologists? Hot< often tcill they take place, 1-/ill any ac

tion be taken against personnel v1ho violate the stipulations or violate lat<s 

relating to vlildlife? 

Comments on Alternatives 

t·le vlish to commend the FPC staff for making a genuine effort to con-

sider alternative routes. This is rarely done adequately in environmental 

impact statements, and this is the.only EIS t•Ie recall in which the staff 

made recommendations of its o«n, i.e. the Nikiski route. It has been our 

observation during the years that NEPA has been on the books that neither 

applicants nor federal agencies usually give serious consideration to al-

ternatives, and so this came as a pleasant surprise to us. 

In our vie~1, the Arctic Gas prime route through the National l~ildlife 

Ranfle is totally unacceptable because of its impact on the tcildlife range. 

Not only ~10uld the pipeline have serious direct effects on .the refuge, 

particularly on the caribou, but it would also destroy the ~lilderness qua

lity ror t·rhich the refufl~,( was established and t<ould be the root in the 

door ror further development in the refuge. 

The Department of the Interior (DOI) is presently involved 
in the preparation of stipulations similar to those utilized 
by the Alyeska Pipeline Company which will cover in detail 
specific actions to be implemented against personnel who 
violate prescribed regulations related to wildlife preser
vation, environmental conservation, etc. It is our under
standing that DOI·will again recommend that Federal autho
rizing officers be assiyned to work with and oversee all 
phases of the applicant s construction program to insure 
compliance with such regulations. 
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l·le appreciate the staff's efforts in Volume I to draw a broad compari-

son between the effects of the Arctic Gas and El Paso proposals, and we 

vrere pleased that the staff recommended that of the various Arctic Gas al-

ternatives, the Fairbanks Corridor was preferable• We strongly agree that 

this route is far better than Arctic Gas's prime route which we find in-

tolerable. 

A preliminary study of the material presented leads us the believe 

that the Nikiski route is preferable to El Paso's prime route, although 

;re are seeking further information on some aspects of this route from our 

consultant in Alaska. 

lie have not yet reached a decision on which of the two staff-recommend

ed routes (Fairbanks Corridor or Nikiski) we think is preferable, but the 

FPC staff's recommendations rdll help make that decision easier. 

Thank you for your consideration of our vie~1s, 

# 
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Publishers of FLICKERTALES 
200West Main 
P. 0. Box 1694 

North Dakota's Leading Environmental Publication Phone 223·8741 

Bismarck, North Dakota 58501 

Secretary 

January 23, 1976 

Your File: 
OGC 
El Paso Alaska Company 

et al. 
Docket~os, CP75-96, 

et al. 

a 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D,C, 20426 

~ttn: BNG-GOD~ALASKA 

·' ~; ~~ ~~~ 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed are the comments of the North Dakota. Wildlife Federatibn oi. 
the DRAFT EI:So Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems prepa.~d b,)L:; 
the staff of the Federal Power Commission, 

-We respectfully re'l.uest that our comments be included in the record. 

Sincerely, 

NORTrl DAKOTA WILDLIFE FEDERATION, INC. 

HN.1~r~~~-
Energy and Environment Committee 

HR~l: b 

encl. 

- AFFILIATE OF THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION -

::·:·r:-;; 

'.J:;:":·~ 
::~ :~··.::: 

,:"; 
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200 West Main 
P. 0. Box 1694 
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501 

Publishers of FLICKERTALES 
North Dakota's Leading Environmental Publication Phone 223·8741 

January 23, 1976 

Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Sys
tems Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
Prepared by Federal Power Commission 

The North Dakota r/ildlife Federation is a non-profit organization made up of 
some 6, .500 citizens concerned with the utilization· and mana.gement of the state 'e 
natux·al resom:cos (including wildlife), We are the North Dakota. affjliate of 
the National Wildlife Federation. 

The Federation a.pprecia.tes th opportunity to comment upon this draft sta.tement, 

Comments will be confined to the Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipeline system proposal !1B 
that is the one which effects North Dakota most directly, from a standpoint of 
both supply and land disturbance, 

With this in mind, the JllDWF has limited its comments to consideration of proposals 
included in Volume I--General Economic Analysis, 

Of the two proposed systems being considered for transporting natural gas from 
Prudhoe Bay, the Federation agrees with the Staff of the Federal Power Commission's 
environmental conclusions favoring the Northern Border route along the Red River 
corridor proposal of u.s.D.I. 

An earlier review by the North Dakota liildlife Federation, filed September 10, 
with reference to the DEIS, Northern Border proposal, indicated the Federation's 
opposition to routing through the state's unique Badlands and repeated river 
crossings, Routing the pipeline along the Red River Corridor to a point near 
St. Vincent, Minnesota., thence south, would eliminate such objections. Such 
routing would make gas available to North Dakota's high populated east, and in 
no way disturb highly productive agricultural lands or tourist attractions in the 
southwestern portion of the State, 

If the Red River Corridor route is selected, there is no reason for the Federation 
to comment upon other environmental proposals of the DEIS.. Please refer to the 
North Dakota r/ildlife Federation Statement of September 10, 1975 on the DEIS, 
Alaska Natural Gas Transmission Statement, Part V, Northern Border, Volumes 1, 
2 3 of three, 

- AFFILIATE OF THE NATIONAL WILCLIFE FEDERATI~ -
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445 West 4th Avenue, Suite 101 C 
Mail: Box 516 
Anchorage, Alaska 99510 
Phone (907) 278-9615 

January 29, 1976 

The Honorable Kenneth F. Plumb 
Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D. c. 20426 

,:_·,· 
c.·. 

Re: El Paso Alaska Company, et al. 
Docket Nos. CP75-96, et al.--

Dear Mr. Plumb: 

Enclosed are specific and general comments of 
The Organization for the Management of Alaska's 
Resources on the Federal Power Commission Staff 
Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation Systems. 

OMAR respectfully requests that the Commission 
staff review and consider these comments prior 
to preparation of the Commission•s Final Environ
mental Impact Statement on Alaska Natural Gas 
Transportation Systems. 

Sincerely, 

THE ORGANIZATION FOR THE MANAGE
MENT OF ALASKA'S RESOURCES, INC. 

Enclosure 

~"" 

TRANS·ALASKA GAS PIPELINE 
Mt. McKinley Savings Bank Building 

527% 3rd Avenue 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 

Phone (907) 452·8320 
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SECTION B - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

(1) Analysis of Net National Economic Benefits 

OMAR contends that the socio-economic impact of manufacture 
and supply of materials and facilities from the Continental 
United States should be better evaluated and reflected in the 
Net National Economic. Benefits Section of the DEIS. 

To reflect experience with the Alyeska oil project, for example, 
in Seattle alone container cargo ships bound for Alaska doubled 
since 1973 and outbound freight from seattle-Tacoma International 
Airport to Alaska jumped from 27 tons per day in 1974 to 40 tons 
per day in 1975. Much of this increase was oil-line related. 

Direct Alyeska pipeline-related jobs in the Pacific Northwest 
have been estimated to range between 5,000 and 7,500. ''Alaska 
is the bright spot in a depressed economy," reported John Braden, 
Economist with the Central Puget Sound Economic Development Dis
trict, in a Seattle newspaper. 

Impact on the Pacific Northwest apparently was not considered in 
the EIS for the Alyeska oil project, yet it is significant and 
should be dealt with in considering net economic benefits to the 
United States of any large construction project. 

Pipe mill and compressor plant employment is not included in 
either applicant's employment projections. If U.S. House 
Speaker Carl Albert is correct in his assumption that ''jobs'' are 
the major issue concerning Americans in 1976, OMAR strongly urges 
that the matter of employment opportunities for Americans be 
gravely considered with respect to a u.s. or Canadian line. 

Movement of equipment and materials throughout the United States 
should be looked at from the standpoint of the economic value of 
that movement to u.s. citizens. For example, if total u.s. manu
factured steel requirements for each project are: 

2,262,200 tons for El Paso, and 
1,423,500 tons for Arctic Gas, 

it stands clearly to reason that the El Paso project would pro
vide more employment for U.S. citizens. Equipment and materials 
for the El Paso project would also be moved greater distances 
than would the same materials being transported to Canada for 
further movement by Canadian labor. Such movement would result 
in significant additional employment for Americans in the trucking, 
rail, barge and airline industry. 

(3) Projected Socio-Economic Impacts in State of Alaska 

FPC staff evaluation of Alaska gross product, employment and 
income, cost of living, native economy, housing, health services, 

The analysis, as is recognized in paragraph 4, concerns t~e 
net economic benefits to the United States. Its purpose ~s 

to ascertain how those benefits can be as large as possible 
whether they are in the Pacific Northwest, New England, or 
the Southeast, or elsewhere. 

The last paragraph illustrates the dangers of a partial view 
of the economic value. For the use of steel, equipment, 
transportation and jobs would be much larger if the pipeline 
were built not from Prudhoe Bay but from the most north
western point in Alaska to Maine via San Diego, New Orleans, 
and Miami. 
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Comment - FPC DEIS - page 2 

etc., considers recent impact as well as projected impact. 
on an overall basis, the report shows a tendency to relate 
impact (both positive and negative) to pipeline-generated 
growth alone. 

This is an incorrect assumption since it does not consider 
general growth of the total private sector or the major in
creases in employment at the state and local levels of govern
ment during recent years. Alaska has for the past decade 
dealt with population growth at a rate leading most other 
states. 

OMAR therefore requests deletion of comments indicating socio
economic impacts are necessarily related primarily to pipeline
associated growth. 

Employment 

Considerably greater evaluation should be made of the adverse 
effects of sudden unemployment and emigration of thousands of 
(direct and indirect) oil pipeline Workers at a time when 
overall services and facilities are finally becoming adequate 
in Alaska. 

Little acknowledgment appears to have been given State of 
Alaska Department of Labor statistics which show that, if both 
the trans-Alaska oil and natural gas pipeline projects proceed 
on schedule, the El Paso project could pick up the slack by 
providing more than 7,500 additional jobs with an int~rim of 
unemployment of only several months. It is clear to the State 
of Alaska that employment in all sectors of the economy will be 
adversely affected should the El Paso project not proceed. 

In the long-range view of development of Alaska's natural re
sources, it is critical that timing be a major consideration to 
prevent recurrence of Alaska's often-experienced ''booms'' and 
''busts.'' Alaskans must demand that they also be developed in 
an orderly fashion. The El Paso project qualifies as one which 
meets the criteria for orderly development. 

Financial, Leisure and Rental Services 

OMAR was unable to find in the Commission's DEIS any reference 
to existing or projected impacts to Alaska's cultural environ
ment. Next to supporting oneself and one's family, the second
most important consideration to persons living in Alaska is, 
consistently, the availability of cultural and leisuretime 
recreational activities. 

.--- r---. 

The purpose of this environmental impact statement is to 
discuss pipeline-generated impacts. As pointed out in the 
discussion of the MAP economic model, these impacts include 
secondary economic growth indirectly related to direct 
pipeline impacts. The general growth of the total private 
sector and the major increases in employment at the state 
and local levels of government during recent years have been 
considered in base case projections for the Alaskan economy 
against which pipeline impacts have been compared. 

Impacts of the oil pipeline have been treated to the extent 
that they affect the existing situation in Alaska and ba~ 
case against which gas pipeline impacts are measured. FPC 
staff feels the employment impacts of the oil pipeline have 
been treated sufficiently to meet this objective. 

See revised employment impacts section for reference to 
those points. 

This heading was incorrect in the DEISt "Rental" should 
read "Retail." 

For EIS purposes, cultural resources refers to historical 
and archaeological sites. The EIS did discuss leisure 
time and recreational activities. 
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Comment - FPC DEIS - page 3 

Government at all levels has seldom realized the value of a 
superior cultural climate to the stability of a community, 
particularly when that community is in the process of change. 

With the recent population increases in Alaska, the state has 
seen a remarkable increase in the number of requests for arts 
programs, both in the schools (at all levels) and for the gen
eral public. (The term "arts·" is used here in its broadest 
sense to be all-inclusive.) Population increases have brought 
tremendous increases in the numbers of performances staged 
throughout the state, as well as workshops and other participa
tory activities. A shortage of adequately designed cultural 
facilities has spurred efforts of local groups throughout the 
state to find ways of meeting those needs through expansion or 
new construction. 

Marked increases in audience participation and money spent for 
the arts have resulted. Much new talent and leadership has 
come to the state, bringing expertise and ideas which are en
hancing Alaskans' lifestyles. 

Cultural and recreational activities have mushroomed throughout 
the state. While studies support this contention, OMAR does 
not have the resources to pursue the matter at this time. It 
does recommend that the issue of Alaska's cultural environment 
be investigated prior to preparation of the final EIS. 

Alaska's native culture has also been strengthened by the im
proved financial conditions of the natives themselves as well 
as by a growing market for native artifacts. Non-natives are 
exhibiting a growing appreciation for native culture in Alaska. 

The statement ''There has been little or no documentation of the 
effects of the Alyeska oil pipeline on the opportunities for 
leisure activities and recreation'' is untrue. Alyeska Pipeline 
Service Company has in the past two years participated in 
cultural and leisuretime activities in numerous Alaskan com
munities. In addition to contributing more than $190,000 to 
those activities, its employees have contributed thousa-nds of 
hours leading local groups in activities otherwise not available. 
Documentation of Alyeska's participation is available upon 
request. 

Housing 

References are made to high occupancy rates of housing in 
several Alaskan communities. Mention was not made of the fact 
that, during the long oil pipeline startup delay, the vacancy 

r:-"1 ~ r:-1 rJ l'l :-J ~ ;---'J 

See the previous response. 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 
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The environmental staff does not disagree that this may have 
occurred. Data thus far examined does not indicate this, 
however. 
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rate in many areas stood at all-time highs, bringing many 
Alaskans in construction and real estate to bankruptcy or 
near-bankruptcy. 

It is OMAR's contention that housing made available for oil 
pipeline employees will subsequently be made available for 
employees constructing the gas pipeline, and the provision of 
housing for El Paso employees will have positive, rather than 
negative, effects on Alaska's economy. 

Native Economy and Quality of Life 

Reference is made to a decline in traditional subsistence 
activities (since Alyeska construction began) such as hunting 
and fishing and the fear that natives may find it difficult to 
readjust to subsistence living after having been introduced to 
white man's economy. Numerous comments infer that any adverse 
impact is pipe~ine generated; yet many native or rural communi
ties were exposed to white man's economy long before the 
Alyeska project. 

It is pointed out that in 1964, the average age of death among 
Eskimos in one census district was slightly under thirty-five. 
Contrary to ~PC staff conclusions, there is overwhelming activ
ity on the part of Alaska's natives to improve living, health 
and educational standards, to participate in industrial and 
government affairs and to utilize hunting and fishing resources 
for pleasure rather than for survival. 

Native land claims settlements have enabled native corporations 
(from mid-1973 to mid-1975) to invest almost $100 million in 
''white man's economy"; additional payments due the corporations 
($868.7 million) place them in the mainstream of Alaska's 
economic development where, apparently, most prefer to be. 

The fact that the Alaska Federation of Natives, Association of 
Interior Eskimos, Chugach Natives, Inc., North American Indian 
Women's Association, Ahtna, Inc. and the National Congress of 
American Indians have endorsed the trans-Alaska route is indica
tive of native involvement and support of this resource develop
ment - in spite of obvious alterations to their traditional 
lifestyles. 

Quality of Life - General 

The City of Valdez, directly impacted by the Alyeska oil pipeline 
perhaps more than any community, endorsed the trans-Alaska route, 
as have numerous other communities in the state. In addition, 
Valdez donated $5,000 to OMAR for its public relations effort on 
behalf of the line. The Valdez·city manager reports consensus 
that ''Valdez has never had it so good.'' Its municipal budget 

,---; 
I 

The environmental staff has noted that some of the Alyeska 
inspired housing .would probably be used by workers on the 
El Paso route. 

The environmental staff agrees that many native and rural 
connnunities were exposed to the "'white man's economy" long 
before the Alyeska project. Nevertheless, it is felt 
that some of the recent impacts can be attributed to 
Alyeska. 

The increased participation of natives in the money economy 
of the state is recognized in the subsection entitled 
"Native Economy" in the socioeconomic section. 
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for 1975 has increased 3,300% from $330,000 to $11,000,000 
including capital improvements. 

It should be pointed out that while FPC staff predicts certain 
dire adverse effects upon the community of cordova (if the El 
Paso prime route is certified), the majority of Cordova resi
dents favor that route, as evidenced by the support of the 
project by elected officials and others. 

OMAR wishes to stress, after reviewing conclusions of section 
B(l) and B(3), that any adverse socio-economic impacts projected 
for the El Paso project are to a great degree offset by the 
fact that Americans choosing to live in the State of Alaska 
recognize that in order for them to do so, an economically viable 
climate must exist. Alaskans, by an overwhelming majority, are 
willing to take the steps necessary to assure that climate. 
Polls conducted by Rowan Group Inc. (summer 1975) and David 
Dittman & Associates (spring 1975) support these statements. 
Survey group responses of 82% (Rowan) and 87% (Dittman) were in 
favor of the trans-Alaska route proposed by El Paso Alaska. 

GENERAL COMMENT 

(1) Mackenzie Delta Reserves 

A statement is included on page 35, Volume I, that ''Proven 
reserves in the Mackenzie Delta area of Canada are probably not 
large enough to justify the construction of a pipeline to deliver 
only Mackenzie Delta gas to Canadian markets.'' 

A footnote on page 39, Volume I, admits ''Although the study con
cluded that alone Mackenzie Delta gas probably would not justify 
the construction of a pipeline to deliver such gas to Canadian 
markets, such conclusion should not have been made without a 
consideration of the Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. project currently 
before the National Energy Board of Canada.'' 

OMAR agrees that the proposal of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. 
should be thoroughly evaluated prior to FPC staff's stating any 
conclusions. 

(2) Timing of Arctic Gas Project 

It is OMAR's opinion that neither the Department of Interior nor 
the Federal Power Commission has given adequate consideration to 
possible delays resulting from the issue of canadian native land 
claims. 

OMAR's research strongly supports the probability that settle
ment of native claims will delay canadian approval of the Arctic 
Gas project by eighteen months to more than three years. 

The environmental staff is aware of this fact. See the 
Cordova Chambers of Commerce's comments included herein. 

The environmental staff's discussions in the EIS have 
focused on the impacts of the pipeline proposals, not on 
the need for maintaining an "economically viable climate." 
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Alaska's recent experience with the claims issue can certainly 
be cited as an example of what most likely will occur in Canada. 
After a five-year delay, native claims were settled in Alaska; 
yet the Canadian government recognizes it does not have the 
financial resources to meet the demands of Canada's natives (as 
Alaska did from oil lease money) . 

Many native groups in northern Canada are demanding settlement 
of their claims before any pipeline is authorized; Frank P'Selei, 
leader of the Fort McPherson Indians, has threatened publicly 
to blow up the pipeline if the claims are ignored. 

In Quebec, the James Bay Hydroelectric Project was effectively 
stopped until claims of the Cree and Inuit Indians (numbering 
more than 10,000 persons) were finally settled in November 1975 
after four years. 

Another matter of concern regarding the Canadian government's 
action on the Arctic Gas proposal is the strong possibility that 
the appeal filed by the Committee for Liberty and Justice against 
the chairman of the National Energy Board, Marshall Crowe,will 
be successful. 

If the Supreme Court rules that bias of the chairman exists 
because of his former association (Crowe was chairman of Canada 
Development Corporation when CDC was a member of the Arctic Gas 
Consortium) with Arctic Gas, the NEB hearings will be halted. An 
unfavorable opinion may also carry the requirement that testimony 
to date be entirely thrown out and Phase I of the hearings begun 
again after appointment of a new chairman.. The implications of 
this situation are that the NEB hearings will be delayed six 
months to one year. 

OMAR requests that the FPC staff investigate these matters further 
with the u.s. State Department and weigh heavily the possible 
effect of delays to the gas pipeline project in Canada. 

(3) Natural Gas Reserves - Alaska 

Alaska's estimated natural gas reserves of 74.7 tcf (in addition 
to Prudhoe Bay gas) along the proposed gas pipeline route should 
be considered from the standpoint of transmission of future 
supplies. It is the opinion of numerous petroleum industry 
representatives that, once a corridor is established across 
Alaska's North Slope through Canada, future transmission of 
Alaska's oil and gas resources will follow the Canadian corridor, 
much to the detriment of Alaska's economy and· industrial develop
ment potential. 

r--
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Comment - FPC DEIS - page 7 

The FPC staff should, in its consideration of suitable 
routes for the two proposals, realistically approach the 
probability that additional natural gas estimated reserves 
in Alaska will ultimately be developed. 

OMAR contends that initial development of those reserves 
adjacent to the pipeline corridor in Alaska would cause the 
least adverse economic and environmental impact if they were 
transported to market via that same corridor. 

Natural gas reserves accessible to the Alaska pipeline corridor 
are, in addition to Prudhoe Bay: 

North Slope(Pet. 4) 
Yukon Kandik 
Middle Tanana, Minchumina, 

Holitna & Copper River 
Yukon Koyukuk 
Beaufort Sea 

41. 8 TCF 
9. 2 

1.8 
8.4 

13.5 

Source: Alaska Geological & Geophysical Survey, OFR#50 

(4) Royalty Gas Uses 

The State of Alaska is studying possible uses for Alaska's 12~% 
royalty share of Prudhoe Bay and Cook Inlet natural gas. 
Probable areas of consumption are: heating, industry and elec
tric power generation. 

There is considerable speculation as to whether gas would be 
used for industrial purposes to the extent that it could be made 
available. According to FPC staff, "Industries are reluctant to 
consider petrochemical industry development in Alaska because of 
political and economic uncertainties.'' This conclusion, based 
on the report contracted to Resource Planning Associates, does 
not reflect recent confidential inquiries and visits by national 
firms anxious to participate in the petrochemical industry in 
Alaska. Two proposals which are not confidential are: 

Dow Chemical Company - for production of ethylene for 
derivatives such as low-density polyethylene, crude ethylene 
glycol and by-products. Estimated employment of 500 in Kenai 
area with capital investment of $600-700 million. 

Northern Natural Gas of Omaha - for a major gas processing 
facility at Prudhoe Bay and small gas liquids pipeline parallel
ing TAPS. Liquids would be shipped south with larger gas stream 
and extracted at plant in Southern Alaska. Primary interests 
are in butanes, propane, natural gas and ethanes. 

r----'1 
l j 

The location and potential future development of potential 
gas reserves were not a factor in the environmental staff's 
analysis of alternate routes. 

See new section entitled "Supplemental Analysis" in Volume I, 
Appendix C, for discussion of potential industrial demand 
beyond that considered in the RPA study. 
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An independent study by a large fertilizer company has con
cluded there will be a shortage of nitrogen fertilizer in 
North America by 1984 of 217,000 tons. Alaska's Collier Carbon 
Company ammonia-urea plant in Kenai produces 1,500 tons of 
ammonia and 1,000 tons of urea (per day), consUining 60 MMCFD 
of natural gas. New supplies of nitrogen fertilizers will be 
needed in the 1980's-, and Alaska, with available na~u~al gas 
supplies, will be in a favorable position for producing those 
supplies. 

"The rapid growth in the Alaska construction industry has 
brought a heavy demand for construction materials. Presently 
all cement is imported into the state. The magic market figure 
often quoted for a minimum feasible cement manufacturing oper
ation is one million barrels per. year. While statistics are 
lacking, there is little doubt that Alaska's demand is now 
approaching the annual million barrel consumption rate. New 
industrial installations would insure and stabilize that market. 

"An important hydroelectric project will require tremendous 
cement supplies and a second industrial project requiring large 
amounts of cement materials is the Alaska OCS petroleum devel
opment.\ It is estimated that an offshore cement platform will 
require· 25,000 tons of cement during construction. 

''The point for consideration is the potential market use for 
Alaska natural gas i'n the year 1983 and beyond, not in the light 
of interest of today. Given the projected demand for natural 
gas feedstocks in the nation for the period 1985 to 2010, it is 
difficult to imagine that a supplier offering on the market an 
amount of feedstock in the amount of 436 MMCFD will have 
difficulty finding a buyer. Natural gas is a very scarce re
source and one that will continue to remain in scarce supply for 
the long-term future. If the trans-Alaska gas pipeline is 
approved it can have a tremendous influence upon the type and 
direction of Alaska's future economy.'' (The Alaskan Economy, 
State of Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic Development, 
page 7.) 
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Alaska's jobless 
rate sinks to 8~2 

. ·.The percentage of Alaskans who 
, belong to the ranks. of the 
' .... unemployed decreased to 8.2in May, 
: ·and apjlears to be heading toward the 

lowest mark since 1970, suite labor 
·. experts report. . · · 

·.·. ' !>verage unemployment was 9 per 
... • cent In 1970> and it ·rose annually 

.. :·:through 1973, whenithlt IO.Bpercent. 
· : IM the unemployed made up only 10 

·. percent ohhe work force In 1974, and 
this year the p•rcentage_ of those 
·\lllOmployed has been lower each 
month than in the same months of 
1974 •... 

The low point o( the year Is 
generally October, whenpeoplehave 
either gone to work or left the state, 
labor officials say. ·Last October, the 
W>employment rate hit 6. 7 percent. 

The figures for June are likely to 
. show an increase over May because 
. the labor force traditionally expands 
in June faster than jobs open up, with 
sNdents and migrants joining the 
job-seekers. But ·figures for July 
through October are expected to 
continuedownward. · 

While the trans·Aiaska oil pipeline 
is responsible for boom times this 

· · · year, the coming years 'will bring 
unemployment rates fluctuating to 

· as high· as i4.9 per cent in 1977, 
.. manpower experts believe. 
: A study released earlier this year 
by the U.S. Department of Laborand 
the Human Resources Planning 
Institute forecasts unemployment in 
Alaska between 1974 and 1980. The 

.. figures vary depending on whether 
:the proposed natural gas pipeline is 
routed through ·Alaska or Canada, 
but the forecasters say peak 
. unemployment will occur in 1977, and 
the pen:entage of those unemployed 
.will level off to U.S by the end of the 
decade.. · 

In Anchorage. ntore people are 
arriving this year than arrived last 

· year, the state Department of Labor 
says in its latest report of Alaska 
Economic Trends. The most 
common estimate of population 
growth among . city and borough 
officials is for an increase off rom six 
to seven per cent in 1976. 
. Even though more people are 
coming, unemployment began 
declining In March, a month earlier 
than usual. There were still 5;600 

· people unemployed in · Anchorage . 
during March, for an unemployment 
rate of 8.3 per cent compared to the 
statewide rate of 10:8 percent. 

Unemployment in Alaska declined in·I974 to the lowest average rate since 1970- 10· 
·per cent. But this year, the. picture looks even brighter, with unemployment percen
tages below each month for 1974:'.The top line.on the· graph shows 1974 unemployment 
month by month for 1974, beginning with 13.6 per cent in January, declining to a low. 
of 6 .. 7 per cent·in October, and ending in December with 9;2 per cent. The bottom line 
sho:ws unemployment percentages so far in 1975, beginning with 11 per cent in Jan-
uary and declining to 8.2 per cent in May. · · 

ANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS, July 19, 1975 
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Comments by Scenic Shoreline Preservation Conference, Inc. submitted 

January 14, 1976, on the Environmental Impact Survey for the Western 

LNG Point Conception Terminal and Pipeline and Alternative Sites 

(Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Systems Draft EIS). 

The following comments are submitted by Scenic Shoreline, Inc., 

a California coastal preservation group headquartered in Santa Barbara, 

It is our conclusion that the EIS has been prematurely submitted 

for public review. The data in most of the sections is completely 

inadequate for the development of valid environmental judgments. 

We request that the EIS process not advance until a document 

that fulfills the intent of Congress and the requirements of the 

law has been presented for public review. We further request a hearing 

at a central locati.e>il in' the area affected by the facility. Any 

decision favoring a Point Conception site would be the subject of a 

voter referendum, judging by the present climate of opinion in Santa 

Barbara County. For this reason in addition to the basic needs of 

public info"!""tion, citizens locally are entitled to thorough under

standing of ·the issues through public hearings where FPC staff members 

can be directly questioned on the validity of their analyses. 

The impact from construction activities (III 201) needs con-

siderably more attention. Meteorological and oceanographic studies 

have admittedly not been conducted as a basis for determining the 

design of the breakwater nor have necessary model and resource studies. 

The EIS further notes (III 203): ·~~estern has not supplied the staff 

with sufficient information on the design, location, and construction 

procedures aspects of the seawater intake-outfall system and the 

screenwell to be able to accurately assess the impacts which would 

be associated with this aspect of the proposed construction." 

.~--, 
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The environmental staff feels that the Draft and Final 
Environmental Impact Statement fulfills the intent of 
Congress and the requirements of NEPA for public review. 
The Chairman of the Santa Barbara County Board of Super
visors has filed a·Petition to Intervene and a Motion for 
Local Hearings on January 2, 1976. This request is under 
consideration by the Commission. 

The DEIS does not favor· a Point Conception site. The 
first recommendation on Page III-376 is that the LNG 
facilities be constructed at the Oxnard site. 

Additional discussion of the impacts to marine biota 
from construction of the breakwater is provided in 
Section C.7 of the FEIS. 

The environmental staff has made recommendations 
concerning the seawater vaporizer system, 
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The impact of the cold water discharge is admittedly inade-

quate (lii 183): "Until the location and design is specified, impact 

assessment can only be general," The public is entitled to comment 

on specific data on this discharge impact. Plume studies should be 

submitted for review, The EIS notes that, "No studies on the biolo-

gical effects of cooled seawater discharges are available for com

parison with the proposed system. In addition the location and 

design of the outfall has not been specified. Its location relative 

to biotic distribution, current patterns, and natural temperature 

distributions would have a significant effect on the resulting im-

pacts." The public cannot comment until this data is forthcoming. 

Only the vaguest, most imprecise generalities are possible 

until the alignment of the pipeline has been choosen. "The exact 

ridges to be cut are unknown at this time," according to the EIS 

(III 190). · "The precise alignment of the pipeline has ye·t to be 

determined" (Ill 242Y. 

No information is presented on various intensities of hypo-

thetical accidents, including a gas discharge at the plant, a pipe-

line break, and a tanker collision, or the loss of life and property 

damage that might be anticipated at the alternative sites. Availability 

of insurance in the event of catastrophe has not been documented. A 

tanker accident off the City of Santa Barbara, a crash, for example, 

on a foggy night with an oil platform, might well be evaluated in 

terms of damage to the city. What might be the impact a~nt 
' . ·--t 

Concel'~l)-"--o!_all. ~ccid~~t~l ~~~e~~Jr!>it.:Y":ndenberg Air ~~:~~_!l~s_e? 

The pla~t and pipeline safety exclusion areas and the economic costs 

of these areas should be defined. Conspicuously absent are fire pre

vention strategies and evacuation plans in the event of plant, pipe

line, and tanker accidents. Specific evacuation routes and police 
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The environmental staff has maae ·a recommendation for 
~tudy of the potential impacts from the seawater system. 

It would be impossible to depict the exact alignment 
of the pipeline prior to construction. For the purposes 
of an EIS, the general alignment shown is adequate. 

Gas discharges of the plant represent hazards that are 
normally confined to the area of the plant, and do not involve 
the public. The plant design includes adequate space between 
it and the property boundary for normal LNG safety in accordance 
with NFPA-59A. Any vapor plume from a storage tank break and 
spill within the diked area would dissipate shortly and would 
have no virtually effect on Vandenburg AFB. It is the responsi
bility of the applicant to provide normal fire prevention 
measures and no FPC certificate is issued without them. Pipe
line breaks do occur and cause fires at the break. These are 
stopped by shutoff valves that isolate the broken portion of 
the line. However, they can cause damage, and such statistics 
are maintained by the Department of Transportation, Office of 
Pipeline Safety Operations, who has jurisdiction over pipeline 
safety. These pipelines in Southern California will be 
constructed and operated in accordance with their regulations. 

The hazards from LNG tanker collisions, which are thought 
to be the greatest hazard to the public, are investigated in 
Vol. III, Appendix C. Any tanker accident further at sea 
than the dock will not produce a plume that reaches shore 
before dissipating. Thus, an LNG ship collision with an oil 
platform would be expected to affect the safety of those on 
the ship and the platform, but not the public on shore. LNG 
tankers and plants carry the normal insurance coverage of 
other shipping and chemical industries, which is an indication 
of the risks involved. 
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and hospital procedures should be elaborated in such a plan. 

Additional data and c011111entary are necessary with respect to 

air quality (III 168) (III 244); earthquake hazards and seismic 

design of the plant and pipeline; the proposed desalination facility; 

offsite disposal of graded material; health and safety standards for 

personnel (III 20); and energy conservation. A unit on the latter 

subject is required by law ( 

The general conclusion of the EIS that the construction of 

the LNG facility would have a severe impact on a relatively untouched 

pastoral coastline zoned agriculture and would tend to promote 

further industrial development in the Point Conception area where 

county general plans have envisioned agricultural pursuits seems 

valid enough. Our organization$ oppose) construction at Point 

Conception or any other nearby site. 

The EIS, however, is significantly more inadequate as a review 

of alternatives to a Point Conception facility. The conclusion that 

Oxnard or Los Angeles Harbor are preferable alternatives has not 

been adequately substantiated in spite of bland assurances in the 

EIS that an accident at these densely populated areas is "highly 

unlikely." No appraisal is offered of the horrendous damage that 

could result in the "unlikely" event such an accident did occur. 

Our organization shall welcome the occasion to comment on a 

Draft EIS that offers sufficient information for wise decision ·• 

making. 

1·1 . _, .•/7(_;/-. 
' I 

Impacts on air quality, earthquake hazards and seismic 
design are discussed in the FEIS. The desalination 
facility has been eliminated from the proposal; health 
and safety standards are discussed in the section on 
''Mitigating Measures" in Vol. III of the DEIS; and 
energy conservation is discussed as part of Section H 
of the FEIS. 

The environmental staff disagrees that the review of alter
native LNG sites is inadequate. In addition, the site 
selection analysis never concluded that the Los Angeles 
site was more preferable; it in fact rejected the site as 
a viable alternative. 
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SIERRA CLUB 
324 C Street, S. E. 
Washington, D. C. 20003 
(202) 547-1144 

Federal Power Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20426 

Attn: ENG-SOD-ALASKA 

Dear Sirs: 

FILED' 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

fEB 3 3 30 PH '76 
FEDERAL 

POWER COMMISSION 

February 2, 1976 

I am forwarding the enclosed comments on the 
draft .Environmental Impact Statement for Alaska Natural 
Gas Transportation Systems prepared by Jack Hession 
Alaska Representative of the Sierra Club. As you ' 
will note, the telegram is dated January 28, 1976, and 
I request its inclusion in the record. 

Respectfully, ~ 
tU~E.. 

Wilma E. Frey 
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SUSPECTED DUPLICATE: 1-039269A027 BBD 296. ICS IP.MAF'UA AHG 

01069 A .NL ANCHORAGE ALASKA 242 01-27 0547P AST 

PMS WILMA F'REY 

.. 1133 MASSAC~USETTS' AV£ 

LEXINGTON MA02173 

BT 

Cc;JMMENTS ON F'P·C DEIS: NEED EXISTS FOR COMPARATIV_E ANALYSIS· 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF ARCTIC GAS PREF'ERRED ROUTE, ALCAN HIGHWAY 

CORRIDOR F'OR OVERLAND PIPELINE, GRAVINA,·ANP NIKISKI IN 6NE VOLUME 

ITEM BY ITEM·E.~. WILDLIF't: SPECIFIC CARIBOU HERDS •. TH~COMPARA

TIVE AN~LYSIS SHOULD BE IN FINAL.EIS, 

fPC ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS OF' I-TS PREF'ERRED NIKISKI ROUTE 

PRACTICALLY NONEXISTENT~ INlERIOR'S CVI, 973 F'F> OF SAME ASSdMES 

The visual impact of the completed pipeline route in the 
Mount MCKinley area would be less than the more obvious 
features of a highway, railroad, and dwellings which 
already exist there. 
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PIPE THROUGH NENANA RIVER CANYON ITSELF", F"PC OVER RUGGED MOUNTAINS 

TO EAST. INTERIOR ASSUMES ROUTE AROUND KNIK ARM AND THROUGH 

.KENAJ. MOOSE RANGE, rPC STRI\IGHT SHO.T TO NIKISKI VIA LOWER SUSITNA 

RIVER VALLEY AND AVOIDANCE Or MOO!*RANGE. 

F"PC ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS Or NIKISKI ROUTE SHOULD F"OCUS'ON 

HEALY THROUGH BROAD PASS. WHAT IS VISUAL IMPACT ON MCKINLEY 

. N.P. VISITORS Or PIPE ACROSS RUqGED MOUNTAINS AND SPLENDID WILDER~ 

NESS Or YANERT RIVER VALLEY? Or COMPRESSOR STATION ETC ·ON 
' . 

EXCEPTIONALLY SCENIC BllOAD PASS? 

IMPACT CANTWELL COMPRESSOR STATION AIR POLLUTION ON TUNDfiA 

. ADJACENT TOFARK USED POST!.CALiiiNG (SPRING> MCKINLEY CAfUBOU, HERD? 
~~lATO 

O'ABSSIICI!DSSD fACILITIES? CAN PIPE BE LAID HEALY-BROAD rASS A'~ 

RUGGED MOUNTAIN.S IN SEVERE wiNTER TERMPERATURE? IMPLJCATIONS Or 

SUMMER HEAVY EQUIPMENT, ROADS ON MOUNTAIN. TUNDRA? IMPLICATIONS. 

Or G.AS SUPPLY FOR HARDfiOC!( MINING EXISTING VALID CLAIMS IN PARK,' 

KANTISHNA MINING DISTRICT <D-2 NORTH 

~DDITION TO PAR~J 

PETERS HILLS DISTRICT <StiUTH ADDITION>~ F"OR COAL STRIPPING 
. . ,' . . . . 

NEN~NA F"IELD INCLUDINd SO~E D-2 NORTH ADDITION, SAME NEAR D~i 

SOUTH ADDITION? 

NEED DETAILED ENVIRONMENTALANALYSIS NIKISKI BrORE CHOICE 

NIKISKI-GRAVINA RATIONALLY.MADE • 

JI\CK HEsSION 

'NNNN' 

See reasons given for avoiding the Nenana River Canyon in 
the reply to comments by Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs. 
The route may be visible from McKinley National Park, but 
since the route would pass well to the. east of the existing 
highway and railroad routes, its visual impacts would be 
attenuated by intervening mountains and distance. The com
pressor station near Cantwell in Broad Pass would be adjacent 

· to existing disturbance (the Denali Highway) and would be 
screened from the MCKinley National Park by the Reindeer 
Hills, Impact upon tundra vegetation £rom compressor station 
air pollution should be minimal due to the expected low 
concentrations of so7 at ground level. Aleyeska has shown 
winter construction xn mountainous areas of Alaska to be 

: feasible, if difficult. 
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by Ansel Ada~ ln This Is the Atneriran Earth 

Secretary 
Federal Power Commission 
vlashington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Sir: 

Mills Tower, San Francisco 94104 

30 Sea View Terrace 
San Francisco 94121 
January 19, 1976 

I was impressed by the concise and informative draft Environmental 
Impact Statement released by the Foderal Power Commission in November 
on Alaska natural gas transportation systems. Official comments 
for the National Sierra Club are being submitted by attorney Ron 
\Vilson, on behalf or the intervenors in the Federal Power Commission 1 s 
natural gas transportation hearings, but as Chairman or the Sierra 
Club Alaska Task Force I would like to reiterate our special concerns 
about this project in Alaska. These, briefly stated, are as follows: 

1) Under no circumstances should any pipeline cross the Arctic National 
Wildlife Range in northeastern Alaska. 

2) OF THE ROUTES SUGGESTED BY ARCTIC GAS CO., the least environmentally 
destructive seems to be that passing through the existing Trans-Alaska 
Pipeline Corridor to Big Delta near Fairbanks, before curving south
eastward into the Yukon Terri tory along the Alaska High~1ay. 

3) OF THE SITES PROPOSED BY EL PASO CO. for LNG facilities in southern 
California, the least objectionable appears to be Oxnard. Construction 
at Pt. Conception would have a heavy impact on this unspoiled part of 
the coast, and the proposed Los Angeles Harbor site has safety problems. 

I was very pleased to note the FPC Staff's agreement with (2) and (3) 
above. It was also heartening to see the Staff's reco~~endation that 
Northern Border Pipeline Company use an existing pipeline system to 
carry the gas south or Chicago, and that the PGT-PG & E and ITAA 
pipelines not be built at this time, should the Arctic Gas Company 
proposal be adopted. The Sierra Club has traditionally opposed wasteful 
development such as proliferation or unnecessary pipelines. 

Certain. moves in Congress recently to speed up the process or evalu
ation or all aspects or this complex decision by the proper governmental 
agencies are alarming. The Federal Power Commission has been charg.3d 
with the responsibility or choosing, on the basis or all available 
information, the best possible means or transporting natural gas from 
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the Arctic to markets in the lower 48 states. I hope the FPC 
will insist on its right to exercise this responsibility inde
pendent of outside pressures. Any steps taken to avoid the 
environ:nental and sociological impacts now occurring in Alaska 
as a result of the oil pipeline rush will more thar. compensate 
for Emy delay caused by neticulous review of the proposals now 
before the FPC. 

)!indful of the present situation in Alaska, and cautious about 
any move which might exacerbate it, the Sierra Club Board of 
Directors passed the following resolution at the December 13-14, 
1975 Board meeting: 

Based on present information, the Sierra Club urges that 
natural gas transportation routes in Alaska be confined to 
presently designated and developed utility corridors and that 
no signiftca.nt new utility corridors be developed for trans
portation ot' natural gas in Alaska. 

An accompanying resolution was passed to illustrate furt!'ler the 
e:Hent of our concern about the quality of devel::>pment in Alaska: 

Whereas, major adverse social and economic inpacts on the 
state or Alaska are being caused by the Alyeska Trans-Alaska 
011 Pipeline project, and 

Whereas, there are many reports that serious environmental 
damage is occurring in Alaska as a result of non-compliance 

/ with federal regulations and stipulations on con~truction of 
the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline, as well as by secondary activities, 

Resolved that the Sierra Club urges Congressional review of the 
environmental, economic, and social probl.~ms caused by construc
tion of the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline before federal approval 
of any future major construction project (i.e., a natural gas 
pipeline) which would further impact the state of Alaska. 

The·Federal Power Commission draft Environmental Impact Statement 
is a positive first step towards gathering the information we need 
in ·order to balance the pros and cons of proposals for development 
in Alaska. Thank you for including these comments in the record, 

Sincerely, 

~~----~~ 
Edgar Wayburn, M.D. 
Chairman, Alaska Task Force 
Sierra Club 
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